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The term "software engineering" was coined in 1967 as a way to encourage people
to apply an engineering discipline to software development At that time, applications
ran on a single processor, produced alphanumeric output, and received their input
from a linear source. Today's applications are far more complex, typically having a
graphical user interface (GUI) and a client-server architecture. They frequently run on
two or more processors, under different operating systems, and on geographically
distributed machines. Applications rely heavily on layers of systems software for
windowing, network connectivity, messaging, security, and database or object
management
Since that time, the nature and complexity of software has significantly changed,
but many of the same challenges to managing and developing high quality systems still
remain. There are, however, some generally accepted fundamental notions that have
proven valuable over time. We now take up eight fundamental concepts of software
engineering, treating each of them individually while recognizing close
interrelationships among them. None of these ideas is revolutionary or particularly
exceptional. Taken together, they are intended simply to sum up many of the advances
in software engineering and thereby serve as the heart of a set of "best practices" that
software development organizations can use.
ABSTRACTION

Abstraction is a fundamental technique for problem understanding and solving.
Abstraction is a common intellectual technique for managing the understanding of
complex items. It allows us to concentrate on a problem at some level of generalization
without regard to irrelevant low-level details. It also allows us to work with concepts
and terms that are familiar in the problem environment without having to transform
them to an unfamiliar structure.
Abstraction hierarchies are natural and very common. The term "house" represents
a category, or class, and hides many details. When those details are of interest, they
may be treated as properties, or attributes, such as dimensions, number of bedrooms,
type of frame, and so on. At a higher level, a house is a type of building, sharing
properties (such as building dimensions) with other types of buildings, such as a
supermarket Depending on the problem being addressed, the abstract class "house"
may inherit properties from both the class "residence" and the class "building", or

both. Even with values for these properties, abstraction hides still lower levels of
abstraction details, such as plumbing and electricity.
These notions of abstraction are pervasive in software engineering and other aspects
of computing. In object-oriented (00) development, abstraction provides a clean
definition of the operations (methods) for a class, as well as specifying the parameters
needed to instantiate a class from a generic class.
Abstraction is also the central concept of "information hiding"1, which lets software
developers focus on the appropriate level of detail concerning a software component.
Application programming interfaces (APis) - as found in network services, foundation
classes, and component libraries - are excellent examples of such information hiding.

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODS AND NOTATIONS

Analysis and design notations are a basic tool for communication in an engineering
discipline.
The cognitive leap from understanding a problem to implementing a system is too
great to proceed without including analysis and design models as key deliverables in
the development process. Many analysis and design methods and notations have been
developed to support modeling of the problem and system.
Analysis considers the problem space, addressing the structure of the problem,
including the logical structure of objects in the real world. The goal of requirements
analysis is to provide an unambiguous and comprehensible specification from which a
system can be designed and built. Design, by contrast, deals with the structure of the
system that implements a solution to the problem. For example, design must deal with
system constraints such as interfaces to existing systems and components, as well as
overall system architecture.
There is also an important distinction between the notation (representation) and the
method used. The notation, whether textual, graphical, or mixed, is used as a means of
communicating analysis and design information to others, and often has a well-defined
semantics. The method defines a set of steps that one follows to derive the analysis or
design model expressed in this notation. To the user of the model, e.g., a programmer
or quality assurance engineer, all that is relevant is the representation itself, since the
process of creating that representation is hidden from that user.
An important aspect of established engineering disciplines is a universally used
standard set of representations for modeling artifacts. Electrical engineers use block
diagrams and schematic diagrams; several other engineering fields depend on
blueprints. All practicing engineers in those fields, and other professionals who work
with them, use and understand these notations.
Software engineering has no equivalent to these procedures. Instead, there are
hundreds of different notations, many with numerous variants. Of these, only a few state transition diagrams, entity-relationship models, data flow diagrams, and structure
charts - are widely known and used. The various approaches to analysis and design
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disagree about which modeling primitives and notations are appropriate for
representing analysis and design information.

In practice, software developers sometimes implement systems without producing
and validating any analysis and design model at all. Even more often, they change an
implementation without properly updating an existing analysis or design to maintain
consistency. Four decades of painful experience has shown that developers cannot
easily go back and forth between the problem domain and the implementation domain
· unless the problem at hand is relatively small.
Omitting these analysis and design activities or doing an incomplete job on them is
widely recognized as a principal cause of development errors, high maintenance costs,
and failure to build systems that meet user requirements. Absence of usable and
precise requirements specifications and design models makes acceptance testing and
quality assurance nearly impossible, as well as making it unlikely that documentation
will be accurate.
Although analysis and design activities have different goals and address different
requirements, it is impractical to perform these tasks independently, particularly when
following a spiral model of development Analysis methods frequently yield a
problem structuring that can serve as the basis for a system architecture. Conversely,
design issues may bring new requirements to light, often involving handling of
exceptional conditions, causing bidirectional feedback between analysis and design.
Along the same lines, the entire development process can be more efficient if the
analysis step takes advantage of knowledge about existing software assets. Rather than
starting with a "blank slate", as assumed in most of the texts on analysis methods,
analysts often work within the context of an application development framework, a
collection of components, an existing enterprise data model, an extensive set of existing
analysis models, and/ or an existing system that is being modernized.

In theory, it should be possible to develop a method-independent software design
representation that provides the appropriate syntax and semantics for describing the
design. Various software design methods could then be used to create designs
represented with this notation. If software engineering is to mature as an engineering
discipline, standard specification and design notations will have to be adopted, along
with methods for problem decomposition and architectural design that produce those
notations.

USER INTERFACE AND PROTOTYPING
Prototyping of the user interface is the most effective way to elicit user requirements and to
improve usability of applications.

Over the past few years, iterative prototyping of graphical user interfaces (GUis)
has become a central component of rapid application development (RAD). This step is
supported by a wide variety of GUI builders and user interface management systems,
including both standalone tools and RAD tools.
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User interface prototyping is traditionally associated with the development of
interactive information systems. However, such prototyping also plays an important
role in many embedded systems: copying machines, automated teller machines, and
modem aircraft all have an important user interface component Accordingly, user
interface design has become an essential part of software engineering.
User Software Engineering (USE)2.3 was the first development method that
combined iterative prototyping of the user interface, a systematic approach to software
development, and a set of supporting tools. USE introduced a three-part architecture
for such systems, separating the user interface from system operations and the
database, which allowed user interface design to be treated independently. (This same
architectural structure is now common in client-server systems.) Experience showed
that the user interface is a key determinant of system usability and user satisfaction and
that users working with the prototype were better able to contribute to the analysis
process.
Over the past decade, GUis have become nearly universal. It quickly became clear
that the skills needed for designing good user interfaces are quite different from those
needed for other aspects of software development The needed expertise is likely to
increase as new forms of interactivity, such as speech and gesturing, become more
common. Many software product teams now include experts in user interfaces, and
conduct extensive usability tests on the~ interfaces at an early stage of the development
process.
Applications for simulation, visualization, and charting are user interface intensive,
with half or more of the finished code related to the user interface. The same is true for
games, where video, sound, and 3-D graphics are a key part of the interactive
experience.
Repeated prototyping of the user interface is a natural step when following a spiral
approach to application development For large projects, though, it is important to
treat this prototyping activity as part of the analysis and design process, not as a
shortcut to rapid system deployment

MODULARITY AND ARCHITECTURE
Software architectures play a major role in determining the quality and maintainability of a
system.

The overall architecture of a software system has long been recognized as important
to its quality (or lack thereof). An architecture's building blocks include units that
carry out the system's behavior, connections that show how these units transmit or
share information, and connections that show how the various program operations are
activated, either sequentially or concurrently.
A well-structured system follows basic principles of software design. It should
exhibit a logical and modular structure and support information hiding. Design
decisions should be isolated from one another in a manner _that minimizes the impact of
changes in those decisions. Each unit should have a published interface.
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Of all the various qualities of software design, none has proven over time to be
more significant than modularity. A system can be structured into a collection of
modules, where each module has a well-defined interface to other modules, carries out
a well-defined function, hides a design decision, and can be independently tested
and/ or verified. This structuring approach allows separation of concerns, thereby
localizing design issues.

Architectural design is used to partition the system into units. There are several
different partitioning approaches, including:
1) modular decomposition - based primarily on assigning functions to modules;
2) data-oriented decomposition - based on external data structures;
3) event-oriented decomposition - based on events that must be handled by the system;
4) "outside-in" design - based on user inputs to the system, and;
5) object-oriented design - based on classes of objects and their interrelationships.

One or more of these approaches can be used on the same system. For example, a
client-server architecture may separate the user interface component from the database
access component of a system. The user-interface component can be partitioned further
using an event-oriented decomposition, outside-in design, and/ or object-oriented
design by selecting from a set of classes that provides the needed user interface
services.
These approaches often complement one another. For example, data-oriented
design is a useful first step in approaching an object-oriented design. A skilled
designer often knows several of these design methods and can put the most
appropriate one to use in a specific situation.
The notion of design patterns was introduced by Christopher Alexander in the
context of architecture4. According to Gamma and colleagues:
"A design pattern names, abstracts, and identifies the key aspects of a common
design structure that make it useful for creating a reusable object-oriented design.
The design pattern identifies the participating classes and instances, their roles
and collaborations, and the distribution of responsibilities."5

Furthermore, a design pattern describes appropriate conditions for its use in terms of
other design constraints and tradeoffs.
Design patterns are different from class libraries and application development
frameworks. Class libraries typically present a set of generally applicable classes, fully
coded and documented, in a form that allows them to be used as is across a wide
variety of applications. Application development frameworks provide a set of classes
specialized for a particular type of application, such as an interactive information
systems (GUI interface to a relational database). Design patterns fall somewhere in the
middle, and are being used to build reusable classes and frameworks for specific
application domains.
Although the notion of standard software architectures goes back at least to
Structured Design6, advances in client-server software and object technology have
greatly raised interest in this topic. In fact, the rapidly increasing use of standard
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architectures is a tangible result of 20 years of research and development on software
design. In particular, standardized designs and design patterns can provide the
architecture for an object-oriented software system or subsystem, as well as provide an
efficient way to incorporate reuse into software design.
The development of component libraries, patterns, and frameworks indicates
progress toward codification of design experience, and provides developers with
valuable reuse capabilities. The architecture of certain types of systems is virtually predetermined, either because it is inherent in a set of development tools or because there
is no justification to deviate from the mechanisms provided in a framework.
For example, client-server architectures are rapidly becoming standardized, both in
terms of the distribution of the application and the layers of "middleware" used to
enable the communication between parts of the application.
Such standardization reduces the effort required to build client-server applications.
RAD tools such as Visual Basic and PowerBuilder are used to build graphical
interfaces to relational databases, and a palette of graphical icons (check boxes, radio
buttons, tables, etc.) is used to define the user interface. The user interface is connected
to the database through a standard API, such as Open Database Connectivity (ODBC).
The client is an executable Microsoft Windows application connected to a server where
the DBMS runs. Both the application architecture and much of its content relies on
predefined frameworks and component libraries.
Distributed object management also illustrates the power of standard architectures
and components. CORBA contains an Interface Definition Language for specification
of object interfaces, and a messaging mechanism that lets objects in a heterogeneous
environment request services from one another. The application architecture is built
around an Object Request Broker (ORB), which handles requests and responses.
CORBA is aimed at providing a standard style of application development that
encourages the independent development of object services and the standardization of
interface definitions.

LIFECYCLE AND PROCESS
Having some defined and manageable process for software development is much better than
not having one.

This statement may seem weak or insufficient. It may also seem that the notion of
software process belongs at the beginning of the list of fundamental concepts of
software engineering. However, many high quality software systems have been
developed with little in the way of an organized and disciplined development process.
Moreover, the great variations among application types and organizational cultures
makes it impossible to be prescriptive about the process itself. Thus, it appears that the
software process is not as fundamental to software engineering as are abstraction and
modularization.
Different types of software need differing degrees of development infrastructure.
Figure 1 shows the contrast between enterprise-wide applications, for which controlled
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development is needed, as opposed to individual and department-level applications,
for which RAD methods may suffice.
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Figure 1 - Contrasting development approaches for different application scopes
Many small-to-medium sized systems can be built by one or two individuals who
act as analyst, designer, programmer, documenter, and quality assurance engineer.
The tools for such a project may be no more than a text editor, a drawing tool, and a
programming environment, a RAD tool, or even a personal productivity tool. Such
projects typically have no formally defined process and have little project management
control other than a delivery date. The risk associated with project delays and errors is
relatively small and usually confined to a small workgroup.
Larger, more complex systems are likely to involve numerous developers and other
stakeholders (customers, end users, etc.) over months or years. Such systems are
frequently critical to the operation of their organizations or as part of products, e.g.,
embedded systems, that they build. The tools needed for such projects go well beyond
those needed for a smaller project and typically also include analysis and design tools,
project and process management tools, test case generators, debuggers, configuration
management and version control systems, as well as other tools specialized for the type
of application.
Successful development of larger systems requires a well-defined process,
supported by effective management oversight and application development tools.
These requirement are imposed by the greater risk associated with failures and delays
in the development of these mission-critical systems. The nature of the process itself
varies greatly among organizations and even within different groups in an
organization that is building different types and sizes of applications, often using
different technologies.
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Oosely linked to the software development process is the "product'' being produced
by the process, typically a set of executable programs with libraries, examples,
documentation, and installation procedures. Managing the process includes
maintaining control (configuration management) over the items being used and created.
Each task in the process uses, creates, and/ or modifies items, such as requirements,
specifications, external documentation, test cases, architectural and detailed design,
source code, object code, and test drivers, as well as class libraries and items reused
from other projects. All of these items may also have versions to be distinguished,
tracked, and saved.
The Software Engineering Institute has been a particularly effective catalyst for
process improvement, encouraging organizations to evaluate the maturity of their
software development processes and to create software process groups to improve those
processes. Achieving a rating of SEI Level 3 (defined, repeatable process) is an
important goal for many organizations.

REUSE
Reuse of existing software development assets is an essential part of any software
development process.
Software reuse is a long-standing notion. For example, the first operating systems
had application programs that provided common services to all programs, thereby
eliminating the need for each programmer to program them. Similarly, one of the
attractions of FORTRAN (dating to 1957) was its support for standard input and output
streams through a runtime library, as well as its built-in mathematical functions.
Beyond those features, numerical mathematicians developed reusable libraries of
mathematical functions.
These basic concepts of reusable functionality are now taken for granted, and have
been significantly extended. Operating systems have large libraries of system services
and published APis that allow programs to access those services. Programming
environments similarly include not only built-in function libraries, but also class
libraries.
A broad notion of reuse, however, goes well beyond APis and class libraries to
encompass many types of artifacts associated with a software development project
Since most APis and class libraries are independent of a particular application domain,
organizations must look beyond them to find items that are specific to their own needs
and practices. Once found, these items should be treated as corporate assets,
recognizing the investment that went into creating them. Such items include not only
source and object code, but also design patterns, document templates, test scripts, user
interface layouts, and software process definitions.
Effective reuse beyond the level of function and class libraries has proved to be
more difficult than hoped. Many software artifacts built for a specific project need
additional work before they can be of general use. This might entail generalizing the
component, standardizing documentation, and storing the artifacts in a controlled
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repository. The time pressure of projects rarely allows for this extra work.
Furthermore, it often takes several attempts at building similar systems before broadly
reusable items can be identified and defined. For example, the inherent conflict
between generality and specificity for an item affects how many parameters are
provided for the item. In short, it's hard to build high quality reusable components.
Several key steps, including consciousness raising, are required for a successful
reuse program. The most important such step seems to be a dedicated organizational
effort, with resources allocated specifically to the reuse program. (IEEE Software, vol.
11, no. 5 (September, 1994), covers many aspects of reuse.)

METRICS

Impravements in the software development process and system quality cannot be
evaluated without an effective metrics effort
Every organization wants to improve its software development process, since there
are tangible benefits associated with building better software. The notion of
"continuous process improvement'' is central to business process reengineering
activities, and is a basic component of the SEI' s Capability Maturity Model.
Desired process improvements include reduced overall development time, more
accurate estimation of costs and schedules, reduction of reported problems in released
software, better communication between users and analysts, increased use of analysis
and design methods, increased reuse, better internal and external documentation,
earlier and more accurate performance prediction, tighter control over intermediate
and final products, tighter integration of quality assurance activities with development
activities, and inclusion of usability engineering.
Unfortunately, it's impossible to measure progress toward such goals without a
well-defined set of items to be measured and accurate measurements of current
practice. There is broad agreement on the need for organizations to measure key
aspects of their software development activities, as well as product quality, including
usability.
·

In the area of quality, Capers Jones suggests measuring defect quantities in
deliverables by product phase, efficiency of defect removal during reviews and
inspections, defects delivered in released systems, defect severity, and customer/ user
satisfaction7,s. In the area of productivity, Jones suggests a variety of schedule,
resource, and cost measures, along with functional metrics (function points) as a way to
determine productivity.
Different types of metrics are associated with each software development task. In
design, for example, one class of measurement is associated with defects, such as
interface definition errors. Another class of design metric is associated with goodness
of the design, an idea that goes back to Structured Design, which introduced numerous
metrics, e.g., cohesion, coupling, fan-in, fan-out, module size, and scope of effect
Metrics are well established in the area of testing and quality assurance.
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Thoroughness of testing is given in terms of code coverage measures, such as branch
coverage, loop coverage, and relational coverage. Metrics have also been thoroughly
defined for cost estimation. 9,10

TOOLS AND INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTS
The application development environment and its tools should provide comprehensive and
integrated support for the development process.
The software development process must be supported by appropriate software
development tools. An effective development environment provides automated tools
for as many tasks as possible.
Current development environments are diverse, ranging from single users on
personal computers to large, geographically dispersed teams using a variety of
machines to share development information. This diversity reflects the wide range of
development processes and methods, the availability of different tools on different
hardware platforms, and the vast range of applications being developed. While the
specific tools used by an organization vary by application domain, implementation
language, and operating system, the objective is to have an integrated set of tools that
work harmoniously together to make the application development process more
effective.
The services provided by a software engineering environment have been
categorized into frameworks that serve as the basis for describing, comparing, and
contrasting existing and proposed environments. 11-12 The environment infrastructure
provides a .set of services that typically cover object management, process management,
communication, and operating systems.
Such a model provides a product-neutral way to categorize tools and environments.
Organizations seeking to acquire or develop comprehensive environments can look to
these models as checklists, recognizing that it is neither economical, technically
possible, nor organizationally feasible to acquire a compatible set of tools that provides
all of these services.
One important barrier in current software engineering environments is the difficulty
of integrating tools that address different aspects of the development process. The
general lack of standards for tools serves to slow down the availability of fully
integrated environments. Although there are numerous open systems standards for
operating systems interfaces, network interconnections, and programming languages,
few standards exist at the level of design methods and tool integration.
Typically, software tools are produced by different vendors, each of whom has
chosen to focus on a specific part of the overall problem. For example, different tools
support architectural design and test case generation. Users of these tools want them to
work together to fully support the user's design and development process. Tool
integration should produce complete environments that support the entire software
development life cycle.
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Tool integration issues fall into five categories13:
1) platform integration: the ability of tools to interoperate on a [potentially
heterogeneous] network;
2) presentation integration: commonality of the user interface among the tools;
3) process integration: linkage between tool usage and the software development

process;
4) data integration: the ways in which tools share data, and;
5) control integration: the ability for tools to notify an initiate actions among one
another.

The goal of data integration is to provide tools with a shared repository, where all
tools share an extensible common data model and a public interface that supports
object management services. This approach was first proposed for the 1980 US
Department of Defense report, "Requirements for Ada Programming Support
Environments", better known as STONEMAN. The first commercial environment to
provide such a shared repository was the original version of IDE' s Software through
PicturesTM _14 IBM's AD/Cycle concept, never fully implemented, was based on a
Repository Manager and a common data model. Microsoft has recently introduced
their own repository-based approach, drawing on some of the same technology used in
the failed IBM effort
The notion of control integration originated with the Pecan and Field
environments.15,16 The first commercial version of such a mechanism was the
Broadcast Message Server in Hewlett-Packard's Softbench™. 17 When control
integration is combined with data integration, events such as access to or changes to the
shared repository can send messages to other tools (services), which can in tum triggers
other repository activities or messages. This control integration mechanism is also
found in CORBA.
The issues surrounding tool integration are very complex, and often involve both
technical and business issues. The absence of standards means that the vast majority of
tool integration is done via "point-to-point" connections, with relatively little done
through tool integration frameworks. In the absence of standards for repository models
and control integration messages, much work is needed before comprehensive multi.vendor, multi-platform tool integration can be achieved.
CONCLUSION
Considerable progress has been made in the past few years toward applying these
eight fundamental ideas and improving the software engineering process. For
example, the widespread acceptance of object-oriented techniques and the demand for
APis draw from the fundamental ideas of abstraction and modularity. Many of the
concepts underlying the Internet and the World Wide Web may be viewed as
applications of the same ideas. Similarly, today's RAD tools came into being because
their creators recognized the value of reusable comp~nents and standard architectures
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and incorporated them into a visual tool. Java is particularly interesting because it
facilitates large scale reuse through its built-in class libraries and provides machine
independence through a layer of abstraction Oava virtual machine). Collectively, such
tools help to reduce the time needed to build and to modify systems, as well as
changing the associated software engineering process.
However, software engineering has a long way to go before it is widely recognized
as an engineering discipline. First, there is only limited agreement on the skills needed
by a software engineer, despite proposals dating from the 1970's18 and ongoing
committee efforts. There are few software engineering curricula and degree programs,
even though curriculum proposals also date from the 1970' s19• Issues of certification,
registration, and licensing of software engineers have been similarly discussed for two
decades.
There is, to be sure, a "chicken-and-egg" aspect to these discussions. H a respected
professional organization were to establish certification and/ or registration criteria for
software engineers, that would create a de facto set of required skills and practical
experience. Such requirements would certainly lead to numerous academic programs
for aspiring software engineers, as well as professional development programs
required for ongoing certification or licensing.
Consistent use of software engineering practices will not emerge until the field is
more mature. The maturation process requires consolidation of existing development
methods and tool integration mechanisms, quantitative data on "best practices", and
widely accepted agreement on the intellectual content of the field of software
engineering, supported by both academic programs and by professional programs for
practicing software developers.
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Reuse
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essential part of any software
development process.
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Metrics
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quality cannot be evaluated
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development environment
should provide comprehensive
and integrated support
for the development process.
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Tools Issues
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engineering discipline.
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Testing an Object Request Broker (ORB) Using Automa.tion

Preface
Testing an ORB is not an easy endeavor. The central issue, that further complicated any problems that
came up, was executing tests on multiple platforms that have to inter-operate. When the ObjectBroker test
group was in its infancy, there were a few outdated automation tools. The idea of a "passed test" was a test
that ran to completion, regardless of the results. When the test group was staffed, customized test tools were
built out of necessity over an eighteen month period. Commercial test tools that could handle all platforms
were non-existent. During that eighteen month period, 10,000 plus tests were run in a typical test cycle with
meaningful results.
Every ObjectBroker engineer who contributed to testing this ORB has also contributed to writing a section
of this paper. Developing a test system to verify ObjectBroker was a team effort, and as such, this is a team
paper.
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Introduction
An Object Request Broker (ORB) is rniddleware in a multi-tier client/server computing environment. The
ORB makes it possible for programmers to use an object-oriented approach to the development and
integration of applications in a distributed, heterogeneous platform environment. The fundamental purpose
of an ORB is to make it easier to create client/server applications; either new applications written from
scratch or legacy applications that are re-faced and re-used. Because the ORB keeps track of changes in the
network. hardware and software, the clients and servers that make up the business applications need not
deal with, or even be aware of, these changes. As a result, open client/server applications can be deployed
across the enterprise that are simpler, more robust, and more cost-effective to create and maintain.

ObjectBroker is a CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture as specified by the Object
Management Group) compliant product for the development and integration of applications in a distributed,
mixed-vendor environment. ObjectBroker includes features, beyond those specified by CORBA, that allow
PCs and legacy applications, as well as new applications, to participate as first-class components in a
leading-edge, object-based distributed system. In addition to providing connections between these
components, ObjectBroker also provjdes connections to interesting new technologies such as the Web,
corporate intranets, and Java. ObjectBroker enables enterprise customers to protect their investments in
existing hardware and software, while integrating them with new approaches and technologies.
In the classic client/server model, the client and server applications are tightly coupled. Adding new
functionality, hardware platforms, software, or network infrastrucrure requires time conswning and
expensive rewrites of the client and server applications . Applications use a message as the base unit for
data transfer. Using an ORB, the applications are isolated from the vagaries of the underlying platforms.
The client and server applications are de-coupled from each other. The cost, time, and complexity of
implementing distributed client/server applications is reduced by eliminating custom integration code at the
operating system and network levels. Using an ORB allows application services and components,
. implemented in different applications and across different platforms, to transparently invoke. control, and
interact with one another. Objects which can be easily created and managed replace short-lived messages .
While an ORB provides an outstanding solution for many of the problems inherent in client/server
computing, it creates unique challenges for Quality Assurance groups that have to verify this type of
middleware product. The most challenging issue is how to manage testing across multiple, heterogeneous
platforms. Toe multi-platform problem is pervasive in testing an ORB. It affects test development and
execution. It requires an intelligent test system able to interact with all of the supported platforms and
network transports. The number of test cases that result from multiple platform environments requires that
a tool be developed to manage input to the test system and the results from the testing. The test system must
be able to execute a wide variety of tests in different ways on multiple platforms. It must be have
interoperability with all of the supported platforms. With the advent of the IIOP (Internet Interoperability
Protocol) in CORBA Version 2, it will even be necessary for the test system to handle multiple ORB
products and protocols.
There are a number of problems inherent in developing a paradigm for testing an ORB . Tests must be
developed so as to ensure that the client and server output are identical across the platform spectrum. Each
type of platform has its own unique behavior that must be accounted for by the test developer . In order to
create tests where the client and server output are identical across multiple platforms, standards have been
created and adhered to by test developers. The use of common naming conventions, standard utilities,
macros, and tracing routines contribute to the chief goal of creating tests with common output regardless of
platform type.
Transferal of code from development to QA has always been an issue. Complicate the situation by
implementing across a dozen or so platforms and the problems increase by an order of magnirude.
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The most complex and frustrating issue to resolve in testing an ORB is designing and implementing a
hardware and software configuration for the test systems. Each system is unique but has to be able to
communicate with all of the other test systems. The configuration has to be set up so that the test system
has a solid base upon which to execute tests.
Another problem that must be overcome is managing the data into and out of the test system. The input
into the test system has to be controlled so that the correct set of tests are built and executed in each test
cycle. The volume of data that is generated by running hundreds of tests against large client/server matrices
is truly staggering. In a typical two-week test cycle over 10,000 test cases may be executed. The review
and reporting of the results can take longer than the test execution if it is all done manually.
A conventional, methodical test strategy does not work when applied to ORB testing. Given the variables
of tests, operating systems, hardware platforms, network transports layered software, etc. there can be
millions of test cases to execute. Conventional test tools are generally limited in platform support and
cannot be used in many of the configurations required during ORB testing.
Each of these issues must be successfully resolved to efficiently and thoroughly test an ORB . At the center
of the solution is the test system. It must organize the test data, automatically execute tests and verify the
results against benchmarks. The test system has powerful multi-platform functionality built into major
components of the test system. Test generation, test replication, tools for data imports, reviewing results,
system security and customized drivers are all contained within the overall framework of the test system.
Lastly, a strategy for execution of large quantities of distributed client/server tests is essential. The goal of
the strategy is to quickly find the maximum number of product defects, while minimizing the number of
duplicate problems encountered that are inherent in multi-platform client/server testing. Multiple strategies
are used that take into account whether the release is a new product release or a maintenance release. For
all types of releases, a baseline is established so the quality of the release can be measured over time and
compared to other releases.
The sections that follow describe the issues confronted and the solutions developed in testing the Object
Request Broker - ObjectBroker.
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Developing a Test
There are several issues that must be addressed when writing tests for an ORB. No two tests should be
identical since each one is designed to exercise different functionality in the ORB. For the most part, tests
for new functionality or for regression can be written with little or no changes to the test system. At the
same time, a test system that allows the freedom of testing an ORB in a distributed multi-tier clienUserver
environment will require test-writing standards.
One of the test-writing standards to be defined is test naming conventions. Because Windows 3.1 is one of
the platforms being tested, file naming length must be kept to an 8.3 maximum. When writing the code,
several files are created, such as the client, server, client stub, dispatcher, mapping files , etc . These files
require distinctive names for the test build procedure. A base name length of six characters for the test
prefix must be used. This allows up to two more characters to be added to the name in order to distinguish
the file. So a test with the base prefix name foobar would have a 'c' appended to it to designate it as the
client, making it foobarc.c if it was a client written in C. If the same functionality was being tested in C++,
then an 'x' would be appended to the prefix before the 'c' making the name foobarxc.cxx . The server
would be foobars.c in C and foobarxs.cxx in C++. In each case the distinguishing character would change,
depending upon the files function within the build. A 'd' (foobard.c) for the dispatch code. a 't'
(foobart.c) for the type code and so on.
As mentioned before, the tests must build and run on a dozen plus platforms which include VMS-based,
Windows-based and UNIX-based platforms. To accommodate this, particular attention must be paid to the
internals of a test. Pre-processor defined macros are used for platform specific functionality that varies for
things such as main (). Macros are also used for specific client and server initialization for certain
platforms, test exit cleanup, etc. This makes the test easier to build and to run in a distributed test
environment Some macros are also used to handle trace errors .

. The following outlines are used to develop client and server tests while using macros to keep platform
dependency consistent. They also allow for faster test development. The macros are all capitalized. A
required build header file called testdef.h holds most of the macro definitions. The TEST_MAIN macro
expands to define the different main Oroutines that are used on different platforms. For example, the main
() function is different on Digital UNIX vs . Windows 3.1. The TEST_CLIENT_INIT and
TEST_SERVER_INIT are expanded to allow certain initializations to occur on some platforms that need it.
TEST_EXIT expands to allow the test to exit gracefully by performing the ORB rundown routine.
Preprocessor #defines are used to designate which version of the macro to use when the test is being built.
The TRACE_ENABLE macro is an ObjectBroker feature that expands to allow efficient error tracing that
can be used in test debug.
The following is an example of client and server test templates:
Client Test Template
<Test Description>
<Include Files>
testdef.h, test_name_prefix.h
<Client Utility Routine Prototypes>
Routines for invokes , printing data,
initialization, etc.
<Initial Object Definition>
<Main Routine>
TEST_MAIN
TRACE_ENABLE
TEST_CLIENT _!NIT

Server Test Template
<Test Description>.
<Include Files>
testdef.h. PREFIX.irnh
, <Server Utility Routine Prototypes>
1Routines for printing data, initialization,
terminate, etc.

II
3

I

<Main Routine>
TEST MAIN
TRA.CE_ENABLE
TEST_SERVER_INIT

I
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<Create object using
CORBA_ORB_string_to_object>
<Get default context using
CORBA_ORB_get_default_context
<Call routines to invoke methods via
stubs or dynamic>
<Cleanup>
1EST_EXIT

<Client Utility Routine Definitions>

<Call Registration Routing>
<Create object using
CORBA_ORB_string_to_object>>
<Create object using
CORBA_BOA_create>
<CORBA_BOA_impl_is_ready>
<CORBA_BOA_main_loop>
<Server Methods ...>
<Notification Routine Definitions>
<Server Utility Routine Definitions>

Identical output on all platforms is critical. A client/server test that runs on one platform set must have
output identical to the same test running on another platform set. Valid test outputs are kept in a single
benchmark file . A benchmark file per test is used to measure the validity of a test regardless of platform.
Server selection is another issue that must be dealt with in test development. ObjectBroker offers features
that allow a client to call backup servers in a situation where the intended server system may be down.
While this a great feature for the customer, it makes testing difficult since a test matrix will require that a
server on a designated cross platform be the one selected and not an alternate. If the intended server is not
available on Windows NT for example, and an alternate server is chosen on Sun Solaris, then the wrong
platform is tested. If a server node is down, there is an issue and the tester must be informed. With a test
environment running a dozen-plus cross platform tests simultaneously, this problem is bound to occur. This
has been remedied by using another ObjectBroker feature that allows the method mapping file to tell the
client to select servers on a "default node". When a local environment variable is set stating only one local
node to be used, then the client will return an error if that server is not found . This assures that the correct
node and server will be chosen. While on the subject of server selection, ObjectBroker also offers the
feature of "autostarting" the server from the client. This is also used to insure accurate test results. Once
the client starts, it looks at the variable that designates the default node of the server, and uses the autostart
feature to start that server on that node. These features are all rendered using ObjectBroker method
mapping files and registries.
Finally, once the test is written, built. and run on at least one platform, it should be built and run on as many
platforms as possible to make sure it will not break any build procedures once it's been checked into the
source control. In this case it is recommended that it be built on at least five different platforms, usually
two UNIX platforms, Open VMS, Windows NT or Windows 95, and Windows 3.1.
With all of these considerations in place, writing tests for an ORB can be done quickly, reliably, and
efficiently.
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Automated Staging Procedures
The process of moving kits and data from the development to the test environment, must be seamless.
Automated staging procedures facilitate the process.
Thoroughly testing an ORB on multiple platforms requires the ability to automate many phases of the test
process. This includes the "staging" of test machines for a test cycle. Staging in this process is the preparing
of a test machine to execute a suite of tests against a specific version of the ORB .
The ObjectBroker test environment consists of many different hardware and software platforms. Each
machine must be configured for testing with the basic tools required by the test system, as well as the ORB .
Even though each platform is unique, a common framework can be defined and used to devel op the specific
implementations for each platform type.
There are several significant advantages gained by automating the staging processes of test machines.
Already mentioned is bridging development and test environments. Other obvious benefits are the speed
and efficiency in which automated procedures do the work. Another is the simplification and consistency
provided by these procedures. The overall effect of all these advantages is reduced test cycle time.
To properly test an ORB, the test environment should resemble that of a customer environment as closely as
possible. With this in mind, the test cycle should include verification of the installation of the ORB kit, as
well as building the tests which will verify the ORB . Ideally, the ORB is installed and then the tests are
built against the installed components. Although this is desirable, it is not always feasible . Often the
requirements of each of these environments conflict, making it difficult or impossible to coexist on the same
machines. When these environments are isolated from each other, they become much more manageable.
When the environments are isolated, the need to clearly define the "hand-off' process between the product
build environment and the test environment is critical. It is easy for a test engineer to spend several hours
tracking down a problem, only to find out that they have installed the wrong version of the product kit or
tests . To avoid this confusion, good communication between the two team leaders should be established.
They should agree on common share points from which the ORB kits and the tests will be acquired. They
should agree on standard naming conventions for these share points, directories, and kit names. Most
importantly, there should be processes in place to quickly resolve issues relative to this hand-off.
Another critical issue involves a process called "pre-staging". Pre-staging is simply the preparation of a test
system with the appropriate operating system, network software, network share points, languages and other
tools and layered products required by the test system. This process is normally done once, at the time a
specific machine is integrated into the test environment. Pre-staging is discussed in further detail in the
Hardware and Software Configuration section .
Testing an ObjectBroker release is done in cycles. Each base level release of the project corresponds to a
new test cycle. At the beginning of each test cycle, the test machines are staged. The basic steps in staging a
test machine are as follows :
For each test cycle:
•
•

Copy the source files that are common to all platforms from the development environment to the test
environment. All test machines share a single copy of these files .
Ensure that each test machine being used in this cycle is pre-staged and ready for testing .
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For each test machine being used for testing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copy the appropriate ORB kits from the development system to the test system.
De-install previous versions of the ORB from the test system.
Install the new ORB kit on the test system.
Verify the installation using the kits installation verification program (IVP).
Delete the test components from previous installations.
Copy the new test components to the test system.
Install the test components on the test system.
Verify the complete installation.

For each platform, a native language script (i.e., Borne shell for UNIX, DCL for VMS , WinBatch scripts
for Windows) was written to perform the steps described above. In designing these scripts, some common
goals were met:
•
•
•
•

Establish a common set of standards that each script can rely on.
Design the interface for the script so that it was easy enough for everyone to run (no interaction, if
possible).
Design the scripts consistently so that a person familiar with one platform, could easily learn how to
stage other platform types .
Automate the staging process with as little user interaction as possible. This would allow their
invocation of the scripts from a remote system.

One of the first problems encountered was the differences in the installation procedures for ObjectBroker.
Since each installation procedure is custom designed for the platform it runs on, it was impossible to
establish a single method for automating the installations. This was not only apparent when installing on
different operating systems, but it was often the case on similar flavors of the same operating system. For
example, the differences in the installation procedures on different flavors of UNIX made it impossible to
develop a common method for implementing these operations. Although a single Borne shell script was
developed, conditional logic was built into the script to adapt to the different platforms.
The Microsoft platforms posed another set of problems. On the Windows-based installation procedures, the
user was required to interact with the procedure. Although it was possible to automate the interaction, the
installation procedures also required that the machines be re-booted after ObjectBroker de-installation and
installation. Because of this, the goal of non-interaction was waved. The installation steps were broken into
two scripts since a reboot was required after the installation of ObjectBroker.
Since automated staging procedures can fail during execution, the procedures have to allow the user the
ability to continue with tbe staging process from the point of failure. This was accomplished in two ways.
On UNIX and VMS platforms, the scripts were designed to accept command line parameters which allowed
the user to specify which phases of the staging process to accomplish. On the Windows-based platfonns,
the scripts were divided into several separate scripts. These designs provided a mechanism for the person
staging the machine to recover without starting over.
Once ObjectBroker is successfully installed, the staging scripts begin to prepare the test machines with the
tests . This requires the removal of any existing tests from the test machine and the copying of new tests
from the build environment. On most platforms this was not a problem, but on the Open VMS test machines
which were clustered together, it was necessary to synchronize this process. In several instances, staging
two Open VMS machines simultaneously, one machine would copy new tests from the build environment,
while the other machine deleted those tests. Since the tests were shared among all of the Open VMS
machines in the cluster. tbe scripts were modified to first check which tests had been previously copied.
before deleting them. This not only solved the synchronization issue, but it also improved the scripts
performance.
··
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Once the tests are copied, the ObjectBroker registries are loaded with the data so that each test can run in
the automated environment.
The last step associated with staging a test machine is the verification of the installation. First, an IVP is
automatically run for verification of the installation . Secondly, a suite of standup tests are run . This is a
small subset of tests that would simply verify the integrity of the test machine as well as the basic operation
of ObjectBroker. This suite of tests is executed in the test system environment. The results are verified and
if successful, the machine is considered staged.
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Hardware and Software Configuration
At this point in the test process, the next major hurdle that must be overcome is that of integrating test
hardware, system software, ORB software, and test system software. ObjectBroker runs on three basic
operating systems: UNIX, OpenVMS and Windows. Each of these operating systems comes in many
flavors, so the matrix for testing an ORB release grows exponentially with every platform ObjectBroker
supports.
The nature of an ORB requires that different platforms communicate with one another. Each operating
system speaks its own interpreted language, from C-shell to DCL to batch scripts . The platforms must have
tools to "talk" to one another. Some problems found in testing an ORB do not surface right away, but can
usually be traced back to some incorrect configuration.
Testing is centralized on a Digital Unix machine using an internally developed test system called MegaTest.
All testing nodes must speak to each other and to MegaTest. This is accomplished through the use of
mounted drives and remote shell utilities.
Each test node in the test cluster is pre-staged. Pre-staging is preparing a machine to run ObjectBroker and
various tests. After an operating system is installed, each platform requires a set of networking, text
manipulation, and MegaTest pre-requisites.
Drivers in MegaTest are used to start ObjectBroker clients and servers. These drivers set up environmental
variables and kick off clients or servers. Drivers must be available to the test node, either locally or
remotely, before the tests can be run.
Certain utilities are used for pre-staging. The automated staging procedures and the MegaTest drivers need
certain text and system manipulation utilities. The machine's environment paths are set to include the areas
where utilities like sed, grep, [g)awk and sleep can be easily utilized.
The test environment is linked through an Ethernet network using TCP/IP. Some testing activities require
Novell or Pathworks TCP/IP, so these are installed when necessary. NFS , Samba and UCX are used to
connect the networked drives. Each machine must have a remote shell layer, which is integral to Mega Test
communicating with the test nodes. The test environment is based on the ability to send native commands
to the test machines via remote shell.
As outlined above, all of the test processing occurs locally on NT, UNIX, and Open VMS machines.
Results are copied to a central area on the MegaTest node (Digital UNIX). Driver files and associated files
needed to run a test are located in a central source area on the MegaTest node for Open VMS and UNIX .
For Windows-based platforms, driver files and associated files needed to run a test are located locally on
that PC. The desktop batch scripts simply run faster when invoked from the local disk.
An imponant piece of the hardware and software configuration is a universal environmental setup tool

called TestNet. The test system relies upon several databases of information. The database that contains
information about the test node aids in setting up the configuration on all the nodes in the test cluster.
TestNet is an awk script that dynamically retrieves information about the node name, operating system
type, running version of ObjectBroker, running transpon, and platform name. Having this type of tool
insures that a node has all the information that is required to be correctly configured at login.
Finally, when the nodes in the test cluster are configured, a sanity check is required on each node. To verify
each platform's proper configuration, a suite of tests is executed on all nodes that cover all the
ObjectBroker classes of tests to smoke out any problems. This insures that the QA group will not waste
valuable time running thousands of tests prematurely.
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MegaTest
The central piece of verifying an ORB is executing tests in the test system. The features for the test system
are built around the necessities of testing distributed client/server executables that run on multiple
platforms. MegaTest is a UNIX-based test system that provides a framework for test suite generation,
executing tests, and reviewing/monitoring results. It is suitable for automating varied kinds of tests.
Support for running the tests is provided by native platform drivers that start the tests, distribute where the
tests should run, and copy results to common network services. The name MegaTest is derived from the
fact that many tests can be executed on many combinations of client and server platforms.
This section provides a high-level description of the MegaTest system (inputs to, internals, and outputs
from). Some core MegaTest fearures (test suite strucrure and test execution) will be described, as well as
strategic MegaTest commands as they are relevant in running client/server tests on multiple platforms.
Test suite generation is an integral part of the MegaTest architecture. MegaTest uses a combination of data
and events to create a test suite. The test suite executes groups of tests on the same or multiple client and
server platforms. The test generator executes these tasks:
•
•
•
•
•

Reads values from the attribute database,. mega.ini file, and command line options.
Pastes them into variables in script templates.
Orders templates according to pre-determined-events.
Provides each event with a corresponding script template.
Combines scripts to form a test suite.

As described in Figure 1, three user-definable devices are used as inputs to script templates. Test
management in the front-end generates database files which provide general test, group, and platform
information/variables for script templates. A mega.ini file contains configuration information for MegaTest
and variables for use in script templates. And to choose which tests and platforms to execute, the user
supplies command line options to the mtgen command (mtgen is explained below). The events sequence is
internal and is not user-definable. Pre-determined events are used to configure the script templates into a
cohesive strucrure, the test suite script.

'

Saipt

Test Suite

Templates

Scripts

~
~

Figure 1. Test Suite Generation

Toe test suites are the primary work environment for users of MegaTest. Running tests involves creating
and executing test suites. All test suites contain default files and directories, but each test suite is unique
because all of the tests and the client and server platforms are chosen at create time. Most information for
creating a test suite is local in the attribute database files used by MegaTest. It is left up to the user to
choose which tests and platforms to run, by specifying options to the mtgen command . All of the test suites
require at least one machine for all test classes (client_only, client_server, command line) and at least one
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test. Optionally, the user can specify multiple machine platforms, multiple tests or groups of tests, userdefined test suite naming, and prolog and epilog specifications.
When mtgen is run it creates the test suite attribute and database file (megatest.dat), the master test suite
script (mtmain), one named script for each group of tests, and the results database (res file). In essence, the
mtrun command just executes the mtmain file for running all the tests. The results directory holds the
result files that are created when the test suite runs.
The core MegaTest framework encompasses generating suites and creating and managing the test execution
environment. At the center of actually executing the tests are driver files. Driver files are scripts (driver
scripts) that are called from the test suite script to run each individual test. The driver scripts execute client
and server executables on native platforms. For instance, there are sets of driver scripts for UNIX,
Open VMS, Windows platfonns. Mose ObjectBroker tests are C and C++ executables. Therefore, it is not
necessary to create a driver script for each test. Instead one sec of driver scripts runs all tests on a single
platform type .
The MegaTest driver scripts have built-in capabilities to handle the mishaps between the execution of tests
running serially or tests running in parallel. Algorithms have been added to handle the synchronization of
client and server logs so that results are coordinated appropriately. Also code has been added to terminate
tests that hang. A routine called assassin, taking advantage of semaphore logic, checks if the client or server
executables are hung. If they are, they are killed (assassinated). Finally, among other such fearures, a
random number generator is used to create unique file names. This eliminates a chance of collision where
the same test client or server is running on the same platform.

In Figure 2, the tptests database passes data (test attributes) related to a test to the start_test UNIX script.
The front-end operation of start_test determines all data that needs to be passed into the script that starts the
client (start_client) on the specified platform (mtgen determines the platform to run on). The scart_client
script is initiated through a remote submission (rsh) call to the client platform. Start_client sets
ObjectBroker environment variables and executes the client on the client' s platform. Instead of using
start_.client to kick-off the server driver script (start_server) to run server executables, the drivers are
configured to use ObjectBroker features (automatic server startup and context propagation) to initiate
start_server and to pass environment variables from the client to server environment. The start_server
driver script executes the server on the server's platform. The basic back-end operations of start_test creates
result files by appending server logs to the client log, executing filters on the results file, and performing a
difference comparison between results and benchmark files .
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Figure 2. MegaTest Test System Execution

The test suites execution can be ordered through the megajni file to execute in either depth first or breadth
first coverage. The depth first coverage runs all tests on the same client/server combination before moving
to the next client/server combination. The breadth first coverage runs the same test on all client/server
. combinations before moving to the next test. Being able to have the flexibility to run tests in different
orders such as depth and breadth are an important feature of MegaTest for executing tests on multiple
platforms.
Outside of test execution, MegaTest has a handful of commands that give it the flexibility needed to
monitor results and runs. initiate projects, and update data for tests that inter-operate between platforms.
The mtlogin command helps a user navigate through project releases, in and out of MegaTest versions, and
across different platforms. The mtreview command is useful for monitoring test results during or after a
test suite' s run. The mtretest command was developed to aid in the tier testing strategy. It captures all the
tests that pass or fail during the test suite execution. It also creates a user-defined group of tests for future
test suite creation and execution according to the test plan strategy. The mtupdate command is used to
update benchmark files when generating new benchmarks or updating the effects of code base changes.
Another useful command is mtfmger. Because there are usually parallel test runs, mtfinger allows a user
to verify what other suites are running simultaneously.
Now that the major features of the test system have been described, it is time to analyze some of the
strategies that can take advantage of MegaTest features .
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Testing Strategy
When presented with the problem of testing an ORB, factors arise that can create the need for a dynamic
test strategy. The number of supported platforms and client/server combinations can be overwhelming,
especially when there are a large number of tests involved. ORBs can support dozens of platforms . That
makes for a large matrix of testing possibilities. Factors such as type of release (development or
maintenance) are important in determining test strategies. Other important testing issues include cross
platform, transport, and mixed version testing. The challenge is to spend the minimum amount of time
finding bugs with the best total coverage.
The issue of whether the product is a major version release or a maintenance release holds the key to
deciding which strategy to use. The difference between a major version release and a maintenance release
is that code in a major version release is not very stable. This is due to the fact that there is a large amount
of new code and functionality. A maintenance release on the other hand, is more stable; usually there is a
minimal amount of new functionality. Most of the base code changes are in bug fixes . The testing process
of a major version release must find new bugs efficiently. With multiple platfonns involved, the same
problems could occur on all platforms. To test smartly, a tier strategy was developed.
In Figure 3, for major version releases, tier testing needs a reliable platform. The platform selected was
proprietary hardware, Digital UNIX (DigUX). Standup tests are run on DigUX to give a sense of the
configuration setup and to provide a preview on how testing will proceed. These standup tests contain a
sample test from every test suite that is used to test the ORB . This is called tier 0. The standup tests are
then evaluated. If there are failures they need to be resolved before proceeding to the next level. If the
standup tests are successful, the other baseline platforms can be installed, standup tests can be run on the
baseline platform, and tier 1 testing can begin.
Build Base and Tests

Install on most reliable platform
(DigUx)
Tier O (Run standup tests)

Install on all platforms

Review results___. Fail (Stop)

Run standup tests on all platforms

Pass
Review results ___. Fail (Stop)
Pass

Tier 1 (Run baseline tests)

•!

Review results
(>80%) Pass

(<80%) Pas s ~
mtretest

Continue run/report baseline
on all planned platforms
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Tier 2 - run all passed
/baseline tests on all platforms

..............

Tier 3 - run all failed
baseline tests on all platforms
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Figure 3: Tier Strategy for Development Release.

In tier 1 an execution of baseline tests is made on DigUX. The baseline is made up of all test suites. All of
the tests are run on this one platform to find any problems. If more than 80% of the tests pass, then the base
code looks solid and all of the baseline tests are run on the remaining planned platforms for baseline testing.
If less than 80% of the test pass, then tier 2 and tier 3 testing can begin . With the idea of finding as many
original bugs as possible, a MegaTest command mtretest was developed. A mtretest command is run to
create a temporary suite of passed tests. This suite will be run on the remaining planned platforms for
baseline testing. Again the idea is to find more bugs, but not to find the same bug over and over again.
This is tier 2 testing. For tier 3 testing, a mtretest command is run to create a temporary suite of failed
tests . This suite will be run on the remaining planned platforms for baseline testing.
A maintenance release on the other hand needs regression testing. The code is relatively stable as there is
little new functionality, mostly just bug fixes. Standup tests are again run in order to determine either
configuration or MegaTest setup problems. Baseline tests are run on all platforms in parallel to complete
testing in a shorter and faster cycle.
Toe next important part of an ORB strategy is cross-platform testing. This occurs after all the baseline
testing has been completed, reviewed, and reported. In cross-platform testing, the client and server are
different platforms. Cross-platform is a strategy within itself. With more than a dozen platforms to test, it
is not prudent to test every possible client and server combination and expect the execution to complete
within a reasonable time frame . Changes in the base code that affect a widely used platform are considered
the critical path for cross platform testing . Figure 4 exemplifies a cross platform testing strategy from an
ObjectBroker test plan.
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Figure 4: Cross Platform Strategy from Test Plan

Two other important testing procedures that are part of the strategy are transport and mixed version-testing.
Transport testing involves network transports . This testing is separated from the baseline testing because it
is not necessary that all the tests are run, but that the transport is exercised by the appropriate tests . This
testing is customer driven.
Mixed version testing is also specific. It is necessary that the ORB be compatible with other versions. Like
transport testing, a subset is used for mixed version testing . Certain tests are chosen to prove that the mixed
versions can work together.
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Test Management (Track-IT)
MegaTest added flexibility to the automated test system with test suite generation and test execution
capabilities, improved the efficiency of the actual testing of the ORB across platforms, and increased the
test coverage in a shorter period of time. However, Megatest also presented a set of new problems. In the
front-end of MegaTest , test case organization is important. Information about the test cases that would aid
in the analysis of results was too general and existed in multiple places. Adding new test cases to the
automated test system was difficult because test developers had to provide information in the context of the
multiple sources and the information required by these sources was inconsistent. This resulted in lost tests
and holes in the test coverage. At the back-end of MegaTest, a large results file produced from the test run
had to be processed. The vast amount of result data produced by the automation made result analysis
lengthy and cumbersome {approximately 5 to 7 days). It was difficult to determine whether all tests that
should have been executed were executed. The creation of a summary report of the results was difficult and
lengthy (approximately 1 week). Once these issues were identified, a test management system (Track-IT)
was developed that would compliment and enhance MegaTest.
Track-IT was customized to manage any data that is related to a test case developed for testing the ORB. It
is the single source for information that is either used by or produced by MegaTest. It provides the input
for and to test automation and aids in the analysis of the results produced by test automation . The system is
compromised of a database, script programs, and processes that are not mutually exclusive. Therefore, the ·
effectiveness and usefulness is dependent upon following the processes that have been defined for this
testing methodology.
Track-IT can be divided into three main functions: test case management, Quality Assurance (QA) project
management, and test result management. The ·t est case management function deals with managing any data
that is related to the building of a test executable, the setting up of the execution environment, and the
execution of the test case. The QA project management function deals with any data about a project and
assists in defining relationships to manage test case and test result data from a project perspective. The test
result .management function archives the results of test execution, aids in the analysis of the test results, and
generates reports of the results .
The information related to test case management is divided into four categories: general information, test
case management information, documentation, and makefile information. The general category contains
data that deals with file names related to a test, its class, its execution type, and its group membership. This
data is used create the test database files that build the test and execute it within MegaTest. Referential
integrity of the data and naming guidelines are enforced to avoid conflicts within automation and aid
engineers in the debugging of problems when they occur. The test case management category contains data
about the test case and how it is used. This data is used for managing the life cycle of the test. The
documentation category contains data that documents what functionality is tested, how it is tested, bow to
execute the test, its expected results, modification information, and any comments about the test with the
first comment reserved to track modifications made to the test. The makefile category contains data that is
used to automatically generate a makefile for the test. Other information related to test case management is
Test Groups and Test SuperGroups, which are used to categorize tests and test groups to control the
execution within MegaTest. The test groups are also used within the reporting process.
The information related to QA project management is project identification, test build identification, test
cycle identification, test node information, and test platform information. The project related information
defines the relationships that determines what data will be contained in the test database files that it
generates for MegaTest. These relationships determine which tests will be built and executed for a given
test build and which test nodes and test platforms will be used . The test build and test cycle information is
used to link data between projects, tes t build references, test cases, and test results. These relationships are
used in the proper generation of data files for use with automation, in the management of the test cases, in
the reviewing of the test case results, and in the generation of the result summary and/or analysis reports.
The node information is used to manage test execution by defining the relationship between a valid test
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system and its configuration. This information is also used in the creation of analysis reports and provides a
link to the result data. The platform information represents the hardware and operating system
configurations of the client and server within the test environment. This data also defines the relationship
between MegaTest and its configuration in order to manage the execution of a test. This information is also
used to create unique representative filenames for the logging of output/result data, to record the client and
server configurations within the result files, to define uniqueness for a test result record, and to format result
summary reports.
Toe result data is managed in three forms : Test Suite Results, Test Case Results, and Final Test case
Results. Test Suite Results are the results from executing suite level testing within Mega Test drivers which
are mainly system verification tests. Test Case Results contains all information about the execution of a test
and its outcome. This information contains data describing when a test was executed, how it was executed,
which platforms it was executed on, which build it was executed on, in which test phase it was executed,
how long it took to execute, and whether it passed, failed, was not tested. The Final Test Case Results are a
derived subset of the Test Case Results and are used for the managing of and reporting of the results . These
results allow for a single representation of the outcome of a test which could have multiple executions
within a given build. In addition, it provides a finer granularity for a failure condition. The final test result
data includes a mechanism for life cycle management of the result data, for having a baseline of expected
test executions, for having a baseline to use for comparison of results across builds, and for associating
problem reports and/or notes to a result to aid in failure analysis and reporting.
Test result management and test case management are linked through the test name and the project related
data. The project determines what data will be supplied within the input files for MegaTest driver scripts.
The execution of tests using these data files produces results which include the test build information and
the test names which links the data back to the test cases. With these relationships, a final test result can
now be linked to the test owner (QA engineer responsible for the maintenance and support of a test). With
over 3000 test results being imported into the database per test phase, linking a final test case result to a test
owner is one step in grouping the results for the review process. When the test results are pre-processed
and imported into the database, life cycle management attributes are added to the final test case results and
.any open result notes from previous testing are attached. A result note contains information about previous
failures as well as the problem report that is open against that failure . Toe life cycle attribute is a status
field which indicates whether the result is in the review process (open) or has been accepted as a true result
by the engineer (closed). Any test results that are passed and do not have a result note attached are
automatically marked a closed during the import process. This allows the engineers to concentrate their
efforts on only reviewing the failures . By reviewing any attached result notes, the engineer can easily
determine if the current failure is the same failure that has occurred on the previous build, thereby making
the reviewing process more efficient and timely.
With the processes and procedures and with MegaTest and Track-IT working in concert with each other,
the productivity and efficiency of the testing and the test coverage has increased dramatically. For the same
two week test cycle, testing has increased from approximately 60 client/server tests executed on the same
platform for a few platforms to testing over 250 tests on a dozen-plus platforms in both a single-platform
environment and a cross-platform environment. The reviewing of results will range from an hour to
approximate! y 2 days and the reporting of the results of the test cycle is accomplished in under an hour. Due
to these improvements, more testing is accomplished earlier in the development cycle, thereby, finding the
problems earlier and stabilizing the product earlier.
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Addendum
Since the original date of this paper in May of 1997 BEA Systems' acquisition of the ObjectBroker
software group brought new focus on MegaTest and Track-IT automated test tools. The other BEA
development sites realized the benefits of these tools and the tools are now the corporate standard for
testing. Recent development efforts for MegaTest and Track-IT focused on producing a version that could
be used across the BEA quality groups.
The ObjectBroker specific implementation was modified to include a more generic approach to product
testing. While the implementation of these modifications offered many challenges, we encountered
obstacles which were not anticipated in the initial design plan. The following list highlights some of the
obstacles we encountered making MegaTest a more generic automated test product:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different definitions across projects. (i.e. What is a test case?)
Multiple clients and servers (ObjectBroker uses one client with one or more servers.)
Requirements for other projects were different.
Clear boundaries were not set for what MegaTest was supposed to accomplish.
Complexity of other projects.
Management assumptions.

The implementation ofMegaTest would have been smoother had the impact on existing methodologies
been analyzed when determining requirements for a corporate BEA test methodology. The detailed analysis
would have discovered and addressed the described issues.
Automation is the way to go. It can significantly expedite the test process in aggressive development
environments. As products grow in technical complexity, it is important to ensure that existing tools can
adapt to different test strategies and business environments.
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Introduction (cont.)
What is ObjcctBrokcr?
CORDI\ compliant product for the development and intcgrnlion
or clienl/server applications in a distributed, mixed -vendor
environment.

ObjeclDrokcr's features extend beyond CORDI\ specifications.
Provides connections to interes ting new lrchnologics su ch as lhc Web.
COrJX>rnte in trnncL~. nml Java.

Customers can protect their investments in existing hnrdwnre nnd
son ware, while integrating new approaches and technologies.

Introduction
What is an ORB?
00 approach In !he ,levelopmenl nnd integral ion or clienliserver
applications in a <listril>utcd, hctcrogcnous platform environment .

Easier lo create new applications or legacy n1~1lications thal are
re -laced nnd reused.
ORD keeps lrnck or changes in !he network, hardware nnd sof\wnrc,
so Iha! clients amt servers 11ml make up th e business applications
nee,t not deal with , or even he aware or, lhese changes.

Introduction (cont.)
What problems docs an ORB solve?
J\pplicnlions nre isolated from !he vagaric.s or Ute underlying
platforms.
Client nnd server applications arc de-coupled from each olher.
The cos!, time, and complexity or implementing distributed client/
server npplications is rc<luccd by cli111inating custo m intcgrntion
co,tc al !he operating system and network level .
Ohjecls which cnn he catsily crcalcd and manage,! replace short lived messages.

~
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Introduction (cont.)
What prohlcms docs a QA group
encounter when testing an ORB?
Common 'l11eme: Clienl/server tests run on multiple plntforrns tho!
have lo lnler-opernle . This challenge rnusl he
dealt with in the following areas:
·
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing a Test
Automated Staging Procedures
llardwnre and Software Configuration
Test Systern (MegaTesl)
Testing Strategy
Test Manngernenl (rrnck-lT)

Developing a Test (cont.)
Solutions developed (identical output)
Since All clients and servers have to be identical , it Is important to
develo1> test writing standards for tests which account for the
intricacies between plalfom1s. This includes:
• Templates for writing client and server lesls, and
• Macro defmilions to neutralize lhe platfonn inlricocies.

Developing a Test (cont.)
Developing A Test
Main Issues
Writing tests whose client nnd server output has lo be identicol on
each plat form .
Windows 3. 1 is one of the plalforrns being leslcd . File nnrne
length rnu sl be kepi lo nn 8.3 rnaxirnurn .
ObjeclDroker feature called Server Scleellon allows a client lo call
backup servers when the intended sys tern server is down . While
this is a great for the custorner, ii makes testing difficult for• QA
group.

Test Writing Standards (templates and macros)
Cllcnt Test Templnle
< rest Description>
<Include Files>· tesldeh.h, tes t_pre.h
<C lient Utility Routine Prototypes>
<Initial Object Definition>
<Main Routine>
TF.ST_MAIN
TRACE_ENADLE
TEST. <..:LIENT __INIT

<Create an ORD object>
<Get Default context>
<Call routines to invoke methods (d/s)>
TF.'>T_F.Xl1'
<Client Utility Routine Dclinillons>

Server Test Te11111lnle
<rest Description>
<Include File.<> - lc.<lclcf.h, PREl'IX.imh
<Server Utility Routine Prototypes>
<Main Routine>
TEST . MAIN
TRACIUiNADLE
TF.ST_S1-:RVF.R..INIT
<Ca ll Registration Routing>
<Crea te on ORD object>
<Create a DOA object>
<Verify DOA impl ready & rnain loop>
<Seiver Methods>
<Server Utility Routine llefinilions>

Developing a Test (cont.)
Automated Staging Procedures

Solutions developed (Windows 3.1 ):
Since lhc 111axi111un1 clienl and server 1csl rile name is lirnilccl lo 8.3
and since lcsl na111e cli slinclion is important for tcsl developmenl, ii
was necessary lo develop lhe following lcsl na111ing slandards :

Main Issue:
Transferring dala from 111ulliplc plalform development
environment to a mulliplc platfom1 lest environment.

<= 6 lellcr name prefix (eg. foobnr)

Solution:

l:\sl 2 lrtt<>rs <lislingui!-h the file
fool.Hue - cli ent test 1rn111c.

To lrnve an autonrn lcd anti seamless as poss ihle process for
trnnfcrring· kits and test dala from the development cluster
to th e tc.~ t cluslcr.

fool.Hus - srrver lest 1um1c .
foobarxc · dislinguish C & C++ binding lesl.
foot»rct, foobarr loobarl - clispalch, rcposilory, lypccocle.

This was done by developing aml using Auto mated
Staging Procedures.

J lcll cr sumx

loobarc.c · l' bindings lc.sl.
foobarxc .cxx- C++ bindings tc.sl.
foobar .ldl , foobar.hnl, loobar. 1111111 - ODD spcclllc lites.

II

Automated Staging Procedures
(cont.)

Developing a Test (cont.)

What are Automated Staging Procedmcs?

Solutions developed (Server Selection):

Cuslo mized procedures executed from the test node that take the
kil and lrsl clala residing on the clevelopmenl node, ol lhe sa me
platform, nnd use it to prepare the tcsl node to execule !he test.

Use an OhjeclDrokcr fealure in MML lite, that !ells lhe clienl lo
se locl servers on a dclault node.
A locnl environ111ent variable is sci slnling 11ml only lhe local

Even 1hough each platform is unique a commo n framew ork ca n
be defined and used lo develop lhe specific implemenlalions of
each platform type.

node c~n be used .

Assures lhat lhe correcl server node will be seleclcd and llrnt lhe
clienl will rel urn an error ii 11ml server is nol found .

Beca use thrsc proce<lurrs arc automated it results in IJcncrits of

speed and elliciency .
Duilt-in lo lh c cuslo111i1.alinn i~ ~implicily and consistency.
ll
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Automated Staging Procedures
(cont.)

Automated Staging Procedures
(cont.)

Goals to strive for in ASP development.

Pre-automated Staging
Good romrnunlrntlon brlwttn devrlopmtnl nnd ltsl.

l!Slabllsh a convnon S<t of standards that tarh script can rely on.

J\grumtnls on conunon shMt poi nts from wldch khs and le sis are
acqui,td. Abo 11~mlng s111.mbrds for sh,u e pants, dirccloriu, ind
kit 11.1111('5 ,

lo use.

l'rMIAglnR Hardware

Autom>te !ht staging process with as lltUt user Interaction••
posslhle.

l)cslgn lhe lntcrrace fo, the S<'ript to be u.sy enough for everyone

Design con~slcnt srripts.

Need to fHtpJre tut ncxlu with 11pproprfate OS, networ k sonw1ue,
mt work share ix>lnls, cornpllus, sptrhl tools, Mid layered products .

"

II

Automated Staging Procedures
(cont.)
Basic steps in staging a machine:
fi'or ,nch test mnchlnei

Automated Staging Procedures
(cont.)
Customizations to the ASP.
Oirterenl ASl's ror platform types.

• Copy Object0ro1c:er kJls frnm development to te st system
• Ot-lnslaU 1irevlous ,•erslon of Object0roke r on the It JI system.
• Install new vrrslon of ObJcctDroktr on U,e tu t sysle m.
• Ve-rlfy lnstallallon using lnst11llall oo Verifiutlon Procedure .

Wlndows ,hascd lnslaJlatlons could not be folly au10111a1ro .
lnleractlon Is requlred because Uiesc Windows -bM;cd plalforms arc

• Dekle test compoocnls from previous lnllallatloru.

rcq ulrro lo re -boot after Ob)ectDroker de-Installation and
Installation .

• COf>Y new ttst components c1evclopmcnl lo test system.
• Install lut components on the t"st system.
• Verify complele lnslallallon.

Allows contlnu;11tlon wlU1 slaging process when thNc is a faihm.•
during uccuUon.

Synchtonlz.ation ofpMallc1 ASPs.

"

Hardware and Software
Configuration (cont.)

Automated Staging Procedure
(cont.)

Pre -s taging

Verifying results of ASP .

The process of preparing a te.o,l syslcm with ifs appropria te:
/Is a scparnlc process, afl cr lh c /\SI' is cumpklcd per node, a
s111al l sci or 1,•sls (smoke le.sis) arc n111 lo vcriry lhe inlcgri ly or
lhc singed machine .

• Operati ng System
• Network soHwarc
• Compi lers
• Layered produ cls

• U1i li1ies

,.

"

Hardware and Software
Configuration (cont.)

Hardware and Software
Configuration

TestNct Utility

Main Issue :

lJnivrrsa l e nvironme nt se tup loo l.

lnlcgrnling lesl hardware, syslcm so nwnrc , ORD soflware,
i\JHI trsl system sort ware.

Dynamic rclri cva l loo I th at arcc.sscs tt·st nod e rl1lt:l from lrs l

nrnn acc ment to aitl in selling up c.:onfiguratinns for all nocfc._c; in lhc

Mosl or lhc lcsling problems rirsl cncounlcrcd cou ld be
lrnccd bnc k lo an incfrccli ve hardware and so!lware

les t clus ter.

co nfigurntion .

Insure." that les t nodes have nll the information required to l>c
correctly co nrigured at login.

Solution:
llcvclop a hardware and so flwarc conftgurnlion fo r !he
lest env ironme nt.

,.
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Hardware and Software

The Test System (MegaTest)

Configuration (cont.)

Main Issue:

TSTP

M ain piece of verifying"" ORD is the lest system. "Ilic features o f the lest

Conunon tnvironmcnt nml <lircdory structure for nil nodes wilhin
the te<l clu ster.

system have to be l,uilt arou nd the necessity of tuts running on multiple
plalfornL~ that hnve to inlcr-opcratc.

Allows for orgnnizfllion of test environment .

Solution :

Common environment variables on each test node for easy navigation
amt easy access of test environment.

Built a customized test system called McgaTesl. McgaTest is UNIX-based and
it' s name is ,tcrivcd from the fa ct that many tests can be executed on multiple
platforms.
MegaTcst 1>rovi<les a framework for generating groups of tests, executing, and
monitoring results . MegnTe.~ t nbo h as co nun an<ls lo he lp run tests on multiple

"

platform., that inter-operate.

Hardware and Software
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MegaTest (cont.)

Configuration (cont.)

Test Suite Generation Process

Verification

•
•
•
•

Similar lo wlrnl is done in verifying the staging of lest machines in
the Automated Singi ng Procedure · smoke test .

Reads values from attribute ,latabase, .ini file, and conunand line option.
Pastes values into variables in scri pt templates.
Orders templates according to pre-determined events.
Provides each event with a corre.~ponding script template.

• Coml>inrs scripts lo form n fr .(;! suilc.
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MegaTest (cont.)

MegaTest (cont.)

Tcsl Suite Generation
Erich test suite is unique hecm1se nll thc 1<:-S ls nnd clicnl/scrver platforms

Test Execution (Driver File Features)

me chosen nt run time vic1 lhe 11tlRe1t comnrnnd .

Duilt-in synchronization capabi lilies to handle client and server output
when le.sis arc running in parallel .

Wilh rnlgen , all lesl suiles require al lens! one machine nnd one lesl.
Opliona lly a user can speci fy -

111lge11 genernles -

mulliple machines/plalforms
mulliple lesls
groups of lesls
user-defined lesl suite naming
prolog and epilog spccificallo ns

Code to terminate tesls that hang. A routine called assns.in that check., if
client and server tesls are hanging. If they are hanging, they arc killed

(assassinated).

Capab ilties to avoid test collisions. When running parallel tests it is possible
the same lest executable could be runn ing on the same platform but coming
from a different source.

lest suite allribute nnd db file (megatest.dat)
test suile script (mtmain)
one nmne script for each group of tests
resu lts db fil e

71
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MegaTest (cont.)

MegaTest (cont.)

Test Execution (Depth and Breadth)

Tcsl Execution
Tc.Cil suites c.1 n be ordered for execution in drplh first or brtndth first
coverage.

mfrnn co111111:md initirites tes t execu tion .

Driver rites nre at the center of lest execution . "lltcy are called from the
test suite scripts to run cnch indivi<lual test.
·n ,e drivers nre scripts that run client ancl server executables on native
platforms (I.e. DCI., Dourne, and WinDnlch scr ipl s for running client and
se rver exccutnbtc.s on VMS, UNIX , nnd Windows platforms respectively).

Depth first n1 n,; nll trsts on tht snmt client/server crn nbin alion before
,noving to the next client/ser ver conibin,1tion.
Drrndth first runs lhe ~mt trsl m, nll cli ent/server combinations before
nK>Ving to th e next test.

Most OhjcctD roke r tests nrc C and C++ executables, thi s implies that
there is one set of scripts to run nll tests on n si ngle platform .
11
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MegnTe.,I (conl.) - Tosi Syslem F.xec11llo11

Testing Strategy
Main Issues:
The malrix for lesling an ORD can be enormous .
Tesling differenl so(lware releases from lhe development group can pose
problems in redundant lesling and analysis.

Solution:
Need lo develop lesling slralegies for lhe diffcrcnl lesling lypes .

,.

)I

Testing Strategy (cont.)

MegaTest (cont.)

Testing Types

MegaTcst commands

Sinn cl up Tuling - T es t from each suite lo vC'rify con(iguralion and l>asc code.

mllogln . navignlion

Bnstline Testi11g - Execute all tcs ls on snme-to-samc platform.

mtrevlew - monitoring/reviewing resulls

Cr~s Plnlform Toling - Testing 11,:-1trix of mnning all clients on all platforms

mlrclesl - tcsl slrntcgy aid

againsl all servers on all plalforrns.

mlupdate - benchmark updntc

Trons1>0rt Testing - Specialized lesling of ORO mnning on network lransports.

mtnnger - monitoring lest runs

Mixrd-ve.-sion Ttsling · Specialized lesting for diffcrcnl versions of the ORO.

mllork · rrsrrvi n~ sys tems .
)'.)

ll

Testing Strategy (cont.)

Testing Strategy (cont.)
Cross Platform Strategy

Testing 111ai11 te11a11ce release vs. new development release
Malntc111111cc Kelcasc

CY<

,...,rv

Code is relatively stable; little new functionality, 1110stly hug fixes.

·~

Run n.s many tests in parntlcl ns possib le - slandup, bn.seline, x-platfor111, etc.

~ffl

,.,,n

·~
·- --.....
..,._
~

New I>cveloprncnt Kelcasc
Code is not very stab le; lots of new fun ctionality .
Need lo find hugs efficiently . With the number of platform~ involved the same
problem coul<I occur on all of the pint forms.
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Tier le sling slrntcgy was developed .
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Testing Strategy (cont.)

Test Management - Track-IT

Tier Sl rnlcgy

Main Issues:

DutU But an.11·tu ,
In.tall on mm, u htMe phtform

Information about lest cases that aid in the analysis of resulls was too general
and existed in mulliple places.

(O;au.1
ln\.l.JII NI Ill pl11form1

L_---.--~ i

Rrvitwrttulll

r ...

-+

Fail(Slq,)

Adding new test cases lo McgaTesl was difficull, res ulting in lost lest cases and
holes in test coverage.

R1.r11 t ~ pk1Uon1\lpl1tfoim1

Rtvitw rMulll

l
TW'r I (RwtbmlN

Pu.a

I

-+

F1 il (Skip)

Vast a1110unl of result data prod11ced made result analysis lengthy and cu mbersome.

INI.J) (l)ialh)

Difficult to delerminc whether all tesl< were executed.

+

Rolr,,,11-.ilLI

Creation of sununary reports difficult and lcnglhy .

(>lO'l.)Pm

ConcruJt nm/1rpnt tintlr,t
m •llrt11v,Nphtf{•m1

butl~t kW on 11lplltlum1

Solution:
Develop a test 1mrnagc111c11l tool lo h;uullc lesl CilSC 11Km~c111cn l, Q A project
111a11agcmcnl , nnrl test result managc111cnl.
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Track-IT (cont.)

Track-IT (cont.)

Test Results Management

Test Case Management
Manages any dala llrnl is relalcd lo lhe building or lest executables.

Customized to manage large amounls or test results.

/lids in selling up lhe excculion environrnenl.

Reduces results analysis by isolating only the resulls that need to be
looked Rt.
(I 0,000• results reviewed in hours rnlher lhon in days/weeks.)

Manages dnln used lo execute n test cnse.

A full compliment or reporting And query tools for summalion and
metric gcncrntion.

(Reporting done in minules ralher lhan a week .)

)9

J)

Corporate Standard

Track-IT (cont.)

• MegaTest
• Track-IT
• Tools Modification (more generic)

QA Project Management
Denis wilh any dala about lhe projecl.
Defines relalionships lo manage lesl case and test result data.

• Obstacles Encountered
• Automation Success

JI
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Abstract
We present a case study on fault injection testing at the
interface level between components of a distributed system. ·
We give an introduction to the fault-injection technique and
explain the motivation for using this method. We enumerate
the research issues involved in the study and describe the
methodology used to investigate them. Finally we discuss
the conclusions reached and experiences gained as a result
of this project. This exercise is likely to help in testing
fault tolerant software systems and building tools for fault
injection testing.

Index terms: Coverage, distributed systems, errors, failures, fault injection, software quality, testing, test adequacy.

1. Introduction
Computer systems are being used for applications that
require high dependability. They are used in areas where
failures could be catastrophic, as for controlling nuclear
plants, air traffic and space exploration, Systems have to
possess a high degree of availability in many cases. The
FAA's Advanced Automation Systems mandates a downtime of less than 3 seconds per year. These requirements
can be ensured only if systems have been made fault tolerant
and have been tested thoroughly. Testing is a costly process
and efficient techniques are needed for conducting testing.
Though testing cannot rule out the presence of faults. it
should give an idea about the reliability of the system.
"This work was done when he was a summer intern at Bellcore in
summer 1997.

With computing becoming distributed over different platforms and architectures, portability and interoperability assume importance. Reusability of code is often a significant
goal in designing software. Components are often resued in
systems other than those they were designed for. With heterogeneous systems being common these days, it is important that testing methods also adapt to the new architectures.
The goals of this study are to:
• Develop a methodology to assess the fault tolerance of
a distributed system to failures occuring in its components
• Develop and assess software fault injection testing
methodology for distributed systems
In section 2, we explain the issues involved in testing
distributed systems. Analysis of prior work in this area and
its limitations is presented in section 3. We explain the
methodology of our research in section 4. We describe the
experiment in section 5. The lessons learned are enumerated
in section 6.

2. Research Issues
There are several issues involved in the testing of distributed systems. Components of a distributed system which
may have been separately tested to a certain extent remain
prone to failures in the distributed environment. When they
are used in a system, we have to determine the tolerance of
the system to failures in the component. For the system as
a whole, we may have to test for properties of correctness
during execution, or for preservation of properties related to
timing and security.

2.1. Determination of interfaces
We are interested in testing the interfaces between the
components that are being used to make up the system.
This brings up the issue of determination of interfaces at a
high level between components. This can be done easily
when interfaces are described in an appropriate language.
Alternatively, it can be found from the documentation of the
system.

3--------, 4
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2.2. Fault Injection Technique
The software fault injection technique can be used for
testing. It is a technique for performing testing by simulating
faults at certain locations in the program code and examining
how the system behaves. In many systems, the paths taken
by a program are quite complex, and the triggering of faults
may occur rarely. It becomes difficult to investigate faulttolerant behavior in such cases. If faults are deliberately
injected into the system, this problem can be avoided. The
problem of delayed manifestation of the faults still remains.
These faults can propagate through the system and show up
later in time, or they may be handled by the fault handling
mechanism. In either case, it is important to know what
really happened. Quite often it is good enough if fault
handlers do the job with a slight degradation in service,
rather than having the system fail catastrophically.
Interface based fault injection assumes that a set of welldefined module interfaces of the target system is available.
Interface-based injection changes the behavior of the target
system by injecting a potential for error at the interface.
The system behaves identically as the original one if control
never reaches the error injected interface. Failure occurs if
control does reach the interface.

2.3. Identification of Failure Modes
A set of failure modes is needed in order to perform fault
injection testing. A study of failure modes helps in the longterm improvement of the software development process and
prevention of the recurrence of the same failures. A good
set of failure modes provides insights into the design of fault
handlers. This aids in improving the availability of future
releases of the system. The classification of faults is useful
in the testing phase as it is possible to test the system against
these faults . These faults reflect genuine system failure
behavior. A key objective of this work is to categorize failure
modes that are generic and can be determined mechanically
by a tool for the purpose of performing fault injection testing.

2.4. Test Adequacy
We also examine the notion of test adequacy. Many
validation methodologies use fault coverage for an assess-

Code Coveraoe
l.O
0
Figure 1. Two dimensional coverage metric.

ment of test adequacy. Fault coverage is defined as the
percentage of the number of faults tolerated with respect
to that of faults injected. The faults that are tolerated are
those that have been triggered as control reached the point
where the fault was injected, and also detected and corrected by a fault manager. In addition to fault coverage,
an additional measurement of the testing effort is the code
coverage. This could be the mutation score, data-flow score
or the control-flow score. This results in a 2-dimensional
metric for measuring dependability [7].
Figure 1 shows the 2-dimensional metric and four points
of significance. The metric serves as a quantitative evaluation of a test set. Point 1 is representative of the region
where testing resulted in very low code coverage and fault
coverage. Testing is considered inadequate. Point 3 is representative of the region where the fault coverage is high
but code coverage is low. Highly available systems require
high quality software with very few defects and also fault
tolerance mechanisms that mask errors. Even if the fault
coverage is high, there might be degradation in service as
most of the faults occurring in the field are arising in previously uncovered code and these faults are being handled by
an over-exercised fault handler.
Test sets which give high code coverage but low fault
coverage are inadequate because the goal to maximize fault
coverage is not met. Point 2 is representative of an unsafe
region . The safest region is indicated by point 4, which
corresponds to both a high code and fault coverage.
In the context of component based software, coverage
can be measured with respect to the number of basic blocks,
statements and conditional statements covered. When the
interfaces between components are being tested, the number
of interfaces covered becomes important. The larger the
number of interfaces covered, the higher is the likelihood
of finding errors related to interfaces. The coverage of
exceptions or returned error codes is another measurement

of interest. A test set that causes exceptions to be raised
helps in showing how we11 the system responds to failures
of components.

3. Prior Work
3.1. Studies on Failure Modes
Computer systems can fail in many ways and failures
can vary according to their causes, severity, and cost of
recovery. The importance of studies on failure modes has
long been understood and a number of studies have been
done on analyzing faults and failures.
Work has been done in the past on studying failure modes
and have been reported by Bellcore (1) , CMU [4, 19),
HP (15, 16), IBM (5 , 6), Tandem (9) and Li (12) . Results
indicate that failures have shifted from hardware to software
over the years. It has been shown that the number of module
internal faults was less than the number of module interface
faults . Module interface faults tend to dominate over other
faults in the later stages of the software life cycle. Studies
have categorized failure modes and the existence of a set of
common failure modes has been postulated.
More research has to be done in this area in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the failure modes identified by
previous researchers. Work has to be done in identifying
failure modes at the level of component interfaces so that
they can be used in injecting faults. Once such a set has
been identified, it can be used in a tool that can automatically
perform fault injection testing.

3.2. Survey of Fault Injection Techniques
Various fault injection techniques have been used on systems. These techniques range from hardware fault injection
at pin level in chips to software fault injection in computer
programs.
MESSALINE (2, 3), FERRARI [10] , FIAT [4, 8],
SFI (17, 18), FINE (11) are some fault injection tools which
have been reported in the literature. All these tools relied on
low-level fault injection - hardware and memory images.
Fault injection at the hardware level requires a large number
of fault injections. Often, special purpose hardware support is required, making it an expensive process. Emphasis
was placed on the number of test executions performed (test
throughput) and not on how much code of the fault handler
was exercised (test coverage).
None of these tools considered the underlying software
architecture. Moreover, all these methods relied on fault
coverage only. Fault coverage of a test varies on what fault
types are used and the test data. There was a lack of any
notion of test adequacy.

TAMER [12) is a fault injection tool that can be used
to perform interface fault injection testing. TAMER allows
fault-injection with failure modes. It performs source code
instrumentation and keeps the tester informed about execution status.
TAMER suffers from a few inadequacies. It does not
scale up easily for large distributed systems although many
principles still remain the same. Scaling becomes a problem
both in terms of fault injection as well as monitoring the execution. The interface injection is done at the function level.
For a large distributed system that means that one has to test
a large number of functions during system testing. Also,
for distributed systems, the notion of correct behavior may
not be clear under every circumstance, although a notion
of acceptable behavior might exist. This causes a potential
difficulty in building an oracle that detects deviation from
correct behavior.

4. Methodology
We adopted the following three-pronged strategy for
tackling the issues mentioned before.
• Error based strategy.
- Identify possible sources of errors
- Develop techniques for error injection for each
category of error
• Coverage based strategy.
Measure the coverage with respect to
- Code covered
- Interfaces covered
- Exceptions/error codes covered
• Failure based strategy.
This is useful for studying the behavior of the system
under failures of other components. These help in
answering the fo11owing questions.
- Are faults handled?
- Are exceptions handled?
- Do failures in one component affect the other?
Determination of a good set of errors and failures for
fault injection helps in thorough testing of software systems. Experimentation wi11 aid in determining which set of
errors helps in better estimating the reliability of the system.
Experience from mutation testing shows that if a given set
is adequate f.or testing for simple errors, it is adequate for
testing complex errors [ 13].

The testing process should be able to increase the coverage measures as much as possible. We measured several
coverage metrics during the testing. We also investigated
the effects of component failures on the system.

• Log off

5. Case study

• Receive message

5.1. System architecture
A distributed system was chosen in order to try out our
methodology on fault injection testing. It has a client-server
architecture. The server itself has about 80,000 lines of
code and is written in C with embedded SQL statements.
Instances of the server run on UNIX platforms. The clients
operate on PC's running Windows 3.1. The servers communicate with the clients through an underlying communications subsystem. The servers are connected to an Oracle
database system where all the data is stored.
We had to determine the system architecture using available documentation and with the help of a software reengineering tool called Rigi [ 14]. Major components were identified. These were the clients, servers and the database
system. Figure 2 shows the high level architecture of the
system.
Each client first logs on to an instance of a server and
then interactively works with the user. It sends requests to
the server and displays results back to the user.
The server is shown in more detail in Figure 3. It shows
different parts of the server daemon. The daemon performs
the functions of first logging on to the communication subsystem and also the database system, apart from setting up its
own data structures. Thereafter, it waits for requests from
the clients and handles each request with an appropriate
contract handler.
Using Rigi, we generated the call-graphs of the contract handlers. These contract handlers are separate subcomponents and can be executed and tested independently.
Figure 4 shows the call graph of a contract handler.
After each request is handled by a contract handler, an
appropriate response is returned to the client. This can be in
the form of error codes, or the data requested by the client.

5.2. Identifying interfaces
Once we had the major components defined, we were
able to identify the interfaces between the components. We
selected two kinds of interfaces.
5.2.1

Client-server interface

The communication subsystem was viewed as a connection
mechanism between the client and the server and was assumed to have been tested. The primitives that were used
by the client to communicate with the client were

• Log on - with an appropriate login and password

• Send message

5.2.2

Server-daemon and contract handler interface

The contract handlers are written in such a way that they
could be compiled separately and tested as separate components, or compiled together with the server program and
tested along with the server. Depending on the service
requested by a client, the server daemon calls a particular
contract handler with the input in the form of a data structure
containing the relevant information in its fields.

5.3. Method of fault injection and testing
For each interface, we identified the faults that could be
injected. We examined the parameters that were involved in
the interface, and depending on their type, we selected faults.
For example, if the parameter was a character string ( char
* ) , ~e tested it with a NULL pointer and an empty string.
The interface consists of both the input parameters and also
the results returned. These could be in the form of values
returned by a function or as reference parameters. In the
case of return values we forced that function to return certain
values that signified different error codes and then observed
wh~ther the server daemon was able to take appropriate
~cuon to handle the errors. We modeled failures occuring
m components (handlers) in this manner and observed the
fault-handling capability of the server daemon. Table I
shows the interfaces and the kinds of some faults that were
injected.
It should be noted that some of these faults can be selected by manual inspection of the code. These faults are
of the application-independent variety. They can be automatically determined with the help of a parser. This utilizes
the knowledge of datatypes and the faults that can be associated with the datatypes. However, errors like return error
codes will be application specific. Al thought the parser will
be able to point out locations where such faults can be injected, the actual fault injected will be based on the testers
knowledge of the error codes.

5.4. Coverage data from experiments
Testing was performed with the help of data present in the
database. The client process was run from a PC and queries
were performed with the help of a GUI present at the client
site. When the testing was performed, data was collected
for coverage statistics. xSuds. a software understandino and
diagnosis system, was used to measure code coverage~
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Interface

Primitive

Parameter

Client-server

Log on

Login
Password

Servercontract
handler

Handler-I

Handler-2

Return code
Return code
Request soing
Response soing
Redundant parameters
Return code
Return code
Request soing
Response soing
Redundant parameters

Injected fault
Null pointer
Empty soing
Null pointer
Empty Soing
error code (for crash)
Database search unsuccessful
Empty soing
Null pointer
Empty soing
error code (for crash)
Database search unsuccessful
Empty soing
Null pointer
Empty soing

Table 1. Potential for error injected at interfaces.

Injected
Fault

Function

None

CINcontracthandler
cllilnfoVerifyContractData
createResponse
constructHeader
constructSecrion
generateCommonOutput
writeBuffer
LOGcontracthandler
login VerifyContractData
IoginRetrieveDBinfo
checkexist
parseBuffer
parseSEC
parselnputContract
parseTagValues
initBlock
checkValues
storeValues
parseCommonTags
QSNcontracthandler
QSNverifycontractdata
QSNretrieveDBinfo
main
cleanUp
cleankill
prime
abortexit
cleanUp
cleankill
abortexit
cleanup
cleankill
cleanUp
cleanUp
cleanUp
QSNcontracthandler
QSNcontracthandler
cleanUp
prime
cleanup
QSNcontracthandler
cleanUp
QSNcontracthandler
prime
cleanUp
ptime

Return code
for crash
Return code
0
Return code -1
Return code >O
Response
string empty
Name empty
Subject
Null
Subject
empty
Request
Message
Empty
Response
Mesg Empty

Block
%-age(m/all)

Decision
%-age(m/all)

62(13/21)
63(12/19)
67(28/42)
52(32/62)
65(22/34)
100(23)
79(11/14)
64(21/33)
53(10/19)
60(27/45 )
82(31/38)
83(45/54)
78(67/86)
42(28/67)
64(7/11)
89(8/9)
80(8/10)
92(12/13)
67(8/12)
65(15/23)
62(13/21)
74(97/131)
45(273/606)
0(0/4)
0(0/4)
0(0/6)
0(0/14)
100(4)
75(3/4)
79(11/14)
100(4)
25(1/4)
100(4)
100(4)
100(4)
67(16/24)
67(16/24)
100(4)
100(6)
100(4)
67(16/24)
100(4)
67(16/24)
100(6)
100(4)
100(6)

50(2/4)
50(3/6)
69(11/16)
42(10/24)
69(11/16)
50(1/2)
67(4/6)
50(4/8)
50(4/8)
50(11/22)
64(9/14)
59(33/56)
76(32/42)
31(9/29)
57(4n)
67(4/6)
75(6/8)
75(6/8)
57(4n)
50(2/4)
58(7/12)
66(47nl )
33(115/352)
0(0/2)
0(0/2)
0(0)
0(0/8)
100(2)
50(1/2)
50(4/8)
100(2)
0(0/2)
100(2)
100(2)
100(2)
50(2/4)
50(2/4)
100(2)
100(0)
100(2)
50(2/4)
100(2)
50(2/4)
100(0)
100(2)
100(0)

Table 2. Coverage and observed behavior - 1.

Observed
Effect
Normal

Client hangs
Server dies
Client hangs
Client hangs
Client hangs
No difference
detected
No difference
No
difference
No
difference
No response
No crash
ErrorMesg
at Client

Injected
Fault

Function

Block
%-age(m/all)

Decision
%-age(rn/all)

Observed
Effect

None

CINcontracthandler
cllilnfo VerifyContractData
createResponse
constructHeader
constructSection
QPicontracthandler
cleanUp
cleankill
abortexit
ptime
clean Up
cleankill
abortexit
ptime
cleanUp
QPicontracthandler
ptime
cleanUp
QPicontracthandler
ptime
cleanUp
prime
clean Up
QPlcontracthandler
ptime
cleanUp
ptime

62(13/21)
63(12/19)
67(28/42)
16(10/62)
38(13/34)
65(15/23)
0(0/4)
0(0/4)
0(0/14)
0(0/6)
100(4)
75(3/4)
79(11/14)
100(6)
100(4)
67(16/24)
100(6)
100(4)
67(16/24)
100(6)
100(4)
100(6)
100(4)
67(16/24)
100(6)
100(4)
100(6)

50(2/4)
50(3/6)
69(11/16)
8(2/24)
31(5/16)
50(2/4)
0(0/2)
0(0/2)
0(0/8)
0(0)
100(2)
50(1/2)
50(4/8)
100(0)
100(2)
50(2/4)
100(0)
100(2)
50(2/4)
100(0)
100(2)
100(0)
100(2)
50(2/4)
100(0)
100(2)
100(0)

Normal

Crash
Error
Code
Returned
Message
Subject
NUll
Message
Subject
Empty
Request Message
Type NULL
Request
Message
Type Empty
Response
MesgEmpty

Table 3. Coverage and observed behavior - 2.

Client crashed

Client
worked
fine
Client
works
fine
Client
works fine
Client
Hangs
Error msg
at Client

xSuds provides an environment that allows the tester
to compile and instrument the programs so that when the
programs are executed, data-flow and coverage analysis can
be done. It allows the tester to observe changes in coverage
after each test .is run. It generates trace files that are used by
the tool to show effects of individual test cases. It highlights
source code with different colors based on the degree of
difficulty in covering the blocks of code. It also changes the
colors after the blocks have been executed when a test set
was run. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show three different views of
the tool, source code, coverage in each file, and coverage in
each function before any testing was done.
Code coverage was measured in terms of block and decision coverage. We also recorded visible behavior like,
system crashes, client hang up, and no difference in behavior. Table 2 and table 3 summarize the results for two
contract handlers. The results are shown by first listing the
code coverage measures for the case where no fault was
injected followed by the measures for functions that were
covered in the case where faults were injected. This shows
the increase in coverage achieved by doing fault injection
testing. In most cases, this was the extra code being executed for error handling. Visible effects from the testers side
(GUI) are also shown in the table.
For example, when testing without any extraneous faults,
blocks from the functions cleankill (), ptime (),
abortexi t () and cleanup () were not covered at all.
When faults were injected, coverage in those functions increased and we were able to observe whether the routines
performed as expected.
Table 4 shows the effects of some other faults which were
injected. We simulated a server crash by sending an error
code to the client signifying the crash. We found that the
client did not shut down gracefully.
Looking at the results, it appears that the system was
unable to handle faults gracefully on some occasions. There
were occasions, however, when the system was able to issue
an error message and wait for the next request to come in.
Other faults that were injected included some application
dependent faults. We inserted delays in database access and
there was a corresponding delay in the updates. However,
no inconsistencies were observed.

6. Analysis of results
From the data we collected, we see that coverage increased as a result of the faults injected. This is because,
code that was not being used before faults were injected, was
being used now. Increasing the coverage during testing is
always a goal . The error handling routines are covered as a
result of fault injection. These were not being covered when
testing was done without fault injection. As many different
faults are injected, different fault handling routines can be

Fault Injected

Observed Behavior

Server crash
Null parameters
(login, passwd)
Delays in database access

Client hangs
Error message
on GUI
Delays in updates

Table 4. Miscellaneous faults and observed
behavior.

covered. In systems that have numerous fault handlers, this
method will come in useful.
The fault tolerance features of the system was also subjected to test. As the components were developed separately
by various people, it is important to observe how well they
interacted when they were brought together in a system. Our
study showed us some of the shortcomings in the system design.
The identification of interfaces and the types and locations of fault injection will be of help in building an automated fault injection tool. This tool will identify the locations in the source code where faults can be injected. It will
also allow the tester to select the faults to be injected. Some
faults will be application independent as they can be injected
based on an inspection of the source code and interfaces.
The tool can also point out locations where an application
dependent fault can be injected. Used in conjunction with
xSuds, this tool will give coverage information regarding
the fault injection testing.
Such testing will be useful when components are being
integrated into a distributed system. If we assume that the
components themselves have been tested separately to acertain extent, this method will allow the tester to observe the
effects of failures of a component on other components and
the system as a whole. The testing of components by themselves would have provided some coverage measures. On
doing testing with the fault injection technique, we can get
the coverage of error handling routines that get fired. If we
attempt to test an entire system at a lower level instead of the
component level , there will be thousands of function calls
to look at individually. It will be better to test components
separately and test the interfaces between them when they
are integrated into the system. Our technique will also help
in looking at feature interactions occurring as a result of the
presence of various components.

7. Summary
We have presented the research issues involved in testing
component-based distributed systems and presented a case
study on a large-scale software system. Our study helped

both in testing the system and examining the fault injection
testing method. This experience will be of help in testing
distributed systems and assessing their fault tolerance and
building a fault injection tool.
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Computer software is used for applications requiring:
• High reliability
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Goals

Nature of computing

• Di~ributed system~

;i • Develop a methodology to ~ess the fault tolerance of

• Reusable code

; I

j

• Component based

J
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a distributed system to failures occurring in its components

• Heterogeneous systems
Embedded software
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• interoperable architectures
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Develop and assess software fault injection methodology for distributed systems

Research Issues

Research Issues

i 1. Testing interlaces between :components

j 2.--Identificafion 'Ofinterfaces
• Determine bow one component utilizes the services of

• Difficult to test systems with million lines of code as a

another

whole

• Can be done by revie~ing documentation of the soft-

• Test individual components separately

ware

• Test interfaces between components

• Component interfaces may be specified using an

• Test system for

Interlace Dc.~cription Language as in CORBA

- tolerance to failures in a component

• Software reengineering tools can be used to view call

- ,·alidation of properties pertaining to

graphs

- security
- timing char3cteristics
- adherence to protocols
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Research Issues

Research Issues
3. Fault Injection Technique

;j

4. Identification of Failure Modes

Jn br,:c ~stem.~ path.,: taken durin;: f)t'ORT"am exccu_tion are complex

• Helps in the long term development of the software

Tlii::gaiw,: or bull.~ may oa:ur rarely

development process

Difficult to in,.·~ J l t e b.nlt•toler:mt behavior in such o..~
FaulU on be irtjected delibe.ntLI~· and effect.~ eumined

•

F:ault., ma~· prop:ag;ite to other p:aru of the system

•

foilun: may occur

• PrcvenL~ the recurrence of the same failures
• Provides insights into the design of fault handlers
• Thi~ improves a,llilability of future relea.,;es

Faults n,ay be h:lndled b:'.'' n fault h3ndler •ith possible dt-gracbtion in

Possible to test the system against these faults

sen-ice

• These failure modes can be used in fault injection testInterface-based injection

ing

Assumption: a set of wdl..defined interfaces or the target system i.s
anibble

Inject a potential of error at the interface
lr control does not reach the c.rror•iqjcctcd interface., sysicm behaves

ide:ntically as the: original system
System may rail otherwise
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Prior Work

Research Issues
. 5. Notion of test adequacy

Survey of failure modes
Failures differ in terms of

Assessment of test adequacy with the help of:
Fault an-cragc = lnumber or fuulLS tolerated \

Severit~·

(numhcr of bulls injected;

Cost of re('(1Yer')·

Code covcra~ =mutation scon:, data.Oow score or control-flow scon:

Studies have shown that

2-dimensional metric

Failures hm·c slliflec.J from h.ardWHrt: to soft,,.·ttn: over the ,.·c.-ars

fb
Code coverage

Module inlc:rfucc faults tend to be.- more ttuan tht: number of module
inLt:rnal faults
Module inlcrfstt faults dominate o,"Cl" other faults in the Lllter saecs or

Ii

the soft.wan: life cycle
.-silurc mode-. an be catt.1:ori.ud 1&nd sc..-t.~ of common fuilure mOOlS ex~

I

t.0

i!

Work needed for

Increase coverage for component based software:

ldcntifyin;:: failure mod~ at component in~rfacc Jc,·e!

I

intufllCCS of components

exc:cptiom/~tum codes signifying error
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Prior Work

Methodology

Survey of fault injection techniques

Error based strategy
Identity ~ihk: sou~ of CCTOn

Tools

Develop techniq~ for error injN:tion for each catq:ory of error
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based strategy
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Lar~ nurubrt=r or fouh injections required at tbt: h.-ardw.a:R ~wtl
Tools did not consider lhe soft•-un: archiu.:ctun.-

Failur~.b ~ strategy _

TA.MER • Testing and Measur=>cnl Environment for Robustness
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- Do failures in on.c component affect the other?
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Description of the system

High level architectural view

Distributed client-server architecture
Real system as opposed to a toy progr-.im
Difiercnt components execute on different platforms
and architectures
,•

Server has > 80000 lines of code
Com1111miwtion Sab>)slffll

Server consi~t~ of numerous components that can be
tested independently

Major component~

re·~ runnin:

Server written in C with embedded SQL

Clit."flb • opcnut: on

Client written using Powerbuildcr

Sencr - ruru on (.;NIX phstform

Windows 3. 1

(~ommunia1tion subs~-slcm for cnnblin::: communication bct"'·t.'l'n dicnt
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Call graphs of contract handlers

Details of server component
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DBMS

else_
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• Rigi, a software reengineering tool, used to generate

Handler n

the contract handlers
• Contract handlers arc separate component~ and can

Functions performed by the server daemon

be executed/tested separately

$tot up <l~t.l structures

• Handler can report back data or error codes, which

l..og on t<• the communK::iltion .)t1 bsysten1

Lo;: on to lht data~ ~')~ Lt:m
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Selection of Interfaces

Method of injecting faults and testing

Client-server Interface

- Identify faults that can be injected based on the interface

Primitives t2Sted:

- Interface consists of both the input parameters and
return values

Log nn • with appropriate user id und pass~·ord

- Parameter is a character string (char * )
Receive mC"s.ugc
Try a ~ULL pointer

Tr~· :in en,pt~· string

Server daemon and contract handler interface
D:lemon caJlc; appropriate h:indler with a chta ~rocture a$ p:tr-2mcter

- Faults based on return codes (integer values)

O.ta strncture field~ u.~ to inject fault.c;

Error code for er.ash
Error code for dub not found
OLhcr error codes dcpt"ndinJ,! on the intcrfat..'t.'

- Faults injected were either
3pplication independent or

apptiation dependent
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Description of coverage measurement

Source code view in ASuds

- Faults injected manually
- Code instrumented and recompiled for each fault

injected
- .XSuds (X based Software Understanding and Diagnosis
System) used for measuring coverage
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Abstract
BOOTSTRAP is a method for assessing software producing companies or units within
companies. The result of an assessment is an identification of strong and weak areas that can be
used to plan and implement software process improvement. BOOTSTRAP is based on the
Capability Maturity Model (CMM), the guidelines in the ISO 9000 family of standards. and the
European Space Agency (ESA)'s PSS-05 standard of software life cycle activities.
This paper first contains an introduction to the details in the BOOTSTRAP model and a short
description of how an assessment is canied out. Next findings from 25 BOOTSTRAP
Assessments in Denmark in 1996 and 1997 are presented. One of the most interesting findings is
that surprisingly many companies - 24 out of 25 - could benefit from an improvement of project
management, and 23 out of 25 need to look closer at configuration and change management.
Another interesting finding is that there is a clear correspondence between the maturity in
software development processes and whether or not the company holds an IS0-9001 certificate
covering software development.
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Introduction
Half a century ago there was nothing called software. Manufacturers produced hardware, and
people did calculations, word processing, etc. by hand or with the help of simple machines. Today
software development is an increasingly important activity in a rapidly increasing number of
companies. Software is produced both as a product in itself, and embedded in hardware such as
electronic equipment, telecommunications, and consumer electronics. Traditional hardware
producers often finds that software development takes over more and more of the total
development cost - often more that 50% - and that software in many cases account for most of the
functionality of the products !
Primarily caused by the few years, software development has been around one cannot find a wellfounded scientific discipline of software development. Software development is immature.
However best practices has been reported for a number of years and a few years ago best practice
and interviews and studies in a number of companies formed the basis for the so-called Capability
Maturity Model (CMM)
CMM is a framework characterising a path for software process improvement. The path describes
key practices at each of five levels. The description includes a number of goals at each level. An
organisation has to meet the goals at one level to reach the next. In figure 1 the five maturity
levels are shown together with characteristics for the levels and the challenges one is facing to
reach the next level.
Level
5 .. ·
j

l

Higher productivity
and quality

..

Characteristics
:: .:·~: ..
'._

Opti~izip,g ~~ ·)

' ~~-- ;::~Jf~~~/,·

4

Lower
risk

controne,l.- "
..

·-

.

---~. ..

·:··-

.. ·.

.

'

:-

C

.-

Quantitative
- the process is
measured

Qualitative

I;>~~ribed- . : - the process is described
-;

- Technological
replacements
-Problem prevention
-Process measurement
-Process analysis
-Quality plans

- Training
Intuitive
- Systematic review
Repeata~le
- the process is person
and testing
..
dependent but managed
-Standards
-Project management
Ad hoc
-Planning
- chaotic
Basic
-Configuration control
- Quality assurance
2

1

and institutionised

Challenges
- Continuous evolution
- Continuous process
improvement

Feedback
- the process
includes feedback

··--

.~ ~ :~:=-:.-:~:.-~ ~:·-.:

..

3.

':::
. _,: __

-

.•

Figure I: Capability Maturity Model with 5 levels
Especially in the US the CMM has gained widespread use to address the problem of setting shortterm improvement goals for the next 1-2 years in software developiqg organisations.
BOOTSTRAP - the real way to SP!
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The BOOTSTRAP Methodology
In Europe a CMM-inspired methodology called BOOTSTRAP was developed in the beginning of
the '90s. The BOOTSTRAP methodology (Kuvaja 1994) was originally the result of an ESPRIT
project (no. 5441), funded by EU, the Austrian government and 5 organisations, running from
September 1991 to February 1993. The project consisted of the development of the BOOTSTRAP
method, the model shown in figure 2, and about 60 trials in the industry.
The organisations originally participating in the project were: 21 Industrial Informatics
(Germany) , BOSCH (Germany), E2S (Belgium), Etnoteam (Italy), and University of Graz
(Austria). At the end of the project Synspace (Germany), University of Oulo (Finland), and CCC
(Finland) joined. Since the end. of this project the methodology has been further developed and
marketed by the BOOTSTRAP Institute. The institute have members from all over Europe, both
from universities and from the industry, amongst them: University of Oulu (Finland), MARI
(Great Britain), SQS (Germany), University of Technology Graz (Austria), MTA SzTAKI
(Hungary), ITALTEL (Italy) and LABEm (Spain).The BOOTSTRAP Institute educates and
licences assessors, and grants licences to non-member companies. The only BOOSTRAP licensee
in Denmark is DELTA Danish electronics, Light & Acoustics, which have 5 licensed assessors.
The BOOSTRAP methodology is based on the Capability Maturity Model (CMM). It has
however been extended and adapted to include guidelines in the ISO 9000 family of standards and
the European Space Agency (ESA)'s PSS-05 software development standard. In short the
additions in comparison to the original CMM is found in figure 2 in the boxes called
Organisation, Technology and Life-cycle functions .

Organisation

Technology

]
.,
j
·l

•Management Responsibility
•Quality System
•Resource Management

I

:

..

•Technology Innovation
•Technology for Life-Cycle
Independent Functions
•Technology for Life-cycle
Functions
•Tool Integration

•_
1.

~

,,
Life cycle independent :
functions _7 ____ . _.. ·-•Project Management
•Quality Management
•Risk avoidance and
Management
•Configuration &
Change Management
•Subcontractor
Management

~!~1~~-~~@4Zt;~_;;i;~.~~~~~.·c_.~:;

!i
i

i
I

i

I
I

!

•Development model
•Requirement Analysis & Definition !
•Architectural Design
t
•Detailed Design & Implementation
•Testing
I
•Integration
!
•Acceptance Testing & Transfer
!
•Operation & Maintenance
;

Figure 2: The Bootstrap model
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' :ei-o~ related

ru"nctions'>:/f ~. -· . . --•Process Description
•Process Measurement
•Process Control

~

When canying out an assessment a questionnaire is used. This questionnaire is filled out by the
assessors after intensive qualitative interviews in the organisation being assessed. The maturity
level for the organisation is determined on a five level scale equal to the CMM scale. The
BOOTSTRAP scale, however, includes quartiles on each level, made possible by a differentiated
answering scheme.

A BOOSTRAP Assessment
A BOOTSTRAP assessment may be carried out in any software producing organisation
according to the BOOTSTRAP methodology. The actual assessment is a project like any other
project and must be planned in advance. A generic assessment plan is shown in figure 3.

The most mteresting part of an assessment is the actual assessment week. This is where the
assessment team, consisting of at least 2 licensed assessors, spend 3 - 4 days interviewing in the
organisation undergoing the assessment.
The actual length of the assessment week depends on the number of projects to be assessed. The
typical number is 4 projects, but it may be more or less depending on the nature of the projects the
organisation usually undertakes.

,Presentaticm·for.--:;,::

. ::.~!~:;:~;;~-·'.',

topri:iailllgenient -:. ·

:J>,roduction-of ·

~{~:B ii)}J1

Selections

. ···.

-• assessors

..

-..

··=·-

'.)~~#ian·.·
.:..·::·,"'.:: :. & :..
.. :--~report .
· ;".;-':

•projects

·.staff .

'

end of
BOOTSTRAP

Confidence ·

~f}~jl?~~t]01

· agreements:

j- -..

Assessment

.·::~ ~ov~nt

?~(:ptpjeci@

'

dieck of pro_gress

SPU:
Software Producing Unit

Figure 3: A Bootstrap assessment
The purpose of the pre-meeting is to brief the assessors on the organisation. The purpose of the
opening meeting is give a general introduction to the BOOTSTRAP model and method. in order
for all participants in the assessments to have the same starting point. There is a considerable
4
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training side-effect in this opening meeting with regard to the understanding of the concepts of
software best practice.
The actual detailed assessments are based on two questionnaires, one for the organisation as a
whole and one for the projects. The questionnaires have two parts, one for general information
and one covering the BOOTSTRAP model. The latter part contains about 200 detailed questions.
The questionnaires are used to as an interview guide for qualitative interviews. Existing quality
and process documentation is reviewed in connection with the interviews if deemed necessary.
The answers to the questions are derived from the interviews by the assessors . The answers are
given as one of five values: absent, weak, fair, extensive, and non-applicable.
The SPU (Software Producing Unit) assessment is conducted with the management at the highest
possible level in the organisation. It will typically be the managing director if the SPU is an entire .
company or maybe the division manager or department manager, the relevant quality manager,
the development manager, etc. The project assessments are conducted with the participation of as
many of the project management staff involved in the actual software development projects as
possible, though not more than 4 -6 people. This will typically be the project manager, the quality
responsible person, the test responsible person, and one or two developers.

BOOTSTRAP Deliverables
At the final meeting the preliminary results of the assessment are presented. These results are
subsequently further analysed and a final report is produced. The final report includes:
•
•
•
•

maturity profiles
analysis of strengths and weaknesses
identified key areas for improvement
suggestions for specific improvement actions

The BOOTSTRAP methodology includes an algorithm used for generation of detailed maturity
profiles from the completed questionnaires in an objective and valid manner. A tool is provided to
support the calculation of the results, both for the SPU, and for each project or for an average of
the findings for all the projects.
The maturity profiles show the maturity level for each of the defined development areas in the
BOOTSTRAP model individually. A corresponding profile for the lower level development areas
(the three boxes under Methodology in figure 2) is also produced. From these maturity profiles.
absolute strengths and weaknesses for the SPU and for specific projects or all projects as a whole
may be derived. From combined maturity profiles it is possible to derive strengths and
weaknesses for the SPU relative to a specific project or all projects as a whole .
A capability profile may also be presented relative to a mean score profile calculated from
relevant data extracted from the BOOTSTRAP, a kind of bench-marking.

©DELTA 1997, QWE '97
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An analysis of all the maturity profiles and additional information gathered about the organisation
during the assessment is performed and an analysis matrix produced. This shows selected
software development areas sorted according to how well the organisation masters them and how
important they are considered to be for the organisation. An example of such an analysis matrix is
shown in figure 4.
Importance
for company
Crucial

Current Status
Excellent

Good

• Risk
Management

High

Medium

• Training

Fair

Weak

• Development
model
• Test

• Configuration
Management
• Project
Management

• Detailed design
• Contract
Management

• Detailed Design
• QA System

• Process Control

• Process
Measurement

Low

Figure 4: The Analysis Matrix combining measured level with importance for company
Areas where improvement actions will be of greater benefit for the organisation are derived from
the analysis matrix by picking areas from the upper right corner working down towards the
lower left corner. The assessment report will contain a top 5 list of improvement areas and a
preliminary plan for implementing improvements in these areas in the organisation.

Findings from 25 Danish BOOSTRAP Assessments
In the period from April 1996 to September 1997 (17 months ) DELTA has carried out 25
assessments in Denmark. All the results are placed in anonymous form in a database of Danish
assessments. and reported to the BOOSTRAP Institute maintaining a European database of
assessment results. In this section we report and discuss the findings from the Danish assessments
and compare the Danish results with the European average .
In fi gure 5 the maturity distribution in the 25 Danish assessments is shown. The average maturity

level in Denmark is 2.00 for the SPU. and 1.75 for the projects. The highest maturity level found
in Denmark was a SPU at 2.50 and two projects at 3.00 and 2.75.
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Figure 5: The maturity distribution in 25 Danish assessments
Another interesting observation in figure 5 is that there seems to be a concentration of the
population around 1.25, and another concentration around 2.25. In short we refer to these two
concentrations in the maturity distribution as the "Camel shape".
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Figure 6: Maturity distribution in Europe based on Bootstrap Institute database
For Europe the same distribution is shown in figure 6. The average maturity level in the European
database maintained at BI (BOOSTRAP Institute) is 1.75 for the SPU, and 1.75 for the projects .
The population in the European BI database is 72 assessments (January 1997) The highest
maturity level fo und in Europe was both SPU and two projects at 3.50.
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We cannot conclude form these average figures that the SPUs are more mature in Denmark than
in the rest of Europe. The differences are much too small to say anything definite on that topic.
What we can say is that Denmark and Europe seem to be more or less at the same maturity level.
Again in figure 6 we find the same kind of "Camel shape" with a distribution more dense in two
areas, one around 1.25, another around 2.25. However this time the population in the first area is
clearly larger than the second, as opposed to the Danish situation (see figure 5) where the
situation is the opposite.

The Influence of ISO 9000 Certifica.tion
Commenting on figure 5 and 6 we talked about the "Camel shaped" maturity distribution. One
possible explanation for this could be if the assessed organisation had an ISO 9000 certificate
before the assessment.
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Figure 7: Maturity distribution in companies with an ISO 9000 certificate
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Figure 8: Maturity distribution in companies without an ISO 9000 certificate
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To test this hypothesis we divided the 25 assessments into two groups. One group with an ISO
9000 certificate (also) covering software development, and another group without an ISO 9000
certificate when the assessment was carried out. The results are shown in figure 7 and 8.
As we can see from the two figures 7 and 8 the "Camel shape" has disappeared. Organisations
with an ISO 9000 certification seem to concentrate around level 2.25, and organisations without
an ISO 9000 certification seem to concentrate around level 1.25 if we look at the projects.
How can we explain this difference? We believe pressure from public authorities like the FDA
(the American Food and Drug Administration) is one of the strongest motivations. E.g. FDA set
up requirements for companies manufacturing medical equipment and medicine. and for
companies producing machinery or equipment for medical companies.
Another interesting observation is that in organisations without an ISO 9000 certificate the
average project is at the same level as the average SPU, but in organisations with an ISO 9000
certification the average SPU level is 0.25 higher than the average project maturity level. We
believe this is a sign showing that outside pressure often hits the SPU directly, but may have a
hard time getting through to the projects.
The last observation worth mentioning is that theoretic comparison of the ISO 9000 family of
standards with CMM models often conclude that an ISO 9000 certification equals maturity level
3. However the average maturity level we have found in Danish ISO 9000 certified companies is
2.25. We believe this to be an expression of the fact that a number of hardware-oriented
companies may have a well-functioning quality system, but when it comes to software the
procedures and activities carried out by the quality function (whether independent or not) is not
sufficient when it comes to software. The special characteristics of software development is not
addressed sufficiently.

Maturity and the Size of the Organisation
In figure 9 we have taken the maturity level and compared it with the total number of employees

(not software developers alone) in the organisation. The line showed in figure 9 is calculated
using the least square fit algorithm on the 25 data points from the organisations. The maturity
level for an organisation is calculated as the SPU maturity level plus the average project maturity
level for that organisation divided by two.
The conclusion that can be drawn from figure 9 is that there is a positive correlation between size
and maturity. We believe the reason could be that when a company grows more bureaucracy.
structure. and discipline is needed anyway. Another reason could be that larger companies have
more money to use for software process improvement. Finally it has not yet been successfully
documented - as far as we know - that very very small companies, e.g. companies with less than
l O software developers. can benefit significantly from CMM or BOOTSTRAP based software
process improvements . .

©DELTA 1997. QWE '97
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Figure 9: Comparison between maturity level an number of employees in total

Looking at the Processes
In figure 2 you could see that BOOTSTRAP consisted of three areas where software processes
were to be found : Organisation, Methodology, and Technology_ In figure IO and 11 we look
closer at the Organisation area for the SPUs and for the projects.
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Figure 10: SPU comparison of Danish results with Bootstrap database
If we look at Resource Management we find a much higher maturity level in Denmark than in
Europe. 2.25 versus 1.50. However if we look at figure 11 the maturity levels for projects in the
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European BI database is 2.50. So in Europe we have a difference of 1.00 between SPU and
projects, while in Denmark the same difference is only 0.25. We believe this difference is caused
by a different relationship between managers and employees in the southern part of Europe versus
Denmark (as a representative of Scandinavia). The distance between managers and project
members are larger in the southern part of Europe. Management does not follow the projects so
closely as in Denmark, and the employees there act according to unwritten rules about what is
expected to a higher extent than they do in Denmark.
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Figure 11 : Project comparison of Danish results with Bootstrap database
In figure 12 and 13 we have the same comparison of Denmark and Europe but now for the
Methodology area. If we first look at Denmark alone we can see that life cycle independent
functions is slightly lower (1.75) for the SPU than process related functions (2.00) and life cycle
functions (2.00). This is especially caused by a lower maturity level within Project Management
and Configuration and Change Management.

We cannot say that Danish companies are bad at Project Management although we can see in
figure 13 that Project Management also is at a low maturity level for the projects. What we have
seen is that the "soft" parts of Project Management have very high priority, while planning,
making demands on, and controlling is not what Danish managers like to do. Another reason for
the low maturity level is that the formal education of project managers often is neglected. So the
project managers may not have the knowledge and overview to make all the necessary plans and
to follow on the progress.
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Figure 12: SPU comparison of Danish results with Bootstrap database for Methodology
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Figure 13: Project comparison of Danish results with Bootstrap database for Methodology
Configuration and Change Management (CCM) is also an areas that stands out at a lower
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maturity level for Danish companies. This seems to be a very extensive and wide discipline which
apparently is hard to get an overview over, and difficult to describe and execute in an adequate
and effective way.
Looking in general at the Danish part of figure 12 and 13 we can see that (module) testing and
integration (testing) stands out at a definite lower level than the rest. A widespread neglection of
these areas is the cause for this. Often the individual developer alone is responsible for module or
unit testing, and not very much is done in integration test. On the other hand we found that the
weaknesses in the low level testing areas is counterbalanced by a lot of effort in the area of
Acceptance Testing and Transfer. So Danish companies remedy the ignored low level testing by
putting a lot of energy into high level testing.
Two other areas that stand out as being more mature than the average for the Danish companies
are Process Measurement and Development Cycle Model. Our impression is that some few
companies are very good within these two areas and the rest are not very good at all. But because
you cannot get a lower maturity level in these areas than 2.00, the few very good companies lift
the average 0.25 point to 2.25.
If we compare Denmark and Europe we find Denmark to be much better at Subcontractor
Management and Process Description. And Europe to be better at Process Measurement and
Configuration and Change Management.

Danish Strengths and Weaknesses
Summarising the discussion above we can identify the following strengths and weaknesses for the
25 Danish companies we have assessed:
Strengths
• Process Description
• Subcontractor Management
• Acceptance Testing and Transfer
Weaknesses

•
•
•

Project Management
Configuration and Change Management
Module/Unit and Integration Testing

However this is not the whole story. As we told in the introduction we have given each of the 25
companies a top 5 or top 6 list of salient improvement areas. In figure 14 we have summed up all
our recommendations.
One of the most interesting observations to be made from figure 14 is that surprisingly many
companies - 24 out of 25 - could benefit from an improvement of Project Management, and 23
out of 25 need to look closer at Configuration and Change Management. So when we talk about
these two weak areas we really mean week throughout the Danish software Industry.
© DELTA 1997 . QWE '97
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Detailed Design & Implementation
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Figure 14: Recommended improvement areas in 25 Danish assessments
It may surprise you that Quality System and Quality Management is so high on the list in figure
14. The average maturity levels in these areas were not bad in figure 10-13. The reason for this is
that the average is lifted considerably by the companies that have an ISO 9000 certification. But
the companies witout a certification are not doing very well in the quality related areas. and that is
why we see quality high on the list in figure 14.

Conclusion
One of the conclusions to been drawn from the assessments concerning software development in
general is. that the knowledge about all the areas to be considered during software development is
not sufficiently comprehensive and structured amongst professional software developers and
managers in the software development industry. It is therefore of importance to communicate to
uni versities etc. that more emphasis should be given to a broad education in all aspects of
software de velopment rather than focusing on individual disciplines such as coding.
A conclusion to be drawn directly from the results is that there is a clear correspondance between
the maturity in software development processess and ISO 9000 certification. About half of the
14
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assessed companies had an ISO 9000 certificate and the average maturity for these companies was
significantly higher than that of the companies without an ISO 9000 certificate.
The size of the company as a whole also seems to have an effect on the maturity for software
development; the bigger the company the higher maturity level.
BOOTSTRAP assessments ar performed by licensed and educated assessors, and the results are
therefore calibrated. This provides the opportunity for comparisons between companies within
Denmark and companies in the rest of Europe having undergone a BOOTSTRAP assessment.
This is one of the strong points in the BOOTSTRAP method.
The comparison between the Danish results and the results from the rest of Europe reveals that
the assessed Danish companies do not differ significantly from the other assessed European
companies in terms of maturity in software development from a high level perspective. Danish
companies are in general terms neither any better, nor any worse in developing software than their
European competitors.
There are, however, variations. The 25 Danish companies are doing better than the other
European companies within the software development areas Subcontractor Management and
Process Description, and they are doing worse than the other European companies within the
software development areas Configuration and Change Management, Test, Integration, and
Detailed Design and Implementation.
It has been a very positive experience to be assessor in the past 18 months. An assessment is hard
work, but going into a company with very little knowledge about what is going on and coming
out after a week with a usually very clear picture of the state of the software development in the
company never looses its fascination. It is our clear impression that an assessment is also a very
positive experience for the staff involved. We have experienced resentment at the start of
assessments, but never at the final presentations. All staff appreciates having the opportunity to
discuss the work they are doing with neutral, extern assessors; and the thorough work with the
BOOTSTRAP model during the interviews provides all staff with a common basis for further
discussions in the company.
The BOOTSTRAP method is based on CMM; but extensions and changes with an impact on the
ability to compare between the two methods, have been performed. There is some similarity; but
it remains a challenge to prove the correspondance between the two methods.
The BOOTSTRAP method encompasses a model for the activities that emperically should be
conducted during software development: it is a model for what should be done, and not a model
for how is should be done. The method should therefore be suitable in all kinds of companies.
and it has indeed proven to be so during the 25 assessments. We have assessed many different
types of companies: companies with 5 employees, companies with 600 employees. companies
with a long tradition as hardware produces where (embedded) software is gradually taking over
more and more of the development. companies with a long tradition as developers and
maintainers of administrative software. etc. etc. The BOOTSTRAP method fitted nicely into all
these types of companies without problems.
fl DELTA 1997, QWE '97
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The BOOTSTRAP method may be used both by companies, which produce software, and by
companies, which buy software. In both cases the maturity may be assessed and improvement
activities planned. Software producing companies may themselves improve and increase their
credibility and profit, and companies, which buy software, may be able to assess the maturity of
their subcontractors and make requirements concerning their future software development
processes.
International experience shows that there is a very big potential for improving the profitability of
software development activities through process improvement. This holds true both for
companies whose current maturity level is very low, and for companies, which have started to
structure their processes and consequently are already more mature with respect to software
development.
At present. no Danish or European results concerning the gain from process improvement are
available. In Denmark we have now got a unique potential for conducting such an investigation
since we have performed 25 BOOTSTRAP assessments by ultimo 1997, and many of these
companies have started process improvement activities.
Both the Danish companies and the other European companies are positioned just under the lower
quarter point on the 5-step maturity scale being used for the assessments. Hence a great potential
for improvement. It has been a general observation during all the assessments, that the actual
score on the maturity scale was not of primary interest in the companies. The interest has rather
been focused on how the company, choosing the actual assessment as its starting point, should
undertake an improvement of its own software development processes.
It is an easy task to identify software development areas for which improvement activities may be
planned for · each individual company on the basis of the BOOTSTRAP method, and it is not
difficult to define these improvement areas in details. It is then the companies' own responsibility
to implement these improvement activities, and this is a considerable and difficult task.
Experience in how such improvement activities should be planned and controlled is. however,
growing day by day.
So far the assessments have been limited to software development. Interest has, however, been
expressed from various sides in establishment of a similar method for assessment of maturity in
integrated product development. We are therefore looking closely at what is being done in the
field of CMM within this area in view of making available such a method in Denmark.
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Introduction

Testing is the more widely used technic for software verification. J\evertheless , the biggest part of the testing activity is still done manually. So,
software verification is always a hard , long and thus expensive step of the
software conception. In order to increase the quality of software verification
and decrease its cost, a good solution is to look for automating the software
testing step as much as possible .
The software testing process includes three main stages:
• the selection of the input test cases , i.e. the choice of inputs for the
executable program. This selection is done with respect to a variety
of criteria. They differ according to the nature of the verification
that one wishes to establish. So, these criteria may be structural (to
ensure a certain coverage of the actual software under test ), functional
( to ensure a certain coverage of the different cases mentioned in the
specification) or statistic (to ensure a certain distribution on the input
domain ). These distributions can be chosen to be adequate with the
future use of the software (i.e. they coincide more or less with what
one thinks to be the future operational profile of the software) or on
the contrary, to privilege the execution of the exceptional data which
are likely to be at the source of numerous software errors.
• the submission of the selected input test cases which consists in the
execution of the program (or only a part of the program) on these
selected inputs. This testing stage requires most of the time a testing
environment, i.e. a special software which simulates the future surround
of the considered (part of) program and / or which allows to observe the

program behavior when submitting the selected test cases (e.g. to
observe the corresponding outputs ).
• the success/failure decision which verifies whether the resulting test
outputs are correct (or not ). Of course, such a decision can only be
taken with respect to a reference of correctness:
if we have a reliable prototype at our disposal then the decision
can rely on a comparison of the outputs of the soft ware under test
with the corresponding outputs of the prototype;
else the decision is taken by a human operator with respect to the
corresponding specification (which is often informal ).
According to the diffe:rent possible types of verification, there exist
many different references of correctness which depend on the nature
of the considered specification. For functional verification, the appropriate notion of correctness only depends on the adequacy between
the input / output relation described by the functional specification and
given by the execution of-the program under test. For the verification
of the conception, the appropriate notion of correctness is also based on
the input/output relation, but also on the verification of the software
internal state: indeed, in this case, the success/failure decision takes
into account the behavior of the software internal state which should
be adequate to the one described during the conception. Therefore,
such a decision may not be taken simply from the execution of the program, but from the execution of the program which as a preliminary,
has been instrumented in order to extract from the execution the
internal informations which are necessary for taking a success/ failure
decision .
In all the cases, to take the good success/failure decision requires an
expert knowledge of the expected outputs , i.e. the correct outputs ,
(and if necessary, of the other internal informations) for all the selected
input test cases. This expert knowledge is acquired with more or less
difficulty according to the nature and the size of the (formal or informal) specification which is used as the reference document for software
correctness.
Moreover, even if the expected outputs are known , it may be impossible in practice to compare the expected outputs with the ones resulting
from the execution of the program. For example, in order to test the
correctness of an optimum compiler in accordance to a available non
optimum compiler, it amounts to compare two synt axically different
2

executable programs obtained from the same source program by the
two different compilers: now , it is well known that to decide whether
two different programs have the same semantics (i.e. the same behavior on all their inputs) is a undecidable problem. We distinguish such
complex outputs or data ( as programs) that one cannot easily compare
from simple outputs or data that one can compare immediately without
any ambiguity ( as predefined types which are provided with equality
predicates considered as reliable). The first ones are called non obsen,.able while the second ones are called observable. In practice, when such ·
non observable outputs are involved, two selection step are needed: the
first one to choose a set of test inputs (which lead to non observable
outputs ) and the second one to choose a set of additional experiments
devoted to observe the non observable outputs. In our previous example of testing a optimum compiler, the first step of selection consists in
choosing several program sources and the second step of selection consists in choosing for each selected program source, a set of input data
of the two compiled programs in order to compare them by comparing
their outputs for all the selected input data. Of course , this comparison
remains partial. We call oracle problem the difficulty of establishing which (possibly infinite ) set of observable experiments suffices to
compare two complex data. When the oracle problem is solved , we call
oracle the selection of a finite set of observable experiments in order
to get a concrete way to success/ failure decision w.r.t. non observable
outputs. Most of time, the oracle problem is really complex and such
an oracle is not fully reliable because it is often based on only a subset
of all the possible observable experiments. Indeed, intuitively, because
of this partial verification, one takes a risk of concluding to a erroneous
decision of .success (for the comparison of the two non observable outputs ) while in fact , there exist some other observable experiments which
would reveal a difference between the two considered non observable
outputs.
At the moment, only few tools exist in order to help the tester. Rigorous
selection strategies are defined for structural selection, but there does not
exist automatic generation tool according to such structural selection strategies . The only existing tools w .r. t . structural selection strategies are devoted
to evaluate the coverage rate of a selection strategy for a set of test cases
manually selected.
Some ot her tools allow to automate the execution of the program under
test and the success / failure decision in the case of non regression testing.
These tools execute a test set on a first version of the program, record the
3

resulting outputs , execute the same test set on a next version of the same
program (provided with the same interface), and finally, verify whether the
second set of outputs is ( or not ) the same as the first one.

selection criterias

,_
,-

coverage reference ,_
(prog. source or spec.),-

Generator

I test inputs
't'

executable program

-

Submission
,-

-u
correctness reference ,_
(specification)
oracle
,_
selection criterias -

testing
test outputs

--

document

Oracle

I succes / failure
decision

--

Figure 1: Automation of the test activity
But in order to improve the test process in a significant way, and really increase its efficiency, we need to automate the whole testing activity.
The ideal tool for testing would automate the three steps of testing (see the
Figure 1). The test inputs would be generated from the coverage reference
which is either the source program (for structural selection ) or the formal
specification (for functional selection), and from the selection criteria. These
test inputs would be also submitted to the executable program. In the case
of functional selection, this step requires a good adequation between the two
interfaces of the specification and t he executable program. The success /
fai lure decision would be automated as follows: first , the tool would generate
the oracle procedure from the test inputs and the correctness reference (i .e.
4

the specification) and if necessary (if the test outputs are not directly observable) from some oracle selection criteria, and then the tool would apply the
oracle on the test outputs and give the verdict (s uccess or failure ). All the
outputs of the tool (test inputs, test outputs and success/ failure decision)
would be expressed under some standard forms and thus the testing report
would be automatically produced.
Formal specifications for software testing present two main advantages :
• they constitute a precise reference document for the correctness;
• they provide a usable basis for the functional test selection .
Consequently, they allow to automate both the functional test selection ( according to several functional criteria) and the success / failure decision . As
we have already explained it when introducing the notions of oracle problem
and oracle, these two points, the test selection and the success/ failure decision , are closely connected: we have seen that the success / failure decision for
non observable outputs needs an additional step of test case selection. So,
the whole selection step depends on the success / failure decision , and more
especially on all the possible observable experiments required t o take the
success/failure decision. In fact , the success/failure decision problem has to
come first: intuitively, the idea is that it is useless to select test cases where
this decision is impossible.
The synthesis exposed in the rest of this extended abstract is mainly
based on almost ten years of experiments in Orsay and Evry on functional
testing from algebraic specifications.

2

Algebraic specifications

Indeed, algebraic specifications are widely recognized as a well established
approach for describing the functional behavior of a software in an abstract
way.
The main underlying idea is to abstract data types by giving the names
of the different sets of data ( also called sorts ), the names of the operations
provided with their arity defined on these sorts and , to associate to each
data type a set of axioms which characterizes the required properties of the
considered data type. Thus, axioms allow to specify the behavior of the
declared operations. Most of the time, these axioms are first order formulas .
According to the needs (e.g. the possibility of using tools ). some aspects
of algebraic specifications can be specialized. For example, axioms may simply be equational or positive conditional or , among the operations, generator

operations may be distinguished from the defined operations ( which in prac. tice are specified with respect to these generators).
Moreover, specifications can be structured: they are composed of modules, each of them being especially devoted to specify some data types (generally, a unique data type, called the type of interest ) and importing some
other modules concerning the data types useful for describing the type of
interest.
We illustrate these notions by giving a small and classical (toy) example of
a specification module of the list data type: this module imports two modules
(not given in this article) concerning the classical data types of booleans and
integers.
Booleans (sort Boal) are built over the two constant generators true and
false and integers (sort Int) are built over two generators, the constant O and
the successor operation denoted s. (In the sequel, the term s( s( s ... 0 ... ))
where s is repeated i times will be simply denoted by i ). These two basic
data types are provided with all the classical operations as the operations
and and < which are specified accordingly their obvious meaning.
Lists are built over the two generators, the constant O ( empty list ) and ::
( to build new lists ). This specification includes usual defined operations of
lists:

• head giving the first element of a list ( when existing) ;
• tail removing the first element ;
• length giving the length of a list;
• sorted characterizing the sorted lists among all the lists;

• and append building a new list from two given lists by juxtaposing
them.
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Spec:
Use:
Sorts:
Generators:

List
Bool Int

L ist
[] :-+ List
_ :: _: Int x List-+ List

Operations:

head_ : List -+ Int
tail_ : List -+ List
length_ : List -+ Int
sorted_ : List -+ Boo!
append __ : List x List -+ List
Axioms:

head(x :: l) = x
tail(x :: l) = l
length(O ) = 0
length(x :: l) = s(length(l ))
sorted([]) = true
sorted(x :: []) =true
sorted(x :: (y :: l)) = (x < y) and (s orted(y :: l ))
append([], l') = l'
append(x :: l, l') = x :: append(l , l' )
Variables:

x , y: Int ; l, l': List
Axioms are equations between terms with variables and of the same sort.
Variables range over ground terms built only over generators. Thus, such a
specification gives the expected functional behavior of the list data type by
a case analysis based on the generators.

Correctness for test w .r .t. formal specifications

3

3.1

Intuitive presentation

In the framework of software testing from formal specifications, the three
stages of dynamic software testing mentioned before remain:
• selecti on of test cases among all the accept able inputs:
• execution of the softvvare functions with the selected input data:

• decision about the adequacy of the results with respect to the ones
determined by the specification;
and the last stage involves the use of reliable predicates (to check for example
equalities into predefined types of the programming language). It is also
called the oracle stage.
Most of the time , the scenarii executed for testing purposes can be expressed as terms recursively composed of the functions exported by the piece
of software under test. using some oracle predicates, a success / failure decision can be expressed as formulas composed of those terms and predicates
(as well as simple connectors). Consequently, a test can be represented by a
formula , and testing also can rely on formal methods.
Conversely, a formula does not necessarily give rise to a test . Indeed , to
be a test, a formula must be computable as true or false by the software
under test and the additional predicates. By adopting this principle, we
discard any formula about which the software under test does not furnish
enough observations to decide its truth value. Thus, the kind of testable
formulas is determined by the available observations about the software via
the instrumentation. Besides, a formula that can be computed to false with
a correct software has also to be discarded (we only consider unbiased tests).
Indeed, only formulas which are consequences of the specifications can be
considered as acceptable tests (i.e. , which are interpreted as true for all correct realizations of the specifications). Finally, test formulas are formulas
which are both observable for the software under test and theorems of the
considered specifications ).
The suitable notion of correctness for test purposes is consequently defined both with respect to the reference specification and with respect to the
accessible observations on the software under test . The underlying principle is "it doesn 't matter if the software under test does not satisfy all th e
properties required by the formal specification, provided that it satisfies all its
obs ervable theorems." The non observable properties are not directly tested .
one has to identify supplementary experiments to extract their observable
consequences. Formally, these supplementary experiments are represented
by "observable contexts ," which are used to generate t he observable consequences of a formula. So, the set of all observable theorems of a formal
specification represents the biggest possible test set.
\Nhen the success of this biggest set theoretically implies the correctness
of t he software under test , it is called the exhaustive test s et (it is generally
infinite). ).1any tests are redundant inside the exhaustive test set and it is
of course useless to submit redundant formulas . There are subsets of t he exhaust ive test set which inherit the same power ( t hey are able to discover any
8

incorrect realization). They are called reference domains and are sufficient
to establish the (observable) correctness. Most of the time, unfortunately,
they remain infinite and one has to select a smaller relevant test set.

3.2

Case of algebraic specifications

We will illustrate the previous discussion about correctness for test on the
previous example of the algebraic specification of lists.
First of all, we will identify the appropriate notion of observability. Since
the majority of the programming languages cannot handle variables. then ,
most of the time, a variable cannot occur within a testing formula. Moreover,
we can easily admit that the compiler of a programming language provides
the predefined data types with reliable equality predicates. So, in our case of
the list specification, a reasonable scenario is based on two predefined data
types, the booleans and the integers, and on a non predefined data type , the
list data type. We call the two sorts Boo! and J nt observable sorts.
The set of all the tests for the list specification is then constituted of all
the formulas without variables , only involving equalities of observable sort
and which are consequences of the list specification. (In our case, we only
consider equational formulas, but generally, tests may contain connectors
between observable ground equalities). Thus head(2 :: []) = 2, sorted(3 ::
(2 :: []) ) =false and head(tail(2 :: (4 :: []) )) = head(4 :: []) are tests while
head(2 :: l) = 2, append(2 :: 0, 3 :: (4 :: [])) = 2 :: (3 :: (4 :: [])) are not tests.
Let us remark that equalities between lists are not directly tested (they
cannot be compared via a equality predicate), but via some additional experiments called observable contexts. For example, the two lists tail(2 :: (4 :: []) )
and 4 :: Dwhich should be equal for a correct software (or at least , should behave as they were equal ) can be compared via the experiment head(z ) which
consists in extracting an observable information of a given list (here , the first
element of the list ). It gives the test head(tail(2 :: (4 :: []))) = head(4 :: []) .
More generally, an observable context for the lists is any term of observable
sort and with an unique variable of sort List . In the sequel, c denotes a
generic observable context for the lists , and c[l] denotes the application of
the context c on the list l. Of course , the set of observable contexts is in
general infinite. So, in order to compare two lists, one has first to select a
finite subset of observable contexts.
The set of all the ground observable formulas is an (infinite) exhaustive
test set. Vle can extract from this set of all the tests some reference domains
by remoYing some redundant test cases. \Ve will belovY give two rather different examples of such reference domains . The first one is closely related to
the axioms of the specification (one can recognizf within each case test an
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axiom of the specification) while the second one is closely related to the set
of the specified operations (each case test is especially devoted to test one
given operation).
Before expliciting these two reference domains , we begin by giving some
useful notations. Let us denote SP the considered specification, D the set of
generators, F the set of defined operations, Obs the set of observable sorts
and .4.x the set of axioms (t = t' will denote a generic axiom of SP ). SP r '-P
means that the formula r.p is a theorem of SP . Lastly, Tn. denotes the set of
all generator terms.
Let us denote ExhaustAx(SP) the first reference domain.
ExhaustAx(S P) = {c[o-(t)] = c[o-(t')] I t = t' axiom, a- substitution,
c observable context}
(In fact , for a given axiom t = t' , the observable contexts are used only
if necessary, i.e. only if the equality concerns two non observable term t et
t'. Otherwise (i.e. t = t' is an observable equality), the tests a (t ) = o-(t' )
suffice)
Let us denote ExhaustFu(SP) the second reference domain.
ExhaustFu(SP ) = { c[f(u1 , ... , Un )] = c[un+1] I SP I- f (u1 , . . . , Un ) = v ,
u; E Tn., c observable context}
( As previously, the same remark on observable contexts holds .)
These two reference domains are equivalent w.r.t . the capability of discovering incorrect programs since they are both reference domains . But they do
not share the same tests: head(append(2 :: 0, [])) = head(2 :: append([], []) )
only belongs to the first one while head(append(2 :: [], [])) = head(2 :: [])
belongs to the second one. ?-,;"evertheless , they both present some interests
according to different points of view:

• ExhaustAx(SP ) only contains instances of the specification axioms
(possibly surrounded by observable contexts ). If the specification explicitly contains the critical properties to be verified , then to select in
such a reference domain allows us to directly test these critical properties .

• Exhaust Fu ( SP ) is built by considering for each operation to be test ed
the set of all its possible inputs (i.e. the generator terms u 1 , . . . , Un)
provided with the corresponding expected output (i.e. the generator
term Un+l · So, this reference domain fits well in the usual practice of
testing.

10

4

Selection of test cases

The selection stage amounts to extract a finite subset of one of the possible
reference domains mentioned before. The idea is to characterize several subdomains covering a given reference domain , and t hen to choose one or more
tests in each sub-domain. These tests are supposed to be representative of
the sub-domain they belong to. There are two main strategies to select test
cases:
• deterministic selection in the sub-domain (e.g., a nominal case and
some other ones near the limits of the sub-domain);
• probabilistic selection from a distribution which has the sub-domain as
earner.
Most of the time, the sub-domain partitioning is much more sophisticated
for a deterministic selection. According to the kind of selection, we get either
a qualitative evaluation of the quality or a quantitative one.

• If all test cases are in success and the selection has been deterministic , then we get a qualitative information which corresponds to the
reliability of the criteria used to cut the reference domain . The main
motivation for a deterministic strategy is to properly cover the different
cases mentioned in the specification. More precisely, the sub-domains
are extracted from the specification via criteria based on the structure
of the specification. Each formula of the specification is manipulated
by a sort of case analysis . This allows to test if the software under test
reasonably treats the different cases mentioned in the formal specification.

• If all test cases are in success and the selection has been probabilistic
then we get a quantitative information which is expressed according
to the classical probability terminology. The main motivation for a
probabilistic strategy is to compensate for the lack of infallible selection
criteria. More precisely, there is no finite covering of a reference domain
which can guarantee to discover all incorrect software with a finite
number of test cases in each sub-domain. The probabilistic approaches
induce a random choice of the test cases selected in each sub-domain,
thus, they ensure this way an asymptotic coverage of all possible test
cases .
Deterministic and probabilistic test case selections are often considered as
complementary strategies.
11

5

Automatic selection of functional test cases

Each of the two approaches mentioned above can be automated. A selection
criteria being given, it is possible to automatically select observable test cases
accordingly. Of course, there are some pragmatic restrictions and requirements on the considered formal specifications , on the available observations
of the software under test , and on the form of the selection criteria. In
the case of algebraic specifications, we have developed interesting prototypes
which generate test cases.
• Regarding the deterministic approach , the automatic selection is based
on an embedding of the algebraic specification into a logic program.
The considered specifications are thus made of "positive conditional
formulas" with a few additional syntactic rest rictions. The criteria to
cut a reference domain into interesting sub-domains are automatically
obtained by unfolding the specification formulas with respect to the
different cases that appear in the definitions of the functions. Then the
actual test cases in each sub-domain are computed by an equational resolution procedure. The tool LOFT , developed by Bruno Marre, realizes
these selection techniques. Several case studies have been performed,
and the generated test cases have proved relevant .
• Regarding to the probabilistic approach, the automatic selection is
based on the construction of a function which generates test cases belonging to a given domain, according to a distribution defined on t his
domain. The acceptable distributions and corresponding generation
functions are defined inductively on a rather large class of domains. The
considered class of domains includes the more frequently used domains
in computer science. This construction has been recently prototyped in
order to hide any probabilistic machinery to the user. Nevertheless the
user can parameterize the construction in order to put the test effort on
some chosen sub-domains if needed. The only requirement is to be able
to express the sub-domains as an inductive set theoretic expression.

6

Conclusion

The recent progress of research in the area of test automation leads us to
believe that a major part of the test act ivity may be automated in a near
fu t ure. But for this , the software verification technics should be taken into
account from the very beginning of the software life.
Indeed , t he test process automat_ion requires:
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• the same specification for conception and testing. It means that the
first steps of software conception should include concerns related to
the testing activity in such a way that the resulting specification can
be suitable both for the conception step and the testing one. Then,
this unique specification can play the role of a correctness reference
document during the testing process which in case of success of all
the submitted test cases, leads us to think that the software correctly
behaves w .r. t. the requirements stated during the software conception:
let us remark that one can assert that a software is incorrect by using
testing methods , only if an additional test case is submitted, and reveals
a software failure.
• the same interface for the specification and the executable program.
(This requirement is rather obvious since it ensures that a test case selected from the specification can be actually submitted to the program
under test.)
• a specification especially devoted to the testing process allowing both
to solve the oracle problem and to use test case generation tools. Of
course, this last point implies that the considered specification should
be formal. Regarding the first point (the oracle problem) , it means
that the specification should clarify (before any test case submission )
which experiments are specified as observable and can be considered
as tests. Thus, it becomes possible to consider tools assisting test case
generation.
Let us point out that test generation tools only assist the test selection:
expert 's report is always required for guiding the test selection (according to
some norms , fault models, application domains, criteria, .. . ).
Acknowledgments: It is a pleasure to thank Gilles Bernot for a careful
proofreading of this article and Bruno Marre for numerous fruitful discussions. This work was partly supported by the ESPRIT-IV Working Group
22704 ASPIRE, the ESPRIT-IV Working Group 23-531 FIREworks and the
French "PRC-GDR de programmation."
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Introduction
Software testing process:
• selection of the input test cases w.r.t. some
criteria
• submission of the test cases ( execution of
the program on the selected in puts)

==;> testing environment
• success/ failure decision (to verify whether
the test outputs are the expected ones)

Specifications useful for testing:
• selection according to a functional criteria
• a precise reference document for software
correctness
1

Testing automation
selection criterias

Generator

coverage reference
(prog. source or spec.),-

I test inputs
'V

executable program

-

Submission
testing

---u- test outputs
correctness reference
(specification)
oracle
selection criterias

document

Oracle
,_

I succes I failure
decision

--

2

A (small) formal specification
Spec: List
Use: Int, Bool
Generator: [] : ~ List
- : : - : Int X List -+ List
Operations: head _ : List -+ Int
tail _ : List -+ List
length _ : List -+ Int
sorted _ : List -+ Bool
append __ : List x List -+ List
Variables: x, y: Int; L,L': List
Axioms: head(x :: L) = x
tail(x : : L) = L
length([]) = O
length(x :: L)
s(length(L))
sorted([]) = true
sorted (x : : []) = true
sorted(x :: (y :: L)) =
(x < y) and sorted(y :: L)
append([], L) = L
append(x :: L, L') = x :: append(L, L')

=

3

Observable correctness reference
A test = any ground observable consequence
Exhaustive test set= a correctness reference
ExhaustAx(SP)

=

u
t=t'

{ C [ O" (

t)]

= C [ o-( t 1)]}

axiom

o-: substitution by generator terms
c: observable context
Ex: sorted(3 :: (4 :: 0)) = (3 < 4) and sorted(4
head(append(2 :: [], [ ]))

Exhaustpu(SP)

=
f

= head(2 ::

u

append([], [ ]))

{ c[f ( u1 , .. . , un)]

function

=

f(u1 , ... , un)
v: consequence of SP
u 1 , ... , un and v: ground generator terms

Ex:

sorted(3 :: (4 :: [ ]))

:: [])

= true

head(append(2 :: [], [ ])) == head(2 :: [ ])

4

= c[v]}

Specification-based selection
• Exhaust an exhaustive test set of SP
• splitting of Exhaust in several subsets (guided
by the structure of SP)
• choice of one or more tests in each subset
Deterministic selection
~

qualitative evaluation

Probabilistic selection

~> quantitative evaluation
Strong dependences between :
1. nature of the specification (executable, ... )
2. form of Exh
3. fineness of splitting
4. type of the selection
5

Probabilistic selection
ExhaustAx(SP)

=

LJ

{c[o-(t)]

= c[o-(t')]}

t=t'axiom

1. Splitting of ExhaustAx according to the axioms

2. Probabilistic selection of values:
to replace rando_m ly the axiom variables by
generator terms

3. If necessary, probabilistic selection of observable contexts

W.r.t a given axiom to be verified and according to a given risk a, a successful probabilistic
test of size N ensures that the software is reliable, except possibly for the ratio 1 - 1{/a
6

Automatisation of
the probabilistic selection
Principle: to produce ramdom generation functions for the value sets described by the generator terms for a given data type.
Means: Inductive definition (possibly parameterized) of generation functions following the
constructive definition of the value sets
(based on some basic sets, some usual set
combinators as Cartesian product, and including inductively defined sets)
Small prototype in Mathematica provided with
options by default
Example:
List:= RecStruct[Sig->Sigma,Base->Singleton[nil],
Cons->{cons}]
Short:=ModifyDistrib[List,NDistrib->
Union[{intinterval[{O,Smallint}],1/2},
{intinterval[{Smallint+1,Infinity}] ,1/2}]]
7

Deterministic selection
Exhaustpu(SP)

=

u

{ c[f ( u1, ... , Un)]

= c[v ]}

f function

Principle: to unfold an operation allows to
cover its definition axioms
Example: sorted(L)

= true

sorted(L) = true

x < y, sorted(y :: L') = true
L = []

L=X

L =X

: : []

::

(y : : L')

x<y

x < y, y < z, sorted(z :: L")

L = X :: (y :: [])

L = x : : (y : : (z : : L"))

8

Automatisation of
the deterministic selection
Principle: to split Exhaustpu by unfolding operations leads to generate subsets defined by
constraints on variables
selection of a test into a subset ==
to solve the corresponding constraints

Theoretical obstacle:
constraint resolution is semi-decidable
Practical solution: to optimize the solver for
the special class of the considered constraints
(in relation to the form of SP and to the selection criteria)
Research prototype in logic programming, usable to generate test cases for real industrial
applications
9

Conclusion
Testing may be automated in a near future
... but for this, testing should be taken into account in the very beginning of the software life.
Indeed, the test process automation requires:
1. the same specification for conception and
testing
2. the same interface for specification and
program
3. a specification devoted to testing allowing
both to solve the oracle problem and to use
test case generation tools
Test generation tools only assist the test selection: expert's report is always required for
guiding the test selection (according to some
fault models, application domain, ... )
10
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Software engineering problems-sound familiar?
• Project problems
- Your project/product deadlines are constantly missed
- Initial project budget is overrun
- The key person left, and nobody else is able to maintain
your application( s)
- Your people are working overtime but with no visible
results

Software engineering problems-sound familiar?
• Product problems
- Customers are unhappy with the product you just
delivered
- Furious customers are reporting 'yet' another problem
- Wrong versions of your software product have been
shipped
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Software engineering problems-. sound familiar?
• Problems in general
- Improvised software processes to meet immediate problems
- Crisis management, all the time

- Ad hoc software size & cost estimation
- Requirements management non-existent
- Continual quality & functionality compromises
- No objective evaluation criteria for processes & products
- No management visibility into software development
- No effective introduction of new technology
- Investment in new technology and tools didn't pay off

Software engineering problems-project outcome facts
Project Outcome (%)

Project Size in Function Points
<100

Early
On time
> 6 months late
> 12 months late
Cancelled

101-1,000 1,001-5000 >5000

15
72

53

9

24

1
3

10
7

6

3
37

1
20

35
12
13

37
18

Source: American Programmer, March 1995, Capers Jones
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Software engineering problems-reasons for project failures
• Planning reasons
- No historical software measurement data
- Failure to use estimating tools
- Failure to use planning tools
- Generalists assigned for critical tasks in Quality
Assurance, Testing, Planning, Estimating

Source: American Programmer, March 1995, Capers Jones

Software engineering problems-reasons for project failures
• Project execution reasons
- Failure to monitor progress or milestones
- Failure to use design reviews
- Failure to use code inspections
- More than 30% creep in user requirements
- Inadequate design & specifications
- Failure to use formal configuration control
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Software engineering problems-probabilities for success
Scenarios l·· · · EStiffi3t~s·· · ···· · · · · ·p1ans··~~y~;OlCkiOg ·· · · · · · · Q08iity · ···!··ca!:7r~~ra;:·~~6l~t~;::tc~~y=
L-------------- ---------------------------- i

Single-factor

{

Two factor

-'

{

____________ ,

Control ____

_ .

--------~-----""-----

Manual
Informal
Minimal
i 40% l 45%
15%
0%
Manual
Automated ltiformal
Minimal
37%
42%
20%
-·- 1°/o\............................................................................................................................................................................. i........................... .l. ............................,........................................................... ..
i Manual
Manual
Informal
Optimal
I 30% i 32% i 34%
4%
;.............................................................................................................................................................................. i····························f······················ .. ····i···· ........................................................ .
1 Manual
Automated i Formal
Minimal
1
27% i 28% l 40%
5%
'................................................................................-..!......................................................................................l. ............................i......._..................i ..........................................._..............
! Automated Manual
i Informal
Optimal
i 13% i 15°1.» l 62%
10%

i Manual

Worst-case

i

~ ...........................................

t

i

···········································i··········································· ........................................... ,............................. j.•. ......................... i ................................ ·····························

Th:: ~c:~: {l~fgii"
1~ : i~i;ii~~~==iiif==~l:-:ii~~,.=~~:l~ =:~ ·i ~~
Source : American Programmer, March 1995, Capers Jones

Software engineering problems-.implications if the organization
does not react
• Limited competitiveness

• Limited profitability
• Unsuccessful project history--get a bad reputation
in market
• No new clients
• No new projects
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Some recommended solutions
• Develop software within a framework for
'excellence', using one of several models:
- ISO 9000 uses quality requirements ·as a focus

- The Software Engineering Institute is structured around
control of software management processes
- ISO 15504 (SPICE) contains a model for both software
management processes and software development steps

• All of these require us to restructure our thinking
about how to develop software.

Some Recommended Solutions-Not This
•. Becaus oftware is more flexible th
ardware,
anything ca be changed until t
ast minute
• It is not necessar
quantify anything
• Software engin

1ng is an

depends o · dividuals
·ng is just a matter of:
acquiring the best development tools
- using higher-level languages
- doing more final testing, acquire testing tools
E NOISS3S

Some recommended solutions-mastering the engineering process
• Components of creating software (or anything):
- the product (ex: car, chemical product)
- its production process (steps, temperature, pressure, etc.)
- associated production means (whether automated or not)

In any case, no result at product level can be reliably
achieved unless the process is mastered, which requires

repeatability as a very first achievement.

Some recommended solutions-characterising the process
• We must have a model describing:
- the key practices of the domain (software engineering)
- their relationships and interaction

• This model must be:
- at the level to address what will be done, not how
- applicable to many types of organisations
- useful in daily work and for improving that daily work
Such models now exist and one of them, the CMM,
we can discuss in some detail.
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Some recommended solutions-A brief history of the CMM Model
• .1986 Creation of the SEI model
• 1987 Present to the public
• 1988 Watts Humphrey's book, Managing .the Software
Process
• 1990 CMM Model version 1.0
• 1993 CMM Model version 1.1

• Widely used in USA, Europe, Japan
• 1997: CMM Model, version 2.0

• Inputs from the CMM contributed to ISO 15504 (SPICE)

Some recommended solutions-The CMM model concepts
• Hypotheses
- There are distinguishable stages of process maturity
- Evolution (improvement) is possible, and takes time
- Evolution implies that some things must be done before
others
- Maturity will erode unless sustained

• Resulting framework
- Emphasis is on key practice areas
- Best practices in these areas are institutionalised
throughout the organisation
I
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Some recommended solutions-The CMM five maturity levels
5
.

Optimising

... . ..... .

Manir::e.d
''

::::::::;::;:;:;a :::::;:

process is quantitatively controlled
3

The process is defined at corporate level

2
basic discipline is set up

1

Visibility into the software process increases with
the maturity level, allowing more informed
decisions about managing software development.

Some recommended solutions-CMM Key Process Areas
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Some recommended ·solutions--

Software Process Improvement (SPI)
SPI is a systematic and collaborative method
and effort, on the long term, aiming at
transforming the way software engineering
activities are organised and executed.

Systematic
Collaborative
Long term

Some recommended solutions-assessment and improvement
of the software process
Profil etabli
selon les secteurs cle

"IDEAL" cycle for any
improvement action
(Deming)

Nhfail

DIAGN-

• identify improvement areas
• check goals
-...... ESTABLISI-IING
• define action plans
• deploy
LEVERAGING • review and measure
INITIATING

•

ENO S

Some recommended solutions-from assessment to action plan
Assessment

\
Strengths/Weaknesses

Strategic (Primary) Goals

---------'•~

Difficulties

'

Action Plans

Risks

- Goals and sub goals
- Metrics attached to goals
- Measurement Plan

Some recommended solutions--

application of SPI Technologies
• Determine your current position through an
assessment of the way you currently do business
• Map an improvement plan within the framework
defined by the CMM or ISO 15504 (SPICE)
• Navigate your way by using a measurement system
to see how well you are following the map
• This is a focused, integrated attack on your problem

areas with well-defined, well-described objectives.
This approach has worked for hundreds of companies
around the world. It can work for vou. too.
£ NOISS3S

Some recommended solutions-the ami® cycle helps you read the map
1. assess the environment
2. define primary goals
3. compare goals with
assessment results

10. present metrics
11. validate results
12. improve

..,:.. ,:.·,:,:,;,:,·:;,:,::.;:·,·.···
,· '.·\:'·:::,···:;::·:::::::::::·=:;::·::;::-::;::·'.:{'\:'•,.

.-: :::.? :=: :r :::··:;;- :;:··:;···_;:··:::· :::··:::·.
·:: :::

:::· :::

:-: ;:: :::

;~_

:::· ::: ;:• :::

4. questions and sub
goals
5. verify goal tree
6. questions for metrics

7. measurement plan

8. implement plan
9. verify data

:::- :::

Some recommended solutions-results of using SPI technologies
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Some recommended solutions-the financial equation
• Sticking to actual situation implies accepting:
- rework and maintenance costs
- customers dissatisfaction,

• Acting implies costs associated to:
- resources necessary to improvement action;
- early defects detection and removal;
- setting up more rigorous methods of work
Process Improvement is also profit improvement.

Some recommended solutions-experience of some CMM users
Savings

Return On Investment=

Investment

Schlumberger

5.8

Hughes

5.0

US Air Force

6.35

Raytheon

7.7 (1st year), later 5.8

IBM

10.0

Typical Figures
Return On Investment

5,7

Time to market reduction

19%

I
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Some recommended solutions-a world-wide snapshot
--------~ -.. :c.~

Carn9gla Mellon Un1""11lty

·---'~ " ' '" Software Engln"erlng Institute

Organization Maturity Profile
November 1996
100%
90%

80%
70%

"'<=
0

-~
·c
"'e>

-

0

66 .9%

60%
50%
40%

0

~

30%
20%

10%

1. 3%

0 . 4%

Managed

Optimizing

0%

Initial

Repeatable

Ba sed on most recent assessrrents cl 542 organizations

Defined

The European perspective-some European solutions to
software problems
• Development of new software methodologies,
processes and tools through ESPRIT R&D
programmes, software standards
• Training programmes to help people learn to
· manage the way they develop and maintain
software; these are under an ESPRIT programme
named European Systems and Software Initiative
(ESSI)
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The European perspective-some European solutions to
software problems
• Dissemination programmes (also ESSI) to tell as
many people as possible about the work being
done in development and training programmes
and get people interested in participating
Financial support is available for both development
and training programmes, technical support is in all
programmes. This is an integrated approach to
helping the software community help itself.

The European perspective-how does SCATE fit into
the big picture?
The Software Industry

Software within Industry

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Software

Country a

---

··-

····--··---

Country c

Country d

Countries Developing Software

Types of Businesses
-

Country b

-

• SCA TE is part of trying to change th shape of both of
these graphs:
- Ensure the software industry as a whol raises the maturity evel of
its ~usiness processes
- Ensure no European country is Country 1 or even Country 4
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SCATE, a European solution-how can we change the shape
of the graphs?
• Train people to discover the more effective,
efficient ways to develop software
• Improve the processes we follow when we
develop software
• Understand use of tools to help the people follow
the processes
All of these are needed for real, lasting
improvements--these are the parts of SCATE

SCATE, a European solution-train people
• You can train people by telling them what to do
and helping them do it
• You can train people to understand how to figure
out what to do so they can manage without your
help
SCATE does both--by the end of the programme, you
will have your own experts who know what to do and
how to do it
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SCATE, a European solution-improve the processes
• Determine what would make your organisation
more productive, more efficient, produce higher
quality products, etc.--what are the barriers to
accomplishing your goals?
• Understand what you are really doing now
• Develop the roadmap that leads from where you
are now to where you want to be
~'''''''''*''''''*'''''''"'*''''''''''<'-»-'(l,,'('\'*,''''''''"'"''''~'"'''(l,,''''"'*''''''*'''"''~"~''C-.''''''*'''''"''''''''''''''''''''*''''''''""~'''"''''''*''''''''''""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""''"'~'~'*''''''"''''~~,,,,,,"''''''''''''"''''''''''""~""'~
[
.

Then follow the path to improvement, with SCATE

..~~':':':':':':':':':':':':'h':~':'t:':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':~':':':~':':'t:':'h':':':'h~':~':':~~'t:~':':"t:':':':':~~'h':'h':':':':'h':':':':~'t:':':':':'h'h':':':':':':':'h't:':':':':'h':'t:':':':':':':':':':':':~':':':"t:':':':'t:':':':':':':':':':':':':':'h':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':~':':':~~~~~~~~~~~~~':'th":'h'h':'t:':':':'h':':':':'t:~'t:':':':':':':':':':':':'h'h~'t:~

SCATE, a European solution-understand the use of tools
• Software and non-software tools can be useful, but
only if you know how to use them correctly
• The use of software management tools will be
evaluated, including what criteria to use

• Non-software tools (checklists, criteria, etc.) will
be part of SCATE handouts
r"''"''"''"°''""""'.....,...,_,......,,,,...,.._"'"'"""-"''''"''"'"''''''""'"'-"'"""'"'°""''''"'"-...._,___,,,,,..,"',,,,,,,,..,_,,,,"',...., ,"',,,,-,,="-,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,__,,,,,,..,_,,,,..._,,,-,,,,....,,,,,,"',,...,-.."'"'"'-"'"'"''"'"''"'...."'''''....,,,,,,,....,,,,,..,,,~
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Tools come last, to support the processes that help
the people--but they are a part of SCATE
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SCATE, a European solution-an integrated way to help you
help yourself
• How does the programme work?
- Groups of 2-person teams from six to eight
organisations meet in monthly working sessions from
September 1997 to June 1998
- Working sessions are a little lecture, a lot of hands-on
work; Champions are expected to do homework as
scheduled and present results at the next session
- Level of commitment is one Champion from your
group for 2-1/2 days a week plus working sessions,
other people for scheduled events

•

SCATE, a European solution-an integrated way to help you
help yourself
• Management commitment includes:
- Support for Champion as a Project Manager--if people
complain about changes, you must support the
Champion and help the improvements succeed
- Agreed attendance at regular meetings with Champion
and others, at part of one SCATE working session
- Money for attendance of Champion at final workshop
to share experiences, learn from others ('most
improved' organisation in group will get this for free)
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SCATE, a European solution-an integrated way to help you

help yourself
• Primary expected results
- One person in your organisation will be a real expert in
the basic areas of improvement, able to train others
- You will have a clear understanding of the importance
of improving how software is developed so that you
can better meet your business goals
- Other people in your organisation will have a higher
level of understanding about the improvement process
and how they can be a part of it

•

SCATE, a European solution-an integrated way to help you
help yourself
• Students will help students--they will be using the
working sessions to train each other, work through
problems together, create real world solutions
• SCATE will provide handouts and homework, online support through e-mail, snail mail, phone, fax
The SCATE commitment is to helping you gain real,
measurable control over your software development
activities--we can help you understand how
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Summary and conclusions
• Software engineering as a discipline isn't very

disciplined, frequently causing a lot of problems
• Models have been developed that can help instil
that discipline
• European companies have the opportunity to take
advantage of learning to use the models
• SCATE can help you do this

Summary and conclusions-v- ·.
-:~i-f:E(
~..,,.

ca,n&ig~ Melk:n Unhreretty

Software Engineering lt1stlt11te

Organization Size
Based on the total number of employees primarily ensasect In software
developmentlmal ntenan ce In the assessed orsanlzatlon

ka••

200,
C5. 4'4

Based on 92 or11anlzallons

Process improvement is not just for large companies
It might be just for you!
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· Abstract

Gilb-style Inspections have been reported ·as a useful tool for synthesising a software development
process. We tell the story of how a very powerful process for specifying changes to a software
product was created by building on a number of key ideas from the Inspection process.

1. Introduction
For organisations rated low on the maturity level index defined by the Capability Maturity Model
(Paulk et. al, 1993) a review discipline is consistently reported as one of the most valuable first
investments which can be made measured in return of investment. This is both for direct return
measured in re-work hours saved as well as for indirect return measured on softer aspects as
increased communication, the learning effect, etc.
Unfortunately, reviews cannot just be implemented if they are to be fully efficient. This
req_uires a reasonably well-defined development process with a number of early work products,
such as e.g. a requirement specifications. Experience shows that the earlier "things" can be
reviewed, the higher the return of investment. However, for vaguely defined work processes, the
back-side is that reviews might tum into debating meetings of little efficiency. To be efficient,
reviews also require commonly agreed rules and a relatively strict working discipline.
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This paper describes how the Gilb-style Inspection process (Gilb&Graham, 1993) has been
turned inside out to help define a process for specifying changes to SimCorp's new generation
treasury management system, TMS2000. This change specification process delivers a number of
well-defined work products which are well suited for being made subject to formal Inspection, as
well as to less formal types of review.
In this paper we describe what caused the need for a change specification process, how we
obtained inspiration from Gilb-style Inspections and what we have implemented and learned so
far. Our experiences will be a valuable referen~e case for organisations similar to ours who
struggle in their initial efforts to improve their software process.

2. The need
By tradition, SimCorp is a consultancy company, offering its services to the financial sector within
institutional and corporate treasury management as well as to pension funds . In 1996 SimCorp
celebrated its 25th anniversary and the number of employees is presently 230.
SimCorp's software development culture is mainly centred around the highly productive
programming language APL and traditionally little focus has been put on the phases which
normally comes before the coding phase. For the ways we used to work this was not a problem
and the focus on these phases was simply missing, because there were little need for the more
careful planning and design. The development teams were small, experienced, highly skilled and
with a very close contact to SimCorp's customers. A single account manager has traditionally been
responsible for a number of customers, with the authority to make all decisions related to that
customer. This person could sign a contract with the customer in the morning, return to SimCorp
to implement the requested changes over lunch and then deliver in the afternoon.
Over time, the core parts of the systems we develop have increased and decisions made by one
consultant have an increasing impact on the conditions under which other consultants work,
raising a need for more careful planning, design and coordination of the changes and extensions
we make to our systems.
Also, the circles have become larger. Dedicated sales persons now handle the interface to new
customers, existing customers are supported by dedicated support units and all development is
placed in a central unit. This in itself requires more coordination.
Further, we have decided to make a transition to move away from customer made into
customer fitted systems, further emphasising the need for planning and coordination of changes.

3. Starting Change Specification Groups
In the spring of 1997 it was decided to start using groups for specifying major changes for
implementation on TMS2000. These groups would be staffed by people from all over the
organisation - sales, support and development units - to create leverage in the development of
TMS2000.
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All in all 6 change specification groups were started in the first round and 5 specification
groups in the second round, now involving about 50 people from all over the organisation. When
the first groups were started, we needed to develop an organisation around them, which could
support them in their work.
3.1. Organising the Change Specification Groups
To support work in the specification groups we were inspired by the Gilb-style Inspection process.
The main reason for this was that the author for some time had been looking for opportunities for
introducing reviews and, ultimately, Inspections as part of daily working routines. Therefore it
seemed a good idea to look for inspiration in the Inspection process when defining a process for
the change specification groups. We ended up defining a process by combining a number of key
elements from the Inspection process.
Especially we have found good use of the ideas of organised kick-off and careful preparation,
of assigning explicit roles and responsibilities and of establishing an initial set of rules and
checklists to communicate our expectations to the groups. Work in the groups is now centred
around a number of common work products and on a regular basis these work products are made
subject to a number of different types of reviews.
3.2. Defining roles
Owners of the overall process are the Chief Editor and the Process Moderator. The Chief Editor is
the formal sponsor, with the organisational responsibility. The Process Moderator is responsible
for day-to-day follow-up activities and also serves the role ofreview/lnspection leader. This
ensures a consistent line in what we are doing.
Each group has an Editor, who refers to the Chief Editor for all groups. The Editor is
responsible to the Chief Editor and the specific responsibilities are agreed in a project plan (cf.
below). Project plans are regularly reviewed in· steering group meetings.
All groups have representatives from the TMS2000 development team. The main
responsibility of these Development Representatives is to prevent the groups from turning into
debating societies. The responsibility of the Development Representative is also to clearly
communicate in which order the group should deliver its results to best support the development
unit.
Each document (see below) to be produced by a change specification group has specifically a
member of the group assigned as responsible for that document.
At reviews participants are invited depending on their role in the surrounding organisation.
Upon starting, each change specification group defines a Reference Group covering all persons or
organisational units who should or could somehow have an interest in the groups work.
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3.3. Starting change specification groups
Before starting on actual work, each change specification group must be declared operational. For
a group to be operational it must (list not exhaustive):
•
•
•
•

have an approved project plan,
have made all existing sources available to the group,
have the sufficient skills or a plan for how to acquire these, and
agree on basic concepts underlying the groups work, including in particular
terminology.
Expectations to a new group are communicated at a formal Kick-off meeting, where the basics
of the change specification process are presented and the importance of ensuring that the group is
operational before starting on specifics is stres~ed. In addition we stress that the groups are
empowered task forces who should make an effort to "work smarter, not harder" and who should
make the best out of the specific conditions under which they will have to work: "adapt and
improvise!".

3.4. Rules and checklists
Initially no document standards were defined. Instead expectations to the groups are defined as a
number of checklists and guidelines. This has worked very well and based on feed-back and other
experiences we gradually improve our checklists and guidelines.
This is actually an example of how a working process can be used to synthesise rules and
standards for use in the process, just as Gilb&Graham describes it for the Inspection process.

3.5. The process
For TMS2000 two new releases are planned per year. Subjects for change specification groups are
defined by the Production Management Board for TMS2000 in the early phase of a new release
cycle. The Chief Editor is responsible for ensuring that these subjects are appropriately handled.
For each subject a change specification group is started, to take on the responsibility that the
change is appropriately implemented in the system. Note that the responsibility of change
specification groups goes beyond that of just specifying a change, but also covers implementation,
integration and test.
As the first action when a subject has been defined an Editor is found and installed.
Kick-off is prepared by identifying and making available all existing know-how regarding the
subject within the company. On the basis of this we decide whether we will be able to do the job
based on what we already know or whether we should acquire outside help.
A reference group is identified and members of the specification group are identified.
At Kick-off group members have the process presented and have their roles and
responsibilities defined. The Editor describes what will be required for the group to become
operational and ensures that this state is achieved.
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Throughout the Editor keeps a project plan updated. The approval and re-approval of this plan is
the responsibility of a Steering Group, including Chief-Editor, Moderator, TMS2000 Project
Manager and Editor, in addition to relevant members of the reference group (usually none).
Each group is required to minute their meetings and to work using formal agendas for each
.meeting. All groups must keep an Action Item Log with a formal record of any issue that creeps
up during the group's work. This ensures that issues popping up in the process can be tracked to
closure and are not just forgotten "on the way".
Normal work in the group progresses through the establishment of each of the major work
products, which are described below.
All issues raised in reviews are logged and tracked to closure.
The Editor remains responsible for the correctness and quality of the change to be
implemented until the specific change has been fully integrated and tested into the baseline
treasury management system, TMS2000.
When the group has completed its tasks, all members are invited to participate in a postmortem evaluation and issues raised are used for improving the change specification process.
3.6. Work products

Part of starting a change specification group is to decide which documents the group should
deliver.
The Editor is responsible for establishing and maintaining the project plan. And unless there
are special circumstances the group will have to deliver a requirement specification, a design
details specification, an integration specification and a test specification.
Currently the project plan is the document which has matured the most, and we are working on
defining templates for the remaining documents.

Project Plan
The project plan is in a way a formal contract between the Editor and the Chief Editor, and apart
from giving the planned schedule for the groups work, it answers a number of fundamental
questions for the group.
A project plan has a fixed structure, with the following headlines:
l. Title
2. Scope
-,
.) .
Focus
4. Purpose.
5. Participants
6. Reference Group
7. Sources
8. Concepts Definition
9. Activity plan.
10. Quality considerations
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11 . Action Item Log
The scope should clearly demarcate the boundaries of the groups work. The scope should be
sufficient for determining the relevance of issues that show up as part of working in the group.
It should be made precise what the focus of the group is: concepts exploitation, elicitation of
requirements, analysis of requirements, etc. E.g. if a new function is being specified, what are we
focussing on: basic data, registration forms, analysis, accounting principles, all of it? The focus
considerations are very important for the efficiency of the group. Therefore we emphasise that the
focus of the group should be clear. The focus is especially important in order not to do redundant
or void work in the group. It may be that a very experienced developer will just waist time on very
detailed descriptions. The groups should never move further into a subject that to the point where
a developers uncertainties have been covered.
The purpose of the change under specification must be clear:
•
•
•

Why is the change necessary?
Is it a customer request?
Response to changed market requirements?

• Contractual obligation?
• Promise to customer?
• Who should be billed?
Explicit reference are made to customer requests and contractual obligations to customers.
The Reference Group is a list of all those with an interest in the groups work, including in
particular information providers and information receivers.
A complete list of the available sources of relevance to the group, with a clear indication of
which the group is actively using. Especially the groups are encouraged to look for the "hidden
sources".
Definition of basic concepts. We find it very important for a group which has been assembled
from all over the organisation that it pays special attention to agreeing in the meaning of the words
which are used in the groups work.
The Activity plan specifies a list of
• deliverables from the group, with planned delivery dates.
• major activities, with start and end dates and estimate of required resources.
• important milestones.
• list of critical dependencies,
• hidden deadlines
and other aspects of relevance to the group. Each deliverable and each activity must have a
responsible person assigned.
Under the heading Quality considerations, the following question is answered: How can we
best ensure the quality of this groups work?
Whenever the change specification group decides to do something or states that something
ought to be done, an entry is created in the group's action item log to ensure that the issue is not
forgotten. No action item should be created without assigning a responsible person. It is the
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responsibility of the Editor to follow-up on any open item. The proposed form of an action item
log is:

Action Item

Responsible

Description

Status

Next
Action

A book called the "Jungle Book'
was mentioned. It should have
been recommended by HS .

OPEN

CHECK

Next Check

...
Concepts

MEG

31-JUL-97

...

Entries in the action item log are for minor, specific activities which have not been made explicit
elsewhere. Major activities should be documented in the activity plan.

Requirements Specification
Hitherto the form of the requirements specification has been completely free. Each group is
required to provide a document focussing on \\'hat it should do, without coming into the "how"
issues.
Only constraint is, that a requirements specification should have a form which makes it usable
for the following purposes:
• Writing sales prospects
•

Documentation

•

Later change specification group's working in the same area

Design Details Specification
This is where we bring in the how part. The focus of the change specification group will decide
how detailed this document is going to be. This is why we have called it "design details"
specification. To indicate that the document need in no way be a complete detailed design, as long
as it will do the job of clearing away any uncertainty related to implementing the required change.
No specific structure is required for this document either, but it must be written in a way so
that all relevant members of the reference group can understand it.
As a "rule of thumb" the specification must be detailed enough to have made all the major
decisions in providing a solution for the problems under concern. A very important reason for
writing a specification is to make such decisions visible, and first of all to move the decision
process away from the terminal.
Integration Specification
The integration specification describes how the changes can and should be correctly worked into
the existing system.
This includes in particular a description of what impact the changes will have to the system,
answering the following questions:
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•
•
•
•
•

which parts of the system will/might be effected? - make a simple analysis based
on the interdependencies between modules,
which parts will have to be changed?,
which parts should be re-tested?,
do the present choices cut off future options?
etc.

This is also where we urge the groups to hear the opinion of their experienced colleagues
before moving to far into ambitious changes which may cause strange side effects in hidden parts
of the system.

Test Specification
We tell the groups, that it is advisable to start most specification work by considering a number of
typical as well as untypical examples. And that they should take some time to write these
examples down, so that they become common knowledge within the group and can be used for
later reference.
When the specification is completed the examples defined will form valuable input to the
reference group, in particular test and documentation.
Up on completion of the groups work the example should be in a form which makes the
suitable as test cases for the implemented changes. The test cases should cover all relevant aspects
of the implemented requirements.
Normally the group will be made responsible for actually executing the test cases.
Agenda and minutes
As a minor, but yet important detail, we have required that all meetings in the groups should have
a formal agenda, preferably including the following items:
• Approval of agenda
• Minutes from last meting(s)
• Open Action Items and approval of Action Items closed since last time
• [Other agenda items]
• Approval of Action Items from this meeting and assigning responsibilities.
• Next meeting
All meetings should be minuted (handwriting allowed!). Minutes should include:
• Purpose of meeting and extent to which purpose was achieved.
• Full agenda
• Major issues raised under each agenda item.
• All decisions made, with reasonable explanations.
• Reference to all Action Items defined.
3.7. Review forms
We use three principal types ofreviews:
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Steering Group Meetings to review project plans

•

Walkthroughs to evaluate work products in the pipeline.

•

Inspections, to approve final work products.

Steering Group Meetings
Regular reviews of the project plans are conducted to follow up on the status of the groups work .
and to have a formal frequent sign-offs on the project plan. The form is informal. Duration 5-30
minutes. Participants 3-4, usually the Chief Editor, the TMS2000 Development Manager, the
Process Moderator and the Editor.
To give an example of one of our checklists, the checklist currently used for the first review of
a project plan contains the following items:
•
•

In your opinion, will this group be able to deliver the expected results? (Operational)
The group should not repeat or redo work or remake decisions which have already been made

•
•
•

(Double work I).
One groups should not do or redo the work of any of the other groups. (Double work II)
Are the boundaries between thi-s and other groups and/or entities within SimCorp clear?
The group should not spend time on issues which are not specifically related to the group's scope,

•
•

focus and purpose. (Void Work)
Has the scope, purpose and focus been set right? Check with reference group: sales, production,
support, etc. (Right work)
Are all potentially subjects of interest and/or need mentioned in the scope?
Are the boundaries clear? Can it easily from the scope be decided whether a specific issue is of
relevance to the group?
Has the focus been set right? Does the group know how far to go and when to stop in its efforts to
meet its objectives?
Are all dates and dependencies explicitly mentioned?
Have all the necessary responsibilities been assigned to participants?

•

Will you sign the project plan?

•
•
•
•

We have an intention of keeping all such checklists to a size not exceeding one physical page.
We are working on defining similar checklists for the other document types and have started by
simply copying items from checklists published in books etc. Gradually these checklists are
transformed into lists mainly containing checkpoints which have raised out of our own experience.

Walkthroughs
The normal form for review of incomplete documents is a walkthrough. The purpose of a
walkthrough is to identify and resolve open issues, and to obtain an early sign-off from the
reference group wrt. the direction of the work.
The way we have organised our walkthroughs is by first having the author present his
document without interruption, except for the purpose of answering short questions. Then
following the presentation we have all issues logged and prioritised before opening any
discussion. This form has turned out to be· very efficient.
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The form is fonnal, but relaxed. Walkthroughs will normally not require any preparation from
the participants, although preliminary versions of the documents may be circulated prior to the
walkthrough. The duration of a Walkthrough is 1-2 hours. The number of participants is 5-10. The
process moderator serves the role as moderator and scribe during the Walkthrough.

Inspections
We intend that the final versions of all documents produced should be made subject of an
Inspection. So far we have had fewer than· 10 reviews of final documents, and there is still some ·
way to go before these will be "real" Inspections.
Even though our Inspections are so far only a reminiscent of real Inspections, attendants
acknowledge these as being much more efficient than what they have previously experienced. In
so far this feeling can mainly be accredited to strict management of the logging meetings. A major
reason is that issues are not allowed to be discussed during logging. In practice this boils down to
not allowing lengthy discussions ... This gives attendants a feeling of efficiency. The day where a
review scheduled for two hours ended one hour early is still remembered by people. Things get
logged and at our best we manage to complete the logging of about 60 issues from documents of
up to 40 pages within an hour. These specific numbers also indicated that there is a lot to be
gained in review effectiveness, since 1Yi issue per page is far from optimal. Our nonnal logging
rate is Y2 issue per minute, which also leaves room for improvement. We have not had any logging
meetings (or other reviews) exceeding the two hours limit recommended by Gilb & Graham. Not a
word on checking rates for now.
After the logging participants are allowed to bring up the issues which they would like to
discuss. However, we normally manage to get things cleared up during the logging, so there has
never been anything left for discussion after the logging.
The form of an Inspection is formal. Participants are expected to be prepared for the logging .
meetings, which normally take 1-2 hours. Document sizes vary from 10-60 pages. The number of
participants is 5-7. The Process Moderator permanently serves the tasks of Inspection leader and
scribe.

4. Experiences so far and further steps
One major success factor for the change specification process has been that management decided
to initiate the specification groups as a new activity. This meant that things got started and that
there were no conflicts with existing habits.
Before starting the change specification groups we had the problem that there was no basis for
doing reviews in the software development process on other work products than source code with
no written requirements. As Gilb&Graham report, this is the least efficient form of reviews. With
the new specification process and the well-defined work products, we now have a basis for
exploring the full potential ofreviews. Actually, the Inspection process has been used to
synthesise a formal process definition with formally defined roles, activities and work products.
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This documents how the Inspection process may be used as a driver for process improvement in a
very direct way.
We manage to catch major problems with the process timely. Preliminary experience shows
that many major issues have been raised and resolved early as a consequence of the work in the
groups and as a result of reviews. One next move will be to start keeping formal records of review
activity and performance following the recommendations by Gilb&Graham, in order to better
document the effects.
Things get signed off early across the organisation in a systematic and formal way. Our
expectation is that this will significantly reduce the "noise" in later process phases.
All in all we have been very successful in defining the process around the specification groups
by turning the Gilb-style inspection process inside-out. Now we are looking forward to explore the
full potential of "real" Inspections as we mature the process that we have defined. We are well on
our way with formalising the review process and will continue working towards full scale
Inspections as the way in which a final review is performed.
The ambition is that the Process Moderator should be made redundant within a year and that
the process by then has been completely institutionalised.
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"The way things used to be"
SimCorp

• Individuals responsible for managing changes
• Work products available for review:
- Contracts and Customer letters
- Source code

-
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Current Situation
SimCorp

• Larger changes managed as projects
• Many new work products available for review:
- Project plans
- Requirements Specific ·
- Design Details Specifi
- Integration Specifications
- Test Specifications
Motten EJvang, QWE"i7
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"The way we changed things"
SimCorp

• In April '97 it was decided to start specifying all
larger changes to one of our strategic products,
before they were implemented.
• We had to rapidly find a way to organise, support
and guide change specification groups.
• This was achieved by building on a number of
key ideas from the Gilb Style Inspection process or by turning Inspections inside out to produce
documents.
Mo<ten Elvang. OWE'V7
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The set-up
SimCorp

• Each group should include 3-7 persons.
• Expected life time 2-6 months.
• The first 6 groups started in April/May '97
should deliver first results in June/July and
final results in August '97.
• 5 more groups started in July/August to finally
deliver in November '97
• More groups to be started in September '97.
• Presently about 50 people, app. 30% of our
staff in CPH, are involved.
Morten Elvang. OWE'97
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The Specification Process
SimCorp

Planning and Control
Kick-off

Coding
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Basic ingredients
SimCorp

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kick-off
Roles and responsibilities
Deliverables
Checklists and templates
Review types
Progress monitoring
Post-mortem
(ti)
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Kick-off
SimCorp

• Scope
• Focus
• Operational
• Existing know-how
• Critical dates
• Reference group

-
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Roles and responsibilities
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SimCorp

• Chief Editor
• Process Moderator
• Project manager
( of strategic product)
• Editor
• Developer
• Document responsibilities
Monen Elvang. OWE'97
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Deliverables
SimCorp

•
•
•
•
•

-

PP - Project Plan
RS - Requirement Specification
DDS - Design Details Specification
IS - Integration Specification
TS - Test Specification

(11 )
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Checklists and templates
SimCorp

• So far we do only have a fixed template
for the PP.
• Other deliverables are being defined
through checklists and guidelines
• Checklists and guidelines are gradually
being improved and new templates
defined.
Monen Elvang. CWE'97
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Review types
SimCorp

• Steering Group Meeting
• W alkthrough
• Inspection

(13)
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Progress monitoring
SimCorp

• PP is to be kept updated at all times
• Special section in PP: Action item log
• Issues raised at reviews tracked to
closure.

Morten
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Post-mortem evaluation
SirnCorp

• Formal post-mortem
evaluations to continuously
improve the process

(1$)
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Where are we now?
SimCorp

• Experience from Inspections made it possible for us
to successfully build a process around the
specification groups, which actually worked!
• Feed-back from users of the process is very positive.
• We have made Inspections possible and the prospects
of improving their effectiveness are very promising
as our process further matures.
• In "Inspections" we have achieved logging rates of Yi
issue pr. min. Which is extremely good for us.
Morten EMl'IQ . QVV'E"97
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ABSTRACT: Software quality issues are increasingly important in software
purchase decisions at all levels. As everyone becomes more concerned with
user-perceived trustworthiness of systems, interoperability, and reliability the
need for ensuring internal quality will become even more important that it is
already.
Yet, amid many technology advances in the past decade that make automated
software quality a highly mechanized process, there appear to be barriers to
applying known methods and available automated testing technology. We seem
almost to be technology rich and results poor. Process-related quality improvement approaches appear to fare better, but still experience field deployment resistance. Achieving true quality for the millennium -- a task much larger than just
overcoming the Y2K problem, although that is difficult enough -- will take both
careful application of proven methods in well-conceived processes. But to
achieve the right balance we have to learn from the past and apply for the future .

If we review the past, these kinds of questions arise: What quality control
methods have worked in the past? What quality and test methods have succeeded? Why have they succeeded? Why have they failed? What has been the
real-world effect of what was really done? These are the questions to which we
must have very honest, very precise answers if we are to apply prior experience
to the coming changes in the software quality issue.
Looking to the future, we have to ask: What kinds of software quality problems
will dominate? For embedded systems, or real-time systems, or high-reliability
systems , will the "old" methods continue or will new methods evolve? For the
WWW and related applications, are new quality requirements evolving? What
kinds of errors? How will quality be measured in a WWW-centric,
information-rich world society. What will "kill" an application as surely as
make it a success? What balance between methods and process will really work
in the post-2000 software world?
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Abstract
We present a general method to construct a set of test paths satisfying a selected criterion
within a family of control flow and data flow-based coverage criteria. The method is based on the
recent concept of a "spanning set" of entities, which is the minimum subset of program entities
(e.g., branches or definition-use associations) guaranteeing full coverage.
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Introduction

In the past twenty years a great deal of research in software testing has focused on control flow- and
data flow-based test criteria. These criteria variously identify by static analysis a set of entities of the
source code and require that tests are picked so to exhaustively cover all the entities in this set ( or a
specified percentage hereof). The entities are derived from the program control flow (e.g., predicate
branches) or from the program data flow (e.g., variable definitions) according to the coverage criterion
considered.
Although the question of the relative fault detection effectiveness of different test selection criteria
is still an open one (20, 10] , nowadays researchers substantially agree on the effectiveness of coverage
based methods used as adequacy criteria [5 , 9]. That is to say, a set of test cases is first obtained
according to some other test selection criterion , for instance based on the functional specification, and
then the coverage achieved by those tests is measured to evaluate their thoroughness and to decide
whether testing can be stopped.
Test suite generation for coverage criteria remains however a topic of interest. The reason is that
in practice the coverage requirement is hardly satisfied at the first attempt by the specification-based
generated test cases and thus the tester needs to select more test cases aimed at augmenting coverage.
Thus, coverage testing can be described as:
1. selecting a ·set of test cases trying to satisfy a coverage criterion;
2. executing the program on the selected test cases and monitoring the entities exercised;
•supported in part by OLOS HCM Network under EC Contract No. CHRX-CT94-0577.
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3. evaluating the ratio between the number of covered entities and the total number of entities in
the program. If this ratio reaches a predefined threshold , the testing is stopped; otherwise, more
test cases must be derived and the process is repeated from step 1.

In this procedure, steps 2 and 3 are routinely mechanised. In fact, at least for All-Branch coverage,
several dynamic coverage analysers exist that instrument the program and then probe the entities
exercised as the tests are executed . The first step is that involving the largest part of the test effort ,
and the most critical. Unfortunately, it is often left to the tester 's skill and creativity. Therefore, the
question we address here is: "given a set of control flow or data flow entities to be covered, how can we
generate appropriate tests in cost/effective way?". Indeed, the main concern here is one of reducing
costs, both in relation expressly to the effort needed for the test case generation, and also in terms of
the number of generated tests. Moreover, any answer to the above question should entail the issue of
automation. As a matter of fact, the strength of code-based over specification-based methods greatly
relies on their facility to automation .
An overview of related work in test suite generation for coverage testing is given in the next

section. Roughly speaking, two divergent approaches can be taken: either test inputs are arbitrarily
(e.g. , randomly) selected in incremental way and the coverage they achieve is monitored until the
required coverage is reached; or, in path-wise test case generation , paths in the program control flow
are judiciously selected so to cover the as yet not covered entities and then inputs which activate those
paths are sought. Both approaches present pros and cons with regard to the two key concerns above
marked, i.e., cost and automation. The former approach has the advantage that the test inputs are
readily made available, but on the other hand too many of them could be generated that way. Thus,
techniques for test suite reduction , i.e. , elimination of redundant tests, are actively investigated . In the
latter approach, instead, the number of generated test paths is kept reasonably low, but finding the
inputs which execute them can be difficult, especially in view of the infeasible path problem. While we
believe that further results, especially in the form of empirical results, are needed to establish which
approach, and under which conditions, is the most effective and viable, what we propose here is a
method for automated test path generation that improves on current path-wise approaches in several
aspects.
The most remarkable aspect is that our method is the only one to provide a general approach for
a whole family of control flow- and data flow-based test criteria. As pointed out in the next section,
most existing work is in All-Branch coverage . Our method instead provides a complete approach
for reducing and estimating the cost of coverage testing and encompasses a whole family of popular
control flow and data flow criteria [16].
The theory is built around the new concept of a spanning set of entities. Intuitively, this concept
is based on the observation that one test case generally covers more than one entity. However, this
fact is not traditionally considered when test cases for coverage testing have to be selected (as noted
also in [6]). · Path-wise methods generate a test case for covering one entity selected arbitrarily and
considered in isolation from the other entities. If the generated test also exercises other entities, these
will then be considered as covered a-posteriori . But no effort is made to generate a-priori test cases
that satisfy multiple requirements.
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Our method overcomes these drawbacks by identifying with static analysis a "minimum" subset of
entities with the property that any set of tests covering this subset covers every entity in the program.
This minimum subset is a spanning set of entities. Spanning sets can be derived automatically and
provide a means for :
• evaluating test adequacy and increasing coverage more effectively: only the as yet not covered

entities in a spanning set are effective in augmenting coverage. Because 100% coverage of the
spanning set guarantees full coverage, it is the percentage of covered entities in the spanning
set which really matters: entities outside the spanning set need not be considered, they will be
covered as a consequence by those same tests that will be needed to complete the coverage of
the spanning set;
• reducing the cost of testing: the generation of test cases can be targeted to cover the (minimum)

spanning sets of entities, rather than all those in a program, thus minimising the number of tests
and preventing t he selection of redundant paths ;
• estimating the cost of testing: the number of entities in a spanning set of entities can be used as

an estimate of the number of tests needed to satisfy a selected coverage criterion ;
• generating test suites: test paths can be selected that are aimed at covering the ( as yet not

covered) entities in a spanning set of entities.
In [12] we have identified the sets of entities that are associated with a whole family of popular test
coverage criteria and introduced the notion of a spanning set of entities. The entities associated with
the various criteria may be of different types. Precisely, for the family of coverage criteria considered,
four different types of entity can be distinguished: arc , dua (or definition-use association) , class of
duas and path. According to the type of entity considered, the term "coverage" has different meanings.

For instance, a path covers an arc if it contains that arc; a path covers a definition-use association
if it includes a definition clear subpath from the definition to the use. In [13] we have presented a
general procedure to identify spanning sets of entities. In this paper, we focus on the use of spanning
sets of entities for generating test suites and for increasing coverage. We present a general algorithm,
called CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET, that constructs a set of paths satisfying a given structural
coverage criterion c. This algorithm is a generalisation of the algorithm FIND-A-TEST-PATH-SET,
which has previously appeared in [3, 2]. That algorithm found a test path set satisfying the All-Branch
coverage criterion.
In the next section , we overview existing approaches to generate sets of test paths. Then, in
Section 3 we present some necessary background. In Section 4, we introduce the general algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET. We also demonstrate the correctness of the algorithm,
and present an analysis of its time complexity. In Section 5, we illustrate the use of the algorithm on
an example. Finally, we present conclusions and future work .
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Related Work

In this section we briefly overview existing approaches to test case generation for coverage testing.
Most work in this area has been done for All-Branch coverage. By contrast, our method is general
and can be used for the automatic generation of sets of paths satisfying a selected coverage criterion
within a whole family of criteria. For a given program and a given criterion, many different sets of
paths can be derived. Thus, a leading criterion to be followed in the construction of paths should be
specified a priori. Given the high cost of testing, in early work this criterion was finding minimum path
sets , i.e., path sets with the minimum possible cardinality. More notably, in [15] various problems are

discussed taking a network-theory approach; it is demonstrated that the size of the minimum path
set for a digraph G can be determined by applying a minimum flow method or a maximum matching
method. In [14], a heuristic procedure aimed at minimising the number of paths is proposed : the
decision-to-decision paths into which the program is decomposed are organised into increasing levels,
starting from the level-0, "fall through" , path. All-Branch coverage would then be ensured by the
coverage of the highest level paths. Finally, in [18] , the problem of selecting test paths is formulated as
a zero-one integer programming problem and a generalised optimal model for path selection is given.
For a set of control flow-based coverage criteria, a minimum set of paths is derived from the complete
set of paths with loop iteration limited to once (note that in any case this set must be derived using
some other methodology).
However, it is a well-known problem [8] that syntactically derived paths may well include infeasible
paths, i.e., control flow paths which are exercised by no input data. Unfortunately, any set of paths

generated solely by looking at a program's structure can never be guaranteed to contain only feasible
paths; moreover, the problem of determining whether an input item that exercises a given path
exists is undecidable [19]. Nevertheless , a path selection strategy aimed at reducing the effects of
infeasible paths could be devised. In particular, one could select a set of paths whose constituent
paths each involve a minimum number of predicates, since these are most likely feasible. This is
not only intuitively true, but has also been demonstrated statistically [23] . Such .a strategy has been
suggested in [23] and recently evaluated in [24].
Other authors have proposed that the problem of infeasible paths is coped with by the user. He/she
is asked to provide information on path feasibility to a device designed to generate a set of paths.
For example, in [11] an automated method is suggested, in which the next path selected is the one
covering most of the so far not covered program segments. The resulting path is then displayed to
the user, who can either accept it or instead request the generation of a new path. In [21] a hierarchy
of structural test metrics is presented in order to direct the path selection. The information needed
to prevent the generation of infeasible paths is manually supplied by the user.
Unlike the above discussed methods, ours is not tied to a leading criterion. It is able to use different
policies for guiding the generation of paths, so that different sets of paths with different properties
can be constructed.
A completely different approach is to minimise the number of test cases in a test suite. Since this
problem is NP-complete [6], some authors have proposed heuristics based on minimisation techniques
to deal with it, e.g., (7, 22] . However, these techniques are applied to a redundant set
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only after the test suite has been generated. Thus, such approaches do not actually reduce the effort
of generating the tests.
A related approach is that of Gupta and Soffa [6], who have investigated ways to guide test
generation so that a single test case satisfies multiple coverage requirements. They group together
coverage requirements, so that each group can be potentially covered by a single test case. Our result
improves on their approach. Indeed, although we do not speak explicitly in terms of groups of entities,
the method we introduced to construct spanning sets [12] provide the optimal way to group together
entities.

3

Background

Typically, in coverage testing , the program control flow is represented by a directed graph , called a
fiowgraph. Program statements and predicates can be mapped to flowgraph arcs and nodes in different

ways. Here we use the ddgraph model [2] . Ddgraphs do not contain procedure nodes, i.e. , nodes that
have just one arc entering and one arc leaving them . Thus, a ddgraph node can be associated either
with a decision (a program point at which the control flow diverges) or with a junction (a program
point at which the control flow merges) . A ddgraph arc is associated with a sequence of program
statements uninterrupted by either decisions or junctions, or, a segment. In some cases, an arc is
introduced that does not correspond to a program segment , but nevertheless represents a possible
course of the program control flow (e.g., the implicit ELSE part of an IF statement) .
The following is the formal definition of a ddgraph.

Definition 1 Ddgraph
A ddgraph is a digraph G

= (N , A)

with two distinguished arcs e0 and e1c (the unique entry arc

and the unique exit arc, respectively), such that any other arc in A is reached by e 0 and reaches e1,; ,
and such that for each node n EN, except T(eo) and H(e1c) , (indegree(n) + outdegree(n)) > 2, while
indegree(T(e 0 ))

= 0 and outdegree(T(eo)) = 1, indegree(H(e1c)) = 1 and outdegree(H(e1,;)) = 0.

In Figure 1 we present an example C program, GETOP, and in Figure 2 the corresponding
ddgraph,

GaETOP·

The distinguished arcs of Ger are eo (the entry arc) and e24 (the exit arc) .

A complete path in a ddgraph G is a path from the entry arc to the exit arc of G .
Data flow analysis considers the possible interactions between variable definitions and uses in a
program. To analyse these interactions, programs are represented as annotated control flowgraphs.
Correspondingly, we use annotated, or def-use, ddgraphs.
Given a ddgraph corresponding to a program , and a variable in the program, we annotate ddgraph
arcs with the symbols u, d, k representing respectively, usage, definition or killing of the variable of
interest in the segment of the program represented by such arcs.
A def-use ddgraph for a given program and a given variable is the program ddgraph, in which each
arc is annotated with a sequence (which may be empty) of symbols, which denote the sequence of
data operations on that arc with respect to the variable of interest . In particular, for a predicate use
(that in our ddgraph model occurs at a decision node) , we label with a use symbol u each arc leaving
the node at which the predicate occurs.
5

getop (s, lim) /• get next operator or operand •I
chars[];
int lim;

{
int i, c;

while ( ( c=getch()) -- ' '
if (c != ' . '

.ti: (c<'0'

II

II

c -- ' \ t'

II

c -- '\n' ) /

*

decision node 1 •/

I• decision node 2 •/

c>'9' ))

return(c);
s[0]=c;

for (i=1; (c=getchar()) > '0' tt c
if (i

<

:5

'9'; i++)

lim)

I• decision node 3 •I
/• decision node 4 •/

s[i]=c;

if (c=='.')
if (i

<

{ I• collect fraction•/

/• decision node 5 •I

lim)

/• decision node 6 •/

s[i)=c;

for (i++; (c=getchar()) > '0' tt c < '9'; i++) I• decision node 7 •I
if (i < lim)

/• decision node 8 •/

s[i]=c;

}
if

(i

<

lim) { I• nlllllber is ok •I

I• decision node 9 •/

ungetch(c);
s [i] = '

\0';

return (IUMBER) ;

} else { I• it's too big; skip rest of line •/
while ( c != ' \n' at c != E0F)

I* decision node 10 •I

c=getchar();
s [lim-1)=' \0';

return (TOO BIG);

}

}
Figure I: Program GETOP
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Figure 2: Ddgraph
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Figure 3: Def-use ddgraph for program GETOP and variables lim and c, respectively
In Figure 3 we present the def-use ddgraphs corresponding to program GETOP and variable /im
and to program GETOP and variable c, respectively.
Given a def-use ddgraph G for a variable X in a program u , a def-clear path with respect to

X is a path P

= e , e1, e2, ... , eq, e' on

G , with q 2: 0, such that X may be defined in e, and is not

redefined or killed in any of the arcs e 1 , e2, ... , eq. For example, p 1
for

c

in

GaETOP

the same way, P2
P3

(because

c

= e4, es, e6, es is a def-clear path

is defined in e4 and it is not redefined or killed on arcs es and e 6). In

= e4, e9, en, e21, e23, e24 is a def-clear path for c in GGETOP·

On the other hand,

= e4 , es, e6, es, e9, en is not a def-clear path for c in GGETOP (since c is defined in e0 but is redefined

in es) In data flow testing, we are interested in the interactions of variable assignments and usages between
arcs; so we consider global definitions and uses. A computational use of a variable X in arc e is a
global use if there is no definition of X preceding the use of X in e, and X has been defined in some

arc. Predicate uses (of defined variables) are always global, since they are always associated with a
potential transfer of control. A definition of a variable X in arc e is a global definition if it is the last
definition of X in e and there is a def-clear path wrt X from e to some global use of X .
An important concept in data flow testing is that of definition-use association or dua.
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Definition 2 Dua
Let d and u be two arcs in G. We say that the triple {d , u , X} is a definition-use association or
dua if the variable X has a global definition in d, a global use in u , and there is a def-clear path wrt

X from d to u.

For example, [eo , e4, c], [eo , e2 , c) and [eo, e 12, lim] are duas in GGETOP·
[e 0, e9, c) is not a dua, since there is no def-clear path wrt c from e0 to e9.

On the other hand,

In the following , we shall denote the set of all duas of a given ddgraph Gas D(G). In addition , we
shall distinguish between the sets De(G) of c-duas and Dp(G) of rrduas. A dua T= [d,u,X] is said
to be a c-dua if u is a computational use , or briefly a c-use. T is said a 1rdua if u is a predicate use,
or a rruse. Clearly, D(G) = De(G) U Dp(G) .

In [13] we explicitly defined the entities of the program flowgraph that are associated with a family
of coverage criteria. A set of complete paths satisfies a criterion if it covers the set of entities associated
with that criterion, where the entities associated with the various criteria may be of different types.
In general, we can distinguish among four different types of entities:
• arcs
• duas
• classes of duas
• paths
For instance, with reference to annotated ddgraphs, arcs are the entities to be covered according
to All-Branch and All-Statement criteria; duas are the entities for All-Use coverage, classes of duas
are the entities for All-Definition coverage and paths are the entities for All-Path and All-du-Path
criteria.
We also observe that a path "covering" an entity assumes different meanings, according to the
type of entities considered. We thus define explicitly below what coverage means for each of the four
types of entities.

Definition 3 Coverage
A complete path P covers
• an arc if P contains that arc.
• a dua T={d , u , X} if P has a def-clear subpath wrt X from d to u.
• a class of duas S if 3T ES such that P covers T.
• a path P' if P' is subpath of P.
A set of complete paths p covers an arc {or a dua , or a class of duas , or a path) if some of the

pg1h~ in

1-1

d9,
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Let us denote by Ee(G) the whole set of entities to be covered for a given ddgraph G according to
a selected coverage criterion c. A spanning set of entities is then defined below as a minimum subset
of Ee(G) such that a set of complete test paths covering this subset, is guaranteed to cover every
entity in Ec(G) .

Definition 4 Spanning Set of Entities
Let G be a ddgraph and c a coverage criterion. A subset U of Ee( G) is said to be a spanning set
of entities for G and c if
1. a set of paths p that covers every entity in U covers all the entities in Ee(G);
2. for any set U'

~

Ee(G) , such that any set of paths that covers every entity in U' covers all the

entities in Ec(G) ,

IUI ~ IU'I-

A procedure to find a spanning set of entities for a ddgraph G and a coverage criterion c is presented
in [13].

4

The Algorithm

A selected coverage criterion c determines for a given ddgraph Ga set Ee(G) of entities to be covered.

In this section we show how to use the information provided by a spanning set of entities to construct ,
for a given ddgraph G and a given coverage criterion c, a set of paths covering every entity in Ee .

In Figure 4 we present the algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET, that given a ddgraph G
and a coverage criterion c, constructs a set of paths covering every entity for that coverage criterion in
that ddgraph, by focusing on covering all the entities in a spanning set. The definition of a spanning
set of entities guarantees that the path set found implies the coverage of every entity in Ee.
The algorithm first constructs a spanning set of entities. Then, it selects a so far not covered
entity E in the selected spanning set S, and it constructs a path p covering E , by calling the procedure
CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH presented in Figure 5. Then , it eliminates from Sall the entities
covered by p . This procedure is repeated until all the entities in 5 are covered.
The selection policy of the next unconstrained entity to be covered is explicitly left as an open
parameter by making a call to a generic function SELECT-AN-ENTITY. Once an entity has been
chosen, the algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH selects a path covering that entity. The
selection policy of such a path is also an open parameter. These selections can be done at random, or
else, particular policies can be implemented in order to guarantee some special property of the set of
paths generated. In particular, a policy aimed at increasing the likelihood that the generated paths
are feasible could be implemented. This would require to select the next entity so that the resulting
path can be chosen as the shortest possible, and hence a test input which exercises such a path can
be found with good probability.
With regard to the number of paths generated by the algorithm , it can easily be seen from the
same structure of the algorithm that the number of paths found is not greater than the cardinality of
a spanning set of entities.
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Algorithm

CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET (G :

criterion):

ddgraph; c :

coverage

set of paths;

begin
S = FIID-A-SPAIIIIG-SET-OF-ENTITIES(G, Ec(G));

p =

0;

while S =fa 0 do

E = SELECT-AH-EHTITY(S);
p = COISTRUCT-A-COVERIIG-PATH(G, E) ;

for each E E S do

if COVERS'?(p, E) then S = S - {E};
p

= pU{p} ;

return(p);
end

Figure 4: CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET Algorithm

Algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH (G:

ddgraph; E:

begin
case type(E) do

arc ==>

p = COISTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERIIG-AN-ARC(G, E);
dua ==>

p = COISTRUCT-A-PATB-COVERIIG-A-DUA (G, E);
set of duas ==>

T = SELECT-A-DUA(E);
p = COISTRUCT-A-PATB-COVERIIG-A-DUA (G, T);
path==>
P =

E;

return(p);
end

Figure 5: CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH Algorithm
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entity):

path;

Algorithm

CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA (G:

ddgraph; T:

dua) :

path;
begin

G' = COVERIRG-PATHS(G, T);
p = COISTRUCT-A-COMPLETE-PATH(G');
return(p);

end
Figure 6: CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA Algorithm
The algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH presented in Figure 5 constructs a complete
path in a ddgraph covering a particular entity in a spanning set of entities. According to the type of
the entity (arc, dua, class of duas or path) this algorithm proceeds in different ways. If the type of
entity is "arc", then it constructs a path by calling CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-AN-ARC.
If the type of entity is "dua", it constructs a path by calling CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-

DU A. If the type of entity is "class of duas", then the algorithm first selects one dua in the set, and
then makes a call to CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA. If the type of entity is "path",
then the algorithm returns the path itself.
The algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-AN-ARC can be implemented by the function FIND-A-PATH, previously presented in [2].
The algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA, presented in Figure 6, constructs a
complete path in a ddgraph G covering a given dua T. To do this, it uses the procedure COVERINGPATHS presented in Figure 7, to construct a graph representing all the complete paths in G that
covers the dua T. Then, by using CONSTRUCT-A-COMPLETE-PATH , it selects and returns one
complete path in such a graph. CONSTRUCT-A-COMPLETE-PATH can be implemented in O(IAl 2 )
time, by using a depth first search algorithm [17]. Or, a modified version of function FIND-A-PATH
presented in [2] can be used.
Finally, the procedure COVERING-PATHS takes a ddgraph G and a dua T

= [d , u , X] and derives

a digraph G* representing all the complete paths in G covering T . To do this, it derives: i) a digraph
G 1 representing all the paths from the entry arc of G to the tail of arc d; ii) a digraph G 2 , representing
all paths from the head of arc d to the tail of arc u, and that do not contain other definitions of variable
X ; iii) a digraph G3 representing all the paths from the head of arc u to the exit arc of G. Then

the three ddgraphs are "attached" into one digraph G*. A more detailed and precise description of
COVERING-PATHS can be found in [13] .

4.1

Theoretical Analysis

We will now show that algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET is correct and always terminates. We also present an analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm.
We first only enunciate the following three theorems. The interested reader can refer to [2] and

[13] for their proofs.
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Algorithm COVERING-PATHS (G = (N , A):

ddgraph; [d , u , X]:

dua) :

graph;

begin
G1 = (N1 , A1) = ALL-PATHS(ENTRY-ARC(G), TAIL(d), G);
G2 = (N2 , A2) = ALL-DEF-CLEAR-PATHS(HEAD(d), TAIL(u), X, G);
G3 = (N3 , A3) = ALL-PATHS(HEAD(u), EXIT-ARC(G), G)

N' = Ni UN2 UN3;
A' = Ai U A2 U A3 U { d, u};

return(N' ,A')
end
Figure 7 : Algorithm COVERING-PATHS
Theorem 1 Termination and Correctness of CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-AN-ARC
Let G=(N , A) be a ddgraph with entry arc e 0 and exit arc ek , c be a coverage criterion, let e be
an arc in G.
Then , CONSTR UCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A N-ARC(G, e) terminates and returns a complete
path in G that covers the arc e.
Theorem 2 Termination and Correctness of CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA
Let G=(N, A) be a ddgraph with entry arc e0 and exit arc ek , c be a coverage criterion, let
T=[d, u, X} be a dua in G.
Then , CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-D UA{G , T ) terminates and returns a complete
path in G that covers T.

Theorem 3 Termination and Correctness of CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH
Let G =(N , A) be a ddgraph with entry arc eo and exit arc ek , c be a coverage criterion, let e be
an entity in G .
Then , CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH{G,e) terminates and returns a complete path in G
that covers the entity e.

Based on the above theorems, Theorem 4 below proves that the algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TESTPATH-SET is correct and always terminates.
Theorem 4 Termination and CoN'ectness of the Algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET
Let G=(N, A} be a ddgraph with entry arc e0 and exit arc ek , c be a coverage criterion.
Then, CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET{G , c) terminates and returns a set of complete paths,
covering all the entities in Ee( G).

Proof:
• Termination: The number of entities in a spanning set S is bounded by the number of entities

in the ddgraph. Algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET invokes the CONSTRUCTA-COVERING-PATH function for each (not covered) entity in S.

We

know that algorithm

CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH always terminates (see Theorem 3). A new path covers at
13

least one as yet not covered entity in

S.

Hence,

ISi

is reduced at least by one in each iteration.

Therefore, algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET ends in a finite number of steps.
• Correctness: Let p be the set of paths returned by algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-

SET.
We already know that CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH actually constructs a path that
covers an entity. When algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET ends, each entity in Sis
covered by at least one path in p (stop condition) and we know that a set of paths covering a
spanning set of entities covers all the entities in G .
D

We now perform a theoretical analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm for a ddgraph G

= (N,

A) and a coverage criterion c. Suppose that D is the set of all the duas in G. Then, the

time complexity of FIND-A-SPANNING-SET-OF-ENTITIES presented in [13] is O(IEc(G)l 2 *t) [13],
where t is
O(IDl 2 )
{ O(IAI)

if entities are classes of duas
otherwise

We can suppose that SELECT-AN-ENTITY is a constant function . Let S be the spanning set of entities constructed by the algorithm, i.e., S

=FIND-A-SPANNING-SET-OF-ENTITIES(G, Ee(G)). The

time complexity of CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH is the maximum between the time complexities of CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-AN-ARC and CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-ADU A, i.e., max{O(IAl 2 ), O(jAj 2 )} . Then, to CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH takes O(IAl 2 ) time.
To eliminate from S all the entities covered by the constructed path takes O(ISI * IAI) time.
Since at least one not yet covered entity in S is covered at each iteration performed by the
CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET algorithm, the number of iteration is bound by ISi . In each iteration, we select a new entity in constant time; we CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH, in O(IAl 2 )
time; and we eliminate from S all the entities covered by the constructed path in O(ISI * IAI) time.
Therefore, each iteration takes O(ISI * IAI + IAl 2 ) time.
In conclusion, CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET takes O((IEc(G)l 2 *t)+(ISl 2 * IAl)+(ISI* IAl 2 ))
time.

5

Using Algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET

In this section we illustrate the use of algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET by means of
a simple example. In particular, we will show how the algorithm generates a set of test paths for
program GETOP in Figure 1 and the All-Definition coverage criterion. This criterion requires that
every definition of every variable is covered by at least one ( computational or predicate) use of that
variable. For this criterion, the entities to be covered are classes of duas. In the class of duas

s: we

group all the duas in G=(N, A) such that variable X is defined in arc d, i.e.:

Sf= {TE D(G) : 3u EA, T = [d , u,X]} .
Thus, the All-Definition criterion is satisfied if for every set S; in G, we cover at least one of the
duas in it.
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The algorithm first constructs a spanning set of classes of duas , by using function FIND-ASPANNING-SET-OF-ENTITIES . In this case, t he whole set of entities is
EA/1-Definit ion (GcETOP)={S~iom ' S ! . , S!a' ~ •• , S!,a: s~o'

s~., s~., s~s' s~.. , s~,a' s~22 }

and the set
U={~. , ~

18 ,

S~,,

S;

22

}

is a spanning set of entities for GcETOP and the All-Definition coverage criterion .
The algorithm then considers each class of duas within U , one at a time (function SELECT-ANENTITY). As noted , the algorithm leaves unspecified how the next class of duas to be covered has to
be selected. To apply the algorithm, we need first to instance a specific selection strategy. Here, we
suppose that the spanning set U is ordered and that the selection of the next class of duas is done by
choosing that not covered with the minimum label.
Hence, the algorithm selects a not covered class of duas with t he minimum label, and constructs
a complete path covering that class of duas. This step is repeated until all the classes of duas in U
are covered.
In the first iterat ion the algorithm selects the class of duas ~ • . To construct a complete path
covering~. , it makes a call to CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH(GcETOP , ~. ), that arbitrarily
selects dua [es , e6 , i1, and calls CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA(GcETOP, [es, e6 , i]). To
construct the path covering the selected dua, t he graph COVERING-PATHS (GcETOP , [es , e6 , i])
is constructed, and a complete path in this graph is selected. In Figure 8 the graph COVERINGPATHS(GGETOP , [es , e6,i]) is presented (with reference to Fig. 7, ai;c ei in graph G; is renamed as

e) ).
Also the strategy of selection of a complete path in the graph COVERING-PATHS is explicitly left
unspecified. For the purposes of this example, we suppose to use function FIND-A-PATH [2, 3] (which
constructs paths with a low number of predicates). In this case, the algorithm generates the path p 1

=

eoe2e4ese6esese6ese9e11e20e24 . Then , the algorithm checks for other possibly covered classes of duas.

No further classes of duas are covered in this case. Thus, the algorithm performs a second iteration.
The second iteration is similar to the first one. The algorithm selects the class of duas ~ •• ,
since it was not covered by the first path constructed.

It makes a call to CONSTRUCT-A-

COVERING-PATH(GcETOP , ~,.), that selects dua [e1s , e15 , i], and calls CONSTRUCT-A-PATHCOVERING-A-DUA(GcETOP , [e 1s , e16 , i]) . The graph COVERING-PATHS(GcETOP , [e1s , e16 , i])

is constructed, and a complete path in this graph is selected. The algorithm generates the path p2

=

eoe2e4e9e1oe12e14e1se16e1se1se16e1se19e2oe24. No further classes of duas are covered in this case, and

the algorithm performs a third iteration.
In the third iteration the algorithm selects the class of duas S~, , and in particular, the dua [e 1, e1, c) .
It constructs the path P3

= eoe 1e 1e2e3e24 - No further classes of duas are covered in this case.

In the fourth and last iteration the algorithm selects the class of duas

S;

22

,

and in particular, the

dua [e22, e22 , c] . It constructs the path p4 = eoe2e4e9e11e21e22e22e23e24.
Finally, the algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET returns the set of paths {p1 ; p2 ; Pa;
p4 } satisfying the All-Definition coverage criterion for GcETOP · In fact , this set of paths covers all
the entities for GcETOP and the All-Definition coverage criterion.
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Figure 8: COVERING-PATHS(GGETOP , [es , es , i])
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6

Conclusions

We have presented a general algorithm for the construction of test paths for structural coverage testing.
The most remarkable property of our algorithm is its generality, in that the same algorithm can be
used for any criterion within a whole family of control flow- and data flow-based criteria.
The algorithm is simple and fully automatable. It is polynomial in the number of entities considered. Moreover, it is flexible with regard to the policy followed in the construction of the path
set. One sensible policy could be to construct paths that contain a low number of predicates, because
these are more likely to be feasible.
The algorithm is built on our recent theory of spanning sets of entities for coverage testing. This
theory helps to reduce and estimate the cost of coverage testing [12], and moreover, as we have
showed here, can be useful for the automatic generation of test cases and for avoiding redundant tests.
Indeed, although coverage criteria are best used as test adequacy criteria, it is often necessary to select
more test cases aimed at enhancing coverage. In such cases, our method can be useful to find these
additional test cases more effectively.
We have briefly discussed how our approach improves on current work for path-wise test generation.
We have recently concluded a real world case study [4] aimed at evaluating empirically the usefulness
of the method. The case study was conducted with regard to the All-Branch coverage criterion , that
is the most used criterion in industry. · The results in that case confirmed that the paths found by
the algorithm are very likely feasible and moreover that the algorithm well simulates the test path
generation of an expert tester. We have not had yet the opportunity to experiment the algorithm for
other coverage criteria.
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· Test Coverage Criteria
sets a collection of
requirements to be
satisfied by the executed
tests

map test requirements to a
set of entities ~ of the
program flowgraph which
must be covered when the
tests are executed
•

•

can be used for
test data selection
or to determine when testing
can be stopped (adequacy
criterion)

·Coverage Criteria and
nr,rp.9rresponding Entities ft~
.···-·;-·-·.·-:-·-·--·-·-·-···-·

il l ~~lll[! !~i l~I ;

are more commonly used
to measure testing
thoroughness

Coverage Criteria and
·:J~rresponding Entities ~i

Control-flow based

~•

all-branches:
Ebra.r:ch= {arcs}

••

all-statements :
EsraF {not empty arcs}

•

all-paths:
Eparr.= {complete paths}

•

•

all-definitions:
Ec1e,s= {class of duas, grouped
by a variable's
definition}

•

all-p-uses [all-c-uses] :
Ep-uses={predicate-duas}
[computation-duas]

•

all-p-uses/some-c-uses
[ all-c-uses/some-p-uses]

all-k-paths :

Ek-patns={complete "shortest"
paths}

f p-uses/some-c-vses

< araditiona.l Approach:
·=··:-:-:-.-:-:-:-::::::::/}\;;;:

identify the entities to be
covered for the selected
criterion
consider each (as yet
uncovered) entity in
arbitrary order and generate
a test case (path) to cover
such entity
•

a .~~1711::-:~:::1 ~~~~::~ent
t~·:.::.::::-:::::_:_:::;=.:.:_:_:_

I: •

Try a-priori to cover as
many entities as possible
(as feasible}
with one test

identify a-posteriori which
(other) entities are covered
by the test case (dynamic
coverage anafyzetj

. Depending on the test
criterion c, entities can

.. ?be
Given a program and a
coverage criterion c,
a spanning set U is
¢a minimum subset of the
set ~ of entities
determined by c
with the property that
~ >any set of paths that
covers U covers every
entity in Ee

arcs

duas
classes of duas
;•

paths

A De,finition--Use Association
:< (DUA}

1111·
iL.::.c:.::;;::::;i

Depending on the type of
entity'uc.ove.rage~~ has
... diffe·rent meanings

A dua is a triple [d,u,X], in
which:
~ variable X has a global
definition in arc d and a

c::>a dua T=[d,u,X]

if p has
a def-clear subpath wrt X
from d to u

global use in arc u
and

c::>a class of duas

if p
covers at least one of
them

¢there exist a def-clear
path wrt X from d to u

~~a path p' if p' is a

+ A class

of duas is the set
Sl of all duas involving the
same definition d of variable
X

subpath of p

~ . Simple

captures a natural ordering
between entities, according to
how "easily" they are covered

Ill =~~:m
•,:,:,:,:,:,r,r,•,•,:,•,:,•,:··········

]!'.;1~~!;~! :!;ij!!;
.

allows us to find a spanning set

+

Definition
Given Ee, an entity E 1 in Ee
subsumes another entity E2 in
Ee if every path covering E 1
covers E2 as well
r::;>;f E 1 subsumes E2 , we can
forget about E2 and only
care about E:

Example
example;

read (X Z) ·

if (X>O,} ,
then
Y := O;
while (Y

~

X) do Y:= Y +2 ;

Y:=Z
else Y:= -X ;
print(Y);
if (Z>O)
then
if (X+Y > Z) then X:= Y-Z;
print(X);
end.

The reduced subsumptlon graph for
Branch Coverage

The ddgraph

0, 11, 5

4 {Y :=-X}

2 {Y:=Y+2

~ ~· 10

/

4

/

'\

10

7 {X :=Y-Z}

7

8

The reduced subsumption graph
for All -uses coverage

Annotated ddgraphs
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,
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·Applications of
spanning sets

incomparable if there does
not exist a path covering both

weakly incomparable if for
any path covering both, it is
always possible to identify a
subpath which contains only
one of them and which is still
a complete path

Two bounds :

~> <le , (# entities in a
spanning set ) "upper
bound"
<> ~c , "meaningful" bound,
(takes into account the
infeasibility problemj

Algorithm for path generation

Applications of
1 :;spanning sets

Algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-TEST-PATH-SET
(G: ddgraph ; c : coverage criterion) : set of paths;

begin

in measuring test adequacy
<>more effective measure
<>the reduced subsumption
graph itself helps to redefine test requirements
(e.g. , in presence of
unfeasible entities)
•

in test generation
?reduced number of
entities to be covered

S:::;FIND-A-SPANNlNG-SET-OF-ENTITlES(G,Ec(G)) ;

while S

~

0 do

E = SELECT-AN-ENTITY(S) ;

p =

CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH(G, E) ;

for each E in S do
if COVERS?(p,E) then

<>avoid redundant paths

p

= p u {p}

"{>automatic generation of
test paths

return (P) ;
end .

s

=

s - {E};

Generic Algorithm for

Instantiation of the
generic algorithm

... periving a Spanning Set
l:i::;~
:/;!j[[~;!i!!it!i:i

O for

each distinct E

1

,

E2 in

;,j:'.il]!;;~~(J:;::)]!j:j'./

E0 check whether

&Jl£'.;f;;;i:S

E1 subsumes E2
derive the subsumption
graph S

W' · ., ., . ... 6

@ derive the reduced
subsumption graph R by
reducing the
ins

secs

0

~a different
implementation of the
subsumption relationship
is needed, depending on
the kind of entities:

choose a representative for
each leaf node in R
~ Unconstrained entities

arc_subsumes
dua_s:;bsumes
set_ of_ dua_ subsumes
path_ subsumes

Algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-COVERING-PATH
(G: ddgraph; E: entity} : path;

Algorithm CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA
(G: ddgraph; T : dua): path :

begin

begin

construct G' = COVERING-PATHS(G ,T) ;
P= CONSTRUCT-A-COMPLETE-PATH(G');

case type(E) do

return(p):

arc=>
p = CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-AN-ARC {G,E) :
dua =>

end ;

p = CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA (G,E) ;

Algorithm COVERING-PATHS
(G: ddgraph; T =[d, u , X] : dua) : graph ;

set of duas =>
T = SELECT-A-DUA(E);
p = CONSTRUCT-A-PATH-COVERING-A-DUA

begin

path =>
p = E;
return(p);

G1 = ALL-PATHS(ENTRY-ARC(G) , TAIL(d), G);

(G,T} :

G2 = ALL-DEF-CLEAR-PATHS (HEAD(d) , TAIL(u) , X, G);
G3

=

ALL-PATHS(HEAD(u) , EXIT-ARC{G) , G)

N' = N1 U N2 U N3;
A' = A1 U A2 U A3 U {d,u} ;
retum(N ', A')

end.

end ;

Path generation
algorithm

Conclusions (1}
We introduced the concept
of a spanning set of entities
for a given program and a
given coverage criterion

one same method for all
criteria
can be automatized (in
polinomial time)
•

Spanning sets can be applied
for:

flexible
(selection of the next entity
to be covered and
selection of a path covering it
are left unspecified )

c!>measuring coverage more
effectively
c!>estimating the number of
tests needed
<;)avoiding redundant tests
¢test path generation

+

;PQnclusions c2>
!\!tr·.:· ·

The method applies to a
whole family of control flow
and data flow-based criteria

... •Future develop.ments

2~ ~p~~~~~:;;;;:p~~~~:~ :~, ·
ct· we have implemented the
subsumption relation for the
four possible kinds of entities

•

we have proposed here a
generic algorithm to derive a
test path set covering a
spanning set

Empirical validation of the
results achieved
¢tool support for the whole
family

I
s>ratios between #U and #Ee
and between 13c and #U

+

Generalisation to
?integration stage

+

we have implemented and
validated the beta bound for
branch coverage
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Inspections are generally accepted as a means to improve the quality of software products in an effective
and efficient way. However, only a minority of the software projects and software organisations make
structured use of inspections during the development of new products. Introducing and implementing
inspections is often a tedious and difficult task, because software engineers must be personally convinced
of the effectiveness of new methods before they will consistently use them.
This paper describes the applications of inspections and structured testing in a TV software project at
Philips Semiconductors. Inspections were used to reduce a number of project risks and to ensure the
quality of the products. The way inspections and structured testing were carried out is described and of
course the achieved results, including data. The aim is not to show a "theoritical co"ect " and optimal
application of inspections, but a successful application in practice in a cricital and difficult project. The
implementation and introduction process of these "new" methods within the project runs as a central
theme throughout this paper, closing off with a number of experienced critical success factors.

SOFTWARE INSPECTIONS
In every software development phase defects are introduced, found and rework is being carried out.
However, often most defects are only found when the software product is almost finished, e.g. during the
system and acceptance testing phase, or even during operation. Defects found during the testing phase
have the disadvantage that their rework on the almost finished software product is very time consuming.
It would have saved the development organisation a lot of time if these defects where f01md during an
earlier development phase. Inspections are an effective and ·efficient measure that can be introduced to
improve the quality of the products at an early stage. Besides finding a defect at the earliest possible
moment, the prevention of defects is the important issue. Inspections can also be used as a means for
defect prevention. Based on an analysis of the defects that were found, the software development
processes can be adapted and optimised to prevent these defects from occurring in the future (as far as
possible). Engineers that are involved in the inspection process can learn from their defects or the defects
that were made by someone else.

Inspections can be defined as a structured review of an engineers' software work product carried out by
his colleagues to find defects and to enable the engineer to improve the quality of the product. Inspections
are based on Wienberg' s concept of egoless engineering [17]. Weinberg refers to cognitive dissonance as
the human tendency to self-justify actions. Since we tend not to see evidence that conflicts with our
strong beliefs, our ability to find errors in our own work is impaired. Because of this tendency many
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engineering organisations have established independent test groups that specialise in finding defects.
Similar principles have led to the introduction of software inspections.

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
Within the world of consumer electronics the amount of embedded software is growing rapidly. The
amount of software in high-end television sets has increased by a factor of about eight over the last six
years [13]. The increasing complexity of software in consumer electronic products calls for a high level
of quality assurance activities. The challenge is even greater if one thinks of the fact that in principle no
field defects can be allowed. For it is almost impossible to recall consumer products from the market
since the location of these products is generally unknown. Implementing software product quality is not
an option anymore, it has become mandatory.
In contradiction to the need for a high quality product, which requires time and effort to develop, are the
demands that come from a highly competitive market. The time-to-market for consumer electronic
products is decreasing rapidly and is putting extra emphasis on software development to deliver on time,
e.g. to reduce the throughput time. Being one month late on market introduction will result in a
substantial reduction of the calculated profit. In addition, the market of consumer electronics has been
faced with a 5 to 10 percent price erosion per year [13]. The price of a product is, amongst a number of
other things, determined by the microcontroller used. Therefore the use of ROM and RAM remains under
high pressure in consumer electronic products, leading to severe restrictions on code size. Time-to-market
and price are thus putting extra tension upon the objective to develop a high quality software product.

This paper describes a specific project within consumer electronics that had the objective to develop the
leading versions for a low-end 1V software product. The paper focuses on the way the software quality
activities, e.g. testing and inspections, were implemented and performed. The TV software development
project was carried out by a software group within Philips Semiconductors. Philips Semiconductors is
one of the many companies in the electronics industry that is in the transition from the hardware stage to
the embedded software stage. Companies that are in this position are starting to add software to their
hardware products as added value and to achieve a higher level of flexibility within their products.
However, development is still dominated by hardware [5].
The low-end 1V software project was carried out at various locations throughout the world. Eindhoven
(The Netherlands) and an Asian location (Singapore) were used as the main development sites, two other
sites were used for reasons of specific knowledge and skills on respectively teletext and closed
captioning. From the start the project was faced with tight deadlines and difficulties in getting adequate
staffing. The final staffing was a mixture of experienced engineers, both in software development in
general as in the application domain, experienced engineers with no practical knowledge of the
application domain and less experienced engineers who just finished their education program. During the
development a quality system, certified according to ISO 9001, was used and within the software
organisation the Capability Maturity Model is used for continuous software process improvement.
Trying to meet its objectives, i.e. a high quality product ("zero" field defects) on time according to the
agreed functional requirements, the project was faced with a number of risk factors:
• partly less experienced staffing; as stated before only a part of the staffing was experienced. Little
time was available for explicit training, so most of the training had to be carried out as training-onthe-job. Additional attention was considered to be needed for ensuring the quality of the various
software work products.
• more than one location; the project was carried out at various locations, especially Eindhoven and
Singapore. Again this provided a number of challenges considering methods and standards used,
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•

interfaces between components, planning and tracking and quality in general. These challenges are
enlarged by the cultural differences that exist between Europe and Asia.
project size; although the software organisation had experience in developing TV software, the size
of the project introduced a new dimension. Project planning, tracking and oversight principles had to
be expanded for this project towards a "new" environment. A number of project management
activities were to be carried out for the first time at this level.

As an answer to these risk factors it was decided by project management and the project sponsor that
quality needed explicit attention. A separate Software Quality Plan had to be written, in which the quality
strategy would be one of the most important issues, and quality engineering was defined as a dedicated
role within the project.

THE QUALITY STRATEGY USED

One of the most important elements in the software development process is the definition of the quality
strategy. Toe quality strategy defines what quality activities, e.g. testing and inspections, will be carried
out on which software work products and how thorough the various quality activities will be. Choices
have to be made because it is impossible to evaluate a software product completely, e.g. 100% coverage
on all components and all quality characteristics is perhaps possible in theory but no organisation has the
time nor the money to achieve this. Toe quality strategy of the TV software project was determined via a
process of communication within the software development team, trying to identify the most important
components and quality characteristics of the software product and making use of existing (testing)
experiences at previous TV software projects. The aim is to have the most feasible coverage on the most
important and complex components and quality characteristics of the software product.
Toe V-model (see figure 1) was adapted as a starting point for evaluating the software product. This
means that in parallel to the phasing model for software development, staring with the Customer
Requirements Specification (CRS), a sort of phasing model is used for the software quality activities, e.g.
testing and inspections. Toe arrows in the V-model show which documentation was used as a reference
basis for a certain type of testing. To improve the quality of the starting documentation, thus providing a
solid basis for testing and trying to detect defects as early as possible in the development process, the V model was enriched with various inspection activities. The way the various types of testing were carried
out is described in the next paragraph before focusing on inspections ·throughout the rest of this paper.
At the time the quality strategy was defined and inspections were introduced the Functional Requirements
Specification (FRS) document was almost finished. The tight deadline, that was put on the delivery date
of the FRS, left little time for internal reviews or inspections by the software development team.
However, the FRS was reviewed by means of a walkthrough with representatives of the customer, e.g.
product management. Walkthroughs can cover more material than inspections and reviews because the
presenter is the author, and the other participants do not have a heavy participating work load. They
therefore provide an opportunity for large numbers of people to become familiar with the material.
W alkthroughs are used for purposes of communication rather than for discovering defects. Software may
be "inherited". We don't know exactly what's there, so we organise a walkthrough to go through it, page
by page, with the key people in the room. If defects are found, that's fine, but the main objective is to get
familiar with the product. In the TV software project the walkthrough served as a means to get formal
agreement with the customer on the documented fimctional requirements.
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Figure 1: "the V-model"

In addition to the quality strategy based on the V-model a number of quality characteristics, according to
ISO 9126, was identified that needed special attention during software development:
• efficiency; as stated before price and therefore code size are important issues within consumer
electronics software products. During software inspections special attention was given to the
efficiency of the software code. In the final stages of the project a tool was used to track the code size
after compilation for the various leading versions daily.
• maintainability; due to business requirements like time-to-market and reduction of production cost
the importance of re-usable and easy-to-maintain software is high. Within the project a static analyser
tool was used to evaluate the number of code lines, number of function calls, cyclomatic complexity,
maximum number of control structures and comment density of the developed software components
and functions. Acceptance criteria per metric were defined based on commitment by the software
engineers. As a result 92% of the software code complied to all criteria and was classified as being
excellent.
• portability; for the various leading versions three different variations of a certain microcontroller
were used (non teletext, teletext and closed captioning). This meant that the interface functions for
hardware pinning had to be developed separate from the standard components. To fulfil the customer
requirement of one "standard" user interface disregarding the microcontroller used, meant that the
basic functionality for user interface was limited to the possibilities of the non-teletext
microcontroller. This customer requirement was thus putting constraints on the specifications and
design to achieve the required portability.
• usability; usablity is of course an important quality characteristic within consumer electronics,
however this quality characteristic was not mainly dealt with by the software development team. A
specialised corporate design unit designed and specified the user interface and human interactions as
part of the FRS. The same unit also performed usability testing based on a prototype user interface to
improve to usablity of the final software product.
Note, reliability ("zero" defects) was not treated as a separate quality characteristic, the reliability of the
software product was considered to be sufficiently covered by the various inspection and testing activities
defined in the customised V-model.
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SOFIWARE TESTING
Component testing
Initially is was decided that all software components that were newly developed would be subject to
component testing by the software engineers, preferably not being the one who initially wrote the
.software code. No formal testing techniques would be used, the software engineers themselves were to
decide how component testing was going to be carried out using the global and detailed design document
as a reference base. However, component test cases that were identified would be embedded in the source
code, to enable re-use and reproduceability of the tests performed. A test case can be defined as a set of
test inputs, execution conditions, and expected results developed for a particular objective. To assist the
software engineer in doing a thorough component test, a test coverage tool was made available. A test
coverage tool can provide information on the level of statement coverage that has been reached during
testing, which gives the software engineer an understanding of how thorough testing has or has not been.
It was decided by the project team that as an acceptance criteria for component testing a statement
coverage of 75% was required. However, if the number of defect that was found was relatively high, the
requirement statement coverage was raised to 85%. Statistics show that the number of defects found on
75% coverage will double when the coverage is increased from 75% to 85% [10]. Toe main problem for
component testing is having an adequate testing environment, for embedded software this means having
dummy components for both hardware and software interface. Developing these dummy component is
often very time consuming. In practice, due to time constraints and the problem related to dummy
components, component testing was limited to a small number of critical and complex components. To
reduce the risk associated with not performing component testing according to the defined quality
strategy, it was decided to spend more effort on code inspections and to enlarge the number of test cases
for integration and system testing. By defining these actions the risk was considered to be under control,
enabling the software development team to nevertheless deliver a quality product on time. The test
coverage tool was not used during the few component tests that were carried out. However, it was
successfully applied for the reasons stated earlier during integration and system testing.
Integration testing
The integration test aims at testing the interfaces between the various components in an integrated
hardware/software environment. For the integration tests a more formal approach was used. The
integration test was prepared by the software engineers together with independent test engineers defining
test cases for each of the interfaces specified in the global design document and the Hardware Software
Interface (HSn document. For specifying the test cases the data flow testing technique was used [11]. The
starting point for the data flow test are the data (triggers) that flow from one component to another by
means of a function call. The technique focuses on the various possible values the parameters can have,
that are present in the function call. A test case consisted of an identification of the interfaces that are
being tested, the input and the expected results (both on a logical level). Relevant specific environmental
needs and preconditions were also specified. Test execution was done by the software engineers using the
prepared (and inspected!) test cases and logging the results on a test report form.
System testing
The system test had the objective to the test the entire software product against the functional
requirements, treating the software product as much as possible as a black-box. Also for the system test a
more formal approach was used. The system test was prepared by the software engineers together with
independent test engineers defming test cases for each of the functional requirements defined in the
Functional Requirements Specification (FRS) document. For specifying the test cases the decision table
testing technique was used [ 11]. The decision table technique is a very formal technique, which means
that the test cases are derived from the documentation (FRS) on a deterministic way according to a fixed
set of rules. Toe decision table technique focuses on the completeness and accuracy of the processing.
The technique was originally developed for white-box testing, but has also been applied successfully
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during black-box testing (system and acceptance testing), especially in embedded software environments.
The test cases based on this technique were enriched with "error guessing" test cases focusing on invalid
and unexpected conditions. To improve the quality of testing, test cases were subject to inspections.
Again test execution was mainly done by the software engineers themselves using the test report form as
a logging mechanism. All test cases were put under configuration management to ensure re-usage of the
test cases for regression testing and future related projects.

INSPECTIONS
Implementation
While the importance and benefits of inspections for software projects is well understood within the
software industry, only few engineers apply the inspection technique to their personal work. Even when
statistic evidence exists, the introduction of improved software methods, e.g. inspections, is often slow
because software engineers must be personally convinced of the effectiveness of new methods before
they will consistently use them. In software this is particularly true because [8]:
• software engineers' methods are largely private and not obvious from the products they will produce.
Thus, if they do not use proper methods, it is unlikely that anyone else will !mow;
• software engineers are generally not trained to follow the planning and measurement disciplines
needed to rigorously evaluate the methods they use;
• even when software groups have a common set of defined practices, these practices are not
consistently followed;
• the current industrial environments do not as a prerequisite require the use of the best-known software
engineering methods.

A principal issue, therefor, is how to motivate and implement inspections within a software organisation.
Also within the TV software project a number of software engineers initially showed a somewhat critical
attitude towards inspections. Amongst other this was due to the fact that in previous projects they had
experienced a somewhat theoretical introduction of inspections, mainly resulting in finding a large
number of minor, e.g. textual, defects. As a result inspections were introduced within the project in a
pragmatic and realistic way identifying two types of inspections: team review and formal inspections.
Both types of inspection were carried out using initiation, preparation, meeting, rework and follow-up as
the main phases (a description of the inspection procedures is provided in the next paragraph). However,
within the formal inspection a moderator was appointed, roles were assigned and a separate logging and
causal analysis meeting were carried out. These issues and aspects were not part of the inspection process
when a review was carried out. For both types of inspections a procedure was developed and maintained
throughout the project by the quality coordinator with supporting forms for the inspection process and
defect logging. In principle the author of the design document or software code to be inspected had to
decide which of the two inspection methods was going to be used. An exception to the this rule was made
when the object to be inspected was larger then 15 pages or when the quality strategy had identified the
component as highly important and complex. In these cases the inspection was performed by means of a
formal inspection.
However, the implementation of inspections within the Singapore team was another matter. It was
experienced within the TV software project that the Singaporese team members were not used to
comment software work products made by another team member. Things are taken personal very quickly,
which is even stronger during an inspection meeting when more people are present. As a result the
decision was made to perform all inspections at Eindhoven. For each software work product that was
developed at Singapore a co-author was assigned from the Eindhoven team. The co-author coordinated
the inspection at Eindhoven and gave feedback on the results in writing to the original Singaporese
author. This way of working proved to be beneficial throughout the project. Note that the observations
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regarding the Singapore team are derived from one practical experience and can therefore not
automatically be generalised towards other cooperations with Asian or Singaporese software
development teams.
Inspections carried out
Within the project all design documents, both global and detailed, were inspected. Especially for
inspections on the detailed design documents, because of their number, much attention was given to the
authors ' objective of the inspection, e.g. the specific questions that had to be answered. Emphasis was put
on "best practice", discussions on functionality or architecture were not allowed since this would not be
very cost effective during inspections. Also all software code was inspected, giving special attention to
the issue of code size (efficiency). When performing code inspections optimisation of code size was the
main objective, next to conformance to standards. Between the two inspection methods that were
distinguished, the team review method was used for code inspections.
In total 123 inspections were carried out throughout the projects' life cycle. The total effort spend was
approximately nine person weeks for finding the defects and another nine person weeks for doing rework
and follow-up. In total no less than 1465 defects were found during inspections. Within the project the
defects were classified into three groups:
• critical: a defect that is allowed to get through to testing or operational stages if not found during the
inspection and has a scope beyond the document under inspection;
• major: a defect that is allowed to get through to testing or operational stages if not found during the
inspection
• minor: a defect that "only" has an impact on the document under inspection

Note, the basic definition of defects relating to the order of magnitude or larger costs for fixing it is not
dealt with here! The category distribution of the defects found, is shown in the table hereafter:
Defect category

Critical defects
Maior defects
Minor defects
Total

Total number
of defects
50
691
724
1465

Percentage

4%
47%
49%
100%

Table 1 : "defect distribution"

It can be calculated from the data presented that on average 1 critical or major defect was found per hour
spend (including rework). Looking at the differences between team review and formal inspection it is
very interesting to see that the average number of defects found per hour for formal inspections is 1.5.
This means that although there was some initial opposition towards formal inspections, they showed to be
more effective during the project. Data resulting from the engineers' own organisation or project will
convince them on process changes needed, e.g. more formal inspection in stead of team reviews, more
easily. It was also calculated that on average 0.9 defects were found per page and 27 defects were fm.md
per KLOC, only taking the critical and majors defects into account.

THE INSPECTION PROCEDURE
The inspection procedures are based on the generic inspection procedure described in the quality system
of the organisation. Adaptations were based on the specific project environment. The procedure for
formal inspection consisted of eight steps and the team review procedure consisted of five step. Hereafter,
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the formal inspection procedure that was developed is described, identifying also the differences with
team review procedure. At all places within the procedure where the terminology "document under
inspection" is used, this implicitly also refers to "software code under inspection".
•

Request: Initiating the inspection process
The inspection process begins with a "request for inspection" by the author to the quality coordinator.
The quality coordinator assigns a moderator to the inspection, who will perform an initial entry
check. The purpose of the entry check is to reduce the probability that the team will waste scarce
resources, only to discover items which could easily have been corrected by the author before the
inspection began. A moderator focuses explicitly on the effectivity and efficiency of the inspection
process and tries to bring a peak of synergy from the inspection team. In the case of a team review no
moderator is assigned to the inspection, the author and the quality coordinator, take care of
moderators' activities.

•

Planning the inspection
When the design document or software code has passed the entry check an Inspection process form is
supplied by the quality coordinator to the moderator (or the author in the case of a team review).
During the planning phase the dates, times and place are set. The participants are selected, informed
on these issues and are assigned to one or more so-called "roles". Roles are used to ensure that each
participant has a more or less unique viewpoint and discovers unique defects, thus making the
inspection process more effective. An inspection team generally consisted of two or three team
members, having a mixture of both experienced and less experienced software engineers.

The following basic roles can be distinguished, according to the 1 to 4 model, for inspections:
focus on higher level documents, e.g. does the design comply to the FRS;
focus on related documents on the same level, e.g. interfaces between software functions;
focus on standards, e.g. ''best-practice", internal consistency, clarity, naming conventions;
focus in use, e.g. for design testability, programmability and maintainability.
type 1
higher level
documents

type 2
compliance to
standards

.
,
J
-.
document
under

~

.._inspect
. . . .\

type3
related
documents

type4
users of the
documents
Figure 2 : "the 1 to 4 model "

The author can raise specific issues (roles) that have to be addressed during the inspection process.
However, during a team review the concept of roles is not mandatory. It is up to the author to raise
specific questions and issues during the planning phase. Because no separate "kick-off' is held during
a team review, the author distributes the document to be inspected and other relevant information at
the end of the planning phase and provides the participants with the necessary explanation.
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•

Kick-off
The moderator distributes the document to be inspected and other relevant documents. The
participants receive a short introduction on the objectives of the inspection and the documents. Role
assignments and other questions are also discussed during the kick-off meeting. The kick-off meeting
may also include feedback on inspection process changes and training on the inspection procedure.
As stated before a kick-off meeting is not held during a team review.

•

Preparation
The participants work separately on the document under inspection using the related documents,
procedures and checklists provided. The defects are identified according to the understanding of the
individual participant, and are recorded on the document under inspection. If necessary, these copies
of the document will be provided to the author at the end of the logging meeting. This step is
identical during a team review.

•

Loggi,ng meeting
During the meeting the individual defects that have already been identified during the individual
preparation are logged on the Logging form by the author. It is often said that the main objective of
this step is not to log defects, but to find new serious defects. Thus, the amount of new defects found
during the meeting provides an indication on how well it has been run.

To ensure progress and efficiency no real discussions are allowed during the logging meeting. Items
that need to be discussed and questions that are raised are logged on the Logging form and are
subsequently addressed in the discussion meeting. However, in a team review discussions are allowed
to take place during this meeting. At the end of this logging meeting of a team review the author will
ask for remarks on improvements, possibly leading to change requests on related documents,
standards and the review process. Also the way the follow-up should take place is discussed and
agreed upon at the end of the logging meeting during a team review.
•

Discussion meeting
The discussion meeting normally takes place immediately after the logging meeting. The discussion
items that have been identified during the logging meeting are now addressed. This meeting may
include issues on how to solve the detected defects. At the end of this meeting the moderator will ask
for remarks on improvements, possibly leading to change requests on related documents, standards
and the inspection process. Also the way the follow-up should take place is discussed and agreed
upon, if possible including duration.

There are four options to choose from:
the follow-up is done by the moderator;
the follow-up is done by the moderator in cooperation with the participants;
a new team review is required for the document;
a new formal inspection has to take place on the same document.
A separate discussion meeting is not present during a team review.
•

Rework
Based on the defect logging the author will improve the product. Minor defects may only lead to
comments in the document to avoid future misinterpretations. Because if one of the participants
misunderstood the document, this may happen again. The author may also make other, not based on
the defect logging, improvements or corrections to the document. This step also applies to the team
review.

•

Follow-up and exit
The moderator, or the quality coordinator in case of a team review, checks whether satisfactory
actions have been taken on all logged defects, improvement suggestions and change requests.
Although the moderator checks to make sure that the author has taken action on all known defects, he
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does not have to check the corrections themselves. If decided at the end of the discussion meeting, the
design document is once again distributed among the participants to check thoroughly whether the
defects are solved in a correct way.
Finally the document leaves the inspection process and is put under formal configuration
management. The moderator completes the Inspection process form and presents it to the quality
coordinator, who will use these forms as a basis for reporting and for gathering metrics.

RESULTS
Of course inspections and testing are only a means for achieving the project objectives. Therefor, the
most important questions that have yet to be answered are:
• Did the project meet its objectives?
• How did the defined and implemented quality strategy contribute to these objectives?
• What other results were achieved by carrying out inspections and structured testing?

A quality product on time
The primary project objective "a quality product delivered on time" was met by the software
development team. Inspections and testing improved the quality of the software product without delaying
the project. This is especially true since inspections were used at various development stages, such as
global design, detailed design and coding. Using inspections during the various stages helped to catch
defects in later stages that had slipped through inspections at earlier stages. Structured testing, by means
of well prepared test cases, proved to be successful in finding the remaining defects and showed an
extremely high level of coverage. Since the test cases were prepared during an earlier phase, making the
test execution phase a very efficient one, the overall throughput time of testing did not exceed it's initial
planning. Project statistics also showed that the project did not loose any time on inspections but in fact
gained some time (see table 2 "time saved" hereafter). Delivering a quality product on time ultimately
meant customer satisfaction, which is very likely to result in an assignment for software development of
another TV range.
Reduction of the project risks
One of the main reasons for having a thorough quality strategy and using inspections was to be able to
control the identified project risks. In practice inspections proved to be a very powerful means for
controlling these risks. The risks that were identified earlier in this paper are again briefly discussed:
• partly less experienced staffing; by having both experienced and less experienced engineers on each
inspection team a lot of knowledge was transferred during the inspection meetings. Inspections were
thus used as a training-on-the-job mechanism.
• more than one location; since all software work products developed in Singapore were inspected by
the Eindhoven team, information was provided on product quality at a detailed level to project
management. This information enabled project management to track product quality and take
appropriate actions whenever necessary. Although not initially intended this way, carrying out all
inspections at Eindhoven, because of the implementation difficulties at Singapore, turned the problem
into an opportunity and became beneficial to the project.
• project size; the inspection phases "initiation" and "follow-up and exit" were used as checkpoints for
project tracking and oversight at a detailed level. In the beginning of the project there was a lot of
discussion about tasks that were "almost done" or "90% done" according to the software engineers.
Using the inspection checkpoints as a basis for project tracking made tracking more objective and
tangible since the results of a certain task, e.g. a design document or software code, has to be
available at the beginning of an inspection. Inspection thus provided a effective means for tracking
the progress of the project.
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Earlier and cheaper defects
Another reason for applying inspections is to improve productivity. The longer a defect remains in a
product, the more costly it is to remove. The only other widely applicable technique for detecting and
eliminating defects is testing and since inspections can eliminate defects more cheaply than testing, they
can also be used to improve productivity. Within the TV software project data has been collected on the
rework effort for critical and major defects during the various development phases. As shown in the
graph below the average rework effort (shown in minutes) on testing defects is significantly higher than
during earlier phases.
70
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ID Rework effort I
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Figure 3 : ·~rework effort on defects"
It is even possible to calculate the time that was saved because inspections were carried out, thus giving
an indication of the improved productivity. Although inspections were used for a number of reasons,
amongst others improved product quality and risk reduction, the project ultimately did not loose time on
inspections. The calculation on the ''time saved" is shown in the table below.
741
1 hour 10
864
720
144

Table 2: "time saved"
A structured testing process
Another benefit, in addition to improved product quality and higher productivity, of using inspections is a
more structured testing process. Since a lot of defects have already been detected during earlier phases by
means of inspections the initial input quality of the software product to be tested is higher. By doing
inspections the chaos that usually exists when testing is starting is substantially reduced. The chaos is
most prominent when the "big bang" approach is used and will include things like non-reproducible
defects, tests scripts that cannot be completed, unexplainable system failures, test cases that cannot be
executed and test cases that are inconsistent with specifications and design. Using inspections within the
TV software project meant that most test scripts were fully executed during the first test nm.

Testing with the prepared test cases is a prerequisite for reproducible testing defects, making it easier for
the software engineer to solve the problem. All versions of the TV software product were subject to a
very thorough evaluation cycle, which included at least three full integration and system tests. This of
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course meant the test scripts and test cases were highly re-used giving a satisfactory return on the initial
invested effort for the identification and specification of the test cases.
While performing an integration and system test for a specific software version the code coverage tool
was used to measure the statement coverage and thus the effectivity of testing by means of structured
testing techniques. All tests (full integration and system test) showed a statement coverage of at least
95%, which is very high compared to the average 40% for commercially released software stated in
literature [3). Note that statement coverage requires every statement in a program to be executed at least
once, it is a necessary but in no way sufficient criteria for a quality test. Much stronger criteria are
decision coverage or branch coverage.

Improved quality awareness
Both on a managerial and an operational level the project, due to its results, created additional awareness
on software product quality issues. On the operational level two engineering groups can be distinguished:
the engineers involved in the project and the other engineers. The engineers in the project experienced
themselves the benefits of using inspections and performing structured testing. For them it has now
become a way of working that goes without saying. Also the other software engineers from the software
organisation involved have started to get really interested. Talking to their colleagues who were involved
they want to know more about the way the various quality activities were carried out and how to use them
in their projects. A separate presentation has been held with them being the audience, explaining and
discussing in detail the way of working, results, pitfalls etc.
Since the project was of strategic importance to the organisation, management was watching the project
very closely. When the project turned out to be a success, e.g. a quality product delivered on time and a
satisfied customer, a presentation, allowing for discussion, was made to management on this topic. Both
senior as middle management attended a two hour meeting on software product and project quality! At
the end of the meeting is was decided that a number of additional Software Process Improvements (SPI)
actions were to be defined and carried out for which budget would be made available. One of the three
SPI actions that has been defined, proposed and accepted is the implementation of inspections and
reviews throughout the entire software organisation.

Metrics and data
Although often underestimated a very important aspect of each Software Process Improvement program
should be measurement. SPI programs often require substantial investments. In the beginning these
investments can be justified by pointing to the successes of other organisations. However, after a certain
period an organisation should be able to justify the investments by showing that the SPI program has
been effective, i.e. that the targets set for the SPI objectives have been met. This can be achieved by
defining and implementing corresponding metrics. The TV software project delivered a number of
metrics that will be used as a zero-hour measurement, thus describing the current situation of software
development within the organisation. Two types of metrics have been delivered:
• quality metrics: metrics related to testing, inspections and the number of defects found per
development phase;
• predictability metrics: metrics relating to slip on lead-time, effort and code size.
Defect data that has been gathered throughout the project, both as a result of inspections and of testing,
can also be used for SPI. An analysis of the defect data by means of classification by type and cause will
result in more knowledge on the development process. It will clearly identify the problem areas thus
enabling the organisation to improve the process in a more effective and efficient manner.
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CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
It will be clear from the information provided in the previous paragraph that the usage of inspections and
structured testing has been a major success within the project. It is of course interesting to find out the
reasons for success, especially how the implementation and introduction of new methods and techniques
became accepted by the software development team. These issues were discussed with a number of team
members, which ultimately resulted into the six most important critical success factors :
• a separate quality engineer and quality consultant; no one will ever argue whether quality is
important. Nevertheless the required quality is often not achieved. This is because quality is
everyone' s second highest priority. Unfortunately people have to do overtime to fulfil their first
priority, leaving no time left for their second. Hence, the main reason for having someone in a project
team that can focus on quality as his first priority. Of course quality is still everyone' s responsibility,
its the role of the quality engineer to assist the other engineers in being able to fulfil that
responsibility. As for any other role quality engineering requires skills, lmowledge and experience.
Since the project quality engineer did not have all of these requirements, an external consultant was
asked to support the project. By doing this project management showed it was really taking product
quality seriously and looking upon quality engineering as a true profession.
• supporting procedures, forms and tools; nowadays a great number of software organisations have a
quality system in place, sometimes certified according to ISO-9001. However, each project has
different characteristics demanding a tailored version of the organisations ' standard software process
to address these specific characteristics. The quality engineer developed and maintained, in close cooperation with the development team, specific project procedures and supporting forms. This enabled
the engineers to perform their tasks in a more efficient and effective manner. Only the things that
were really needed were developed thus restraining from a bureaucratic procedure manual. Supported
tools were implemented and used, especially for engineering, testing and configuration management
activities.
• realistic implementation; as stated every project has its own characteristics, meaning that the standard
procedures are not always hunderd percent applicable. In each situation it has to be evaluated which
parts of the procedures are meaningful and provide added value. Bureaucratic application of
procedures only results in opposition. A procedure is only a means and not an objective by itself.
However, if the way of working differs from the standard procedures, this has to be documented
including the reasons for doing so.
• management commitment; no matter how hard one tries, the implementation of inspections and
structured testing will not be succesful if no management commitment exists. Commitments are not
met by inspections, procedures, or tools, however; they are met by commited people. Within the
project both the project manager and the project sponsor showed great commitment towards
achieving product quality. Commitment is not something that can be taken lightly; it means one has
to get involved. Within the TV software project, management demanded inspections and testing on
every software product even when time was running out, participated in reviews, attended software
quality meetings and arranged additional budget for quality support.
• the right people; perhaps the most critical success factor are the people working on a project. A
quality product is always realised by means of a number of people working together as a team. The
TV software project consisted of a number of engineers who throughout the projects' life cycle
evolved to become a strong and solid team. It has been experienced within the project, that having the
right mixture of engineers helps in a team building process, when one also want to make changes to
the way of working. The combination of experienced engineers, not always willing to make a change
but highly skilled and less experienced engineers very enthusiatic and willing to try and learn new
things supported by open minded project management and experienced quality engineering proved to
be very successful.
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If one looks carefully at the above mentioned factors, all of them seem to relate to the implementation
and the support delivered to the engineers. Undoubtedly inspections and structured testing were
successful in every way in the project. However, making it work in the end all comes down to how to
motivate, and implement the methods and techniques in a software organisation with thorough
management support. Remember "Willing people make failing systems work, unwilling people make
working systems fail".
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The project
• SW development Global TV Range
• Locations
- Eindhoven and Singapore
- Southampton (TXT) and Hamburg (CC)

• Project size : 9 man year (15 people)
- partly inexperienced in application domain
- new for the organisation

• Tight deadlines
• Quality system
- certified on ISO 9001
- CMM, almost level 2

4

Project mgt : The start
'

No clearCRS
Global TV?

I

,

Deadlines

Resources

Responsibilities
Low and/or Plus ?

Code size

Versions
Project size

New microcontroller
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The ultimate goal ...
• Objectives
- on time!!
- "no" field defects !!

• Risks
- partly inexperienced staffing
- more than one location
- project size new to the organisation

~

a thorough quality strategy needed
- inspections and structured testing
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OurV-model
~~---~

walkthrough
/meeting

FRS

design
~
inspections

system
test

design
_,..
inspections

detailed

integration
test

code
inspections~.....__ _ __,
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Detailed quality strategy
Objective:
the most feasible coverage on the right part
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• C omplexity
•Re-use
• I nterfaces
•Size
• E xperience

~
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-..-----

-
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-.......
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Inspection
• structured review by collegues
• initially developed at IBM by M. Fagan
• purpose : find defects earlier
•why:
- 60% of the defects are made before any
code is written
- initial defects are often serious
- defects tend to spread downwards

4
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The procedure
• (some) resistance to procedures
- team review (informal but phases and logging
were applied)
- formal inspection (moderator, roles, checklists)
- developing and maintaining supporting forms for
process and defect logging

•phases: initiation, preparation, meeting,
rework and follow-up

10

Reducing the risks ..... .
• conducted by the Eindhoven team
- review team : experienced and inexperienced
team members
- checking the "quality" of Singapore
deliverables ( co-author)

• used as checkpoints for project tracking
and oversight
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Inspection metrics
• 123 inspections & reviews
• total effort inspections: 9 man weeks
• total effort rework : 9 man weeks
• 1465 defects
- 50 Criticals

- 691 Majors
- 724 Minors

• average 1.0 defect/ hour (criticals/majors)
- Formal Inspection 1.5 defect / hour !

• average 0,9 defect/page, 27 defects/KLOC
•results?

12

Testing in the project ...
• Component testing
- problem : testing environment
- needed dummy components (time !!)
- error guessing, coverage 75%

• Integration/system testing
-

'

preparation of test cases
IT based on global design (data flow test)
ST based on FRS (decision table technique)
based on TMap

• Test engineers
- reviews on test specs
- as always: earlier start is better !

13

Different types of tests
White-box

Black-box

System test
Acceptance test
Component test

[illustration]
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Testing results
•
•
•
•
•
•

structured process
hardware late : pressure on testing
code coverage 95% and higher !
"only" 237 defects, 166 criticals and majors
view : system and acceptance test
thorough evaluation cycle
- ten versions
- minimum of three evaluations per version
- re-use of test specification

• re-usable testware

15

Inspections versus testing
70
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ID Rework effort I
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Defect finding effectivity
800
700
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400

300
200
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0¥=1CL__...;;

Inspection

Testing

Field
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Time saved?
•
•
•
•

number of inspection defects
(X)
average rework time during testing
(Y)
potential additional "rework" effort (Xx Y)
time spend on inspection
(Z)

• time saved= (Xx Y)- Z
(741 x 1h10) - 720 = 144 hours saved

18

Results
• a quality product delivered on time
• customer satisfaction ! !!
• risk reduction and a more structured
testing process
• awareness (bottom up / top-down)
• SPI improvement actions
• metrics, data

g

19

The key to our success
• seperate quality engineer/ consultant
• supporting proc's, forms and tools
• "realistic" implementation
• top-down : commitment of management
• bottom-up : the right team mixture
t'") a ~ «, : fl I'.:' ,
r(o

1· :

' ~};": ,:-
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ESSI - SCOPE
Objective: to raise awareness on quality issues
in software products

•Website

* *** *
*
*
*
*

***

- www.cse.dcu.ie/essiscope

• Newsletter
- rwe issues

• Regional workshops
- PAO 20/21 November

• Conference
- Dublin 15/16 September
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1.0 Abstract

which to borrow approaches and methods. More often
than not, this has proven effective but sometimes the dis-

It is debated the approach of performing "full" unit testing
and code inspections "before" entering into integration
and system testing.
It is here claimed that it is more cost effective, with no detriment on the overall quality, to defer "full" unit testing
and code inspections only AFTER integration and system
test, that is, after major architectural design flaws and
requirements non conformances have been identified and
removed.
This position has been inspired by [I] where James Ram-

baugh identified six dimensions of an iterative life cycle,
where one dimension is quality.
Quality may be effectively achieved through successive
iterations by "deploying" expensive testing and inspection
techniques incrementally as the design and functionalities
stabilise.

2.0 Introduction
Software Engineering, as a discipline, has been often looking at manufacturing as a more mature discipline from

similarities are greater than the similarities and different
approaches may be more effective.
In manufacturing, individual components are first developed, thoroughly tested individually, then assembled to
build more complex components which are in tum tested,
up to the assembly of the entire system which is finally
tested as a whole.

This testing paradigm is so conceptually clean, attractive
and straightforward that is very popular in software
projects under the form of:
unit test -> integration test -> system test
Unit test focuses at revealing and removing detailed
design and coding faults.
Integration test focuses on the interfaces: its main goal is
to find problems in the way components inter-operate due
to possible design flaws (is the system right?).
Finally, system test focuses on conformance to requirements to confirm that what has been developed is what
was really required (is it the right system ?).
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The problem

These three types of tests (unit, integration and system) are
complementary as they address different goals. Each has
developed proper processes, methods and tools.
Their combination, one after the other, provides a high
overall efficiency at detecting software problems.

nal control flow and data flow change as well, and most of
our unit test cases must be revised.
Quality may suffer as well: delta-inspections might not
always take place at the same level of accuracy as the initial inspections.

However we have a non negligible cost and schedule problem here.

Code which is heavily "massaged" to accommodate
changes tend to become more complex. Programmers get
frustrated when their units, where they poured so much
effort to get "golden" versions, may reveal useless due to a
revision of design.

Performing unit test (usually preceded by code inspections) is an expensive and lengthy process.

4.0 The solution

3.0 The problem

Many projects requires 100% code inspections and 100%
coverage (branches, decisions or what else).
We have to write unit test detailed procedures and test

cases, stubs, drivers.
Code is deeply scrutinised (white-box) and test cases are
designed looking at the internal control and data flow. We
spend a significant effort to get "golden units" before
entering into subsequent testing phases (integration and
system test).
Unfortunately, all this effort is usually not very effective at
finding design flaws or at catching requirements which are
not satisfied: unit test focuses at the unit level. So, these
"higher level" problems are discovered only later in the
process. Their discovery forces to rethink design decisions
and usually these have a major impact on the code: entire
units may prove obsolete and abandoned, new units may
be needed, and other may need heavy revisions.
It must be recognised that a design flaw, or a requirement
which is not satisfied, are rarely fixed by just "touching"
few lines of code into few units but that their impact can
be very severe.

Defer unit test!
In manufacturing it is simply unconceivable to "disassemble" a system to extract components and test them individually afterward. With a few exceptions, assembly is an
action requiring effort, accuracy and energy.
Disassembling may break something and re-assembling
later can introduce new problems. This is not the case for
software; "extracting" a unit out of a whole system is a
pure "logical" operation as well as replacing it in its ··original position" after it has been tested (and/or inspected).
The approach to defer unit testing (and inspections) at a
later stage would not encounter the typical problems
occurring into manufacturing.
What is advocated is to defer getting ••golden units" waiting that after integration and system test the system get
more stable so that effort spent on internal units is more
profitable as would require less re-work or waste.

Hence, our initial "golden units" start being "reshuffled"
and "massaged" heavily.

Moreover, coverage information can be capitalised from
integration and system testing, and unit test may focus
only to those areas not covered thus reducing the test case
effort needed. Finally, the development of stubs and drivers get minimised as units can be individually tested using
the other units as drivers and stubs at the maximum extenL

Of course we put in place regression inspections (we call
them delta-inspections) and regression unit test, but this
has a significant cost: as the units are modified their inter-

During unit test, several units may change due to fixing of
code-level faults, and improper fixing injects new code
level faults.
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The side effects

Therefore a final step of (selective) regression test is
needed at integration and system testing. The entire test
suites prepared for integration and system testing are still
valid (they do not depend on internal code-level logic) and
regression testing could easily be automatised.

7.o References
[1 ] J. Rambaugh, Over the Waterfall into the Whirlpool,
Journal of Object Oriented Programming, May 1992.

5.0 The side effects
Whereas units are assembled with no unit test (or inspections) at all, the amount of faults within them might be significant (e.g. 50 faults/KLOC). Rather than "golden" units
we risk to start integration testing and system testing with
"garbage" units. With such high unit fault density the integration and system test can be severely slowed down by
failures caused by code-level faults.
Their fixing however is a not major problem, and indirectly, it is a way to test the units as well. It is however recognised that most of code-level faults escape integration
and system test. Therefore an extremely high quality of
units is not required.
The optimal solution may prove a compromise where you
perform just an initial "light" and informal unit test phase.
This light unit test should be typically black box, in order
not to bind to the internal structure of the code, and having
much less stringent requirements than the "final unit test".
The principle is that we should start integration and system
test with "garbage" units (one extreme), but that it is also
too expensive to use "golden" units (the other extreme).
Let's start with "wood" units and transform them into
"golden" units only when their place and shape into the
overall system has stabilised.

6.0 The way ahead
The position statement is here only supported by the bad
experience incurred with traditional testing phase, but we
do not have yet empirical evidence, supported by metrics,
of the benefits it promises. The next step is to experiment
it on a pilot project. We encourage researchers to conduct
systematic software engineering experiments to corroborate or falsify our conjecture that deferring unit test actually decreases costs.
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Position Statement
It is more cost effective with no detriment to
quality to
defer full unit testing and code inspections
after integration and system test
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The inspiration

much of this conjecture has been inspired by an
old paper James Rambough
Over the waterfall into the Whirlpool
Journal of Object Oriented Programming, May '92
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Q The inspiration (more on)
iterate, iterate and iterate again
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Q The background
Quality dogmas (some examples):
do it perfect the first time
zero defects
total quality
quality everywhere, anytime
Do not be religious!
Be pragmatic
The right quality at the right time
pag. 6

Q The problem
D formal and documented unit testing (e.g.
100%> branch coverage) and code inspections are
expensive and labour intensive
D as design errors are detected at integration
testing and requirements non conformances are
detected at system testing
~
code units are often severely affected requiring
heavy revision and regression testing
pag. 7

Q The problem (more on)

b full unit testing and code rispection we provide
olden unit that, later on, are severely affected,
revised or even discarded.
we do our units ri h but, yet we do not know if
they are the ri h units we need.

pag.8
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The problem (more on)

VERIFICATION: have I done somethinglrightl?
VALIDATION: have I done thelrightlthing?
Should we investlup-frontlall our energy to get the
thing right before we are sure that it is the right
thing?
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The problem (more on)

The manufacturing process metaphor
test components individually
~ assemble and test integraten
~ test the full system
you cannot disassemble the components to test

them at a later time
but in software you can!
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Q The solution:

00

ITERATE OVER TEST PHASES
(THE OTHER WAY ROUND)

1st iteration
some unit test (informal, blackbox) no
inspections
~ some integration test (limited,
informal)
~ full system test
We got the right system!
pag. 11
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Q The solution (more on)
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2nd iteration
full integration testing
~ system test (only regression test)

I We got the right system which is well integrated! I
pag. 12
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Q The solution (more on)

~~
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3rd iteration
full unit test and inspections
~ integration test (only regression)
~ system test (only regression)
The system is the right one, well integrated with
high quality components!
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[J Disadvantages

00

D code low level bugs may pop up during early
system test
(the fixing is not a major problem and the
occurrence not very frequent)
D regression test over system testing is necessary
(regression testing can be largely automated)
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00

Q Advantages

D there is no need to perform regression on unit test
nor repeat inspections
D no (or limited) need to build stubs nor drivers
~units can be tested where they are
D you do not risk to full test and inspect a unit which
may be later discarded or heavily revised
D you can get faster your coverage goals (e.s. 100%
statements) by focussing only on uncovered entities
by previous integration and system test
pag. 15
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Q Recommendation~

00

0 the practice of deferring unit test has not been
promoted by rigorous comparative and

quantitative software engineering experiments

o

we definitively need more evidence

D however its use on two industrial projects gave
positive results
The project managers said:
I will do it again!
pag. 16
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Abstract

When a piece of software implemented in an object-oriented
language evolves from one version to another, changes are
made to the source code affecting one or more classes that
make up the system. When a class so changes, the resulting
class may or may not be equivalent to the original one. Our
research focus is on understanding the evolution pattern of
classes and their impact on retesting. In this paper, we
identify four equivalent categories involving a class and
its evolved version and show that class evolution is
governed by a set of language-specific atomic changes. A
study of these atomic changes reveals interesting properties
with respect to preservation of class equivalence and
suggests clues about retesting evolved classes .
Object-orientation,
~egression testing

Keywords:

Equivalence

categories,

1. INTRODUCTION
Any software typically undergoes changes from one version to
another. The following are the most common reasons for
evolution (for example, see (1)):
• Bugs are fixed: Bugs may be discovered in the
current release by developer, tester, or the user
and will be fixed by appropriately modifying the
source code.
• Performance is enhanced: Sometimes performance is
found to be unacceptable and hence critical portions
of the code may be re-written to achieve the.desired
performance.
• Code restructuring is performed: For reasons of
maintenance
and code reuse,
the developer may
restructure his code by making changes to existing
code. Some examples include changing compositional
design to inheritance-based one, re-writing using a
well-known design pattern, and changing the access
rights of class members.
• Functionality
is
altered:
Due
to
changes
in
functional requirements, some existing features may
be modified.
An example is a change in user
interface where a modal dialog box is replaced by a
non-modal one.
• Functionality is enhanced: The client may require
additional functionality in the software.
In software implemented using object-oriented programming
languages such as C++ and Java, where the program is
structured as a set of classes, changes such as these are
realized through modifications to one or more classes (we
ignore free functions in C++). This results in some classes
changing from one version to the next. We find it
interesting to study the evolution pattern of classes across
versions, and in particular, our research focus is on
understanding the retest effort necessitated by an evolving
class. Our language-based approach to regression testing [2,
3] consists in identifying a set of atomic changes specific
to an object-oriented programming language and then showing
that some of these atomic changes transform a class C to C'
such that C and C' are equivalent.

2

2. CLASS EQUIVALENCE CATEGORIES
If a class C undergoes source modifications and evolves into
a class C', either C' is equivalent to C or is not
equivalent to it.
We have
identified four
types of
equivalence that may exist between C and C' (C and C' are
deemed not equivalent if and only if the two classes cannot
be related through one of these equivalence types) . The
following are the equivalence categories:

2.1 L-Equivalence
The two classes C and C' are L-equivalent (L-Eq) if they are
lexically equivalent. This essentially means that they are
source
equivalent.
In
other words 1 ,
running
a
"file
differencing" utility on the source corresponding to these
classes will reveal no differences, implying C and C' are
one and the same. This is the most trivial kind of
equivalence.

2.2 S-Equivalence
The two classes C and C' ares-equivalent (S-Eq) if they are
not lexically equivalent, but are structurally equivalent.
Structural equivalence may be determined by building an
abstract syntax tree (AST) for each of the two classes C and
C', reducing them to their canonical form, and comparing the
trees. Under this interpretation, the following two Java
classes are 8-Equivalent:
Class C:
class SomeClass {
private inti, j;
public SomeClass() {
i = 22; j = 33;
}
}
Class C':
// This class does something useful.
class SomeClass {
public SomeClass() {
i = 22;
1

Here we assume that each class is defined in a single source file.
3

j = 33;

}
private inti;
private int j;

}
As is obvio.us from above, the following changes made to a
class preserve S-Equivalence:
a) Adding comments
b) Source re-formatting and beautification
c) changing order of class members
What are some of the reasons for a class to evolve this way?
We have noticed that such changes· are typically made to a
class in order to conform to certain coding guidelines that
may require a minimum level of code commenting, adopting a
standard indentation style, and so on [4,S].

2.3 T-Equivalence
Let us suppose that T(C) is the test suite corresponding to
class C. Two questions are relevant here:
a) Will T(C) be satisfied by C'? and
b) Is T(C) adequate for C'?
We say that C' satisfies T (C) if C' produces the same
behavior as does C with respect to the test suite. T(C) is
adequate for C' if C' satisfies T(C) and needs no additional
tests (see [7] for a related discussion)
Two classes C and C' are T-Equi valent (T-Eq) iff they are
not S-Equivalent, but it can be shown that T(C) is adequate
for C' - without: act:ua.l.ly running T(C) on C'. This latter
condition is quite essential to the understanding of TEquivalence. Is it possible to establish the adequacy of a
test suite for an evolved class without the need to actually
run the tests? As we show in this paper, it is indeed
possible when the evolution is characterizable by certain
source transformations. As an example, the following two C++
classes are T-Equivalent:
Class C:
class SomeClass {
public:
SomeClass(int a, int b)

}
int getValue() const {
return j+i;
4

i

(a)

f

j (b)

{

}
private:
inti;
int j;
};
Class C':
class SomeClass {
public:
SomeClass(int a, int b)
}
int getValue() const {
return j+i;
}
protected:
const inti;
const int j;
};

i (a) , j (b)

{

In the above, C' differs from C by having the data members
turned into const and their access right altered from
private to protected. In this case, a test suite that was
designed for C would be adequate for C'.

2.4 F-Equivalence
The last of the equivalence categories is F-Equivalence. C
and C' are F-Equivalent (F-Eq) if they are not S-Equivalent,
but are functionally equivalent. Functional equivalence
implies that the two classes provide the same functionality
even though the implementation may be different.
The
following two classes are F-Equivalent:
Class C:
class SomeClass {
public:
void ff(int val) {
if ( val < 45 ) {
cout << "Less than 45";
return;
}
cout << "Greater than or equal to 45";
}
}

5

Class C':
class SomeClass {
public:
void ff(int val) {
if( val>= 45
cout << "Greater than or equal to 45";
else
cout << "Less than 45";
}

};
Changes of this nature happen frequently. Developers modify
their source code in order to achieve better performance,
reduced code size, and so on. It is essential to remember
that the evolved class must provide the same functionality
to its consumers for it to be considered in this category.
In this example, C' could also have been implemented as
suggested below for it to be F-Equivalent to C.
Class C':
class SomeClass {
public:
void ff(int val) {
checkValue(val);
}
private:
void checkValue(int val) {
if( val>= 45)
cout << "Greater than or equal to
else
cout << "Less than 45";

45";

}
};
If the checkValue() function is made public, then FEquivalence is not preserved since the public interface
itself changes (thereby requiring an enhanced test suite).
These arguments imply that if C' F-Eq C, T(C) is adequate
for C'.
How is F-Eq different from T-Eq since both depend on test
suite adequacy? If the adequacy of T (C) for C' can be
established without running the tests, then C' T-Eq C.
Otherwise, C' F-Eq C.
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3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
These equivalence categories reveal a monotonic
among themselves. This is shown in Figure l.

ordering

Figure 1. Equivalence Classes.

As expressed in the figure,
c• L-Eq c implies
(C' S-Eq C) and (C' T-Eq C) and (C' F-Eq C)
In other words, L-Eq is the strongest form of class
this
Given
weakest.
is
the
F-Eq
and
equivalence
C'
is
relationship, it is easy to understand that a class
not equivalent to another class C iff (C' F-Eq C) is false.
interesting aspect of
classes is that if C evolves
(C' S-Eq C) or (CI T-Eq C) '
tested. But the trick is
without retesting!

An

recognizing
these equivalent
to C' such that (C' L-Eq C) or
then C' need not be regression
to establish the equivalence

4. CLASS EVOLUTION THROUGH ATOMIC CHANGES
As part of our language-based approach to regression testing
object-oriented software, we have proposed the notion of
atomic changes that transform a given class to its new
version [2,3]. These atomic changes are language specific and
can be used to understand the retest effort required when a
class evolves. Informally, an atomic change is defined as a
change in the source that is minimal. and the program
compiles and links after this change. The following are some

of the atomic changes corresponding to C++
1) Reordering class members
7

[2]:

2) Defining new data members
3) Making a member function virtual
4) Making a member function inline
Consider this class:
class A {
private:
int val;
public:
void ff();
int gg ();
}i

If this class evolves to
class A {
public:
virtual void ff();
int gg () {
I I -- the body

}
private:
int val;
char *ptr;
};
this evolution
can be characterized as
a
successive
application of the four atomic changes listed above.
Similarly, some atomic changes in Java are [3]
1) Making a class final
2) Implementing an interface
3) Defining a class variable
4) Deleting a method
The class
class A {
public void ff() {
I I ... some code
}
protected void gg() {
ff() ;

}
}
evolves to
8

final class A implements Serializable {
public void ff() {
I I ... some code
}
static int dummy;
}
by application of the specified atomic changes.
Atomic change may be understood as the basic unit of class
evolution. It is interesting to note that these atomic
changes ·are language specific and are finit~. As we show,
each atomic change mutates a class to a new form with
predictable properties in respect of testing the class .

S. ATOMIC CHANGES AND EQUIVALENCE CATEGORIES
Since atomic changes are the units by which a class evolves,
it is desirable to study their equivalence preserving
properties. Table 1 lists the properties of some atomic
changes in C++ and Java (proofs of these may be found in
[ 6] ) :

Table 1

Language

Atomic Change

Ensures

C++
C++

Introducing comments
Reordering class members
Reordering base classes
Inlining a member function
Changing member access level
Making a member function const
Introducing comments
Reordering class members
Reordering interfaces
Making a method final
Making a class final
Making a class public

S-Eq
S-Eq
S-Eq
T-Eq
T-Eq
T-Eq
S-Eq
S-Eq
S-Eq
T-Eq
T-Eq
T-Eq

C++

C++
C++
C++

Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java

No atomic change in C++ or Java preserves L-Eq. As the above
table suggests if a class evolves through a permutation of
these atomic changes, the class need not be retested in its
new version.
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7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a set of equivalence
categories relating a class and its evolved version. We have
shown that class evolution is governed by language-specific
atomic chaDges, some of which preserve class equivalence.
Once we know the atomic changes involved in the mutation of
a class, it is possible to determine whether or not the new
class needs to be retested.
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Relationship between
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How to Apply Static and Dynamic Analysis in Practice
Otto Vinter,
Manager Software Technology
and Process Improvement,
Briiel & Kjrer A/S, Denmark
1.

Presentation Summary

At Briiel & Kjaer we have demonstrated that the introduction of static and dynamic analysis in our
software development process has had a significant impact on the quality of our products in the
marketplace.
We have experienced a reduction of errors reported after release of 75% under comparable
circumstances, and an increase in 46% in testing efficiency. This presentation focuses on how we feel
static and dynamic analysis should be practised in the testing process.
Static analysis is extremely efficient in high-lighting semantic problem areas in the source code
regarding misuse of types and variables. Structural metrics are calculated to improve the quality of
the code structure, and the code structure can be visualized for review or inspection.
Dynamic (coverage) analysis quantifies the test coverage of a software system. You are able to
discover those parts of the code that your test cases have not exercised. This makes it easy to generate
new testcases, achieve higher coverage of the code, and higher quality at marginal extra cost.

2.

The Background

Briiel & Kjrer develops and manufactures high-precision electronic measurement instruments for:
Sound, Vibration, Condition Monitoring, and Gas Measurements. The company is headquartered in
Denmark, but the majority of the products are sold through subsidiaries around the world. Most of
the products are heavily based on embedded real-time software, but the number of PC applications is
increasing rapidly.
All product development at Briiel & Kjaer is organised around projects lead by project managers.
Almost all developers have engineering degrees of various types, including software engineering
education. Project managers, however, are typically technically excellent persons that are given
management responsibility without formal background or training.
The specifications are traditionally technology driven, i.e. the specifications take full advantage of the
capabilitie~ of the hardware. Software system design i~ ~\!ally only sketched early in the process, and
detailed software design is done during the coding phase.
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The development process is based on a ISO 9001 certified 5-phase waterfall model mainly built around
the problems of controlling the hardware development process. Few procedures special for software
development exist. No structured test methodology exists, and the test activities get far too little
emphasis. Only few tools are used.
The software quality of our company was felt to be unsatisfactory. Too many products were shipped
with bugs. Even when task forces were applied to improve the quality, bugs were still found in the field.
It was the general opinion that this was caused by a lack of testing by the developers before release.

3.

The Experiment

It was therefore decided to conduct a process improvement experiment to find ways to improve the
testing process. The project was titled: The Prevention of Errors through Experience-Driven Test Efforts
(PET). The idea was to analyse the error logs generated during previous development projects to extract
knowledge on frequently occurring errors in the development process. Based on this knowledge a set
of methods and tools should then be selected to prevent these common errors from reappearing.
The problem reports were analysed and bugs in them categorised using Boris Beizer's categorisation
scheme [BB]. We found that bugs in embedded real-time software follow the same pattern as other
types of software. We found that the major cause of bugs reported (36%) are directly related to
requirements, or can be derived from problems with requirements. The second largest cause of bugs
(22%) stems from lack of systematic unit testing.
The methods selected to improve unit testing were: Static and dynamic analysis, and LORA Testbed
[LDRA] was chosen as the tool. Metrics planned to be used were McCabe's complexity measure,
code size, and branch-coverage.

In order to determine how effective these methods and tools were, we were allowed to introduce
them on a completed product ready for trial-release. Of course this meant that we were not using the
static and dynamic analysis in the unit testing phase of a development process. On the other hand it
gave us an excellent environment to perform our experiment in. Without changing any code we could
perform an analysis on the product, correct the bugs that we found, issue a new version and be able to
measure the impact of static and dynamic analysis on the bugs reported from the field on these two
versions.
When we applied LORA Testbed on the embedded software in the existing (trial) version of the
product, too much data was generated to be handled in the target environment. We then introduced
an EPROM emulator StimGate [SG] that enabled us to execute most of the target code on a PC while
actual input/output was still executed on the target. The combination of LORA Testbed with the
EPROM emulator StimGate enabled us to establish an excellent testing environment that was not
limited by the memory restrictions of the target environment.
The first action was to apply static analysis to the code. This revealed many serious bugs, that had not
been found during the normal testing. The efficiency of finding bugs by means of static analysis was
1.6 hours per bug. Almost a factor 5 faster than by the traditional way of finding bugs (7.4 hours per
bug). Furthermore if static analysis is applied as a part of normal development all the bugs revealed
by static analysis can be eliminated before error reporting begins at no cost in time.
© Brilel & Kj~r
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The regression test suite was run on the code instrumented for dynamic (coverage) analysis. The
result showed that only 66% of branches in the code were covered by the test suite. The goal was to
achieve, an 85% branch coverage, which is stated as industry best practice. Guided by the tool more
test cases were developed so that all units achieved a branch coverage of 85%. The branch coverage
of the system was thereby raised to 93%. The efficiency of applying dynamic analysis was 9.0 hours
per bug.

In total the efficiency of applying static and dynamic analysis was 4.9 hours per bug, which
represents a 46% improvement in finding bugs over the normal development efficiency. However, if
we compare this to our maintenance costs of 14 hours per bug we find the efficiency to be almost 3
times better.
To find and correct field reported bugs that were revealed by our static and dynamic analysis, would
have incurred a cost equal to 75% of the actual costs for purchase of the tool and training for the
staff. When used on a full scale development project we expect an immediate payback of the
investments already on the first project.
An improved (production) version of the baseline product was then released where all the bugs had
been corrected that were found during the experiment, as well as bugs reported from outside the
development group through actual use of the existing (trial) version in the same period.
The corrected version of the product was released and tracked for 18 weeks, which was the same
number of weeks we had measured on the existing (trial) version after its release, so that we were able
to evaluate the effect of the experiment on problem reports.
The team received 75% fewer error reports than for the trial-release version of the product. Of those
error reports 70% were found to be related to requirements e.g. to bugs that could not have been
found through static and dynamic analysis. This once more confirms the need for us to improve the
requirements process.

4.

Static and Dynamic Analysis in Practice

4.1. Principles of Static and Dynamic Analysis
Static analysis is a technique whereby a large number of different metrics are extracted from the code
without dynamic execution. Based on the measurement values it is possible to evaluate the
robustness and complexity of the code.
Reports from static analysis include all sorts of anomalies in the code. Compilers usually regard such
anomalies as legal because they only check the syntax, but static analysis will question the semantic
validity of the code. Static analyzers normally report a large amount of anomalies, which makes it a
tedious task of sorting out which of the anomalies represent real problems. The task of static analysis
in this respect is to point out potential problem~ M MOffl~ie~ and then le~ve it to the developen to
judge if changes are needed.
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Dynamic (coverage) analysis is a technique whereby the code is instrumented in order to track where
the test cases selected actually exercise the code. This can also be used to identify test cases for those
parts of the code that have not been executed. However, coverage analysis only tracks test cases
through the program structure, it does not tell whether the values selected for the test cases give
erroneous results or unwanted side effects.
Dynamic analysis makes a distinction between statement coverage, branch coverage, subcondition
coverage, and path coverage. Dynamic analysis of the code requires that the development project
builds test cases into a regression test suite, which can be used by a tool to enable automatic
execution of the tests.
Normally static and dynamic analysis is associated with the unit test phase. We have seen in practice
that the methods and tools can be used also later in the testing phases, which in some companies
makes the introduction of these testing techniques easier. The reason is that the test cases can easily
be reused for regression tests, and the need for special test execution environments can be reduced.
Static and dynamic analysis must be supported by tools. It is impossible to perform the analyses
manually. Some tools contain facilities for both static and dynamic (coverage) analysis, but tools
specializing in each of the two analyses also exist. Supported programming languages, execution
platforms, and functionality varies from one tool to another, and price too.

4.2. Strategy for Static Analysis
A complete static analysis should be made of all the units (modules) in the product before unit testing
starts, and after each modification to the unit later in development.
All violations of coding standards should be removed. Code ~dards could be either general good
practice (no goto' s), or self-imposed company standards (no procedure longer than 100 lines). If
portablity is an issue, choose a static analyzer that specializes in this. If not, consider other static
analyzers instead, because you will get too many anomalies reported that are of no interest.
Unreachable code, unreferenced procedures, and unused variables should be inspected and
removed. They are dead items and potentially dangerous.
Data flow anomalies are reported whenever variables are used in potential dangerous or suspicious
situations. There are several types of data flow anomalies as described in the following.

A variable is used before it is initialised These cases are the most well-known by developers. They
are dangerous because you don't know what value the variable will have when it is used, and this
may lead to a disaster. They represented 15% of the real bugs found by our static analysis. All these
anomalies must either be removed, or explained and documented.
A variable is assigned a value and then runs out ofscope without being used These cases are not
normally so well-known by developers. They ususally result in variables not being updated as
expected. In the majority of cases the anomalies reported of this type do not represent real bugs.
However, we have found that this type of error still is quite common. They represented 24% of the
real bugs found by our static analysis. All these anomalies shall be examined by the developer, and
documented in the code.
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A variable is assigned a value and then reassigned without having been used in between. These cases
are even less known by developers. In many cases the use is quite nonnal: a variable is assigned a
value before a loop is entered, and in the loop this variable is reassigned. So again the majority of the
anomalies reported of this type do not represent real bugs. However, we have found that this type of
error is still quite common. They represented 36% of the real bugs found by our static analysis. All
these anomalies shall be examined by the developer, and documented if not located close to each
other.
A parameter mismatch is a difference in type of the parameter declaration and the actual variable
being passed as a parameter to a procedure. Many compilers perform automatic conversions
( casting), which could prove dangerous in certain cases. We found that 6% of the real bugs in our
static analysis were of this type. All parameter mismatches shall either be removed or explained and
documented.
Suspicious casts appear when a variable is assigned a value that differs in type from the variable's
type. Casts are also cases where the types are "alike" but where the assignment may result in a loss of
information (float-> int). Many compilers perform automatic casting, which could prove dangerous
in certain cases. Unfortunately our static analyzer was unable to report these casts, so we are unable
to report how common real bugs of this type are. If suspicious casts are unavoidable, use explicit
casts, and document them.
The complexity of the code must be reviewed. The static analysis reports contain many measures of
complexity: Lines-of-code, McCabe complexity metric, and depth of loop nesting.

In many companies limits on these complexity numbers have been imposed because it is believed that
units of larger complexity are relatively more error prone. Common examples of such limits are: no
procedures with number of executable lines of code > I 00, or no procedures with McCabe's
complexity> 10.
We (and others) have not been able to find such a correlation between the complexity numbers and
error proneness of units. Especially when these numbers are normalized with the amount of code that
is contained in complex units.
We have therefore decided to use these limits as indications only, and focus in stead on the perceived
complexity from the static analyzer' s visualization of the control flow in the procedures. We follow
the words of the famous yacht designer Uffa Fox:
"If it looks right, it could be wrong. But if it looks wrong, it can't be right."
We use the control flow graphs for our primary means for code review/inspection, and only refer to
the code itself for those parts of the graph that look complex. Examples of such graphs can be found
in the viewgraphs that accompany this presentation. We therefore highly recommend that you choose
static analyzers that have good visualization capabilities of the code.
Finally we use the control flow graphs as one of the factors in the decision on what test coverage
level should be achieved for the unit (or complex parts of the unit) in dynamic analysis, as described
in the next section.
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4.3. Strategy for Dynamic Analysis
As a first criteria for dynamic analysis it must be decided which coverage metric should be used.
Statement coverage is used as a standard metric in many companies, but is a quite weak test criteria.
Path coverage we consider to be too complicated to use in an industrial environment. Our choice
would have been to use subcondition coverage, but our tool does not support this. We have therefore
decided to use branch coverage as the metric for dynamic analysis, the most common metric in
industry apart from statement coverage.
Then it must be decided which coverage level should be achieved in the dynamic analysis. Literature
indicates that 50 - 60% branch coverage is routinely achieved by normal unsystematic testing. The
ideal would of course be 100% branch coverage, but this would be very costly. An 85% branch
coverage is said to be a fairly good criteria for non critical software products.
However, determining which coverage level to use depends on many factors. We don't advocate
ONE coverage level for ALL procedures, units or projects. The 85% is only used as a reference point
when the projects decide on coverage levels for units.
When coverage level for a procedure or unit is decided the following essential characteristics are
considered:
The perceived complexity based on the visual inspection of the control flow graphs from
static analysis as mentioned earlier. A visual inspection of the call graph for a whole unit is
also taken into consideration.

Degree and type of reuse of the unit's design or code for this release.
The criticality of the procedure or unit both in the final product and for the development
process. Either because of a complex or widely used interface, position in the structure of the
product, strict performance or security requirements.

Developer experience with the problem domain, previous similar products, or the unit itself.
Bug or change request history from previous releases, based on the problem reports and
cause of problems.
The primary objective of taking these factors into consideration is to identify procedures or units that
need special attention during testing. This special attention could involve the use of other potential
testing methods than pure coverage. A secondary objective could be to limit the load on the
development team so that (re)testing of some parts of the product is reduced.
The formula for calculating coverage also must be considered. Sometimes it can be difficult to
generate test cases for all branches in the code. We accept that the developers can use code
inspection for these difficult branches instead and in this way document that they were covered.
A similar problem may be caused by ( dead) code that cannot be reached e.g. that there are
restrictions that normally makes it impossible to execute such a branch. Our static analysis strategy
requires that dead code should be removed from the system.
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However, there are places where dead code is inserted to improve robustness of the code. As an
ex.ample we always require that default - branches are added to all case - constructs. In cases where
all conditions have been taken care of, this branch will contain a call to a procedure that will halt the
system. This case - branch can never be reached under normal circumstances and is therefore by
definition dead (unreachable) code. In such cases these branches are discarded in the calculations of
branch coverage rather than removing the code.
The formula which is used for the evaluation of the fulfilment of the requirement of branch coverage
therefore looks like this:
(Number of tested branched + Number of inspected branches)

>= 85%
(Total number of branches - Number of dead branches)

During testing the dynamic flow graph visualizes which parts of the code that have not been
exercised by a test case. The graph leads the developer directly to the place in the actual code where
another test case can be established. This speeds up test case generation and makes testing easier, and
more motivating.
When the coverage level has been achieved, all static and dynamic analysis reports are saved in the
configuration system along with the test cases and the code.

5.

Common Problems with Static and Dynamic Analysis

5.1. Problems with Static Analysis
One of the problems that most companies experience with static analysis is the enormous amount of
anomalies that are generated by the analyzer. Some companies discard the use of static analysis just
by looking at the size of their first report. Depending on the functionality and quality of the analyzer
as many as 1 anomaly in every 5 lines of code can be found. However, usually it is very easy to have
this number reduced to the order of 1 anomaly in every 60 lines of code. This is still a lot of
anomalies to study.
Many anomalies can be discarded at a glance if coding conventions are introduced. The static
analyzers have problems recognizing certain code constructs like: function pointers, and identifying
variables in condition statements. Furthermore the analyzers cannot see what goes on outside the unit
being analyzed e.g in the operating system, and libraries. By giving easily recognizable names or
suffixes to variables of this nature, anomalies that are reported can be easily spotted and discarded.
Unfortunately is it not possible to tell the static analyzer to disregard these discarded anomalies the
next time static analysis is performed on the same unit. So a comparison of the old and new report
must be performed each time. This is why we don't advocate to run static analysis after each
compilation, only before unit testing stam Mld Mt!f mndific~tioru: to the unit lllter in the proce~~-
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The anomalies that are left after this first scan can again be inspected in two steps. The developers
are very good at quickly locating and discarding anomalies where the static analyzer does not have
enough insight in the semantics of the application (what is possible in practice and what not). This
ususally leaves a managable amount of anomalies to be inspected in detail (1 per 360 lines), and
many of these represent real problems.
Our experiment has shown that using static analysis may be a tedious work, but the efficiency of
finding serious problems this way has a high payback. We spent only 1.6 hours per real bug in this
process.

5.2. Problems with Dynamic Analysis
If you want to use dynamic analysis as a regular part of your development process, you should realize
that unsystematic "private" testing with a debugger or a capture-playback tool is inefficient. You
must write down your specific test cases, so that they can be reexecuted next time dynamic analysis
is performed on the same unit. Some tools keep a history database of previous test runs. But this
database is cleared everytime the unit is changed. So dynamic analysis lends itself best to automatic
test execution of regression test suites.
Even though static analysis has established a precise picture of the control flow in the unit, only very
few analyzers generate test cases (templates). So the tools do not help you write the test cases you
need for dynamic analysis. The test cases must be developed by means of the ordinary unit testing
techniques: equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis etc.
It should also be noted that only the program' s control structure will be used for dynamic (coverage)
analysis. Whether the program implements the right functionality in the right way is not ensured by
branch coverage alone. It must be supplemented by tests that will validate the functionality.
For projects that develop embedded or real-time software you should expect that the code executed
has grown considerably (app. 40%) because the dynamic analyzer has instrumented it (added code of
its own). Because of memory limitations we ran most of the instrumented code on a PC rather than in
the target. And parts of the code that depended heavily on timing could not be analyzed this way. But
· this is no excuse not to test the parts that are independent of timing, which is the far majority of the
code.

In spite of these problems the advantages of testing systematically with dynamic analysis are worth
the effort. Not only are problems in the code found early and not in the later phases of testing or even
after release, which is much more costly. Using a regression test suite allows testing to be performed
automatically at all hours and repeated many times.
Finally, dynamic (coverage) analysis provides managers with a metric which they can use as a quality
assurance measurement to quantify the completeness of the tests carried out. Each company or
project can decide the level of coverage (and therefore the amount of work) before releasing units
into subsequent test phases, and onto the market.

© Brilel & Kjll!r
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5.3. Tools Break Down
It is frequently mentioned that static and dynamic analysis cannot be applied on real life size systems
because the tools break down.
It is true that tools sometimes break down when given large or complex units or subsystems to
handle. But in almost all cases we have been able to deal with this problem by instrumenting only
parts of the unit or subsystem at a time, and then run the regression test suite several times on the
same unit with different parts instrumented, and then add the coverage numbers.
We have also experienced problems when we have instrumented a part of the code that was executed
very frequently. The tool was able to handle this situation, but the amount of data that was generated
was enormous (hundreds ofMbyte). Again the solution was to instrument this part separately, run the
tests on this part, and not instrument the part when the rest of the unit or subsystem was tested.

6.

Concluding Remarks

Static and dynamic analysis is an efficient way to remove bugs, it increases motivation, and creates a
remarkably improved test coverage at almost no extra cost. Static and dynamic analysis leads to
reduced maintenance costs and increased quality of the products. The techniques are applicable for
the whole software development industry, also for embedded real-time software.
Introducing static and dynamic analysis results in only marginal delays on trial-release dates, and a
marginal increase in the testing resources required. We believe that the costs we save by finding the
bugs this way is comparable to the cost of the tools and the person-effort. When used during the
development of new code the gains will be much higher as bugs will be found by the developers
before they are reported.
The test improvement project was a Process Improvement Experiment funded by the Commission of
the European Communities (CEC) under the ESSI programme: European System and Software
Initiative. The goal of the ESSI programme is to promote improvements in the software development
industry so as to achieve greater efficiency, higher quality, and greater economy. This is accomplished
by applying state-of-the-art in software engineering in a wide range of industries.
Information on the results of the experiment can be found in the Final Report of the ES SI-PET project
[PET], which has been approved by the Commission, and is available for download from the Internet. A
full project report containing all evaluations, detailed results and suggestions of general interest was
edited and published as a DLT-report by DELTA [DLTJ. The report is available for purchase at app.
USO 70.
The next major software process improvement step to be undertaken by Briiel & Kjrer will be to
resolve the largest cause of errors that were found during the original analysis of error reports:
weaknesses in the requirements specification process. This will take place through a new ESSI
project (project no 21167) titled: PRIDE - A Methodology for Preventing Requirements Issues from
BwwQmin~ Owfww~, Ihi~ process improvement experiment has been approved for funding by the
Commission. It was started January 1st 1996 and has a duration of22 months.
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The PET Process Improvement Experiment
The Prevention of Defects through
Experience-Driven Test Efforts
(PET)
PET Objectives
• Extract knowledge on frequently occurring problems in
the development process for embedded software
• Change the development process by defining the
optimum set of methods and tools available to prevent
these problems reappearing
• Measure the impact of the changes in a real-life
development project

Funded by the CEC ESSI Programme (Project no. 10438)
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Defect Analysis from Error Logs

Results of the Analysis of Error Reports
• no special bug class dominates embedded software
development
·
• requirements problems, and requirements related
problems, are the prime bug cause (36%)
• problems due to lack of systematic unit testing is the
second largest bug cause (22%)
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The PET Experiment

Actions to Improve Unit Testing
• introduction of static and dynamic analysis
• host/target tools
• basic set of metrics

Comparative Analysis
• assess a trial-release of a product
• remove all static analysis anomalies
• increase test coverage to industry best practice
(branch coverage> 85%)
• measure the effect after production release

© Brue! & Kjcer
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Results of the PET Experiment

Applying Static and Dynamic Analysis:
• 75% reduction in production-release bugs
- compared to trial-release
• 70% requirements bugs in production-release
- because bugs in other categories dropped
• 46% increase in testing efficiency
- bugs found per hour of testing
• app. 75% payback on tools and training
- reduced maintenance effort

© Bniel&IQcer+
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Where to Apply Static and Dynamic Analysis

Test Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

©

Requirements Verification
Design Verification
UnitTest
} Static and Dynamic Analysis
Integration Test
Acceptance Test
Beta Test

Bruel&K;a!r+
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Static Analysis in Unit Testing
• Static analysis is performed
- before unit testing starts
- and after any modification to unit

• Complexity Metrics
- use McCabe complexity metric as an indication
- take loop nesting into account
- use visual inspection of data flow graphs
• for perceived complexity
• focused eode inspection

• Analysis reports are reviewed / inspected
- determine special actions
- determine test coverage profile
- test coverage levels
© Brue! & K;a!r
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Static Flowgraph (McCabe = 10)
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McCabe= 55
file
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Visualisation Theme

If it looks right, it could be wrong,
but if it looks wrong, it can't be right.
Uffa Fox, yacht designer
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Static Analysis in Unit Testing
Data Flow Analysis
• Undefined but referenced variables
- must be removed from the code
• Variables defined but not used in scope
• should be documented in the code
• Variables redefined with no use in between
• should be documented, if not close to
• Suspicious casting (loss of infonnation, mismatches)
• if unavoidable, use explicit casts
- should be documented
• Global variable anomalies (local overrides global)
• should be removed
©
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Static Analysis in Unit Testing

• Establish project standards for code
- no goto's, breaks in all cases, procedure size, etc.

• Remove unused items
- unreachable code (incl. procedures)
- declared variables that are not used
• Address design architecture problems

- use visual inspection of control flow graphs
- procedure parameter anomalies
(referenced only, defined only, not used)

15
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Static Analysis Results
Data Flow Anomalies
Distribution
Type of Bug
15%
• Use of uninitialised variable:
24%
• Variable defined but not used in scope:
• Variable redefined with no use in between:
36%
6%
• Parameter mismatch:
18%
• Unreferenced procedure:
• Declared but not used variable:
0%
0%
• Other types of static bugs:

© Brue!& Kja!r
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Dynamic Analysis in Unit Testing
Test coverage strategy
• based on information from static analysis
• determined on a unit by unit basis

Unit test coverage must take into consideration
• perceived complexity
- based on a visual inspection
• degree and type of reuse
• criticality
- product and project issues
• developer experience
- domain, product, and unit
• bug and change request history

© Brue! & lqa?r
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Dynamic Analysis in Unit Testing

• Dynamic analysis reports are reviewed/ inspected
- after unit testing (and a static analysis)
- and after any modification to unit
• Test coverage achieved
- test coverage level (e.g. 85% of branches)
- visual inspection of dynamic flow graphs
- determine special actions
• Static and dynamic analysis reports are saved in the
configuration system along with the code
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Problems when Introducing
Static and Dynamic Analysis
Static analysis
• an extreme amount of anomalies to evaluate
- more than 1 per 60 lines of code

Dynamic analysis
• best suited for automatic testing
• documented test cases
• no automatic test case generation
- only structure based
• test cases are selected by normal unit testing techniques
- equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis ...

©
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Problems when Introducing
Static and Dynamic Analysis
Tools break
• code expands when instrumented (40%)
• large amount of tracing data is generated (Mbytes)

So
• instrument only parts of system
- handle frequently used parts separately
• run the regression test suite several times
- with different parts instrumented

©
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Conclusions on Static/Dynamic Analysis

Performance Improvement
•
•
•
•
•
•

an efficient way to remove bugs
marginal delay on trial release date
marginal increase in the testing resources required
immediate payback on tools, training & implementation
increased quality and reduced maintenance costs
increased motivation

• applicable to the whole software development industry,
incl. embedded software

©
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Bruno Peeters graduated in 1987 from the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven as
civil engineer in computer science. Right after his graduation, he started working for Gemeentekrediet van Belgie, one of the major banks in Belgium. He was
involved in several projects as an analyst. In 1992, he joined the Application
Development Support Division where he introduced function points and investigated the application of software metrics . In 1994, he was responsible for the
introduction of software inspections in the Information Systems division. During 1996, he was involved in the setup of an internal compliance checker. His
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• Protedures
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Abstract
We present our experience with methods and tools by which to
calculate the reliability of a software system from the reliabilities of
its constituent components. Our model of component interaction extends the current models by allowing conditional statements. An associated reliability estimation method is developed, and tools to support
component interaction specification and reliability estimation are described. The creation of the new model and tools was motivated by
system engineers who desired a model that could more fully, and more
simply, capture the information they wished to utilize in describing
component interactions.
*This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
of Canada (NSERC) .
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Introduction

In the area of software reliability engineering, much attention is focused on
means by which the reliability of software systems can be estimated through
testing. Reliability models typically consider the software in question to be
autonomous. Thus, reliability estimations for a software system are normally
employed at the system level; testing must be performed at this level in order to generate the underlying data for the estimations [Mus97]. However,
there is growing interest in techniques by which the system reliability can
be estimated from the reliabilities of its constituent components. This technique is pragmatically appealing. Because of approaches such as code re-use,
COTS use, modularity, and information-hiding, reliability estimates may be
available for components of a system; in such situations, it may be more efficient to calculate system reliability from these existing estimates, rather than
expend further resources at the system level, for the purpose of reliability estimation. This modular approach to software reliability estimation interests
those advocating the transformation of software engineering into a discipline
more like that of "traditional" engineering; calculation of overall reliability
from component reliability is routine in other engineering disciplines, and it
is not unreasonable to consider this approach for software [Ber97].
The modular approach to reliability estimation was originally proposed
by Cheung et al. [CR75], and continues to be modified and refined [Che80,
Lit81, Lap84, Kub89, Lit 79, Sho83, PMM93, LK96]. Most of the componentbased reliability models are continuous; that is, they estimate the probability
that the system will not fail per unit time [Lit81, Lap84, Kub89, Lit79, Sho83,
PMM93, LK96]. We are, however, interested in discrete models-those that
estimate the probability that a run of the system will not fail. Cheung's
model [CR75 , Che80] is such a discrete, component-based model. Poore
et al. and Laprie et al. mention discrete, as well as a continuous, models
[PMM93, LK96] . All of the models except [LK96] assume sequential systemsD.M. Woit
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those in which components execute sequentially. In the Laprie model [LK96],
concurrent execution of components is possible.
We present background information about modular reliability estimation
in Section 2. Section 3 describes our motivation for extending the current
model. Our models and tools for component interaction specification and
reliability estimation are detailed in Sections 4 and 5.

2

Reliability Estimation

In order to estimate the reliability of a modular system from the reliabilities
of its constituent components, we require (1) an estimate of the reliability
of each component and (2) some description of how the components are expected to interact during system operation. Individual component reliability
is estimated using standard methods, such as those described in [Lyu96] . A
description of component interaction is typically stipulated using a first-order
Markov chain (l0MC) . Informally, a l0MC can be characterized by a set of
states and a set of indexed transition probabilities. Transition probabilities

give the probability of moving from one state to another, for all states stipulated. If we named the states S 1 , S2, . . . Sn , then transition probability Pi,i
gives the probability of moving to state Si , given that the process is currently
in state Si. Knowledge of what states were visited before Si is inconsequential
in a lOMC (this is the first-order property.) To complete the description,
we must identify one of the states as a start state and one as a termination
state. Every sequence of states described by the l0MC begins with the start
state, and ends with the termination state.
l0MCs can be related to a sequential software system as follows . Each
of the n components of the system is a state. Without loss of generality,
let us rename components C 1 , C 2 , C3 , . . . Cn . Each transition probability,
Pi,j , i, j E [1 , n] is a real number E [0, 1] such that Pi,i is the probability that

D. M. Woit
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the system will next execute component Cj , given that it is currently executing component Ci- For a given system, we can characterize its execution
sequences as a lOMC, using a matrix, or a graph. For example, suppose a
system is comprised of 5 components, C 1 , C2 , . . . C5 , and that all non-zero
transition probabilities are as follows: p 1,2
.7,P2,2

=

.3 , P3,4

=

.5,P3,5

= .5, and Ps,2

= .2, P1 ,3 = .5, P1 ,4 = .3, P2,1 =
= 1. Suppose the start state is

C 1 , and the termination state is C4 . The corresponding lOMC for this system could be stipulated using either the matrix of Figure 1 or the graph of
Figure 2.
In cases where more than one component can terminate the system, a
virtual termination state is defined. It is not a component of the system, but
it is modeled as one with perfect reliability. Each component that could cause
system termination is modeled graphically as having an arc from it to the
virtual termination component; the probability on that arc is the probability
with which this component could effect system termination. Equivalently,
the matrix description could be used. In this case, another column is added
to the matrix (for the virtual termination state) and probabilities in that
column are as described above. The termination state is called an absorbing

state because once it is visited, no other state is subsequently visited (the
sequence of component executions ends at the termination state). Because
we consider only sequential systems, no virtual start state is necessary.
From a specification of the lOMC describing the system's component
interactions, and from reliability estimates of each component, the overall
system reliability can be calculated using well-known Markov analysis techniques as, for example, those in [Fel69]. The most intuitive explanation of
the system reliability calculations involves the graphical representation. For
example, in the system of Figure 2, suppose the reliabilities of components
C 1 , C2 , and C4 are estimated to be .9, and the reliabilities of components
C 3 and C 5 are estimated to be .8. First, suppose a state, F is added to the
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0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Figure 1: Matrix representation of lOMC for system

graph, representing system failure. Arcs are included from each component
of the system (except the termination component) to F. An arc from Ci to F
represents a failure of component Ci. If component Ci has reliability ri, then
the probability of failure is 1 - ri , and this value is thus associated with the
arc from Ci to F . The probabilities on the remaining arcs emanating from
Ci are each modified by multiplying them by ri, as each of their probabilities
is now reduced because of the addition of the new arc to F. Thus, the arc

from Ci to F corresponds to the probability that Ci will fail; the remaining
arcs from Ci correspond to the probabilities that Ci will successfully pass
control on to another component of the system. When a graphical version
of system component interaction is thus modified, the only absorbing states
in the graph are the termination state and F . Therefore, any path through
the graph beginning with the start state, and ending with the termination
state, represents a failure-free execution of the system. Any path through
the graph starting with the start state, and ending with the failure state, F ,
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of lOMC for system

represents a failed system execution. The example from Figure 2 modified
to include F is given in Figure 3.
The system reliability is considered to be the probability of a failurefree realization of the lOMC; the probability of arriving in the termination
state, E , given that the system begins execution in start state S. i.e., R =
P [absorption at T I starting at S] . Following the methods of, for example,
[Fel69] , system reliability, ~ ,E , is given recursively as
m

~ ,E

= Pi,E + I: ~

,kRk ,E'

k=l

where m is the number of non-absorbing states. Suppose a system component, X , could pass control to components A , B , and E (termination
component.) Rx,E is the probability of the system eventually terminating
successfully, given that it is currently executing component X. This is the
sum of 3 things: (1) the probability of terminating immediately from X , (2)
(the probability of transition from X to A ) times (the probability of eventuD.M. Woit
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.18
.63

.8

Figure 3: Graphical representation modified for reliability estimation

ally terminating successfully from A) , (3) (the probability of transition from
X to B) times (the probability of eventually terminating successfully from
B) . Typically, an equation is constructed for each ~ .E, i being all the nonterminating components, resulting in a system of linear equations. Solving

the system gives system reliability, Rs,E- In the example of Figure . 3, let
state Ci be referred to as simply i; then,

= .27 + .l8R2,4 + .45R3,4
R2,4 = .63R1,4 + .27R2,4

R 1,4

R3 ,4

= .4 + .4Rs,4

R5,4 = .8R2,4
Solving this linear system of equations gives an overall system reliability of
R1,4 = .625.
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3

Survey Results

As stated previously, in order to calculate system reliability modularly, the
reliability engineer must have estimates of individual component reliabilities,
and some description of expected component interactions. Theoretical models of system reliability assume that the component interactions are specified
by lOMCs. This is mainly because the mathematics involved are well-known
and fairly simple. Information about additional system properties such as
expected number of components executed before failure, time to failure etc.
can be derived easily when the system is modeled as a lOMC [Lyu96]. Normally, information from system documentation, as well as usage data such as
that used to derive operational profiles [Mus97] would be used to determine
the lOMC.
We surveyed system engineers to obtain their opinions about specifying
component interactions of their systems using lOMCs. All had examples
of systems for which they preferred to specify component interactions conditionally. For example, instead of specifying a constant probability of the
system moving from component A to B , they desired to stipulate that this
probability could differ depending on what system components were executed
prior to A. The system engineers desired the option of being able to specify
future system state conditionally upon any, and possibly all, past state. They
did not believe they should be obliged to ignore conditional information, if
it were available, because of restrictions imposed by the component interaction model. They expected a simple model that would allow all available
information to be utilized in the specification.
Many had examples for which transition probabilities were expected to
differ depending on component execution history. Conditional statements for
one particular system are given in Figures 4 and 5. It is important to note
that for inclusion in this report , the conditional information was edited, and
only a portion is presented in Figures 4 and 5. For this section of the system,
D.M. Woit
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a user can apply for clearance, of which there are 4 levels, level-0, level-1 ,
level-2 , and level-3. Clearance is automatically granted at level-0. With leveli clearance, the user can either attempt level-1+1 clearance, or can use any
of the functions available to users with level-j clearance, i E [0, 2],j E [0, i].
Level-3 is the highest clearance; when achieved, functions available for users
with level-3 clearance are available, and no attempts are possible for higher
clearance. System components are ClearanceApply (CA), Clearance-1 (Cl),
Clearance-2 (C2) , Clearance-3 (C3) , SelectFunction (S) , Level-0Functions
· (F0), Level-lFunctions (Fl) , Level-2Functions (F2), and Level-3Functions
(F3).

If the first-order Markov model were adhered to, the resulting lOMC
specification of component interaction would be as in Figure 6, where each
"x" is a probability value E [0, 1] , which must be determined by the system
engineer.
This was an example in which the system engineer preferred to be able to
state transitions conditionally rather than using a lOMC, for reasons which
included the following.
• In a lOMC, only one value can be specified for the probability, Px,Y ,
that component Y follows component X (written as X.Y). However, in
some cases Px,Y is expected to differ depending on what sequence of
components preceded X. To accommodate this conditional information
in a lOMC, the various Px,Y values must be combined with appropriate weights to form one expected overall probability. For example,
FO is executed after S with probability .6, .2, or .1 , depending on what
sequence of components preceded S. These values must be combined appropriately to determine Ps,Fo in the lOMC. The task of appropriately
combining values was found to be onerous; and in some cases it was
impossible to combine them in a way which maintained the integrity
of the conditional information, resulting in information loss.
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• Executing component AC corresponds to an initial attempt for
clearance, which is always granted. Thus AC will be followed by
S or Cl. (With probabilities .2 and .8, respectively.)
• Executing component Cl corresponds to an attempt for clearance
level-1 (in which case execution will pass to AC if failure and S
or C2 if success) , or it corresponds to having moved back to Cl
after a failed attempt at level-2, C2 (in which case execution can
pass only to S or C2). (With probabilities .3, .3, .4, .4 and .6,
respectively.)
• Executing component C2 corresponds to an attempt for clearance
level-2 (in which case execution will pass to Cl if failure and S
or C3 if success) , or it corresponds to having moved back to C2
after a failed attempt at level-3, C3 (in which case execution can
pass only to S or C3). (With probabilities .5, .2, .3, .5 and .5,
respectively.)
• Executing component C3 corresponds to an attempt for clearance
level-3 (in which case execution will pass to C2 if failure and S if
success). (With probabilities .6 and .4, respectively.)
• Any component FO, Fl , F2 or F3 will pass execution back to S.
(Each with probability 1.)
Figure 4: Example of conditional information (first half)
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When executing component S, execution can pass to functions FO, Fl ,
F2 or F3 depending on the sequence of components preceding S as
follows:
• If S was preceded only by AC (which is possibly followed by some
sequence of Sand FO) the user has level-0, and only FO or Cl can

be next executed. (With probabilities .6 and .4, respectively.)
• If S was preceded by Cl (which is possibly followed by some

sequence of Sand (FO or Fl)) the user has level-I , and only FO,
Fl or C2 can be next executed. (With probabilities .2, .5 and .3,
respectively.)
• If S was preceded by C2 (which is possibly followed by some

sequence of S and (FO or Fl or F2)) the user has level-2, and only
FO, Fl , F2 or C3 can be next executed. (With probabilities .1 ,
.2, .5 and .2, respectively.)
• If S was preceded C3 (which is possibly followed by some sequence

of S and (FO or Fl or F2 or F3)) the user has level-3 and any of
FO, Fl , F2 or F3 can be next executed. (With probabilities .1,
.2, .2 and .5, respectively.)
Figure 5: Example of conditional information (second half)
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Figure 6: lOMC description of component interaction
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• Describing component interactions with a lOMC can produce a component interaction model that contains infeasible component execution
sequences. For example, using a lOMC, the following sequence of components would be possible: AC.S.F3. Thus the model would allow for
the user to perform function F3 with a clearance of level-0. This condition is not consistent with system specifications. It is possible to solve
this problem by "splitting" some states into various parts as described
in [Fel69]. For example, S could be split into S1 , S2, S3, and S4 in the
lOMC, each having a different probability of next executing F3. The
system engineers, however, preferred to simply state the conditional
information. They did not wish to manually manipulate it to conform
to the lOMC model, as state-splitting can be a complex and onerous
task, sometimes resulting in "state-explosion" [Fel69] .
• Sometimes the system engineers had different estimates of the reliability of one component, depending on how the component was expected
to be utilized. If using the lOMC model without state-splitting, the
different reliability values must be appropriately weighted and combined to produce one overall estimate for that component. The system
engineers preferred to be able to use these differing estimates, where
appropriate, rather than manually combining them.
Thus, our system engineers preferred a model of component interaction other
than a lOMC-one that could allow conditional probabilities and differing
reliability estimates to be included in a straight-forward fashion , without
information loss.

4

The Conditional Model

Several alternatives for incorporating general conditional information into
the component interaction specifications were proposed, and the following
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tabular specification method was selected. It is referred to as a Conditional:
Cyclic Table (CCT). Briefly, a CCT has the following properties:
• n+2 columns (1 for each of the n system components (including the
start component) ; one for the termination component; and the first
column, which is referred to as a "condition column" and described
below.)
• at least n+ 1 rows (at least 1 for each of the n system components, plus
row 1, which is a "component label" row, simply listing the component
names, as in a lOMC)
• A condition column entry will comprise a conditional statement about
component interaction, specified by a regular-expression-trace. For example, the simple condition in Figure 4,

[If] executing component Cl .. . corresponds to having moved
back to Cl after a failed attempt at level-2, C2, [then] execution can pass only to S or C2. (With probabilities ... .4
and .6, respectively) ,
could be specified as: "X.C2.Cl", where "X" represents any sequence
of components. The trace would be entered in column 1 of some row,
j ; to complete the condition, a ".4" would be entered in row j for the
column corresponding to component S, and a ".6" would be entered
in row j for the column corresponding to component C2. The regularexpression-trace language is very general; it combines extended regular
expressions and traces to allow complex, even cyclic, conditions.
• An entry in cell (ij) , ij > 1, of the CCT is a floating point number
E

[O, 1] representing the probability that the component named in cell

(1 ,j) will next execute, given that the condition in cell (i,1) is true. Note
that the values in any row must sum to 1 because they are probabilities.
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Appropriate regular-expression-traces are given below for each condition
from Figures 4 and 5. Note that !A refers to some component other than
A; A*i indicates exactly i repetitions of component .A; A* indicates zero or
more repetitions of component A; X refers to any sequence (possibly null) of
components; (A IB) indicates component A or B; and execution of component
A followed by B is given as A.B. More than one component can be included in
the constructs above, using parentheses; for example, zero or more executions
of sequence A.Bis given as (A.B)*
X.AC Executing component AC corresponds to an initial attempt for clearance, which is always granted. Thus AC will be followed by S or Cl.
(With probabilities .2 and .8: respectively.)
(!C2)* .Cl and X.C2.Cl Executing component Cl corresponds to an attempt for clearance level-1 (in which case execution will pass to AC if
failure and S or C2 if success) , or it corresponds to having moved back
to Cl after a failed attempt at level-2, C2 (in which case execution
can pass only to S or C2). (With probabilities .3, .3, .4, .4 and .6,
respectively. )
(!C3)*.C2 and X.C3.C2 Executing component C2 corresponds to an attempt for clearance level-2 (in which case execution will pass to Cl if
failure and S or C3 if success) , or it corresponds to having moved back
to C2 after a failed attempt at level-3, C3 (in which case execution
can pass only to S or C3). (With probabilities .5, .2, .3, .5 and .5,
respectively. )
X.C3 Executing component C3 corresponds to an attempt for clearance
level-3 (in which case execution will pass to C2 if failure and S if success) . (With probabilities .6 and .4, respectively.)
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X.FO and X.Fl and X.F2 and X.F3 Any component FO, Fl , F2 or F3
will pass execution back to S. (Each with probability 1.)
X.AC.(S.FO)* .S If S was preceded only by AC (which is possibly followed
by some sequence of Sand FO) the user has level-0, and only FO or Cl
can be next executed. (With probabilities .6 and .4, respectively.)
X.Cl.(S.(FOIFl))*.S If S was preceded by Cl (which is possibly followed
by some sequence of Sand (FO or Fl)) the user has level-1 , and only
FO, Fl or C2 can be next executed. (With probabilities .2, .5 and .3,
respectively.)
X.C2.(S.(FOIF1IF2))*.S If S was preceded by C2 (which is possibly followed by some sequence of S and (FO or Fl or F2)) the user has level-2,
and only FO, Fl, F2 or C3 can be next executed. (With probabilities
.1, .2, .5 and .2, respectively.)
X.C3.(S.(FO IFl IF2 IF3) )* .S If S was preceded C3 (which is possibly followed by some sequence of S and (FO or Fl or F2 or F3)), the user
has level-3 and any of FO, Fl, F2 or F3 can be next executed. (With
probabilities .1 , .2, .2 and .5, respectively.)
A tool is being developed for the specification of CCTs, and has been
used successfully to capture component interaction specifications. The CCT
tool has a tabular interface. For the example above, each trace is listed in
column 1 (condition column) and its corresponding probability distribution
is included in the remaining cells across that row. Component names are
listed in row 1, in cells 2 onward. The tool allows reliability values to be
"attached" to components. These estimates are used later to estimate overall
system reliability from the CCT.
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5

System Reliability

Our model of component interaction no longer corresponds to a lOMC, and
is impossible to directly convert into one without information loss. Thus, the
simple reliability calculations of Section 2 are not directly applicable. However, we have derived an algorithm that can convert a CCT into an equivalent
lOMC. It accomplishes this by deriving a number of states from the CCT,
such that each state corresponds to a constant probability distribution describing the transition to the next state in the system. States are derived
so that each corresponds to one component of the system; however, several
states can correspond to the same component, as with state-splitting.
In the example of Figures 4 and 5, our reliability tool read the CCT of
component interaction and identified two states for Cl , two for C2, four for S,
one for AC, four for F0, three for Fl, two for F2 and one for F3. Intuitively,
the two states for Cl correspond to the situation in which the user either
already has level-1 clearance, or is trying to achieve level-1 clearance. The
four states for S correspond to having level-0, level-1, level-2, and level-3
clearance. A lOMC is constructed using these new states. For example,
when in state (Cl-trying), transitions are possible to (S-Level-1) , AC, or
(C2-trying). When in state (Cl-have-clearance) , transitions are only possible
to (S-Level-1) or (C2-trying). When in state (S-Level-1) , transitions are
possible to (C2-trying) , (FO-levell) or (Fl-levell). When in state (Fl-levell)
transition is only possible to (S-Level-1).
The tool creates the lOMC by recursively traversing the CCT. Each
probability, Pi,j , in the table corresponds to a trace, Ti , in column 1 of rowi
and a state (component) , Mj , in columni of row 1. For each PiJ , it creates
trace Ti .Mi , and finds its match among the traces in column 1 of the table.
If one match is found , a match table is updated appropriately by inserting
into it Ti, Mj , the matching trace, PiJ and M/s estimated reliability. If more
than one trace, say m matching traces, are found , then Ti itself is split into
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m traces in the CCT, rows are added for the new traces: and the match table
is updated appropriately. The algorithm is recursive because when a trace is
split, other traces that had previously matched it must be re-matched and
the match table updated appropriately.
In our example of Figures 4 and 5, trace X.F2 is followed by component
S. Thus, trace X.F2.S is matched. It is found to match two other traces,
X.C2.(S.(F0 IFl IF2))*.S and X.C3.(S.(F0 IFl IF21 F3) )*.S. This causes X.F2
to be split into X.C2.(S.(F0 IFl IF2))* .S.F2 and X.C3.(S.(F0 IFl IF2 IF3))*S.F2,
and each is assigned a row in the CCT. The rows are completed by copying
in the probability values from the old row corresponding to X.F2. Any traces
which ~ad previously matched X.F2 are now re-matched. For example, trace
X.C2.(S.(FO IFl IF2))*.S followed by component F2, had previously matched
X.F2. Now it must be re-matched w.r.t. the new CCT, and it is found to
now match X.C2.(S.(F0 !Fl IF2))* .S.F2. When all matching is finished , the
match table represents a lOMC corresponding to the CCT. The states of the
lOMC are the traces from the match table.
The algorithm for transforming a CCT into an equivalent lOMC has been
implemented in a prototype software tool. This tool will read a CCT, which
was created using the CCT tool, and will create a match table, in which
are included the given reliabilities of the components. The match table is
then modified to account for component failure probabilities, as per Section 2.

Currently, the modified match table is written to a file , in the form of a linear
system of equations which can be read by Maple (a symbolic mathematical
manipulation program). The reliability estimate is calculated by Maple as
part of the solution to the linear system, as discussed in Section 2. Further
development of the reliability tool will include seamless transition from a
CCT to the reliability estimate.
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6

Conclusions

System engineers were satisfied with our new model for specifying the interactions of components for modular systems, and used the prototype specification and reliability estimation tools successfully. The tools are under
continued development in order to increase their functionality.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In July 1996, the India Software Engineering Center of Cadence Design Systems was
awarded the ISO 9001 and TickIT certification. The ISO-person India Software
Engineering Center is a division of Cadence Design Systems, Inc., a software design
company with international headquarters in San Jose, California. The ISO 9001/TickIT
certification scope encompassed the ''Design, development, testing, technical
publications, and maintenance of software products, system libraries, ASIC libraries and
library specific tools for electronic design automation applications for supply to Cadence
Design System".
Implementing the ISO 9000 process yielded remarkable business improvement results: an
average reduction of 25% of defects per project, a 15% improvement in meeting
commitments, and an increase in both customer and employee satisfaction exceeding 20% .
Even more rewarding was the cultural change within the Center, evidenced by improved
communication and teamwork, better time management, more creative thinking, and more
effective leadership at all levels.
At presentations to software testing engineers about ISO 9000, we often hear comments
such as these:
•
•
•
•
•

"ISO 9000 will take too much effort and it will impact my high-priority project. "
"Processes create bureaucracy that slow things down. "
"ISO will restrict my creativity. "
"ISO is worthless in helping me in doing my job. "
"De.fined process get in the way of innovation. "

Evidence from our ISO implementation proved, to the contrary, that for software testing
groups willing to make the investment in ISO 9000, the payoff is huge, and the benefits
accrue very rapidly. The first indication of positive results was noted when one team
leader, who initially questioned the need for ISO 9000, said "It's really good that all team
member always have the current version of the functional spec." Further evidence of the
effect of implementation was marked when, in an ISO management review meeting, all
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project leaders vetoed proposed shortcuts in software testing, saying "Quality is integral
part of our business model, and our ISO 9000 processes show that this is not the right
way to properly test our software."
This paper discusses the development and deployment of the software testing
methodologies as part of the Quality Management Systems (QMS). The tasks performed
by the software testing group fall under two process categories, as defined by
IEEE/ANSI: verification and validation.
•

•

Verification: evaluating a system or component to determine whether the
products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start
of that phase.
Validation: evaluating a system or component during or at the end of the
development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements.

Figure 1 provides an overview of our software testing environment under ISO 9000.

ISO 9000 FOR SW TESTING
Processes

Metrics

Tools

Information

Software Testing
Environment

RESULTS : Improving SW Testing Effectiveness & Efficiency
• Less defects in released products
• Early detection of defects
• Meeting delivery commitments
• Increasing people productivity
• Improving customers & employee satisfaction

Figure # 1: Our Software Testing Environment under ISO 9000

The basis for the testing plan was to improve the verification and validation processes.
Figure 2 indicates that the significant reduction in the number of defects at the end of the
release cycle is possible only by following improvement of both verification and validation
processes.
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Reducing Software Defects
with Improved
Verification & Validation Processes
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Figure #2: Reducing defects with better verification and Validation processes
At Cadence India we adopted a unique approach towards developing the QMS. A number
of teams were formed that included people from different groups across the organizations.
Each of the team was responsible for creating the process definition for a phase of the
QMS. Once the process was defined, it was reviewed by members outside the authoring
team.
What this resulted in was that getting ISO 9000 compliance became everyone's job.
Additionally, since the users were defining the processes, we got realistic processes
defined which were easy to implement and follow. Lastly due to the fact that everyone
was involved in the creation of the QMS all through out, the mind set changes towards
following the QMS happened in almost a transparent manner and the management did not
have to spend a lot of effort in convincing people on why the QMS should be followed .

2.

ABOUT ISO 9000

ISO 9000 is a series of international standards for implementing Quality Management
Systems. It establishes the organizational structure and processes for assuring that the
production of goods or services meet a consistent and agreed-upon level of quality for a
company's customers. ISO 9000 standards concentrate on documenting processes,
implementing quality controls, and ensuring an emphasis on quality throughout the
organization. ISO 9000 requirements can be summarized as follows :
• Committed, focused, and responsive management
• Competent, empowered, and knowledgeable people
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• Processes that are visible, traceable, consistent, repeatable, measurable, and
documentable
• Documentation that 1s appropriate, simple, understandable, and consistent with the
process muse.
The authors of ISO 9001 define the trurumum attributes of a company that can be
successfully meet its contractual commitments in a document entitled, "ISO 9001:1994
Quality systems - Model for quality assurance in design, development, production,
installation and servicing". These attributes are presented in the 20 clauses of Section 4
of ISO 9001, which describe the essential requirements that must be met by any company
providing any product or service. What is probably the most challenging part of
implementing the ISO 9001 QMS for a specific industry sector is defining a common
language that everyone in that sector can truly understand and use. This is particularly true
for the software development and maintenance industry. To compensate for this weakness,
ISO has published a document, ISO 9000-3, "Guidelines for the Application of ISO 9001
to the Development, Supply, and Maintenance of Software" for organizations that develop
software, whether as a primary product or as an embedded product.
ISO 9000 guidelines for software testing are summarized in Figure 3 below.

What ISO 9000 Implementation for
Software Testing Means:
Management 1D define mission and to ensure that an testing groups worlc towards achieving ii.
Management defines ttle scope ol wort< for testing group, lhe Organization structure and roles and
responsibilities of ttie staff.
Management 1D ensure that processes are defined. and made known to Slaff.
Management 1D ensure ttlat these defined processes are used in all tne worlc done by the testing
teams
Management 1D ensure that documents and records are generated as per the processes.
A system exists to preserve the documents and distribute them as per "Ooc:ument Control"
process for reference and for auditS.
Wonc products such as Validation Plans, Test eases etc. are reviewed I inspec:ted before their use or
deliveiy to aaS110mers. To keep the records of such reviews/inspections.
Validation activities are carried according an approved plan. Teams managers/ Director review the
progress of the wonc against the plan.
To use evaluated , well proven tools I automated !Dols and methods in the validation work.
When required, subcontrac:t validation work ID reputed Vendors.
To ensure that the Test Plans, Test data, Test suite software are under suitable CM system
To conduc:t Internal Audits to check the effectiveness of all Validation activities, and to remove the
problems in order to improve the Quality.
To anaJyze the problems seen during the reviews/ inspections I customer feedback's , and to do
root cause analysis to prevent recurrence of such problems in future .
To periodically conduc:t management review of the Quality System and its effectiveness. To keep
records of these reviews to demonstrate management actions to improve Quality.
To train testing staff on Quality principles, software testing techni ques.
To ensure that the hot fixes are tested before release to the mar1<et.
To set Metrics (or service levels) for test effectiveness, product quality resultant from testing activities
to and lake actions or corrective actions to ensure that group / staff meets I exceeds the set levels.

G~1997--------------------tfcJ~c~a~d~t~n=c~eJIFigure #3: What ISO 9000 implementation for software testing means
Our software testing engineers learned that ISO 9000 requirements provide a commonsense approach to effective software testing. For the members of the software testing
team, ISO 9000 fundamentals were distilled to the following management principles:
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• Team members are aware of their job needs, and have the knowledge, skills,
experience, and training to meet those needs.
• Project testing is planned correctly.
• Project testing is executed according to plan.
• Changes to plans and requirements are reviewed and approved.
• Processes are reviewed for effectiveness and continued relevance.

3. OVERVIEW: QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Our software life-cycle activities as applied to software testing is illustrated in Figure #4.
It encompasses the following software development phases:
• Product Requirement Specifications (PRS)
• Functional Specifications (FSPEC)
• Design Specifications, which are sub-divided into the following
* High Level Design
* Interface Design
* Low Level Design
• Implementation
• Unit Testing
• Functional/Feature Testing
• Systems/Solution Flow Testing
• Documentation (Tech Publications)
• Release
• Post-Mortem Analysis

PRS
FSpecs
DSpecs

Release
Figure #4: 6verview of Our Quality Management

System
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The life cycle processes are initiated by the Product Requirement Specification (PRS)
which describe the features that are required in the product as well as the integration with
the other product. The PRS drives the Functional Specification phase (Fspecs) where
the function of the desired features are described in detail. The F specs and the PRS are
used to create the System/Solution Test Plan which describe the product testing at
system level as well as its integration with other products.
The Fspecs are also used a reference for the creating the Design Specifications where the
product and/or feature is designed as follows :
• High Level Design for designing at the architectural level.
• Interface Design for designing the interfaces between the various components
of the design.
• Low Level Design for detailed design of each component
The Dspecs are used in the Implementation Phase for actual implementation of code as
well as Unit Testing.
After successful completion of unit testing, the software goes through Feature or
Functional Testing. The feature testing is driven by Feature/Functional Test Plans
which in turn are derived off the Fspecs. The feature testing is followed by
System/Solution Testing which is based on the System/Solution Test Plan. The last phase
of the QMS is the Release Phase and it deals with the ensuring that the product can be
successfully ordered by customers, created by manufacturing group and installed by the
customers.
The software development and testing efforts are supported by the following plan
documents:
•
•
•
•

Project Management Plan (PMP): Project plan and schedules for software
development tasks.
Test Management Plan (TMP): Project plan and schedules for testing by
Product Validation (PV) team.
Integrated Software Plan (ISP): Project plan and schedules for documentation
by Technical Publications.
Configuration Management Plan (CMP): Configuration management (CM)
plans for each of the above functions.

As part of the project plan, each functional group identifies or eliminates the various
phases, as applicable to the project. For example, a Research and Development (R&D)
team may delete plans for the design phase if the release is only a bug fix. The teams also
identify the functional groups or team members who will review the documents, code,
tests, etc. They also identify the members of the Change Control Board (CCB) for each
phase. The CCB comes into effect after the configuration item (CI), i.e. , document, code

______________________ ____________
.__,
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or test is baselined. Any changes in the CI after baselining must be approved by the CCB.
The approval mechanism is also described in the project plan.
Each functional group also establishes a CM Library, the location where the group stores
all Cls. For example, R&D code hierarchy, various functional groups' documentation
hierarchy, PV test hierarchy, etc. are kept on record. All Cls and the Quality Records
(QRs) associated with them are stored the CM Library.
After the product has gone through the release cycle, the product team goes through the
post mortem analysis to determine the areas of improvement and the plan to address them
in the next release.

4.

VERIFICATION PROCESSES

All verification activities are built into the phases of QMS by implementing techniques to
detect defects after each phase is complete. Verification activities consist of two phases,
Project Document Review and Implementation Walkthroughs and Inspections.
Project Document Review
Every project-related document is labeled with a reviewer and approver section, and
undergoes the technical review process. The technical review is accomplished via email,
teleconference, or in person. The technical review helps us determine how many defects,
both critical as well as non-critical, were detected during the project's cycle. The review
report is stored as a QR. Any updates are sent out for email review. The QR result gets
baselined after approvals are received.

Each document also contains a cross-reference section to identify the sections of the
document that it is based on. For example, the FSpecs include a section which crossreferences each section of the FSpec with the PRS . This ensures that:
•
•

No functionality is lost moving through the development life-cycle.
Actions and changes are traceable both forward and backward between various
phases of the QMS.

Implementation Walktbroughs and Inspections
The critical sections of code are identified for code walk through and/or buddy checks to
ensure that implementation conforms to the DSpecs. The findings are stored as QRs.
Critical test cases are reviewed in the same manner, to ensure that test implementation
conforms to the outline of the test plan.

We learned from these experiences that investment in more verification is the most costeffective way to obtain quality improvement over both the short and long term.
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•
•
•

Many defects (in documents, code, and test cases) were removed before validation
testing is started.
All documents are current with each other.
The team is confident that implementation will be completed on time and with the
desired quality.

5. VALIDATION PROCESSES
The QMS covers the validation activities in two phases, Testing and Release.
•

Testing Phase: The various types of testing performed during the release cycle
include Feature Test Plans, which cover feature testing and its regressions, and
System/Solution Test Plans, which cover all the other types of testing.

•

Release Phase: The Orderability, Manufacturability and Installability (OMI) testing
process (also referred to as First Article Testing).

Typically the defects uncovered through validation are reported via Product Change
Requests (PCRs) and are tracked during the release cycle. The PCRs are used as metrics,
but more importantly, they record critical problems that must be fixed before the product
is released. These PCRs also provide data for performing root-cause and post-mortem
analyses.
Table 1: Testing and Review Activities

Description

Responsibility

Unit Testing

Unit testing is usually at the code level, where the
developer wants to test the C-function(s) created.
Such tests are generally not added to the regression.

R&D

Feature
Testing

Also referred as function testing, this generally
focuses on the product features. Ideally, a test should
be developed for every feature in the product.
However, in practice, a number of small features will
undergo a single test. The development teams are
expected to do all feature-level testing. The R&D
team can negotiate with the PV team to do some or
all feature testing. If PV is doing feature testing,
they will often add the tests developed by them into
the same regression. This is typically done for new
products or products where many new features are
being added to the release. These tests are typically
added to a feature regression suite. One of the
criteria for product release is to ensure that 100% of
feature regression passes.

R&D, sometimes PV

Action
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Description

Responsibility

Extended
Feature

Similar to feature testing, but a few features are used
together in logical order, representing a typical
customer task. If, for example, a simulator is being
checked, the feature testing may look at the ability to
set a breakpoint, while the extended feature testing
might use the ability to set breakpoints while
debugging. All extended feature tests are automated
and added to the regression.

PV

Flow Testing

Flow testing addresses product-to-product
interactions and is based on information from
customer use models and flow documents. Flow
testing tries to verify that the customer can pass data
from one tool to another in the given use model. It
would be ideal to automate these tests; however,
operational/tool issues usually prevent this. As a
result, flow tests remain mostly manual in the
regression.

PV

Regression
Testing

As new test cases are created, they are automated
and added to regression so that they can be executed
for every release. This ensures that adding features
or fixing bugs has not interfered with the rest of the
product. The regressions can include any type of
testing.

R&D&PVown
different regressions

Documentation Testing

Testing the online help and Openbook hypertext
links. The documents are also reviewed for
correctness and clarity at different stages of the
release.

Validating
PCRs

PV validates and closes all the PCRs it filed during
the course of the release. PV may also validate and
close PCRs filed by beta customers or Account
Executives. This activity varies from group to group
and from release to release. The R&D team is always
expected to validate all fixes before marking the
PCR as "fixed."

PV&R&D

Code Metrics

PV partners with R&D to generate and improve code
metrics such as code coverage, memory access
errors, etc. R&D builds special executables, and
these executables are used to run all regression tests.

R&DandPV

License
Testing

Validation test to ensure that the product locates the
correct license, that it doesn't work without a license,
and that multiple copies of the product cannot run
on a single license.

PV

Action

PV & Tech Pubs
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Description

Responsibility

Performance
Testing

The product is executed on an isolated machine and
its performance is compared against the previous
versions and against the stated goals of performance
improvements. Performance measurements include
speed in completing the task, memory consumption
(swap), and accuracy ofresults.

R&D, PE, or PV

Stress Testing

Stress testing (also known as capacity testing),
subjects the product against known boundary
conditions or large customer designs with the
objective of characterizing the product stress levels.

Q : ??IQ

Negative
Testing

Incorrect data is introduced to the tool, and its
recovery mechanism is examined. This may be done
either at individual feature level or at the product
flow level. This is generally part of extended feature
testing or system testing.

PV

(KP&S)
Review

All failed tests with PCRs open against them are
reviewed for inclusion in the KP&S document. The
existing KP&S document is also updated to remove
the fixed PCRs.

PV - reviews document
for accuracy

First Article
Testing

Testing ensures that the product can be ordered as a
customer would, is manufactured and bundled as
intended to and can be installed correctly from the
CD-ROMs.

PV

Hot-Fix RollUp Testing

The contents of the hot-fix roll-up CD are validated
to ensure that none of the hot-fixes have broken
existing products and flow.

PV

Action

All testing activities described in Table 1 are performed on all platforms supported by
Cadence tools. These include SolarisOS and SunOS on Sun platforms, HPUX OS on HP
platforms, and AIX OS on IBM platforms.
After the product has gone through the release cycle, the product team undergoes postmortem analysis to determine the areas of improvement and to develop a plan to address
them in the next release.
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6. SAMPLE PROJECT
This section describes the Concept-CheckPlus™ Project during the various phases of the
QMS .
Concept-CheckPlus ™ is a user configurable schematic checking environment where a set
of rules are defined and then applied to a design represented by the schematic. The rules
may be used to validate fanout of the nets, loading of the ports, etc. The purpose of the
tool is to provide the user with flexibility to write design check rules that meet their use
model.
Concept-CheckPlus TM was first release in Q2, 1994, which was prior to the
implementation of the QMS. The product has made the several releases till date. We shall
present here the quality plan and the applicable phases of QMS Release 9604A (3 rd
quarter of 1996) which was a major release and the first time that all the phases of QMS
under ISO 9000 were applicable.

Quality Plan
The Quality Plan is included in the Project Management Plan (PMP) for ConceptCheckPlus TM , 9604A release. For each software development phase, the Quality Plan
identifies the planned verification and validation activity, list of reviewers, and the target
metric for the V&V activity. This is illustrated below:

EXAMPLE: QUALITY PLAN
Pbasc

: Pbaoed

· Proposed

: Vaif'oticm &
: Rnil:wen
(V&V)

:Volidoti'"'

T•rzct Melric for V&V
actiriry

···························'
······························
PMP
: actmty···············································
Rmew
A ... B ... C..
1..ess 1lwl 5 major defects
f~ .

·· ···:R~ .... .......
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c:. i:i:

..... ~ -dwi·s"~or-cief«u .. .

Design

: R..;...

. A . ..r .. GG ..
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Code

' Wallr.-tbrough

: A ... F.. B .. M . .

Dia
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Feature Testing Plan
The traceability between all features (described in Functional Specifications document Fspec) and the test cases is provided in the Functional Test Plan for Concept-CheckPlus
™, 9604A release. The following table reproduces the partial cross-reference list of
functional testing.
Test Function
Start compiler check and then carry out
electrical rule check
Check the rule dependency
Test for PCR 104395
Test for PCR 163 790
Test for PCR 162494
Test for PCR 160856
Test for PCR 151228
Test for PCR 172794

Test Id
Test l

Test2
104395
163790
162494
160856
151228
172794

Fspec Cross-Ref
Sec 2.2, Tool Start

Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec

2.1, Rule Dependency
2.3, PCR Fixes
2.3, PCR Fixes
2.3, PCR Fixes
2 .3, PCRFixes
2 .3, PCRFixes
2 .3, PCR Fixes

Verification Activities
All our project documents (Project Plan, Test Plan, functional Specifications, Design
Specifications, etc. were prepared, reviewed, approved, and changed according to our
QMS processes, as illustrated in the Figure below.

PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION
FOR ALL

PROJECT LIFE-CYCLE PHASES
Preparation

The author(s) understand !he requ irements i n term s of
specifications, deliverable, estimates, etc, and prepare all
information for template generation.

Project Documents
(templates)

The author(s) generate the project documents by completing
!he appropriated template(s) {ie. PROJ_PLAN,
OESIGN_SPECS, TEST_PLAN ...)

Technical Review

The document is reviewed per the TECHNICAL REVIEW
PROCESS. The review f eedback is analyzed and incorporated
in !he document

Approval

Change Mgt.

Records

GBY1997

The document is approved by the appropriate approval authority
as mentioned in the respective template, per DOCUMENT
CONTROL PROCESS (approved versions # start at 1.0)
All changes to the approved documents are approved and
incorporated into the project documents per DOCUMENT CONTROL
PROCESS and as per the appropriated project templates
Each phaSe of the life cycle has different projec1 documents
and records. All records are generated and maintained in the
project records (traceability)

--------------------1.l~c.!!a~d~e~n~c~e~:11...
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Our Verification Review Process includes formal review processes for all work products
generated during thr project life-cycle. It covers walkthroughts (planned structured
meetings where there is no pre-meeting preparation from reviewers, to communicate, to
review alternatives and to detect defects), structured reviews (formal, team-based defect
detection process where there is no pre-meeting preparation from reviewers), and
inspections (planned structured meetings where all reviewers prepare in advance with a
focus on defect detection. An impartial moderator leads the group). For all these reviews,
minutes, review details, and actions are prepared as output from the meetings. In general,
the need for a review and the type review is determined in the Project Plan.
For Concept-CheckPlus TM , 9604A release , the verification review of the Functional
Spec (Fspec) found 3 major defects, of Test Plan - 5 defects, and ofDspec - 5 major
defects. Previous to the implementation of the verification structured reviews, these 13
major defects could only be caught by the validation testing or, after release, by the
customers.

Validation Activities
The validation activities for Concept-CheckPlus ™ , 9604A release were carried out in
two phases, Testing and Release.

•

Testing: The various types of testing performed during the release cycle include
Feature Test Plans, which cover feature testing and its regressions, and
System/Solution Test Plans, which covered all the other types of testing. This included
System Testing and Flow Testing along with testing of boundary conditions. Since
CheckPlus is not a compute intensive tool, performance testing was not applicable.
Also the PCR's were verified and closed as they were fixed .

•

Release: The Orderability, Manufacturability and Installability (OMI) testing process
(also referred to as First Article Testing).

The defects uncovered through validation were reported via Product Change Requests
(PCRs) and were tracked during the release cycle. The PCRs were used as metrics, but
more importantly, they recorder critical problems that must be fixed before the product
was released. These PCRs also provided data for performing root-cause and post-mortem
analyses.
For Concept-CheckPlus TM, 9604A release , the Functional Testing caught 10 major
defects, and the System Testing caught 23 major defects.

Post Mortem Analysis
The post mortem was conducted to analyze the root cause of all the major defects
detected in the release cycle. For Concept-CheckPlus TM, 9604A release, the following
table gives the defects detected at different stages of the QMS in different releases.
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QMS Process
PRS
Fspecs
Dspecs
Fune Test Plan
Fune Testing
System Testing
Release

9604A
0

3
5
5
10

23
0

The Post Mortem analysis revealed that about 80% of the problems found at validation
stage should have been found at testing phase should have been caught during verification.
The fact that the were not caught was attributed to inefficient verification process.
The figure below plots the number of defects found in Concept-CheckPlus both internally
as well as by the customers. The three peaks in the figure coincide with the internal testing
was being done for the release. As can be seen from the picture, the product has a low
incoming rate of problems from the customers due to the fact that most of the problems
are detected and addressed before its release. This has been made possible by following
the QMS while ensuring effectiveness in both verification and validation
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7. RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSIS (ROI)
We decided that an objective measure of the actual financial and business improvements
could only be obtained if the improvements are quantified by the users and by the
customers. We therefore recently conducted two surveys - a survey of the our team
leaders in India and a survey of our partners at Cadence U.S. (internal customers).
In the survey of the India team leaders, we asked how the team leaders and management
staff value the ISO 9000 contributions to improvements in our software development
projects. The survey included four questions:
• What is the improvements, in percent, that you realized in meeting delivery
commitments, because of the new ISO 9000 processes?;
• What is your estimate for the percent reduction in defects that came with our new ISO
9000 processes ?
• From feedback that you received from customers - what is the change in their
"satisfaction" with our performance?, and
• From feedback that you received from your team members - what is the change in
employee "satisfaction", that was directly resulted from employee programs that were
initiated by ISO 9000 implementation ?
In the second survey we asked our partners (internal customers) in the United States how
they quantify our performances in various areas of a project development cycle. On a
scale of 1 to 5 (1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest level of satisfaction), we asked to be
rated on eight questions that reflect our effectiveness (product delivery and quality) and
efficiency ( communication and processes). Here again, the results indicated that the
perception of our partners is very positive. In most cases, somewhere between 4 and 5 (5
is the maximum). The comments and recommendations were vary valuable to us in
directing our improvement initiatives.
The results of the two surveys were reviewed by the management and staff of the India
Engineering Center and also by the senior management of Cadence Engineering R&D. All
were in agreement that the business benefits identified, as shown below, were
conservative, and that the actual figures are above those shown here:
IMPROVING BUSINESS RES ULTS
WITH ISO 9000
• ~ r 10---' impnwemMr in productivity
• Gtouf) of 1 SO people :: ~ing 1 S people to new
projects

• Over 15% improvement in qua/",ry

• :'!:.':ltt~et;:~;-r~~o~~~~~lcci
less defects

=

• Over 20% improvement in satisfaction
• Internal customers & staff

Figure : Improving business results with ISO 9000
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Financial benefits:
Improving people productivity by at-least 10% - for a group of 150 people this
translate into freeing 15 people to new projects. Assuming person cost to Cadence of
$100k/year - the saving from ISO 9000 mounts to 15*$100k/year = $1 ,500,000 savings
per year - repeated year after year.
Reducing the number of P0's defects - Due to the ISO 9000 verification processes, we
now detect and remove, on average, 3 PO defects, that were in the past included in the
product delivered to customers. Considering a total of 20 projects and two releases per
year, we now detect and remove 3*20*2 = 120 PO defects/years that, before ISO 9000,
were delivered to customers and reported back to Cadence as Hot-fix. A conservative
number that Cadence recognize for the total cost to Cadence of each hot-fix is
$10,000/hot-fix. Thus, the savings from ISO 9000 in reducing P0 ' s is $1 ,200,000 per
year - repeated year after year.

In summary - The benefits of ISO 9000 in improving people productivity and in reducing
defects alone add up to savings of $2,700,000 per year - repeated year after year.
Cost of Implementing ISO 9000

(a) India staff effort - total 1370 days
-- ISO Management Representative - 300 days
-- Process development/documentation - 40 people at 10 days/person= 400 days
-- Preparing training courses - 40 trainers at 3 days/trainer= 120 days
-- Training of all staff - 110 engineers at 5 days/person= 550 days
(b) Support from Cadence ISO 9000 core team - total 80 days
(c) External cost for auditing and ISO certification services - $ l 5k (+ additionally
$4k/year for surveillance auditing services)
(d) On-going maintenance & quality improvements costs - 125 days/year
Total Costs:
-- Total Cadence people effort (one-time effort) = 1450 days= 6 person-years
-- Assuming person cost to Cadence of $1 00k/year - the one-time cost for ISO 9000
implementation was approx. 6*$100k = $600,000
-- Follow up on-going maintenance & quality improvements costs = 0.5 person-year *
$100k = $50,000/year
Calculating ROI :
We calculated the ROI for a time period of 5 years
Cost:
$600,000 (one time)+ $50,000/year = $850,000 (for 5 years)
Benefits:
$2,700,000/year (year after year, for 5 years)
ROI (5 years)= 5*$2,700,000/$850,000 = 15.9
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8. SUMMARY
Our India Software Engineering Center is a proof that quality does indeed pay. As shown
before, ISO 9000 implementation had resulted in very positive and noticeable
improvements in the planning and implementation of all the software projects carried out
at our center. The data presented had shown that business benefits were obtained: -• Significant improvements in PRODUCTIVITY (freeing people to new projects);
• Significant improvements in QUALITY (ability to meet delivery commitments on
schedule, with committed functionality & performance, and with fewer defects);
and
• Significant improvements in SATISFACTION (of our staff and our partners)
Even more satisfying, however, was the cultural change as evidenced by:
• All employees consider quality improvement as their responsibility
• Better time management ( quality improvement activities are done along with normal
work)
• More effective leadership at all levels
• Communication and teamwork within the teams and cross teams is becoming a way
of life
• More creative thinking
• The disappearance of"that is not my job" mind-set
• Employees believing that they can directly contribute to solving problems, and
taking pride in solving the problems themselves
In other words, the ISO 9000 program became a success both for the organization, for
employees, and for our customers.
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"Evolutionary Project Management"

by Tom Gilb

Introduction.
The Evolutionary method.
Evolutionazy ('Evo' for short) project management is a process based on 'feedback ' and ' learning
how to reach objectives', and even 'what those objectives realistically should be'. Evo is a first cousin
to the famous Plan-Do-Study-Act paradigm from the Statistical Process Control method, espoused by
the quality guru's W. Edwards Deming (see 'Out of The Crisis' MIT Press by Deming), Joseph Juran
and Walter Shewhart. Made most successful by the Japanese use ofit to build their industry ..
Evo interests us today primarily because it has exhibited ability to successfully cope with complex
large scale systems development, where traditional 'Waterfall' Methods have failed.
As early as the 1970 to 1980 decade, Harlan Mills of IBM Federal Systems Division reported that all
FSD projects using the method were delivered on time and under budget, to the highest state of the art
quality levels [Gilb88, and IBM Systems Journal No. 4 1980) for many projects, and for years on end.
Now the US Department of Defense has learned this lesson, at an estimated cost of$400 (Four
hundred) Billion lost on 'Waterfall' management software projects, currently annually losing $20
(Twenty) Billion (50% of current investment levels) according to a private, but centrally placed DoD
source of mine. The US Air Force has made it official that Critical Software projects are not allowed
to use the Waterfall Model! [Gilb%, 9 .0) and the new DoD Software Project Standard (MIL SID 498
(1994) and consequent civil versions replacing it) explicitly allows for evolutionary project
management and object-oriented delivery. This standard is available via the same web site as listed at
the end of this paper (STSC). Leading Corporations, notably Hewlett Packard, are investing in
teaching their employees Evolutionary combined with Object Oriented technology [HP, MAY96,
COTTON96]

The Supporting Planguage framework.
I have used primitive intuitive versions of Evo since I designed and implemented my first systems
about 1959. Maybe you have used the method intuitively too! What I can offer is a disciplined support
method so that you get more out of the Evo method. I have described the method and supporting ideas
in public for at least two decades. The most detailed public description is in 'Principles of Software
Engineering Management' [[POSEM88], where the theory of the method from my point of view was
expounded, and a considerable literature swnmary was given. It is from this book, and its happy
reception amongst the UK Object Oriented Community, that I have been invited to give my latest
views on the subject in this article.
It is important at the outset to understand that there are two basic Evo components:
1. The Evo process itself
2. The supporting methods and languages to direct and control the process.
These are described in the '[POSEM88]' reference in detail. But I can offer the reader a substantial
and free upgrade to the method and discipline. Basic information here, and details on web sites in the
form ofmy new book manuscript 'Planguage' [Planguage96] .
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Part One: The Evolutionary Concepts
Comparison to other project management methods
Evo is based on the assumption that you don't know everything, because you cannot know everything
about requirements, design , costs, timing, and risks. Evo is based on the idea that you are going to
have to 'feel your way'. You are doing something new with technology, culture and economics. You
do not want to take the risk of spending a lot of money and time, and then failing, because of some
detail which nobody had insight into. Or which nobody believed was risky.
So, Evo is very different from 'Waterfall' project models, in which things goone way from
all requirements to all design to all construction and one big bang delivery. Those models are fine
under certain circumstances of 'just another bridge' . We know what we want, we know the
technology, we have done it before. We just need another one.
Evo is based on the idea that we think we know 'approximately' what we want. That we
know 'approximately' how to get there. That everybody could change their mind during the project.
That we are willing to learn safely and at low cost, early, as we still achieve some results, how to
satisfy our users and customers. We are willing to learn what things really cost, and how much 'other
people' value those qualities and functions. We are willing to do small 2% of budget experiments to
see how new technology really works, or how it is accepted by real customers and system users. If an
experiment fails, we will declare success, at learning how not to do things. Good science that!

Comparison to other evolutionary methods.
Now, we have many methods available to us which are cautious, some purely individual common
sense and intuitive, some formally taught methods with proper names on them. I cannot in this short
paper explain them all, but the reader might try [POSEM88) and Dorothy Grahams classic paper
[Graham90). To the software engineering professional the names will be familiar, 'incremental',
Spiral', 'phased', 'prototyping', 'Cleanroom', and variations on those cultures. They all have in
common that not everything is delivered at once, that there is some partial delivery concept, some
potential for learning something before all resources are committed. The Evo method is very close to
the IBM-developed 'Cleanroom' form of evolutionary delivery. But it is not identical. In short, I
believe that Evo is the most advanced of all these methods. Why? The total reasoning is complex and
will be found in the references. But, the short answer is that Evo is completely devoted to 'systematic
achievement of multiple quantified critical quality and cost attributes of any system'. Most all of
the above-mentioned other methods are totally limited to 'software' as they are taught and practiced.
They are also primarily devoted to some mystical implementation of 'functionality' with little or no
regard for any resource or quality. They are centred around the notion of 'programming', whereas Evo
is centred around the notion of giving the ' customer and user' 'what they need' at a 'price they can
afford' . Evo is a 'systems' approach, for even 'software' systems use lots of hardware and peopleware
and dataware. 'All' problems are not solved with the 'right algorithm'.

How, briefly does Evo work?
1. REQUIREMENTS: All critical quality (in widest sense, including performance) and cost
objectives are stated quantitatively. Most people are incapable of doing this. They cannot
articulate quality quantitatively. This is one decisive advantage, Evo includes and teaches this
capability.
2. DESIGN: Design is made and estimated, with a safety margin, to be able to reach all requirements
levels of quality within all constraints of time, people, money and other limitations (legal, ethical,
political etc.). Most people have no tools for estimating the impact of their designs on their
objectives. So Evo has another decisive advantage in showing exactly how to do this with 'Impact
estimation ' tables.
3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT: The delivery of results to customers and users is planned in
approximately 2% increments, with the 'most valuable' results earliest, wherever possible. Most
people do not know how to decompose a system into 2% delivery stages. Many will assume it is
impossible. Others will not be asked to try, or expected by mana~ement to achieve such a
decomposition. Note that the decomposition is not into 'building components ·. but into holistic
useful system increments, which are useful to real customers and users. This is a teachable
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discipline (see 'How to Decompose Systems' ), and it must be taught to many people, while for
others it is intuitive.
2% increments means weekly for a years total project. 2% increments means maximum 2%
risk offailure. 2% increments means 98% earlier results, maybe the 20% value the customers most
care about is delivered in 4% or 10% of the time and budget. They don't have to wait 100%, and then
maybe for a delay of another 214% 1for the whole thing to finish , just to get the most vital changes or
improvements to their Jives.

4. CONTINUOUS EVERYTHING: Once the Evo cycles have begun, the entire 'life cycle' is
exercised repeatedly until no more goals are to be achieved, or no more resources remain to
achieve them.

This means that every cycle, sets quality and cost objectives for the cycle, every cycle adjusts
long term quality, cost, and time objectives, every cycle adjusts designs which are not working well
as hoped for, every cycle tests systems in the field ( probably under safe trial circumstances), every
cycle does some construction, every cycle does some training, and every cycle does some deployment
to wider geographic areas.

Why is Evo interesting for Object Oriented Culture?
Object oriented systems are more focused on getting results, than building components. An object
oriented culture is delighted to rapidly deploy a reusable component, and get the system working or
improved. Evolutionary delivery has the same focus. It is less interested in ' doing programming' and
totally focused on getting the results to the users.
Evo needs open-ended systems, meaning systems which are easily adaptable to unforeseen
and changing circumstances. It is the nature of Evolutionary delivery that it needs to be a fast
' learner' and a fast 'changer'. Evo needs building technology which enables that, so Object
Orientation is the natural partner. Object Orientation is the ' construction technology' best-suited for
getting rapid results, in changing unpredictable circumstances. Evo is the management process which
can make good use of the 00 construction technology. It is as if man met woman, natural partners
are attracted. So, I hope the 00 technology professionals will be interested in the Evo process, and
they related goodies (below) as a way of more intelligently exploiting the capability offered by the 00
technology.

1

The reader may wonder at the exact number 214% . You will note that the total project cost would
then be 314% or 3 .14 times more than budgeted. Our experience is that this is precisely what all
normal projects talce, even if you multiply any estimate by 3.14 in an attempt to avoid the problem.
We always claim the project will be 'a piece of cake', but some natural law dictates 'pie'.
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Part Two: The Planguage Concepts
A major feature of my version of evolutionary delivery is the fact that it is primarily focused on
delivering user improvements, in qualities and costs. The key to this is the ability to quantitatively
articulate any interesting qualitative idea. The second key to this is to be able to estimate the
quantified multiple impacts expected, at each step of evolution, during planning and design stages.
This can then be used to manage the Evo project by measuring reality as it emerges, against the
plans, and making correction when reality dictates doing so, in order to reach a reasonable set of
goals. I have designed and published a special powerful new language, I call it 'Planguage' which can
be used to do the requirements specification, design analysis, and project management of results
required.
It is worth noting that this same Planguage might be considered by 00 specialists as a
potential tool for descnbing objects, and systems of objects. In particular, I have noted that most object
cultures seem to totally lack a means to descnbe the qualities and costs of the objects. But these are
essential elements of making appropriate selection of objects. Maybe we are at such a primitive stage
ofbuilding object hbraries, so we are happy to get objects that do the basic function 'at all'? But there
should come a time when we have a variety of objects with identical function and will need to choose
· amongst them based on multidimensional quality and costs aspects. It is then vital that we can
articulate our needs, and compare these to the object descriptions. This is no more than is expected in
any marlcet of similar goods.

Requirements Specification
The Planguage for requirements specification is a rich set of concepts, defined parameters and
graphical symbols. A simple quality requirement specification looks like this.

Adaptability:
GIST: Ease ofreacting to new market needs, compared to competitors.
SCALE: Elapsed days from new product concept until first product in shops.
MEIER [European Market] At least 5 representative products or product variations from each
European County which were put on the shelves during the last calendar year, will be investigated to
develop our current average time to market metric.
PAST [Europe, 1996] 396 days average ~ Marketing manager, guess.
PLAN [next yearJ 200 days average, [year after next] 100 days average.
This planning language can be used to articulate all interesting or critical attributes of an object. The
main point is that you are forced to be very explicit and clear. and to define and agree the meaning of
concepts. No more 'vastly enhanced adaptability in software development' phrases.

Latest HP Fusion Development Attitude Towards Evo and Requirements.
Here is a quote from an email I received from Todd Cotton (Aug 20thl996) [HP, MALAN95] which
ints to the im rtance of this above
of
· cation from the "Fusion" method int of view.

"We're putting together another update of the Fusion 00 method, and
this time around, the EVO aspect will take center stage. I'm also
pushing to include your work on non-functional requirements
specification and to use that as key input into the different micro
phases of the development process. I believe that quantifying the
most critical/highest risk non-functional requirements will help
detennine how rigorously to apply the various micro-processes that
make up Fusion. We have adopted a phr~~ ,>f ''ju$ enaugh m<;thod" to
emphasize the fact that different project teams need different levels
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offormality depending on the risks that they face. "
Design Specification
Design specification needs to be made to satisfy the complete formal set of quality, attribute, cost and
constraint requirements. Each design idea needs to be added to all others, and to fit in; to increment
all still-lacking qualities, in the direction of the 'formally planned' levels of quality requirements,
without exceeding cost requirements, time requirements or other constraints. The major problem is
simply that people do not specify a design in enough detail to permit understanding its properties.
1bis lack of detail does not become obvious until people are challenged to estimate impacts of an idea
accurately. We insist on such accurate estimation, and quickly discover through both Docwnent
Quality Control (see below), and Evolutionary feedback from reality, that people do not know what
they are talking about. They do not understand the consequences of their too-vaguely worded designs.
The Planguage contains many expressions and concepts which permit us to specify designs far more
precisely than we are used to. For example:

Software: ..... .

Database:.... .......... "not filled out in detail here "
Logic:
Applications:
Command and Control [NATO, Airborne]
Transport Aircraft {Jet, IF Russia = NATO-Member] Use <Mil Std 149>? ~- Joint Chiefs.
[Propeller, All Full Members] Use {J-SI'D-016 1ISO 12207) ~ NA TO C.
Interfaces: ... ... ... ... ... .... "not filled out in detail here"
Other Software:.................. "not fl lied out in detail here "

1bis is only a very simple sketch showing some aspects of the language. I do not have space here to
explain it all. See references such as [Planguage96] for hundreds of pages of detail. You will notice
that it resembles a programming language. Many of its 'tricks' are borrowed from those languages,
but this is not a logic specification language. It is a requirements and design language.

Design Evaluation.
Planguage contains a third major feature. A language and process, 'Impact Estimation', for
evaluating how good any design idea is with respect to its requirements. This is a method unlike that
found anywhere else in the literature. It is based on an attempt to calculate in real terms how any
design idea will impact any interesting set of qualities and costs. Methods of similar intent, like
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), which were widely taught at for example IBM and HP, never
use well-defined requirements or designs, and evaluate impact on primitive ' *, **, *** ' subjective
rating scales. Estimating the real impact, using Impact Estimation, on 20 quantified quality
requirements is normal industrial practice in, for example, the telecommunications projects we have
used the method on.
Impact Estimation evaluates relationships like

'Design X IMPACTS Goal Y: xr SCALE. "xr being a result on the defined goal scale of measure."

X.>Y: 6 Hours " example of the result ofDesign JdeaX on Goal Y, being estimated at 6 hours.
More importantly we evaluate multiple designs, objects or total architecture impacts on multiple or all
goals and costs.
"a set of defined designs impact"
"designs" (DJ, D2, D3} IMPACT
"goals" {Quality A, Quality B, Cost C, Cost D}:
" a set ofgoals for quality and costs

[< 3x4 table answer~).
" <angle brackets are used to indicate fuzzy statements needing more work on them> ".
This Impact Estimation process, forces us to look at side effects, of apparently good design ideas.
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In addition, for each relationship {Design ~ Goal} we collect a set of information helping us to
evaluate and understand the estimate. This is the evidence for the estimate, the source of the estimate,
the uncertainty of the estimate and the credibility rating of the estimate.
These relationships are precisely what we manage in Evolutionary delivery, and the Impact
Estimation table is how we do it. For most professionals who I encounter, this is a whole new world of
thinking. But they recognize that it is a useful way to get early insights into what they are trying to do
and the risks associated with it. It is demanding intellectually, but a lot cheaper than wasted project
effort building things that will fail. That is why engineers and other professionals use so much
intellectual energy. History has taught them that the alternative, high risk, is unacceptable.

Quality Control
I am a strong believer in rigorous quality control of requirements and design specification. The
Planguage format is a strong basis for systematic quality control. Think about quantified goals and
Impact Estimation tables compared to the unorganized undefined stream of nice-sounding words you
are usually confronted with. I use the methods described in our book "Software Inspection" [GILB93].

Specification of Evolutionary Steps.
Here is a sample of one way Planguage can specify Evo steps precisely, based on earlier design and
function specification.
An Evo step can be defined in a variety of ways: for example, as a set ofpreviously defined functions
(FX) and/or design ideas (DIA, DIB).
ISTEPl[BASIS Current Product] : {FX[COUNTRY=USA], DIA, DIB} .
An evolutionary step is a package of/unctions and design ideas, which when implemented for some
real, or trial, system-user give measurable testable results, hopefully positive. The 'results' should be
some degree of fulfillment of the current formally stated outstanding requirements.

Here is one way of stating a complete Evo plan, or parts of it.
IEVO-PLAN: {STEPl[BEFORE REST] , REST:{SM,

sv. sx [AFIER SM ENDS:], SZ} .

This means, there is a defined set of steps {STEP I, SM, SV, SX, SZ} which make up the Evo plan.
STEP I is defined in the plan as one to do 'before' 'REST'. The others have not had their sequence
determined. But SX must be done ' after' SM 'ends'. See these three parameters in index or glossary.
The 'step trial customer' or 'delivery area' can be specified by a qualifier.
ISTEP22 [STATE={CA, NV, WA}] REST. "see STEP22 on table below"
STEPl.1 [COUNIRY={USA, CAN, MEX}] {STEPl, SM, FX [STATE={WA, GA, FL}] .

Impact Estimation for control of evolution.
The unoact
.
estnnation table fiorms the k:ev to oro1ect o anmng and contro .
plan
Step->
STEP2to
STEP22
plan
STEPl
cumulated (CA,NV,WA]
plan
actual deviatio
STEP20
cumulated
plan
to here
Attribute
%
%
n
plan
to here

STEP22 [all
others]
plan

plan
cumulated
to here

-20
60

63
152

%
-2
+2

40
50

43
62

40
30

83
92

B

-7

10

33

10

SJ

JO

83

3

+2

25

28

10

38

20

58

QUAL-1
OUAL-2

5
10

12

QUAl-3

20

COST-A

1

3
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The Glossary.
A 300+ term 'co;1cept centred' glossary supports exact definition of key Planguage concepts. All
concepts have an identity number like '*999' .Here is a sample, cut directly from the book. Bold
indicates defmed terms, italics is the comment, plain is the definition.

EVENT: *062.sign. condition class. A discernible historic event, like
"president inaugurated"
evidence: *063.evidence. written historic facts and their sources, which
were our basis for making an estimate. If necessary, an admission of lack of
evidence.
evolutionary: *196.evolutionary.
A gradual holistic process of conscious improvement . Abbreviation Eva.
By 'gradual' we are thinking in terms of steps of 2% of the long term horizon
goals. Contrary to popular misconception, evolutionary is the fastest and
safest way to deliver project results. Instead of 100% of needs being years
late, we usually experience 80% of the needs delivered in 20% of the total
project time, by selecting the largest benefit to cost ratio steps for early
delivery. It is inherently safer than 'waterfall' or 'big bang' methods because
early delivery steps give us feedback, from which we can correct any errors in
our plans. *196.Evo.abbreviation.
Exit *290.Exit is a DQC exit process where the Team Leader checks a set
of defined DQC exit conditions, especially maximum estimated remaining
Major defects per page in the process output document, and either decides
to allow exit from the larger DQC mega-process (as opposed to DQC subprocesses), or to take other action.
exit condition: *064.exit condition. a written standard for release of a
document to outsiders (it's "customers" in the sense of user and client).
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Office: for Information on Gilb publications, and public and in-house courses
on Planguage, Evolutionary Delivery, Inspection, Requirements Specification.

UK 0181 847-0471, Email (Susannah Finzi)
100424.3144@compuserve.com

Web Site for more information
http://www.stsc.hill.af.mil/www/stc/gilb.html
is a Hill AirForce Base Web Site which has many Gilb things such as the
Results book Manuscript ( now being rewritten this Summer as "Planguage", the
main effort is 100 illustrations) and slides for talks (Advanced Inspection
and What is Level Six) and courses.(lnspection, Requirements)
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Sidebar quote from the 'Planguage' manuscript.
From Chapter.section 9.6. Advanced ideas: Evolutionary Management
How to decompose systems into small evolutionary steps.
l • Believe there is a way to do it, you just have not found it yet!
2• Identify obstacles, but don't use them as excuses: use your imagination to get rid of them!
3• Focus on some usefulness for the user or customer, however small.
4• Do not focus on the design ideas themselves, they are distracting, especially for small initial cycles.
Sometimes you have to ignore them entirely in the short term!
5• Think; one customer, tomorrow, one interesting improvement.
6• Focus on the results (which you should have defined in your goals, moving toward PLAN levels).
7• Don't be afraid to use temporary-scaffolding designs. Their cost must be seen in the light of the
value of making some progress, and getting practical experience.
8• Don't be worried that your design is inelegant; it is results that count, not style.
9• Don't be afraid that the customer won't like it. If you are focusing on results they want, then by
definition, they should like it. If you are not, then do!
10• Don't get so worried about "what might happen afterwards" that you can make no practical

progress.
11 • You cannot foresee everything. Don't even think about it!
12• If you focus on helping your customer in practice, now, where they really need it, you will be
forgiven a lot of ' sins' !
13• You can understand things much better, by getting some practical experience (and removing
some of your fears) .
14• Do early cycles, on willing local mature parts of your user community.
15• When some cycles, like a purchase-order cycle, take a long time, initiate them early, and do other
useful cycles while you wait.
16• If something seems to need to wait for ' the big new system', ask if you cannot usefully do it -with
the 'awful old system', so as to pilot it realistically, and perhaps alleviate some 'pain' in the old
system.
17• If something seems too costly to buy, for limited initial use, see if you can negotiate some kind of
'pay as you really use' contract. Most suppliers would like to do ibis to get your patronage, and to
avoid competitors making the same deal.
18• If you can't think of some useful small cycles, then talk directly with the real 'customer'
or end user. They probably have dozens of suggestions.
19• Talk with end users in any case, they have insights you need.
20• Don't be afraid to use the old system and the old 'culture' as a launching platform for the radical
new system. There is a lot of merit in this, and many people overlook it.

THE FUNDAMENTAL EVOLUTIONARY PLANNING POLICY
PPl :Budget: No project cycle shall exceed 2% of total budget before delivering measurable results to a
real environment.
PP2:Deadline: No project cycle will exceed 2% of total project time (one week for a year's projects)
before it demonstrates practical measurable improvement, of the kind targeted.
PP3:Priority: Project cycles which deliver the most planned results to customers, for the resources they
claim, shall be delivered first, to the customer.

I

Evolutionary Results Delivery Method

or 11EVO method.
by TJm Gilb

Permission to copy and share freely with credit is granted.
For detail:
Gilb, "Principles of Software Engineering Management'', AddisonWesley Longman.
Gilb, 'Evo: The Evolutionary Project Managers Handbook' at
http://www.Result-Planning.com
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Introductory Literature
See Chapters 7, 13,

15 (Literature survey)
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Xerox recognized that they "should
have done /ewer things better".

-

"Too many ideas were coming at us to be properly
dealt with. A major mistake that I very much
participated in was to allow more technology to
be developed than we could launch with all the
immense marketing costs involved. We just
couldn't afford all the new ideas we were
developing. So we did a number of things half-

We should have done fewer
things better. As a result, our goal of being

baked.

seen as an office systems company, not just a
specialist in copiers, was not realized. 11
David Keams, CEO Xerox Corp. [KEARNS92] page

108
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E asic EVO structure includes the
following notions:

.
.
~.
.

-

a "head" and a "body";
the "head" manages, the "body" delivers the improvements;
quantified goal setting for all quality improvements and costs;
quantified accounting for resulting qualities and costs;
- actual expenditure degree, before you see results, is a function of your
willingness to take risk: what % of your project budget would you risk?
typically 2% at a time is spent, before seeing practical payback;
project management and customer can choose between high-payback
options first, or clarifying high-risk options first;
detailed goal setting is done as experience is gained, and as need dictates;
detailed design idea selection is done as experience is gained, and as
need dictates;
i.e. we don't commit too early to bad design ideas and
we don't waste time with too much detail planning before we go for results .

.
.
.
.
.
.
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WhatEVOis

a process for
project management.
This includes any effort to
• implement design ideas
•so as to achieve stated goals.
Slide 6
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Evo Cousins: Process Control

--

Ul"'P Detect
Prevention

VO

-

Inspection
(Doc. Qual. Ctl.)
CMM3

SI""~

Quality

Inspection

Director

process owner

Quality
Control

CMMS

Pri >1ect
onented

orgamzation
orientation

-

Meet pro1ect

-

goals or
change them

Improve
general org.

Project
Manager

ability work

Statistical
Process
Control
·uocument', and General, but
manufacturing
'work process'
bias
Approve wo11<,
Improve
clean work,
work
analyze tasks
processes
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'he elationship between the EVO method and
Sh whart/Deming Plan Do Study Act cycle.
PLAN

Set Goals

Design to
meet goals

Decide when
to implement
designs

ACT
Accept the result or
plan to improve it

Credit to
Kai Thomas Gilb for design of this s6de.

tu y
the step results
compare to
expectations
Slide 8
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The Evo Cousins' Commonality

~==

-nm

Leaming
Measurement
Future Improvement orientation
~
Process Improvement
===
The Deming/Shewhart (Juran) Statistical ideas
Eternal learning
Distinguish between 'chance causes' and
'common causes' ( fix the common causes)

-
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E VO differs from conventional project

jnanagement methods in these ways:

. detailed design is integrated into entire system life cycle, rather than
~

~

-

distinct initial phase

• ~pecific provision is made for adjusting requirements, design, and
resource estimates as practical result delivery experience dictates;
• ~t is heavily oriented towards getting control over multiple critical
result (qualities and resources) parameters simultaneously;
• it attempts to deliver some concrete improvement results to real
users extremely early;
• it attempts to deliver results to users frequently, at typically 2'Yo-oftotal-cost intervals;
• it is oriented towards project survival and success in spite of high
risks, and turbulent environments;
• by early frequent realistic deliveries it gets credible feedback to
project management, which permits adjustment in time of anything
threatening project success.
Slide 10

Pages

•
EVO aims
to:

I
• deliver early: first deliveries (of some improvement) "next week"
if you are committed, even for large total projects;

~

-

• deliver partial improvements regularly: weekly, monthly (non•

.
•

~

•

.
•

disturbing for user/customer);
prioritize customer's most -important improvements for early
delivery;
discover "true costs", in practice, before larger commitment is
made;
involve the customer early, practically, frequently;
control quality aspects quantitatively;
control costs and deadlines, much better than conventional
project management;
exploit all other aspects of "Result Driven Management"
methods (Impact Estimation, Planguage, Document Quality
Control).
Slide 11

What EVO is not
• phased development
• (Evo uses much smaller increments, 50 steps, not 3);

-

• prototyping
• (Evo delivers final cumulative results to users);

-

• incremental development
• DoD 498: no change to requirement and design permitted
• ("delivery" is the operative word for us here);

~

• conventional critical path method
• (our 'critical paths' are improvements, not just costs or time);

• a "waterfall" model method
• (it is more like a series of many small waterfalls).
Slide 12
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EVO planning,
a simple example of
goals, design ideas and project plans for refugee planning.
I

GOALS:
REPAT: Repatriate as many of the 4,500 Guatemala refugees in Mexico
as possible as soon as possible, safely.

DESIGN IDEAS:
NEG: Negotiate with Guatemala Authorities for safe return.
UNBUS: Use United Nations' white painted busses to drive them back
NEWVIL: Create special new village for those who have no remaining
village to go back to
ORPH: Create orphanage for orphans amongst the refugees.

-

---

PLAN: (next week)
UNBUS.PILOT: Drive a busload of adult volunteer refugees, from
nearest surviving villages, in U.N, marked white bus.
See reaction from authorities, before continuing.

Slide 13

Practical Tip 4. Advice on finding smaller
mplementation cycles when it seems difficult or
impossible to achieve. PART 1 of 2

.

.
-

.
.

.
.
--- .
.
.
.

..---

Believe there is a way to do it. you just have not found it yet!
dentify obstacles, but don't use them as excuses: use your imagination to get rid of
them/
Focus on some usefulness for the user or customer, however small.
Do not focus on the design ideas themselves, they are distracting, especially for
$mall initial cycles. Focus on getting results and feedback.
,nink; one customer, tomorrow, one interesting improvement. When that succeeds,
multiply it
Focus on the results (which you should have defined in your goals, moving toward
PLAN levels).
Don't be afraid to use temporary-scaffolding designs. Their cost must be seen in the
light of the value of making some progress, and getting practical experience.
Don't be worried that your design is inelegant; it is results that count, not style.
Don't be afraid that the customer won't like it If you are focusing on results they
want, then by definition, they should like it If you are not, then dot
Don't get so worried about •what might happen afterwards• that you can make no
practical progress.
You cannot foresee evervthina. Don't even think about it/

Slide 14
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Practical Tip 4. Advice on finding smaller
i1111plementation cycles when it seems difficult or
impossible to achieve. PART 2 of 2

.

/1 yo 11 focus on helping your customer in practice, now, where they really need it, you
M ii/ ,e forgiven a lot of "sins"/ .
'oc. can understand things much better, by getting some practical experience (and
r, m4 ving some of your fears).
r.-l OE arly cycles, on willing local mature parts of your user community.
WhE r1 some cycles, like a purchase-order cycle, take a long time, initiate them early,
~A,., '*o other useful cycles while you wait. (Parallel activity is OKI)
If something seems to need to wait for "the big new system•, ask if you cannot
usefully do it with the 'awful old system', so as to pilot it realistically, and perhaps
.alleviate some 'pain' in the old system.
If something seems too costly to buy, for limited initial use, see if you can negotiate
some kind of "pay as you really use· contract. Most suppliers would like to do this to
get your patronage, and to avoid competitors making the same deal.
If you can't think of some useful small cycles, then talk/observe directly with the real
"customer" or end user. They pmbab/y have dozens of suggestions.
Talk with end users in any case, they have insights you need•
Don't be afraid to use the old system and the old •culture• as a launching platfonn for
the radical new system. There is a Jot of merit in this, and many people overtook it.

.
.
.

.

--

.
.
.
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Do Evo!

Case 1.
The Sales Manager System.

Deliver results
weekly to real
users!

• Barrier: "We are not allowed by {some ody, Sales
manager, Research Director} to conta our users or
customers".
bout 1985 a U.K. Computer Manufacturer was making a produ tailored for a new marlcet,
Jes Managers". About 30 young technical experts were des · ning the product. None had
Jes experience of any kind.
At an early stage I advised using weelcly Evolutionary de very to some real users. They
ignored the advice. This was probably because I did not p
ent my case with a concrete
Evolutionary plan, I later learned. I made the mistake of gi ing advice In general terms to people
who had no practical familiarity with the concepts.
About a year later, 12 months into a projected 35 m nth project. they finally took one part of
the advice. They invited a real sales manager from th r own company to look at the emerging
product prototype. He laughed at It. They realized th y had to start again from scratch. Imagine
if they had gotten him to laugh somewhat eartierf
Not too long afte,wanls, I helped one of th team make a detailed multk:ycle plan with
about 5 key result numbers for each Evolutiona cycle of delivery. We presented it to the
project manager who up to then had said "no•. e immediately warmed to the whole concept.
"Why didn't you explain It this way bef, re?", "rd be very Interested In using this method.
I review the design eve,y Friday. But all I rev: w Is non-working prototypes and more design
documentation. I don't know If it will work sell. What you are offering me is the chance to see
a real live system being used by real sa
managers every Friday. Let's do It!
I felt I could have kicked myself for not presenting a more concrete results delivery plan
earlier.

Slide 16
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Lesson Learned: Sales Manager Case

Make a concrete plan
,--

~

showing real results
expected,
especially for the first
steps.
Slide 17

Case 2.
The Naval Weapons System.

Slide1of2

·er: •it cannot be done until the new {thing, building, organization,
em) •••• is ready in some years time".
British Naval Weapons System case: Once, when holding a public course on the EVO
method In London, a participant came to me in the first break and said he did not think
he could use this early Evolutionary method. Why? ·Because my system is to be
mourrted on a new ship not destined to be launched for three years.•
I did not know anything about his system, at that point. But I expressed confidence
that there is always a solution, and bet that we could find one during the lunch hour.
He started our lunch by explaining that his weapons research team made a radar-like
device that had two antennas instead of the usual one, which had their signals
analyzed by a computer before presenting their data. It was for shi,,..ncJ.air traffic,
sutTDunding the ship it was on.
I made a stab at the •rasutts• he was delivering, and who his •customer was•, two vital
pieces of insight for making Evolutionary delivery plans. •11ay I assume that the main
result you provide is 'increased accuracy of perception', and that your 'customer is
Her llajesty's Navy?" ·eonect. • He replied.
·0oes your 'box' work, more or less, now, In your labs?·, I ventured. (Because if it did,
that opened for Immediate use of some kind) •yes•, he replied. "'Then what is to
prevent you from putting It aboard one of Her Majesty's cun-ent ships, and ironing out
any problems In practice, enhancing it, and possibly giving that ship increased
capability in a real war?" I tried, innocently.
·Nothing!", he replied. And at that point I had won my bet, 20 minutes into the lunch.

Slide 18
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Case 2.
e Naval Weapons System.

Slide2of2

"You know, Tom", he said after five minutes of silent contemplation, ''the
thing that really amazes me, is that not one person at our research labs
as ever dared think that thought!".
- he thing to notice here was that the customer was not the new ship, and
that the project was not to put the electronics box on the new ship. The
project was to give increased perception to the real customer, Her
Majesty's Navy.
Notice the "method" emerging from this example:
1. Identify the real customer, and plan to deliver results to them.
2. Identify the real improvement results and focus on delivering those
results to the real customer.
in other words:
1. Do not get distracted by lntennediaries (the new ship}
think ·Her Majesty's Navy" or even "The Western Alliance•.
2. Do not gtt distracted by the perceived project product (the new radar device for the new ship):
think •increased accmacy of perception•.

Slide 19

essons Learned: Naval Weapons Case
volutionary Projects are not normal thinking even

amongst well educated engineers.
Evo is a systems method not a software method
Focus on 'evolving' the results of the project
(increased accuracy of perception, not 'deliver a
black box')
Focus on your real customer (HM Navy, not a ship)
Slide 20
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Case 3.
ir Traffic Control System.

part1 ot2

• Barrier: "Our customer, and the contract we have made with them , wo
pennitit"
Air Traffic Control System: In 1986-7 a Swedish client was building an air traffic control training system
for another European government
It was admittedly late. I was called In to help. I suggested we re-plan the project into a series of
Evolutionary cycles, delivering the most vital ones ear1iesl
Fine, they said. One problem though. The client won't have il They stick to their •au at once" delivery
~fanatically, like good bureaucrats.
"What would you want, If you were the customer?", I tried. The assembled executive team said they,
of course, were rational people, and would prefer to get the system Incrementally. But, they were
sure the customer would have none of that nonsense.
Well, I had their attention for the rest of the day, and they were paying me. So, I asked if they would
play the game of making an Evolutionary result delivery plan for the project with me, the way ~
would like it. if they were customers. The customer had a training building specially bu ill The
hardware was ready, the •software" was late.
Our rough sketch Included the design that the early stages should deliver enough of the system so
that the instructors could begin to prepare a course for their students, and then, that simple air traffic
sitllations were working before more exotic ones. They worked out a ten basic Evolutionary cycle
plan that afternoon.
At.the end of the day, I said: ·Let's do It". They said. "'Tom, you don't understand the mentality of our
customer. There is no way they will accept this. They only think in terms of the contract as it is.
I asked them what it would cost them to phone the customer and ask what the customer wanted to
do. They promised to try, no promises about results, after I left.

Case 3.
The Air Traffic Control System.
part 2 of 2

hat happened in later reality?
few weeks later, I was received back with almost a hero's welcome.
The customer, to eve,yone's surprise, had accepted the evolutionary plan •
...,__ __.n,e telTible deadline pressure was •o,,-.
The project could now concentrate on doing a quality job on the evo cycles.
They finally did deliver, and the project was considered "not unsuccessful•.
Years later I met the main customer representative who made that decision, on my
course in Bertin. At a lunch at a Yugoslavian (it was s611 there, so was the Wall)
restaurant he told me: "Of course we accepted the evolutionary plan. Do they
think we are stupid?"

Lesson: don't under-evaluate the customer's survival-intelligence, especially if
you talk to the appropriate level of manager.
Another lesson: evolutionary results delivery can be used to save large projects
even after much initial effort has been placed in the wrong direction.
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Lessons Learned:
Air Traffic Control Case
Do not believe all the local experts,
they are in trouble because they do not believe the
answer.
Get to the right level of management to get change
decisions.
Do not be afraid to use common sense: 'what would
I want if I were the customer?'

Slide 23

Case 4.
he Department of Defense Standard.
Barrier: "The government insists on a "waterfall" method
of doing projects. It is the standard".
This was certainly the case in the U.S. The Department of Defense Standard "2167" (now obsolete)
apparently demanded a Waterfall Model (Straight line project development, requirements, design,
build, test, deliver) as a Requirement. A lot of my clients acted as though the government
required such a project management model (Big Bang or Waterfall Model).
I noticed that IBM's Federal Systems Division, (later 'Loral' then 'Lockheed') was unique in
practicing an Evolufionary results delivery project management method since 1970. They were
also umque in being successful in project management. "All projects using the method were on
time and under budget''. {Harlan Mills, IBM SJ 411980).
In 1991 I met a man in uniform, at a conference in Florida, who claimed that he had developed
that standard (2167), and that it most certain~ did not require the Waterfall method. He had had
to correct that wrong opinion with prommen software eng1neenng personalities who were
spreading the wrong word.
The lesson? Don't take things on hearsay. Even the government likes to get things done on time
and under budget. Any Standards -re intended to help, not to stand in the way.
In 1990, I asked Harlan Mills, in Oslo, how they had come to develop their Cleanroom method,
which included Evo. I said I guessed they had used the analogy of how rockets used process
control to hit their target. He smiled and acknowledged that was part of it.

Slide 24
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Case 5. The German Telecommunications Company.
Barrier: "It is too late, we have already invested so much the old way, that we
just have to see it through".
At a large German telecommunications business in December 1984, about 985
software engineers had been working for three years on a major new world-market
product. December 1984 was the deadline for delivery of the product, but their
40,000 node PERT chart, the Financial Director told me, estimated that they had 2
or 3 years more effort left. Corporate top management had given them one more
year, to December 1985. Deliver, or forget the whole market, which by that time
would be taken over by competitors.
As usual, I suggested re-planning the project in smaller and critical increments first.
They told me that this was unthinkable. The software was already written, they
claimed, only testing remained. They also had a rather long list of other reasons
why Evo would not work for them.
Using common sense we worked out a basic Evolutionary scheme. The smallmodel software first (there were 35 signed contracts for it, none for the medium and
large systems). Then fundamental telephone services before advanced fancy stuff.
After what seemed like seven management layers of "you must present this to nw:'
boss", we ended up in the office of Herr Raab, The Pro·ect Director. He thou htaf j
was all good common sense, and stared coldly at 1s cowar y, cautious . su
ordinates as he asked: •can you do it this way?", (assenting nods) 'Then do it!".
They did too. By November 1985, on a return visit, they told me that the small
systems had been operating for over six weeks with several real custom~with
no problems whatsoever. Note, three months before the 1mposs16ie deadline!
As in many other cases, I had to spell out the basic steps myself. I had to make
them obvious clear simple steps. I could not merely suggest the method. And then,
in spite of the obviousness, I had to get to the nght person to make a decision. Slide 25

Case 6. The European Chemicals Organization.po111c1u

I

Barrier: "Sure, but it will take three y_ears before we
have enough basic system to start incrementing
results in small cycles".
;::~

~ S:

A 1 o,000 pemon st,ong dnrislon of a multinatio=I Eu,opean chemicals ,o"'°""'on
trouble in 1981. Secretly (our planning team didn't know yet) the Board had said: G t
l
profitable within three years or we71 give the whole division a •golden handshake• (
....
were actually quite generous). It was no idle threat. They had done such things a few years
back.
The planning team of about a dozen people, half production planners, half computer
specialists, was going to save the day by making a new production planning system which
would permit much cheaper production.
They (unknown to themselves) had to reduce costs by $200 million annually (the current
annual deficit) within 3 years maximum. That was their goal (and it was my job to help them
clarify goals - they thought the goal was to build a great new planning system/).
When the "real" ($200 million/annual cost reduction) goal was sensationally ferreted out of
the woodWork (probably kept secret with good reason) I reflected on the fact that I had
never heard of an improved production planning system, with such an effect, in the history
of business.
I asked the team what was the best they thought they could do, in the best of worlds.
They replied that they could save between $10-40 million annually. At that point we
ascertained, with the top manager, that we were the only planned effort! I told him that if
he didn't mount several other parallel Evolutionary efforts, he might as well kill the Division
instantly. He got that message.
Slide 26
!continued next slide)
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Case 6.
The European Chemicals
Organization
.part2of2

,,, -'?

'X ~'

I
I
J .l
Getting back to our "little effort", I suggested to the team that it was a bit daring to bet the
workplaces of 10,000 colleagues (and 1/6 of the Corporation) on the fact that in exactly three
l'.ears their marvelous S}'.Stem would save the day:. But that "big bang" was their current plan.
I asked them if they would like to try to plan their project, so that the most useful and
prof"ltable things were done early. and in small Evolutionary deliveries. If nothing worked out,
they would soon know there was no hope, and shut down.
If things worked out in the small, they could accelerate. They would have gained confidence that
things would work out. They would actually be delivering real savings years earlier (even 5% of
$200 million a year bears worrying about for most of us).
We met for a day: and the}'. developed an Evolutionary plan ( I just tickled them at appropriate
intervals). It had about seven hierarchical layers.
We got down to the detailed level where a special-exception cost report was the most
profitable thing to do first. We costed it at about $400. They could even name the man who
was going to use it, "Old Jim" in the factory production-planning department. At that level they
suddenly realized that Jim was not motivated to make use of such advice yet, and they cleverly
remembered to desigrHn the motivation to wake Jim up, so he took the report seriously.
I'm glad to report that the Division survived (others had not). Sometimes I think it might have
been foreign exchange rates which did the trick. But it might have been getting clear goals,
and doinn .,...,..;_ in evolutionarv ...c:111t ttoliveri°"'.

'

I
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Lessons Learned
The Chemicals Organization
Do not assume people are working towards
even remotely correct objectives

2'.)

~

-

f

Do not assume top management
understands that your project has no
chance
Do not assume people even want to talk
about the real objectives
Do not assume that the common sense of
evolutionary results is understood by the
culture

Slide 28
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Case 7.
The News Agency.
Barrier: "There is just so very much to do
before we are ready to deliver anything".
~

,--

-

A world-famous UK news agency was, in 1986, going to electronically sell its'
clippings files for the last ten years. They explained to me how much time it
would take to get all their files (10 years worth) into electronic medium.
In thinking about possible Evolutionary cycles of result delivery I asked
them if they could just start working backwards, from yesterdal(s clieeings
"a year at a time". One theory was that the most recent past was also the
most valuable for our industrial clients. I also pointed out that there were
surely certain !Y~ of ree2rts which were more useful than o!hers initially
in this context, for example company reports.
This simple Evolutionary thought seemed obvious enough to me. But I kept
on hearing long afterwards how incredible they felt it was, that they had
never considered the thought themselves.
If you don't look, you won't find.
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Case 8. The Swedish Map-making Institute case.

I

Barrier : "Our system is so small and simple that we don't need many cycles, we'll have it all done
shortly."
A No,wegian systems house had contraded a fixed price ($80,000), and fixed deadline for making a map-drawing
system. including computer hardware, for the SWedish Govemment Fixed-Property Directorate.
There were only two employees. Gunnar and Anne-Lise, experienced in making a similar system. and they were
assigned to the task.
As an experiment, their top management asked me to spend a day with them.
On that first day, we set quantified goals. One goal in particular was to dominate. The "maintainability" of the
system by the customer, at the local customer site had to be very easy. This goal immediately led us to find suitable
design ideas (software tools for error analysis and testing). The result of this was that it became clear that we had

twice as much wortt to do, than the salesperson had envisaged, when making the fixed price and deadline
commitment
That first day. we developed a ten-cycle Evolutionary plan with the two project people. over, hopefully, the deadlined
three-month period.
We planned to get the basic map-making system up and running, In the first cycle or so. We had to use a ·
crude temporary link to their main computer, but it already existed, and cost nothing to make use of, until we in a
later cycle built a customized link. Fancy polygon drawing features were also put off until later cydes. All things like
maintenance and training documentation were in the last cycles.
After about two. of the projected three. months a small crisis erupted. Both Gunnar and Anne-Lise had been
off the job ill Both had been forced to take time away from the project to service emergencies with previous projects.
So, after two months, three Evolutionary cycles had been delivered to Sweden, and it became painfully
clear that the laSt seven cycles were never going to be completed by the original deadline.
"Hat in hand" Gunnar went to the customer to ask advice about what best to do about his "late· project
"LATE!?" the customer replied (and I was later to hear him and Gunnar both personally tell the tale at a conference in
Sweden, where they specifically asked the audience to take my talk about Evolutionary delivery and ldeaware
seriously. as that was the key to their success). LATE!? We are already happily using the system weeks before the
promised deadline. We don't yet need the missing features. Please do not be tempted to do "aash program• actions
~ich might threaten the quality of_~ur system. :a~: y~~~'!!'=-~-a-~~ job. -~d we will only spea1Sfil!f@CS9
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l,ase o.
The British Life Assurance Computerized System
cancelled by the Board.
Spring 1993,
I was asked to analyze the situation at a well known British Life Assurance company. They had
spent about £70 million on an "advanced" computerization project. But I found no useful
objective was served for anybody. They were building it because advanced stuff was a good
idea for a large company.
Their goal was to have a more-flexible advanced system (not much better defined than that
either) - no mention of precisely which improvements, like in operating costs, were going to
appear, and when. I believe that it was partly this total lack of clearly-defined goals which
permitted the project to wander on, without any warning signals, without any

commitment to sgecific result delive!:l!'. in small early increments.
Finally the huge expenditure, and total lack of any planned or previous result delivery to
anybody in the insurance company, got to the Board of Directors. They closed down the 200person project about a month later. It was reported in the trade weeklies.
So was, a similar "Building Society" (Savings and Loan) system and a Stock Exchange
reported, at the same time, with the same magnitude of losses.
There were plenty of "managers" involved at the assurance company. But they were not
managing.
They did not, in my opinion understand how to define useful results.
And I had to document this thoroughly for them. I fear that the culture of poor definition of
results is so prevalent that my message did not change their practice.
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Evolutionary Results Delivery
I llethod Project Planning Policy

\

\pp1.(Budget) No project cycle shall exceed 2% of
total budget before delivering measurable results
) to a real environment.
g
.
11l•L-----i..pP2. (Deadline) No project cycle will exceed 2% of
-~
total project time (one week for a year's projects)
before it demonstrates practical measurable
improvement, of the kind targeted.
PP3.(Priority) Project cycles which deliver the most
planned results to customers, for the resources
they claim, shall be delivered first, to the
customer.

-
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C.

ruran on digestive capacity

I

I

The 'right' time is influenced by the number of
changes already in progress (there is a limit to
the digestive capacity);
by the record of prior successes or failures;
by the rhythm of good and bad feeling between
the cultures involved.
The planning should specifically consider the
timing."
[JURAN64] p. 154

II
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Priority: a definition
'priority'
-

-

~}f

a force which causes you
to act in one way rather
than another.
Slide 34
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Practical priorities
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• Survival Priorities
• Real , but undocumented factors
• MUST levels of stated requirements
• with respect to time and other [conditions]
• Satisfaction Priorities
• Enough resource to satisfy PLAN levels
• Real, but undocumented factors
• PLAN levels of stated requirements
• with respect to time and other [conditions]
• No Priorities remain (no claim on resource)
• all PLAN levels are satisfied (on time, place]
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Why do people have difficulty finding
smaller delivery steps?
~

..--

-

people have almost no formal experience or
teaching on how to sub-divide
~ they assume falsely, that we are going to
sub-divide their design idea
• they don't realize we are going to sub-divide
the result delivery
• they have little faith that there is a solution,
and give up easily
• they have no managers who insist on an
Evolutionary solution, and give people help
to do it.
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I lere are some principles of dividing
up a project into smaller steps:
• Divide the result, not the system.
• Get some real improvements now, don't wait for final goals.
..--

• Ask your customer what they want most improved.

. Don't be afraid to use the "old system" as a temporary crutch.
• Don't hesitate to use some temporary "scaffolding" to get

,--

.---

•

•

•

.
•

results now.
Make unusual agreements with suppliers, like 'pay as you
actually use'.
Don't give up. cal/ it a challenge. Try other minds. There is a
way.
Invent new design ideas, better for incrementing than those
specified.
Go to the "customer" to get permission to change constraints .
Use the policy (2% resource cycles, biggest bang for buck first)
Slide 37

How to get EVO into an
organization

-

• Show that it works by
practical demonstration.
• Get the policy of planning this
way adopted by top
management
Slide 38
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-

,. tow to sell EVO to managers
-

-

Show, in practice, that it:
• Gives results early
• Gives better project control
versus plans and budgets
• Pleases the customers
• Is structurally incapable of a
large disaster.
Slide 39

Leading, step by step (Deming)
What is a leader? ... practical...
has a plan, step by step.
DEMING93 p. 119
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op anners an
engineers
Show them that:
• they can get into real action with users and systems
earlier
• they get credibility with customers and their
managers by the stream of real results
• they can resolve many of their goal and design idea
problems by the practical route
• they can prove many points to customers and
managers in practice
• they can be more experimental with new technology,
since failure is more limited and controlled.
• Help them to make their first Evolutionary plan in
practice.
Slide 41

H ow to train people to do EVO
p 'rimarily, an experienced Evolutionary planner must help
them to make a real plan.
,---

~

econdarily, the ''Requirements Driven Management"
book contains the detailed theory.

~

-

You really need to master the art of specifying goals
quantitatively.
and estimating design impact versus those goals.
Evolutionary result delivery is not just about chopping up
the project into cycles. It is fundamental that those
cycles be towards defined prima~ improvement goals.
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teps towards long term (Drucker)
Effective research requires both long-range and
short-range results. The efforts needed are too
great to be satisfied with the short term alone. A
short-term result must also be a step in a
continuing long-term process. The needed
balance is difficult to design. But it can usually be
attained by retrospective analysis".
Principle 7 in "The 10 rules of effective research" by
Peter Drucker [DRUCKER92]
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B asii~ Principles of Results Delivery

-

RD1. Any Project can be managed better using process control.
RD2. Any change can be delivered as a series of smaller changes.
RD3. No person knows all the results of a design in advance.
RD4. No person can know what all the goals should be, in
advance.
RDS. You must be prepared to compromise intelligently with
reality.
RD6. Early delivery means early payback.
RD7. The customer is always right, even when they change their
goals.
RDB. There is no real end to a project, if we have competition.
RD9. You cannot foresee every change, but you can foresee
change itself.
RD10. Useful results are your only justification for existence.
Slide 44
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Sti p Impact Estimation and Accounting
Cycle I
11 [CA]
Cycl

,---

-

GOAL-Q
GOAL-I

Sum

Cycle 2
ll[NY] &.
14(CA]

K: yclc

Sum

C yc lc 3
ll(DC)4:IS

C yclc 4
l3[AZJ

Cycle Sum Cyclc Sum

30% 30% 40% 70% 10% 80% 30% 11 Oo/.
0%

0%

60% 60% 25% &So/. 25% 11 Oo/c

2%

5%

~

COST-C
~

2%

Bene/Cost 30/2 130/2

7%

4%

11% 39% 50%

I 00/ 130/ 35/4 165 / 65/
17
11
39

~

220/
50

An IE table for project management planning or
feedback. It specifies the projected or actual
impact of any set of design ideas done at a
particular implementation cycle.
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Evolutionary Results Delivery Method Plans
Rules for EVO Plan: Rule. C
C1. (Exited) A EVO plan shall be derived from exited

specifications for requirements, design strategies,
impact estimation and evidence.
C2.(% size) A EVO specification shall follow the
current EVO policy or this one:

-

• C2T. No step shall exceed 2% of calender time to major deadline.
• C2M. No step shall exceed 2% of budget for major deadline
• C2B. Steps shall be sequenced so that the best benefits to
resources ratio steps are first, as indicated by an impact
estimation.
• C3. (Cumulate) The estimated result of the single cycle and the
cumulated result will be shown.

C4 (Benefit) A step must be planned to produce

measurable requirement benefits.
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~mpact Estimation Table Rules (IETR)

-

~ETR1: All goal: design intersections must be estimated (no blanks)
~ETR2: the plus/minus uncertainty borders must be estimated explicitly for all goal: design
intersections (default option plus/minus 90-/.)
lETR3: evidence must be written for each goal: design Intersection. Absence of evidence for
an estimate must be openly admitted In writing. Source of evidence (person or document)
.-must be written (use evidence<--souree).
fERT4: credibility level for estimate(scale 1.0 = perfect to 0.0 = random guess) should be
~
estimated ( default 0.0).
IERT5: estimates must be made with respect to the qualifiers which apply [dates, condroons,
places] not merely the PLAN level.
IERT6: safety factor must be at least two, unless another safety factor Is specified.
IERT7: the particular PAST:PLAN set used In the evaluation shall be hinted at numerically on
the table (usually under the goal tag). Example "3.1->4.5".
IERTB: goals and design ideas must be referred to by their tags. Full definition shall be
elsewhere.
IERT9: ff benef"rtlresource ratio Is computed It shall be the algebraic sum of benefits divided
by the algebraic sum of resources.
IERT10: tables shall normally be printed on a single page. When they threaten to exceed this
they shall be summarized hierarchlcally.
IERT11: spell out your conclusions with regard to the table information for the reader. (What
does It Imply?)
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Evidence Rules (ER)

-

ER1: Evidence must be given for all estimates on an
impact estimation table.
ER2: Evidence must be based on facts, or
admission that it is not based on facts.
ER3. The source of the evidence must be given in
such a way as to permit idea checking to verify
the correct presentation of the evidence.
ER4. Facts which do not support the estimate must
also be given H available, and a reason why they
are discounted must be given with them.
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~es gn Idea Specification Rule set (DI).
(for design ideas, which serve to help meet goals)
Version 3.0 Aug. 10 1994 TG. Tag= RULE.S
Generic Planning Rule set RULE.G is assumed to be at the base of this rule set
S1.JUST. The main requirement Justification for each design Idea, or hierarchical set of them, must always be
indicated, with the design specification ltseH, using tags of specified requirements. (this is the specific
equivalent of GB-SOURCE In RULE. G).
e.g.
Strategy-X: Hire a new Chairman <- {PROFrr-1, GROWTH-2}
S2./E TABLE. A numeric Impact estimation table with evidence shall accompany all design idea specification, so
that we have the designers opinion of how all tlaits are Impacted by all design ideas.
S3-DETAIL. Design ideas must be specified In enough dmil to permit understanding of the order of magnitude,
and uncertainty (plus/minus deviation from a probable estimate) of al/ Interesting goat traits, such as costs
and qualities.
In general a word or two Is rarely enough unless It refers to a specific brand with known costs and traits. ·car"
is never enough. ·Rolls Royce• might be.
54-MAIN IMPACT. The major result or results which drive us to specHy this design, should be Indicated using the
·impacts• am,w. For example "VEHICLE: Rolls Royce-> {LUXURY [Hong Kong, 1996), WEIGHT}·.

II
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II

Requirements Specification Rule Set.

-

~

-

Version 2.1 Aug. 10 1994 TG. Tag= RULE.R.
Generic Planning Rule set RULE.G is assumed to be at the base of
this rule set.
R1-SEP. Functional requirements (those without SCALE) shall be
clearly separated from Trait requirements (those with SCALE).
R2-NUM. Trait requirements (benertt and costs) shall be specified
numerically and measurably. (SCALE and METER)
R3-PLANGUAGE. The parameters for describing traits are SCALE,
METER, PAST, RECORD, MUST, PLAN, and other language
elements described in this book, such as source an-ow, fuzzy
markers, tags.
R4-HI. Requirements must be stated in terms of final need, not
perceived means (these are design ideas and must be stated
separately).
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A Generic Planning Document Rule set

I

Version 2.1 Aug. 94 TG. Tag"' RULE.G Source: LEADER TRAINING COURSE SLIDES
G1~NCONSISTENT. Statements must not be lncansi...t with other s - n t s In same or related documents.
G2..0NE. All plans shall be ullMllbiguous to lntanded l'Ndership, unless clearly marl<ed (for example using the <angle
parenthesis>~
G3-NOTE. All form of comment, note, suggestion, Idea which does not form . , official part of the plan shall be clearly distinguished
as such ( for example by quota, Italics, f - - , pr8facing words.)
G4-EXTRA. All plans shall be - brief as possible, to support their purpose.
GS-CLEAR. All plans shall be crystal clear to all possible naders as to intent. The burden is on the planner not the reader.
G6-HEAO. All plans shall contain Author, D-, Page number, Source document codes, Rule set codes, quality status (exited or not),
identific:ation tag, n,yision code.
G7-UNIQUE. Ideas shall be 5-«I once only in plans and thereafter referred to by their unique tag. Use comments(") to paraphnse.
GB-SOURCE. Statements shall ~ information about their exact and detailed sources. Normally use the"<·· source arrow., but
also •evidence" and comments..
G9-EL Statements shall be broken up Into their mast •mentary form (to pennit separate analysis, costing, Implementation.
G10-TAG. All elementar) statat,_ shall have their own ldenlily tag for direct Alferenc:e from other parts of any larger plan set.
Paramet« name and qualifiers can be used - sulMags. Lg. USABILITY.PAS111994J.
G11--HIER. Planning shall be organized Into clear hlerarchicaJ struc:tura, with tagging rdeding the structure.
G12.CHANGE. Data and unique aulhor initials (or employ9e code) of any change shall be indic:atad at the level of change. e. g.
PLAN 60%<--{REQT-R, Tsg, FEB•15-96} "Idea Chec:klng rwworlc"
G13-RISK. Any k l - , or suspected uncertainty or risk sha8 be clearly indicated using devices such as { (vaguely defined),?,??,
60->70, 70%~ 20} and suitable comnents.
G14-STATUS. A planning document shall show Its Quality-.S clearly. In particular EXITED (from Idea Cheddng), NOT EXITED.
"Not exiled" shall be assumed until other status is claimed.
G1S.SPECIAC. Statements must be specific and avoid unwarrantad ge.-auty which might lead to unintended interpretations.

I I
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1. Introduction

It was Eddington, or some other famous physicist who said: "Prediction, especially of the future, is
very difficult." I'm in the prediction business, at least for software testing technology; but unlike
Eddington, I find it easy to predict what is likely to happen. It's predicting when that's difficult.
2. The Pressure for Software Quality
2.1. Overview

Five major factors are providing pressure to increase software quality: consumerism, the Year 2,000
and the Eurodollar problems, and the software industry's ongoing consolidation and basis structural
changes in the computer/software industry. This pressure is not for modest increase in quality, but
for major increases: not 50% better, but 1,000 times or more better. Furthermore, not only are we
being asked to improve our software's quality, but also to prove that we have done so.
2.2. Consumerism and Software

Last month I read an article in the Wall Street Journal that estimated that there were over
250,000,000 users of Windows (3.1, 95 and NT combined). That's equal to the population of the
United States. Anything with that many. users is a consumer product. Consumers don't want to
know why something doesn't work. They just want it to work. They are totally intolerant of quality
problems. While this perception is most obvious for direct users of software (e.g., as in a PC) it
extends to intolerance for any software problem. The consumer who has used a computer with
relatively few bugs can no longer be given the excuse by his bank that the erroneous overdraft was
caused by "a software problem." The time machine for this trend for Europe and the Far East is
simple: here's a sample of what is happening in the United States:
a. Class action suits against software vendors (e.g., Fishbein Versus Corel).

b.- Legislation and comt cases aimed at invalidating the typical "shrink-wrapped" software nonwarrantee.
c. Attempted legislation related to software, especially including quality and fitness for use
issues.
d. Daily and weekly columns in the popular press and TV programs with the clear message "It

isn't your fault."
There are many other signs like these. Ultimately, it is what the politicians and legislators
believe about where the votes are: the frustrations of the half-million voters in a congressional
district eventually outweigh the voice of the corporate data processing manager.

2.3. The Year 2,000 and Eurodollar Problems

I don't know ifwe will be in the middle of World-War III on March 1, 2,000 or laughing about the
whole thing. I don't know and I won't attempt to predict because there is no reliable information
on which to make such predictions. That there is a world-wide year 2,000 software problem cannot
be denied. Everyone knows it - and except perhaps for some nomads in a skin-tent in Ulan Bator
every consumer and politician knows it. The conversion to the Eurodollar is the same sort of
problem. It affects many parts of many applications- many of which are old and haven't been
looked at in twenty years or more. Both problems affect the quality and related technology in the
same way.
a. Real anxiety about what could happen and a desire to avoid the worst of the possibility.
b. Conswner awareness of the problems: they won't accept any excuses for failure.
Page 1 Qf ..
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c. In both cases, the problem is correctly perceived as mostly a testing and verification problem
(estimated at 75% of the labor content).
d. - Emergence of new technologies and deployment of old technologies to help analyze the problem
and more important to help verify (i.e., test) the fixes.
2.4. Software Industry Consolidation
I believe that in the next few years, we will see a rapid adoption of testing and quality abetting
technology among the surviving software development organizations. Several factors are fueling
this, of which the most important is increasing consolidation of software development.
a. General Consolidation. The ongoing world-wide consolidation of the software industry is most
obvious in consumer software, but it is also proceeding apace in commercial software. The
surviving organizations are bigger, stronger, and have more capital. The small entrepreneurial
group is not dead, but it increasingly serves a small niche with a specialty product or it has
become absorbed (either actually or de-facto) by a larger entity (e.g., Microsoft). Either way the
smaller group is forced to meet the quality standards of its parent, and to adopt its
methodologies. Typically, there is more awareness and deployment of testing technology among
the big software developers. Also, the big market and the cost of customer service puts a higher
stress on real quality.
b. Outsourcing. Organizations with data processing departments are increasingly turning to
outsourcing for their data processing services. Recently, US-AIR announced that it was going
to outsource its reservation services to SABRE. And this is despite the fact that US-AIR is a
participant in a cooperative reservation system with several other airlines. Outsourcing means
more consolidation and far less tolerance for bugs on the part of the outsourcer. Unlike the inhouse MIS department that in many instances adopted an arrogant, invulnerable stance,
(especially with regard to quality issues), the external supplier is in a competitive situation, faces
quantifiable field service costs, and therefore has an incentive to keep their product at a much
higher quality level. The current Y2K crunch has accelerated the trend to outsourcing, especially
among small- and medium-sized corporations.
c. Off The Shelf. This is obvious as more and more of data processing is taken over by shrinkwrapped software--accelerated in no small part by the move to distributed processing. But even
the mainframe software is getting simpler as the mainframe itself moves toward being a huge,
but dumb, file server. Commercial data base packages continue to take over personalized data
base applications. The in-house staff is increasingly more a configurator than a programmer.
And off-the-shelf packages are getting smarter, more flexible, and most important of all, they
have higher quality. Here again, the Y2K crunch is accelerating this trend.

d. Software Component Technology. The two primary examples of this are 00 programming
and Microsoft's libraries. The payoff for using component technology is astounding. Once an
organization has acquired or built a suitable library of components, productivity increases of at
least 4: 1 (to a fixed quality standard) are routinely being achieved. It is hard to predict which
component technology will emerge as dominant, but it is sure that some kind of component
technology is firmly with us now and will increasingly be the basis for software development.
As an example, for Windows programming, one uses off-the-shelf components for help screens,
communications, printer drivers, data bases, spell checkers, and menu control. Components
must adhere to extremely high quality standards if they are to be successful. Standards that are .
difficult, if not impossible, to meet without deploying sophisticated testing technologies. The
component users, by cot\trast, while having a reduced burden in unit testing) face a far more
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complex situation with respect to integration and system testing. They will be increasingly
forced to adopt sophisticated, model-based test generators and regression test systems.
We don't need to look at software to see what a 4:1 or 5:1 productivity increase means. In
mature industries, even a 15% productivity variance can be the difference between dominating
the market and losing it altogether.
All of the above ongoing trends mean: fewer suppliers with more capital, more keenly aware of
the economic payoff of software quality, servicing an increasingly intolerant and sophisticated
clientele. The surviving software development entities will have no choice but to adopt the best
available technology. Those that realize that their long-term survivability will depend on having the
best technology and who are willing to make the capital investments needed, will survive. Those
that don't understand this imperative or that continue to trade long-term survivability for short-term
gains, just won't be around.

2.5 Structural Changes in The Software Industry
The easiest prediction of the structural changes we can expect is to claim that by 2,002 Bill Gates
will own the World Bank. Fundamental changes in the software industry are mandatory because:

a. The feature wars are almost over. We can't keep adding new features that users don't want in
order to get them to pay $99.00 for the next release. Unfortunately for software vendors,
software unlike cars, doesn't wear out. If software consumers are not buying for new features
and refuse to pay to have bugs fixed, why will they buy and what will they buy?

b. The software industry must shift to a service basis rather than a product basis. The Internet is
the most obvious example of this trend. But we also see increases in leased services for
corporate users that include hardware and software. Also major software vendors such as
Microsoft and Netscape are pushing into the service basis area.
c. One User interface. Microsoft wants it to be Internet Explorer and Netscape wants it to be
Navigator. Apple has lost the battle. Java is everywhere and if it doesn't fulfill the promise of
hardware and software independence, then something else will. Modems have become as
essential as monitors and hard drives. Whoever or whatever wins the battle, the outcome is the
same: it will be an Internet/Windows motif that except for a small logo at the bottom, looks the
same to every user, no matter who the supplier is. At that point, the users will accept service
pricing for everything- not just connect time, but hardware and especially, software.
These structural changes will increase consolidation, of course, but they will also increase the
demand for quality because the survivors will have a much larger conswner base to serve.
2.6. Proving It
I won't get into a debate about ISO-9000 and whether or not it is the best way to achieve quality
software. And I won't do more than hint that ISO-9000 is as much a political domain as it is a
means of achieving quality in software. While we're at it, lets toss in the CMM model, Esprit,
Ticklit, and all the other local and global software quality standards. It doesn't matter which is right,
which is best, or which will emerge as dominant. The most important aspect of all of these standards
is that they are symptoms of the fact that it is no longer enough to merely claim quality in
software-you must prove it. You prove it in part by having a recognized process and you prove it
in part by using recognized metrics (and the associated technology needed to get those metrics).
Prior to World War II, quality for manufactured goods was not quantified. People said "Our
product is very good." or "Our product is very, very good." and were not expected to back that claim
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with verifiable, quantitative, data. That changed in 1948 with the US Department of Defense
Electron Tube Reliability Study. Eventually that led the widespread utilization of metrics such as
Mean Time Between Failures as one measure of quality. Today, it is understood in manufacturing
that any quality claims must be backed by appropriate statistics (e.g., tolerances) and/or failure rates,
as appropriate.
We are at about the 1948 stage for software quality. The pressure for proving it (quality) is
there-even though the metrics and methodologies are still hotly debated-as they were for
manufactured goods in the early 50's. That pressure is symptomatic of the public's intolerance for
bad software and their justifiable cynicism based on 50 years of assurances that "Our software is
very, very, very good."
3. The Quality Technology
3.1. Software Testing and Testers Don't Get Respect!
I've been in the computer business for 40 years and over thirty of those in software testing. Someone
is always trying to get rid of software testing. It is generally accepted, and well documented, that
testing at all levels combined from unit to final acceptance is at least half of the software
development labor content.' For 40 years it has been so. For 40 years people have wished that it
should not be so. If forty years of trying by some of the most intelligent people in the world
(programmers) has not changed this basic fact, is it not time that we accept it and begin to think that
it is our wish that testing not consume half the labor that is wrong and not this unchangeable constant
of software development?

Can testing labor content be reduced in the future? I don't know: but the very question is
wrong. It is based on a hypothesis that 40 years of software development history has falsified on
almost every software development project. Why should we try? An alien visitor from Alpha
Centuri would certainly come to the conclusion (based on his objective measurement of our software
development process) that if anything, testing labor content should be increased relative to the other
parts of the software development process. There is far more evidence supporting a relative increase
in testing than there is supporting the (hoped for, but rarely achievable) decrease.
But they still want to get rid of us - and if they can't do that, they still (in many
organizations) use testing as a dumping ground for failed programmers and/or staff testing groups
with marginally qualified materiel. This attitude is still rampant and infects perhaps half of all
software development organizations. Having tried and failed to understand this for four decades,
I take solace in the fact that that such self-destructive attitudes are no different than similar attitudes
toward quality that once pervaded the manufacturing industries and still pervade the service
industries. The problem is societal and not peculiar to software and software testing.
3.2. Proposed "Alternatives."
As a consequence of the irrational desire to reduce testing, the industry has proposed may
alternatives. Each of these were promoted, at one time or another, as a remedy for "too much
testing." I don't wish to imply that in all instances the originators of these ideas believed that their
method would eliminate testing-in some cases they did believe just that; in others, it was illinformed, but enthusiastic, followers who believed that, often to the dismay of the originator.

I. We must be careful here. The earlier literature didn't distinguish between testing and debugging. When testing is separated from
debugging, it nevertheless consumes half the labor content. With really good, systematic testing at all levels, the act of debugging
once a test has revealed thilt time is a bug is a small part of the total process - under 5-10%. And, more powerful debugging tools
such as slicers promise to reduce the labor even further.
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10. Functional Decomposition
11. Top-Down Design
12. Formal Specification Languages
13. Formal (i.e., Fagan) Inspections
14. CASE
15. Ada
16. Cleanroom
17. Data Flow Diagrams
18. Formal Proofs of Correctness
19. N-Version Programming
20. Object Oriented Programming
21. The Right Process
22. TQM

While many of the meritorious ideas above have become part of the software development
mainstream, none has fulfilled the hopes of those who expected to eliminate or even reduce testing
from them. There are several different operative reasons for these failures:
1. The idea eliminates certain types of bugs that had previously dominated the software
development effort. Elimination of such bugs now permits an escalation of complexity that
brings with it new kinds of bugs. Any good language, documentation, decision tables, structured
software, modularity, top-down design, and CASE are examples.
2. The idea produces a labor content shift to an earlier part of the software development cycle. This
results in bug prevention earlier in the cycle and therefore in a net productivity increase. As
before, this increased efficiency permits more complexity escalation. Walkthroughs, formal
inspections, functional decomposition, and formal specifications are examples of this.
3. The idea just doesn't work or the conditions under which it works (i.e., is cost-effective) are so
specialized that it just doesn't become part of the mainstream of software development.
Symbolic execution, formal proofs of correctness, and N-version programs are examples.
4. Process believers are unusually fervent. While productivity improvement can often be achieved
through process design, it is also possible to have an excellent process and produce no working
software. Tinkering with process is a dangerous business because it effects changes in the
software development culture. The evidence against process as a panacea is as strong as the
evidence for it - but unfortunately, only the process success stories are published. Examples
of process attempts include TQM and Cleanroom.

Every advance in software development methodology and technology that improves
productivity has permitted an escalation of complexity to meet users' demands. Where certain kinds
of easy bugs are removed by the advance (e.g., syntax errors by use ofHOL's with good compilers)
such bugs have been replace by perhaps fewer, but much nastier and more subtle bugs. As the ability
to handle increased complexity improved, the complexity of the remaining bugs has similarly
increased. Bugs and the testing thereof for 00 programming is an excellent contemporary example.
The net result has been that total testing cost has hovered at about 50% from the earliest days of
machine language programming in octal to 00 programming in C++.
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3.3. Why Testing is Fundamental.
Testing is fundamental. It will always be with us. It is fundamental for common-sense reasons.
Reasons that have been incorporated into the axiomatic foundations of testing theory. Testing theory
offers very few guarantees. And the guarantees that it does offer are almost always negative. The
basic guarantee of testing (and axiom) is:

Ifyou do not execute the code under some test, then you
are guaranteed to miss bugs in that code if there are any.
Testing does not guarantee that if you test in such-and-such a way you will find thus-and-so
bugs. It say' s that if you do not test in a given way then you will probably miss the kinds of bugs
that such tests are designed to reveal - if such bugs exist in your software.
Another reason testing is fundamental is that it is the only objective part of the software
development process. Take for example, formal (Fagan) inspections. The cost-effectiveness of
Fagan inspections have been demonstrated beyond question. Not only inspection of code, but also
inspection of tests. 2 The inspection process is fundamentally subjective because the participants are
not inspecting actual code (although they believe that they are); they are inspecting a model of the
code - a model that is in their heads. The code that they think they see rather than the code that is.
This does not in any way diminish the virtue of inspections - but it does point out that this
fundamental subjective blindness will allow bugs to slip through. The same criticism can be leveled
at Cleanroom, formal correctness proofs, and any design methodology. They are never dealing with
the code as it is - but only with mental models of the code.
It is only when we execute the code as it is that we are being truly objective. And that is
called testing. Therefore, to expect the elimination of testing is to expect that our mental models and
our beliefs about code will always be in concert with reality: 5,000 years of tragic recorded human
history should convince us that this is a vain expectation.

4. Where We've Been and Where We Are
4.1. Perspective.
I've been working on a new book. In support of that I've been conducting a thorough search of the
testing literature, from year zero to the present. Doing a review like this, on a compressed time scale,
is an exciting and revealing experience. It is like the difference between watching a tree grow in real
time and watching a time-lapse photography movie of the process. The time-lapse version reveals
nuances that you can't observe by watching that tree every day for 45 years.
Not counting Ada Lovelace' s sketchy remarks on bugs and debugging, the next is by Alan
Turing in 1950. Then there's a hiatus with a sudden explosion of papers in the early sixties, spurred
by Bell Lab's ESS-1 telephone exchange software and IBM's OS-360. The first primitive coverage
tool is described by Frank Tsui in 1951. Warner of IBM exploits the parity features of the 704 to
create a coverage tool for FORTRAN and COBOL in 1964. In 1967 we see regular use of the
MEMMAP/360 coverage tool on OS-360, the earliest form of data-flow testing and the adoption of
100% branch coverage as a unit testing criteria. By 1970 testing, as distinct from debugging, has
acquired a literature of about 50 published articles.
The next landmark is the publication of the first paper on testing theory by Goodenough and
Gerhart, in Volwne 1 of the IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering. It is also noteworthy to
2 . Amazingly, although Michael Fagan in his original paper in the IBM Systems Journal made it clear that inspection oftests was
as imponant as code inspections, few practitioners of formal inspections carry out inspections on their tests. I anribute this to the
"anti-testing" atmosphere.
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observe that Volume 1 #1 had three papers concerned with testing. Although the conception of
software engineering as a discipline is generally attributed to NATO conferences in 1968 and 1969,
its birth is generally accepted as the publication of Volume 1 #1 of the IEEE Transactions on
Software Engineering. My point here is that the birth of software testing as a subdiscipline of
software engineering is coincident with that of software engineering. Furthermore, the progress and
evolution of testing as a discipline, as a technology, but not as a practice, has been as great as that
of software engineering itself.
The next landmark in testing is the publication in 1979 by Glen Myers of his little gem, The
Art ofSoftware Testing. His earlier book in 1976 (Software Reliability: Principles and Practices)
included many of the seminal ideas expressed in The Art. Both books reflect testing technology as
it was understood in the mid-70's. Myers is important because it represents the first true book about
software testing - as contrasted to earlier books that were merely collections of previously
published papers on the topic. The next book on testing was Beizer's Software Testing Techniques
in 1982 3 • The amazing thing about Myers is that it remains today the single most popular book on
testing despite the fact that it is hopelessly out of date - a fact admitted readily by Glen Myers. The
continued popularity of this book is attributable to its small size and clear exposition; but think about
it, would anyone in any other aspect of software engineering continue to rely on a text that was more
than twenty years out of date? The very thought is ludicrous when applied to data bases, operating
systems, design methodologies, and even debugging.
Continuing this historical review of the testing literature and practice would be entertaining,
but it is not for this essay. What is most revealing about the fast-forward review is:
1. The key ideas of testing go back to the very beginning of the software industry. Even socalled "leading edge" and "best practices" are, for the most part, more than twenty years old.

2. -The development of testing technology has followed a classical S-Shaped technology
evolution curve. Unfortunately for testing, while the technology continues to evolve, the gap
between technology and deployment continues to grow. This growing gap is peculiar to
software testing. In contrast, the gap between hardware testing technology development and
deployment has remained relatively constant.

3. The deployment of testing technology has similarly followed the same kind of curve, and as
expected, deployment lags development.
4. Someone is always trying to get rid of testing. Solid justifications based on empirical
evidence of 30 years ago (e.g., OS-360) are forgotten or ignored and new justifications are
continually demanded as if the ideas were totally new.

5. Proven best testing practices are weakened to the point of being ineffectual and then dropped
altogether- at IBM as at every other leading software developer (eventually). It is always
two steps forward followed by two steps backwards.
What many perceive as the testing "leading edge" is in fact, testing archeology.

4.2. Testing Theory
An impressive and useful intellectual edifice called "testing theory" exists. It is a formal theory in
the sense that it: (1) has an axiomatic foundation, (2) recognized methods of analysis and proofs, (3)
proofs of theorems by classical deductive methods used in other sciences and (4) empirical
3. Although the copyright and publication date are listed as 1983, the book was actually in print in 1982: A common marketing
ploy by publisher in the belief that a later publication date extends the useful life of the book .
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confirmation of many important results based on experimentation. While testing theory is hardly
complete, most of the easy problems in testing theory have been solved. While twenty years ago,
anyone who thought about testing deeply was likely to come up with new testing methods and
insights, today, someone unfamiliar with the testing literature and especially the theoretical literature,
is unlikely to come up with something that hasn't been previously considered in someone' s MS
thesis, Doctoral Dissertation, or previously published in the refereed literature. The primary
accomplishments of testing theory to date are:

1. Sound methodologies for comparing one technique to another and saying which is more and
which is less powerful than which, or which cannot be compared. This has led to a wellunderstood hierarchy of testing methods. Almost every proposed heuristic testing method can
be placed in this hierarchy.

2. A taxonomy of testing methods has emerged. This goes far beyond the simplistic outmoded
notions of "black-box" versus ''white box" testing methods.
3. Testing theory research has been extended to maintenance and regression testing. It does not
make intuitive sense to do a full regression test when only a few lines in a huge program have
changed, but experience shows that intuition is a poor guide as to what must be retested and what
can be ignored. Incremental testing theory (which applies to maintenance and regression) has
recently provided impressive practical results leading to useful algorithms and tools based on
those algorithms. This is an area of intensive, ongoing, development.

4. Mutation analysis has been established as a primary tool for comparing testing methods and for
determining the effectiveness of test suites. In mutation analysis, the object under test is
modified by the introduction of mutations - ·that is, changes to the software that will make it
buggy. For example, a relational operator such">" is changed to "<". The effectiveness of a test
suite is measured by its ability to find such mutants and to distinguish them from the base
program which is considered to be correct. Similarly, the test method that finds more mutants
is presumed to be more effective. Mutation analysis is not just an experimental method, but it
has very firm foundations in testing theory. Mutation analysis goes a long way toward solving
the basic testing problem of distinguishing between a strong program and a weak test suite.
5. The special problems of dealing with distributed software and the testing thereof has been under
intensive study for over ten years. Again, we have some basic, applicable, results.
6. The problems of dealing with system-level timing bugs and other forms of undeterministic
behaviors (and the testing thereof) has been approached with promising results coming out of
the utilization of temporal logic and similar constructs.
7. Based on the seminal work of Weiser on slicing, we have had a conjunction of testing theory and
debugging theory, to the benefit of both. And slicing tools based on that theory have .come into
the available toolkit.
8. The question of when to (safely) stop testing is still with us. While the whole discipline of
software reliability theory attempted to answer this question, it has not been effective except in
special circumstances (e.g., telephony and control systems). Nevertheless, progress continues
on creating statistical models of testing aimed at risk management.
I don' t wish to convey by the recitation of the above accomplishment that testing theory is
in any sense complete. Furthermore, for every positive assertion I made above, you will find expert
critic:, with impeccable credentials who will disagree with me; and even extremists who argue that
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the entire axi_omatic infrastructure of testing theory is rotten. The debate is ongoing and will
probably continue for another half-century. If nothing else, testing theory (for all of its faults) gives
good insights on what is and what is not profitable to investigate. We still have some outstanding,
important problems.
·

1. When should we stop testing? Tiris question must be answered statistically, probably in the form
of a confidence statement We still don't have good answers to this one. Whatever insights the
theory (such as it is) give us, it still boils down to a manager making a gut-feel decision to ship.
2. Object Oriented programming has, like The Force, a distinct dark side - a dark side called
testing. It may be that the gains obtained by adopting the 00 paradigm are obviated by the
increase in testing complexity, subtlety, and difficulty. What progress has been made in testing
00 software has to a large extent been obtained by not using the full scope of the 00 paradigm
and by adopting design restrictions that makes testing practical.

3. We still don't have a clear notion of what makes software testable. The leading thinkers are of
one mind on this: software is much likelier to be untestable than it is to be testable. That is,
unless you adopt design styles that abet testing, you are likely to design untestable software. So
far, progress (in terms of identifying testable constructs) has been sporadic and slow.
4. Genetic Algorithms. This is a very recent (within the past two years) development. Genetic
algorithms modify an important characteristics of that which is to evolve (in our case, test suites)
by means of random mutations. Mutants are kept or killed according to whether or not they
enhance survivability. Genetic algorithms have found applicability in a wide variety of areas
ranging from AI to data base management systems. In the case of testing, the life/death criterion
is either the ability to satisfy some sort of coverage criteria or better yet, the ability to discover
bugs. While this approach is outrageously computationally intensive, it has promise for
maintenance testing and especially to the maintenance oftest suites.
5. While temporal logic and similar intellectual constructs are promising approaches to the
substantive problems of testing distributed system, deployment is hampered by the abstraction
demands on the would-be user. It must be brought down closer to Earth. This is actually
peculiar, because this logic is much simpler and less abstract than that demanded by the 00
paradigm. The same can be said about many other aspects of testing theory and how to get the
results applied. The gap between the research and practitioners continues to expand.

6. We have no known way to relate bugs to failures. The relation appears to be arbitrary.
Therefore, there is no lmown way to translate effort spent on prevention, say, to impact on what
matters to the user, failure rates. The ability to do this is central to hardware quality assurance
but so far we have not been able to do it for software; and it may be that establishing such a
relation is fundamentally impossible.
7. We don't know what we mean by "dependable" software. There are too many problems with
the notion of software reliability (i.e., MTBF) to accept it as a universal measure of what users
means by "dependable." Our inability to quantify in this domain is a barrier to determining when
to stop testing. Such measures as we have, as useful as they may be in practice, are not based
on fundamentals and therefore we can never be sure that they will always apply. It is like trying
to do physics when you're not sure that the gravitational constant will be same from
neighborhood to neighborhood, or even from apple tree to apple tree. We have many competing
notions of dependability and none has yet to be established as the correct one.
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4.3 Testing Technology
This a brief overview of the key components of testing technology - as distinct from tools,
especially commercial tools, that express that technology. All of the technology discussed below
is in use in commercial software development.
1. Coverage Measurements. The importance and effectiveness of coverage measurements,
especially in unit testing, was independently discovered and implemented by dozens of people.
Although manual coverage analysis was cumbersome and labor intensive, it was considered
sufficiently cost-effective by virtue of the OS-360 and other experience at IBM that it was made
a mandatory, minimum, unit testing practice-a position from which, unfortunately, IBM has
since retreated. The advent of coverage tools for popular language removed most of the burden
of doing coverage measurements. Note that 100% statement coverage in unit testing is a
mandatory requirement under ANSI/IEEE standards. Statement, branch, and predicate condition
coverage is well-supported by commercial and public domain tools for popular programming
languages such as COBOL, C, C++, and JAVA.

I estimate that about 30-35% of software development organizations have adopted a coverage
standard and the use of coverage tools. Unfortunately, in many instances, the standard is not
100% but something less, such as 85%. This is based on the fallacious assumption that the
Pareto principle applies: or putting it another way, that most of the benefit can be obtained by
hitting for 85% say. This is fallacious both on theoretical and empirical grounds. Experiments
at IBM and other places has shown that there is minimal benefit to coverage measurement until
coverage hits the high 90's (e.g, 98%). The intuitive reason behind why this should be so is
important. Assuming that the Pareto principle applies is equivalent to assuming that bugs are
uniformly distributed in the code. That is just not so. It is well known that bugs tend to cluster.
However, we don't know where such clusters are. Ifwe did know where the bug clusters were,
then we would examine those clusters, remove the bugs, and thereby bring us back to our prior
state of ignorance. It is only by covering to 100% that we can be sure of finding the bug clusters.
My position on this point is unequivocal. I believe that unit testing to say 85% statement
coverage does more harm than good because it leads to false confidence.
What about higher-level coverage in system testing? A different tool is used here, typically
a profiler. The criteria is not as stringent as branch cover, but simple statement cover is called
for as the only practical method to use at this level. Actually, it isn't statement cover but object
instruction cover. Typically, 85% seems to be a cost-effective target. In system testing, the
Pareto principle does appear to apply: and the bigger the system the likelier the Pareto rule will
apply because the clusters will be increasingly more uniformly distributed as the system grows.
While it is possible to do fine-grain coverage measurement in system testing by a variety of
means (such as instrumenting the code in segments) what empirical evidence we have does not
support attempting very high coverage in system testing (e.g., beyond the accepted 85% ). A joint
study by IBM and Sony was announced several years ago that aimed to determine the optimum
coverage standard for system testing. The results of that study have not been published - or at
least not in any widely available journals or conferences.
What about higher-level coverage notions, such as data flow testing? These are in sporadic
use among leaders and supported by public domain tools (e.g., ATEC) for C and C++. Results
are good and cost effective. While the use of data flow testing and coverage is common in the
research community, its use in industrial settings has probably not gone beyond the 5% level.
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Recently, however, because of the Y2K remediation problem and the obvious importance of data
flow issues in Y2K testing, there has been intensive renewed interest in data flow coverage.
2. Unit Testing. Unit testing, typically done by the programmer, is the start and heart of testing.
However, despite the fact that unit testing has been defined precisely in glossaries, in theo:ry, and
in the literature, there is still much confusion as to what a unit is and therefore about what unit
testing should be. A unit is the smallest compilable code segment: it does not include called
subroutines, these being replaced by stubs or by trusted components. Unit testing is testing done
on units as defined above. The typical unit size is about 250 lines of source code (excluding pure
comment lines) in most common programming languages. Typically, a unit is not tested in
context - it is tested in the artificial environment of a test driver.
I have worked with many organizations that told me that they had tried "unit testing" but that
it did not work for them. In every instance I found that they had never done proper unit testing:
Their so-called ''units" were monstrous assemblages of 200,000 lines of code or more. Of course
it didn't work: it wasn't supposed to. "Unit Testing" has become a popular buzzword. It is as
politically incorrect to claim that you don't do unit testing as it is to claim that you don't believe
in quality. So how many people claim to do something they call ''unit testing"? Over 95%.
How many do real unit testing? Probably less than 15%. Here are some of the reasons for the
relatively low penetration and supposed failures:
b. Not understanding what a ''unit" is. Allowing imprecise definitions of "unit" that lead to
business-as-usual testing under the name of "unit testing."
c. The consistent, but utterly erroneous, belief that (assuming that they finally understand what
unit testing is supposed to be) testing such a small piece of code in such an artificial
environment cannot possibly reveal any bugs. They are wrong. Totally and completely
· wrong! Five of the six most notorious bugs of the past two decades were unit bugs that
would have been found by proper unit testing.
d. A false belief in the virtue of reality. That is, good testing should strive to be realistic. That
means that they don't understand testing's fundamental purpose - to find bugs. Realism
is good for sales demonstrations - it has only limited applicability in software testing.

3. Component Testing. A component is the unit including its called subcomponents. Whatever
tests were run on the unit should be repeated once the unit has been integrated and integration
tested (see below) with its subcomponents. This should be a simple procedural step and easy to
do with adequate test execution automation support.
4. Proper Integration Testing. If "unit testing" is the most misunderstood and abused term in
testing, then "integration testing" is a close second. It is often confused with the testing of
already integrated components - e.g., as a synonym for system testing. Integration testing has
been formally defined as the testing for inconsistencies between otherwise correctly working
components. Components A and B have passed their own component level tests and all
discovered bugs found and fixed. We now create a build that contains both A and B. Integration
testing is the specific testing we do to explore the incompatibilities between the two components.
That is, integration testing typically focuses on the interfaces between components.
Again because of the semantic confusion over the meaning of the term "integration testing"
many organizations claim to do it, but they are doing end-to-end system testing and calling it
"integration testing." Organizations that use a careful incremental build process may be doing
real integration testing by default because they are adding a new component to an already tested
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and debugged build. However, if they do not carry out the specific tests that probe the interface
of the new component with the build, then they are probably not doing real integration testing.
The importance of integration testing is especially acute in 00 programming. The stylistic
norm of 00P is to construct programs out of small components-sometimes only a line or two
as contrasted with procedural programming that has a mean component size of 250 lines. The
components are so small and simple that there is almost nothing to learn from detailed unit
testing. However, the total number of inter-component interfaces has increased vastly. Experts
in 00 testing have repeatedly asserted that 00 testing is mostly integration testing.

5. Test Drivers. The limits of manual testing is eventually realized by all testers. It has always
amazed me how otherwise intelligent people can persist in doing something manually when they
are surrounded by computers. The continued use of manual methods is usually based on a
fallacious economic analysis that vastly under-estimates (1) the number oftimes tests will be run
(2) the error rate of manual testing, and (3) the cost of manual testing. Eventually, these fallacies
are recognized and they get around to some kind of test execution automation.
The most common first step in test execution automation is to write test programs. These
(at their worst) are programs with coded-in input values, coded-in expected outcomes, and
coded-in verification (i.e., comparison) criteria The futility of this approach is soon realized as
the would-be automator now struggles with testing and debugging these simple but massive test
programs. The next step is to table-drive the data leading to the eventual evolution of a general
purpose test driver. By that time, they may have looked around and realized that such drivers
are commercially available for most platforms.
The pure test driver hardly exists as a commercial product. It is usually an integrated tool
that can include test driving, test data management, coverage measurements, links to a symbolic
-debugger, etc. In most mainframe transaction-batch processing, by contrast, test drivers are often
nothing more than appropriate JCL programs or the equivalent. Test drivers are also an integral
part of the most popular commercial test tool, the capture/playback tool.

6. Scripting Languages. Scripting languages are a natural follow-on to test drivers. Testers come
to realize that ordinary programming languages are inadequate to describe many common testing
situations and therefore take to building or using scripting languages. These languages have all
the features of a normal programming language and in many cases may be extensions to an
ordinary programming language. There are, however, some important differences.
a. Scripting languages need a time sense that ordinary programming languages lack. Temporal
operators that can specify "before," "after," "simultaneous," "x-milliseconds after", etc. are
essential. \Vhile this can be done in an ordinary programming language with difficulty, the
run-time performance penalty is often too severe to permit effective exploitation.
b. Scripting languages are inherently multi-thread/distributed languages. In a typical situation
say, of client/server, the tester is concerned with three quasi-independent event streams: what
is happening at the client, what is happening at the server, and the control of the test process
itself in the separate test engine. Testing applications such as telecommunications or shared
data bases can easily push the multiple simultaneous threads into the dozens.
To the best of my knowledge, there have been few widely available scripting languages built
exclusively for testing (Microsoft visual basic + test, as a possible exception). Testers have
typically adapted existing languages to the job. The best example of this is the use by Intel and
many other~ 6f Crosgtruk's CASL•IV scripting languag,, Whik th~ peed for a common scripting
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language has long been recognized, no one has been successful in getting one adopted. Common
scripting languages to support testing are available for telecommunications and also for hardware
testing, but not for general software testing. We have a true tower of Babel here.
Scripting languages are usually an implicit part of capture/playback tools and test generators.
These range at the best to full featured languages designed by people who understand the issues
of language design and also compiler construction - to sorry affairs built by amateurs with adhoc parsers and compilers and/or interpreters.
7. Test Generators. Automated test data generators are among the most popular test tools of all.
These range from simplistic (and useless) to very sophisticated. The number of private test data
generators far outweigh the commercial offerings. Here are some of the more popular generators
that have been produced in the past.

a. Random Test Data Generators. Random test data generators are among the oldest of all
test automation tools. At the simple, and almost useless end, we have a random number
generator imbedded in a driver. At the sophisticated end we have complex testgenerator/drivers that can simulate, say, the telephone calling population of a mid-sized
country. Excepting telephony, there have been no commercially successful random test data
generators - although hundreds of in-house generators of this type have been reported.
The question of random versus systematic testing contentious. We in testing, by the way,
would rather talk about "stochastic testing." There are circumstances where some kind of
stochastic testing is essential: testing for reliability and performance are the two primary
examples. There are circumstances in which stochastic testing methods are distinctly more
cost-effective than meticulous probing of hand-crafted cases: testing for resource loss is a
primary example of this. And then there is the entire middle ground in which it is not clear
if stochastic methods or case-by-case testing (called partition testing) is superior or inferior.

If it is possible to characterize all failed tests (that is, you have an oracle) then stochastic
testing can be very easy to implement. This is easy in telephony, say, where you know if the
call didn't or didn't get through. But in a graphics package, say, such characterizations are
almost impossible. Stochastic testing is an indispensable part of the testing scene, but it is
often abused because what it does and does not demonstrate is misunderstood. The worst
danger in naive use of stochastic testing is that it can lead to false confidence. An excellent
recent example of this is afforded by the notorious Pentium bug. 4 Intel ran over 1 billion
random division test cases and did not discover the bug in the arithmetic unit. Our analysis
of this bug based on publically available information shows that for most reasonable
implementations of the faulty software, the bug would have been discovered in under twodozen proper test cases using a coverage tool.

b. Combinatorial Bangers. This is the most popular automated test data generator on the
market, the first one tried by naive testers, and the most useless. If you have, say, six input
variables, each with a minimum and maximum permitted value, the combinatorial generator
creates tests as follows for each variable: min-I, min, min +1, typical, max-I, max, and
max+ 1. These values are selected because it is known that typically, these are troublesome
values. Then, the generator creates the tests that incorporates the combination of all these
values (all 177,649 of them). It is clear that this leads to a combinatorial explosion of mostly
useless tests. These are not much better than wanton .random testing. Muc_h of what
4. Without getting into details, although this bug seemed like a hardware bug, it was a software bug and a unit bug at that.
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combinatorial bangers try to do can be done far more efficiently using domain testing. As
with stochastic testing, the biggest danger here is false confidence: after all, "we ran a million
cases and didn't find a bug- so the software must be okay." If used by themselves and as
the only or primary test generation method, they are distinctly dangerous. If used in
combination with other testing methods, because they are so easy to use and cheap to run,
like stochastic testing they can have a good payoff.
There has been some recent work that attempts to improve on the raw combinatorial
banger by selecting combinations in a non-redundant manner. This leads to a linear or
logarithmic growth with the number of inputs instead of an exponential growth. Smart
combinatorial bangers like this may prove to be as effective (and as limited) as stochastic test
generators. To the best of my knowledge, this kind of tool has yet to become commercial.

c. Syntax-Driven Generators. This is another old tool. One that has been re-invented,
independently, dozens, if not hundreds of times. I've noted about one paper in a refereed
journal every two years or so that rediscovers this obvious method - almost always without
reference to the prior literature. The technique on which this is based applies mostly to
character stream interfaces. These tests determine if the software will accept valid character
strings (e.g., commands, data entries, etc.) and reject invalid ones. The procedure is
straightforward. The set of acceptable character strings are described in an appropriate
language (Backus-Naur Form is the most popular, followed by regular expressions). Given
such a formal description is is possible to automatically generate a vast quantity of both good
(accepted) and bad (rejected) test strings.
Capture/Playback Tools. The Capture/Playback tool is the single most popular commercial
test tool. Yet, there is almost nothing in the refereed literature on these tools. Probably
because they are so obvious and simple that they are deemed unworthy of the researcher's
attention. Talk about ''test automation" almost always mean "capture/playback."
This technology is very simple. I'll illustrate the essence with my first capture/playback
tool - a teletype with a paper tape reader and punch. You key-in a test case with the punch
turned on. The teletype captures all incoming and outgoing characters and puts them on the
tape. That's the "capture" phase. You then place the tape into the reader (it is smart enough
to distinguish incoming from outgoing characters) and set it to output the appropriate
characters: the punch is also turned on for this phase. That's the "replay'' phase. You then
hold the two tapes to the light and see which, if any, holes differ. If they all match, the test
has been passed. If not, there is a discrepancy to be explained. All capture/playback tools
are an elaboration and more modem implementation of these simple ideas.
Although simple, the importance and impact of capture/playback should not be underestimated. These tools are often the first test tool a tester may see and are also the primary
means by which the test process is migrated from a purely manual process to a mostly
automated process. Furthermore, when equipped with a reasonable scripting language and
script editors, the tool becomes a very efficient test design automation tool not easily
replaced by other kinds of test generators. The typical test case contains about 200
keystrokes. If we look at a group of related tests, we would find that only a few keystrokes
change from case to case - typically under a dozen. The test designer uses a
capture/playback tool to enter a base test scenario that could be quite complicated and take
hours to debug. Once the base scenario is debugged, related test cases are produced at the
rate of 30 or 40 per hour by simply editing-in the changes.
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d. Model-Driven Test Generators. Model-driven test generators have been part of the testing
scene from the very beginning. The use of finite-state-machine models in protocol testing
is old and widespread. Similar model-based generators base on finite-state-models and
combinatorial models are a mainstay of hardware logic testing and used extensively.
Progress in using such generators for software testing has been slower because both the
protocol and hardware logic testing situations are much simpler than the software testing
situation. Nevertheless, almost every model used in testing can have an associated
automated test generator. The literature is full of these, including: finite-state machine
generators, syntax generators (discussed above), data-flow generators, domain-testing
generators, temporal logic generators, etc. Furthermore, this kind of generator is supported
by two commercial tools we know of ("T'' and Testmaster).
e. Code-Based Generators. On the surface, code-based test generators, seem pointless. A
hypothetical code-based generator would take the source code to be tested and by purely
algorithmic means, produce a set of test cases that would satisfy some kind of test criteria,
say branch coverage. I call this kind of generator "hypothetical" because it has been proven
beyond doubt that in general, such generators are impossible. I say that it is pointless
because tests produced by such a generator can only show that the code behaves the way it
behaves, bugs and all. So why talk about it?

Although impossible in the general case, it is possible with suitable restrictions and some
smart heuristics. As for being pointless, this is perhaps true in the case of testing new code.
However, in the maintenance situation (estimated at 80% of all software development) there
is much to be said for a tool that can take the code changes made in maintenance and use
them to automatically maintain the associated test suites. Promising prototypes of such tools
have been developed in the research community.
8. Test Configuration Control. I ask the following question at all my tutorials and seminars:
"How many of you have your test suites under configuration control?" Fifteen years ago I had
to explain what configuration control (version control, configuration management, etc.) was.
Today such explanations would be insulting to most participants. The point of my question is
that if testing consumes 50% of the labor content (which they readily acknowledge) and they do
not manage their test suites as they manage their code, then they are effectively throwing away
50% of their labor. Ten years ago, the percentage of organizations that had proper test suite
configuration control was under I 0%. The last informal poll I did this year at two different test
conferences showed that more than 75% had their tests under configuration control - a
gratifying improvement.
9. Independent Test Groups. This is an interesting question about which there has been a definite
evolution of thinking. I was one of the earliest, most ardent, and most vocal proponent of
independent test groups - today, I am in general, opposed to them unless certain criteria are
satisfied. My thinking on this, both in the past and today, are in concert with the testing
community leadership. To explain this seeming philosophical reversal, I must explain what that
thinking was and how things have changed.
a. We then believed that the main virtue of an independent test group was to provide objectivity
not otherwise possible for the programmers. That was an arrogant, in addition to being a
fallacious perception. The real purpose of an independent test group was to protect the tester.
If the quality culture pervades the organization, if testers have the same educational
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background as developers, if they are paid the same for equal qualifications, and if they have
the same career opportunities, then they do not need protection.

b. Independent unit testing was never proposed except by a minority of purists because it had
been shown over and over again to be wasteful, duplicative, inefficient, and typically not
very good. So the issue was always with higher levels of integration and system testing.

c. The supposed objectivity didn't exist. It was just that testers and developers were objective
about different things. Furthermore, the application of rigorous unit testing methods done
under coverage tools means that we don't have to take the programmers' word for what was
and wasn' t tested. There is an objective minimum standard that must be followed.

d. In most cases, the independent test group merely did the tests that the developers would not
do themselves. In other words, they covered for the developers' immaturity and absent pride
in craftsmanship. In a quality culture, this doesn' t happen.
e. The current view is that an independent test group must add value. They do not do the tests
the developers refuse to do -they do tests that developers cannot be expected to do. For
example, it is unlikely that developers will understand all the platform issues when a
software product must be hosted on dozens of different platforms. Similarly, network issues
warrant independent test groups, as does localization to different foreign languages. Other
testing domains such as performance, security, integrity and recovery typically requires
expertise not available to the developers and so, independent test groups are warranted.

10. Prototype-Based Testing. The use of prototypes to check interface and usability problems, to
validate requirements, and to assure that the right software will be built is widespread. A
functional prototype can easily be built using languages such as visual Basic. One can then use
a commercial capture/playback tool with the prototype and develop a test suite before any code
is written. This novel and effective idea was first reported at a test conference five years ago.
Since then, it has become a common practice at sophisticated organizations that have mature test
groups and that also rely on prototyping.
11. Regression Testing. An obvious consequence of the shift of software development from new
code to maintenance is the increased importance of automated regression testing. I say
"automated" because manual regression testing: (1) is almost never done, even though it is often
tried, and if done, this heroic act is rarely repeated, (2) the error rate of manual regression testing
is unacceptable and only leads to false confidence, (3 ) unless regression testing is almost totally
automated, it has very little value.

I continually deal with organizations that claim to have problems in doing automated
regression testing and I have yet to find one where automation at the 95% level was not only
possible, but highly desirable. Often, the persistence of manual regression testing is coupled
with a quality-immature environment in which testers are second-class citizens.
Regression testing doesn' t, in fact shouldn' t, find many bugs. It is a safety net concerned
with what should be second-order effects. As such, it must be very easy to apply, cheap, and
applied at every reasonable opportunity. If it doesn' t meet these criteria, there is probably more
harm in doing a bad job of it than in avoiding it altogether. I have suggested to managers that
they stop wasting valuable human resources on manual regression testing. This proposition is
usually met with horror: the fact is that manual regression testing is primary contributor to false
confidence and therefore not much more than a childish security blanket.
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12. Metrics. Entire books are continually written about metrics, organizations have vast metrics
bureaucracies, and many learned papers are written on the subject. My view here is decidedly
heretical. I believe in them - to a point, but I take them with a pound or two of salt. There is
no question that collecting metrics and doing statistics on such metrics from which we can make
reasonable predictions about the future is worthwhile effort. Measure everything in sight, see
what correlates with what, find the independent variables by statistical means ( e.g., analysis of
variance) and then build models on which to base future decisions. This, by the way,
characterizes the dominant Japanese approach to software quality assurance. An excellent
example of a reasonable approach is in Grady's excellent book on implementing a metrics
program in an industrial setting (Hewlett Packard).
That's the extent to which I will speak in favor of metrics. Now for what's wrong with
metrics (a cautionary note).
a. Not one of our popular metrics has been derived from fundamental principles. Despite the
utility of such metrics (e.g., lines of code, function points, defect density, failure rates, etc.)
they are all heuristic. Many researchers (Fenton, Zuse, and Weyuker to name the three most
prominent ones) have attempted to put the whole question of software metrics on an
axiomatic basis but perusal of that literature makes it clear that there is much contention
about the subject. The theoretical foundations are very shaky and prominent theorists spend
a fair effort shaking their opponents' bases. One would be loath to build bridges on such
uncertain grounds.

b. We don't even yet have any consistent way to measure the size of a program. And almost
everything we want to get out of metrics is intimately tied to the notion of program size.
Furthermore, recent theoretical results indicate that it may be that no such size metric as we
understand it, is possible.
c. However pragmatically useful a metric may prove to be, they rarely translate from one
organization to another, or even from one project to another within the same organization.
Furthermore, it may take several years of calibration before the metric can be used with
impunity. There are many cultural components inherent in all software metrics.
d. As for metrics related to testing. The situation is even more muddled than the general
metrics questions. Notorious among these, is the continued popular use of cyclomatic
complexity (also called McCabe's) metric as an attempted measure of the minimum nwnber
of test cases needed to achieve branch cover - even though that claim has been disproven
in the literature (and in practice) almost every year since it was proposed.

13. Anomaly Tracking and Classification. Most organizations who have some notion of process
have some kind of anomaly5 tracking and classification method in place. Anomaly density
against time are useful management tools, as is anomaly resolution rates and outstanding
anomalies. Once anomalies have been identified as bugs, there is at least a classification as to
perceived severity, usually on a scale of 1 to 5. Note that this practice is in a fundamental sense
fallacious . The reported anomaly is a symptom of a bug. Severity relates to symptoms. The
appropriate metric to use with bugs is effort to repair. However, most organizations muddle
these two distinct ideas. A further classification may be based on error type, although this is rare.
Other noteworthy approaches here are IBM's orthogonal defect classification scheme.
5. "Anomaly" rather than "bug" because until the anomaly is resolved it is not know if it is a bug, a cockpit error, a feature, or a
testing error.
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One of the main reasons for gathering such data is almost always ignored: to feed back to
programmers and to use that information in order to reduce the future incidence of such bugs.
In organization after organization, I see valuable human resources expended on defect
classification and the associated statistics: which statistics remains in the hands of the quality
"assurance" group and is never allowed to affect the programmers in any way.
14. Reliability Testing. The software reliability modeling approach pioneered by John Musa at Bell
Laboratories is an integral part of the testing scene. Furthennore, the publication of Michael
Lyu's monumental Software Reliability Handbook marks the maturation of this important
subject. All software reliability models require some sort of stochastic testing so stochastic
testing is ubiquitous among users of software reliability methods. That's the good news.
The bad news is that there are dozens of conflicting models (described and not described in
the handbook). Each model must be calibrated by each user (tweaked). They all depend on
having a statistically valid user profile (not always possible). To establish a trustworthy Mean
Time to Failure value takes about an order of magnitude more testing time than the rate you are
trying to establish. And there is·no know valid way to go from the failure rates of software
components to the failure rate of a software system. The utility of this theory has been well
established in telecommunications and control systems (e.g., avionics) and not many other
applications. In other words, the users of software reliability theory, unbeknown to themselves,
are in the research business.
4.4. Technology Deployment Today.
The above has been a survey of testing technology that exists. We now turn to the question of how
widely that technology has been deployed - what are other software developers actually using?
Before getting to that, however, I have to explain why a trustworthy measure of that is almost
impossible to get. While the following caveats may totally discredit my observations about the state
of test technology deployment, I can only assure you that it represents the best that I can give you
and possibly that anyone can honestly supply.

a. Such polls as we have are based on a self-selected audience of believers-the people who attend
testing conferences. Similarly, my own perceptions are formed (in part) from my client base and
extensive correspondances, which tends to also be a self-selected audience of believers. The
widest and least biased group is the participants in comp.software.testing. This group was
measured at 22,00o+ participants in 1995 and has probably grown to over 25,000 by now.
Again, a group of believers.
b. Organizations are not monolithic - neither in geography nor in time. The bigger the
organization the more diversity you are likely to see. Even in what I consider to be the best
organizations vis-a-vis test technology deployment, I have seen reactionary pockets that would
have been considered such two decades ago. Conversely, organizations that I j~dged to be
excellent turned out to be merely a perception based on a small isolated pocket of excellence in
a quality-neolithic organization.
As to time, quality efforts are notoriously fickle. Without a champion and constant pressure
from the top, the best quality efforts soon die. In organization after organization I have watched
excellent, leading-edge ideas put into practice with outstanding quantifiable results only to see
the practices die out when the champion leaves or, as if often the case, the champion is promoted
to a higher echelon in ·reward for his accomplishments.
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c. The perception of tool vendors is perhaps the best because their salespersons actively seek clients
not only among believers but among those who have no idea that there is a testing technology.
But as we know, salespeople often confuse facts with wishful fantazies and lie when it suits them
to do so. Even if we had accurate data about tool sales, it would not tell us about true usage
because so many of these tools end up as shelfware.
d. The worst and the best practices are never reported. The reason for not reporting failures is
obvious. However, the best practices are not reported because the practitioners believe that this
gives them a competitive edge. Secrecy may also be imposed on consultants such as myself for
similar reasons. There is almost no sharing of data among industrial software developers in the
Western nations.

1. Coverage Tools. Probably in use by 30-40% of software development organizations. I should
rather say, "abused" because usually, only 85% to 95% statement cover is mandated. Proper
usage is probably at the 10% level. Typically, that means statement, branch, and predicate cover.
Data flow coverage (define-use, all uses, all definitions) based on excellent public-domain tools
for C and C++ (ATEC) appear to be widespread in producers of life-critical software. For the
general group of software developers, this penetration is probably under 2%.

In contrast to unit-level coverage tools, the use of profilers in system testing is gaining
rapidly. It would estimate it at 40% to 50% and climbing.
2. Unit Testing. Almost everybody claims to be doing something called "unit testing." It's a
politically correct thing to say. Proper unit testing under a coverage tool is probably done by
10%-15% of software developers. The importance of unit testing, however, is reduced in 00
programming at the expense of increased realization of the importance of integration testing.
3. Integration Testing. Again a politically correct thing to espouse. Again, often not really done
because it is confused with testing something that is already integrated. Among non-OO
programmers, this is probably at the 5%-10% level. However, among 00 programmers, it is
rapidly becoming the single most important aspect of testing. It is probably done at the 35%50% level.
4. Capture/Playback. The single most popular test tool today. Probably in use by more than half
of all software developers who do some kind of on-line software. It obviously doesn't apply to
batch software. A high degree of frustration here because the typical capture/playback tool has
serious limitations in a distributed environment and/or with GUI software - although tools are
available for both of those. I'd put usage at about 35%.
5. Scripting Languages. Visual Basic in conjunction with Microsoft Test is probably the single
most popular. If a scripting language is used it is inevitably part of the operating/development
environment. Suitable languages of varying capabilities are available for most platforms but
their usage (probably under 10%) is hampered by an unwillingness to invest in training and by
the unfortunate fact that many testers are undertrained para-professionals instead of software
engineers. I have often observed to look of horror on neophyte testers' faces in my introductory
tutorial seminars when I suggested that they would have to learn how to program.
6. Test drivers. Some kind oftest driver gets used by almost everybody who tests- eventually.
So the penetration is probably in the high 90%. However, most of these are home-brewed, oneshot, kind of things (e.g., those ugly test programs). General purpose test drivers rarely exist
today as stand-alone tools: they are part of a capture/playback tool or a unit test tool. I'd guess
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that usage of such tools is above 50%. Regression test drivers, partly in response to the Y2K
problem, are on the upswing.

7. Test Generators. Not counting the vast number ofre-invented test generators and focusing on
commercial tools, I'd put raw combinatoric bangers at 5%-10% and sophisticated, model-based
tools at under 2%. Specialized test generators for Y2K testing are proliferating but we have no
idea about what the deployment is, never mind the use after deployment.
8. Monitors. These tools are used to detect virtual memory boundary violations. Their use has
become ubiquitous in just the past two years. Probably because they are viewed as debug tools
rather than test tools.
9. Mutation Methods and Tools. Mutation analysis tools have been around in the public domain
for over two decades. Commercial tools are only a recent development. Their penetration is
probably minuscule and restricted to leading-edge developers of life-critical software for the
aerospace industry.

10. Test Management Systems. Every major computer vendor has a comprehensive test
management system to offer, either as part of a larger software management system or as a standalone package. Their use is fairly wide-spread.
11. Independent Test Groups. Yet another politically correct thing to have. So the practice
probably exists at 75% of all software development entities. At least by that name. As for true,
value-added independent testing, the practice is probably at the under 20% level.
4.5. The Picture of A Leader.
Allow me to draw you a composite picture of a leader from the point of view of testing technology.
I personally think that this is more useful than an inherently flawed and statistically dubious
estimation of what others are doing. Knowing what others are doing has in my mind always
smacked of an attempt to justify one's own practices (or malpractices). Furthermore, the winners
in this game don't win by being guided by others, but by moving ahead to territories where there is
no sure guidance. Here's my vision of a leader in the software testing game.
Unit testing to a 100% predicate cover standard is a
minimum, mandatory requirement. All unit testing is done under a suitable coverage tool.
Furthermore, 100% regression testing to the same standard is enforced whenever the unit has
been modified for any reason whatsoever. There are no exceptions to this fundamental
requirement.

1. Unit Testing (minimum mandatory).

2. Unit Testing (supplementary). All units are developed to written requirements documents
(e.g., specifications) even if such specifications are created by the developer themselves.
Additional unit tests based on functionality, using a variety of applicable test techniques, are
employed based on experience as to what does and does not have a payoff. Additional coverage
measures are available (provided by the coverage tool) for various data flow and other advanced
coverage notions. Use of these additional coverage measures is locally mandated and may range
from voluntary to mandatory depending on the criticality of the software, its nature, etc.
3. Build Process and Integration Testing. There is a recognized and documented buildintegration process (probably incremental) and associated build/integration plan for every
component at every level. Proper integration tests based on integration test techniques and
intended to probe the inconsistencies of inter-component interfaces are designed in advanced and
~x;ec\lted under configuration control.
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4. Test Techniques. No single technique dominates. Developers and testers alike know the basic,
proven, test techniques and use them as appropriate, routinely: domain testing, transaction flow
testing, finite-state machine testing, syntax testing, control-flow testing, data-flow testing, logicbased testing. Where such techniques are extensively used, commercially available automated
test generators are used.

5. Test Configuration Control All tests are fully configuration-controlled products. Period!
6. Regression Testing at all levels (from unit to system) is fully automated, used at the drop of a
hat, and underway when the platform isn't doing anything else. It' s no big deal. However, all
manual tests require written justification.
7. Capture/Playback, Test Drivers, and Scripting Languages. The specifics depend on the
environment. There are no hard-fast rules as to which will be used where but it is understood
that either some form of capture/playback, or scripting language, or test generator will be used
and each of these will have an associated test driver. Most important of all, all developers and
testers have been trained in the use of these tools and have played around with them long enough
to achieve proficiency.

8. Independent Test Groups. There are several of these and all of them are value-added
specialists. Developers are insulted over the very idea that these groups could run into bugs that
they should have found themselves.
9. Quality Assurance. Quality assurance is allowed to do the job it is supposed to do - to effect
changes in the process so as to improve net productivity to the required quality leveL In support
of this, they:

a.

do anomaly classification and provide feedback and education to programmers to reduce
the incidence of new bugs.

b.

measure the effectiveness of test suites using mutation methods to provide feedback as
to what test methods are proving most effective at catching what kind of bugs. This also
helps to guard against the false confidence that occurs when test suites wear out - called
the pesticide paradox.

c.

as research projects, employ other mutation-based methods such as testability analysis
in order to spot software areas that are inherently difficult to test. Routinely do safety
analysis for life-critical software.

d.

automatically gather a wide variety of metrics and continually update models based on
those metrics to achieve trustworthy predictors of the product's viability and
development progress.

5. Conclusions.
So what conclusions can we draw from this short survey?
1. State of The Art? A lot of impressive and useful results in a short period of time. The

researchers and leaders are to be congratulated.
2. State of The Practice? Miserable and only marginally improved over two decades ago. There
is a gap between the state of the art and the state of the practice and while that gap continues to
grow for the present, we can expect a reversal in the near future.
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3. Do We Know What We Should Be Doing? Emphatically YES! For example, resurrect and
and enforce the proven practices of yesteryear. There is more th~ enough proven technology
on the plate, lying fallow, for anyone's taste. Recognize that while objections to deploying test
technology may often be couched in terms of dubiously founded cost-effectiveness arguments,
those arguments and supposed problems are identical to the opposition that was raised against
the adoption of quality control and assurance methods in manufacturing in the past. Those who
adopted, stayed in business and increased market shares: those who did not, are historical
footnotes. It will be exactly the same for software.
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DOMINANT -- SOME STANDARD
WILL

©[[]
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QUALITY TECHNOLOGIES
• FORMAL (FAGAN) INSPECTIONS - MOSTLY
MANUAL, TECHNOLOGY AIDS VERY RECENT
• DEPENDABILITY/RELIABILITY MODELS MOSTLY ANALYTICAL, DEPENDS ON TEST
TECHNOLOGY
• METRICS - USUALLY A BYPRODUCT OF
TESTING
e DEBUGGING TOOLS (E.G., SLICERS) AND
TECHNOLOGY OVERLAPS WITH TESTING
TECHNOLOGY
• MOST OF OUR QUALITY TECHNOLOGY IS
TESTING TECHNOLOGY
0092.25.7 97-09-29

WHY TESTING?

• STILL NO RESPECT FOR TESTERS
•PROPOSED "ALTERNATIVES TO TESTING"
•WHY TESTING IS FUNDAMENTAL

0092.02 09/03197
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ALTERNATIVES TO TESTING?
• HOL'S AND CASE: COBOL, ADA, and HOL'S
• DESIGN PRINCIPLES: STRUCTURE,
MODULARITY, 00

• FORMALISMS:

PROOFS OF CORRECTNESS,
Z-SPECIFICATIONS

•PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS:
INSPECTIONS, FUNCTIONAL
DECOMPOSITION, TOP-DOWN, TQM

©il
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THE ALTERNATIVES AREN'T
iI
i

• REMOVES OR REDUCES PREVIOUS BUG
TYPES PERMITTING A COMPLEXITY
ESCALATION
• SHIFTS LABOR CONTENT TO AN EARLIER
AND LESS EXPENSIVE PART OF THE
DEVELOPMENT CYCLE - AGAIN
PERMITTING A COMPLEXITY ESCALATION
• THE IDEA JUST DOESN'T WORK IN
PRACTICE
• PROCESS IS ORGANIZATIO NALLY
PERSONAL AND NOT A PANACEA
0092.I U ~ T

©il

WHY TESTING IS FUNDAMENTAL
• ONLY TESTING IS TRULY OBJECTIVE: ALL
OTHER ACTIVITIES ARE BASED ON
MENTAL MODELS
•ONLY ACTUAL EXECUTION OF ACTUAL
CODE IS OBJECTIVE
• THE ONLY TESTING GUARANTEE: IF YOU DO
NOT EXECUTE THE CODE UNDER A TEST YOU
ARE GUARANTEED TO MISS THE BUGS IN THAT
CODE IF THERE ARE ANY.
0092.05 09'03197
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HISTORICAL LANDMARKS
• FIRST COVERAGE TOOL. 1951
• 1811 (WARNER) COVERAGE TOOL ON 704, 1954
• IB11 IIEIIMAP/360 1967
• 1811 ADOPTS 100% BRANCH COVER AS IIINIIIUII IIANDATORY UNIT TEST
STANDARD, 1967-1961
• DATA FLOW TESTING USED AT IBM ON OS-360, 1967
• NATO CONFERENCES, 1961, 1969, BOEHM COINS "SOFTWARE ENGINEERING"
• IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, 1975
• GOODENOUGH & GERHART AND THE BIRTH OF TESTING THEORY, 1975
• IIYERS , THE AR7 OF SOFTWARE TESnNG, 1979
• BEIZER, SOFTWARE TESnNG TECHNIOIJES, 1912
• 1997: 10> ANNUAL CONFERENCES. 6+ JOURNALS, 50 BOOKS, 3,000 PUBLISHED
PAPERS IN REFEREED JOURNALS

©ii
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
• TESTING TECHNOLOGY, THEORY, AND PRACTICE IS AS
OLD AND AS MATURE AS SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
• WHAT MOST PEOPLE PERCEIVE AS THE TESTING
"LEADING EDGE· IS IN FACT TESTING ARCHEOLOGY
•PROVEN BEST PRACTICES (E.G. MINIMUM COVERAGE
STANDARDS FOR UNIT TES'tlNG) ARE ADOPTED AND
THEN DROPPED
• TESTING AND TESTERS ARE CONTINUALLY FORCED
TO REJUSTIFY THEMSELVES AND THEIR
METHODOLOGIES
• IT IS NOT A SOFTWARE TESTING PROBLEM AS SUCH,
BUT ENDEMIC TO QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SOCIETY

©ii
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TESTING THEORY
•AXIOMATIC FOUNDATION, METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND
PROOFS, EMPIRICAL CONFIRMATION OF RESULTS WAY BEYOND GUT-FEEL AND INTUITION
• TESTING TAXONOMY AND STRENGTH HIERARCHY
• MUTATION ANALYSIS AND RELATED METHODS
•EXTENSION OF RESULTS TO: MAINTENANCE,
DEBUGGING, DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE,
• EXTENSIVE L!TERATURE, RESULTS, AND COMMERCIAL
TOOLS BASED ON THE THEORY (E.G., TESTMASTER, T,
PIE ANALYZER)

0092.08 OS!03,,'97
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MANY OPEN PROBLEMS
• WE STILL DON'T KNOW WHEN TO STOP TESTING
• 00 SOFTWARE IS VERY HARO TO TEST
• WE DON'T KNOW WHAT MAKES SOFTWARE TESTABLE
•WE CAN'T RELATE BUGS TO FAILURES
• DESPITE RESULTS, DISTRIBUTED AND
TIME-DEPENDENT SOFTWARE STILL NEEDS LOTS OF
WORK
• WE DON'T KNOW WHAT WE MEAN BY "DEPENDABLE"
• SOFTWARE RELIABILITY THEORY AND METHODS ARE
STILL VERY PROBLEMATIC

0092.09 09/03197

TESTING TECHNOLOGY
• COVERAGE MEASURES AND TOOLS
• UNIT AND COMPONENT TESTING
•INTEGRATION TESTING
• TEST DRIVERS
• SCRIPTING LANGUAGES
•AUTOMATED TEST GENERATORS
• TEST CONFIGURATION CONTROL
• INDEPENDENT TEST GROUPS
• TEST MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

0092.10 09/03197

COVERAGE TOOLS
• MOSTLY STATEMENT, BRANCH, PREDICATE
•LEADING EDGE USES ADVANCED, DATA FLOW
COVERAGE
•PROBABLY 30-40"/o PENETRATION
•MOSTLY MISUSED BECAUSE 100"/o COVERAGE IS NOT
MANDATED IN UNIT TESTING-VALUE OF PARTIAL
UNIT TESTING COVERAGE IS DUBIOUS
•PROPER USE IS PROBABLY AT 10"/o
• USE OF PROFILERS FOR SYSTEM-LEVEL COVERAGE IS
HIGH - PROBABLY 40-50"/o

0092.11 09/03/37
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UNIT TESTING
• EVERYONE CLAIMS TO BE DOING IT, BUT MOST DON'T
•CONFUSION OVER WHAT A UNIT IS, AND WHAT UNIT
TESTING SHOULD BE
•PROBABLY LESS THAN 15% DO PROPER UNIT TESTING
• LITTLE VALUE IF NOT DONE UNDER A COVERAGE
TOOL TO 100% STANDARD
•00 SOFTWARE SHIFTS EMPHASIS FROM UNIT TESTING
TO INTEGRATION TESTING

0092.12 09/03197

INTEGRATION TESTING
• EVERYONE CLAIMS TO BE DOING IT, BUT MOST
DON'T
•CONFUSION OF INTEGRATION TESTING WITH
TESTING SOMETHING ALREADY INTEGRATED

•AMONG NON-00 PROGRAMMERS, PROBABLY
AT THE 5-10% LEVEL
· • FOR 00-PROJECTS, PROBABLY AT 50% LEVEL
• EXPECTED AREA OF MAJOR EXPANSION WITH
TOOL SUPPORT

©ii
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CAPTURE/PLAYBACK
• SINGLE MOST POPULAR TEST TOOL
• KEY COMPONENT FOR TRANSITION FROM
MANUAL TO AUTOMATED TESTING
• USAGE PROBABLY AT 35% - MORE SEATS
SOLD, BUT LOTS OF SHELFWARE
•VAST VARIETY OF TOOLS FOR EVERY
PLATFORM, FOR GUI, FOR DISTRIBUTED, ETC.
• EXPECT CONTINUED EXPANSION OF ACTUAL
USAGE

0092.14 09/03197
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SCRIPTING LANGUAGES
•ALL THE FEATURES OF A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE+
•SEVERAL DE-FACTO STANDARDS FOR WIDGET
TESTING
•NO STANDARD FOR SOFTWARE TESTING AND NO
STANDARD LIKELY TO EMERGE IN THE FORESEEABLE
FUTURE
• NO TECHNICAL BARRIERS - BUT TOOL VENDORS
WANT TO CAPTURE USERS TO THEIR OWN LANGUAGE
AND TOOL KIT
•USAGE PROBABLY UNDER 10%
•UNWILLINGNESS TO INVEST IN TRAINING IS A
BARRIER TO DEPLOYMENT

Ii

0092. 15 09/03/97

TEST DRIVERS
• FIRST (BAD) APPROACH IS USUALLY
SO-CALLED "TEST PROGRAMS"
•DRIVER IS OFTEN INTEGRATED WITH OTHER
TOOL: CAPTURE/PLAYBACK, COVERAGE, TEST
GENERATOR
• HIGH USAGE -AT LEAST 50% AND CLIMBING
RAPIDLY
• Y2K PROVIDING IMPETUS FOR MORE
DEPLOYMENT
• UNLIKELY TO SURVIVE AS A STAND-ALONE
TOOL
0092. 17 09/03/97

AUTOMATED TEST GENERATORS
•MANY NAIVE TOOLS - COMBINATORIAL

BANGERS ARE MOST POPULAR
•HUGE NUMBER OF REINVENTED, HOME-BREW
TOOLS
•ABOUT 5-10% DEPLOYMENT
• SOPHISTICATED MODEL-BASED TOOLS ARE
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE (E.G., TEST
MASTER)
• HIGH INTELLECTUAL PREREQUISITES (ALTHOUGH FAR
LESS THAN 00)
• PRICE - HIGH PER-SEAT COST
• USAGE UNDER 2% BUT STRONG IN TME LEADING EDGE
0092.18 09/03197
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OTHER TOOLS
•MONITORS (E.G. PURIFY): POPULAR,
CLOSING IN ON 100%
•MUTATION TOOLS, SLICERS, CALL-TREE
COVER: RAPIDLY EXPANDING,
ESPECIALLY IN RESPONSE TO Y2K
TES.TING ISSUES
• TEST MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: SEVERAL
ON THE MARKET, BUT MOSTLY FOR
WIDGET TESTING. TESTING SUPPORT
BEING BUILT-IN TO DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
0092.19 09/03197

TEST CONFIGURATION CONTROL
•WAS UNHEARD OF TEN YEARS AGO
•AT ABOUT 50% TODAYAND RAPIDLY RISING
•RECOGNITION THAT TESTING IS NOT A
THROW-AWAY PRODUCT AND PRACTICE
• USES ORDINARY SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT
· TOOLS
•INTEREST IN REAL (AUTOMATED)
REGRESSION TESTfNG IS RISING
0092.16 09/03/97

INDEPENDENT TEST GROUPS
• CHANGING ROLE - OBJECTIVITY
ADVANTAGE WAS OVERRATED
• THEY DO NOT DO THE TESTING THAT
DEVELOPER'S WON'T DO
• VALUE-ADDED TESTING
•
•
•
•
•

NETWORK TESTING
PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY TESTING
LANGUAGE AND OTHER LOCALIZATION TESTING
RELIABILITY TESTING
PERFORMANCE TESTING

0092.20 09/03197
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PROGNOSIS
•ONGOING SOFTWARE INDUSTRY
CONSOLIDATION WILL PUSH TEST
TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT AMONG
SURVIVORS
• GROWING SOFTWARE COMPLEXITY AND
PACKAGE SIZE MAKES RELIANCE ON
MANUAL METHODS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE
• Y2K IS ALSO PROVIDING AN IMPETUS
• USER-PERCEPTION AND LEGAL SCENE
(E.G. COREL SUIT) DEMANDS HIGHER,
DEMONSTRABLE QUALITY
0092.%1 09/03191

PICTURE OF A LEADER
I

I
I
I

'

• PROPER UNIT TESTING UNDER COVERAGE TOOLS TO A 100%
MANDATORY PREDICATE COVERAGE STANDARD-NO
EXCEPTIONS ALLOWED
• SUPPLEMENTARY UNIT TESTING AS APPROPRIATE AND AS
EFFECTIVE
• BUILD PROCESS AND PROPER INTEGRATION TESTING
•CONFIGURATION MANAGED TESTING
•AUTOMATED, COPIOUS, REGRESSION TESTING
• HIGH DEPLOYMENT OF TEST DRIVERS, CAPTURE/PLAYBACK
AND SCRIPTING LANGUAGES
• HIGH-DEPLOYMENT OF SOPHISTICATED AUTOMATED TEST
GENERATORS
• VALUE-ADDED INDEPENDENT TESTING
•INTEGRATION AND COOROINATION WITH QA
0092.22 09/03/91

CONCLUSIONS
•STATE OF THE ART: GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
COMPARABLE IN EVERY WAY TO SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
• STATE OF THE PRACTICE: ONLY MARGINALLY
IMPROVED
• WE KNOW WHAT WE SHOULD AND COULD BE DOING,
BUT AREN'T
• THE FUNDAMENTAL BARRIERS ARE NOT
TECHNOLOGICAL BUT SOCIETAL AND PERCEPTUAL
AND NO DIFFERENT IN KIND THAN THE BARRIERS TO
THE QUALITY MOVEMENT FOR MANUFACTURING 20
YEARS AGO
• THE OUTCOME WILL BE THE SAME - ONLY TESTING
TECHNOLOGY ADOPTERS WILL SURVIVE AS
SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS
0092.23 0S/03/97
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1. Abstract
The aim of PROVE is to improve the quality of our software products by implementing, in parallel
with our software development cycle, a measurable verification process which takes into account two
approaches: dynamic verification (testing) and static verification (inspection). The goal of high software
quality is obvious: to produce software that works flawlessly, but the quality has to be reached avoiding to
hinder the development: thus the verification process has to be compatible with other priorities like time-tornarket and adding leading-edge features to the product.
As product complexity increases and customers' demand for high quality software grows, the verification
process is becoming a crucial one for software producers. Unfortunately, even if verification techniques
have been available for a few years, little experience in their application can be found among
commercial software producers. For this reason we believe that our experience, will be of significant
relevance for a wider community, not least because it could demonstrate the feasibility of a structured and
quantitative approach to verification in a commercial software producer whose products sell on the national
and international market.

By setting up a verification method and applying it to the our main business product for threedimensional design EUREKA, we were able to ensure that less errors were escaping from our ordinary
quality control, assuring more reliability in the subsequent releases through which the whole product is
evolving. Besides, through automation we created a replicable set of verification procedures which now for
the core of our non regression quality control.
Some key sentences summarise the lessons that we consider most valuable for whoever will repeat a
similar experiment:
"A cultural growth on testing is paramount"
"How much time should we spend on fault detection?
Start with the same amount of time you use now".

2. Background Information
2.1

Objectives

Scope of PROVE is to define a verification process (covering testing and inspections) in terms of
activities, methods, tools and measurement mechanisms integrated with the development cycle of our CAD
(Computer Aided Design) software products. The experiment applies to our product for threedimensional design called Eureka, on which we will measure the benefits in terms of quality attributes:
functionality and reliability (as required by the customer), maintainability and portability (for the
organisation).
2.2

Involved companies and their roles

Cad.Lab S.p.A., an Italian software house specialising in the production of computer systems for the
technical area in the mechanical and manufacturing fields . Role: prime contractor. Cab.Lab will carry out
the experiment on a baseline project.
QWE' 97
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GE1\11NI S. cons. a r. I., a non-profit consortium specialising in software engineering and software
quality. Role: subcontractor of Cad.Lab. GEMINI assists in the evaluation and selection of automated
testing tools and in the definition of a model for a measurement programme.

2.3

Starting scenario

The current model for software development. Our software life cycle model can be described as
"evolutionary maintenance", i.e. the product evolves through subsequent releases. The following are the
main process phases:
• definition of the specifications (new features, bug fixing, improvements, fitting) and of the priorities
• analysis
• design
• code writing
• porting and functional tests
• delivery (release and installation).
The assessment performed. In 1994 Cad.Lab performed a "Gap analysis to establish the degree of
fulfilment of the ISO 9001 requirements, according to the guideline ISO 9000/3". The study was
carried out by an external assessor, GEMINI, together with Cad.Lab's internal Quality Improvement
function.
The study pointed out that our process of software development is highly complex because of the technical
contents and of the continuous adaptation to the technological evolution; the product of the design requires
a thorough validation both for its intrinsic features and the economical consequences of its eventual
failures. Besides, it was pointed out that, in a crisis, quality got a lower priority than time-to-market and
leading-edge features; as a result only a low percentage of the software product was tested before shipping,
and undesired costs were engendered because rework and the effects of bad reputation on the market.
The business point of view. One of the most crucial aspects is the nwnber of releases due to bug fixing
(corrective maintenance), which is becoming more and more important following the introduction of
Object-Oriented technology in the redesign of some subsystems. The definition of a verification process
integrated with the software development phase was therefore a primary need for the improvement of the
product quality and could bring about clear benefits on the whole development process. Thus the PROVE
experiment was conceived and was seen as part of our programme for process improvement which started
in 1994 with an intense training activity on software project planning, configuration management and
design methods.
Constraints imposed on the experiment. A fundamental requirement was that the new verification
process had to be compatible with our usual schedule constraints by taking no more time than what is
normally spent on debugging, but employing it in a more systematic way.
Besides, object orientation, algorithmic complexity in the CAD application domain, GUis, diversity of
technologies, all added complexity that had to be taken into account in the set up of a standard verification
environment.
The technical point of view. When PROVE was launched the status of our verification process showed the
following weaknesses:
• a preventive test planning stage lacked
• testing was limited to the functional aspects of our·systems and overloolced the structural ones
• the usage of automati~ test instruments was scarce
QWE'97
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• no quality measures were ta.ken; in particular it showed necessary to improve our defect recording
database, promote its usage and define how product and process quality analysis had to be carried out
on its data.

2.4

Workplan

Our baseline project was identified with a selection of the subsystems of our 3D (three-dimemional)

design environment Eureka. All the usual engineer's tasks are supported by Eureka and this involves a
complex decomposition of our product into several subsystems which implement the various sets of
features of the system.
The workplan was conceived around these fundamental assumptions:
1. each of the baseline project subsystem has peculiar quality aspects to be verified. For this reason
the most suitable verification approach for each of these components had to be planned for. Both testing
and inspection techniques had to be included because not all the quality aspects could be easily verified
through just one of those techniques.
2. our software process model (repeated evolutionary cycles) could benefit from a set of reusable test
cases and inspection procedures to be re-executed on every new release in an automated way.
3. results of applying the new verification process had to be measured. Measuring meant setting up a test
log database to monitor the quality level before release and an error database to track and analyse
quality related data after release.

3. Work Performed, Results and Analysis
3.1

The methodology point of view

From a methodological point of view, our main achievements are in the definition of three models: a model
for testing, a model for inspection and a model for measurement.
An analysis of the issues, solutions and results follows.
3.1.1 A model for testing
The issues:
A. Our traditional testing practice lacked a method and was mainly manual: developers focused their
testing on the final product and executed their tests through the debugger. Thus we spent some time on
testing but it was not planned nor clearly scheduled: our fault-detection activities were hidden in the
time allotted to initial coding or debugging. We realised that to gain a significant improvement over our
current performance we had to adopt a method for finding better test cases.
B. Another point to consider was that if we only tested our product's subsystems from the final system
interface we would incur some drawbacks (for example we might have problems figuring out how to
force a particular output from a subsystem buried deep within the system).

The solution and our results:
• To target the issue A we adopted two approaches: test planning ·and design, test cases gathering from
field activities (\lsers and random testing by developers), which are described here.
QWE ' 97
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Test planning and design. We applied a method based on finding test requirements prior to designing
and implementing test cases. These requirements can be regarded as "questions to ask of code" to
verify if the code fails. The most successful way to go about test requirements identification seems to be
applying a catalog based technique [2]. The catalog based technique stems from the observation that
programmers tend to incur the same errors, so effective tests can be found by identifying the most
frequent error conditions. We define "clues" these common conditions. A catalog is a collection of clues
that, according to past experience, have an high probability to generate a fault.

Having established a method we could plan the testing activities in a systematic way. We defined and
experimented a standard Test Plan Template covering:
~ the outcome of the subsystems analysis project and its impact on the verification approach
~ test units identification and prioritisation. Our subsystems are logically divided into functional
and/or structural units which should be regarded independently to find test requirements. The testing
effort had to be proportioned to each test unit; in fact, some test units will be tested more deeply than
others based on the following risk-based criteria: probability of finding a fault, visibility (the flaw
could be visible to users) and severity (which effects the flaw can produce)
:=> for each test unit the identification of the conditions to be tested, that we call test requirements.
Once identified, test requirements are used to build test cases.
Test cases gathering from field activities. Together with this improved method for designing test cases
we kept open the old way consisting of deriving test cases from software problems submitted to
customer support by users or found by developers during their random testing activities. These software
problems are entered in our error database, analysed and fixed, but the input which caused them can
also be archived as a scenario incrementing our test cases repository.
•

To target the issue B, we opted for testing our product' s subsystems in isolation.

3.1.2 A mode1 for inspection
The issues:
A . Some features of our product have to be verified by human inspection of the outputs. Correctness,
consistency and completeness are the attributes that only a human inspector can assess
B . We need an evaluation of the design quality of our 00 code based on possibly objective metrics.
The solution and our results:
•

To target the issue A, we firstly defined what had to be our target standard for the relevant quality
attributes, then we developed a set of specific inspection procedures; the execution of these procedures
was enhanced by a partially automated environment as described in chapter 3.1.

•

Issue B. is still open, we are currently experimenting with a tool for static analysis which can produce
an extensive set of metrics. Our task will be to identify a manageable set of meaningful metrics and to
define a method of assessment within which these metrics should be applied.

QWE'97
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3 .1. 3 The measurement model

We defined a measurement model which is applied in two distinct phases of the software development
process:
• Before release, where measurement is based on a test log database analysis (called DBTest).

To have reliable yardsticks for measuring trends in test log data we decided to break the evolution of the
baseline project's software at major points called "builds" (i.e. internally available and identified
executables); many builds may correspond to just one version (for instance Eureka 8.0c) and each one
marks a point in which developers think that a sufficiently robust executable has been achieved.
Builds undergo the automated execution of the test suites developed in PROVE; logging of test
execution data is made by our test drivers or directly by the test suite manager included into Microsoft
Visual Test. In both cases log data are imported within DBTest where they can be analysed. Currently
used queries are:
=> failed tests trend over different version/releases of the product
=> failed tests trend over different builds of the same current version.
• After release (internal from one development group to the others or external to the customer), where
measurement is based on an error database analysis (called DBError).
DBError is a Microsoft Access based database with a front-end Web interface. Thus DBError can be
accessed remotely by groups located in different offices and branches as well as by our distributors and
resellers.

Currently used queries follows:
=> closed vs. open defects in the realised version
=> average elapsed time up to defect resolution
=> defects per subsystems and per subsystem' s feature
=> defect trend trough subsequent releases

3.2

The technology point of view: a verification

environment to support testing,

inspection and measurement
3.2.1 Testing environment

In our starting scenario most testing was manual, the major drawback was that we spent on testing but we
were missing the opportunity to rerun tests at almost no cost. Starting from this consideration we explored
ways to automate testing and we settled on a precise standard terminology to identify all the components
that could serve our testing automation intent:
Testing automation involves the development/purchase of two basic components:
• test driver: software that sets up the environment for submitting test cases, collecting the results and judging whether the
test passed or failed . A test driver can run a system or a subsystem in isolation. To achieve reuse and maintainability the
test cases should also be developed externally of the test driver, as separate procedures (i.e. still more software)
• test suite manager: software to run more than one test case. It can run an entire test suite or selected subsets. It should also
log results to allow comparison between runs.
• . test cases repository: an archiving structure where the separate procedures which implement the test cases are stored for
easy retrieval by a tester or a test suite manager
Globally we called "testware" all these software components.

A testing environment /or testing automation coMim Of the following components:
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testware management: it deals with the problem of organising and controlling the versions of testware
test result logging and analysis: it allows registering the results of test launches and compare them.

A testing environment can be integrated with "point tools", i.e. tools which help detecting specific flaws : memory leaks,
performance bottlenecks.

Our approach

Our implementation of the testware components of a testing environment has been as follows:
Test driver. We developed test drivers in two ways:
• external driving - mainly for the system tester
Our systems integrate a proprietary macro language (LPG) which allows submitting input commands in
batch as external procedures, bypassing the graphical user interface. By means of this language we
implemented batch testing procedures consisting of:
~ test data;
~ the invocation of specific output checking procedures which apply geometric or mass properties
verification algorithms which are part of our product.
Advantages: only the test cases have to be implemented; incrementing them is quick.
Disadvantages: even if the test cases were designed to stress a particular subsystem or function, the
input data are processed by the whole system and reach their target following a possibly long and
winding execution path. It could happen that, while traversing the execution path, the input data cause
side effects eventually obscuring the actual results.

• internal driving - mainly for testing carried out by developers
For the Geometric Kernel subsystem, implemented as Object Oriented code, we implemented a new
LPG cqmmand which activates directly the subsystems to be tested:
~ the command triggers C++ code, linked within the whole system, to pass input directly to one of the
member functions of the 00 classes. This simulates running the subsystem in isolation. The test
cases are implemented externally as formatted files of input data; the name of the file to be used is
one of the parameters of the LPG command.
~ the same C++ code checks the output of the test case execution by applying geometric or mass
properties verification algorithms which are part of our product.
Advantages: if the test cases were designed to stress a particular function the input data are processed
reach their target directly with very limited risk of undesired side effects.
Test suite manager. Our test suite manager is a WEB interface to browse and select the test cases to
insert in the suite and to chose between external driving or internal driving
Test cases repository. Our archiving structure is a tree of directories where the leaves are called scenarios
(implemented as LPG procedures or formatted test data files); scenarios are collected into directories which
implement the concept of test case; test cases, in turn, are sub-directories of directories which implement
the concept of suite; finally suites are grouped by the subsystem or functionality they are targeted at.
The repository can be incremented and manipulated through the WEB interface of the test suite manager.
Our implementation of the testing environment has been as follows :

• testware management: we tried and use our source management system based on RCS and MKS
Source Integrity. To date there are some flaws in this system which suggest looking for a more
comprehensive and scalable solution.
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•

test result logging and analysis: our solution consists in storing log data and documentation in a

•

centralised relational database (a Microsoft Access database) which is integrated with the tool
Microsoft Visual Test and which we feed data into by means of all our test drivers.
for what concerns the point tools we found satisfactory candidates for memory leaks and performance
bottlenecks detection (Memory Advisor by Platinum Inc., BoundsChecker by NuMega Technologies,
Quantify by Pure Software Inc.).

3.2.2 Inspection environment
We set up a specific inspection strategy for those features that we could not verify easily through
automated testing. The main problem with these features is that in a typical CAD system as ours they can
be accessed and used by selecting menu items which could eventually be deeply nested. Typically each
command can be specified in many different ways and achieving a complete verification coverage of all
these nested options can only be done through human inspection.

Our findings . Initially we designed the inspection procedures to be executed by hand, but we realised that
without automation the effort incurred would not decrease over time (and it is a considerably high effort).
To avoid this drawback we partially automated some of the procedures' steps in all cases where it was
possible. Thus an inspection procedure is now a set of steps which bring the system in a certain status by
means of automated scripts written in our proprietary language LPG, after each step the control that the
actual output coincides with was is expected is done visually by the human "inspector".
For what concerns the assessment of the code and design quality, we are currently planning to adopt an
approach to inspection more focused on the application of static analysis tools (such as McCabe Visual
Toolset). We expect that identifying a basic set of meaningful metrics (mainly on our 00 code) is essential
to make this approach really viable in our industrial context.

3.2.3 Measurement environment
We defined a measurement model which is applied in two distinct phases of the software development
process: before release, where measurement is based on a test log database analysis (called DBTest) where
we store the tests run and the corresponding exit status (passed/failed); after release (internal release from
one development group to the others or external release to the customer) measurement is based on an
errors database analysis (called DBError).
The analysis of PROVE' s results will be based on such database.

3.3

Training

The complete training programme carried out under PROVE targeted a general introduction to the
verification process, plus its specific practices, and a more in-depth workshop on testing and inspection
methods. The subject matter of the workshop consisted of a method for finding test requirements from the
code interface specification and/or by inspecting the code. From test requirements actual test cases can be
implemented and eventually automated. The workshop taught which techniques could be applied to these
tasks to increase their effectiveness.
A fruitful experience. To run the workshop we adopted a fairly innovative solution: "at-distance learning
plus on-site follow-up" . In a first stage the teacher, based in the U.S., sent us sections of the training
1ru1t,ri~ t,y e-mail and iave us his assistance via e-mail. We studied the material, executed the lab work

and applied what we learned on the baseline project. We
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issues rising in the process and, if necessary, we submitted specific questions to the teacher, who provided
us with immediate feed-back. In this way, the fmal on-site follow-up course of three days was more
profitable: the team and the teacher went deeper into the most relevant issues of testing and they examined
together the specific problems met in finding test requirements from our specific code.

4. The business point of view
At this stage we can predict a relevant impact of the new verification practices on our software
development process. In fact, one of our findings is that the effectiveness of our new method for
verification ensures that defects are found before release saving later work and costs, moreover we
consider that this same method can be applied alongside program development to prevent mistakes,
enhancing our error prevention capability.
As a result of separating the data gathering and the analysis objectives into two distinct approaches
"before and after release" had an impact on our development process: we introduced the concept of internal
build: builds are now the "pulse" of the testing results logging and analysis. The global reliability trends
and the stabilisation of the product is now assesses on the builds performance in testing.
Another impact to consider is that our new verification process was built to a great extent around
automation tools targeted at time-conswning activities. When verification activities are too manual,
programmers, even if they know that when they make changes to an application they should run a non
regression test suite, they often don' t have enough time to do it. Instead, if they can automate the process
they are more likely to test thoroughly and repeat their tests. On the down side it should be taken onto
account that we cannot rely only on automation because automated procedures can be hard to maintain
and, moreover, developing them represents a considerable investment which pays off only on the long
period. Thus a careful analysis should be carried out about what should be automated so that it can be rerun unmodified enough times to ensure a return of the investment.
A significant impact of PROVE was that for the first time clear roles and responsibilities for the testing
process could be identified. We chose to make the programmers responsible for subsystem testing, in fact
this kind of testing is based on the knowledge of subsystem's structural details. As regards system testing
and inspection we preferred a mixed solution: the programmer and the tester (where tester means an
independent tester that doesn't know how the system was built, but on the other hand, he/she lmows how the
system will be used by the users) will design the test plan together. The programmers will carry out a more
"technical" testing, focused on performance, accuracy and geometrical consistency of results and
portability, whilst independent testers will exercise the product by emulating what a user could do with it.
This solution is more affordable given the resources we have and also more coherent with our business,
which is based on selling through VAR and not directly to the end user, this means that we are committed
to achieve a balance between structural and functional tests.

5. Key Lessons
''Modifying the process while a technology shift is occurring can have a considerable impact"
The increasing complexity and rapid change of our company computing environments make it difficult to
ensure a proper and stable testing environment. Gills, object orientation, algorithmic complexity in the
CAD application domain, diversity of technologies, all add complexity that makes testing difficult and
represents a barrier to the building up of a common standard testing environment.
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"You need something you can use tomorrow''
Sometimes process modification promises big effects after big efforts. You have to do a lot of changing
before you see any improvement. A better approach is to target smaller effects that can be made right
away. Moreover the small improvement will be highly motivating. This is why we searched new practices
that we could use immediately and could be enhanced once we were comfortable with our first steps.
"Start with the same amount of time you use now"

one of the first questions that programmers ask is: "how much time should we spend on fault detection?".
We found that a very reasonable answer is "start with the same amount of time you use now, but use
method!". If you estimate how much time that is and you use it for applying a well conceived method
supported by automation you could already do a good job.

''Handling schedule pressure and risk"
our process is usually driven by tight pressure and we cannot count on having always the time to verify
thoroughly all the code we write. Thus the first question is: "does the improved process handle schedule
pressure in the right way?". We found an answer in using risk evaluation, i.e. deciding which test units are
riskiest and should be probed most. Depending on the risk grade the amount of fault detection work can be
carefully planned.

"A cultural growth on testing is paramount''
To produce high quality software, we must make programmers assume a higher degree of responsibility for
the code they write. The sharing of responsibility is important because otherwise design and implementation
will not reflect software quality as a high priority. To achieve this cultural growth we must cope with the
absence of a proper training curriculum This lack of training creates an atmosphere where software testing
is not considered important. For this reason we realised that building up a testing culture was our first
priority and we purchased specific training on the testing methodology which, independently from any tool
specific know how, put our testers on the same level as design engineers.

6.

Conclusions and Future Actions

Usage and dissemination of the results. The practices to be implemented as a result of PROVE fall into
the following categories:
• verification steps to be executed
• standard documents to be produced
• training supports
• test environment and automation standards.
After achieving a stable verification strategy for testing, we wanted to make it ready for being adopted by
all our R&D staff. Instead of writing text procedures we took a completely different approach: our
practices have to be accessible as ready to use aids on our internal WEB site. Therefore to enable the future
transfer have set up WEB practice documentation pages and a WEB site to execute the testing
environment. Since this approach to the sharing of company standards is already established and well
accepted in Cad.Lab, we are confident that it will prove fruitful.
Our future work will concentrate on extending our testing environment to all EUREKA' s subsystems, on .
developing a much higher number of test cases and on consolidating the new practices. In the meanwhile
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we will start building an automated reporting mechanism providing meaningful quality measurements in an
easy to read and continuously updated fashion.
To achieve integration with the development process on all our product lines, the methods, tools and
measures defined by PROVE will be translated into repeatable and transferable practices. It will be crucial
to supplement these practices with good documentation and to make it available to software engineers
together with training and awareness raising events.

7.
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AVAL verification and validation process improvement
First European Quality Week

1.

A Verification and Validation process improvement experiment

1.1
Why did we choose to improve Software Verification and Validation
process?

Improvement of software process in general and Verification1 and Validation2
processes specifically is first of all a way to improve product quality. From a
customer and sponsor perspective, the most visible effect is the decrease of defects
detected after shipment and decrease of regression frequency and seriousness
between product releases.
However, from the supplier (or developer or project manager) side, others returns on
investment are targeted and setting up a V&V process improvement project is a way
to capitalise know-how and to ensure a better control of testing phases. In fact, the
defects' detection is shifted earlier in the life and development cycle, which
minimises correction costs. Better choices in terms of tests and reviews targets, based
on a risk analysis, usage of efficient and adequate tools are factors that increase
efficiency of tests and reviews, and therefore decrease costs. No doubt at all :
Verification and Validation processes improvement is a success factor against the
competition.
OBJECTIF TECHNOLOGIE has identified weaknesses in its test process during an
assessment performed in 1995. Even if our practices were not so bad, these were too
much dependant from each test engineer know-how. Process was not detailed, do
not guaranteed that best practices were applied, and know-how was not capitalised
(performance was on an individual basis only). Moreover, process visibility was not
ensured, as defects were tracked using a manual (paper) system that cannot be easily
used for analysis (no lessons learned) and measuring.
AVAL project, a Verification and Validation process improvement was submitted to
the European Commission program in 1995. The project objectives were, first to
experiment V&V processes improvement using a baseline (pilot) project, second to
generalise as possible the lessons learned from this improvement.

The process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether the
products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of
_that phase.
1

2

The process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end of the
development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements
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1.2

Baseline project and development environment description

The baseline project, BATEM, is a management information system used to control
network's equipment and connections of the Telecommunication Department of
Electricite de France DEPT.
The application is based on a client ~erver architecture; the server is an UNIX
operating platform that supports a 7.1.6 Oracle Database; the clients are PC
computers with Windows 3.1 operating system.
The main application purpose is:
• To allow the users to know the equipment and the connections installed
(exploitation),
• To control the activities and the _interventions of the agents,
• To control rental cost of the 'France Telecom' connections and later, in the v2.0, to
optimise the network.
BATEM offers 2 types of user interfaces : ·
• A user interface without graphics closely standardised and which is directly
mapped with the objects defined during analysis and stored in database
• A graphic user interface which gets to a group of objects and allows the users to
have a significant representation of the reality.
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The main fun~tmci:,roject are :

graphic user interface

• To allow the users to get easily to the data required in offering a set of research
criteria.
• To allow the users to modify the data of the database and to check the integrity of
these data (for example, a connection of a type X cannot be linked with to any type
of equipment).
• To allow the users to consult the data of the database.
• To update refresh automatically data from a client to another.
Today, there are few treatments which produce new data.

1.3

AVAL project summary

1.2.1

Using the ami® method.

The ami® method was selected for this experiment and the AV AL project
implements one iteration of the ami® loop.
ami® results from a collaborative European research project involving 9 centres of
_excellence, with many years' experience in implementing measurement in software
industry. The aim of the project, which run from 1990 to 1992, was to make the
European software industry aware of the benefits of using measurements. The goal is
to provide a practical and validated approach to installing and using quantitative
approaches to control and improve software production. Validated in more than 20
different industrial contexts, the ami® method, resulting from the project, was
largely disseminated in the world and experimented by many organisations; users'
group created in 1993 helps to capture and analyse various experiences and
continuously improve the method.

Analysis of software process improvement initiatives, based on CMM or others
approaches, shows that there is a number of common major problems that slow
down organisation maturity increase. We can present them in two major categories :
• organisation and cultural difficulties, which may have different manifestations
depending of the company cultural model ;
• technical or technological difficulties, due to environment perception or tactical
choices.
To simplify, we shall admit that the software process is a company's process as any
other - marketing, sales, production, etc ... - and that it shall be considered under
tactical and strategic axis.
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First ami® role is to reconcile the two points of view, and to verify that the tactic
used to improve software process is aligned with and contributes to the strategic
business goals.
Second ami® role is to involve all organisation's participants in the process
improvement, allowing them to valid their improvement action regarding their own
objectives, corresponding to their day to day operations. Top goals decomposition
and people partnership and involvement are ensured for the enterprise success.
To succeed on these goals, ami® relies on simple principles:
• a goal-oriented approach,
• a measurement framework tailored to each company business and environment,
• a continuous improvement cycle.

An ami® loop implements four distinct activities : Assess, Analyse, Metricate,
Improve :
Assess your software environment to define top improvement and measurement
goals. Top managers who initiate the measurement program must be involved in
this activity ;
Analyse the primary goals to derive sub-goals and the relevant metrics. The
analysis is formalised as a goal tree, with the corresponding set of questions to
which these metrics are linked. The participants affected by the metrication goals
(metric promoter, project managers, quality engineers, etc.) will generally carry
out this activity ;
Metricate by implementing a measurement plan and then process the collected
primitive data into measurement data. The metrics promoter will write the
measurement plan and co-ordinate its implementation;
Improve, as the participants affected by the goals start to use the measurement
data and implement actions. Comparison of the measurement data with the goals
and the questions in the measurement plan will guide you toward achievement of
your immediate project goals. When your measurements show that you have
achieved a goal, you have improved enough to reassess your primary goals.
Implementation of the ami® method helps to define quantitative goals for the
software process improvement program, goals which will be used in the progress
control.
After this initial phase that involve organisation's management, ami® ensures a
global thinking process, mixing objectives and results control at all the company
levels. All functions involved in the software development participate and the
method ensures objectives coherency with the primary goals and therefore the
market strategy of the organisation.
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Finally, simple metrics definition helps to implement indicators at all goals tree
levels, to control efficiency and adequacy of selected actions based on assessment
results. Such indicators control panels distribution, adapted at each hierarchy level, is
a source of motivation at the management level, a source of improvement activity
support, and of course of visible results: this is a real tactical and strategic
management tool for the software process.

1.2.2 AV AL, the main steps
The project was split into three major steps :
1.2.2.1 Step 1 : a status and overall framework definition phase

In a first stage, we collect information about the current status of the project (figures
number of open problems, facts about current tools or procedures available and
used, lessons learned from the development of the first version delivered mid of June
1995, which such and such regression or defects) . The objective of this preliminary
analysis is to be able to quantitatively define improvement goals for the V&V process
i.e. number of remaining bugs that could be accepted within the first six months after
delivery, minimum percentage of operations to be covered by V&V - normal
conditions and/ or stressed conditions - before delivery to match the reliability target,
effort profile and efficiency figure as examples.
Then, using the ami® method, we are able to determine adequate sub-goals and
measurements to monitor the progression towards the quantitative goals set up for
the process improvement experiment (PIE).
This step highly relies on the ami® method, both for defining improvement goals
and for measurement plan production. It takes around 2 months and is based on the
data already collected on the baseline project version 1.
1.2.2.2 Step 2 : a set-up and fonnalisation phase

The second phase is based on these results and focuses on the project data and
improvement areas identified for the V&V process. We define the V&V process,
strategies and procedures to build testing scenarios, derived from the object-oriented
specifications. Then this process is instanciated in a V&V plan, tailored for the
baseline project (testing strategy definition, review and V&V planning).
Measurement plan started during first step is now modified to take into account
V & V plan particularities, so that it can be easily adopted and used by the project
team.
During the development of a new version of the baseline project, verification
activities are performed following the established practices and the results controlled
against plans and objectives. In particular, we regularly follow time and resources
consumed against quality of the product and functional coverage as much as
efficiency of the implemented procedures and tools. The test scenarios are defined
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using the tool facilities and presented to the customer for review prior to any test.
Replaying tests and adjustment to the objective measures are experimented as much
as non-regression testing formalisation.
Measurement and test plans are applied during the development of the new release
of the software. During this cycle, then during final review after acceptance,
indicators are updated to measure and validate improvement. V &V process is also
improved based on this analysis. A new omi® loop is ready to be launched.

1.2.2.3 Step 3 : a final synthesis phase
Last stage is an improvement project review, a tentative to generalise results, and a
dissemination phase. During this step, we select new projects to adopt the process,
required training, and possible internal - or external - awareness actions.
1.4

The development process used in BA TEM v1 .0

The baseline project, BATEM has been developed using the V-cycle. At least 80% of
the code was generated. The code generator was especially developed for BATEM by
OBJECTIF TECHNOLOGIE and its development has begun during the design of
BATEM.
The code generator and BATEM are, of course closely dependent. The input of the
code generator are relational tables which are then translated into objects (a metamodel) The output of the code generator is all the code which allows to run the User
interface (User interface, kernel and SQL). The graphic user interface and the
integrity rules cannot be generated.
Unlike others products, the meta model describes only analysis objects. The metamodel includes the object paradigm and the GUI description.

2.

AVAL in practice

2. 1

status and overall framework definition phase

2.1.1

Collect data on the baseline project

Discovering the difficulty to collect base metrics on defects managed by a paper
system, we made only a global analysis. Many useful details were missing. But quite
quickly, we also decided to develop a small application to track defects, recording
data on these problems, computing basic and more elaborated indicators (defects
distribution), and allowing continuous tracking of defects status.
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2.1.2 Goals definition

Goal definition was taken into account the following factors :
•

First release defects analysis,

•

Coherency with standards and guidelines,

•

Simpleness.

We insist on the fact that objectives should not be too ambitious at the beginning, so
that they can be easily adopted as well as the process changes by the team. People
concerned must be early involved and convinced.
Due to the small size and application context, key players participating to this effort
were easy to identify and were those most concerned by the experiment : the project
leader, the project's quality responsible, the developer.
We can therefore present goal and roles relationships:
Top-level goals

Relationships
71 3

Roles

planning

X

project leader

71

tracking

Efficient
reviews

Efficient
tests

71

methods

X

project's quality
responsible

X

developer

X

X
X

X

Then sub-goals were derived from these primary objectives :
TOP GOAL - Improve Verification and Validation process
Goal 1- Improve V&V activities planning
G1.1 - Improve reviews and tests planning
G1.2- Improve priorities selection
Goal 2 - Improve tracking and analysis of Verification and Validation activities

G2.1 - Follow test plan
G2.2 - Improve defects analysis
G2.3 - Improve maintenance workload analysis
G2.4 - Update priorities
Goal 3 - Do effective reviews
G3.1 - Improve review coverage

3 71

mean « i.Inprove
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G3.2 - Improve review quality
Goal 4 - Do effective tests
G4.1 - Improve test specification
G4.1 .1- Describe tests correctly
G4.1.2 - Improve tests coverage
G4.l.3 - Target tests
G4.2 - Improve test development
G4.3 - Improve test execution
G4.3.l - Automate tests
G4.3.2 - Manage regressions
G4.3.3 - Use efficient tools
G4.4 - Ensure defects correction traceability
Goal 5 - Improve methods

2.1.3 Define metrics and indicators
To each goal is linked one or several indicators we can classify in two sets :
some indicators measure gap between current practices toward goal, from a
given point of view (G)
some indicators measure contribution of current practices improvement
toward objective (I)
Indicators are computed from basic metrics, directly coming from data collected.
Some fundamental points for the measurement success must be highlighted :
•

•

All metrics should be documented similarly, in order to facilitate fact and efficient
reading. A presentation pattern is of great help when measurement plan is
elaborated;
Metrics should be easily understood and collected by the team, including small
tools when required, else the team may not « play the game » ;

•

Measurement reliability should be regularly assessed. Some misunderstanding or
lack of collection may impact indicators reliability, precision and finally
interpretation. Origin of the unreliability of the indicator may come from
different sources or causes, like misunderstanding, team or individual reluctance,
but also difficulty or cost of collecting data. In a sense, a question should be
regularly in our mind : are the data reliable or representative? is the trend
correct?
• More generally, there is many non quantifiable or unknown factors that may
impact results. Analysis is therefore difficult. To manage this point,
documentation associated with any indicator should indicate how to analyse
data, possible ways to detect measurement errors, factors to take into account to
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interpret data and trend (generally speaking, trend is more reliable than the data
itself).
·
The following diagram describes goal tree and associated indicators of AV AL project.
TOP GOAL - Improve Verification and Validation process
I1 - Defects origin, sorted by phase (G)
12- V&V process productivity (G)
I3 - V&V process efficiency (G)
14- V&V Coefficient (G)

Goal 1- Improve V&V activities planning
Gl.1- Improve reviews and tests planning
11 .1.1 - Test plan workload (G)
11 .1.2 -Test plan adequacy to plan activities (G, I, S)

Gl .2 - Improve priorities selection
11.2.1 - Test plan adequacy to define priorities (G, I, S)
11.2.2 - Test efficiency, for tests planned and run (G)
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Goal 2 - Improve tracking and analysis of Verification and Validation activities
G2.1 - Follow test plan
12.1.1 - ratio of planned activity performed (G)

G2.2 - Improve defects analysis
12.2.1 - Geographic defects sources distribution, sort by software sub-systems (I)
12.2.2 - Ratio of defects for which origin is captured (G)
12.2.3 - Defects seriousness level distribution (I, S)
12.2.4 - Ratio of defects for which seriousness is captured (G)
12.2.5 - Temporal defects sources distribution, sort by development cycle phase (I)
12.2.6 - Ratio of defects for which phase is captured (G)

G2.3 - Improve maintenance workload analysis
12.3.1 12.3.2 12.3.3 12.3.4 -

Mean workload to determine defect cause (I)
Defects ratio for which cause workload is filled (G)
Mean workload to correct defect (I)
Defects ratio for which correction workload is filled (G)

G2.4 - Update priorities
12.4.1- Defects number detected and still to correct, along time (I)

Goal 3 - Do effective reviews
13.1 - Review productivity (G)

G3.1 - Improve review coverage
13.1.1- Ratio of requirements and design elements reviewed (G)
13.1.2 - Ratio of sensitive code reviewed (G)

G3.2 - Improve review quality
13.2.1 - Completeness of reviews, by criteria (G,S)

Goal 4 - Do effective tests
G4.1 - Improve test specification
G4.1.1 - Describe tests correctly
14.1.1.1 - Test plan adequacy to describe activities (G, I, S)

G4.1.2 - Improve tests coverage
14.1.2.1 - Test coverage (G, 5)

G4.1.3 - Target tests
14.1.3.1 - Correlation between complex code and defects origin (I)
14.1.3.2 - Complexity balancing in system (I)

G4.2 - Improve test development
G4.3 - Improve test execution
G4.3.1 - Automate tests
14.3.1.1 - Ratio of workload to run tests compared to total workload (G)

G4.3.2- Manage regressions
14.3.2.1 - Ratio of tests replayed when releasing (G)

G4.3.3 - Use efficient tools
14.3.3.1 - Used tools efficiency (G, S)

G4.4 - Ensure defects correction traceability
14.4.1 - Ratio of defects correction with usable code placement (G)

Goal 5 - Improve methods
15.1 - Methods indicator {E, S)
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As a small example, some indicators are defined below :
Name :

Verification and Validation Coefficient

Identifier : 14
Definition :
• I = (# of defects discovered during V&V process / total # of defects) / (V&V
workload / release workload)
• Defects discovered by chance during V&V process are not belonging to the
category « discovered during V&V process». When the customer discovers
defects during tests of Beta release, those are not counted in « discovered
during V&V process» category.
Goal:
• This indicator helps to assess V&V process efficiency in term of result and
workload, and correct balancing between the two terms.
• Goal : improve Verification and Validation process
Display:
Numerical .
. Analysis:
• This indicator does not help for a single release. But, by comparison between
first and coming releases, and between projects, we can analyse some trends
between BATEM releases and do some comparisons with other projects.
• This indicator will be valid after some months, when total number of defect will
have a sense.
Metrics uncertainty :
Reliability of basic metrics.
Responsibilities:
• Data collection : Metrics promoter
• Metric Analysis: Project leader, AVAL project leader, Metrics promoter
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Name: Distribution of defects by phase of occurrence

Identifier : 11
Definition :
I = (number of defects discovered during reviews, unit tests, integration tests, system tests,
discovered by chance outside any particular verification and validation (V &V) activity,
discovered by the customer using Beta Release, after first official delivery)
Goal:
Examine defects distribution by phase. Objective is to detect development phases where
defect detection is not at a normal level and which causes problems, requiring a practice
improvement.
Goal : improve V & V process

Presentation:
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Analysis:
Defect detection should be shifted back to earlier phases of development. Number of
defects after release shall be under fixed project target. Comparison to normal figures
should help to detect level of defect detection lower than other projects (causes may be
better quality but also inefficient V&V activities in this phase)
Responsibilities :
• Data collection : Metrics promoter
• Metric Analysis : Project leader, AVAL project leader, Metrics promoter
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2.2

Formalisation and implementation

2.2.1 V&V process implemented
The goal of Verification and Validation process implementation is to ensure a
determined level of controls, chosen according to the projects requirements
(development delay and cost requirements, reliability requirements) .
Improving these V &V techniques helps to built a better tested and well mastered
software before its delivery to the customer, with at most the same resources.
Allocated resources level decreases during last phases of the project, in opposite to
early phases where additional activities are introduced to control risks.
The process documentation is first an implementation guide to follow, with
guidelines to tailor it to the project context constraints (sizes, technical level, quality
requirements). Its audience is project leaders, sub-system or technical manager and,
for some steps, developers. Such document defines a framework and rules to
implement and control a V&V process. We have therefore described in our process
the following elements :
- motivation, objective and rationale behind the V&V processes;
- step by step activities, with entry /exit criteria ;
- rules and approach for tailoring and introduction ;
- practical example of techniques, tools, implementation, metrics ;
- templates for documents ;
- document references, ISO/IEC/IEEE standards.
Without going too far in the details, here are the main steps :
Planning and specifying V &V

V&V strategy definition
Test requirements building
Organisation, responsibilities, techniques and tools selection and definition
Measurement plan definition
Designing V & V activities

Select testing approach
Specify test procedure
Verify testing approach
Train the team
V &V activities development

Development/ configuration of verification tools
Development of data set and test tools
V&V activities performance

Perform verifications
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Perform tests
Record results
Assess and synthesise V&V activities

Synthesise verification activities
Synthesise validation activities
Determine priorities and corrective actions, shipment decision

2.2.2 Organisation and structure
In our company, but this is generally the case for an improvement project, the
structure shall find its roots in a project structure and operational activities. This is in
fact a way to target « real life » requirements and a way to get early return on
investment for the baseline project. We therefore built a small team, associating four
elements:
• a project leader, experienced in software improvement, and responsible for
the methodology application and overall process improvement control ; he
was also responsible of dissemination actions, internally as presentations
and training or support, externally as participation to various process
improvement events ;
• a correspondent in the development team to ensure strong link with the
team, and involvement of the team in the process measures ;
• quality assurance performed by the baseline project leader, to verify respect
of project objectives and adaptation to the context ;
• internal and external consultants and tool provider.
This structure defines a light framework, easily adaptable and suitable with the
organisation. Main roles are defined in development plan and assumed by trained
and highly skilled engineers. Such an organisation has been proved successful to
achieve technical results and to ensure test technology spreading directly at the
practitioners level.

3.

Some specific V&V techniques we used

The baseline project selected for this pilot improvement experiment was a data
management application, with some specific and interesting characteristics :
• multiple similar data handling functions,
• multiple data sources,
• graphical user interface, not so complex but with many different windows
and graphical objects (several hundreds).
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These characteristics have lead us to build a large object model, with a high reuse
ratio on similar patterns, based on inheritance mechanisms. When designing the
system, we decided to build it automatically, using a code generation approach. The
generator developed (called GENBATEM) integrates specific generation rules to
produce the design model (and the corresponding code), larger than the analysis
model, but also more adapted to the implementation.
Then this model was at some places manually enriched to answer to specific
requirements or needs, when cost balancing was showing us an high modelling cost.
3.1

Regression Control when regenerating code.

When automatic generation percentage is quite high as in our case, it may come
frequently that a method behaviour must be modified. Virtually defining each
generated method, building factories and systematically specialising a generated
class when a method is to be inherited is a quite heavy process, when a method can
be modified manually.
We decided to include in our automatic code generator an exception handler (GEX)
which, when code is re-generated, authorise inclusion and non-redefinition of some
code sections. Most of actual commercial tools allow user sections where the
programmer can add its own code. This is in our case not sufficient.
The GEX maintains an exception list where each exception describes the code to add
·or delete between some code markers.
However, when generator code or meta-model instance's data are modified, it may
happen that exception source code sections are no more valid. But the GEX can
detect the problem only when the marker code is modified.
We therefore decided to put in practice specific verification reviews to control that
the generator code modifications (or source meta-model data modifications) were
taken into account. These specific reviews help us to directly reduce regressions in
our code generation.
This is a case where specifically targeted verification can impact dramatically your
process.
3.2

Meta-Testing or how to test code generator itself

When using such a code generator, it comes clearly and quickly that testing all
methods of all possible classes that can be generated is a non-affordable choice from
a cost attribute point of view.
In fact, each method is generated from a given pattern, which is embedded in the
generator code itself. With a code analysis, it is not complex to extract from this
pattern a set of methods that represents (model) all possible ones. At this step, two
possible ways : either we can identify the set of all methods that model those used in
the application, or we can build an object model representing the complexity of the
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real object model. In this second case, tests will be applied on methods generated by
this fictitious object model.
Second approach offers the opportunity to test methods that can be generated by the
generator but which have not (or not yet) used in the real project.
But when the meta-model is quite complex, it becomes unrealistic to try to develop
one object model which represents the whole real object model of the project.
We are limited to try to build an object model representing complexity of the real
object model for only one method or set of methods, generally linked to one test.
Our conclusion is that we can reduce the test effort by testing not the real object
model and the corresponding code, but a representative similar object model, subset
of the real one, and the generated code. This can be achieved by generator code
analysis.
Such an approach offers several advantages :
• it is well applicable to large but not complex models, where testing delay or
resources are frequently the bottle-neck, and leads to decreased quality
where there is no reason for that;
• it offers a testing way that can be applied to generators ; in our experience,
it is frequent that a team develops its own generator, which is not tested
enough and may be outside the quality assurance scope, leading to
difficulties later in the project;
• such a meta-testing way is applicable at any moment of the project,
including the beginning of the project, or some sub-set of it. It is therefore a
way to increase confidence in the product, to reduce cost by earlier testing,
or risk-based testing approach.
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3.3

-.§
automatically generated
testing scripts

Generating scripts for a GUI testing automation tool

Using a capture and playback testing tool is essential to avoid regressions.
However, activating buttons and selecting windows is not sufficient. If the tester
wants to replay events, but also to control fields, those controls must be written in
the language associated with the tool (we made there the hypothesis you use a tool
offers such language, as the QA Partner tool we used).
We therefore decided to generate the testing scripts with our automatic code
generator. This is possible, because meta-model of our generator models both the
OMT /UML meta-model as well as the graphical corresponding interface.
In this case, added value is the fact that you minimise the test development effort.
You can play the tests efficiently using the tool, but you can also design the tests
using development environment, ensuring fast test development and better
application coverage. The loop is really closed.
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4.

Conclusion : Dissemination and Lessons learned

Experiment was considered efficient in terms of workload and applicability, well
accepted by the baseline project team. V&V capability improvement on the baseline
project is significant and the customer is satisfied. The measurement plan helps to
control V&V process, but also to improve it.
Some tools were deployed: a defect management tool, and a capture and playback
were essential, but we should not forget tools like purify or BoundsChecker which
helps to detect some specific anomalies.
Three months were necessary to set-up the goal tree and stabilise it. It is not a
question of resources, but more a question of time and priorities, as process
improvement cannot discard project performance. Around 3 months were necessary
to produce first indicator set, and then it was communicated outside the team every
quarter.
Cost4 of the measurement and improvement program was around 5 % of the
workforce, with a peak of 80% of involvement of one person during three month, for
a small team. This can also be seen as involvement of 50% of one person during the
overall project for the measurement work.
This includes mostly cost of goal-tree development, indicators definition and some
tools to support them. Other components of the improvement effort (process
definition, dissemination, training, tooling) are outside this estimate. Around 30% of
work-load was required to define the framework, goal tree, indicators (definition
cost) and 60% to track the results and do some analysis (observation costs).
This 5% measurement cost can be compared to V&V costs which can be easily 30% of
the project costs. We therefore can say that ratio between measured process costs and
measurement costs was around 5 to 1.
If we can resume benefits from our experience, you can remember :

• Improved techniques and testing tools will reduce your budget, increase control
on releases as well as improve the way you decide shipment. Overall maturity and
efficiency will progress ;
• You should start from a real small project, with people from the ground, internal
and/ or external consultants;
• Define quantitative objectives : as an example, decrease validation workload by
30% with the same defect detection and correction capability ;

Costs given there are fictitious to preserve confidentiality, but can be used to make
some comparisons, as percentages are correct.

4
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• Use cross-fertilisation : this was not so much developed in this article, but defect
tracking system is a way to progress toward !S09001 certification, and can be
extended to Quality System non-conformities management.
We want to conclude this report by two remarks, on which comments are welcome
from the readers :
• Is Verification and Validation well known and apply by practitioners ? and
why? We think it is mostly a question of understanding the impact of nonverified software products but also of software activities ! And we can suspect that
describing more V&V processes and possible improvement will convince
practitioners to improve their Verification and Validation activities.
• Moving from a local project to a generalised well-applied and mastered process
is still a challenge. This means selecting target project, defining training paths and
internal process support, running the process and collecting data, and therefore
closing the loop by improving organisation process. Most of us have more work
than resources, and this is why improvement on day-to-day practices will become
more and more crucial.
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A V & V process improvement

-v-

~:bc;c;,e An overview of the main points

Soaupecific V &V t«luliqaes

F•i....s&,.-

*AVAL, a process improvement project focused on
Verification and Validation techniques
~A

complete V&V process implementation

*AVAL was supported by the European Commission
through European System and Software Initiative (ESSI)
* Lessons learned and experience description is also
available through public documents
~

http://www.objectif.fr/aval
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A V&V process improvement
ei:periment

OBJECTIF

~v~ Presentation overview

Some specific V&V ledlaiq-,
Fiul lessons & qaatiom

*Why did we choose to improve Verification and
Validation processes?
* How did we proceed : the practical steps
¢

Context, Approach, Organisation & steps

¢

The ami method : building a goal tree

¢

The V&V process

* Some specific V&V practices
¢

Code generation

¢

Testing & reviewing generators

¢

Meta-testing using sub-models

¢

Automatic testing script generation

* Lessons learned & conclusions
Q 1996-97 OBJECTIF TlCHNO LOGI~
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A V&V process improvement

Verification and Validation
processes?

* Software Process Improvement is recognised as a key
competitivity factor
Q Reducing V&V costs
capitalising know-how
V&V strategy : better selection of targets
<7" adequate & efficient tool usage
<7"
<7"

Q

Improving quality
~
~

reducing defects number & density
better control of V&V process using indicators

* High added-value investment
Q

Based on people & process first, before any tool

Q

Long tenn results

ESSI 21JE2 . AVAL

J~n 1997

.
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AV&\' process imp-ovemcnt

_!Ev~ Results currently achieved
OB)ECTIF

*The V&V process
~

Efficient structure, in tenn of workload and applicability

¢

Better V&V capability on selected baseline project

¢

Indicators helps to
ar to control the V&V process implementation
ar to improve the process performance

& results

* A satisfied customer

r

¢

A professional approach

¢

Less defects in released products

-

...,. .

~
.
.
/

~
--

* A big advantage for certification process

lliliia
1997{7\20
_,
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Operation and maintenance

Repeat the cycle
for every rework
intervention

··- -- ~
-

-

~

Venflcation
Valldal:10n

(onsp,red from ESA. ISO 12207. Me!riqS)
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A V& V process improvement
experiment

OBJECTIF

~v~ The context

Praclic:ol
S-uptcific V&Vteclnaiq,,es
Final lessons&. qaatioas

* Small high-technology software company
¢ Active in process improvement and measurement market
¢ Development using client-server and object-oriented technologies for a
data management application

* Highly reactive team, mix of experience
* Constraints
¢ Do not degrade performance
¢ Gain transferable experience
" accepted by practitioners
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A V &V process improvement
ex

~o0£L Approach
OBJECTIF

* Link to business objectives using ami® method
co Link to company strategy & market
¢ Progressive, natural approach
¢ Independent from any formal model

*Take advantage of state-of-the-art
¢Study existing V&Vapproaches
¢ Analyse profit gained from using tools
¢

External view provided by consultants

ESSI 21362 · AVk
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Assess
Analyse
Metricate
Improve
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~v~

A V & V process improvanea.t

experiment

Details of approach

Som~specific V&V ta:luiiq. .
F..a lessoas & qaesliom

* Three main steps
Q

Status and overall framework definition

Q

Set-up and formalising

Q

Final synthesis and dissemination phase

*The structure
QA project leader
Q

Correspondent in development team

Q

Quality assurance performed by baseline project leader

Q

Consultants : external and internal
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A V & V process improvement

The pilot project : BATEM

* A telecommunication network management application
for Electricite de France
Q

2300 C++ classes, more than 1 million lines of C++ code

Q

Creating, modifying or reading accesses to 70 high level objects using a
user-friendly graphical interface
~

S30 non-modal application dialogue boxes
Filtering and sorting criteria to efficiently accessing objects
- Real-time data refreshment across the network

~

Q

Geographical maps

Q

Dialogue boxes to handle some sets of objects (path, network schemes
between materials and maps, ... )

Q 1996-9i 0 BJECTIF TlCH NOLC~1:
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A V&V process improvement

nperiment

The pilot project : BATEM

---

·~

Sooae specific V&V rcdlaiq...
Fiul lessoas&q...-.

..
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Status and overall framework
definition
* Collect information about the baseline project
¢

Analyse defects : quantity, origin

Q

Understand process used for test

Q

Analyse and document testing tools limits

*Set goals
Q

Define what is V&V improvement in the project context
~ use different point of view: PL, SQA, Practitioners
~

Q

determine entities, process, resources to act on

Result to achieve is a goal tree

* Define a measurement plan
Q

indicators will support goal achievement measurement
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ami® goal tree : set your
~v~ objectives
OBJECTIF

Pnctical st

S-~speafic V&V tedlaiq ...
Filllll'-&q...tias

*Using different points of view
*The goal tree
IImprove V &V process

1. Improve planning of V & V activities
2. Improve organisation and tracking of V& V activities
3. Perform efficient reviews
4. Perform efficient tests
5. Improve methods

C> 1996-97 OBJECTIF T!CH t,;CLOCl:O
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Details of the goal tree

Improvement i,021
Improve
V&V
oroccss

Sub202112

Metrics

Attribute

Rationale

(see

Defects distribution per phase ;
Productivity and efficiency of
orocess ; V& V coefficient

Defects.
Workload

Detect defect as early as possible.
and reduce workload at a given level
of defects

Sub-goal

Sub202112
71 planning
of tests &
reviews

71 planning
of V&V
activities

below)

Metrics

Attribute

Workload for test plan.
adequacy of the plan

V&V plan

Rationale

Plan should be perceived adequaie by
the team (adherence). resource
required to develop it shall not be
under a ~iven %
V&Vplan.
71 prionties Adequacy of the plan,
Compare test cost to the number of
executed test productivity defect, cost of defectS discovered
definition
test

C 1996-97 0SJECTI F ffCH NOLOC1:
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~o~ The measurement plan
*Vocabulary
Q

Basic metric : initial collected data

Q

Indicator : assessing gap between current practices and goal & target

* Some advices
Q

Use a documentation and presentation pattern

Q

Basic metrics shall be easy to collect

Q

Measurements reliability should be considered

Q

Careful interpretation
rr some factors may modify the result

C 1996-97 0SJECTli TICMN01.0Gl.f
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.J!?N'Jcs.. The measurement pIan
OBJECTIF

Soae,pmjjcV&Vtecbiqas

Faalleeoas&q..estioas

*Example
QG: improve V&V process
11 : Defects origin, by phase
12 : V&V process productivity

This indicator gives a mixed evaluation of process
efficiency using defects and workload
I:(# of defects discovered during V&V process/ total#
of defects) / (V &V workload/ release workload)
C 1996-97 OBJ
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Tracking example

Practic:sl st

Soae specific V&V rec:biq-,
Fiullesoas&q~

Defect Source

Defect tracking

. ~.-------------~
nombre d'anomaJ1cs

..
,.,
=:_-- ' , spctifi ·

cod.age

nolM!ll@•dliiiidlillirn es
temps

Note : Data have been modified for confidentiality reasons
J"11n 1997
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Transferable elements :
V&V process

*V&V process: result of experience
Planning and
requirements ofV&V
activities
I

I
Design

I

V&V plan,
measurement plan,
test requirement tree

I
Development ofV&V
tools, and test cases

(, ,I
ools,
resources

Run

-

Follow-up, tracking
0 1996-97 Os)ECTIF TtCH :-.O~oc·~

I

Evaluation and
synthesis
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The V&V process

*Specifying and planning V&V process
Q

Defining V&V strategy

Q

Building requirement tree

Q

Defining organisation, responsibilities, techniques and tools

Q

Defining measurement plan

* Designing V&V activities
Q

Choosing testing approach

Q

Specifying testing procedures

Q

Verifying approach

Q

Training the team

C> 1996-97 09JECTIF TtCHNO:.OGiE
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The V&V process (2)

* Developing activities and tools
Q

Development and configuration of verification tools

Q

Development of data set and test tools

* Running activities
Q

Verifications

Q Tests
Q

Recording results

* Assess and synthesise
Q

Assess verification, validation

Q

Synthesise and decide for release process

:: 1996-97 0 6JECTIF TECHNOLCGIE
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Some tools we used

~v~

* Small tool to collect data & generate measurement report
¢

based on ACCESS

*Capture & play-back tool
¢QA partner

*Memory leak verification tool

ESSI 21362. AVAJ..
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The generation platform used by
pilot project
GEDEON
(updating baseline)

GENERATION
SYSTEM

aaplication requirements
baseline - - - - - - - -

§
code exception baseline
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~v~ The meta-model

Some specific V&V techniqaes

Fiul la.<oas&.qastiom

1,2

,.

meta-model

meta-model
instance

ns
1/0 n

Q 1996-97 OSJECTIF TICHNOLOCIE

analysis object model

SC

1/0 n
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Definition of a coding exception

* A specific treatment inside a generated object
* Generated code that doesn't fit to the desired one
* Exception manager implementation

c::> A case which is not treated by the generator because of the complexity

c::> Relational table describing all coding exceptions
c::> An entity (method, attribute) is replaced or modified (simple

modification language)
c::> Cost reduction
c::> Decrease of regressions problems when regenerating code

Q 1~ 97 0 BJECil; TlCH NC~OG1::
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Testing the generators

Some specific V & V techniques

Fiullessaas&qlldioas

* Systematic review of the generators code
Mandatory due to

¢

- hyper-genericity => higher abstraction degree => algorithm complexity
- helps to detect errors earlier. in the life cycle

When the case is complex, generated code is compared with code
manually written

¢

* Lexical and syntaxic verification by compiling generated
code
* Generators tested by generated application unit and
integration tests
Costly errors due to

¢

- detected lately
- requesting a generators' modification and code sub-part regeneration

* Referential data verified by integration and system tests
Juin 1991
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How did we control regression wh~..i..:.===---,----,
regenerating application ?

*When modifying the analysis object model
¢

Respect limitations imposed by generators on the analysis object model
- establish a list of non handled cases
- establish a list of non tested cases

* When modifying the analysis or the design
¢

Look for the problems linked with exception manager
"' verify that the modification does not impact the code of entity declared as
replaced
"'verify that modification is coherent with the code of entity declared as
modified
• user is warned

¢

A complex problem : replay all the tests => automate all the tests

C 1996-97 0 BJECT1F TtCHNO~OG1:
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Meta-tests : the concept

* Imagine a complex analysis model
* Imagine a complex generator model
* Use them to generate a (complex) application
*Then suppose you need to test it
~ This

may be a quite long and difficult task

* Let's modelling all that stuff !!!

¢1

.Nin 1997
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~o~ Meta-testing : context

design model

i
requirements model

Q 1996-97 0BJECT1F TECHNOlOGIE
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generator meta-model
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Meta testing : the whole picture

I j5

--------»
requirements model

design model

generator meta-model

representative
subset of
requirements model

representative subset of
design model &
applicatio~ode~
+ appl;cation.;:__,_,

Reducing testing costs by building
representative subset of models
Q i 996--97 OB}ECTIF TtCH NCLOCI:"
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I
requirements model

i

generator meta-model

design model

----,--_...,..i~.....;i:9~-~
. . . .v- §
representative
subset of
requirements model

representative subset of
design model &
application

.........-

+ a~~tion code
~

Reducing testing costs by building
representative subset of models and
producing automatically testing scripts
C 1996-97 OB;ECTIF TlCH NOl OC:
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..........
automatically
generated testing
scripts
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~v~ Advantages and risks
* Decrease of the unit test workload
i::;,

Decrease the test cases number

i::;,

Decrease the test stubs number

c:;,Groups tests around models

* How to generate a representative model ?
i::;,

Incorrectly built model implies decrease of coverage tests

i::;,

Structural analysis of generators code will lead to a correct built

C 1996-97 0BJECTIF TtCH r>:OLOGtf
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Generation of scripts

* Tool used was QA Partner
c::> GUI objects are recognised by their names
c::> But non-standardised GUI objects are not (additional tools not
recognised)
c::>Test language is object-oriented (more or less)

* Generation in this script language of
c::> Non-graphical dialogue boxes declaration
c::> High-level functions called by the tests scripts

*Example
c::>Testcase_create_signal ( STRING ident, STRING observ, STRING signalnetwork, STRING SiteA, SiteB ... )
"' open dialogue box, fill fields, open selection box set filters, ...

C i 996-97 0 BJECTIF TtCH1'OlOG::
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A V&Vprocasim~

The lessons learned

PnctialSeme specific V& V ucbwq-

I

Final lessons & questions

I

* Measurement framework is a strong point
Q Takes time : several cycles
Q Data collection on previous projects is useful
Q Support project monitoring

* Improvement shall be performed as a project
Q Small scale structures are moving faster
Q Project people are key players

*Take advantage of opportunities!!
Q New projects, new technologies and V&V techniques
Q ISO9001 certification process

: 1996-97 0 81 ECTIF TtCHNOLOGlE
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The lessons learned
Final lessons & questioas

* Dissemination is not a simple task
Q Get advantage of real documents
Q Process after pilot
Q Influence, train, support

* Two points are still open
Q Practitioners need to better understand V&V techniques and priority!
¢

Moving form one successful project to a well-defined and institutionnalised
process is always an hard job !
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A V&Vprocesim-mt
.

I

More informations ...
Final lessons & questions

* Objectif Technologie
28, Villa BAUDRAN F-94742 ARCUEIL Cedex France
Tel +3314908 58 00
Fax +33 1 49 08 95 88

* An independant company mastering the software
development process

¢ A leader in software and system process improvement
¢Widely using object-oriented and distributed computing technologies
¢Qur quality system is 1SO9001 certified by AFAQ, certificate 97/7120

* Contact us electronically :
¢

morel@objectif.fr

¢ http://www.objectif.fr
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Assessing the size and complexity of formally specified
conceptual models
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Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Abstract - A number of measures are presented for the assessment of size and complexity of
formally specified models of application domains. We show that formal specifications of the
software problem domain can be rigorously measured using established theories like Measure
Theory. The usefulness of the measures is addressed by commenting on the relationship
between software measurement and software quality assurance.

Keywords - software measurement, early quality assurance, conceptual modelling, formal
specifications

On the relationship software quality - software measurement
The present paper was inspired by a number of observations from software en!?ineerincr
0
I:>
practice regarding the relationship software quality and measurement. Before starting with
the main theme of this text, i.e., the measurement of formally specified conceptual models,
we need to discuss its relevancy for early software quality assurance. It is hoped that this
introduction helps to position our research into the broader field of software quality research.
Since the publication of Boehm's research on software economics [1] there has been an
increasing awareness that the first stages in software development are crucial for the quality
of software. Apart from software process assessment and improvement programs, it is
essential that early quality assurance focuses on the specifications of the software such as
captured in a vast number of software products. The establishment of effective early quality
assurance programs relies heavily on three activities: 1) the identification and measurement
of characteristics of software products as well as the identification and measurement of
relevant software quality characteristics; 2) empirical research aimed at establishing and
validating relationships between software product characteristics and software quality
characteristics; 3) the elaboration of strategies, methods, techniques, tools and practical
guidelines to affect or optimise the value of the software product characteristics such that the
quality of the software is controlled and, if needed, improved. The first two activities are
within the domain of the software engineering research community, both in academics and
research institutes. Only the results of the third activity are of direct interest to the software
engineer and the quality assurance staff. Nonetheless, the three activities are highly
interrelated and the role of software measurement and experimentation must not be
underestimated.

In this paper results of ongoing research are presented which must be positioned in the fields
of software measurement and quality assurance through formal specification techniques.
Over the last couple of years a methodology (called M.E.R.O.DE.) has been developed that
includes formal techniques to specify conceptual models of an application domain. The use
of this methodology has a direct impact on the quality of the specifications since it allows to
formally check whether the specifications are consistent, correct and complete. But apart
from this kind of early quality assurance it was decided to define a number of specification
measures. The basic hypothesis guiding this research is that the characteristics of the
formally defined specifications are related to quality characteristics (e.g., comprehensibility,
maintainability, reusability, etc.) of the software that must be delivered. While our research,
and accordingly the paper, has not addressed this relationship so far, work has been done to
rigorously define measures of specification characteristics, in particular the size and the
complexity of conceptual models. The measurement of these characteristics is necessary to
control their values as well as to establish empirical relationships between them and quality
characteristics (activity 2) and to conceive quality control and improvement programs
(activity 3). The paper reports on our research efforts to define size and complexity meas{Jres
of conceptual models that are meaningful and theoretically valid.

2

Conceptual modelling with formal specifications
Many conceptual modelling methods offer a combinative approach [2] to modelling. The
static aspects of an application domain are mostly modelled using some variant of EntityRelationship Diagramming [3]. Techniques related to Finite State Machines [4] are popular
for the specification of behavioural aspects. For the modelling of communication and
interaction aspects no particular preferred technique can be observed. The use of different
techniques to model the different aspects of an application domain is not wrong per se.
However, a thorough analysis of a number of OOA methods has revealed that there is a
serious lack of techniques and procedures to guarantee inter-model consistency, to formally
define the overall system behaviour and to check for problematic system behaviour [5]. A
modelling method based on a formal specification technique has the potential to avoid these
problems.
In this section one such method is presented. The method of interest is M.E.R.O.DE., which
is an acronym for Model-driven Existence-dependency-Relationship Object-oriented
DEvelopment [5], [6]. Basically, a process algebra was developed that, through inclusion of
an existence dependency classification schema, is a suitable technique to model the static,
dynamic and interaction aspects of an application domain. Hereafter, a very concise summary
of the M.E.R.O.DE. process algebra is presented. The interested reader may wish to consult
[5], [6] for additional details.
The M.E.R.O.DE. process algebra

Conceptual modelling refers to the identification of the components of an application
domain. Two relevant types of components are object types and event types. Object types are
classes of similar objects that participate in events that are atomic, have no duration and can
be observed in the application domain. In turn events are classified as occurrences of event
types.
Let A be the universe of event types associated with the application domain that is our
universe of discourse. The power set of A is denoted by P(A). The alphabet of an object type
is the set of event types participated in. An object type participates in an event type if
occurrences of the object type participate in occurrences of the event type. For every object
type in the conceptual model with alphabet a, it holds that a e P(A).
A set of regular expressions over A can be built by the operators '.' (sequence), '+'
(selection) and '*' (iteration). The set of regular expressions over A is denoted by R*(A).
The sequence constraints of object types on participation in event types are defined by such
regular expressions over A. These regular expressions are mathematically equivalent to Finite
State Machines [4] and Jackson Structure Diagrams [7]. For every object type in the
conceptual model with regular expression e, it holds that e e R*(A).
Basically, object types are defined as tuples <a,e> E <P(A), R*(A)> such that e is not in
deadlock and every event type in a occurs at least once as an operand in e. Also, every
operand in e must be an element of a .
To select the alphabet and regular expression of an object type, the selector functions SA and
SR are defined:
SA: <P(A), R *(A)>~ P(A): P ~ a
Sf <P~A), R* (A)> ~ R*(A): P ~ e
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It is further required that for each object type it must be possible to create an occurrence and
to end the life of an occurrence. Hence, for the object type P, the alphabet SAP is partitioned
into the three disjoint subsets c(P), m(P) and d(P) where
c(P) = {a e A I a creates an occurrence of type P} s;; SAP
m(P) = {a e A I a modifies an occurrence of type P} s;; SAP
d(P) = { a e A I a ends an occurrence of type P} s;; SAP
and c(P) and d(P) may not be empty.
Based on these three subsets the default sequence constraints 1 are given by LC(P). (Lm(P))*
. Ld(P). The actual sequence constraints of an object type cannot be less detenninistic than
this default.
The object types in a conceptual model are related. The classification schema used in
M.E.R.O.DE. is the existence dependency relation. Object type P is existent dependent of
object type Q if the life of each occurrence p of type P is embedded in the life of one single
and always the same occurrence q of type Q. The object p is the marsupial object. The object
q is the mother object.
According to the M.E.R.O;DE. process algebra, if P t- Q then model consistency can be
guaranteed by applying a set of rules2 including the
• Propagation rule: SAP s;; SAQ
Existence dependent objects cannot participate m events without the mother having
knowledge of this event.
• Type of involvement rule: c(P) s;; c(Q) u m(Q) and m(P) s;; m(Q) and d(P) ~ m(Q) u
d(Q)
A marsupial cannot be created before its mother exists nor can it exist after the life of its
mother has ended.
• .R estriction rule: SRP may not be less deterministic than SRQ
Any sequence of events in which a marsupial participates that is not acceptable from the
point of view of the mother, must be rejected.
Let A be the universe of event types. A conceptual model is basically a set of object types M
~ <P(A), R*(A)> that build a lattice of existence dependency relationships (see [5] for a
formal definition).
Example - A Car Renting Company

The previous paragraph is illustrated using the conceptual model of a Car Renting Company.
The existence dependency lattice is shown in fig. 1. The Rental object type is a contract
between the Car and the Client object types. Its specifications stipulate the correct order of
events that occur during the rent of a car. Apart from the rental interaction between a car and
a client, these objects participate in other events. These are specified in the object types Car
and Client.

Figure I: Existence Dependency Graph Car Rental Company

1
The symbol I. must be read as an exclusive and exhaustive selection. For instance, LC(P) means that
object occurrences are created by one and only one create event belonging to an event type in c(P).
2
For the complete set of consistency, correctness and completeness rules see (5) and (8J .
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The formal specifications of the object types are presented below.
Car= <{acquire, prepare-for-first-rent, rent, return, crash, sell, write-off}, acquire . preparefor-first-rent. (rent+ return)* . (crash+ sell+ write-off)>
Client= <{new-client, rent, return, crash, end-client}, new-client . (rent+ return+ crash)* .
end-client>
Rental = < {rent, return, crash}, rent . (return + crash)>
The life cycles of car, client and rental objects proceed as follows. A car is first acquired by
the company. Next it must be prepared for its first rent, e.g., painting the company's name on
the doors. Next the car is ready to be rented by clients of the company. This is specified by an
iteration on rent and return event types, representing a 'normal' rental procedure. The
iteration may be executed zero, one or more times. After x rentals, the life of the car is ended.
Either it is sold or it is written off. The life of a car can also be ended by a crash while on
rent. Note that inside the 'normal' rent iteration there is a selection of rent and return events.
Normally, a car is rented first and then returned. However, since a car can be crashed a
selection instead of a sequence is needed. Indeed, if a car is rented and next crashed, then no
return event occurs.
The life cycle of the client is the default or trivial life cycle. When renting a car for the first
time, a person becomes a client of the company. He stays a client unless an explicit event
such as a decease. Again, the selection in the iteration allows the client to crash a car instead
of returning it.
Finally, the life cycle of a rental is specified. Since the rental is a contract between a car and
a client, its regular expression determines the interaction. First, a car is rented. Next, it is
either crashed or returned.
Remark: The process algebra such as described in this paper does not consider cardinality
constraints. Normally, a car can only be rented by one person at the same time. Unless it is
returned no other client may rent the car. The specifications such as shown here do not
impose this constraint as yet.
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Measurement
The primary criterion for a measure is validity. Measure validity is guaranteed by the -use of
established theories of measurement. In this section one such theory, i.e., Measure Theory,
and particularly the concept of 'metrics', is applied to software measurement. While this
approach has been suggested by Fenton (9, pp. 59-60] and Ejiogu (10], it has not been
adequately investigated by software measurement research. On the contrary, in the software
measurement literature numerous examples of software metrics can be found that are not
metrics in the sense of Measure Theory. Mathematically, a metric is a measure of distance. It
is defined as [11 , p. 46]:
Let X be a set. A real-valued function 8 on X x X is a metric if and only if the following
properties hold:
I . 8(x, y) > 0 unless x = y and {xx, x) = 0
2. 8(x, y) = {xy, x)
3. 8(x, y) + {xy, z) ~ 8(x, z)

A software metric is a metric where the set X is a set of software entities. In this section it is
argued that it is meaningful to measure distances between software entities. By a proper
selection of software entities (i.e., the arguments of the function O) the concept of distance
can be mapped into the concepts of size and complexity. In a first sub-section the selection of
software entities is discussed. Next, metric-based measures of size and complexity are
presented.
Objects of measurement

Each object type is defined by its formal specifications of alphabet and regular expression.
Therefore, the size and complexity of an object type must be a function of its alphabet and
regular expression. Accordingly, the size and complexity of an object type can be defined as
distances from the specifications to something else. Let us first consider size and next
complexity.

The smallest object type that is valid according to the M.E.R.O.DE. process algebra is the
object type with null alphabet. By default, this object type has no sequence constraints. Its
regular expression is the default life cycle on the empty alphabet, which is represented in the
process algebra by the symbol "I". Formally, the smallest object type is defined by <0,1>.
Size is considered as a relative concept. It can be evaluated by comparing the specifications
of an object type to the specifications of the smallest object type in the process algebra.
Therefore, the size of an object type P = <Cl,e> is defined as the distance from <a,e> to
<0,1>.
Complexitv

Complexity is a difficult concept to define [9, p. 153]. Nonetheless, we believe that an
approach similar to that taken for size can lead to a meaningful and useful definition of
complexity.
Our definition is based on a crucial assumption. Every event type in the alphabet and every
sequence constraint in the regular expression adds to the complexity of an object type if its
presence is not required to satisfy the rules of the process algebra. This assumption is
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motivated by the observation that every object type in a conceptual model must obey the
rules regarding consistency, completeness and correctness (cf. previous section). For
instance, the propagation rule requires that the alphabet of a marsupial object type is
contained within the alphabet of its mother object types. The presence of these 'marsupial'
event types in the alphabet of the mother object type does not add to its complexity but to its
size. Complexity may in this regard be considered as the opposite of simplicity. Because of
the propagation rule the object type cannot be simplified by removing the 'marsupial' event
types, since this would violate model consistency. On the other hand, there might be some
event types that can be safely removed. We consider these event types as factors of
complexity. Analogously, all sequence constraints that can be removed without violating the
rules contribute to the complexity of the object type.
Complexity is also a relative concept. It is evaluated by comparing the specifications of an
object type to its minimum specifications, i.e., the specifications that are simplified as much
as possible without violating the rules of the process algebra. Since a simplification in one
object type might induce simplifications in other object types, all specifications in a
conceptual model must be simultaneously simplified. Now, the complexity of an object type
is defined as the distance from its original specifications to its minimum specifications.
Note that this definition of complexity strongly depends on the above assumption. All
definitions of software attributes (e.g., size, length, complexity, coupling, cohesion,
functionality, etc.) are more or less subjective and implicitly based on intuition. However, the
assumption allows to distinguish between the concepts of size and complexity.

Example
A set of minimum specifications for the Car Rental Company is:
· Car= < {acquire, rent, return, write-off}, acquire. (rent + return)* . write-off>
Client= <{new-client, rent, return, end-client}, new-client. (rent+ return)* . end-client>
Rental = < {rent, return}, rent . return>
An alternative set is:
Car= < {acquire, rent, return, sell} , acquire. (rent + return)* . sell>
Client= <{new-client, rent, return, end-client}, new-client. (rent+ return)* . end-client>
Rental = < {rent, return} , rent . return>
Basically, the minimum specifications must allow that object occurrences can be created and
ended. However, when in the original specifications more than one create or end event type is
included in the alphabet, then one might freely choose which event types to withhold and
which to remove. For instance, the life of a car can be ended by a 'sell' or a 'write-off event.
As a consequence, different sets of minimum specifications exist. For measurement purposes
it does not matter which set is chosen.
Assume that the first schema is chosen. One can now evaluate which event types and which
sequence constraints contribute to the complexity of the object types. Factors of complexity
are:
• Clients may crash the car that is on rent;
• A car' s life can be ended by selling it;
• After a car is acquired it must be prepared for its first rental.
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These factors truly represent the complexity of the application domain. The domain can be
simp_lified by removing these options from the specifications while still satisfying all
consistency, completeness and correctness rules. The result is another valid, but significantly
less realistic model of the Car Rental Company.
The metrics
Clearly, two sets of metrics must be defined: one for measuring the distance between
alphabets and one for measuring the distance between regular expressions.
Distance - Alphabet

Each alphabet is a subset of the universe of event types A. The symmetric difference model
defines a metric distance between sets [11, p. 208]. According to this model the distance
between sets X and Y is defined by the number of elements in (X - Y) u (Y - X). Therefore
we define
Let A be the universe of event types and let Ms;;; <P(A), R*(A)> be the set of object types that
builds the conceptual model.
.
Let the number of elements of a set be selected by the function "#".
For all object types P = <a, e> EM, where <a', e'> are the minimum specification/ of P:
Sizea1phabelP) = #(.(a- 0) u(0- a))= #(_a)
Complexitya/phabe/P) =#((a-a') u(a' - a))= #(_a- a')

The alphabet size and complexity of a conceptual model is simply defined as the sum of the
size and complexity values of its object types.
Let A be the universe of event types and let M
that builds the conceptual model.
Sizea/phabetM) =

L

5;;;

<P(A), R*(A)> be the set of object types

Sizealphabezf P)

PeM

Complexitya/phabezfM) =

L

Complexitya1phabezfP)

PeM

Distance - Regular Expression

Since regular expressions are not merely sets of elements, a different model must be used to
define a metric. To measure the distance between two regular expressions an approach is
taken similar to the solution to the tree-editing problem [12], [13]. First, a set of elementary
transformations is defined. Each elementary transformation is an editing operation on regular
expressions.
Let A be the universe of event types. Fore, e' E R*(A):
t;(e) = e '
where t;( e) for subscript i = 0, 1, 2, ... , 9 is defined as:
tel. e) = e . x = e'
tJ(e)=x.e=e'
ti(e) = e + x = e '
tJ(e) = x + e = e '
tie)= (e)* = e'
ts(e) = ts(e'. x) = e'
3

Note that a.' ~ a..
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( add right sequence event type)

(add left sequence event type)
(add right selection event type)

(add left selection event type)
(add iteration)
(delete right sequence event type)

(delete left sequence event type)
(delete right selection event type)
(delete left selection event type)
(delete iteration)

tde) = t6(x. e') = e'
t,(e) = t,(e' + x) = e '
tsf.e) = ts(x + e') = e'
tie)= t/(e')*) = e'
andx € A

Given a regular expression e over A, all elementary transformations ti may be applied to e or
to any part of e that is a regular expression over A.
Fore, e' , e" E R*(A):
(i) e = e' . e" => ti(e) = t;(e'. e") or ti(e' ) . e" ore'. ti(e")
(ii) e =e' + e" => t;(e) =ti(e' + e") or t;(e') + e" ore' + t;(e")
(iii) e = e'* => t;(e) = ti((e')*) or (ti(e' ))*
The distance between e and e' is modelled as the shortest T-derivation [12) from e toe'.

Let T be a sequence of tu, ... , t;k elementary transformations.
A T-derivation from e € R*(A) toe ' € R*(A) is a sequence of regular expressions eo, ... , ek
such that e = eo, e ' = e"' and ti]{ ej.J) = ej for 1 5 j 5 k. The length of a T-derivation is the
number of transformations in T. It is also equal to the number of regular expressions in the
T-derivation minus one.
Now the regular expression size and complexity of an object type can be defined.

Let A be the universe of event types and let M f:; <P(A), R*(A)> be the set of object types that
builds the conceptual model.
Let the shortest T-derivationfrom e E R*(A) toe' € R*(A) be represented by T-Dmin(e, e ')
and let the length of a T-derivation be selected by the function " #".
For all object types P = <<Z e> € M, where <a', e'> are the minimum specifications of P:
Sizeregutar_e;rpressioiP) = #(T-Dm;n(e, 1))
Complexityregu1ar_apussioiP) = #(T-Dmin(e, e '))
The corresponding definitions for conceptual models are:

Let A be the universe of event types and let M f:; <P(A), R*(A)> be the set of object types that
builds the conceptual model.
Size regutar_e;rpressioiM)

=L

Size regular-expression(P)

PeM

Complexityreguiar-e;rpression(M)

=

L,

Complexityre8u1ar-apressioiP)

Pe M

Example

The following table contains the size and complexity measurements for the Car Rental
Company:
Sizea1
Car
Client.

Rental
Model .

habet

7

5

/uzb,t

-·s·,.:., 6-

·,m -

. ..

3

3

1

15

17

5

9

3

i

1

·1

.l
5

i

'';

Discussion
The four metrics discussed so far build a very basic set of specification measures. Every
conceptual model and every object type can be assessed using this base set of measures. The
measurements inform us on the complexity and size of the application domain such as
modelled using the M.E.R.O.DE. process algebra. They can therefore be used in empirical
research to validate hypothesised relationships between these size and complexity
characteristics on the one hand and software quality aspects on the other hand. As mentioned
in the introduction, we must yet proceed to this phase of research.
The main aims of this paper can be summarised as follows:
• We wished to clarify the relationship between software measurement and software quality
to position our work into the broader field of quality research. Especially for early quality
prediction the measurement of software product abstractions is an essential activity.
Therefore these measurement problems must be tackled first.
• Timely measurement is crucial for early quality prediction and control. Whereas the
measurement of software design artefacts (i.e., design measurement) has received a lot of
attention lately, we argue that measurements of the software problem domain can provide
additional insights.
• Our research demonstrates that software measurement can be extended to formal
specifications. The use of the M.E.R.O.DE. process algebra must in this respect be
considered as merely an illustration of how to measure formal specifications.
• In this paper basic concepts from Measure Theory were used to define measures that
really deserve to be called software metrics. It was not investigated whether this
approach can be extended to other modelling techniques. However, we believe that every
technique with a sufficient level of formality is a candidate for our approach.
Finally it must be noted that the software measures proposed here are valid as long as one
accepts the definitions of size and complexity. However these definitions are not absolute
and they only apply to the M.E.R.O.DE. models. In our opinion it is more important to define
measures that are valid given the definitions of the concepts they measure than to seek for
general definitions of, for instance, complexity.
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Software Quality - Measurement
Assessing the size and
complexity of formally specified ·
conceptual models

Software Quality Control: 2 basic options
Control Software Processes: CMM, SPICE, ...
=> Process Assessment

Prof. dr. G. Dedene - K.U.Leuven

Control Software Products: GQM/MEDEA, ...
=> Product Assessment
! Products are the outputs of Processes !

Software Quality - Measurement

Software Quality - Measurement

!Assume software product assessment option!

2) establish (ie., hypothesize and validate)
significant relationships between software
product abstraction attributes and software
quality characteristics through empirical
research
3) If such relationships exist they can be
used to develop quality assessment, control,
improvement, etc. programs

G. Poels - Research Assistant F.W.O.

Software Quality<-> Software Products:
3 distinct research activities:
1) measure characteristics/attributes (eg.,
complexity, coupling, cohesion, ... ) of
software product abstractions (eg., code,
design documents) and measure .Q1Win'.
characteristics of software (eg., correctness)
f1'1(£'17. , ,_.,__, a.-d,.

QWEV1. 7 No.altu. 1-1,.

Software Quality - Measurement

Software Quality - Measurement

Only results of activity 3 are really of interest
to the software engineer/ quality staff
However, all activities are within the domain
of the software engineering research
community
Besides, all activities are interrelated and
needed to establish effective quality
programs

Additional observations:
Early quality assurance => Timely software
product assessment
Measuring software code is not enough =>
measure software product abstractions
available at the early stages of software
development
QWE"97. 7 ~. a - i,
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Software Quality - Measurement
Design measurement: modularity, coupling,
cohesion, data/information flows , structural
complexity, etc.
Specifications measurement: ?

! MEASUREMENT OF THE PROBLEM
DOMAIN!

Software Quality - Measurement
Research at the Ku Leuven URIS·
Specifications measurement

Research presented at QWE'97:
Size and complexity measures for conceptual
models of problem/application domain
Conceptual models defined using formal
specifications (process algebra approach)
qwrn., ~

Conceptual modelling with
formal specifications

.a-i.

Conceptual Modelling with
formal specifications
An example

An example

Client

Car

STATIC MODEL
Object types: Car, Client and Rental
Contract object type: Rental
Existence Dependency: Rental <-- Car
Rental<- Client
10
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Conceptual Modelling with
formal specifications
An example

Conceptual modelling with
formal specifications
Object - Event Table

DYNAMIC MODEL: adding behaviour
Event types: acquire, prepare-for-first-rent,
rent, return, crash, sell, write-off, newclient, end-client

qwrn.1~
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-....

Cr
C

--

M
M
M

crat,
,di

---
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C
E
E
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E
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Conceptual Modelling with
formal specifications

Conceptual Modelling with
formal specifications
Process algebra: alphabet and life-cycle

Process algebra: alphabet and life-cycle

Car= <{acquire, prepare-for-first-rent, rent,
return, crash, sell, write-off},

Client= <{new-client, rent, return, crash,
client},

acquire. prepare-for-first-rent .
(rent + return) * .
(crash+ sell+ write-off)>
QW£'97. 7 N o ~. ...... b

new-client .
(rent + return + crash)* .
end-client>

"

Conceptual Modelling with
formal specifications

"

Conceptual Modelling with
formal specifications

Process algebra: alphabet and life-cycle

An example

Rental= <{rent, return, crash},
rent . (return + crash)>

Model consistency: process algebra rules
Propagation rule
Type of involvement rule
Restriction rule

! Rental is a contract object type that models

the interaction between a car and a client !
IS

Measurement

Objects of measurement - Size
smallest object type valid according to process
algebra: empty alphabet - no life cycle
size of an object type is distance from its
specifications to the specifications of the
smallest object type
! smallest object type = reference point !

• metrics are measures of distance
• concept of distance must be mapped into
size and complexity concepts through
meaningful definition of measurement
objects
- 8--11

"

Measurement

Measure Theory approach => VALIDITY
'real' software metrics [Fenton91 , 59-60)

QWE'97. 7 ~
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Measurement

Measurement

Objects of measurement - complexizy

An example - minimum specifications
Car = < {acquire, rent, return, write-off},
acquire . (rent + return)* . write-off>
Client= <{new-client, rent, return, endclient},
new-client . (rent + return)* . end-client>
Rental= <{rent, return}, rent. return>

minimum specifications = maximum
simplification of the specifications of an
object type
restriction: consistency rules
complexity is distance from specifications to
minimum specifications
! reference point = minimum specifications !
QWE'9'7.7 ~
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Measurement

Measurement
An example - factors of complexity

The metrics

• Clients may crash a car
• A car's life can be ended by selling it
• A car must be prepared for its first rent

Symmetric difference model [Suppes89, 208)
# (X - Y) U (Y - X)

Ijfe-CycJe

! These make the problem domain complex !

cf. string or tree editing problem
number of elementary editing operations

Alphabet

=

Measurement

Measurement
The metrics

The metrics

Sjze - alphabet: # event types
Complexizy - alphabet:
# event types specs - # event types min specs
Size - )ife--cyc]e: min# transformations
Complexity - )ife-cyc)e: min # tranSformation
from life-cycle specs to life-cycle min specs
QWE"97. ' ~
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! Size and complexity conceptual model =
total size and complexity of object types !
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Measurement

Discussion

Size
alphabet

Size
life cycle

Complex Complex
alphabet life cycle

CAR

7

8

3

3

CLIENT

s

6

1

1

RENTAL 3

3

1

1

MODEL

17

s

s

15
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• Base set of measures
• Define measures of software quality
• Establish relationships with quality
characteristics
• Develop quality programs => assess and
control the size and complexity of
conceptual models
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Discussion
• measurement of problem domain
• measurement of formal specifications
• Measure Theory approach

Questions?

• software measures = real software metrics
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Model-Based Requirements Definition and Verification Test
Generation for Cockpit Display Systems
By Rosa Weber, Gary Dehlin and Karen Thelen

Abstract
Verification and validation ofsafety-critical, realtime, embedded avionics systems consume up to 40%
ofthe system/software development life-cycle. We
have developed a model-based requirements definition
and automated verification test generation process
which has shown significant reductions in cost and
cycle time. This domain-specific model-based software
development process has been successfu/Iy applied in
four domains. In this paper we describe the process
and technical approach taken within the graphics
domain ofcockpit display systems.

1. Introduction
The avionics business is extremely
competitive. We are constantly challenged to
find ways to cut cost and cycle times without
reducing the quality or the safety of our
systems. The message from the marketplace
is very clear: find ways to improve in these
key areas or lose business.
Our effort to decrease cost and cycle time,
while increasing productivity is racing
toward an implacable barrier forged from
three new certification guidelines for
systems, safety and hardware. The FAA and
JAA certification authorities have exerted
considerable influence on the development of
these standards, which incorporate many of
the process requirements for software into
these other areas of product development.
Our present cost structure and development
cycle time is mostly driven by software
process assurance costs. It will be even more
costly to produce similar process assurance
material for everything else.

Over the past several years, we have
recognized that we must radically change the
way we develop our products. The future
belongs to the avionics company that can
best re-design its development processes for
systems, software, hardware, and safety to
minimize the cost and schedule impact of
these additional process guidelines.

2. Traditional Development Process
The traditional process for the development
of software-based systems is characterized by
the mechanism it uses to capture information
- documentation. This process generates
software through a series of sequential
transformations. The output of each of these
intermediate transformations is a set of
documents. Each set of documents
incrementally expands the information
present until sufficient detail is available to
construct compilable software.
The information presented in these
documents is not structured in a formal
manner. This lack of formal strueture of the
information in the docwnentation requires
that humans be employed to convert one
document to the next. Humans apply
intellect, domain knowledge, and general
knowledge to interpret the incoming
document and then apply some informal
transformation rules to generate the outgoing
document. As a result it has proven difficult
to automate any of these transformations.
The process remains labor intensive and
subject to the level of expertise of the staff.
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3. Model-based Development
Process
The model-based approach enables a
dramatic improvement in quality, cycle time,
and cost by fundamentally changing the
software development process from a serial,
labor-intensive process to an iterative,
automated one.
We address the inherent problems of
system/software development:
1. requirements mature iteratively through
repeated discussions with our customers
and,
2. once we understand the requirements,
available resources - both staff and
capital - determine how soon we can
complete the work and how expensive it
will be.

We attack the first problem through iterative
requirements development. 1b.is includes the
capture of formal specifications in an
information repository and the analysis of
requirements for completeness and
consistency. Tbis approach assures us of
mature requirements that meet our
customer's expectations much earlier in the
development process.
We attack the second problem - resource
limits - through automation. Major
portions of the requirements documentation,
and verification tests generation are now
automated. The technical result: repeatable,
efficient generation of documentation, and
tests that are consistent with the modeled
requirements.
1bis iterative, rigorous approach to
requirements development and automation
provide additional significant side-benefits:
1. Reduced rework and rapid turnaround of
changes. Requirements changes no

longer ripple through the process, causing
labor-intensive changes to test plus
traceability updates, reviews of all the
changes, and retest. Automated
generation and analysis significantly
reduces rework. One program has
reduced turnaround times from two
weeks to four hours - a 20: 1 reduction
- using a model-based development
process.

2. More challenging, rewarding engineering
work. Automation eliminates much of
the tedious aspect of engineering work:
creating and reviewing documentation
and tests. Engineers now have more time
to focus on the more creative,
challenging, and rewarding facets of
engineering.

4. Problem Domains
Each problem domain has its own
characteristics and, therefore, different tools
and process solutions are required to capture
requirements for each domain. At the
Honeywell aviation divisions we have chosen
to focus our efforts on four key problem
domains: logic, graphics, control laws, and
input/output. These problem domains
encompass the vast majority of our primary
products: flight controls, display systems,
flight management systems, and sensors.
In this paper we will describe the overall
process by which we built and evolved our
automated verification test generation system
for the graphics domain of cockpit display
systems, also known as Electronic Flight
Instrument Systems (EFIS). We will report
initial results on this and other model-based
development projects, and discuss how this
rule-based paradigm has been applied in the
logic domain. Last, we will reports some of
the challenges we are facing as we expand
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this technology across product lines and the
conclusions we have been able to draw to
date.

5. ARTTS
The Avionics Requirements To Test System
(ARTIS) program was initiated by our
business and commuter aviation systems
division, located in Phoenix Arizona. Driven
by cost and schedule pressures, they initiated
this joint venture with the Honeywell
Technology Center to look at ways to
automate parts of the EFIS development life
cycle. After careful study of the life cycle
costs, we identified test development as a
labor intensive, error-prone, and tedious part
of the process. The stringent certification
standards for electronic flight instrument
systems make verification and validation
both an important and costly phase in the
software life cycle.
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6. Requirements Modeling
When we first undertook the domain-specific
modeling and verification test generation task
in 1992, we focussed on the EFIS
requirements specified across multiple
commuter and business jets. As we
discussed and demonstrated our ARITS
system capability across Honeywell, we
found a lot of commonality with the
independently developed requirements for
cockpit display systems of commercial and
military aircraft. To our surprise, much of
the static and dynamic characteristics
captured in our domain-specific, yet aircraftindependent information model was directly
applicable to these other product lines.
1bis high degree of reuse of the generic
domain model can be directly attributable to
the simplification of the domain model that
evolved over time as we studied graphics
domain applications across multiple
products.
The graphics domain model can be described
as an interplay between the static display
objects and the dynamics that drives their
behavior.

trr.::=:!'--------.,,.0---11 249.4

7. Static Model
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Figure 1. £FIS Product Life Cycle Effort Breakdown

EFIS verification testing is black-box. i.e.,
functional testing. Therefore, functional
requirements specification, analysis and
evolution was a high impact, interesting part
of the life-cycle. Our decision to formalize
the requirements specification process and
automate the verification test development
process allowed us to directly address over
50% of the product life cycle cost.

Most EFIS displays consist of textual and
digital annunciations, positional displays
with steady markers and a moving pointer, or
a steady pointer and moving markers, and
combinations of these display types. An
EFIS gauge may contain segments, legends,
markers; digital readouts, pointers and other
components. These display types and their
various components are reused throughout
requirements definition to describe EFIS
gauges such as inter-turbine temperature,
high-pressure compressor speed, oil pressure,
fuel information, altitude, airspeed, etc.
Making full use of inheritance, we abstracted
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many static characteristics to describe the
requirements of the EFIS domain.

different. All five EFIS gauges are moving
markers and steady pointer display objects.
This simplification of gauge/object
composition has allowed us to greatly
simplify and reuse the graphics domain
model.

Figure 2. EICAS Cockpit Display

We moved beyond the object-oriented
guideline of"model an object in the real
world as a class" to a further partitioning of
the object into a combination of its static and
dynamic characteristics. For example, the
Engine Information and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) display, shown in figure 2,
uses circular gauges with a moving pointer
and steady markers for its Inter turbine
Temperature (ITT) gauge. The horizontal
vibration, Oil, Pressure, temperature gauge,
although distinctly different visibly, also is a
steady marker, moving pointer gauge, where
only the shape of the gauge, pointer and
markers differ, yet the behavior of the gauge
is identical to the circular ITT gauge. The
Primary Flight Display (PFD) gauge, shown
in Figure3, shows examples of steady
pointer, moving marker gauges. The
artificial horizon (pitch), the compass and the
tape gauges for airspeed, altitude and vertical
speed also have nearly identical information
model descriptions, yet the actual visual
composition of the gauge is signi,ficantly

Figure 3. PFD Cockpit Display

8. Dynamic Model

The dynamic model captures the behavior of
the system. This part of the model has much
generality and has proven applicable in other
domains as well. The key concept in the
dynamic portion of the domain model is a
state. When a display is in a particular state,
then a set of behavioral rules are activated.
There may be several ways to achieve that
state and each of these ways is defined as a
scenario.
Scenarios are defined by describing
conditions on data. Conditions are described
by values received via a message or a signal
(e.g., ASCB, ARINC) within the system.
This message is modeled as an InputData in
Figure4. These conditions are combined
with AND/OR logic to produce scenarios.
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3. HGS_270 is TRUE
These conditions form one scenario, which is
the only way to be in the DISPLAY state.
8.1 Rules

impxtS
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Figure 4 Dynamic Model

Once the system is in a particular state we
can specify what kind of behavior can occur.
That behavior can be broken down into
multiple rules. When a display object is in a
particular state, its rules are active. Each rule
can have multiple conditions that can take
effect. If a condition specified in a rule
becomes TRUE then there may be several
associated actions that are invoked to impact
the behavior of one or more display objects
within the system. Action types are shown in
Figure5. Some example actions are: the
HGS- MODE- TEXT textual annunciation
displays the text "FLARE", changes color to
green and starts to blink at a rate of 1 second
on, 0.5 seconds off.

For example, tying states, scenarios, and
conditions together, the Heads_Up Guidance
Vertical Deviation Display (HGS_VD)
cannot be displayed if any one of these
independent conditions regarding the state of
the system are TRUE:

...

-

1. HGS INSTALLED is FALSE
2. HGS_IN_USE is FALSE
3. HGS 270 is FALSE
These requirements can be expressed as three
scenarios each with one condition. When any
one of these three scenarios is TRUE, the
system will be in the NOT_DISPLA YED
state.
On the other hand, the HGS _VD display can
be displayed only if all of the following
conditions are TRUE:
1. HGS INSTALLED is TRUE
2. HGS IN USE is TRUE

Figure 5 Actions

Basic rules consist of enumerated or range
conditions. Figure 6 also shows two other
types of conditions: positional and timed
hysteresis. These conditions are required for
describing the dynamic system behavior at
boundary conditions. Timed hysteresis
changes behavior when the condition has
persisted for a specified amount of time.
Positional hysteresis specifies changes in
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behavior depending on the previous values of
the system. These types of rules are
decomposed by the test generator into
multiple rules before verification tests cases
and test plans are generated. Additional
examples describing this rule-based dynamic .
model and the associated verification test
generation process can be found in [2].
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10. Requirements Elicitation
ARITS allows requirements engineers to
capture the aircraft-specific EFIS
requirements via a windows-based user
interface (UI). The ARTIS UI has
formalized the requirements specification
process currently used by our domain
experts. The requirements elicitation
software reduces the complexity of defining
highly interconnected requirements by
structuring the flow of requirements capture
and notification of incomplete specifications.
The UI also formalizes the domain
terminology, which has proven beneficial
when trying to reuse requirements specified
by other design teams.
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Figure 6 Conditions

9. Graphics Domain Model
Toe graphics domain model, described
above, defines the application-independent
characteristics of the graphics system
requirements. This domain model is
downloaded in our knowledge database and
serves as the underlying structure for the
front-end requirements elicitation mechanism
and the back-end verification test and
requirements documentation generators.
A detailed description of the domain analysis
and modeling process we followed can be
found in [2].

Figure 7 Domain-Specific Requirement Elicitation UI

11. Verification Test Generation
The rule-based requirements models describe
both the static and dynamic characteristics of
the aircraft display system. Once the user has
entered the aircraft-specific cockpit display
requirements into the database, the
information necessary to generate the
verification test plans and cases is complete.
Toe test generator algorithms use the rulebased requirements information along with
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information about the testing apparatus and
policy-rich testing methodology to
automatically generate test plans, automated
test equipment (ATE) code, and expected test
results.
The test generator processes the states,
scenarios and rules by analyzing the
associated condition and actions to generate
input and output test case values,
respectively.
Test case information for each display object
is extracted from the database and processed
by the Test Case Input Generator (TCIG).
TCIG generates the required input values,
which satisfies the boundary conditions of
the object and of the interfacing aircraft data.
Test-environment-specific Test Case
Expected Results Generator (TCERG) tools
uses the data supplied by the TCIG 'to
generate test artifacts for the target system.
The TCERG generates expected results for
each input test case and builds scripts for
automated execution of the test cases. These
tests scripts are then executed on the
Automated Test Environment (ATE) in a
stand-alone manner producing pass/fail test
results. The knowledge required to produce
expected results for a given object is built
into the TCERG tool.
A detailed description of the test generation
process can be found in [l ].
12. Results
The Avionics Requirements To Test System
(ARTIS) will be put into operation later this
year. Initial results have shown that the
generated verification test cases are directly
loadable into the Automated Test
Environment, without human modification.
The generated test matrices and test cases
closely resemble those created by hand. We

increased the quality of these test artifacts by
eliminating the occurrence of human-induced
errors. Our current estimates indicate a
reduction of product testing time/cost by
30% and a reduction of requirements
docwnentation time and cost of 50%. In our
discussion with other product development
teams across Honeywell we have found a
high potential (90%) for reuse of the domain
model across cockpit displays applications.
Both the domain model and the test generator
are currently being extended for use in other
Honeywell divisions. Additional display
object types and characteristics are being
added through a multi-product line design
team. We have already found that testenvironment-specific adaptations to the test
case output generator requires minimal effort.
13. Related Programs

In examining modeling efforts across
Honeywell divisions and products, we have
found a common theme of rule-based
systems describing behavior. In a recent
joint effort between the Honeywell
Technology Center and a sister division, a
similar rule paradigm was used to describe
the mode logic of an autopilot. In this effort,
autopilot states are described by preconditions that must exist in order to be in
that state. Once the autopilot is in a
particular state and it received a signal, a set
of prioritized actions are attempted. These
actions attempt to achieve a new state that
may or not be possible given the current
conditions and signals within the system.
From this dynamic rule model, system
requirements for the autopilot mode logic are
defined into a database. A unique finite state
machine is generated from the database
instantiation as well as a test generator that
tests the finite machine. The generated finite
state machine is the actual source code that
7

goes into the final product. The tests are
used to test the source code on the host PC
thus enabling many problems in requirements
to be identified early. Changes are then
made to requirements by changing the
database and re-generating the finite state
machine and the tests. This paradigm of
development plus the test harness
environment used to support the testing has
reaped productivity improvements of at least
20 to 1. Turnaround timed due to
requirements changes was reduced from 2
weeks to 4 hours.
The Hierarchical Operational Procedure
Tables (HOPTs) program applied modelbased development to the reactive control
systems domain. The domain model captured
the model logic requirements and contained
enough information to enable the generation
of Ada code, test data, system requirements
documents and traceability information
covering these artifacts. After successfully
applying this methodology and the associated
automated toolset to several projects within
the logic domain, they recorded a 30%
reduction in cycle-time by manually
implementing this model-based process and a
further 30% reduction due to automation.[3,

4]
14. Challenges
As we extend these domain-specific
requirements capture and artifact generation
processes and toolsets to other product lines
across Honeywell we have encountered
several challenges faced by cross-product
line design teams:

1. Several of our customers dictate that we
follow .their approved development
process.

2. Requirements are received our customers
in different file formats. E.g., Boeing
graphic Editor (GED) files, textual and/or
verbal requirements defined by multiple
customers.
3. Requirements are validation on different
test and simulation environments. E.g.,
Boeing flight simulator, Honeywell EFIS
test bench and application simulator.
Therefore we must generate and deliver
varying requirements specification
formats.
4. Raising the level of abstraction. When
multi-divisional teams discuss the design
of their individual systems, the
commonalties of the design are quickly
hidden by the details of the
implementation. Joint training in domain
analysis and domain modeling facilitates
this process.

15. Conclusion
Significant productivity improvements as
measured in cost and cycle time have been
measured from using domain-specific modelbased development. We have successfully
applied the model-based development
approach on more than five programs.
These efforts have shown 10-30% reductions
in the cost of developing requirements, code
and verification tests, and dramatic
reductions in turnaround time in
requirements changes. These initial
programs saw improvements primarily due to
increased rigor in requirements capture
software artifact generation and the reuse of
domain information model knowledge.
The improvements in quality, cycle time, and
cost can be attributed to:
•

formal specification of system
requirements promotes the development

of complete, consistent and unambiguous
system requirements;
•

Increased formality in requirements
capture and analysis prevent errors from
propagating downstream;

•

Automated generation of tests and
documentation eliminates human-induced
errors and frees engineers to concentrate
on the safety-critical and the more
troublesome areas of the system;

•

Generated artifacts ensure a standard'
repeatable format and consistent quality.
Errors corrected in the generators will
have a systemic effect,.improving quality
for the current program and all future
programs.
.
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::, Message from the Market: Do or Die
- 111e commerclnl avionics business Is extren1ely compellllve.

Model-Based Requirements Definition
and Verification Test Generation
for Cockpit Display Systems

-

Marlcelplace: find ways to Improve cost & cycle time or lose buslneu.

-

Must cut cost nnd cycle times without reducing quality or safety.

::, Certification Authorities (FAA, JAA) Demand Process Improvement
- Three new cerllffcatlon guidelines for system, safety and software
-

New standards increase process requirements for product development.

:, Challenges in meeting cost and cycle time targets believed to be due to
document-based development process.
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l'lne-tunlng traditional development process ~ Incremental Improvements.
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Dramatic Improvements require fundamentally new way of thinking about how lo
develop software.
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Re-designed development proc~ses must cover systems, software, hnrdwnre and
safety (SOD).
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Challenges include...

Pilot Project Results

::> Different system architectures: different strategies

:> HOPTs

- e.g., DU's: Smnrt -head with standard bus versus dumb-head with
spcclnl (wide bandwidth) bus.

- '.Ill% reduction in cycle-time using mnnunl model-based process
- l'urthcr JO% reduction due to nutomntion.

::> Different customers: different approved

:> Autopilot

development processes

- 20:1 reduction In tumnrouncl times due to requirements changes
(from 2 wel'ks to 4 hours)

::>

- Requirements Speclftcotion
• Boeing graphk Editor (GED) flies
• Textual, verbal requirements from multiple customer•

Overall
- JO-JO% cost reductions in requirements and design development
- 95% reduction in turnaround time of requirements changes

& test generators,
simulation/ analysis tools expected to dramatically
reduce time to verify systems.

::> 00-17813 qualified code

Requirements Validation
• Boeing night shnulotor.
• El'IS test bench/ application simulator

Getting multi-divisional teams to agree
::> Education: Raising the level of abstraction
::>
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Avionic Requirements To Test System (ARTTS)
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Sample Requirements Specification

l\1ission
• Develop model-based software generation technology to enable
significant gains In software productlvlly, quallty and consistency.

The low arc shall be a 66 -degree ere
beginning at compau north and extend·
Ing In a clockwise dlrecilon. It shall be
amber. An amber tick mark extending
above and below the arc shall be placed
al o and 66.3 .....
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Abstract
The relationship between software process improvement and the
achievement of business goals is not always obvious. The main objective
of this paper is to clearly express this relationship using the SPICE,
Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination (ISO 15504)
model for achieving business goals [ Laciness, 96 J , in this case,
preparing for ISO9000 [ ISO9001, 94 J certification.
The project described here had as main objectives to cater for the
detected need of a method to accomplish ISO9000 requirements in an
organisation that develops software and to provide this support for
achieving certification to an SME at low cost.
The paper outlines the work carried out to define an improvement plan
based on the SPICE model [ SPICE, 96 J with the ISO9000 certification as
a business objective. SPICE is a reference model that can be used,
among other things, as a basis for laying down simple, clear and
sequential steps for preparing an organisation for an IS09000 audit. The
development of the improvement plan has been done taking into account
as much as possible both experience and consolidated data. Considering
that there is a strong possibility of ambiguities in interpreting the 1SO9000
clauses and in mapping the ISO9000 clauses into the SPICE framework,
this paper wants to be also a base for future discussions inside the
software community.
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SPICE, ISO9000, software process improvement, improvement plans,
business drivers

1.

INTRODUCTION
One common problem when developing and implementing software
process improvement plans is the assumption that the alignment to
business objectives of such plans is implicit in them. That is not the case.
Organizations have to do the alignment exercise when devising the
improvement plan. Otherwise the risk is that the improvements are made
but the benefits are not perceived or not the expected ones and are likely
to be lower than what could have been achieved.
This has been a starting point for the project. The question to answer with
this work was how to read SPICE with a business objective in mind. The
answer was to extract a staged model from SPICE to meet one of the
most popular business objectives these days in Europe: ISO9000
certification. It follows that the objective of the project is to produce a
technical baseline in software terms for an improvement plan aimed to
build an ISO9000 compliant quality system in the organisation. The
context for the application of such baseline is a SME that develops
software and has the need to improve the way they do it, whether the
software is for internal use or for sale to external clients.
The importance of quality for the survival of the businesses and the need
to justify the investments and changes required to implement it in any
organisation are critical issues in today's marketplace. ESI has carried out
an Europe-wide survey, based on the European Foundation for Quality
Management (EFQM) Model tailored to the software industry that tried to
investigate the correlation between organisational practices in software
development units and business results. The average company score
across all respondents is 473 out of a maximum of 1000 points. The
scores achieved by companies winning major Quality Awards are
between 700 and 800 points. A typical score for an organisation that is
being run competently and has a set of good results is 450 points. The
conclusions show unambiguously that software units with mature
practices in aspects such as management leadership, policy and strategy,
customer-supplier relationship and software processes, obtained better
financial results as well as presenting a higher level of customer and staff
satisfaction [Rementeria, 96].
Companies pursue ISO9000 certification for several reasons. Customers
ask for it, requirements for bids include it, and even sometimes,
companies are truly interested in improving the way they do things. For
whatever the reason, an increasing number of companies decide to invest
their time, effort and money in obtaining the ISO9000 certification. Since it
is widely known and recognized as a valuable business achievement,
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ISO9000 was chosen for this project as a business driver for
improvement.
The implementation of ISO9000 in a software producing SME presents
several difficulties. [ESI, 94 J. The Standard has an industry-wide scope
and some special characteristics of software development are not
addressed. Even when ISO9000-3 gives very useful guidance as how to
approach 1SO9000, many companies find it difficult to relate their work to
the Standard. Another great problem for organisations is the practical
implementation of the Standard. There is a true need for a method to
accomplish ISO9000 requirements in an appropriate manner, taking into
account the software development problems, and the usual lack of
resources and expertise in SMEs.

2.

THE SPICE MODEL
The choice of the SPICE model was based on the fact that it can be taken
as a repository of best practices of software engineering and driven by the
need of having a framework flexible enough to allow tailoring. The
possibility of adapting the model to specific needs is an essential feature
required to carry out the work. This two characteristics provided the
necessary foundation on which to build the model for achieving ISO9000
certification. The SPICE Model is a two dimensional one, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 - SPICE Architecture

In SPICE there are a set of processes that on one hand configure the
process categories and on the other, are composed of practices
considered to be basic. There are five process categories: CustomerSupplier, Support, Engineering, Management and Organization. Each
category contains the processes related with that area of activity. On the
other side we have six capability levels, from zero to 5, indicating the level
of maturity of the processes according to their compliance with the
process attributes associated to the levels. Each process attribute has a
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set of management practices that are the activities enabling the
processes to achieve the different levels. At level 1, the software activities
are performed in an informal manner. Each level adds a level of formality
and rigour in the way activities are performed until level 5 is reached,
where there is a continues improvement of the processes.
Using this structure it is possible to define a set of processes each one
with a certain level of capability, that fulfill some defined criteria, in this
case the requirements of 1SO9000.

3.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
The project was divided into two major phases. In the first one, the aim
was to define a model in terms of a target profile for a set of processes
that would serve as basis for process improvement oriented to 1SO9000
certification. In the second phase, the final objective was to define a
practical improvement guide for companies that wanted to prepare the
organization for an 1SO9000 audit, based on the model obtained in the
first phase. The idea was to have a theatrical model on one side that
could be used as such in other types of work by experts in the SPICE
model. On the other was to provide a sound standard improvement plan
that could serve to a wide variety of organizations without any further
external help. The steps to cover both aspects are explained below.

3.1

Specification of the necessary processes
Initially there is an interdependency analysis of the SPICE processes,
looking for how they relate to each other. The main objective of this task is
to reach an understanding of how processes affect each other and detect
side effects of the implementation of improvement actions that could
adversely influence processes. An analysis on the results was performed
with the objective of extracting the most important relationships. The main
criteria used to evaluate the weight of the relationships were the
relevance of the work products.
The following task was the mapping of the SPICE processes to ISO9000.
The mapping to both ISO9001 and ISO9000-3 gives an idea of how to
use the SPICE processes for compliance with the Standards. The
mapping to ISO9001 for the selected group of SPICE processes is shown
in Table 1.
As support of this activity there was a mapping to the CMM model to
double check relations and widen the understanding of the coverage and
implications of the processes.
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Analysing the results obtained, it was gathered a m1mmum group of
processes that could support the objective of preparing an organisation
for an ISO9000 audit. While taking into account the requirements of
ISO9000, the need to provide basis for a good software engineering
environment has not been ignored. That is why the final set of processes
covers a wide spectrum of practices that maybe are not essential for
obtaining certification, but are critical for good software engineering.
There has been a trade-off between a total coverage and the objective to
simplify as much as possible the scope of the input for the improvement
plan, to make it applicable. As a result, the set of processes in Table 1
emerge as the group that complies with all requirements posed by
ISO9000 while guaranteeing consistency of purposes and no undesirable
side effects. It has been a primary concern to keep this group at a
minimum.

ISO
SPICE
process

14.1 4.2 14.3 4.4 14.5 14.6 14.7 4.8 14.9 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 4.1 4.1 14.20
p h t2 13 14 5 6 t7 8 9

X

CUS.1

X
X

CUS.2
CUS.3
CUS.5
ENG.2

X

X
X
X

X
X

ENG.5

X

X

X

X
X

MAN.1
MAN.2
MAN.4

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

SUP.2
SUP.3

X

X

ENG.7

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

ORG.4

X

Table 1 - Selected processes coverage of 1SO9000

Each of the processes has been chosen according to well defined criteria.
The objective was to create a consistent group, so all or most phases of a
software project had to be covered (CUS.2 Manage Customer Needs,
ENG.2 Develop Software Requirements, ENG.5 Integrate and Test
Software and CUS.3 Supply Software). The management of the project
itself is included (process MAN.1, Manage the Project) since it is the
starting point for any successful project.
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The strong ISO requirements for a documented quality system demand
both SUP.3 Perform Quality Assurance and MAN.2, Manage Quality to be
considered. The process SUP.2 Configuration Management, is needed to
cover the identification and control of all work products. ORG.4 Provide
Skilled Resources satisfy the ISO requirement for training, that none of
the other processes covered at alL
Processes CUS.1, Acquire Software and MAN.4, Manage subcontractors,
cover the requirements for acquiring and subcontracting software. Last
but not least, CUS.5 Provide Customer Service and ENG. 7 Maintain
System and software provide for maintenance requirements of the
Standard.
This is not the only group that could have been chosen. But according to
assessment experience, the previous analysis work and thorough
discussions, the group emerged as a compact and sound baseline for an
improvement effort with limited resources. As explained above, each of
the processes was chosen based on both its importance for good
software engineering and its fulfilment of ISO9001 clauses. It can be seen
in Table 1 that all clauses are addressed by one or more SPICE
processes, although the coverage is not complete unless the processes
are performed up to the level of formalism that the Standard requires. The
definition of this level is the next step.

3.2

Specification of the profiles for the selected
processes
After the set of processes is determined, the definition of the target
profiles has been developed according to the SPICE model. These
profiles are the graphical expression of the expected level of maturity of
the processes. Since ISO requires not only that the processes exist, but
also that they are performed with a certain degree of formality, it is
necessary to define which SPICE level will suffice for each of them. When
rightly implemented together at the appropriate level of maturity, the
chosen processes would drive an organisation in the direction of ISO9000
certification without impairing the performance of software related
processes and the development of software products. The ideal profiles
defined are shown in Figure 2.
All chosen processes are necessary to be fully implemented to face an
ISO9000 audit. In SPICE terminology this means that all base practices
associated with each of the processes have to be performed. In maturity
terms, this situation indicates that Level 1 is fully achieved for all
processes. The only exception the process ORG.4, Provide Skilled
Human Resources, because to fulfil 1SO9001 requirements for training is
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enough to implement some of the practices of this process. There are
occasions where a particular practice is not applicable to an organisation.
As long as there is a sound justification for not doing it, it can be
disregarded. ISO9000 allows for this sort of behaviour. However, it is not
advisable to do so. There might be implications that affect the overall
performance of the processes.
LEVa.1

ORG.4
MAN.4
MAN.2
MAN.1
SUP.3
SUP.2

LEVEL2

LEVEL3

-----

LEVEl.4

LEVELS

"'"'

ENG.7
ENG.S
ENG.2

cus.s
CUS.3
CUS.2
QJS.1

0

Not achieved

IIJ Partially achieved •

Largely achieved •

Fully achieved

Figure 2 - SPICE profile

Level 2 for MAN.2 and SUP.3 has to be necessarily fully achieved, which
means that the processes are managed and controlled. These two
processes are the cornerstone of the whole group. Both comprise the
quality spirit as expressed in the ISO Standard, and need to be formal to
comply with its requirements. This applies as well to the level 3
attainment. A strong level 3 for both processes is necessary because of
the ISO requirements of having quality policies defined and implemented
at organizational level, which in SPICE terms is to have a process
performing with the practices belonging to level 3.
MAN.1 needs to be strong at level 2 and to have policies at organisational
level to ensure consistency in the way projects are managed. Not only
that, but also since Quality Plans for the projects should be included in the
development Plans, an organisational procedure should be in place to
ensure that this happens.
The rest of the processes need various levels of maturity to match
ISO9000 requirements although in general, level 2 needs to be achieved
due to the mandates for documentation, planning, and configuration
management.
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3.3

Improvement plan
The model given by the set of chosen processes and their level of
maturity conforms the basis to build the improvement plan as was defined
at the beginning.
This improvement plan has to contain all activities that the SPICE model
assigns to the chosen processes and the practices that are associated to
levels 2 and 3 such as planning and quality activities. This gives an idea
of the complexity and extent of this improvement plan of which an outline
is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows the division of the plan in four
phases of equal length of time and the work to be carried out in each of
them.
Some assumptions have been made when devising this plan that need to
be stated:
• An organization starting an improvement program, however small, has
a true interest in improving. Even the smallest, shortest and cheapest
of programs will require considerable effort to implement.
• The commitment of all parties across the organization is not only
necessary, it is vital to success. The essential tip in any process
improvement program is to get everybody involved, from senior
manager to trainees, and make them realize that they should behave
differently. Improvement efforts will not be useful if people, at any level
of the hierarchy, oppose them.
• The importance of the commitment from senior management has to be
emphasized. Without it no program will succeed. Companies which
have been successful in creating a culture of quality have done it under
the direction of senior management who have been assisted by
someone who knew what they were doing.
• The improvement of processes increases the company results in terms
of a better software product. Gains can be in lower development costs,
shorter development time and better quality products, which can be
enough reasons to justify the effort and the investment to be done.
For practical reasons some related processes are grouped under one
heading. Quality in the graph comprises both SUP.3 Quality Assurance
and MAN.2 Manage Quality. Project Management includes MAN.1
Manage project, SUP .2 Configuration Management and ORG.4 Provide
Skilled Human Resources. Maintenance has CUS.5 Provide Customer
Service and ENG.7 Maintain System and software. CUS.1, Acquire
Software and MAN.4, Manage subcontractors are within the
Subcontracting group.
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Phase2

Phase1

Phase4

Phase3

Step A Step B Step A Step B Step A Step B
Quality
Project Nigl

Requirements
Test
Supply

Maintenance
Subcontracting
Systems

Step A Step B

- - -- -- - - -- ---

Level1

-

Level2

-

Level3

Figure 3 - Improvement Plan
Each process or group of processes has to reach the level of maturity
defined in the model given in Figure 2. Quality and Project management
are in the first phase of the plan because these processes provide the
foundations to build the quality system as required in ISO9000 and to set
up a project infrastructure that will support software development.
Once the basis are in place, the rest of the processes are initiated, except
maintenance that was delayed until the next phase to lighten phase 2.
The work on the quality processes continues. In phase 3, both Quality and
Project Management processes are institutionalized, that is, they are
defined and implemented at organization level. Maintenance processes
start being performed according to the SPICE model and the rest of
processes begin to be managed. This means that they are planned,
tracked and controled, and actions are taken when they deviate from the
plans. Phase 4 consists on taking maintenance and subcontracting
processes to level 2.
As a result of the implementation of this outlined plan, the organization will
have built a quality system as required in ISO9001. There will be a
documented set of software engineering practices with their quality goals
and activities.
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3.4

Guide for implementation
The final task of the project is the development of a guide for the
implementation of the plan. This guide has several constraints. It has to
be self-explanatory, so it can be used without external help and it has to
give very detailed descriptions of all tasks involved and their timing. In real
terms, the guide contains the improvement plan defined in the previous
section and instructions for implementing the plan.
In the guide it is reflected the requirements, particularly regarding
resources, that are necessary to carry out the improvement plan. Then
the guide provides directions for customization of the plan to the reality of
the organization, since some activities will probably already exist. This can
be done as well through a SPICE assessment on the chosen set of
processes.
Once the status ·of the organization is known the plan can be executed
following the step-by-step indications for the implementation of the
different activities. Since one of the assumptions of the project was that
the target user organizations are low maturity level ones, it has been
included some sections on practices that may not be usual in those
organizations such as peer reviews and audits.
The control points included in the plan give evidence of the achievement
of the goals of each phase, and eventually, of the fulfilment of the
objective of the improvement plan, to have a quality system established in
the organization that can face an ISO9001 audit.

4.

CONCLUSIONS
This work aims to represent ESl's effort to create awareness and to help
SME's get into the quality and improvement arena. tailoring and adapting
what for this type of organisations are considered complicated, time
consuming standards, to their size and their real necessity of
improvement. The real motivation for starting an improvement program is
given by the expectations of a good return-on-investment (ROI) that a
company can achieve by implementing such program. Using a business
driver to lead the improvement plan, a company should guarantee a more
direct and measurable ROI.
The definition of an improvement plan based on a recognized software
process improvement model with a clear business objective caters
several needs:
• to mitigate the frequent claim that SPICE lacks clear guidance to
conduct process improvement.
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• as input for a SPICE assessment, carried out with the selected
processes
• as basis for discussion about the mapping ISO9001-SPICE inside the
software community
• in SMEs to accomplish ·ISO9001 taking into account the software
development problems, and the usual lack of resources and expertise
• in companies already holding certification, to check whether they have
considered important aspects in software engineering
• to investigate the possible utilization of SPICE as standard assessment
method for compliance with ISO9001 requirement for quality audits
• to start raising awareness and providing information to organisations
with low maturity levels.
The approach taken of making an interpretation of ISO9000 in software
terms and using the SPICE model as the tool to do so has the added
value that SPICE provides empirical evidence that support the defined
model in the form of results of evaluations from companies holding the
ISO9000 certification. SPICE is undergoing the Phase II of its Trials,
where the model is used to . perform software process evaluations to
check several parameters such as usability and repeatability of results.
We expect to gather more evidence when the Trials are completed, and
thus validate the applicability of SPICE in a business context.
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To describe a relationship between software
process improvement and business goals

•

To describe the work carried out to define a
baseline for an improvement plan based on the
SPICE model with the 1SO9000 certification as a
business objective.
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•

To produce a technical baseline in software terms
for an 1SO9000 oriented improvement plan

•

Catering for the need of a method to accomplish
1SO9000 requirements in an organisation that
develops software

•

Provide support for achieving certification to an
SME minimising the costs
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I

Lack of certification can entail:
•

Loss of business:
• customers ask for it
• pre-requisite for public bids

•

Loss of competitiveness:
• quality stamp recognized
world-wide
• competitors already hold it
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•

It is a repository of best practices in software
engineering

•

It was designed as a framework to allow tailoring
for specific needs

•

It provides guidance to develop improvement
plans

•

It is already an ISO Technical Report (1SO15504)
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/Technical Workj
•

Interdependency analysis, looking for how SPICE
processes relate to each other

•

Mapping of the SPICE processes to CMM and
1SO9001

•

Definition of a minimum group of processes

•

Definition of the target profiles

•

Specification of the improvement plan

•

Development of an improvement guide
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!Chosen SPICE Processes!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

CUS.1 Acquire Software
CUS.2 Manage Customer Needs
CUS.3 Supply Software
CUS.5 Provide Customer Service
ENG.2 Develop Software Requirements
ENG.5 Integrate and Test Software
ENG.7 Maintain System and software
MAN.1 Manage the Project
MAN.2 Manage Quality
MAN.4 Manage subcontractors
SUP.2 Configuration Management
SUP.3 Perform Quality Assurance
ORG.4 Provide Skilled Resources
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!Mapping ISO/SPICE!
~.1 4.2 4.3 ~.4 ~.5 ~.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 ~.10 ~.11 4.12 4.13 4.14 4.15 4.16 ~.17 4.18 4.19 ~.20
ISO
clause
SPICE
process
X
X X
CVS.I
X X
CUS.2
X
X
CUS.3
CUS.5
X
ENG.2
X
ENG.5
X X
ENG.7
X
X
X
SUP.2
X
X
X
X
X
X
SUP.3 X X
X
X
X X
X X
X

X
MAN.I
MAN.2 X X
MAN.4
ORG.4
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!SPICE Profilesj
LEVEL 1

D

Not achieved •

LEVEL 2

Partially achieved

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Largely achieved
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LEVEL 5

Fully achieved
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ilmprovement Planl
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Quality
Project Mgt.

Requirements
Test
Supply
Maintenance
Subcontracting

Level1
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Level2

Level3
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II merovement Guide I

Evaluate

current
situation
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lsummaryl
•

ISO9000 is a valuable business goal

•

ISO9000 does not necessarily have to represent a
complicated issue to tackle

•

Using a software process improvement model to
prepare for certification is a need in the software
industry

•

The framework devised using SPICE for 1SO9000
certification will save time and resources to SMEs
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The Case Against ISO 9000
John Seddon
Since 1979 British organizations have been persuaded, even coerced, to register to ISO
9000 (originally known as BS 5750). Although there was no research supporting the
decision, in the late Eighties the International Organization for Standards adopted ISO
9000 as an international standard. Today there are more than fifty thousand organization
registered in the UK and about the same number of organizations registered throughout
the rest of the world.
ISO 9000 is claimed to be a quality management standard; registration to it being a formal
recognition that an organization is managed in a quality manner. However, everything .I
have learned suggests to me that this has been a mistake of monumental proportions.
Rather than improving the quality and competitive position of firms, ISO 9000 has made
matters worse. I have found that it=92s underlying thinking has little or nothing to do
with quality and its execution has prevented managers from seeing what might have been
seen if they had taken a different (and genuine quality) view.
When I first came across the Standard in the mid-Eighties, I was persuaded that the
obvious over-bureaucratization was due to managers taking an inappropriately internal
and administrative attitude. At that time I was dissuaded from being too critical; criticism
would have implied I was not a supporter of the quality movement. Through the Eighties
and into the Nmeties the bandwagon rolled on. Market-place obligation, driven largely by
government organizations and latterly the larger commercial organizations, meant an everincreasing number of registrations. ISO 9000 became ubiquitous and its status as a
requirement for doing business lessened the chances of anyone questioning whether it was
doing any good.
I might never have questioned ISO 9000 92s contribution to business performance if it had
not been for my clients asking me what they should do about it. They too were concerned
about the evident bureaucratization. They were perplexed by the idea that this rather
formal and strictly enforced regime had something to do with quality. I felt unable to offer
constructive advice so sought out research. Then came my first shock. We had been
employing this Standard in UK plc for over ten years and there was no research which
would illuminate whether it was doing good or harm and, by implication, no clear
guidance on how, if it is at all possible, an organization might approach it beneficially. I
have since learned that at about this time the institutions supporting ISO 9000, which
included the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and the various assessing bodies,
were all-too cognizant of disaffection in the market-place. Inevitably, those who had
succeeded in persuading others to take the medicine were disinclined to call a halt.
Instead they claimed, as they do now, that it is OK if you do it right. In an attempt to get
one sector more 91 right 92, the DTI launched the Tickit scheme (ISO 9000 for software
developers). The only published research on the impact of Tickit shows it has had no
beneficial effect on software quality.

In 1993 I published the first major opinion study of ISO 9000. Six hundred and forty
seven organizations were represented. The results were, to say the least, disturbing. Less
than fifteen percent of the people who responded claimed their organizations had achieved
all of the benefits attributed to ISO 9000 in the literature of its promoters. At the time I
assumed this minority had taken a more productive approach. So to learn more my
research team visited them. What we found was shocking. In every case we found
evidence of things put in place to comply with the Standard which were making matters
worse. In short, these claimants had, to be kind to them, rationalized their experience.
Since that time more opinion research has been published, the majority of which has been
commissioned by the assessing bodies and it shows substantially the same picture,
although of course the results have been given a more positive spin.
Since 1993 I have been researching case studies, the only reliable way to find out what
organizations have done as a consequence of registration to ISO 9000. What has emerged
is that ISO 9000 predictably causes people to do things which at best sub-optimize their
organization 92s performance and at worst make it considerably worse. These are natural
consequences of the thinking embedded in ISO 9000. Bureaucratization and its inherent
limit on learning and flexibility is always the easiest to spot. It is caused by the various
requirements for documentation, for the inspector cannot do his or her work without it.
Contract review - the clause dictating how to deal with customers - leads to precisely that,
a contractual attitude to customers; the last thing you need in a market-place driven by
customer choice and the need for a value-creating response. In the worst cases I have
found organizations being driven out of business because of requirements placed on them
by their assessor; those actions making them less attractive to their customers.
ISO 9000 is built on an ethos of inspection. It is a reminder of the Standard 92s origins.
In the second world war, if you wanted to supply the M.o.D. with munitions, you had to
be registered to a Standard from which ISO 9000 was derived. The purpose was to
prevent accidents in munitions factories and the method was to insist on all procedures
being documented and independently checked. This is a way of working which ensures
that production meets specifications. It is a method of control which ensures consistency
of output. It solved a problem of the time.
A quality approach (by contrast) would be to continuously improve output and for that
you need different methods derived from different thinking.
At the time that our
munitions factories were controlling output through control of procedures, some
American munitions factories were improving output by reducing variation - still a foreign
concept to most British managers. This work was led by Dr. W Edwards Deming.
Following the war, Deming 92s ideas were ignored by American industry, a growing
market tolerated the waste of inefficient production (Deming used to joke "Let 92 s make
toast the American way - I 9211 burn - you scrape!"). The Japanese were the first to take
him seriously. The rest, as they say, is history.
During the time that the Japanese have been perfecting world-class systems, we have
foisted an unproven instrument upon our organizations, itself a strange thing for a so-

called quality community to have done as one might have thought they would first test its
fitness for purpose. The Toyota Corporation, to name just one example, has shown what
can be achieved with entirely different thinking and methods. These methods are not
peculiar to the Japanese but they spring from a perspective which is diametrically opposed
to the thinking in ISO 9000. Would that the quality community had insisted on proving
ISO 9000 92s value before it was promulgated, they might have been obliged to find a
model of management which from which all would have benefited.
Which brings us to the most serious charge against ISO 9000. It has merely reinforced
current management wisdom, the very thing has held competitive performance back. ISO
9000 92s precepts fit hand-in-glove with mass-production, or 91command and control 92
thinking. Control of work through specifying and inspecting procedures is a variation on
the theme of designing work in functional specialisms, separating decision-making from
doing the work and giving managers the job of making decisions on the bas is of output or
budgetary information. There is a better way. It starts from a view of the organization as
a system. It is an 9_1outside-in 92, rather than a 91 top-down 92 view; design is
concerned with 91 flow 92 rather than 91 function 92; measures relate to purpose and are
used by those who do the work who are far more able to improve performance than
managers using irrelevant and misleading, 9lrear-view-mirror 92 measures.
The defenders of the Standard continue to maintain that its OK if you do it right. I have
been shown many who were purported to be doing it right only to find the same general
problems. It is true that some benefited from clarifying their procedl:lfeS, but these
benefits could have been had without the accompanying bureaucracy and stifling attitude
to improvement. And it not just that ISO 9000 has resulted in major or minor damage to
current performance. The Standard acts as a shield against seeing what could be done to
radically improve performance. If the DTI and equivalent organizations in other countries
are serious about improving quality and competitiveness, the abolition of ISO 9000 would
at least put a brake on the current damage and, more importantly, such action might
capture the interest of managers who remain unconvinced that ISO 9000 is anything more
than a cost of doing business.
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Introduction
The software currently used in safety-critical systems becomes so complex that the risks
of failure increase and may result in substantial damage to society (e.g. injury, death,
financial loss) [2]. This is particularly the case of robot-based manufacturing systems
consisting of many subcomponents which have highly complex interactions. In order to
improve the quality of such systems, their design and development must involve formal
methods which can not only deliver correctness, that is adherence to some requirements.
but also enhance the intellectual control over the system [9], help in developing reusable
components as well as simplify maintenance. In this paper we give some guidelines for
improving the quality in the design of robot-based manufacturing systems considering
recent experiences undertaken in this aerea [20] [6] [7] [8] using the formal language Z [2.S].
Three quality factors are particularly taken into consideration : intellectual control over
the system. correctness and efficiency.

1
1. 1

Z and the specification of concurrent systems
The formal language Z

Z is a model-oriented language based on set theory and first order predicate logic [2.5].
It can be used for the specification of a system at different stages of its development ,
and to prove properties contributing to system correctness. An international survey done
by Craigen et al. [9] [16] evaluated industrial proj~tts using Z to develop products that
1
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were to be sold in the commercial market place. Being a concise and precise notation. z
proved to express requirements with greater precision and readability than other languages
allowing to gain "intellectual control" over the system. Z helped also to develop reusable
components. Each of these commercial cases showed a positive impact of Z on testing
either in generating test cases more efficiently or by not performing as much coverage
testing as without using formal methods. But timing constraints and concurrent aspects
couldn 't be handled . Since t hat time several approaches have been proposed shm,ving
that Z can be used to specify concurrent and real-time systems [:3] [13], [14], [1-5]. Our
approach re-considers this work at a structural level and by referring to a true concurrency
semantics unlike the traditionnal one usually adopted which is interleaving [22]. The
parallel semantics adopted allows to consider a parallel execution of processes while the
interleaving semantics corresponds to a sequential execution.

1.2

Robot-based manufacturing systems

Considering the notion of system as a whole, a robot-based manufacturing system has two
components :
- an environment, i.e. a unit composed of multiple robots cooperating for a production
task;
- a controller achieving and maintaining a certain behaviour of the environment. This
controller can be viewed as a group of concurrent programs each one managing one or more
components of the environment. Such systems belong to safety-critical systems requiring
correctness properties such as safety or liveness properties : for instance a safety property
is that parts of the system should not collide and get damaged : a liveness property is that
no deadlock should happen.
A typical example taken for our application framework is a production cell used in a metal
processing factory [18] :
Deposit Belt

i

Press

Robot

Crane

arm~

Feed Belt

I

D

arrn2

Figure 1: The production cell

This cell consists of different elements (figure 1) cooperating to a production task
which is to forge metal blanks. The feed belt conveys each blank to a t able. This table
must rotate to put the blank in the right position allowing the robot to grip it with its
first arm (arml ) . Then the robot rotates counter clockwise until its second arm (arm2 )
aligns to the press. As soon as arm2 has taken the forged metal blank, the robot rotates
again to unload arm2 on the deposit belt. Finally arml plate is put into the press. The
robot is equipped with two orthogonal arms to use the press to maximum capacity. The
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deposit belt conveys each blank to the crane which picks it up and transports it to the
feed belt. The crane acts as a link between both belts that makes it possible to let the
system function continuously without the need for an external operator in order to study
its behaviour.

2

Enhancing the intellectual control of the system

Gaining intellectual control means, according to Craigen et al. [9]. that aspects such as
unmanageable documentation, a lack of understanding of what all the code does. and
other such issues that plague old. "dusty deck" products, are brought under the control of
the team responsible for it, through the effort to re-engineer important existing modules
as well as adding new functionalities. To achieve this goal within the frame\vork of a
robot-based system. the follov,:ing measures are taken :
- the construction of the specification in a bottom-up manner as did A. l\facDonald
and D. Carrington [20] : a first part being the independent specification of each component (with its corresponding control program ) ; it is called the local specification :
a second part being the formalization of the interaction between components and is
named the global specification. At each level the specification structure has a coarse
granularity to give a concise overview of system functionalities.
- structuring each part of the specification using a partitioned style ·with a coarse
granularity. A. MacDonald et al. [20] proposed different techniques for specifying
the robot. An interesting result is that factoring components does not necessarily
decrease the specification size. In particular the parameterized specification based
on a generic arm which seems at first sight the most attractive result in the largest
and the most complex specification. So if a specification needs to be structured. the
granularity mustn't be too fine. In fact the right granularity must allow to give the
engineera rapid and clear overview of the system functionalities.
- the formalization of the interaction characterized at the global level by a synchronization method based on shared variables allowing the engineers' team to take a
simple and modular approach and requiring a small amount of maintenance.
Those three aspects are clearly analysed now considering the robot which is the most
complex part of the cell production.

2.1

The local specification : a coarse granularity

Each process in charge of the control of a cell component is specified in Z by an abstract
data type consisting of :
- the state space, a set of states the component may enter :
- a set of initial states :
- a number of high level operations allowable in this space.
From a computational point of vie,x,.·. operations are executed every time their preconditions hold. Therefore suitable pre-conditions and post-conditions must be determined : the former define the set ot vaHd states that the 6p~ra.tions are applied to. and
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the latter define the set of states that are reached by the system at the end of the operation.
Let us now consider the robot specification. The robot has two arms. arml and arm2. and
can reach four orientations that wi11 be detailed further.
The space state is specified as follows :

_Robot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
roboLorientation : Robot_Orientation: armL arm2 : A.rm
with the following types :

Arm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
[ load : ComponenLLoad
ComponenLLoad ::= loaded I unloaded
RoboLOrientation ::= load_arml

I load_arm2 I unload_arml I unload_arm2

At the initialization both arms are unloaded and the robot is in position load_arml the
arml being face to the table as in figure l.

lniLRobot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Robot
robot_orientation

= load_arml:

arml.load

= unloaded:

arm2 .load

= unloaded

In Z, operations on data types are specified by schemas which have two copies of their
state variables [2-5] : an undecorated set (Robot) corresponding to the state of the data
type before the operation, and a decorated set (Robot; corresponding to the state after
the operation. Those copies are declared by the schema tlRobot

.6..Robot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
[ Robot: Robot'
Then the pre-conditions of operations refer to undecorated variables and the post-conditions
to decorated ones.
The robot is supposed to load , to unload and to rotate. A coarse granularity is here applied merging the same actions done by both arms in one operation schema. For instance
a load operation is specified as follows :

· Load_Arm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.6..Robot

= load_arml I\ arml.load = unloaded
arml' .load= loaded I\ arm2' .load = arm2.load ) V
( roboLorientation = load_arm2 I\ arm2.load = unloaded
arm2' .load = loaded I\ arml' .load = arml.load) ) /\
roboLorientation' = roboLorientation
( (robot_orientation
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If the load and unload actions can be specified at that level in a deterministic way, it is
not the case of the rotate operation which has to take into account the state of its nearest
components to rotate to the right position. This is analysed in the following section .

2.2

The global specification : a simplified promotion process

\:Ve first discuss the notion of promotion process. then give an example of a synchronization
by shared variables.
2.2.1

The promotion process

The specification of the system needs an overall state to formalize the interaction between
the components. This process called promotion by MacDonald et al. [20] includes two
phases : the first phase requires that each abstract data type takes into account an overall
state : the second phase models the relationships between the components.
Compared with [19] the overall state of the cell ( Cell) includes not only the state space of
each component but also a synchronisation state including all the synchronisation variables
required for the interaction :

Cell

~

FBelt

I\

Table

I\

Robot

I\

Press

I\

DBelt

I\

Crane

I\

Synchro

The initialisation of the cell is a conjunction of those of the components and the synchronisation variables :

IniLCell

=IniLFBelt

IniLTable I\ IniLRobot I\ IniLPress
IniLDBelt I\ IniLCrane I\ IniLSynchro
I\

I\

Another difference concerns the declaration part of the promoted operations. Indeed. under an interleaved model it is specified that an operation only manages its local variables
leaving the others unchanged. This is achieved for instance by equating sub-states within
the operations (20]. The promotion of Load_4.rm would be thus promoted as follows :

f

Load_Arm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~Cell

OCelLRobot' = OCelL.Robot
with

CelLRobot =Cell \ (roboLorientation, arml, arm2 )
li nder a parallel semantics this equalization must not be defined in order to allow several
operations belonging to different components, to end in the same state. So the promotion
process consists in replacing each component state by the overall state. For example Robot
and !::).Robot are replaced respectively by Cell and .6. Cell in all the robot operations.
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The interaction process

\\'ith regards to the formulation of interaction requirements, a communication by shared
variables is defined. In that way, each component doesn't require to be a,vare of the values of the state variables local to the component(s) it interacts ,,·ith. This simplifies the
specification of the synchronisation process and its update since the modification of state
variables in a component can be achieved without changing the synchronisation process
and ,·ice-versa. Another consequence is that the synchronisation process can be easily
verified.
The schema Synchro below defines several state variables required for the whole cell including three of them for the robot which interacts with the table, the press and the
deposit belt :

Synchro _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
sync_table_robot : Sync_Table_Robot
sync_roboLpress : Sync_RoboLPress
sync_roboLdbelt: Sync_RoboLDBelt

Each type is a set of values corresponding to the different steps of the interaction :

Sync_Table_Robot ::= niLtable_robot I table_ready_to_unload / armLloaded
Sync_RoboLPress ::= niLroboLpress / metaLblank_pressed / arm2_loaded /
arm l_ unloaded / press_opened_Jor _arm 1
Sync_RoboLDBelt ::= niLroboLdbelt I dbelLready_to_load / arm2-unloaded

The initialisation of synchronisation variables is done by JniLSynchro :

lniLSynchro _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Synchro
sync_table_robot = niLtable_robot
sync_roboLpress = niLroboLpress
sync_robot_dbelt = niLroboLdbelt

Let us no·w analyse the interaction of the robot and its three neighbours. The resulting
specification consists in a conjunction of each local specification promoted to Cell including a synchronisation state invariant. In the case of the load operation we obtain :
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_ Load_4rm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.6Cell

(( sync_table_robot = table_ready_to_unload I\ roboLorientation
arml.load = unloaded I\
arml' .load = loaded I\ arm2'.load = arm2.load I\
sync_table_robot' = armLloaded ) V

= load_arml I\

( sync_roboLpress = metaLblank_pressed I\ roboLorientation = load_arm2
arm2.load = ·unloaded I\
arm2' .load= loaded I\ arml' .load = arml.load I\
sync_roboLpress' = arm2_loaded) ) I\
roboLorientation'

I\

= roboLorientation

The loading of arml is enabled when the table is loaded and has rotated so that the robot
can take it (then the process controlling the table sets the variable sync_table_robot to
table_ready_to_unload). When arml has taken the metal blank on the table. the robot
informs the table by setting the same variable to armLloaded.

3

Establishing correctness and efficiency

Correctness and efficiency are decisive quality criteria of a computer. \tYhile correctness
deals with the delivery of required states from the system execution. efficiency takes into
account timing constraints. Thus while correctness properties are independent of the
actual number of processors, efficiency properties are not. In order to ensure both correctness and efficiency. the specification of the system behaviour requires an appropriate
operational semantics. Among the three types of operational semantics distinguished by
Eike Best [l] the parallel one is the most safe as it captures the full set of system behaviours. In effect the causal semantics involving a non-limited number of processors is
too restrictive. as well as the interleaving semantics where processes are linearly ordered .
Section :3.2 presents an execution model based on that parallel semantics. It corresponds
to the dynamic specification that is the specification of the system behaviour.
Efficiency criteria may also be taken into account at the static level to optimize the specification so that the manufacturing task be speeded up. In particular complex decision
centers considering the manufacturing task context are located.

3.1

Capturing decision centers

In the robot case appropriate pre- and post- conditions must be specified so that the
different phases of the robot rotation be "connected" in such a way that the manufacturing
process is optimized i.e. a maximum number of blanks is processed. The robot can reach
four positions (figure 2) :
To optimize the robot task, its specification requires to take into account the context
of the whole manufacturing task. In some cases this context is limited to the state of
its nearest neighbours. Let u~ ~orn;id(;ff the case where a.rml is loaded and in position
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Figure 2: Allowable robot orientations

load_arml. If arm2 is loaded (a fortiori carrying a pressed blank) the best solution is to
rotate to position unload_arm2 : if arm2 is unloaded two cases must be considered :
- either the press isn 't working and the robot can turn directly to position unload_arm 1 :
- or the press is busy and arm2 must be placed face to the press to unload it.
This is specified as follows :
Rotate_Robot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.6.Cell

( roboLorientation = load_arml I\ arml.load = loaded
( ( arm2.load loaded I\
robot_orientation' = unload_arm2) V

=

( arm2.load = unloaded I\
( ( (-, PressJ3usy ) I\
roboLorientation' = unload_arml)

V

(PressJ3usy I\
roboLorientation' = load_arm2)))))

I\
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with

Pres.cLBusy

=[Synchro I -, sync_roboLpress = press_opened_for_arm l]

The press is busy when sync_roboLpress is not set to press_opened_Jor_arml. It must
be precised that the press loads and unloads at different vertical positions : so "·hen the
value of sync_roboLpre.ss is arm2-loaded. the press is still busy.
Let us now consider the situation ·where arml is face t o the press (so at position unload_arml ) and is unloaded. In that situation the press is loaded and arm2 is inevitably unloaded since before reaching position unload_arml arm2 goes through position unload_arm2
and is unloaded. The problem is now to decide \\·hether it is preferable to place arm2 face
to the press for loading or, on the contrary. to go back to position load_arml. Everything
depends on the component states as well as on the time necessary for them to change
state (e.g. the press for pressing, the table to rotate, etc. ). These factors can be complex
and be only determined after a refinement phase at a lower level. But it is interesting at
our high level to locate those decision centers in order to give a precise overview of the
system functionalities capturing all the possible configurations ,vhile not overloading the
specification with complex details.
This decision center is specified as a function whose parameters are the cell state and the
operation concerned.

Rotate_Robot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~ Cell

( roboLorientation = unload_arml I\ arml.load = unloaded I\
roboLorientation' = decision_center ( Cell, Rotate-Robot )
the robot may rotate either to load_arml or to load_arm2

Other such cases are encountered within the rotate operation.

3.2

A parallel operational semantics

All the work done about the specification of concurrent systems using Z (notably by R .
Duke et al. [11] [12], and recently by A. Evans [1:3] [14] [15]) refers to the theory of interleaving. According to it, at each step of the system execution , only one operation is
selected and executed non-deterministically. Moreover the execution is supposed to be fair
which means , in the case of a strong fairness for instance (called also compassion in [22]) ,
that it is not the case that an operation is enabled infinitely many times but is taken only
finitely many times. An opposite approach is to refer to true concurrency. It involves that
at each step of the system execution more than one enabled operations can be executed
in parallel. The former model is generally adopted since according to Z. Manna and A.
Pnueli. it leads to a simpler theory of specification and verification of concurrent systems
[22]. However some works, particularly within the Petri net community, show that these
two theories can lead to different results as notably mentionned by H.D. Burkhard [4] :
in particular a truly concurrent appro~ch may capture more behaviours that might be
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important for some properties in particular properties including timing constraints. This
brought me to consider the parallel operational semantics defined by Eike Best [l] providing the full set of behaviours including all interleaving and causal processes, this last one
corresponding to an optimally parallel mode of execution.
Considering that each operation is atomic, a single execution of the system is vie\.ved as a
sequence of state changes that result from the execution in parallel of one or more enabled
operations in each state. The set of all possible sequences can then be formalized by a
"full" transition system which is a linear transition system where each state corresponds
to a global state of the system, and each transition corresponds to the execution of enabled operations. Let us now analyse the management of conflicts. VVith regards to the
application considered , the only possible conflicts are between variables. \\tell, no conflict
can happen for the following reasons :
- first , the static specification is done in such a \vay that only operations belonging to
different abstract data types can run in parallel. This implies that no local variable is
accessed by more than one process :
- second , concerning the synchronisation variables, each one is devoted to two processes
at the most and is managed in such a way that there is always only one process setting
the variable and one process waiting for this setting.
This '"full" transition system is specified here by the schema History in pseudo-Z for a
better comprehension :

History ___________________________
sthist : seq Cell
sthist(l) E Init_Cell
V k : N1 • :3 setop : IP' OP; Cell ; Cell' •
(setop-:/= Q) I\ (V op: setop • sthist(k - 1) op sthist (k ))
(V op : setop • :3 Cell': l : N1 I I > k •
(BCell = (sthist(k - 1)) /\ BCell' = (sthist (l )) I\ (}!).Cell E op) I\
(Vi : N1 I i ~ l I\ i > k •-, (3 Cell'•
8Cell = (sthist(k - 1)) /\ BCell' = (sthist (i)) I\ 8.6.Cell E op )))
Here OP is the set of all operations of the system and sthist is a sequence of states
corresponding to a single execution. op represents either an operation or a relation (op).
As Z doesn 't consider an operation as a relation, this schema must be modified to be
correctly type-checked.
The first predicate specifies that the first state of the sequence belongs to the set of all
possible initial states. The second predicate specifies the following two points :
1 - the set of operations linking two successive states is not empty and includes some
enabled operations (not necessarily all operations which would correspond to a causal
semantics) :
2 - all enabled operations that are enabled in each state and don't belong to setop are
eventually executed.
Such a history is in fact uncomplete since the end state of an operation isn't completly
defined . Indeed , when the system passes from one state to the next one running operations
belonging to setop, only the end values of the variables (i.e. the decorated variables)
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managed by these operations are well defined : but the others are undefined when their
values mustn 't be changed by setop . Thus a third point more complex is added. It specifies
that each variable not concerned by a state change remains unchanged :
(( sthist (k )) .variable =if# { Cell : Cell' I ('<:/ op: setop • 8.6. Cell E op I\
(sth ist ( k- l )) .variable = (8 C ell ).i:ariable I\
(sth ist (k )). i·ariable = (8C ell' ).uariable ) •
( 8 Cell'). variable} > 1
then ( sthist ( k - l )). variable
else (8Cell'). variable )

This predicate which must be writ ten for each variable. expresses t hat ·when there are
more than one possible values for a variable in the relation sthist (k-1 ) op sthist (k), this
variable remains unchanged i.e. ((sthist (k-1 )) .variable = (sthist (k) ) .variable. In the other
case its value is that found at the first point ,vhich corresponds to (fJ Cell '). variable.
It is important to note that this complex part is hidden from the engineer who focuses
only on the static level. The dynamic specification is essential to the automation of proofs
demonstration.

Conclusion and Perspectives
This paper presents an original approach of the specification in Z of concurrent systems
referring to a non-interleaving semantics and applied to the design of robotics-based manufacturing systems [6] [7] . Adopting a methodological approach building the specification in
a bottom-up manner with a coarse granularity and using a synchronisation method based
on shared variables should facilitate the engineers task allowing them to take a simple
and modular approach in the design of the static specification. The operational semantics adopted should contribute to the correctness and the efficiency of real-time systems.
The syntax and the types of the specification are checked using the system Z/ EVES [24]
[2:3) which is an automatic proof environment. We now explore the possibility of proving
properties adopting an assertional proof approach similar to that used by Evans [l.:>] using
the emerging Z deductive system proposed by Woodcock and Brien [26]. This assertional
style of proof developed by Lamport [17], Chandy and Misra [5] and Manna and Pnueli
[21], is a powerful approach alleviating the need to directly examine all the computations
generated by the system .
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The raising interest in Z
for specifying concurrent systems
j The formal language Z (Spivey 92)

I
Static specification + Dynamic specification

A popular and widely used notation

(functionalities)

• rigorous and simple

(behaviour)

Operational semantics

• powerful for proving properties
• high level
• re-usable components and genericity
• availability of high quality tools

Interleaving
[Manna 92)
traditionnal approach
too restrictive
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True concurrency
A parallel semantics

(Best 96)
(the full set of behaviours
are captured}
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Application framework :
robot-based manufacturing systems I
(Lewerentz 95)
i

Gaining intellectual control
of the system

Deposit Belt

Capturing system requirements
clearly and concisely
Crane

A structural approach

Feed Belt

• a coarse granularity
• a bottom-up construction

Set of processes

@@

- local (each component independently
understandable)
- global (easy composition of the
components)

@@Gl
The controller of the cell
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of a process JI

A partitioned style
with a coarse granularity

A process ++ an abstract data type
Robot-Orientation ::= loacLarml I load_arm.2 I
urnoad_arml I unloa<Larm.2
Load :: = loaded

I urnoaded

_

Arm _ __

Robot _ __

J

load : Load

robot_ont.ntction :
Robot_O'Menta.tion
c:rml . arm2 : Arm.

Load_Arm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.t::.Robot

=

( ( robot_orienta.tion
load._arm l "
arml.load = unloc:ded I\
arm!' .load= loaded I\
e1rm2' .load
arm2 .loc,d ) v

=

Set of operations

=

( robot_orienta.tion.
load_arm.2 "
arm2 .load
unloaded I\
1
arm.2 .loa.d = loaded "
arml '. load
arml. load )) I\
robot_orientatton 1
robot_orienta.tion

=

=

=
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II The global specification i
: The global spe

( The promotion process is simplified )
Cell;; FBelt I\ Table I\ Robot I\ Press
DBelt I\ Crane I\ Synchro

I\

( The specification update is easier)

Synchro _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Load_Arm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

sync_table_robot : Sync_Table_Robot
sync_robot_press : Sync_RobotJress
sync_robot_dbelt : Sync_RoboLDBelt

~Cell
( ( sync_table_robot = table_ready_to_unload
roboLorientation ;: load_arm 1 /\
arml.load
u nloaded I\
arm l'. load
loaded I\
arm2' .load
arm2.load I\
sync_table_robot'
arml_loaded ) V

=

.Di.Ce/I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
[

=

=

The promotion process is reduced to !:.Cell

=

=

Cell: Cell'

( sync_robot_press
metaLblank_pressed I\
robot_orientation = load_arm2 I\
arm2.load
unloaded I\
arm2 1 .load = loaded I\
arm l '.load
arm l. load I\
sync_roboLpress' = arm2-loaded )) I\

=

Load-Arm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.Di.Cell

=

equating variables is not required
8 Cell_Robot'
Cell_Robot(Interleatring case )

=e

robot_orientation'

=

roboLorientation

Ce l l-Robot;; Cell \ ( robot-orientation . arm 1, arm2 )
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j The local specification

Rotate....Robot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.Di.Robot

=
=

= load_arm l

/\

arml.load
loaded I\
arm2 .load
loaded I\
robot_orientation' ;: unload_arm2 ) v
but what about :
( robot_orientation
load_arml I\
annl.load
loaded I\
arm2 .load
unloaded I\
robot_orientation';: (load_arm2 V
unload_ann l )?
depending on the press state

=
=

II
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I

The local specification
can't be deterministic
without the task context

( robot_orientation
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j Robustness and Efficiency

I

• Robustness (Delivering required states)
- a parallel operational semantics
(full set of behaviours captured)
• Efficiency (Taking into account timing
constraints)
- decisions centers
- the parallel semantics
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/! Efficiency II

( Capturing decision centers (DC))
Robot Orientations

a decidable DC at the global level
l)eposir Belt

Deposit Belt
Robot Press

(Jrane

C rame

.

~------'10

0

i
I Feed

Ouu

~

Cra:e

Arm2!

'-'----'0

~

=

( Press-Busy I\
roboLorienta.tion'

<>rable

Table

=

=

iFeed Belt Robot~_:

L...:

Arm

=

( arm2 .load
unloaded I\
((( -. Press_Busy ) I\
robot_orienta.tion'
unloa.d_arm l) v

Deposit Belt

R~,
Belt

=

load_arm2

Deposit Belt

=

(roboLorientation
load_a.rml I\
a.rm i. loa.d
loaded I\
(( a.rm 2.loa.d
loaded A
robot_orienta.tion'
unloa.d_arm 2 ) v

:.J

Table

load_annl

Cra~e

Atmf.!=5s
Ann~!- -

Robot

FeedBelt

: '. FeedBelt~
Ann2
Table

Rotate-1fobot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
::.Cell

= loa.d_a.rm2 )))))

unload_annl

unload_ann2

Press-Busy ~
[Synchro

I .., sync_robot_press

=

press_opened_for_a.rm l]
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Ii Efficiency i

a decidable DC after a refinement phase
Rota.te-Jlobot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
t::.Cell

= unload_a.rm l
=
robot_orientation' =
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jl Robustness and efficiency II

( Capturing decision centers)

(robot_orientation
arml.loa.d loaded

15

( A parallel operational semantics)
a linear transition system
actions are atomic
a transition = parallel operations
History _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I\

A

decision_center ( Cell, Rotate-1fobot )
the robot may rotate either t o loa.d...a.nnl or
t o loacLarm2

, thist : seq Cell
, thist(l ) E Init_Cell
v' k : N1 • :i setop : ? OP : Cell : Ce ll' •
( setop ,;= 0 /\ (v' op : setop •
sthist (k - 1) 2£. sthist (k))
(v' op : setop • :i Cell' : I: !'11 11
(8Cell = (sthist(k - l)) /\

The function decision_c:enter is complex and
depends on several factors :
• components states (press, table, ... )

>k•

=

8Cell'
( sthist(l)) I\
8t:>.Cel l E op )/\
(v' i: Ni i i $ I " i > k • ~ ( 3 Cell' •
8Cell = (sthist(k - 1) ) /\
8Cell'
(sthist ( i)) /\ 8.C:.Cell E op) })

=

• technical characteristics (speed, size, ... )
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IConclusion

I

Solutions are given for the specification of
concurrent systems using Z

• helping to exert control over the system
design (structural approach)
• enhacing robustness and efficiency :
- using a parallel semantics
- locating decision centers

IPerspectives

I

• demonstration of proofs (assertional
approach)
• refinement of decision centers
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Catching Bugs in the Web:
Using the World Wide W eh
to Detect Software Localization Defects
Harry Robinson
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Paper presented at the First European Software Quality Week 1997

Introduction
Quality software is the result of many teams bringing different skills to bear on a problem. Nowhere is
this fact more obvious than when creating software that runs in many different languages and locales. ·
Having software that can execute in English, French, German, Japanese and a host of other languages is
an advantage in the ~arketplace: the software can reach larger market because users feel comfortable
running the application in their native languages. But testing localized software poses a challenge to
quality assurance. One significant problem is that people testing an application in a language foreign to
them may not know whether what they are looking at is correct or not. Toe people who could determine
if the software is correct may be on the other side of the world, unable to run the software themselves.

a

Our solution to this problem uses the facilities of the World Wide Web to bridge the gap between those
able to run the tests and those able to determine if the results are correct

Localizing Software
Most software applications that wish to sell in the international market get localized. Localization is the
process that allows menus and messages in an application to appear in users' native languages. Because
people are most comfortable using software when the user interface is in a familiar language,
localization is an important part of selling software in non-English-speaking nations. It is common for an
application to be localized into a dozen languages.
Software in our lab is developed originally with English user messages. The UNIX mechanism for
localizing software is to store all user message strings in a f'tle called a message catalog. A copy of this
message catalog is then sent to a language expert, known as a localizer, who translates the English
message strings into the target language, such as French or Japanese. The localizer then returns the
translated message catalog to our lab. When the application is run with th~ tr~~liltcd ffiCiBBilgC catalog in
place, all user menus and messages should appear in the target language.

Challenges in Localizing Software
Developing localized software poses some unique challenges. The development team and localizers of
an application may never actually meet each other. There are often several different localizers working
on an application and they may be located anywhere in the world.
Being scattered around the world makes it difficult for localizers and development teams to work
together. For instance, when the localizers receive a message catalog, they may have little familiarity
with the software application. This lack of familiarity can lead to translation errors; words such as "File"
may be translated different ways, depending on whether it is used as a noun or a verb.
Likewise, the testers who are exercising the application are unlikely to be skilled in the dozen languages
into which the application has been localized. This means that they cannot be certain that the application
is running correctly in these locales.

As an example of the type of subtle bug that can be introduced in localized software, look at Figures 1
and 2 below.
·

Figure 1: Valid ImageView Menu Bar

Figure 2: Corrupted ImageView Menu Bar
Figure 1 shows the correct menu bar for a Japanese locale version of the ImageView application. The
word that precedes the "(V)" on the menu bar is transliterated as "hyoji" and means "View". Figure 2, on
the other hand, contains meaningless, corrupted characters (circled). Would a tester who does not read

Japanese be able to recognize that the application in Figure 2 is incorrect? More likely, the tester would
see Japanese-looking characters and assume that the menu bar items are correct

Traditional Strategies
One of the chief difficulties in localizing software is the lack of opportunity for collaboration between
the development team and the localizers. The localizers have the language expertise, but they do not
have access to the software to run the application. The development team can run the application, but
lacks the language expertise to detect subtle localization problems. These difficulties have traditionally
been addressed in one of two ways.
The first method is to provide an early version of the software to the localizers so that they can test the
localized version. This approach has at least two drawbacks. First, the localizers may not have the
necessary equipment or computer knowledge to install and run the application. Second, the localizers are
not experts in testing the application, so there is no guarantee that they will exercise the software
thoroughly.
·
A second common method is to bring localizers on-site to the development lab where they can try out
the localized software. This approach has the benefit that the localizers can work closely with the
development team to run the application and give feedback. However, this approach is expensive
because it involves providing travel and lodging for the localizers. As the number of localizations grows,
this cost becomes prohibitive. Also, if the localizers are brought on-site early in the process, there is a
risk that they will not catch errors introduced later in the process. If, on the other hand, localizers do the
testing shortly before release, it will be too late in the development cycle to make any significant
changes.

The Traveler Tour Solution
Our strategy, which we call Traveler Tours uses the World Wide Web to bridge the gap between those
who have the ability to run the tests and those who can determine if the output is correct The metaphor

we use is that of a traveler who visits various locations and then returns home with snapshots from the
trip. People interested in seeing what a distant land looks like do not have to travel there themselves;
instead, they can examine the snapshots of others who have been there.
Just as looking through a photo album is simpler and cheaper than traveling to distant lands oneself, a
Traveler Tour provides a simple way for many people in different groups and even different parts of the
world to see the output of test runs of localized applications. In a Traveler Tour, an automated test
program called Traveler exercises the application in all available locales, taking screen captures of each
application window as it goes. These screen captures are automatically loaded onto web pages by a
script called the Webifier. Interested parties can view the application in various locales by browsing the
web pages, they do not need to run the application themselves.

The Traveler Program
The Traveler is a simple test program written in C using Synlib [l] test libraries. The Traveler program
is locale-independent and can set the locale of the system under test. (Methods for writing
locale-independent tests and tests that can change locales are explained at length in [2].)
Because the Traveler is merely driving the application and is not verifying behavior itself, it works
according to a simple template inside any locale:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drive the application to the next screen of interest.
Capture the .screen image.
Save the image to a file.
Go to step 1.

The name of the saved GIF image file contains
• the application name,
• the locale being used and
• the sequence number of the image within that locale
For example, the eighth captured screen image of the DT_PAD application in the Japanese locale
(ja_JP.STIS) would be saved in a file named "DT_PAD.ja_JP.SilS.08.gif'.
To provide some context for those who will view this image in the future, the Traveler program also
records a caption for each image. This caption is simply a modified version of the Synlib FocusPath [ 1]
used to reach this screen in the application. In the case of a screen displaying the Print Help window of
the DT_PAD application, the caption is "DT_PAD->File->Print->Help". Since it is generated from the
FocusPath, this caption is the same for all locale versions of this image.

The Webifier
The Webifier is a general purpose script that creates and organizes web pages based on the file naming
convention mentioned above.
Once Traveler has captured and saved screen images in all desired locales, the Webifier creates HTML
pages that allow visitors to navigate through the captured images. The Webifier constructs an HTML
page for each captured screen image and its associated caption. Toe Webifier provides links from each
image to the images before and after it in its tour and to corresponding images in other locales.
After all the image pages for a tour have been constructed, the Webifier creates an overview page
showing thumbnail images of all screen captures in all locales. Each thumbnail image is a link to the
full-size image page.

>From any image page, one can
• move through the sequence of images in a locale,
• look at the same screen in different locales, or
• go up to a thumbnail overview of all the images in a tour.

Sample Traveler Tour Web Pages
Figure 3 shows the web page generated for screen capture number 8 in the C locale tour of the DT_PAD
application.
• Clicking on the up arrow takes you to the previous image in the C locale tour.
• Clicking on the down arrow takes you to the next image in the C locale tour.
• Clicking on the button between the up and down arrows takes you to the Thumbnail Overview of
the DT_pAD tour (see Figure 5).
• Clicking on the pull-down menu at the upper right allows you to see the corresponding image in
another locale, such as Japanese (see Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Image #8 of DT_PAD tour in the default C locale
Figure 4 shows the web page generated for screen capture number 8 in the Japanese locale tour of the
DT_pAD application.
• Clicking on the up arrow takes you to the previous image in the Japanese locale tour.
• Clicking on the down arrow takes you to the next image in the Japanese locale tour.
• Clicking on the button between the up and down arrows takes you to the Thumbnail Overview of

the DT_PAD tour (see Figure 5).
• Clicking on the pull-down menu at the upper right allows you to see the corresponding image in
another locale, such as the default C locale (see Figure 3).
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figure 4: Image tr6 ofDT_PAD tour in a Japanese locale

Figure 5 shows the DT_PAD Thumbnail Overview page. This page contains thumbnail images of each
screen captured in the DT_PAD tour. The images are organized into columns by locale. Each row
contains corresponding screen captures in the different locales. The caption for each screen capture
appears alongside the thumbnails. Clicking on any image takes you to the full-size image page.

DT PAD Thumbnail OverviewClick on a thumbnailimage to view the full-size image
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Using the Traveler Tours
Different groups use the tours according to their needs. Testers are typically the first users. After the
Traveler and Webifier have run, the tester can browse the thumbnail overview page to see if there are
any images that are missing. Missing images could indicate there was a problem running the Traveler
program. By comparing the thumbnail images of a particular screen across several locales, the tester can
also quickly see any gross differences between the locales.
If the thwnbnail overview seems acceptable, the tester can then go through the tours of the full-size
images in the various locales. Although the tester might not be familiar with the languages, it is useful to
compare foreign locale snapshots with snapshots in the default C locale.

After the tester has done a preliminary verification of the snapshots, the language experts and localizers
from around the world can tour the web pages from the comfort of their own offices.
When problems are detected in the localized application, it is simple to point out the offending image,
e.g. as "DT_PAD image 12 in the ja_JP.STIS locale". Developers and testers responding to the problem
do not need to first re-create the scenario to understand the problem; they can simply point a browser at
the page in question.
When bugs are found and fixed, the Traveler program is run again and the Webifier constructs a new
tour. Because the Traveler and Webifier programs are automated, generating new tours involves very
little overhead.

Improving the Localization Process
One surprising use of the Traveler Tour came after several localizers first saw a tour. As noted earlier,
translation of the message catalogs is difficult when the localizers have never seen the application run;
they do not have a context for the strings to be translated. The localizers pointed out that having a
Traveler Tour of the C locale available before they start their own translations would make. the
translation easier.

Results
The Traveler Tours improved our localization efforts immediately. Before localized versions of the
applications were available outside our lab, our localizers were able to point out localization problems
such as missing translations, corrupted text and incorrect sizing of windows.

Caveats
Each Traveler Tour can contain dozens of screen images in several locales. These GIF images average
15 kilobytes in size. Storing and distributing those images can be a burden on memory and bandwidth.
Corporate firewalls can make it difficult to share web-based information with people outside the
company. bi some cases, we transmitted the web pages to localizers to view on their own machines.
The Traveler Tours are not a substitute for actual hands-on testing. For instance, if a locale is
experiencing performance problem, it would not be detected by someone looking at the web page
images.

· Conclusions
Creating high quality localized software poses unique· challenges:·almost no single person can verify that
the application works correctly in all supported locales. And the people who have the necessary software
and language expertise are often spread halfway around the world making collaboration difficult.
The Traveler Tours allow us to solve some of these difficulties through an integrated use of automated
testing and the World Wide Web. Although originally conceived solely as a testing tool, the Traveler
Tours have been helpful to
1. localizers who want to become familiar with an application before they begin translating;
2. developers who want to see how the application behaves in various locales;
3. overseas partners who want to preview the localizations; and
4. managers who want to check on the status of the localization effort.

By bridging the gaps between the different groups involved in localization, the Traveler Tours have
greatly simplified and improved our development of localized software.
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Critical Questions
Don O NeiD Ccnsuhing

What is the value add of software to the nation's critical
industries?
To what extent are the nation's critical industries depenci'ent
on software?
To what extent are tile leading enterprises
in each industry achieving global software competitiveness
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Leadership Vacuum
Don O'Neill Consuking

The value of software to the national economy is not well
understood
National leaders and enterprise executives are ignorant of
software

Software Value Add Study
Don o 'Nein Consulring

The National Software Council is sponsoring
Value Add Study
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Global Software Competitiveness

Government
Commercial
Academia

Increasing dependence on
software by industry
Software embedded in
manufacturing processes
Prosperity dependent on
software
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Global Software Competitiveness
Assessment Program
Don O 'NeiH Ccnsulling

Global Software Competitiveness Seminar
-Enterprise Quick Look Instrument

Strategic Software Management Seminar and Workshop
-Product Line Assessment lab
-Improvement Lab

Results Report
-Findings and Consequences
-Recommendations and Rationale
-Next Steps

Leading Indicators
Don O'NBiU Ccnsul!ing

Accountability and Control
Best Capability Aligned
Collaborative Research
Commitment Management
Commodity View
Competitive Wage Structure
Competitors' Actions
Conformance to Requirements
Contesting Market Share
Customer Bargaining Power
Customer Expectation
Customer Satisfaction
Defect Free
Deliver Value
Domain Architecture
Domestic Outsource
Employee Morale
Export Control
Financial Report
Government Research
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investment Contribution
Key Employee Status
Know Customer Needs
Management Ignorance
Mature Products
Measure Critical Aspects
Modern Software Engineering
Network Security
Off-the-Clock Effort
Offshore Outsource
Personnel Certification
Personnel Overtime
Personnel Turnover
Plan for Lasting Improvement
Predictable Performance
Price Elasticity
Product Line
Product Traceability
Push Back
Raise Ability to Improve
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Reuse Technology Practice
Selecting Promising Changes
Setting Industry Standard
Shared Vision
Software Competitiveness
Software Failure
Software Productivity
Software Skills
Span of Control
Staff Churn
Statistical Process Control
Supplier Bargaining Power
Threat of New Entrants
Understand Current Practice
Unionization
University Research
Venture Capital
View of the Future
Year 2000 Problem
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Software Value Point
Don O'NeiDConsuhing

A Value Point is a computer program or software system
within an enterprise product line that is strategically
essential to the competitiveness of the enterprise.

Examples of Value Points
RConsulting

The rail traffic control system that implements fail safe collisio1:1
avoidance
The air traffic control system that implements a tracking system based
on Global Positioning System technology
The personal computer office suite commodity software product thc(t
implements Internet access direct from applications
The precision parts manufacturer that implements fine-grained
configuration management of product specifications routed directly t lt>
work stations on the factory floor
In short these are Killer Apps within their industries.
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Aggressive Steps to
World Class Capability
Don O'NeiU Consuning

To what extent does the enterprise
or the future?

compete

for the present

To what degree is the agenda for improvement set by the
customer, by competition, or by corporate staff?
How well has the enterprise aligned its best capability to
provide what the customer needs most?

Strategic Management ~of Software
Competitiveness
Don O'Neill Ccnsuling
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Achieving Global s!o ftware
Competitiveness
Don O"NeiU Consuling

How is global software competitiveness achieved?
Is there a maturity model for competitiveness?
What are the levels of global software competitiveness?

Global Software Competitiveness Maturity
Model
Don O"NeiU Consul ing

Level 1
Leve l 1 is the absence of expectation , achievement, and engagement in the conversation on global software
competitiveness.
Level 2
Level 2 is associated with the availability of resources including investment funding and venture capital , university ar::l
col laborative research, and personnel skills and their deployment.
Level 3
Level 3 is is associated with value to the customer through contesting for market niche with mature products that deliwir
value and earn customer satisfaction.
Level 4
.
Level 4 is associated with competing for the future, setting the industry standard, and practicing reuse and domain
architecture technology.
Level 5
Level 5 is associated with managing change and controlling event threats through strategic software management and
raising the ability to improve software to a ccre competence.
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Personnel Factors Model
Don O 'Nei6 Ccnsuhing

Level 2: -Resource Control
Don O'Nal Ccnsuling

Level 2 is associated with the availability of resources including investment fundin.
and venture capital, university and collaborative research, and personnel skills and
their deployment.
State

Practice Ingredients
Pre-Condition

Competitive Wage
Struct ure
Government Research
Supplier Bargaining
Power
Unionization
University Research
Venture Capital
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Collaborative Research
Commodity View
Domestic: Outsource
l;,yestment Contribution
Key EmplOyee Status
Management Ignorance
Off-the-Clock Effon
Offshore Outsource
Personnel Ce rtttication
Personnel Ovenime
Software Productivity
Software Skills

Outcome

Post-Condition
Accountability and
Control

Staff Chum

Commitment Managernen
Employee Morale
Modem Softwa~e
Engineering
Personnel Tumover
Predictable Performance
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State of the Practice
Don O'Neill Ccnsulting

Government R&D is falling
Software skills are in short supply
Software workforce is _not organized
Uncontrolled cost and -. schedule overruns
Competition sets the agenda
Management malpractice increases event threats

Findings
Don O'NBill Ccnsulting

Government
1. National leaders are often ignorant of software.
2. The generously funded research levels of the past are falling.
Academia
1. Universities disseminate government funded and industry partnered research world wide.
2. Foreign students drink more eaperly from the trough of knowledge than domestic students.
Commercial
1. Corporations exploit low wage structures of foreign practit:oners for present profitability.
2. Corporations are reluctant to step up research levels for ·iuture competitiveness, dependinq
instead on university partnerships to boost near term profits.
3. Corporations view the programming workforce as a commodity.
4. Corporations are dependent on the skills of their software workforce.
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Abstract
Software inspection is a valuable technique for detecting defects in the products of software development. A particular avenue of research within inspection concerns the development of computer
support. It is hoped that such support will provide even greater benefits when applying inspection.
A number of prototype systems have been developed by researchers, yet these suffer from some fundamental limitations. The most serious of these concerns their inability to support a number of
different inspection processes, as well as supporting inspection of a variety of document types. Existing tools also treat the move to electronic inspection as a simple change of medium, when there are
opportunities to greatly enhance the process. Finally, there are opportunities for process monitoring
and data collection which have not yet been explored.
This paper begins by briefly describing our framework for research in this area . It also describes
work we have been performing within this framework , which has resulted in a prototype inspection
support tool. ASSIST (Asynchronous/Synchronous Software Inspection Support Tool) is designed to
tackle the limitations described and to provide a platform for rigorous investigation of the inspection
process . Unlike other such systems, ASSIST does not implement only one process. Instead, it
uses a custom-designed language known as IPDL (Inspection Process Definition Language) to allow
support of any process. Similarly, ASSIST is not limited to inspecting a single type of document, but
provides an open, expandable system allowing new document types to be catered for easily. We have
also explored several methods of improving the efficiency of inspection, and performed an evaluation
of ASSIST.

1

Introduction

For over twenty years, software inspection has been used as an effective defect finding technique. Originally described by Michael Fagan in 1976 [4) , the effectiveness of inspection stems from early defect
detection and removal. There have been a number of positive experience reports, including an update
by Fagan himself [5] . For example, Gilb and Graham [6] present a number of success stories from a
variety of projects. More quantitative evidence of the effectiveness of inspections has also been reported.
Doolan [3] reports industrial experience indicating a 30 times return on investment for every hour devoted to inspection of software requirement specifications. Russell [22] reports a similar return of 33
hours of maintenance saved for every hour of inspection invested.
There are now a number of variations on the basic inspection method . The variation used will
depend on the document being inspected , past experience of inspection , team preference, criticality of
inspection , and so on. Irrespective of the variation used , the process must be rigorously followed to
ensure repeatability, which is essential if feedback from the process is to be used to improve it. Rigour
also ensures that the inspection is as effective as possible. At the same time , some descriptions of
inspection can be ambiguous or misleading

[22], making it difficult to enforce the desired proceM.

1

One solution to the problem of rigour lies in providing computer support for inspection, and to this
end a number of prototype tools have been developed. A comprehensive review of these can be found
in [14, 16] . These tools allow the inspection team to browse and annotate the product (the document
under inspection) on-line, and may support discussion of defects during team meetings. Apart from
this , the features provided by these systems vary. For example, ICICLE [23, l] makes use of the UNIX
tool lint and ICICLE's own rule-based static debugging system to detect certain types of defects. These
defects can then be analysed for correctness during the inspection. Scrutiny (2, 7] provides support for
both individual defect detection and group discussion of defect lists. It also provides limited support for
holding a distributed meeting. CSRS, on the other hand , was designed with the intention of minimising
the synchronous meeting element of the inspection, and therefore implements an almost completely
asynchronous inspection process.
Although existing systems present innovative approaches to supporting software inspection, in general they suffer from a number of shortcomings. Primarily, they support only a single, usually proprietary, inspection process. For example, Scrutiny implements the inspection process used by Bull,
since user acceptance of the tool depended on it performing inspections which counted as part of the
development process. These tools also only support inspection of plain text documents , while today 's
software development environments produce a number of different document types, from plain text to
postscript and other graphical formats. Support for inspection of all of these formats is desirable. There
is also limited support for defect finding aids such as checklists, while new meeting technologies such as
videoconferencing and electronic whiteboards, along with asynchronous meeting arrangements, are not
widely used. Finally, although collection and analysis of inspection data is deemed to be desirable for
process improvement , existing tools perform little of such analysis.
Given the limitations of existing tool support, the authors have been working to design and implement a second generation inspection support tool which embodies the important lessons learned
from first generation tools , as well as tackling perceived weaknesses. This system is known as ASSIST
(Asynchronous/Synchronous Software Inspection Support Tool). This paper provides an overview of
our framework for investigating tool support for software inspection. It then describes the work we have
been performing with regard to two areas of this framework and their implementation in ASSIST.

2

Research Framework

There are three main areas of tool support for software inspection which require investigation. The
first encompasses those which allow the support of any inspection process and permit the inspection of
any document type. Computer support should not be tied to a particular method. Instead, the tool
should be rigorous in its enforcement of the inspection process, but tailorable as to which process it
enforces . This has been achieved by developing a small language for describing inspection processes.
This language, described later in this paper , is capable of describing any existing inspection process,
and should be capable of describing any future process. This research also permits the rigorous exploration of alternative inspection methods. Supporting a generic software inspection process also requires
supporting inspection of multiple document types. However, developing a single browser capable of
displaying every document type is infeasible, and support of a new document type would require the
browser to be rewritten. There is also very little scope for specific facilities to aid browsing and inspection , since producing a single browser capable of supplying such facilities for all document types
is virtually impossible. ASSIST is unique in implementing an open architecture allowing new browsers
to be added as required. Each document type specific browser can then provide specific facilities to
enhance the inspection.
The second area concerns features which will enhance performance during inspection, both for
individuals and the team as a whole. Existing inspection tools tend to treat the defect detection
process as a simple change of medium, assuming that inspectors will use the same process for finding
defects in an on-line document as when inspecting a paper copy. Moving to a computer supported
inspection, however, gives an opportunity to provide more active support for finding defects. This
may come in the form of document-type specific browsers, for example object-oriented code browsers
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[15] . The investigation of advanced defect detection aids such as context specific checklists , along with
external analysis tools is also important. Support for the group as a whole is mainly concerned with
the ability to perform distributed group meetings. Such technology is already an active area of research
but its application in such a focussed , well-structured task as inspection must be investigated.
Finally, there are those facilities which are intended to improve metric collection and analysis. It is
clear from the existing literature that collecting inspection metrics is essential to improve and fine-tune
the inspection process [6 , 22). Yet collecting such data is time-consuming and error-prone when carried
out manually. The final objective of this research is to improve the consistency and accuracy of such
data collection and to make proper use of it once collected . For example, the tool may provide instant
feedback on the progress of an inspection. The tool may also be able to analyse the effectiveness of
an inspection, perhaps by using capture-recapture methods. Finally, historical data may be used to
predict the effort required to perform a comprehensive inspection .

3
3.1

Overview of IPDL
Background

The first step when designing IPDL was to examine the most important inspection methods. Several
are well-used, while others are less well-known, but all provide important concepts and ideas on an
effective inspection process. These concepts are incorporated in the process definition language. A
more detailed comparison of these methods may be found in [12].
The traditional processes examined were that of Fagan [4] , Yourdon [25], Humphrey [10] and Gilb
and Graham [6]. These consist of similar linear processes, with planning and overview activities followed
by individual and group defect detection stages, and ending with rework and follow-up. There are a
number of minor technical differences , but most major differences are in terminology. An alternative to
the synchronous group meeting common to these processes is an asynchronous meeting. One example
is the FTArm process implemented by the CSRS inspection tool [24] or the process implemented by
InspectA [19].
Three other processes were also examined. Active Design Reviews (ADRs)[20] were designed to
ensure thorough coverage of design documents by holding several mini-reviews, each one concentrating
on different types of errors and involving a subset of reviewers. Phased Inspections [18) consist of an
ordered set of phases, each of which is designed to ensure the product possesses either a single, specific
property or a small set of related properties. The phases are ordered so that each phase can build
on the assumption that the product contains properties inspected for in previous phases. Phases can
involve a single inspector or multiple inspectors. Finally, the N-Fold inspection process [17) was based
on the idea that the effectiveness of the inspection can be improved by replicating it. The process used
is similar to traditional inspection, but instead of having a single preparation/detection stage, multiple
stages are held concurrently with independent teams. This is followed by a collation phase, where the
results of each inspection are tallied and collated by the coordinator. The remainder of the inspection
then proceeds as normal.
The next step in was to generate a generic process model which could be used to describe any
existing process. This process consists of three major stages: organisation, detection and completion.
Each stage consists of a number of phases. Some of these are defined to be optional , while others must
always be present , based on the existing processes studied.
Organisation consists of three phases. The Entry phase, introduced by Gilb and Graham [6) , is used
to ensure that the inspection is not wasted on unsuitable material. This involves setting a number of
entry criteria which must be satisfied before the inspection can begin. Entry is optional , since it is
not defineq. for all inspection processes. Planning occurs in all inspections to a greater or lesser extent .
Although some planning must occur before the inspection starts, there are many details which cannot
be resolved until the inspection has started . Hence, the phase occurs second in our process (or first , if
there is no entry phase) , and is usually where the final deta1ls o! the 1nspectlon are decided , alt.hough
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Figure 1: The generic inspection process.
it may just involve formalising decisions already made. Finally, Overview is usually where the author
provides an introduction to the document under inspection.
Detection is the most important stage of the inspection, since this is where the participants actually
look for defects in the product . This is also where most process variations occur. Naturally, this is
the most complex part of IPDL . There are two initial choices: a traditional single team inspection, or
N-Fold process [17] , where a number of teams separately inspect the product, the results of which are
collated. Each fold of the N-Fold inspection is equivalent to a single team inspection. Additionally, a
Collation meeting is held to consolidate the results from all folds .
A single team inspection consists of one or more meetings, which may be interspersed with Consolidation phases. Meetings can either be Single meetings or Multi-meetings. A single meeting has a
number of options, including the meeting objective, whether the meeting is held locally, or in a distributed fashion , and whether it is held synchronously or asynchronously. A multi-meeting consists of
a number of single meetings held concurrently. A self-check phase is used to validate the outputs of the
previous meeting.
Finally, completion consists of three phases. Rework is where the author changes the product to
correct defects found by the inspection . Follow-up allows the moderator to check that these changes
have been implemented satisfactorily. Exit is similar to entry, except that the criteria defined must
be met before the inspection can be declared complete. Exit is defined to be optional , since it is not
defined for all inspection processes.
The generic process is shown in Figure l. The boxes labelled 'Meeting' can either consist of a single
meeting, or multiple, concurrent meetings. The possibility of having an N-Fold inspection is shown by
the broken lines, consisting of a number of concurrent detection stages (in this case three) , followed by
a collation phase. A traditional single team inspection would only have those phases shown in solid
lines.
Along with the inspection process itself, the participants present, their roles and responsibilities,
and the documents available at each stage must also be described. These are derived from general
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Participant type
Coordinator
Moderator
Author
Inspector

Description
In a multiple fold inspection , the person in overall charge
Person in charge of the inspection
Author of the document undergoing inspection
All ot her participants, only responsible for finding defects
Table 1: Participant types and descriptions.

Document type
Product
Report
Plan
Source
Detection aid
Standard
List
Criteria

Description
Document undergoing inspection
Details the outcome of one or more inspection phases
Definitive prescription of the inspection , personnel and documents
Document from which a product is prepared
Document which assists inspectors in finding defects
Used during inspection for compliance checking
List of defects and issues found by an inspector
A list of criteria which must be satisfied to complete a phase
Table 2: Document types and descriptions.

software inspection literature. In IPDL the definition of participants and documents is carried out at
the start of a process description , in a similar way to variable declarations in a procedural programming
language. When an inspection is executed, they are instantiated with 'values' (real documents or
people) . Participants may have one of four roles , as shown in Table l. Note that roles such as reader
and scribe are not defined here , since they are specific to certain phases of the inspection. IPDL also
allows the definition of responsibilities. Responsibilities are a generalisation of techniques such as Phased
Inspection [11] and detection aids such as scenarios [21]. Essentially, a responsibility defines an aspect
of the document within which a given inspector has responsibility for finding defects. For example, a
single inspector may be tasked with finding all defects related to coding standards. The responsibility
would define the documents required by that inspector to properly carry out this task . Documents
themselves may be one of eight types , as shown in Table 2.

3.2

IPDL Syntax

Having developed a generic inspection process and decided on the documents and participant types ,
the formal definition of the syntax of IPDL was undertaken. Major requirements for IPDL included
simplicity and readability, since it should be as easy as possible to write a new process or modify
an existing one . While the main purpose of this language is to describe inspection processes for the
application of tool support, it is also designed to be simple enough to allow the definition of processes to be followed manually. Hence, even if tool-based inspection is not used within a particular
development organisation, it is still possible to use IPDL to help communicate and understand the
process being used , and to support process improvement . This paper provides only a brief overview
of the language . The full definition can be found in (13], and also on the ASSIST WWW page
http://www.cs.strath.ac.uk/CS/research/efocs/assist.html.
An IPDL description of a software inspection consists of two parts. The first is a set of declarations
listing documents which will be used and created during the process, along with any participants and
their responsibilities . Document declarations consist simply of a list of names and types surrounded by
the appropriate keywords, for example:
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documents
Code
Design
Master Defects
Moderator_Defects
Maintenance_Defects
Standards_Defects
Maintenance_Checklist
Maintenance_Requirements
Coding_Standard
end

product
source
list
list
list
list
detection_aid
source
source

Responsibilities define a specific area of concern for an inspector . Each responsibility consists of a
list of documents associated with that responsibility. For example:
responsibilities
Maintenance requires
Maintenance_Requirements
Maintenance_Checklist
end
Standards requires
Coding_Standard
end
end
Participant declarations consist of the name of the participant and the role they will play. This may
be followed by list and responsibility declarations, indicating the list documents belonging to that person
(which they will use to note comments and issues) and the responsibilities of that person, respectively.
For example:
participants
Moderator is moderator
lists Moderator_Defects
end
Inspector_Maintenance is inspector
lists Maintenance_Defects
responsibility Maintenance
end
Inspector_Standards is inspector
lists Standards_Defects
responsibility Standards
end
end
For each phase in the generic process described above there is a corresponding clause in IPDL to
define it. Each has a similar format , with subclauses being used to customise each phase as to which
participants take part , which documents are available , and so on . For example, a collection meeting
can be defined as:
meeting 'Collection'
objective collection
timing synchronous
location local
visibility public
participants
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Moderator
Inspector_Maintenance
Inspector_Standards
roles
Inspector_Maintenance is reader
Inspector_Standards is scribe
targets Code
inputs Design
outputs Master_Defects
end
The definition starts with the keyword meeting, followed by the meeting name. This is followed by
four statements which indicate the type of meeting required. The objective may be either examination
(simply reading the product to become familiar with it), detection (actively searching for defects in
the product) or collection (combining multiple defect lists into a single, consolidated list). The timing is either synchronous , where all personnel must participate in the meeting at the same time, or
asynchronous , where individuals may make their contribution at any time. The location can either
be local or distributed , indicating a same-place or different-place meeting respectively. The visibility
can be either private, where individual work is kept private unless explicitly shared, or public, where
all contributions are immediately available to all meeting participants . This is followed by a list of all
meeting participants and an optional role assignment section, allowing the selection of a reader and
scribe for the meeting. The remaining three items list all documents used or created at the meeting.
Target documents are those which are being inspected, while input documents are those which are
made available for use during the inspection , such as standards. Output documents are those created
or edited in some way during the meeting, such as defect lists. All documents are optional except for
target documents. Finally, the keyword end is used to terminate the meeting description.
All other phases have a similar format to that of the single meeting, with tailoring as required.
IPDL defines the ordering and optionality of these phases to implement the generic inspection process
described previously.

3.3

Example IPDL Process

A complete example process description is shown in Figure 2. This is an implementation of the Fagan
inspection method applied to source code. The description starts by titling the inspection 'Fagan Code
Inspection' . The declaration section first of all lists all documents used and created in the inspection.
The Master_Flan is the definitive guide to the inspection. Although not explicitly mentioned by Fagan,
it is assumed that such a plan must be prepared for the inspection. Code is the document under
inspection. Design is the source document which the code is written from. This is followed by the
declaration of six lists, one for each participant and a master list which will contain the defects logged
by the entire team. Finally, two reports are declared . One is used to detail the outcome of the
inspection meeting, while the other will contain the moderator's findings from the follow-up phase.
The declarations section also defines the inspection participants. Five participants are declared: the
moderator, author and three inspectors.
The process section defines the six phases of a Fagan inspection. The Planning phase simply involves
the moderator creating the master plan for the inspection , which details the actual participants involved
in the inspection, the code to be inspected and so on . The Overview is defined to involve all participants
and involves the author presenting the code to be inspected. The process then moves into the first of
two detection phases. The Preparation phase involves all participants individually examining the
document . Hence the objective of the phase is examination, the work is carried out asynchronously,
and all data created by participants remains private. The target of the phase is the product (i .e. Code)
and the 50Uflie i~ tbe de~igu document. Althou0h Fa0an states that this phase is not a defect finding
activity, it is useful to have the capability to note glaring defects. Since individual lists are already
associated with each person by the declaration section , they are not required to be named here.
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inspection ' Fa.ga.n Code Inspection•
declarations

visibility priva1:e
partlcipall.1:S
llodera1:or
Author
Inspec1:orl
Inspector2
lnspec1:or3
targets Code
inputs Design

documen:ts

Code
Design
Defectsl
Defects2
Defects3
Defects4
DefectsS
l!aster_defects
l!eeting_report
Follov_up_Report
!!aster _Plan

product
source
lise
lise
list
lise
list
list
report
report
plan

end

mee~ing ' Inspection '
objective collection
timing synchronous
location local
vi sib i lity public
pa.rticiputs
Kodera.tor
Author
Inspect orl
Inspect or2
Inspector3
roles
Inspectorl is reader
Inspect or2 is scribe
targets Code
inputs Design
onputs
Master _d<1fects
l!eeting_report

end
participants
lnspectorl is inspector
lists Defectsl end
lnspector2 is inspector
lists Defec1:s2 end
Inspectors is inspector
lists Defec1:s3 end
l!oderator is moderator
lists Defects4 end
Author is author
lists Defec1:sS end
end

end
process
planning 'Planning•
participants l!odera1:or
ou1:puts l!aster_Plan
end
overviev •overvievJ
location local
par1:icipants
l!oduator
Author
Inspectorl
Inspector2
Inspector3
presen.er Author
1:argns Code
end
meeting •Preparation •
objective examination
timing asynchronous
location local

end
revork 'Revork'
pa.rticiput Author
targets Code
inputs
Kaster_defects
Design
end
follov_up ' Follov-up '
participut Moderator
targets Code
inputs
l!aster_defects
Design
outputs Follow_up_Report
end
end
end

Figure 2: An IPDL description of the Fagan inspection process.
The next phase is the inspection meeting, again involving all participants. This time the meeting
occurs synchronously, and all data is made public. The objective of the phase is collection of defects
into the master defect list, which is an output of the meeting, along with a meeting report . Two
roles are defined during the meeting: the reader and the scribe, which are assigned to Inspector1
and Inspector2 respectively. The Rework phase involves the author taking the code and the master
list of defects and performing the required fixes . This work is checked in the Follow-up phase by the
moderator, again using the code and the master list of defects , who also produces a report on the
follow-up .

4
4.1

Overview of ASSIST
Process Execution

To use an IPDL process with ASSIST , the process definition is first entered into ASSIST where it
is compiled ready for use. When a new inspection is started , ASSIST loads a copy of the compiled
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Figure 3: Joining the inspection.
inspection and allows the instigator to finalise the details of the personnel and documents which are
used in the inspection . For each participant and document in the declaration section, the instigator may
enter a person or document from ASSIST 's databases. New personnel and documents can be added to
these databases at any time. When all details have been finalised , the inspection can be started.
At this point, each participant is informed of their participation by email, and when they start
ASSIST the inspection name will appear in their list of pending inspections , as shown in the top
window in Figure 3. Double clicking on the inspection name allows the inspector to participate in that
inspection, bringing up an Execute window , like the bottom window in Figure 3. In this window , which
shows the Preparation phase of Fagan inspection, it can be seen that all five inspection participants are
required to be present , shown by the 11st of names in the top half of the window. This corresponds with
the IPDL description given earlier . Each participant has the name of the person performing this part in
brackets. Similarly, the IPDL description for this phase required the documents Code and Design to be
present. These are represented by analyse. cc and analyse Specification respectively, since those
documents were chosen when the inspection details were finalised . Finally, the definition of Moderator
specified that Defects4 would be used as a defect list for this participant. This document also appears
in the document list. The Inspection menu allows each participant to leave the inspection . The
Moderator menu is only available to the moderator and contains controls to move the inspection to
the next or previous phases, or to abort the inspection altogether.
The facilities available to the participants depend on the inspection phase and that participants
role . For example, during a synchronous meeting the system allows the reader to control the view of
the product seen by each inspector, and allows the scribe to add defects to the master defect list . A
voting mechanism is also available. If the meeting is held in a distributed fashion then video , audio and
text conferencing tools are made available to facilitate discussion. Other facilities are described in the
remainder of this section .

4.2

The List Browser

The List Browser window (Figure 4 ) allows the inspector to manipulate lists. Each list may either be
readable (the inspector can only examine the list) or writable (the inspector can add new items and
ed1t eX1st1ng ones). When a list is opened, a summary of its contents appears i~ th~ ti~ht-hnd. p!ll't of
the window . Items may be viewed by double-clicking on the summary line, while new items are created
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Figure 4: Using the List Browser to add an annotation.
using controls in the Item menu, or from controls in other browsers, should they be implemented. The
only list available is Defeets4, and this appears as a write list. In Figure 4, the inspector is currently
entering a new item in the New Item window. The inspector may enter a title for the item , along
with a free-form text description. The Document and Position fields are already filled since this item
was created using the text browser, which automatically supplies these. The item can also be classified
used a three level scheme. The scheme used here is that recommended by Fagan, but new schemes can
be easily added to ASSIST.

4.3

The Text Browser

The text browser (Figure 5) is a text-only document viewer with fine-grain annotation facilities. The
browser is based on the idea of a current focus, i.e. an area of text which is currently under scrutiny,
The focus may consist of any contiguous area of text , and is indicated by reverse video. The current
focus can be annotated, or existing annotations can be read or edited. The focus is set by first holding
down the mouse button and dragging over the required area of text , then clicking on the Set Focus
button . Annotations referring to any part of the selected area then become available for manipulation,
or annotations referring to the whole area can be added .
Controls along the bottom of the window allow annotations to be viewed and created with the list
browser. Annotations are indicated by text over a red background. The intensity of the background
indicates the number of annotations for the text : the brighter the red, the more annotations there
are. The menus provide access to window splitting facilities , allowing two parts of the document to be
compared, and a simple search facility.
The browser also has the concept of coverage, i.e. the amount of the document which has been
inspected. An area of text which has been the focus is considered to have been inspected, and therefore
counts towards the coverage total. This total is shown in the top right corner of the window , along
with the current line number. Inspected text is shown in italics. Of course, during an inspection each
line may be covered many times, but this simple mechanism can help avoid missing parts of the text.
The Text Browser is just one example of the browsers which are supplied with ASSIST. For example,
the Simple Browser is a non-annotating ASCII browser used for examining standards, while the Code
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Figure 5: The Text Browser .
Browser is a line-oriented browser designed for use with source code. There are also specific browsers
for reports , plans, criteria lists and checklists. Finally, a C++ browser is currently under development .
This browser will provide contextual help on aspects and pitfalls of the C++ programming language
and will be linked with a comprehensive C++ checklist. The design of ASSIST allows such browsers to
be added easily.

4.4

Automatic Defect List Collation

Auto-collation allows multiple lists of issues or defects to be combined into one with ASSIST removing
duplicate entries. These duplicates need not be exact ; ASSIST scores the items on their similarity in
terms of position , content and classification. The closer the physical locations of the two items, the
higher the score is given . The more words which are common to both items, the higher the score.
ASSIST automatically removes words which provide little information, such as 'the ' and 'of', helping
to increase the accuracy of matches. The three classification levels are also used , with the levels scaled
in the ratio 2: 1: 1. This allows one classification factor to be given importance over the other two . If
two items match with a score above a user-defined threshold , one of the items will be discarded.
When source lists and a destination list have been selected, ASSIST opens a control window like
that shown in Figure 6, allowing various factors affecting the auto-collation to be set. The Contents ,
Classification and Position values indicate the relative importance of the appropriate part of the
item when calculating the similarity between two items. The total of all these factors must sum to 1,
hence increasing (decreasing) one fad.or decreases (increases) the oth~t~. AtM~bliM Thrgshold is
the value of similarity that two items must have to be declared duplicates. The higher the threshold
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Figure 6: Auto collation of defect lists.
value, the more similar two items must be to be declared duplicates. However, too high a threshold will
result in no matches being made.
Our initial investigation into the use of auto-collation has proved encouraging, and it appears to
be an efficient way of removing duplicate items. However, the set of values used as factors has a huge
effect on the result of the auto-collation, with the outcome ranging from discarding virtually all items to
performing no removals. Hence, we are currently performing a more rigorous experiment to determine
the ranges within which these factors are most usefully set .

4.5

Active Checklists

The most popular defect detection aid currently used is the checklist. Typically, this consists of a list
of items which the inspector must investigate. Each item is usually a simple statement or question and
there is no requirement to actually answer the question or indicate completion of the item. A natural
extension of this idea is to require each item to be completed in some way. A well-designed question
would require the inspector to perform a task to answer it , the performance of which may lead to finding
defects.
ASSIST provides a Checklist Browser which implements this idea. Checklists can consist of a number
of different types of questions, such as open-ended, multiple choice, and so on. The browser provides
facilities for answering each type of question. Figure 7 shows a C++ checklist. In this case, each
item is a simple check, which can be marked as completed when the inspector has finished with that
item. ASSIST saves the state of the checklist, allowing as many sessions as are required to be taken to
complete the inspection.

4.6

Automatic Cross-referencing

An obvious difference when moving from paper-based to computer-based inspection is that documents
are now presented on-screen instead of being distributed as paper copies. If an inspector is required
to examine the product, along with a source document and checklist, then three windows are required
to be on-screen simultaneously. However, most common displays are not capable of displaying three
such windows (of sufficient size to be useful) at the same time. The screen may also be cluttered with
other windows necessary for operation of the tool , such as has been described in Scrutiny [8]. Of course,
the inspector is free to open and close windows as required , but this can disturb the process of defect
finding , and it is easy to lose track of windows. The same problem can be found when scrolling through
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C++ Code Checklist
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the functional.ity deocri.bed in the opecification fully m plellented by
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0
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Initialisation and Declarations
Are ill local and global variable• initialised before use?
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Function Calls
Are parlllteters presented in the correct order ?
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Is the correct function being called, or should it be a different function
vith a siru.lar name?

O

Arrays

Figure 7: An example of an active checklist.
large documents. Contrast this with paper-based inspection, where inspectors are free to find as large
a workspace as required and to spread all the documents around in a manner comfortable to their
working method. Moving between one document and another is a very natural, non-obtrusive action ,
as is browsing around a single document .
One solution to this problem, implemented in ASSIST , is to provide cross-referencing facilities . Each
browser has its own cross-reference generator which is applied to each document the browser will be used
to display during the inspection. These references are then combined to form a comprehensive crossreference table for the whole set of documents. When a word is selected in one document , references
to the same word in this and other document are shown. Selecting a reference moves the document to
appropriate position or opens another browser, as required.
Allowing each browser to implement its own cross-referencing algorithm is the most flexible system , since the manner of generating cross-references will vary between document type. For example,
the method for code is obviously different to that for an English language document . Code requires
references to be generated for variable and function names , but not for keywords. English text can
make use of a stemming algorithm to link related words , and comprehensive stop list to remove links to
information-free words , such as 'a ' and 'the ' (9). This referencing scheme can be extended. For example,
the C++ browser being developed will use it to provide links between language features and checklist
items.

4. 7

Evaluation

A common failure when developing a new tool is lack of proper evaluation to determine the costs and
benefits associated with tbe tool. A pro0ram of evaluation for ASSIST has been planned, the first stage
of which is complete. This has involved comparing the effectiveness of the most basic implementation
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with paper-based inspection. The study involved 43 subjects inspecting two C++ programs of around
150 lines of code. The process used consisted of an individual defect detection stage followed by a group
meeting. The time allowed for these activities was typical of that found in an industrial setting.
The results indicate that there is no significant differences between the methods, measured by the
total number of defects found by individuals and groups. The data was also analysed for false positives
and meeting gains and losses, with no significant differences found between methods. These results allow
the exploration of advanced tool support with the knowledge that the concept is not fundamentally
flawed . When combined with other, less easily quantifiable benefits of tool support , a move to toolsupported inspection appears to be a worthwhile evolution. The study also provided general feedback
on the usability of ASSIST and avenues of support which may be worth exploring.

5

Conclusions

While software inspection is widely regarded as an effective defect finding technique, recent research
has considered the application of tool support as a means to increase its efficiency. These tools can help
in three main areas: (1) enforcing the inspection process , (2) providing support for finding defects and
(3) collecting process and product data. Most existing tools , however, are only capable of supporting
a single, usually proprietary, inspection method , while their defect detection and metrics collection
facilities are poor.
This paper has described research aimed at tackling these weaknesses. ASSIST is a second generation
software inspection support tool designed to provide process independent support and enforcement. It
implements IPDL , an inspection process modelling language allowing the definition of virtually any
process, which ASSIST can then execute, ensuring that the process is followed precisely and that
the inspection participants are provided with the correct materials and tools at each stage of the
inspection. ASSIST is designed with an open architecture allowing document-type specific browsers to
be added when required. This allows the inspection of each document type to be supported in the most
appropriate way. ASSIST also implements other unique features . Automatic cross-referencing allows
inspectors to easily move within and between documents to find specific features. Automatic collation
of defect lists is available to reduce the effort required in collection meetings. Active checklists linked
to document features enhance the usability of checklist, while allowing their use to be monitored.
Future work lies in expanding the defect detection support of ASSIST and evaluating its effectiveness.
A C++ inspection browser is currently under development. The provision of greater metrics collection
and analysis facilities will also be explored.
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• Fagan (1976)

• Potential benefits
• Increased rigour

• Original

• Improved document handling

• Gilb (19<J3)
• Defect detection before meeting

• Integration with other tools

• Process improvement

• Defect detection support
• Data collection/analysis

• N:-Fold (1990)

• Weaknesses of existing tools

• Inspection by multiple teams

• Support only single processes

• Ff Arm (1993)

• ASCII only documents

• Asynchronous inspection

• Limited defect detection support
• Poor data collection/analysis
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Hot Topics in Tool
Support

Inspection Process
Definition Language
• Derived from 8 inspection
processes

• Generic support
• Multiple processes
• Multiple document types

• Similar to a procedural
programming language

• Enhancing the inspection
process

• Describes participants and
documents

• Facilities for individuals
• Facilities for team

• Describes process with three
major stages:

• Metrics collection and analysis

• Organisation

• Historical data
• Guidance during process

• Detection
• Completion
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Participants

Document Types
•Product

eType
• Inspector

• Source

- Finds issues

•Report

• Author

ePlan

- Responsible for product

• Detection aid

• Moderator
- Controls inspection

• Standard

• Coordinator

• List
• Criteria

- N-Foki only

• Responsibility

• Lists
• Personal notes/issues/defects
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end
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·-----------------

Completion

end
end
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Example Process Extract
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• Server
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lnspector3

• Process execution engine

• Client

roles

• Process editing facilities

lnspectorlisreader
lnspector2 is scribe

• PersonneVdocument database
interfaces

targets Code
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Master_defects
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• Document browsers
• Distributed communications
facilities

end
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Text Browser
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• Automatically combine several
lists, removing duplicates

• Other document browsers:

• Replace/shorten group meeting

• CIC++ library functions

• Similarity calculation based on

• Code (line-oriented)

• Report, plan, criteria

• Contents

• Automatic cross-referencing

• Position

• Distributed communication
facilities:

• Classification

• Adjustable acceptance threshold

• Text

• Promising, but more work
required on optimal settings

• AudioNideo/Whiteboard

• C++ browser in development
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Summary and
Conclusions

Evaluation
e 1996
• ASSIST Vl.O vs. paper-based

• Tool support can help improve
ngour

• No significant difference in

• Existing tools are limited

- faults detected

• Second generation: ASSIST

- false positives
- meeting gains/losses

• Simple tool-based inspection is
as effective as paper-based

e 1997

• Future work

• ASSIST V2.0 vs. paper-based

• Evaluation of advanced tool

• Results-?

• Metrics collection and analysis

• Auto-collation experiment
• 1996 & 1997 data
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Background

This paper on Rapid Testing strategies was prompted by a desire to bring focus to the
particular quality issues which can occur in date-driven projects. When date-driven
projects fall behind schedule, the consequences to the business of extending the
schedule are often worse than those of implementing on time with reduced quality.
And, when a date-driven project starts to slip, testing usually suffers the most,
becoming squeezed between the construction and implementation phases.
Compounding the difficulty for the testers, is the fact that the users often have little or
no leeway to relax the target level of quality (TloQ) to compensate for the shortened
test period. So the question arises whether test strategies exist, over and above
normal good testing practice, which would increase the chances of project success
even when testing is curtailed.

Date-Driven Projects

For a variety of reasons, date-driven projects appear to represent an increasing
proportion of the project population. One of the most likely causes of this occurs when
a project deadline is dictated by a fixed external event, such as The Olympics, or
Y2000, etc., but there are other common causes. The business may feel that a
competitive window of opportunity will be lost if the project date slips, or it may only
have the internal resources to support the implementation at certain times of the year.
Another likely cause is when the project is being executed under a fixed price
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agreement with an outside vendor. In cases such as these, enormous pressures are
placed on the project team to meet the date.
In such circumstances, it is not unusual for business executives to encourage the team
with such inspiring words as, "do the best you can with the resources available, the
dates are not going to change". Although they undoubtedly realize that less testing
will affect quality, these executives count on their staff to cope with any system related
business issues that come up after implementation. Unfortunately such reliance can be
misplaced since the decisions to curtail testing are made without any quantified or
objective understanding of the risks.
When a date-driven project starts to slip, testing usually suffers the most. One of the
early signs of this is a watering down of previously agreed exit/entry criteria between
phases. This is followed by increasing the overlap of the construction and test phases,
and finally, by outright shortening of the test phases. Adding to the testing difficulties,
in most projects where slippage is occurring, the users have little or no leeway to relax
the Target Level of Quality (TLoQ). Again, there are several reasons.
First, many of today's projects are delivering 'mission critical' applications, i.e., systems
without which the business can't run. In some cases, these systems are the business.
Second, many projects are delivering applications which will run continuously, 7 days a
week, 24 hours a day. Third, the system may be directly accessible by the public, so
any defects are a potential source of embarrassment to the business. A banking ATM
system is an example. And finally, another circumstance where the TLoQ may remain
high even when testing is curtailed is when the project is replacing a legacy application.
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Typically legacy applications, while not particularly good at changing to meet the new
functional needs of the business, nevertheless run extremely reliably (as long as they
aren't changed). Users expect that the successor system will not only be functionally
richer than the system it replaces, it will also be just as reliable.
The diagram below illustrates the pressures placed on testers when these two factors
are both present.
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Fig. 1: Project Trends: Quality and Time Pressure

Normal Good Testing Practice
So the question arises whether test strategies exist over and above normal good
testing practices which would increase the chances of project success even when
testing is curtailed by time pressure. This begs the question what are 'normal good
testing practices'. There are, of course, many such practices, and many texts that
describe them [BEl90, MYE7 4, etc.].
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Efficiency is a necessary precursor to rapidity; and some aspects of normal good
testing practice are particularly relevant in establishing a basis for testing efficiently.
These aspects would include defining the appropriate attitudes, processes, technology,
skills, organization, and measurements.
Since quality is not something that can be tested in at the end of the project, but must
be built in from the beginning, the required attitude should be one which recognizes
that quality is everyone's job not just the testers'.

The process should be one, such as

the full life-cycle testing methodology, which values early tester involvement in the
project to assist in planning, estimating, inspections etc. The technology orientation
should be towards using tools for more test automation. The organization should
reflect the fact that there are several distinct tester roles, each requiring a different set
of skills. And finally, we need the right metrics to tell us how it's going and when we're
done.

Four Inherent Acceleration Factors

There are some inherent acceleration factors present in normal good testing practices
which can make a significant and positive impact on the overall schedule. First, the
practice of holding disciplined inspections saves time later during code testing , and the
benefit is increased if testers participate in these inspections. Such participation helps
the testers get past the learning curve early in the project.
How much time do inspections save? At the Quality Week'96 conference, a number of
papers were presented on this topic. In general, these papers suggested that
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inspections are as much as six times more efficient than testing (1 defect found per 1.5
person-hours in inspections vs. 1 defect per 9 person-hours of testing). Moreover,
testing on its own misses 60% of the defects with origins in requirements and
specifications. Not necessarily a problem except that upwards of 80% of all defects
have their origins in requirements and specifications [QW96].

These statistics support

what many of us have long believed, that, not only is it more cost effective to find
defects early, it also saves a lot of time later.
Second, normal good testing practice promotes the use of automation to reduce
tedious and slow manual testing. There are four distinct testing automation
opportunities: (1) managing the test case inventory, (2) executing the test runs, (3)
analyzing the run results, and (4) reporting test status. Of these, the advantages of
using automation to manage the test case inventory are perhaps least understood by
the test team, typically because the repository functionality is embedded in a test
execution tool. But many organizations use more than one test execution tool, so it
makes sense to separate the activity of building and maintaining the test case inventory
from the subsequent activities of running the tests.
One effective way to accomplish this is by using a PC-based relational database such
as MS Access or Lotus Approach to store the test cases and the project data related to
them ( such as the functional requirements, run groups, defects etc.) The advantages
of using MS Access or Lotus Approach to do this are significant. These tools are tried
and true, stable and well supported. It's easy to find people who know how to use
them, so the learning curve is reduced. Both products have export capabilities, and
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can easily format data for use by downstream test execution tools.

In actual test

situations, the time savings can be dramatic, with testers responding in hours rather
than days or weeks to evolving test requirements. As a bonus, when defect information
is also stored in the repository, test status reporting becomes virtually automatic.
The diagram below shows the data model of a test case repository implemented in MS
Access for a large financial services project.

Fig 2. Test Case Repository Data Model

A third acceleration factor, and a prerequisite for rapid testing, is having the right
people in the right roles. Non-testers have a tendency to think of testers as being
clones of each other, that is, interchangeable among the various testing roles. This is
a huge misconception! To build a test team that works well together, the test manager
must staff several distinct roles, starting with a test methodology expert. The
methodology expert is the person who 'knows how testing should be done', and who
mentors the team members who have never tested before. (Somehow every test team
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has several people on it who are there because they were available rather than
because they were qualified). The team will also need a tool expert (usually a
developer by training) to resolve the inevitable 'tqol problems'. It needs business
experts to create the testcases and analyze the results; and the team needs a
repository expert to maintain the repository, extract test cases, log defects, etc.
Rounding out the team are the run technicians and the environment technicians. Both
these latter roles require people with good technical skills who can work closely with
the developers.

By recognizing that not all test roles are alike, and by matching the

skills with the roles, the test manager will create a stronger test team which is more
self-sufficient; a team that is capable of acting pro-actively not re-actively.
The fourth and final inherent acceleration factor has to do with creating the conditions
for rapid closure of the testing activity. Many of us can think back to projects where
testing just seemed to go on forever. Somehow the consensus could not be reached
with the users that the job was done. Of course these situations arise if testing has not
been thorough, but they may also arise even though testing has been thorough
because the completion criteria are set impossibly high or are difficult to measure
objectively.
An approach, if not a solution, to this latter problem is to negotiate a reasonable TLoQ
at the outset of the project, and, once that has been done, to negotiate with the users
on the maximum number and type of testcases necessary to provide sufficient
coverage to achieve the TloQ.
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Given that the test team has involved the users in this way, then involving them further
in the resolution of defects found later also makes sense. In our experience, users gain
confidence in the system when they participate and see testing progress at first hand,
but they don't like complexity. When defects are found , they basically understand three
levels of severity:
Sev 1 - it's broken, there's no workaround, and it's got to be fixed,
Sev 2 - it's broken and it's got to be fixed , but we can work around it for a while,
Sev 3 - everything else
The advantage of having just three severity levels is that subsequent closure
discussions tend to reach consensus quickly on whether the system is ready to
implement or not. In these discussions, the focus is on the Sev 1 'sand the Sev 2's,
since the Sev 3's don't threaten the business. There can be many unresolved Sev 3's,
and yet the decision may still be to implement.. . if there are no Sev 1's and only a few

Sev 2's.
A final postscript on the topic of closure criteria: if the schedule of a date-driven project
starts to slip, one of the common instinctive project management reactions is to ask the
testers to "start testing anyway". This is a mistake! Premature delivery of code from
the developers to the testers is one of the great testing time wasters. On the other
hand; it is a given in a time constrained project, that the hand-off from the developers to
the testers will not be as clean as it should be. The following criteria are suggested for
use in such situations:
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(1) the testers will accept partial code as long as it does not require any special
scaffolding or throwaway code to be created
(2) the partial code can be skinny (i.e., functionally lean), but it must provide a
recognizable, end-to-end user function, and
(3) the partial code must have been properly unit tested by the developers.
(Note: code which has been properly unit tested will survive basic testing by the
testers. If even the basic tests don't work, the code should be returned to development
for further unit testing.)

Rapid Testing Shortcuts
To this point we have discussed acceleration factors inherent in normal good testing
practice, but sometimes these are not enough; shortcuts must be considered. Rapid
testing shortcuts are based on the following three assumptions:
1) defects are randomly, not uniformly, distributed throughout the code
2) a small subset of the functionality is much more important and critical to the
business than the rest, and
3) a small subset of the functionality is used much more often than the rest
Regarding the first assumption, anecdotal evidence has been accumulating for many
years in support of the hypothesis that software defects occur in clumps. Jones reports
that, "in all the large software systems .... defects have been clumped in surprisingly
localized sections" [JON91]. Similarly Abdel-Hamid & Madnick report, "studies have
shown that ... systems are characterized by error prone modules" [AHM91].

10

The knowledge that defects are randomly distributed through the application can be
turned to great advantage in defining testing shortcuts when test time is running out. If
it is not possible to test all the code thoroughly, then a sensible option is to direct
testing at likely hot spots. The question is, where to look for them? [TEM94]
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Fig. 3 Illustrative defect distribution

If defects are clumped, it may be due to chance, or it may be for good reason. Likely
search candidates would include:
•
•
•
•
•

code developed under time constraints,
code developed by inexperienced (tired, stressed, incompetent, etc.) staff,
code which has been inadequately tested and released to the testers prematurely,
code of excessive complexity, and
code developed from confusing or badly documented requirements.

This shortcut strategy should not be used on its own, for the simple reason that the

users cannot ba axpaetad to risk thair businass without soma furtnar assuran~ about
11

the overall quality. To provide this reassurance, the functions that are most important
to the users must be saturation tested. For example, the interest calculation subroutine
in a mortgage program should be saturation tested. Similarly the functions that are
used most often should be saturation tested. A spelling mistake on a LogOn screen is
important to catch and to fix even though it's just a spelling mistake.
Early in the project life-cycle, when there is not yet any undue date pressure, the
testers work with the users to develop this contingency plan. It itemizes the subset of
the functionality which will receive saturation testing if testing is curtailed. More
importantly, it specifies the functions which will only be randomly tested if testing must
be cut short.

Saturation
Testing
High Usage
Functions

Random
Testing
Low Usage/
Low Risk
Functions

Saturation
Testing
High Risk
Functions

Low
Function Risk
High
Fig 4. Testing focused on high risk/ high usage functions

Combining these factors, the rapid testing strategy focuses on testing only that
functionality which is: (1) most important, (2) most frequently used, and (3) thought to
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be defect prone.
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Fig 5. Combined factors for picking test shortcuts

An Example

The opportunity to apply the ideas discussed in this paper occurred on a project
completed in May 1997 on which the author was the test manager. The system under
development was a mission-critical application for a major financial services
organization. The project objective was to replace an aging legacy application. The
project approach was to use an application developed in France as the base and to
modify it for use in Canada. The project schedule was to start in July 1996, to finish
Construction by December 1996, and to test until May 1997. The completion date was
governed by the need to synchronize implementation with two other related projects.
The original assumption was that less than 10% of the code would need to be changed.
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As the project progressed, it became apparent that about 30% of the code would be
changed .. . with the resulting impact to the design and construction phases. At the
peak, the project had a staff of about 50 people.
From the outset two testers were assigned to the project. They prepared a test plan,
including a contingency plan, which assumed approximately 9000 test cases would be
required. During the design phase, inspections were held in which the testers
participated. As construction wound down, the test team staffed up with 3 business
testers and 5 ex-developers who staffed the technical positions on the team.
Ultimately, the construction phase was extended out until the middle of April 1997,
leaving a mere 2 weeks of un-overlapped testing.
Nevertheless, when May arrived, the users agreed to accept the system. They had
seen the results of the inspections, and were comfortable with the design. They had
participated in the creation of the test plan, and were comfortable with the contingency
plan. They had participated in resolving the defects (some 400 were found), and were
comfortable that the business risk was acceptable. Because the developers were not
rushed to turnover their code prematurely, they were very conscientious about unit
testing, and as a result the subsequent testing went quickly. Because the test team
had good technical people in key positions, communications with the developers,
especially during debug situations, went very well.
From the user perspective, both the most critical function, the allocation routine, and
the most frequently used function, new orders, had been thoroughly tested. When the
date arrived, the decision was made to accept the system since there were no

14

unresolved Sev 1's, no unresolved Sev 2's, and about 300 outstanding Sev 3's (which
were resolved in the next release a few months later).

Conclusion
Date-driven projects are susceptible to unique quality issues. While it is true that
normal good testing practices can do much to increase the efficiency of testing,
sometimes, if the date is in jeopardy, that is not enough. In such circumstances, there
are ways with a pre-planned rapid testing strategy to maintain an acceptable level of
business risk even while taking testing shortcuts.
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This paper on rapid testing strategies was prompted by a
desire to bring focus to the particular quallty Issues which
can occur In date-driven (temeorally challenged) projects
For a variety of reasons, date-driven projects appear to represent en
Increasing proportion of the project population:

Eu ropean Quality Week'97

• deedllne dictated by external event
-e.g., year-end tax changes, Olympics, Y2000, etc.

Rai>ld Testing Strategies

Nave

• deedllne dictated by business need
-e.g., competiliw pressure, matl<et share, window of opportunity, etc.
• deadline dictated by Internet business cycle
-e.g., replacing legacy application, slow lime or year, etc.
• deadline dlc1eted by contrec1ual agreement

mber 1997

-e.g., fixed price, etc.

And when a date-driven project runs Into schedule dlfncuHles, testing is often
seen es being 'part of the problem' not as 'part of the solution'.

------- -- ------------·-

Tooy Templelon
EJcecuUve Consuttenf
18M Global SenAcu
lon)l@co.l>m com

o c w,-,,..,.11931 bfll'MCA:wJ,aebCWI ~tR9ltsRHM'tid
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Wh en date-driven projects fall behind, the consequences to
the business of extending the schedule are often worse than
tho se of Implementing on time with reduced quallty

In this presentation, I WIii iiiustrate many of the points using
'Project X', a project on which I was the test manager, which
started In the summer of 1996 and flnlshed In May 1997

"Do the very best you can with the resources available ... the dates are
not colng to change"

Project X

_ . Vioa President of a multl-nalional railroad to a project team

• a mlsslon-crHlcel application fore financial services organization
• projoc1 objective: replace an aging legacy application

"If Me miss the target date, we lose market share ... we are not going to
allO\rfY that to happen"
... Vioa President of a phone company to a project team

·we ·ve already arranged newspaper advertising, we're not going to
delay'
.. Bank President lo a project team

In caises such as these, management gambles that tho company will be able
to h111ndle any problems that come up ... often without really knowing for certain
whet her the risks are acceptable.

• project scope: approx. 40 on-line transactions + some dally batch
• target completion: May 1, 1997
-dale-driven, Implementation schedule tied to 2 related projects
• project approach: ocqulre & modify soflware developed In France
•planned% code change" 10%, actual% code change= 30%
• 50 project staff at peak
• planned completion or Conslructlon phase - January 1, 1997
• actual completion of Construction phase - April 15, 1997
• planned duration of functional testing after Construc11on - 4 months

----··-- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - f> C(()fr,jil1007 t.ytCMc:«po,'°'71 NIR911SR•sM"fd
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When a date-driven project starts to sllp, testing usually
suffers, becoming squeezed between the Construction and
Implementation phases

Compounding the problem, the users often have IIHle or no

leeway to formally relax the Target Level of Quality (TLoQ) to
compensate for abbreviated testing
Again, for a variety of reasons, users today generally have high
expectations regarding software quality:
• the application may be 'mlsslon-crttlcal'
• the appllcallon may run conllnuously, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day
• the application may be accessible lo and used directly by the public
• Iha application may replace a highly reliable legacy system

Requirements
Design/ Constrnction
Integration Test
System Test
Implementation

The Reallty

High

Requirements
Design / ConstJuction
Integration Test
System Test
Implementation

!
~

~

On Pro)t~t X, the time Interval between the end or construction and turnover to the

Low

cilent shrank from 4 months to 2 weeks

-

Tlghl
Schedule
end High
TLOO

/
Tlme Pressure

l

High

The resull ls doubly drficult
for testers: less time to test
end no relier from the
original Target Level of
O\Jality

Ela 1· Pcded Trends· AY1Htv1od um, Pttssure
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~------------- ...
So the question arises whether strategies exist over and
above normal good tesHng practices which would Increase
the chances of success even when testing Is curtailed
• establishing a cullure where quality Is everyone's responslblllty (not just
the testers)

Altitude
• an aH~ude that quality Is

• building a master test plan, and managing to this plan
• complementing testing wth Inspections & walkthroughs early In the
lirecycle to validate requirements, specifications, and other pre-code
deliverables
• using automated test tools
• establishing a team of testing speclallsts
• using stallstlcally based metrics lo measure progress

• recognition that quality
can't be 'tested In' et the
end, ~ must built In from
the beginning

StaUstical Based Status
• testcese statistics
• derect statistics

everyone's job

Tester roles
• test team management
• test methodology
expertise
• test tool expertise
• business expertise
• test execution
_..
• repository admlnlstrallon /

Generally speaking, normal good testing practices have the effect of
establlshlng testing as a 'project within a proJecr, and requiring many of
the same elements for success.

==::-;::

--- - - - -~

Elements of 'Normal Good Testing Practice' can be
conceptually organized In 6 categories: Methodology,
Technology, Organlzatton, Skllls, Culture & Measurement

Normal good testing practices would Include:

'f"§'M'

- - - - - - · - · - · - ----
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• functional testers
• operational testers
• environment setup

O Copfrwj'll l ~H b( l[f..4 0:lfpufWIOl'I NI R,gh1i R1 ~
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Test Approach
• rull life-cycle testing
• master test plan
• entry/ exit cr~eria
• pre-set TloQ

Test Automation
• test case repository
• run execution
• run analysis
• progress reporting

- - - --- -- -~

-·-·-·-- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
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Gl\o1en a base of normal good testing practice, there are
soane Inherent 'acceleratlon factors' which can make a
slC1nlftcantly Positive Impact on the overall schedule

First, holding Inspections saves a lot of time later ... and the
benefit Is Increased If testers participate In these Inspections
and get past their learning curve early In the proJeet

I

In all projects ...
• 36% of defects originate In the Business Requlremenls
• 44% of defects originate In the Functional Specifications
In projects which don't Inspect requirements and specifications ...
• testing misses 60% of the errors originating In requlremenls and
speclflcatlons
In projects which do Inspect requirements and specifications ...
• Inspections reduce overall project elapsed time by 20% - 50%
• Inspections find 1 defecl per 1.5 person-hours of effort, whlle lredillonal
tesling finds aboul 1 defect per 9 person-hours of effort
• I.e., lnspecllons are approx. six times more efficient than lasting

Normal good testing practice has the effect of making testing more
efflc:lent, sometimes almost to the point of assembly llne efficiency.

Acceleration Factors
1 . early lester Involvement
- e.g., lest planning, participation In inspections, etc.

2 . lest aulomallon
:3. speclallsl lesling roles

----

-4 . rapid closure

On Project X...
• pre-inspections lasting up lo an hour ware held to explain each deliverable to the
reviewers
• Inspection preparation generally required ebout 1 person-hour per 4 pages of
material (v.ith 4 reviewers on average)
• Inspections generelly oovered 2 pages per hour
• wa found about 1 defect r 1.5 erson-hours of effort

- I.e.. pre-<lefined, objective oompletlon criteria
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Second, there are several areas where testing can and
shauld be automated for further time savings
1. M anaglng the test case Inventory & associated data
• creeling a reposttory for test cases and their associated data (e.g.,
defects) Is the first area of automation
.. tt enables lhe tesl learn lo slay off the 01ttlcal path by reducing the effort
required to creale, malnlaln, and select tesl cases

2. EJ:1Cecutlng test runs (batch and on-line)
• lhe second area of aulomallon Is the use of a test tool lo run tests
• large time savings even firt1I lime through, many good tools available
3. Analyzing test results & reporting status
• the lhlrd area of aulomallon Is the comparison of actual to predicted
results
• more effort required first time through to eslablish the base line, but large
time savings for follow-on projects
n P•oJect X, m utilized ell three automation strategies. The lest case repository, In
rttc ular, had enormous benerrts In keeping the test team 'off the critical path' 'Mlen the
hedule started to &Ii

,....w41
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The accompanying data model shows the structure of the
Test Case Repository used with great success In Project X
The Test Case Repository (TCR) Is a user friendly tool for sloring lesl cases
and documenllng lhelr linkage lo functional requirements. II enables Yl!!X fasl
repllcallon / modlficallon of lest casesr·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

- @,

And , the TCR facilitates
up-to-lhe-mlnule reporting of tesl
status: # allempls, # suocesses,
etc.

On Profect X, the TCR was
Implemented In MS Access. In other
circumstances we have ussd Lolus
Approach. Turnaround lime to
create a test run from Iha repository
Is normally measured In hours.
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Third, a prerequisite for rapid testing Is having the right
people In the right roles (square pegs In square holes) ...
pertonnlng speclallst roles

And finally, rapid testing depends on rapid closure ... there
are two ways of avoiding prolonged discussions over
whether or not the Target Level of Quallty has been reached

There are several different tester roles, each requiring unique skllls:
1. the test team manager
-deftnes lho lest sllolegy, prepares lhe pion, managn lho wale , c<>1m1oolc1ln sl1lu1
2. the methodology expert

1. Before testing starts, reach agreement with the users that the
planned test cases provide sufficient coverage, especlally for:
• system functions Milch they perceive as being critical to the business
• system functions Milch are used very frequently
2) While testing 11 In progress, Involve the users In the resolution of all
defects to ensure that:
• proper severity levels have been assigned
• acceptable woit<arounds exist (or do not)
• the applied fixes really work

-tr8'ns /mentors lhe test l11mmembers, e.g., how locondUct proper Inspections

3. the teat tool (automat1onl expert
- cIe1los lhe loll lod llnk1ge, tnplemenls lhe reposllory delo model
4. the buslneu expert
-designs the testcases and documents llnkege to ~ncttonal requirements
-analyzes the run resuff s. creates the Incident logs

5. the repository technician
-enters lho test cases (and Ial1ted tnramatlon) Into the repository
-ex111ces groups ol test cases upon request
- ccClects tho dolly stollstlct
- backs up lhe reposllary
6. the run technician
-submitslhe b1lchand on-line Jobs
-cepluros Iha before', ·w~ng', ond 'oftOf' run resulls
7. the tell environment technician
-prepares & conft~ros lhe lesl envtronmenl(s)
-lnltrfacn wtlh buslnes, experts lo loed tesl deto bun

On ProJtctx,we had:

Suggested lncfdent Seyerltv Levels

• 1 mgr I meth expert
• 1 test tool expert
• 3 business experts
• 1 n,posltory 1echnlclan
• 2 run technicians
• 2 env. technicians
• 2 untn,lned assistants

~

A serious problem, testing can't continue, no worl<-around available.
tr not llxed quickly, the test schedule will be put al risk .
2
~Artty
b

•

~

serious problem, ut there Is a wor1<-around.
If fixed v.ilhln a law days, tas1lng can be kepi on schedule.

~

Stwrlty3

All o1her problems ... lo be flxed (or no1) at the discretion of the project
manager In consullallon wtth the '!ears
__ ____ ___ _ _ _

-Interfa ces with the develq:,er, to ensure proper verslc:111 of code are used
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r-- - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - -------- - - - - If the schedule of a date-driven project starts to sllp, one of
the common Instinctive project management reactions Is to
ask the testers to "start testing anyway"

On Project X, the followtng completion (closure) criteria
were decided upon with the users prior to the start of
tunctlonal testing
Completion Criteria for Functional Testing
1. The 'nnnn' teslcases would provide sumclent coverage
-nnnn = 9,500 on Projed X
-test case descriplions wen, reviewed wilh the users
-linkage to the functional requin,ments was demonstrated
- linkage to the way the users mold use the syslem was demonslraled
2. All the lest cases would have been allem pied
3. There would be no unresolved Severtty 1 problems
4. There would be fewer than 'n' unresolved Savertty 2 problems
- n = 10 on Project X
5. All unresolved Severity 2 problems would have acceptable workarounds
6. All unresolved Severity 3 problems would have been reviewed lo confirm
lhal lhe severity level should not be upgraded

Premature delivery of code from the developers to the testers Is one of the
great testing Ume wasters and must be closely managed.

On Project X, we negotiated the following criteria for accepting partial .

code deliveries:
1. The delivered code must successfully exit Untt Test
• this was checked by running a set of 'core lestcases' against the function
2. The delivered code muel perform en 'end-to-end' user funcUon
• tt can be skinny, but It must be end-to~nd
• we used the tenns thread, siring, rope, or chain to describe each code delivery
-a thread was 'barely functionar
·a siring was 'partially functional'
-e rope was 'elmostfully functional'
•e chain was 'fully functionar
3. Testing the delivered code must not require any scaffolding
• I.e. no throwawa code

Of all these points, the first Is perhaps the most Important since It
enables the test team to measure progress against a fixed objective.
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~ - ---- - - - - - - - -- ---- - - - - - - - - To this point we have talked about the acceleratlon factors
lnhierent In normal good testing practice, but sometimes
these are not enough ... shortcuts must be considered
Rapid testing shortcuts are baaed on the following 3 assumptions:

Regarding the flrst assumption, anecdotal evidence has
been accumulatlng for many years In support of the
hypothesis that software defects occur In clumps
"In ell the large software systems that have yet been studied by major
corporations, defects have not boon uniformly dlslrlbulod through the syslems,

Instead they have clumped In surprlslngly localized sections"
1. defects are randomly, not uniformly, dlslrlbutod throughout tho
application
2. scmo smell subsel of eppllcellon functionality Is most lmportanl
- Important In the sense !hat defec~ve processing would cause severe
harm to the business

C. Jones, Applied Software Productivity Measurement, 1991

"Studios have shown that errors ere not homogeneously distributed throughout
the modules of a software system; Instead systems are characterized by

error-prone modules"
T. Abdel-Hamid and S. Madnick, Software Project Dynamics, 1991

Well-known Examples
3. scmo smell subsel of eppllcallon funcllonellty Is most used

• OS/360 .. . 4% of the modules had 38% of the defects
• IMS/DB ... 7% of the modules had 57% of the defects
C. Jones, Applied Productillity Measurement, 1991
• OS/370 ... 4% of the modules had 47% of the delecls
G. Meyers, The Art of Soflware Testing, 1974

- - - ---·------·-- -·-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - oc~no,i, IMJ
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The knowledge that defects are randomly distributed
thr~ughout the code can be turned to great advantage to
accelerate testing In projects where time Is running out
If It Is not possible lo lest ell the code thoroughly, then a sensible option Is to
dlr&ci lesllng et predicted hot spots .. the question Is how lo nnd them.
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Low
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1. Code developed under schedule pressure

2. Code developed by Inexperienced (tired, stressed, etc,) staff
Hypothetical
clumps or
Hotspots

•

Reaeons for Defect Clumps
• the defect rates associated wflh late or rushed function are more than
twice as high as nonmal averages ... Jones pp268
• error generation can Increase by as much as 50% under severe
schedule pressure ... Abdel-Hamid pp101

•!:

••
••••

If defects are clumped, It may be due to chance, or It may be
for good reason

• new hires generale 15% more errors ... Abdel-Hamid pp143

3. Code which has been Inadequately unit tested
4. Code with excessive size and complexity
• there Is a strong and direct oorrelatlon between code complexity end
software dolecl rates ... Jones pp269

6. Code generated from confusing requirements/ specifications

•

n Project X, we had examples of all of those: Including developers who were distracted
y difficult per&0nal circumstances, lalo requirements, complex matching algorithms, etc.

Function Risk
High
Fig. 3 Ulus1ralivo defect distribullon
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Regardless, users will need to be re-assured that any rapid
testing shortcuts wlll not put the business at undue risk, or
cause them to look foolish

Combining these factors, the rapid test strategy focuses on
testing that code which Is (1) most Important, (2) most
frequenfly used, and (3) thought to be defect prone

Testers work with the users lo ldenllfy, In the Master Test Plan, the subsets of
the func11onalily which are 'highest risk' & 'highest usage'. II the contingency
plan Is activated, saturation testing of these I\W subsets Is required, but
everything else Is oniof randomly tested looking for clumps ,

Project X, the allocation algorithm was ldentttled es the most Important !unction, and
of the 40 transactions accounted for 95% of usage.
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There Is one key pre-requisite for the rapid testing approach
to succeed: user buy~n to the contingency plan at the outset
of the project Is an absolute must
Rapid testing Is a strategy for winnowing down the number ol test cases . By
definition, some parts of the code will not receive adequate testing . This Is not
something the users should be expected to agree to In a moment ol crisis.
Rather It should be discussed early In the project as a contingency plan.
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Abstract 1
A substantial part of actual practical software engineering
(SE) work is performed in a chaotic way according to the famous SEI classification . This paper deals with chaotic projects which nevertheless succeed, labeling them "heroic "
projects. Example scenarios from industrial practice explain
why any serious amount of development work will always
be heroic. A first-aid approach to quality assurance (QA) for
heroic projects, AQUAM , is presented, which allows assurance of a minimum level of quality and cannot be ignored
by even the most theory-ascetic practitioners.
Key words . software quality assurance , process models,
chaotic projects.

1 Introduction
During the last decade the scientific QA community has successfully worked out a variety of practical methods in order to improve the quality of
software development processes and products.
Moreover reasonable and applicable guidelines
have been proposed on how to raise consciousness as well as the level of quality within industrial
development groups gradually and step by step.
Nevertheless a respectable number of projects and
companies seem to be resistant to these suggestions.
Since the publication of the well known SEI study
[Hump89] on level and distribution of maturity
among North American software developers we
have had the evidence that 85% of software development orga,nizations are categorized as level I
(more or less chaotic in terms of quality assurance)
within the SEI capability maturity model (CMM).
Comparable investigations in Europe have shown
similar results . Moreover the level of quality consciousness seems to be attached to a critical mass
factor, which makes smaller development groups
l This paper has been presented at Quality Week in May
1997 in San Francisco.

more prone to neglect the proposals of the community 2. The introduction of ISO9000-3 as a
broad standard has improved the "paper" quality
of projects, nonetheless it has often not enhanced
the "inner" quality of software documents (personal experience drawn from various industrial consulting projects). But the outside/first-view status
is irrelevant in the end with comparison to the inside/intrinsic (= long-term cost-effective) status of
the projects. There is still a serious gap between
the engineering knowledge offered and many reallife projects in industry.
The work at hand aims at suggesting ways of improving quality within these "dirty" projects by
analyzing and understanding their nature and by
adding quality with respect to that nature.
In section 2 this paper shows an overview on the
state of the art of QA and process model methods
and practices. Section 3 outlines the resistant existence of heroic (= successful chaotic) projects by
quoting some typical industrial scenarios. Section
4 deals with an approach that can help to establish
a minimal level of quality or at least prepare for
later reengineering of quality.

2 Approaches to Improving Quality
in the Industrial SE Process
The overall goal of software development is to
create products that satisfy the customer and to
shape projects to further development in a cost-effective way. A team or organization that says they
do/have quality assurance (QA) intends to state
that they are generally aware of the aims and problems in SE projects and want to act responsibly.
However, quality and subsequently QA are specific to a variety of factors in a software project or

2 Except a few highly successful and excellent companies.
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organization, like size of the organization or project, domain of application, business goals, current operational qualification of personnel , state of
technology, project management, and quality culture in the organization. Underlying connotations
of QA in industrial and academic discussion fall
into the following three categories. 1. SE common
sense - QA is just the state-of-mind of a good
software engineer or denotes a set of routine basic
activities in software development. 2. Control for
conformance - QA is the description for a job in
the company that controls development for proper
alignment to standard procedures and checks the
fitness of products before they get released to the
customer. 3. Research for improvement - the QA
group acts as a focal point for quality at an interproject level. QA is the making, and fine-tuning of
process definitions and standards to infuse organizational learning in the enterprise.

2.1 Viewpoints on and Approaches to QA
SE common sense. Developers and project management keep concepts and vision within their
single project with its available resources and SE
equipment to prevent problems and defects. Goals
are to reduce general risk and overhead effort,
while supporting quality and productivity. Quality
planning as part of project planning may or may
not be explicit. Formal QA is not essential. There
is a strong focus on technical measures with direct
impact on the project at hand.
QA is a synonym for the preparation and evaluation of product tests as well as possible methods
and tools. Typical QA activities are change management, peer reviews, and practical standards for
code readability and SE methods.
Control for conformance. A formal QA function
exists in the organizational unit or special large
project to define and enforce a quality management
system (QMS), typically with emphasis on the areas of documentation, control and procedures,
product and process, as well as service and contract. QA, independent from project management,
acts as a sensor to report problems and quality
evaluations to middle management or may in some
cases serve as a mediator to the customer.

QA provides services and assistance to project
groups, gives feedback and disseminates the mainstream best practice in the organization. Documentation , standards, and formal reviews capture experience with the aim to need less time to learn,
read, understand, and share information. In the
later stages of the project special emphasis lies on
[Schu92] V & V, testing, statistical methods, problem tracking , checking and adapting standards,
configuration management, change control, and
quality definition. Feeling and craftsmanship are to
be traded for process models, validated methods,
and measurement.
A main function of QA is organizing reviews training, planning execution, preparing checklists,
taking part in reviewing key project documents,
giving comments for improvement. The coordination of reviews, training, procedure assessment
should lead to communication within a project and
across project boundaries.
An advanced function of QA may be conducting
in-house audits for process assessment to prepare
for certification with an industry standard.
Research for improvement. Some industrial research groups and work groups at universities or
research institutes are interested in understanding
and modeling experience in practice to give valuable advice as consultants for strategy decisions to
industry top-management.
On top of the QA activities outlined above they offer a portfolio of special state-of-the-art services
that range from coaching pilot projects as preparation for transfer of technology to the production of
local standards on project and department level.
They may give assistance for strategic innovations
like process definition [Basi93, Ling94] or the implementation of metrics usage [Grad92] to gather
hard facts and quantitative data.

2.2 Feedback beyond a single project
Figure 1 shows a feedback cycle that is basis for
most variants of QA approaches. Feedback enables learning from success and failure for future
challenges. The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle originally introduced by the Total Quality Movement
(TQM) can be used on various levels beyono a
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tory , incorporate the lessons learned into the corporate SE know-how , otherwise revise the product or the plan and framework for future.
The interproject knowledge often forms an organizational handbook or a process and procedures
model for engineering activities.

single project to collect and package validated experience. Top-down QA may use an industry-wide
standard as starting point to prepare frames for
planning work like a quality handbook on enterprise level or the quality part of a project plan.
· Industry
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Fig. I: Feedback cycles in QA on various levels.

Bottom-up QA would see what works at project
level and gather local standards of tried and tested
procedures that are recommended to similar projects and may or may not be aligned with industry
standards.
On the project level the feedback cycle translates to
the following steps.
Plan on basis of a framework of experience.
Define the quality for products in the specific context at hand. Set priorities and operational quality
attributes according to external customer and internal quality goals or de facto standards of the application domain. Classify the project as routine procedure or risky expedition and make up a suitable
quality plan, that selects processes, methods and
technology with proper V & V potential, based on
project and product characteristics for reaching
quality goals as part of project planning.
Do. Carry out the plan .
Check the work product against the plan. QA has
to be integrated into the development process for
giving feedback and comments for improvement
during the project to ensure early detection and
removal of defects and flaws.

Act. Close the learning

cycle. Evaluate the outcome at the end of a step. If the result is satisfac-

2.3 Modeling the Engineering Process
In the 70s and 80s process life-cycle models like
the waterfall model , V-model , prototyping derivates, and spiral model [Boeh88] were discussed.
[Curt92] argues that these high level plans are too
abstract for daily project use since they lack necessary how-to information. The models are often unrelated to actual project activities, imprecise, ambiguous, incomprehensible, or unusable descriptions of processes. Organizations typically fail to
update documentation on changes in real-world
activities.
In the last decade much work has been invested
[IEEE93 , Fink94] to overcome these difficulties
by proposing modeling notations for process definition and improvement to forge a common terminology and foster communication among developers. There are two basic categories of process
models - prescriptive models define how a process should be enacted; descriptive models show
how actual processes are currently used, to provide a process baseline for future changes.
The general underlying idea of software process
definition and improvement is to describe and disseminate best practice for more effective projects
that are less dependent on special persons.
Software process improvement (SPI) aims at 1.
identifying all the necessary components of a highyield software development or maintenance process, 2. reusing well-defined and effective software processes on future projects, 3. comparing
alternative software processes, and 4. estimating
the impacts of potential changes to a process without putting them actually into practice.
Modeling the process is the basis for tool selection
and incorporation, managed evolution, and organizational learning. Institutionalized good practice

should lead to ample supply of well-train,d individuals.
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2.4 Top-Down Process Improvement
Top-down SPI models provide the background for
an assessment institution to check the procedures
for software development in a large organization
for conformance to a questionnaire or checklist.
The goal of the organization is to pass the certification for a standard or to determine its software
development capability reflected in a rating grade
or a capability profile. Further steps in the assessment can be to identify problem areas and to plan
how to align the divisions of the organization to
improve conformance to the assessment guidelines.
The Software Engineering Institute (SE!) was
founded in response to 1984 DoD findings that
more than half of the delivered software was never
used as intended. A working group at SEI issued
an initial draft of its Capability Maturity Model
(CMM) in 1987, which has sparked a lot of
awareness for SE and QA, especially among potential government contractors, since CMM has
been used by the DoD for the evaluation of bidders' software capability for large contracts.
Benefits for software industry. The momentum for
assessment has come from large, often governmental, customers, who are in need for independent and cheap assessment of the development capabilities of vendors bidding for contracts. Public
assessment criteria are a means to recoonize
and
0
value a software vendor's capabilities at the current status, monitor improvement progress, and
compare him to other vendors, which heightens
industrial awareness for proposed best practices
and fuels SE discussion. The rating after assessment brings business hints for large organizations
and government customers, where poor rating
may serve as wake-up call.
Benefits for a company. Apart from the possible
business necessity to be certified to a certain
guideline, responsible upper management has the
opportunity to shed light on important projects
with an in-house audit. Self-assessment by a vendor helps the company to get a picture of the current status of SE in the company, get feedback in
comparison to industry, and to see opportunities

for improvement with management commitment.
Assessment brings good and bad to light to set
goals, get evidence, and bring the feedback cycle
to life. The case study [Hump91b] reports improved working conditions, employee morale,
schedule and cost performance as consequence of
an assessment.
Figure 2 shows an overview on major software
assessment models in the US and Europe and influences between these models over time. CMM in
US and ISO 900x in Europe started the discussion
on certification and assessment rating. Bootstrap
and Spice establish models that are similar in intent
and overall structure to the CMM, but include improved questionnaires and grading scales that have
benefited from the reactions to early CMM drafts.
ISO-Standard 9000-3. [ISO91] The standard describes 20 rather general issues that have to be
covered by the QMS of an organization in order to
be audited for certification. ISO 9000-3 certification is a common requirement for large-scale calls
for tenders in Europe, especially the UK, and has
influenced most later European SPI models. To
make the benefits of the ISO approach more accessible to the multitude of European small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) the Ticklt initiative
prepared [Tick92] as a guide to downsize the effort associated with assessment for the audited
company.
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Fig. 2: Cross-influence of SP assessment models.

General steps for a software process assessment.
Process assessment is the first step to process improvement by setting a baseline of the current
state. [Hump9 lb] summarizes the following steps.
Learn how the organization works and identify
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major problems. Enroll its opinion leaders in
change process. After an initial presentation review responses to assessment questionnaire and
conduct interviews with representative project
leaders in a projectwide discussion. Probing functional area representatives in discussions concludes findings for preparing a report with advice
and grading. The organization is to prepare an action plan for improvement.
Capability Maturity Model (CMM). [Hump91a]
summarizes software maturity in eight key areas Project planning, project management, configuration management, quality assurance, standards,
training, process focus , peer reviews, and testing.
More than 50 people from the company are involved in each assessment. Some 100 verified
yes/no questions in the questionnaire lead to ratings on five sequential levels that show SEI's priorities for proper foundation of the SE process beyond the basic first and worst ad hoc level follow project management, engineering process
definition, quantitative management of process and
product quality , and finally continuous process
improvement. Special attention is given to the current level of the organization and further to levelspecific key process areas. CMM level 3 translates
approximately to ISO 9000-3 certification.
According to [Hump89] some 85% of the assessed companies were rated at level I .
Bootstrap. In 1994 the Bootstrap Institute
[Bice95] was founded as result of the EU Esprit
project. The Bootstrap SPI model [Kuva93] draws
on the CMM, ESA standards [ESA9 I], and the
ISO 900x standards. The basic steps, the use of a
structured questionnaire, interviews and diagnosis
are similar to the CMM, while some fundamental
issues in the collection of responses and the rating
are different.
For the answers to the questionnaire there are four
response values - absent, weak, fair, extensive,
plus not applicable - instead of just binary yes or
no alternatives. The rating levels go from O to 5,
where level I means a basic achievement and the
level grades are assigned in quarter steps, like
2.25, to reflect the rating more finely grained.

Instead of assigning a single number for all aspects of the organization a capability profile rates
each process factor on levels one to five .
Achievements of levels above the general company
level get recognized to a certain extent to mitigate
the sequential nature of climbing levels.
The Bootstrap Institute builds a database with the
ratings of European Software industries in order to
provide a company with its own ranking plus the
average of other companies in the same industrial
sector. A Bootstrap assessment can be combined
well with ISO certification and provides a more
detailed overview over the strengths and weaknesses to the company.
Spice. The current ISO-Spice standard [E1Em95,
Kuva95] builds on the Bootstrap model and the
ISO 900x standards.
Spice is based on the idea that individual in-depth
capability analysis of a company is prohibitively
expensive for SMEs. Therefore Spice sets up the
possibility for an organization to carry out a selfassessment with significantly lower assessment
cost and to reuse the assessment outcome for more
than one occasion. The rating profile of 35 processes is the basis for an analysis of strategic
gaps.
The differences in the assessment and scoring
methods between Bootstrap and Spice are often
subtle and even for experts hard to explain in general. The update of CMM for the coming version
2.0 seeks harmonization with the spice model.
Open issues on top-down SP/. While the working
groups for all assessment models claim that the
individual recommendations for improvement are
what really matters, it is the numerical grades that
have strong psychological impact on all parties involved, even though they give a very myopic view
on real capabilities of a developer and may be
subject to problems in the areas of rating stability
over time and interpersonal rater reliability .
[B01191] finds that the software industry fears the
unreflected spill-over of evaluation criteria from
the DoD to other government agencies and private
industry, where the use of grades as competitive
weapon may ban companies with a rating level
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below a certain threshold from bidding. Other parties question the fitness of a working group sponsored by a major software procurer to set a yardstick for uniform use across very differing industrial domains.
Since there is no modeling of existing processes to
help specific improvement top-down SPI does not
necessarily reach and fit to all projects and teams.
More than half of the organizations included in the
survey [Kits93] had problems that were not covered by CMM. [Bria95] notes that prescriptive
best practice models have numerous assumptions
about best practices, business goals and problems
of organizations. There is not much evidence that
adherence of an organization ' s processes to the
prescriptions will find causes of most pressing
problems in all organizations or lead to effectiveness in reaching goals for product quality, productivity, and predictability. The discussion on a
tangible return on bottom-line improvement is still
open [Hers93, Brod95].

2.4 Bottom-up Process Improvement
Bottom-up SPI engages in carrying out resultdriven experiments in pilot projects to gather empirical evidence for inductive improvement in
comparable projects and spreading the knowledge
as appropriate in other parts of the organization.
Cost for improvement can be kept reasonably in
line with the scope of the objectives.
The pioneer with this approach , Software
Engineering Laboratory (SEL) at NASA, sees
software as artefact and as business with both
technical and managerial aspects. SE is seen as an
evolutionary and experimental discipline. Following the Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) researchers in the experience factory [Basi93] seek
to understand what is going on in a project process, identify problems and causes, study opportunities, build competency from experience, and
package validated models for reuse. Measurement
gives a quantitative baseline (e.g., error density
pre and post release, KLOC per PM), information
for action, and a basis for decision. Success and
failures both yield experience (see fig . 1). SE focuses on human based development not on auto-

mated production like in industrial process models, which draws a line to approaches that are oriented towards maintenance or have a narrow
product notion.
General steps. 1. Characterize current project in
the context of people, resource, and product factors as well as process experience. 2. Set quantifiable goals that incorporate viewpoints with a
method like QFD, GQM , or McCall Quality
Metrics. 3. Choose a process model , methods ,
and tools. 4. Execute the process, construct products , collect data integrated into the process and
feed the results back to development. 5. Analyze
data, evaluate practices and problems, suggest improvements. Note effort, source of defects, and
applicable technology. 6. Package validated
knowledge like models for resource allocation,
changes and defects, product size, structure, and
use, processes, products, and lessons learned for
future use.
Action plan. An action plan for process improvement according to the QIP-based method AINSI
[Bria95] includes the following sections. I . State
objectives and motivations. 2. Identify groups,
participants and their responsibilities and prerogatives. 3. Plan steps and their connection to objectives with entry and exit criteria. 4. Consider
phases, risks, uncertainties plus contingency plans
and management. 5. Order activities (normal and
contingency) , participants, responsibility , progress, success. 6. Estimate effort, cost, uncertainty levels.
Success factors. Sustained improvement needs
management commitment, research attitude, the
ability to institutionalize learning, and good people
in the SE process group who should be full-time
credible in-house personnel supported by external
consultants and research experts. [Bria95] concludes, since there are many different ways to
learn, it is possible to start small with a CMM level
5 organization and be focused on research.
Qualitative and quantitative case studies give feedback. There is no magic solution - only small, digestible increments make sense.
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and management, internal measurement for visibility, control of processes and problem tracking,
teamwork with communication and fast feedback
create work patterns for recurring success or
problem situations . They may or may not define
and improve a project-specific process geared towards their needs and procedures.

2.5 QA in work-teams
Figure 3 illustrates that QA and project management shape the project and its phases, while a coherent work team stands behind all activities. The
goal to understand group processes and to
strengthen the work team makes sense in any SE
environment, does not need very broad organizational commitment, can be done even in small
companies, and does not necessarily need the help
of an external consultant.
i

:

Quality Assurance (QA)
I
;
Analysis II Design / Implement. :
I

I

Test

Project Management (PM)

2.6 Summary on SPI and QA

'l

I

Work Team
Fig. 3: The work team in a process context.

There are reports from experiences in industry
where exceptional groups occurred or were
formed. [Hyma93] reports on a fast-growing
high-performance team that thrived on creative
chaos and innovative anarchy, while they were
five persons. The subsequent explosive growth in
steps to 10, 20, 40, and ultimately 80 persons
tested the balance of respecting the strengths of
individuals against the need for uniformity and
stability of the group. Product-oriented teams
helped them to sustain performance. [Cons93]
analyses work organizations along the four dimensions - hierarchy, alignment, divergence, and
reflexivity - with essential team roles and functional roles as basis for effective team work in different project contexts. The rotation of roles, an
appropriate structured external group memory
furthers organizational learning, clear accountability and technical consensus in the group. [Rett93]
describes a process framework for small teams of
3 to 10 persons that builds on an iterative spiral
strategy with the steps plan, approve, do, review
and revise, evaluate (PADRE). Social and technical
roles as well as the synergy of a developing project team and a supporting guidance team thriving
on team consensus, lead to setting up local standards and metrics in addition to a group archive.
Work teams in tune with basic QA mea.sures like
consequent definition of product quality, planning

Summary on process improvement. Assessment is
aimed at large customers in US and EU, who want
to know the software development capability of
large vendor companies before committing to a
contract, and at vendors, who need a certification
of their capability to stay in business in a marketplace. Top-down SPI is oriented towards introducing certain activities rather than achieving specific business goals. The questions in the assessment questionnaire are not useful as a guiding todo list for improvement; the action plan is homework for the company management and consultants . The various models for the computation of
grading levels call for caution with their mutual
interpretation.
Research-minded large or small companies can
conduct in-house bottom-up improvement based
on experience and tailored to their business needs,
which may be a faster way to reach a high level of
maturity than following the CMM level sequence.
Team-oriented QA can include practical bottom-up
suggestions from the team, QA, or research and
build local 'living' QA-standards.
Any successful SPI needs as preparation case
studies for a process baseline, coaching on pilot
projects, training, and recognition in the internal
reward structure. While during the last decade
consciousness about top-down and bottom-up approaches has grown in the SE and QA community,
basic questions remain open on how to capture a
process, how to integrate measurement and process representation , and to find ways to analyse
descriptive models for improvement.
Summary QA. Successful QA is specific to a project and problem as well as the business culture of
the developer anci customer. The expectation of
QA is to use generally validated practices as a
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framework for business as usual , to make stable
routine projects efficient, and to be a cautious sensor for risky expeditions.
Typical problems of QA in practice are rooted in
widely differing views on the usefulness of QA.
1. Successful QA has to be everybody ' s issue ,
even though technical project leaders and programmers may oppose outside 'control' imposed
on them. 2. Conflicting resource allocation goals
among parties involved may lead to discussion
about additional overhead for cost and schedule
incurred by QA. 3. QA needs good people for key
positions, since understaffed, less than welltrained personnel can not offer effective QA service. 4. There are no universally accepted QA
models and procedures.
Under ideal circumstances SE and QA enjoy a
happy and close relationship - serious SE naturally includes QA practices like testing and common reviewing of plans and results, QA mainly
furthers good SE practice.

3 Experiences with "Heroic"
Projects

successfully completed, more or less ignore QA
paperwork and standards. 2. Some developers or
managers succeed in facing , fixing, and solving
the essential tasks within a project by applying
their experience and expertise onto the given "challenge" in the above style. Every success makes
these people more self-confident and more prone
to repeat this pattern of software development
problem-solving.
The term "heroic " originates from this pattern.
Many successful software development practitioners intuitively follow a "hero" 4 metaphor when
doing their job. Often they have adopted an inner
attitude towards their work that rather resembles
the "A-Team" on a mission impossible than standard engineering work. Improvisation is the major
plan and part of the underlying process model.
Heroic projects are definitely on the "chaotic" level
concerning the five maturity levels of the CMM
classification. We apply the term heroic for successful projects only, since chaotic projects which
fail 5 are a rather useless object of investigation for
the research at hand. You can read the term heroic
as chaotic but successful.

3.1 The term "heroic"

3.2 Examples of heroic projects

When asking "radical practitioners" among experienced and successful software developers (engineers and/or managers) about reasons for failure
or success of an industrial project commonly two
radical answers are given. 1. Success or failure of
a SE project is close to independent from the underlying process or software quality model. 2.
Success or failure of a SE project depends almost
entirely on qualification and experience of the
people in charge of working out the solution.
At first glance these statements may sound just
vague and .fatalistic, therefore rather useless from a
scientific point of view; when taking a closer second look they mirror main reasons for resistance
to serious QA in industrial development environments. 1. The bulk of small to medium-size 3 real
world software engineering projects, which are

The following three scenarios outline projects
which are to be labeled as heroic.
Scenario A - non-profit organization. A non-profit
organization operating nation-wide in Austria with
some 400.000 members and 400 employees needs
a state-of-the-art se-rvice package for member administration and internal communication. The
mainframe/terminal-solution in use is outdated,
expensive in production and inflexible regarding
corrective and adaptive maintenance. The requirements for the package are special enough to make
costumizing some standard package or adapting a
similar solution on the market unreasonable.
The organization consists of strong and independent regional units loosely coordinated by a small
4

3 In this paper the tenn medium-size denotes an effort up to
500 person months for a software engineering project .

For better readability the terms "heroic" and "chaotic" will
not be quoted in the rest of the text.
5 After all. a certain proportion of chaotic projects does fail
because of neglecting good SE and QA practices.
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central unit. Decision-making among the units on
substantial parts of the system's requirements is a
difficult process due to frequent internal conflicts
and fears of being outmanoeuvred. Estimated
costs of development up to full production of the
new system are $3 million, while the maximum
budget affordable is $2 million. Higher expenses
would induce some larger regional groups to build
independent solutions, which would lead to considerable negative long-term effects and overall
costs for the organization. The provider of the current host-system uses a strong lobby against the
organization's plan to operate independently in the
future.
Even before development was officially started in
March 1995, several studies and documents, like a
feasibility study and a detailed requirements paper,
had been worked out by in-house authors and external providers to lead the course of events in a
direction amenable to the writer.
Political discussions on basic system principles
e.g. whether to make a rather central or strongly
distributed system and whether off-line capabilities
are sensible or not, took from the start of 1993
until spring 1995. First substantial production began in May 1996. A more or less complete nationwide installation of the new system has been estab 1ished in spring 1997.
The following major reasons why the project became heroic are listed by priority. 1. Late and unstable decisions. Due to the shifting equilibrium of
power among the organizational units decisions
about requirements had to be discussed and rediscussed frequently. This process dragged along
central project decisions , which made work on
unstable ground standard practice. 2. Search for
requirements information. Political information
hiding activities restricted the access to some domain specialists and qualified users in the beginning. 3. Unclear leadership. Ongoing questions on
leadership among the regional units in the project
were often included in a package deal with other
decisions on completely different organizational
matters outside the proj,ct scope. 4. Novel endeavour for organization. Project management for

an information technology development activity
was a task previously unknown to the organization, while the need for trustworthiness and convergence of decision making forced essential parts
of project responsibility and operative work to be
cared for in-house. 5. Low budget. Budget was
too low in relation to the overall functionality
planned.
Scenario B - government logistics. A system for
the procurement and administration of simple and
complicated machinery for a organization with
major public security responsibilities is to connect
4000 clients at some 100 locations in the final
stage of introduction. High problem complexity
comes from the large number of different classes
of item types (over 5,000), like complex technical
artefacts with their multitude of parts or universally applicable small parts, and single item types
(at least 500,000), like aircraft systems or screws
with specific dimensions, as well as from the goal
to model existing business processes as workflows in the new system.
A highly outdated system does exist with restricted
practical applicability to current needs. Due to
weak integrity checks on data input, and due to the
huge item variety certain parts of the existing data
have severely eroded. For years major local subgroups of the organization have established techniques of improvisation to work around system
problems. Nevertheless the overall performance is
weak and estimated savings after the introduction
of a new system suggest a short amortisation period for the investment.
Leadership in renewing the logistics system is a
disputed decision in the organization. Over the
years two competing project approaches, P 1 and
P2, coming from different parts of the organization have emerged.
Project P1 has engaged for over two years in a
structured top-down approach with thorough analysis, tool-supported workflow modelling, respectable and ongoing QA activities. Plans are to
conquer the inherent complexity of the logistics
task with a brand-new object-oriented (00)
database that will handle all the problems. There is
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strong project promotion from top management.
PI is staffed with a mix of an in-house team and
two industrial providers.
Project P2 has evolved over five years from a locally successful system backed by a large and
traditionally rather independent organizational subunit, which is in daily contact with users who really need the system for daily maintenance of aircraft and transport vehicles. P2 is strongly supported by its users.
P2 claims to be able to cover the administration of
the most complicated case of procurement and
maintenance for an aircraft, which enables the
system to handle all other cases. Therefore they
should be in charge of developing the whole system.
PI has created a comprehensive library of analysis
documentation. It has developed useful tools for
solving special subtasks. On the other hand certain
requirements and stress points of actual production
have been ignored completely. Production constraints, like shipping workplace hardware, user
training, or estimated network capacity at the time
of system 's introduction, will strongly define
structure and functional requirements of the final
system. The QA maturity of P2 turns out to be
very low, the current technology of their system is
dated. Project leaders of PI claim that the people at
P2 do not know what SE is about.
An external technical audit stated that I. Pl will
never be realized along its current analysis and
design path, since the assumptions connected with
going into production are not realistic. Moreover a
lot of the invested requirements engineering work
is useless after two years. 2. The working system
of P2 is not extendible to a wider application area
for lack of maintainability. Support for its technological basis will be discontinued soon. There is
no reuse potential in P2, except its experience with
users. 3. Estimated project costs for the total system are $40 million.
Currently a new important class of machinery has
to be introduced which is in need of state-of-theart logistic support. A system for dealing with that
specific purpose is "under construction". The pro-

ject truly is heroic now, while low budget or lack
of time are definitely not reasons in this case. The
major reasons are I. High and unsolved problem
complexity. 2. Lack of experience with the type of
development task. 3. Only a part of the actual reallife task has been covered. 4 . Too many in principle desirable (" golden" ) requirements have been
included. 5 . Postponing the tackling of fundamental problems until some 'silver bullet' solution will
come up, like a 00 database.
Scenario C - software strategy for savings bank.
A savings bank is on its way to modernize the
technical platform which has served its purpose
for nearly I 5 years. The plan aims at a three tier
client/server architecture with PCs at desktops,
strong servers at bank branches, and a database on
the central mainframe. The software plan is to develop a top 00 class library to cover, support and
predefine most of the business cases, design
guidelines and programming standards for the development work to come. Professional external
consultants support an experienced internal group
of pragmatists in establishing a general strategy
step by step. There is time for working out a good
domain analysis as well as a state-of-the-art 00
design. Reasonable experiments on the language
and development-tool question for front-end application programming take place. Even the discussion on the "surviving (prob)ability" of the tool
providers is highly qualified. Middle management
has a serious interest in establishing a development
environment capable of quick reactions to demands for application change as well as a high degree of reuse in the whole process.
A major external factor influenced the till then
strategic process deeply . The bank merged with a
competitor. This created deadline pressure for
harmonizing the two existing IT platforms. The
innovative group was strongly involved in the task
of establishing a common basis. This suddenly led
to short-term milestones with high priority for the
mid-term strategic project. Finally the two strategies had to merge.
At the time of the above events in 1993 and 1994,
lots of 00 front-end packages had severe troubles
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in stability as well as in performance (C++ as well
as Smalltalk). As a reaction the urgently required
versions of front-end applications were prototyped
in Cina "quick and dirty" way. 00 models were
abandoned. The short-term milestones were met.
Mid-term and long-term SE strategies vanished.
Budget for 00 consulting (approx . $2.5 million
per year) was finally withdrawn.
Today's development culture is definitely heroic.
Three obvious reasons were triggering the course
of events. 1. Task overload. Founding a new basis for conscious and long-term effective software
engineering is a demanding task; merging two
historically grown IT environments is a highly
demanding task. It is obvious that the short-term
business goal of harmonizing the two bank environments had to be given priority by the top management at all costs. 2. Availability of experiences
about new technology and tools. Introducing new
SE paradigms is a critical process. If the underlying technological base is not stable and fit for real
production or if experience-driven know-how is
scarce, the whole enterprise is likely to fail. 3.
La.ck of (insisting) consciousness in top management for a long-term QA initiative, lack of budget
was not a reason.

3.3 Why do developer teams fall into
chaotic project processes?
Section 3.2 has shown examples of project scenarios that have been driven into chaotic development
behavior, in spite of consciousness and interest in
good SE practices and QA in the beginning. To
our experience this is not an uncommon phenomenon. We have tried to summarize major reasons for that effect. The reason "too little time" has
been excluded from the list, as there are usually
more specific triggers and shortage of time is more
an effect than a cause6.
6 The list of triggers is based on 1. our personal experience
in industrial consulting, 2. ongoing personal interv iews
with practitioners (engineers and managers) in European
software industry , 3. results of our PhD students who have
worked on their th~~e~ in industrial projucrn.
Please, be aware that this paper rather aims at identifyi ng
reasons for good SE behavior turning into unstructured be-

Low level of consciousness and/or know-how of
QA and strategic SE within the technical staff
(including technical project management). Due to
numerous books, courses and an ongoing improvement in IT-related curricula the problem of
low kno wledge about strategic QA behavior is
diminishing especially with the younger generation
of developers. Consciousness and experience vary
depending on the company's development culture.
Low level of consciousness for QA and strategic
SE in upper management. This has been a major
reason in the past, which recedes due to strong
lobbying of the international QA community .
Nevertheless it is a symptom imminent under
cost/time pressure. Sometimes middle and project
management succeed in launching a major SE innovation process, which can become a Pyrrhic
victory , if top management does not understand
the fundamental idea of QA.
Difficult allocation of experienced and capable
people. Development projects concerning technical
tasks rather unknown to the perforrning company
will often employ new qualified people. Wrong or
inappropriate personnel decisions with newcomers
do hurt and will turn the project unexpectedly, as
the problem is often not identified before the moment of real need when time is short already.
Complex or unfamiliar domain. High complexity
of a domain affords special measures and investments for analysis and design . E.g. in the cases of
business process engineering complexity grows
with the number of users, branches and business
cases. Modelling too many functional requirements anew can become critical , especially if the
actual use is not fu11y predictable. In various practical cases bringing a new IT system into production will even change the domain itself.
If a project team is not experienced with a certain
domain unfamiliarity creates extra complexity.
Disputed political promotion. In theory there is
one person or division in a company who is in

havior than at a search for reasons for the complete failing
of a project (see [Boeh84]). The list serves as orientatiM
the reader and as a basis for discussion .
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for

charge with the solution of an IT task. Nevertheless everyday practice often shows another
landscape. Different divisions propose solutions
and try to push them through . These fights can
sometimes be productive; more frequently they are
a serious hindrance as a lot of energy goes into
lobbying and trying to trap failures of competitors.
Decision making for top management is more difficult as the number of ways how to solve a specific IT problem technically and organizationally is
growing. Stability of political promotion within a
project of a certain duration is desirable but often
lacking.
High technical complexity, e.g. novel technological approaches. A low level of technological experience combined with a certain project type in general often creates unexpected hurdles. The project
cannot benefit from the experiences of predecessors. Developers are unable to find reliable expertise within the close professional environment,
which incurs the risk of "experimental failure".
Ongoing requirements engineering. Sometimes
various cycles of requirements engineering are
needed in order to identify and decide on the final
functionality. For administrative systems this effect is growing with the number of users as well
as with the number of groups involved. Often this
effect is not properly understood during the planning of a project.
I F
#
Cause
9 7
l . QA consciousness of developers.
2 . QA consciousness of management. 6 8
7 6
3. People allocation.
9 4
4 . Political promotion.
7 5
5 . Technical complexity.
8 4
6 . Domain complexity.
6 4
7 . QA knowledge of developers.
5 4
8. Requirements definition.
4 4
9. Budget.
Tab. I: Triggers for inducing chaotic development.

Table ·1 shows a ranked list of triggers that are
likely to induce chaotic development. The triggers
are ordered by the product of the influence (I) of
the cause to an actual project and the overall fre-

quency (F) in practice, both graded on a scale
from O (lowest) to l O (highest).

4 AQ U AM 7 - a first-aid approach
for heroic projects
Chaotic development behavior in actual industrial
practice is not rare at all. Apart from the causes described in section 3 lots of smaller everyday SE
tasks (e.g. tool-testing, short maintenance jobs,
simple prototypes, benchmarks) are not driven by
general QA guidelines. This can be observed even
in companies where QA standards have become a
way of business for years.
In the following we propose a simple guideline
(AQUAM) for improving quality in rather unstructured development projects. We summarize six
rules of thumb based on the authors' experiences
as well as on observation of the working behaviour of practitioners in heroic projects.
RI) Do not interfere with the grown process of development. Team members in heroic projects work
under serious multilateral stress conditions. There
is a certain equilibrium between pressure from top
(e.g. top management, a forthcoming milestone),
pressure from outside (e.g. client, providers of
subsystems or tools, consultants, sales-people of
competing providers) and pressure from inside
(e.g. colleagues suffering from stress symptoms,
uninvolved in-house colleagues claiming to know
better)8. Any attempt to interfere with this competitive conglomerate, which maintains the flow of
development in a heroic project, by trying to attach
a rather alien and unrooted QA activity will either
result in complete rejection (= usual case, the attempt will be treated like other attempts trying to
harm the project's progress). Or - in case strong
measures are applied to enforce the QA scheme- it
7 Add Quality Urgently After Milestone.
8 The reason why a heroic scenario is stable varies from
case to case. Often a strong operative project manager can
be observed as a successful scheduler of influences. Or the·
political promoter can take in the "poison ". Sometimes
there is a highly motivated and self-confident development
team of excellent technicians equipped with a huge
advantage on the know-how level. Other times the effective
instance is just not perceivable.
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will result in serious hindrance of the project9 .
Therefore anything you try to attach to the grown
process must be done in a smooth and respectful
way , in accordance with the will of the project
carriers, or not be done at all.
R2 ) Do it urgently after a milestone. The ongoing
pressure described above is not only the "outside
enemy" that keeps the team together, it is often the
fuel that keeps a heroic project going. The only
time within a heroic project with less stress and
strain is the period immediately after a milestone,
when there is a short-tenn satisfaction with the
clients of the milestone and the next serious deadline is usually at least eight weeks away .
Apart from the fact of lower stress team levels
members at that time still have a fresh memory of
the work perfonned to meet the milestone. Therefore this is the best time to add some quality to the
documents at hand on a minimum level of effort.
(see fig. 4)
Though heroic projects vary tremendously in
structure, size, development strategy, system type
and application area, milestones do appear regardless of development culture 10 . Typically milestones divide the time of development into slices
of 5 to 10% of the planned project duration.

9 The probability that any standard QA scheme corresponds
to the grown development culture of a heroic project is very
low . You can compare this scenario to the idea of improving cleanliness in a rural Southern Indian household by
making the inhabitants 'use' a hoover, ignoring the fact that
there is no electricity in the house . At its best this hoover
will be ignored and the cleaning process continues in the
traditional way, or - in case yo u enforce its use - you either
have to settle for a dirty house (exclusive strategy with system breakdown ), or at least a waste of time (parallel strategy with traditional backup procedure).
10 Milestones and costs are the only generally acknowledged and reliable means of synchronisation and communication among the groups of people involved in a project
(engineers , managers, clients, top managers. users). They
are mostly part of business contracts. They exist already in
the framework of di~cu~~ion during early f;l'~i~i!ity studies.
Even in projects with weak management methodology or
self-organizing characteristics they will be defined.
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Fig. 4: Reasonable embedding of AQUAM
within the development process.

R3) Invest at most 10% of total resources (time,
costs, people) into quality improvement. Since the
quality improvement activities in the short-term
create overhead for the developers, no more than 5
to 10% of scarce commodities like personnel time
or project funds should be invested. These figures
are to be met on the individual level as well as on
the aggregate project level. For some projects it
may make sense to let external people do simple or
tedious work to spare the key developers for more
effective tasks.
R4) Prepare quality resurrection. Instead of reaching for real QA within a heroic project, we should
rather aim at preparing for real QA. No matter
whether QA resurrection will ever be done, its preparation is the only realistic product that can be
achieved. The goal of preparation is to save important project information from being lost or having
to be reengineered later at high cost.
A well-structured group memory is handy 1. to
keep track of decisions, 2. collect risks, weaknesses, and lacks as perceived by the individual team
members immediately after a milestone as well as
3. list all chances, strengths and gains that may be
targeted in the future . These measures also prepare
a work report and represent an opportunity for introspection.
Typical examples of requests to developers after a
milestone dealing with analysis and design 11 may
include 1. prioritzed lists on further interviews
11 Heroic projects often do not have clear-cut phases, as acti vities like prototyping actual production. analysis of system requirements , technical design , coding often overlap.
Especially analysis and design ;n practice
phase before coding of the final system .
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tMrg~ into On@

with experts or users, final systems' functionality ,
and black-box testing of system requirements. 2.
Definition of a standard for enhanced and future
analysis documentation. 3. A collection of requirements believed to be not covered by now.
R5) Aim at individual and uniterated quality improvement. While some basic formalism is useful
for collecting interesting data, AQUAM does explicitly not include a review to enforce this standard on team members. The goal is to capture understanding for what was really going on in the
project in the form of a structured group memory.
A certain degree of subjectivity is seen as an asset
rather than a liability. Focus on feedback from individual team members is also for pragmatic reasons. Achieving quality documents by communicating standards and iterating the process is not
realistic within a heroic scenario (see fig. 5).

schedule ,....-.....__-,
re-negotiate

Ifail

n

after a phase of intensive coding, as a serious part
of requirement analysis is done during coding
within heroic projects. And previous releases of
analysis documentation may be completely inconsistent with the code . In that case the criteria
"thorough documentation of the program code"
might be given lower priority, even though developers' cognition is closest to the code.
The above rules are general guidelines, which
have to be specified within the actual context of a
project. Factors like actual technical structure, organizational constraints, personnel involved or the
actual project history will shape the appropriate
AQUAM recipe12_
In comparison to the common rejecting reaction in
heroic projects towards any requirement beyond
the actual functional demands of the forthcoming
milestone, the above approach results in a rather
acceptable pre-quality status with comparably low
financial and psychological costs.

5 Conclusions

go on

. I
su bmit ! milestone
review

Fig. 5: Inappropriate embeddings of AQUAM
within the development process

R6) Maintain a quality priority list. The project
manager or a senior software engineer should keep
a list of the issues most important for the well-being of the project in the Jong-run. Actual ranking is
due to the estimated risk connected with the Jack of
the issue. As soon as resources are available the
respective first entry can be approached.
For example, in many projects a complete and
consistent requirement engineering documentation
will be of higher priority than the existence of e.g.
a complete test plan. Certain software documents though not being a primary functional necessity might be crucial enough to a project, that even a
violation of suggestion R4 and R5 might be acceptable. They might be given priority in the period immediately after the milestone.
E.g. requirement documents can be rebuild well

Heroic projects do exist and wil1 continue to exist.
This paper explains circumstances and triggers that
can transform "normal" projects into chaotic projects. A quality improvement approach has been
proposed which respects the internal structure of
chaotic projects, goes well with even most unstructured development processes, assures some
quality or prepares its reengineering, and raises the
chance of success for these projects.

12 The authors had the opportunity to work out and establish the above approach for project A described in section 3.
AQUAM activities have been started after the beginning of
coding for the final system, but before distribution to test
users. The results were highly rewarding and acknowledged
by the key developers. Extra personnel were engaged, the
overall costs were around 5% of the total development
costs, key developers invested less than 3% of their overall
time into these 'extra' activities. Therefore the central flow
of development has not been influenced.
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ABSTRACT

Software testing is an essential component in achieving software quality. However, it is a very
time-consuming and tedious activity and accounts for over 30% of the cost. In addition to its high cost,
manual testing is unpopular and often inconsistently executed. Therefore, a powerful environment that
automates testing and analysis techniques is needed. This paper presents a statistics-based integrated test
environment (SITE) for testing distributed applications. To address two crucial issues in software testing,
when to stop testing and how good the software is after testing , SITE provides automatic support for test
execution, test development, test failure analysis, test measurement, test management and test planning.
Keywords: Software Test Environment, Statistics-based Testing, Distributed Applications
1 INTRODUCTION

Software testing is a very time-consuming and tedious activity and therefore a very expensive process and
accounts for over 30% of the cost of software system development [8, 9]. In addition to its high cost, manual
testing is unpopular and often inconsistently executed. To achieve the high quality required of software
applications, a powerful environment that automates sophisticated testing and analysis techniques is needed.
Therefore, Software Testing Environments (STEs) overcome the deficiencies of manual testing through
automating the test process and integrating testing tools to support a wide range of test capabilities [5]. The
use of STE provides significant benefits as follows [11, 13]. Firstly, major productivity enhancements can
be achieved by automating techniques through tool development and use. Secondly, errors made in testing
activities can be reduced through formalizing the methods used. Thirdly, defining testing processes secures
more accurate, more complete and more consistent testing than do human-intensive, ad hoc testing
processes. Fourthly, automated testing improves the likelihood that results can be reliably reproduced.
The Statistics-based Integration Test Environment (SITE) provides a test environment based on statistical
testing which secures automated support for the testing process, including modeling, specification,
statistical analysis, test data generation, test results inspection and test path tracing. Testing of a distributed
application is very complex because such a system is inherently concurrent and non-deterministic. It adds
another degree of difficulty to the analysis of the test results. Therefore, a systematic and effective test
environment for the distributed applications is highly desirable. To address these problems, the SITE is
developed on the Java Development Kit (JDK) which provides Java Application Programming Interface
(API) and Java tools for developing distributed client/server applications.

In Section 2 of this paper, an operational environment for testing distributed software is presented. A basic
architecture of automated software testing is introduced in Section 3. An overview of our approach is shown
in the end of this section. In Section 4, the architecture of SITE is described and the relation of the main
components is also shown. A comparison of S1Es using the SAAM structure is discussed in Section 5.
Section 6 summarizes my research work.

2 AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT FOR TESTING DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE
Distributed applications have traditionally been designed as systems whose data and processing capabilities
reside on multiple platforms, each performing an assigned function within a known and controlled
framework contained in the enterprise. Even if the testing tools were capable of debugging all types of
software components, most do not provide a single monitoring view that can span multiple platforms.
Therefore, developers must jump between several testing/monitoring sessions across the distributed
platforms and interpret the cross-platform gap as best they can. That is, of course, assuming that comparable
monitoring tools exist for all the required platforms in the fust place. This is particularly difficult when one
server platform is the mainframe as generally the more sophisticated mainframe testing tools do not have
comparable PC- or Unix-based counterparts. Therefore, testing distributed applications is exponentially
more difficult than testing standalone applications.
To overcome this problem, we present an operational environment for testing distributed applications
based on the PVM software as shown in Figure 1, allowing testers to track the flow of messages and data
across and within the disparate platforms.
The primary goal of this operational environment is an attempt to provide a coherent, seamless
environment that can serve as a single platform for testing distributed applications. The hardware platform
of the testbed at the lowest level in Figure 1, is a network of SUN workstations running the Solaris 2.x
operating system which often plays a part in distributed and client-server system. The widespread use of
PCs has also prompted an ongoing effort to port the environment to the PC/Windows platform. On the top
of the hardware platform is Java Development Kit (JDK). It consists of the Java programming language
core functionality, the Java Application Programming Interface (API) with multiple package sets and the
essential tools such as Remote Method Invocations (RMI), Java DataBase Conncetivity (JDBC) and Beans
for creating Java applications. On top of this platform is the SITE which secures automated support for the
testing process, including modeling, specification, statistical analysis, test data generation, test results
inspection and test path tracing. At the top of this environment are the distributed applications. These can
use or bypass any of the facilities and services in this operational environment. This environment receives
commands from the users (testers) and produces the test reports back.
The picture given in Figure 1 shows an approximate idea of how the various parts of the operational
environment fit together. It gives an indication of the gross structure, so henceforth we will use it as our
model.
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Figure 1: An operational environment for testing distributed applications

3 A BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING
In this section, a process of automated testing is described for distributed applications. Testing is a methbd
to validate that the behaviour of an object is conforming to its requirements specification. Therefore, before
testing, the requirements specification activity should be to specify the detail input data, expected results
and non-deterministic or deterministic behaviour of a distributed application. Formal or semi-formal
specification techniques may be appropriate for expressing such a specification which can act as a basis for
test data generation, test execution and test result validation. The basic architecture of automated testing is
shown as in Figure 2.
3.1 Requirements Specification

Requirements specification is the activity of identifying all of the requirements necessary to develop the
software and fulfill the user's needs [2]. Not only do testers need specified-behaviour information in order
to detect whether or not the test results satisfy their requirements but other software developers must have
that information. However, the functional requirements is not enough in achieving software quality. What
we need to do is to add quality to software during the engineering process. To achieve this, testers must be
conscious of quality requirements at the same time they are building in functional requirernents[4]. In the
other words, the objective of this paper is to answer the two crucial questions in software testing:
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• When to stop testing (whether distributed or not)
• How good the software is after testing
Therefore, requirements specification must include the software requirements, test requirements and quality
requirements[2, 3]:
• Software requirements include input, processing and output requirements. The input requirements consist
of the types of input, quality characteristics of each type of input, rules for using the input and constraints
on using the input. The process requirements contain exhaustive listings of the functions the software must
have. The output requirements include man-machine interface and other characteristics of the products to
be generated by the software.
• Test requirements consist of a test plan with which the software is to be tested and accepted. They define
the product units and product unit defectiveness for statistical sampling, sampling methods for estimating
the defect rate of the software population with which to judge software quality, statistical inference methods
and confidence level of software output population quality, the acceptable software defect rate and test input
unit generation methods.
• Quality requirements is specified by some activities that are followed to analyze the user's needs for
quality, to convert the quality needs to requirements and to document the results of the software
requirements analysis. These documents must clearly be validated by users since only they know what they
want.
A requirements specification presented to a tester could be as informal as a set of notes scribbled during
a meeting or as formal as a document written in a specification language. Formal languages such as Z, VD M,
LOTOS, etc. [6, 10] have been promoted strongly by the academic community in recent years although their
take up in industry has been patchy. They are particularly well suited for specification-based testing.
However, the method of test data selection in these approaches was based on the deterministic testing
method and two main issues of software testing-when to stop testing and how good the software is after
testing-were only briefly discussed in these approaches.
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3.2 Test Data Generator

Test data generation is a process of selecting execution path/input data for testing. Most of the approaches
dealing with automatic test data generation are based on the implementations code, either using stochastical
methods for generation or symbolic execution. This seems quiet natural, since in a traditional software
development process this usually is the only "specification" that has formal semantics allowing detailed,
automatic analysis. Using formal specifications these tasks can now be carried out along the specification.
Different work with formal specification has been done as well, either describing manual or automatic test
data generation [ 6].
A test data generator is a tool which assists a tester in the generation of test data for a software. It takes
formally recorded specification information, treats it as though it were a knowledge based or data base and
applies test design rules to this base to automatically create test data. If a requirement changes in the
knowledge base, new test data can be designed, generated, documented and traced.

3.3 Test Execution
Test execution is a process of feeding test data to the software and collecting information to determine the
correctness of the test run. For a sequential software, this process can be accomplished without difficulty.
However, for distributed applications, some test cases can be very hard to execute because by having more
than one process executing concurrently in a system, there are non-deterministic behaviours. Repeated
executions of a distributed software with the same input may execute different paths in the distributed
software and produce different results. This is called the non-reproducible problem. Therefore, a
mechanism is required in order to exercise these test cases.

3.4 Test Results Validator
Validation of test results is a process of analyzing the correctness of the test run. For the sequential software,
the correctness of an execution can be observed by comparing the expected and software the software
outputs. However, for distributed applications again because of non-determinism, there are more than one
or possible infinite outputs for one execution. Validation of such test results is much more difficult than that
of the sequential test results.
The behaviour of a distributed application can be represented by sequences of communication events. Each
such sequence represents a possible interaction of communication events. Generally, the event sequence is
long and the number of all possible sequences is usually extremely large. Because of the non-determinism
of distributed applications, using breakpoints to validate the execution result is not acceptable. To reduce
the interference of testing to the system, it is required that the sequence of events transmitted during the
execution be recorded in a so-called execution history file for an off-line analysis. However, it is erroneous
and tedious work if this analysis is done by human. Thus, an automated analysis tool is required.
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3.5 Our A pp roach
To guide testers in testing distributed software, the tool, the SMAD tree which is between formal and
informal specification, is presented. Extending this concept of the SIAD/SOAD tree in FAST [3], we
attempt to specify all possible delivered messages between events by means of the "Symbolic Message
Attribute Decomposition" (SMAD) tree. It combines with classification and syntactic structure to specify
all delivered messages. In the upper level of the SMAD tree, we classify all delivered messages into three
types of message: input message, intermediate message and output message. Each type of message has a
syntactic sub-tree describing the characteristics of messages with a happen-before relationship so that it can
be determined whether messages were delivered in an order consistent with the potential causal
dependencies between messages.
The SMAD tree is used to define the test case, which consists of an input message plus a sequence of
intermediate messages, to resolve any non-deterministic choices that are possible during software
execution, e.g., the exchange of messages between processes. In other words, the SMAD tree can be used
in two ways, firstly to describe the abstract syntax of the test data ( including temporal aspects) and secondly
to hold data occurring during the test.
A test data input message can be generated based on the input message part of the SMAD tree and rules
for setting up the ordering of messages which are incorporated into the tree (initial event) .The intermediate
message part of the SMAD tree can trace the test path and record the temporal ordered relationship during
the lifetime of the computation. The test results also can be inspected based on the output message part of
the SMAD tree (final event), both with respect to their syntactic structure and the causal message ordering
under repeated executions.
For testing distributed applications, the test strategy consists of testing on two levels: component testing
and interaction testing. The component testing is based on dynamic testing which combines FAST and other
testing techniques. The interaction testing can reveal potential behavioural properties of a distributed
software using deterministic testing.

4 SITE: A STATISTICS-BASED INTEGRATED TEST ENVIRONMENT

The objective of SITE is to build a fully automated testing environment with the statistical analysis. The
architecture of SITE suggested in Figure 3 consists of computational components , control components and
an integrated database. The computational components include the modeller, the SMAD tree editor, the
quality analyst, the test data generator, the test paths tracer, the simulator and the test results validator. There
are two control components, the test manager and driver.
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The SITE is designed for distributed applications, according to the test requirements:
• To set up the requirements, including the functional and quality requirements,
• To execute automated testing until it has been sufficiently tested (when to stop testing),
• To re-execute the input units which have been tested (regression testing),
• To execute the component-testing first and the interaction testing second,
• To test all " interface" paths among processes which should be traversed at least once,
• To enhance testing in areas that are more critical,
• To produce test execution, test failure and test quality reports.
For a distributed application, the test environment could model the executing behaviour, edit messages '
specification into a SMAD tree file, automatically generate test data based-on statistical testing, receive a
test software, run the software with the generated test data, trace the test paths recording in the path records
file for re-tests, inspect the test results and finally generate a test report to the tester.
4.1 Test Manager

Software testing is an extremely complicated process consisting of many activities and dealing with many
files created during testing. The test manager has two main tasks: control and data management.
The task of control management provides a GUI between tester and SITE. This GUI receives commands
from the tester and corresponds with the functional module to execute the action and achieve the test results.
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It will trigger the test driver to start test and get the status report of test execution back which will be saved
in the test report repository.
The task of data management provides the support for creating, manipulating and accessing data files as
well as the relations among these data files which are maintained in a persistent database in the test process.
This database consists of static and dynamic data files. The static data files include a message-flow paths
file, a SMAD tree file, a random number seeds file and a quality requirement file. The dynamic data files
include an input unit file, a product unit file, a test paths recording file, a defect rate file, a file for the range
of defect rate and a sample size file.
A conceptual data model for this database is shown in Figure 4. These data files will be described more
fully through this paper as they arise.

Generatelnput

ProvideSeed

Figure 4: A conceptual data model for SITE

4.2 Modeller
The Modelling activity includes [3]: modelling of inputs and outputs as well as modelling of the software.
Inputs are modelled in terms of types of input data, rules for constructing inputs and sources of inputs. The
modelling of output includes the crucial definitions of product unit and product unit defectiveness on which
the design and testing of the software must be based. The software itself, as distinct from its output, is
modelled in terms of the description of the process being automated, rules for using inputs, methods for
producing outputs, data flows, process control and methods for developing the software system.
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A distributed application is a system as a set of communicating processes, where each process holds its
own local data and the processes communicate by message passing. In SITE, the modelling component
describes a set of asynchronous processes in a distributed application to be tested with message-flow
routines to gather information about an application's desired behaviour from which all tests are then
automatically derived.
This model is used as the basis of a specification in the SMAD tree that can be used to describe the abstract
syntax of the test cases as well as to the trace data occurring during the test. The message-flow routines
will provide an elemental function visible at the system level and constitute the point at which integration
and system testing meet, which results in a more seamless flow between these two forms of testing. This
information provides support for test planning (a component testing and an interaction testing) to the test
driver as well as the SMAD tree editor for specifying messages among events.
The modelling of output also includes output quality planning, in which sampling methods and parameters
for software testing and the acceptance procedure are determined. These parameters include firstly a
definition of the defectiveness of the product unit so that the quality of a product unit can be evaluated and
secondly an identification of the tolerance limits in defining the defectiveness of a product unit This
information provide support for test planning and test measurement to the statistical analyst.

4.3 SMAD Tree Editor
Requirements specification is the activity of identifying all of the requirements necessary to develop the
software and fulfil user needs. Here, the SMAD tree is a powerful tool to represent the input/output domain
in a convenient form for the crucial part of requirements specification.
The SMAD tree editor is a graphical editor that supports editing and browsing of the SMAD tree. The
SMAD tree and the model will he built at the same time. The modeller will trigger the SMAD tree editor
when each message links two events during the modelling process. The result of editing will be saved in
a SMAD tree file which allows the test data generator to generate test data by a random method and the test
results validator to inspect the product unit.

4.4 Test Driver
The test driver calls the software being tested and keep track of how it performs. More specifically, it should
• Set up the environment needed to call the software being tested. This may involve setting up and perhaps
opening some files.
• Make a series of calls to operate the dynamic testing. The arguments for these calls could be read from
a file or embedded in the code of the driver. If arguments are read from a file, they should be checked for
appropriateness, if possible.
There are some different activities between the component testing and interaction testing. Therefore, the
test driver invokes different computational components/sub-components in different level testing. This
difference is shown in Figure 3.
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During the component testing, the test driver triggers the test data generator to generate input according
to the requirements determined by the statistical analysis of the quality analyst, makes a series of calls to
execute the application and produces the product unit to the test results validator for evaluation of the tests
and software.
After the component testing, the test driver performs the interaction testing. It starts by calling the call test
data generator to generate an input message plus a sequence of intermediate messages which are selected
to correspond to the message-flow paths file and sets up the ordering of messages using 'happened before'
relationships which are incorporated into the SMAD tree. When the test runs, the test driver invokes the test
paths tracer to trace the test path and record the temporal ordered relationship into the path recordings file
during the lifetime of the computation. The test results also can be saved into the product unit file to the
test results validator for inspecting the product unit, both with respect to their syntactic structure and the
causal message ordering under repeated executions using the path recordings file.

4.5 Quality Analyst
4.5.1 Statistical Analysis For Component Testing
Testing a piece of software is likely to find the defect rate of the product unit population generated by the
software. Therefore, each execution of the software in SITE is considered equivalent to 'sampling' a product
unit from the population which consists of an infinite number of units. The goal of statistics-based testing
is to find certain characteristics of the population such as the ratio of the number of defective units in the
population to the total number of units in the population. Clearly a mass inspection of the population to find
the rate is prohibitive. An efficient method is through statistical random sampling. A sample of n units is
taken randomly from the population. If it contains d defective units, then the sample defect rate, denoted
by e0, is e0 =din. If n is large enough, then the rate e0 can be used to estimate the product unit population
defective rate 8.
Addressing the two major testing issues: when to stop testing and how good the software is after testing,
the statistical analyst provides an iterative sampling process that dynamically determines the sample size

n. It also provides a mechanism to estimate the mean, denoted by µ, of the product unit population. Once
the value ofµ is estimated, the product unit population defect rate 8 can be computed byµ= n8. If the value
of 8 is acceptable, then the product unit population is acceptable. The piece of software is acceptable only
when the product unit population is acceptable. Therefore, the estimated product unit population defect rate
8 can be viewed as the software quality index. The full details can be seen in [3].
The statistical analyst receives quality statements from a quality requirement file. The quality statement
defines software quality that is equivalent top% of the product unit population being non-defective (the
acceptance level). The result of the iterating sampling process, sample size n, will be dynamically saved into
a sample size file for providing an information to the test data generator. The values of confidence interval
10

also is computed and will be saved into a file for the range of defect rate for supporting the evaluation of
software quality by the test results validator.

4.5.2 Test Coverage Analysis For Interaction Testing
The objective of interaction testing is to to verify the message exchanges among processes. One reasonable
cover would be to require that all "interface" messages between a pair of process should be exercised at least
once. The "interface" message is the message sent out and received from different processes. In SITE, we
can use the path recordings file in comparison with the message-flow paths to examine whether or not there
are " interface" messages which do not verify. If so, more tests are added until the test set is sufficient for
the quality level required.

4.6 Test Data Generator
After the sample size is determined, the SMAD tree file is used for automatically generating input test data
through random sampling with a random number seed. The input test data will be temporarily saved in the
input unit file for regression tests according to the test requirements.
For interaction testing, the test generator addresses how to select the input test data plus event sequences
from the SMAD tree with the "happened before" relationship. Due to the unpredictable progress of
distributed processes and the use of non-deterministic statements, multiple executions of an application
with the same input may exercise different message-flow paths. Therefore, the input test data plus event
sequences are generated with reference to the message-flow paths file .

4. 7 Test Path Tracer
The reproducibility of tests is important, particular in testing distributed applications. Therefore, we need
a mechanism for tracing and recording test paths during the test. The tracer consists of correlated views that
allow the tester to compare different information about a path routing in the software execution. The path
tracer records events from currently executing tasks into a path records file, where the trace is played in " real
time". Once a path record file has been created, the tester can replay the trace for re-tests.

4.8 Test Results Validator
A test results validator in SITE is like a compiler. Much as a compiler reads and analyzes source code, the
validator reads and analyzes the test results with the SMAD tree. It introduces the static testing method to
inspect the test results during dynamic testing. The main advantage of using the SMAD tree here is that we
do not need a test oracle to compute expected results. The SMAD tree can be used directly for automatic
inspection whether or not the results produced by the software are correct. In the interaction testing, the
validator examines the execution of different test paths which drive from different test data or from the same
test data (repeated execution) to test the causal message ordering with the " happened before" relationships
in the SMAD tree.
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The validator receives the test results during test execution. After inspecting the test results, it will compute
the defect rate and store it in the defect rate file thus providing data to the quality analyst dynamically.
According to test requirements, the test failure report is produced by the validator.

5 COMPARISON WITH OTHER TEST ENVIRONMENTS
5.1 An Overview Of The STEP Model And SAAM
Eickelmann and Richardson [5] developed the Software Test Environment Pyramid (STEP) model which
partitioned the STE domain into six canonical functions, test execution, test development, test failure
analysis, test measurement, test management and test planning, in a corresponding progression of test
process evolution in [5] - the debugging, demonstration, destruction, evaluation and prevention periods.
This correspondence is shown in Figure 5 and the full details can be seen in [5] .
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Figure 5: STEP Model, adapted from [5]
Based on the STEP model, a comparison and analysis of three STEs [5], PROTest II (Prolog Test
Environment, Version II) [l] , TAOS (Testing with Analysis and Oracle Support) [11] and CITE (CONVEX
Integrated Test Environment) [131, was made by the Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM)
which provides an established method for describing and analyzing software architectures. To accomplish
this work, there are three main steps in SAAM [5] : firstly, to characterize a canonical functional partition
for the domain, secondly, to create a graphical diagram of each system's structure by the SAAM graphical
notation and thirdly, to allocate the functional partition onto the system structure. This done, the three STEs
were analysed to determine whether the architecture supports specific tasks or not in accordance with the
qualities attributable to the system.
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In the graphical notation used by SAAM there are four types of components [7]: a process (unit with an
independent thread of control); a computational component (a procedure or module); a passive repository
(a file) and an active repository (a database). There are two types of connectors, control flow and data flow,
either of which may be uni or bi-directional. The notation is a concise and simple lexicon shown in figure
6.
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Figure 6: SAAM architectural notations, adapted from (7)

5.2 SITE SAAM Description And Functional Allocation
The SAAM graphical depiction of SITE is shown in Figure 7. SITE supports statistics-based testing on the
top of specification-based testing with two main issues in software testing, when to stop testing and how
good the software is after testing. It provides automatic support for test execution by the test driver, test
development by the SMAD tree editor and the test data generator, test failure analysis by the test results
validator, test measurement by the quality analyst, test management by the test manager and test planning
by the modeller. These tools are integrated around an object management system (12) which includes a
public, shared data model describing the data entities and relationships which are manipulable by these tools.
SITE enables early entry of the test process into the life cycle due to the definition of the quality planning
and message-flow routines in the modelling. After well-prepared modelling and requirements specification
are undertaken, the test process and the software design and implementation can proceed concurrently.
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5.3 STE Comparison
The use of SAAM provides a canonical functional partition to characterize the system structure at a
component level. The functionalities supported and structural constraints imposed by the architecture are
more readily identified when compared in a uniform notation [5]. A comparison of four STEs, PROTest II,
TAOS, CITE and SITE, made by the SAAM is shown in Figure 8.
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However, test process focus was identified for each STE across the software development life cycle, shown
in Figure 9.
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• PROTest II and CITE support implementation-based testing and have a destructive testing process focus.
This focus has a limited scope of life cycle applicability, as it initiates testing after implementation for the
purpose of detecting failures.
• TAOS supports specification-based testing and has an evaluative test process focus. An evaluative test
process focus provides complete life cycle support, as failure detection extends from requirements and
design to code.
• SITE supports statistics-based testing and has a prevention testing process focus. It focuses on fault
prevention through parallel development and test processes. SITE uses the way that timely testing improves
software specifications by building models that show the consequences of the software specifications.
There exist some differences amongst implementation-based, specification-based and statistics-based
testing. With implementation-based testing, only a set of input data can be generated from an
implementation, but the expected outputs can not he derived from the implementation. In this case, the
existence of an oracle (in the human mind) must be assumed and checking the test results against the oracles
has to be done. With specification-based testing, both test input data and the expected outputs can be
generated from a specification. The statistics-based testing is on the top of specification-based testing with
the quality plan before specification.
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6 CONCLUSION
The support of fully automated test environment for distributed applications have been a desired significant
issue to the software development process. In this paper, an operational environment for testing distributed
applications is proposed. An essential component for developing quality software is SITE in this operational
environment. It consists of control components (test manager, test driver), computational components
(Modeller, SMAD tree editor, quality analyst, test data generator, test paths tracer, test results validator,
simulator) and an integrated database. The activities of the test process are integrated around an object
management system which includes a public, shared data model describing the data . entities and
relationships which are manipulable by these tools. SI1E addresses the two crucial requirements, when to
stop testing and how good the software is after testing, for software test and provides automated support for
test execution, test development, test failure analysis, test measurement, test management and test planning.
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National Software Quality Experiment
Don O'NeiH Cansuhing

Experiment Purpose
Experiments Participants
Software Inspection Lab
Measurement and Metrics
Common Problems
Organization of Findings
Conclusions
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Experiment Purpose
Don O'Neill Consulting

To measure progress towards the national objective

Reduce software problems by a factor of 10
by the year 2000
To benchmark the state of software product quality

Quality Characteristics
Don O 'lwliR Consulting

Conformance to requirements
Satisfy every "shall''
Defect free
Six Sigma: 3-4 errors per million opportunities
to fail
Customer satisfaction
Surveys and feedback
Value
Apply best efforts to what customers need most
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Advice on Establishing a
National Database
Don O'Neill Ccnsuhing

Wide variance may exist in the collection process
Common data definitions are needed
Goals and questions should precede data collection
Confidentiality of the data must be protected
Source: Software Engineering Institute, ''A Concept Study for a National Software
Engineering Database", 1992

Experiment Approach
Don O'NeiU Ca>sulting

Obtain core samples of software problem rates using an
industrial strength procedure
Continue to measure software problem rates annually to the
year 2000
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Experiment Participants
Don

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O

O 'Nein Ccnsuhing

Communications
Finance, personnel, a~ministration
Command and control ·
Pre and post flight space application
Command and control center
Avionics flight on-board control
Administrative and management decision support
Medical information system
Global positioning system user sets
Joint Chiefs of Staff support
Avionics flight on-board control
Artillery fire control system
Surface ship command and control
FAA communications
Communication, command, control

Experiment Participants (2)
11 Ccnsulling

P
Q

R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC

Naval surface weapons system
Control devices for avionics
Control devices for commercial
Aircraft jet engine diagnostics
Financial
Insurance and medical information
Government accounting
Aircraft logistics and maintenance
Telecommunications
Aircraft jet engine diagnostics
FAA Air traffic control
Financial services
Naval surface weapons system
International banking
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Software Inspection Lab
Don O'Neill Consulting

Structured Review Process
Standard of Excellence Checklists
Defined Roles of Participants
Forms and Reports

Standard of Excellence
Don O'Neill Ccnsufling

Completeness
Traceability from code to requirements

Correctness
Intended function with faithful elaboration of steps that carry it out

Style
Naming, commentary, alignment, case, highlighting, templates

Rules of Construction
Application domain specific reference architecture

Multiple Views
Programmer, tester, user, computer resources, security, Y2K
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Inspection Lab Operations
Don O'NeiDConsuhing

Sessions

Prep
Effort

Conduct
Time

Major
Defects

Minor
Defects

Size in
Lines

1807

116,577

39,832

1339

7577

676,978

Metrics:
1.
13.08
2.
87.06
3.
1.98
4.
11.19
5.
1.019
6.
4.93
7.
4.27

Minutes of preparation effort per defect
Minutes of preparation effort per major defect
Major defects per KSLOC ·
Minor defects per KSLOC
KSLOC per conduct hour
Defects per session
Return on Investment

Defect Severity and Category Summary
Don O'NeiD Consulting

Missing

Wrong

Major

7.44

5.95

Minor

49.76

27.63

8.32

85.73

Total

57.20

33.60

9.20

100.00
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EE) Test
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Other
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Common Problems
Don O 'NeiU Consulting

Source code lacks traceability to design, specification, and
requirements
Systematic design is not practiced
Source code is recorded in ad hoc style
Rules of construction for the application domain are not
stated, understood, and applied

Organization of Findings
Don O'NeiDConsulting

Year: 1992 to 1996
Software Process Maturity Level
Organization Type
Product Type
Programming Language
Global Region
Industry Type
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Conclusions
Don O 'NeiUConsulting

Looking harder, finding more
'

Government should consider commercial practices
DOD Industry may be Umited by Government acquisition
management practices
Consumers hold producers to higher standards than than
producers hold themselves
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1.0 Introduction
As Development Managers, Quality Managers and Project Leaders in today ' s
rapid time to market environment, we face many interesting challenges. During my
experience, I have found some of the more interesting challenges to be: how do we track
the condition of a software project under development? How do we avoid unpleasant
surprises a week before we are about to ship? How do we set quality goals for the
product and how do we measure that we are meeting the goals? How do we know when a
product's condition is stabilizing? Most importantly, how do we know we can ship?
Other important questions are how do we scope the test effort for the project? What's the
scope of the test effort? What are we capable of testing in the time frame allotted? How
can resources be allocated or re-allocated to meet the testing needs? How do we do a
better job from a testing standpoint on the next project?
It has been my personal experience throughout my career that many organizations
have made these decisions based solely on gut feeling and emotions. I have especially
found this to be true in a smaller company with little or no resources dedicated to
software quality processes or initiatives. Unfortunately the consequences of adhoc
planning and making uninformed decisions have resulted in the inability to make product
ship dates for causes such as product quality problems or inadequate testing. These types
of decisions have also resulted in products being released prematurely, resulting in high
product rework costs and customer satisfaction issues. High product rework costs cannot
only affect an organization financially, they can also cause delays in follow product work,
which affects time to market concerns.
Fortunately these problems can be avoided through the use of software metrics.
There are many metrics that can be used to provide the project development team with the
information needed to track the condition of the product and the condition of the test
effort during the development cycle. This information can be used to aid the team to
make informed decisions about the produ~t. There are also metrics that can be used by the
test team to aid in the planning stage and execution stage of the test effort.

A Practical Approach To Using Software Metrics .

The most difficult part of the use of metrics is not interpreting metrics
themselves, it is determining the information needed from the metrics and then choosing
the correct metric to yield the desired information. This paper will focus on using a
specific set of software metrics I have used as a software quality manager during the
development cycle, and what information the metrics have provided me. It will also
discuss the individual metrics within the set, including what each metric reports, where
the metric is best used in a project, the advantages and disadvantages (if applicable) of
each metric, and how certain metrics cross check each other. Finally, it will focus on how
to implement the use of software metrics.
Metrics are tools at our disposal to aid us and flag us when things are not going
along as we had planned. Metrics are not foolproof and results may vary from time to
time. However, Metrics are an excellent tool to look for trends. When a metric is
deviating from a stated or predicted trend it gives us the opportunity to go investigate the
reason for the deviation. In some cases we may discover real problems and may need to
address something in our product development effort. In other cases we may find that the
trend we have predicted is inaccurate and may need to adjust our information. In any case
it is better understand potential problems early when something can be done, then when it
is too late.

2.0 Sizing the test effort
In all of the organizations I have been associated with, the overall charter of the
group has been to find and identify defects in the product. Based upon this charter a few
of the challenges in the planning effort have been to understand where to look for defects,
understand how to look for defects, and understand if all the defects have been found.
Additional challenges are figuring out how to measure the fact that we are getting
anywhere close to finding all the defects we need to find, where are the risk areas in the
product, and how much time is it going to take to find all the defects.
When the Q.A. manager or project leader is sizing up the test effort for an
upcoming project, there are many factors that need be taken into account when trying to
figure out all the defect information discussed above, and planning the testing resources
to find them. One basic element to resource planning is if you do not understand how
many defects you have to find, how can you plan for finding them? I have not found one
surefire method to provide all the information I need to estimate this work accurately, nor
do I believe there is one. However I would rather use a method that gives me some
measurable information over an adhoc guessing method. In choosing a method for
measurable resource planning one must be willing to accept the fact that no method is
completely accurate and each method will most likely have to be used and refined
throughout multiple project cycles.
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2.1

Planning Challenges
When looking at the factors and addressing the challenges, there are variables in
the planning process depending upon whether the project is based upon new product
development or based upon making enhancements to an existing product. One also has to
look at variables in the coding methodology, such as whether the development effort
consists of porting existing code to a new platform, enhancing existing code or
developing brand new code.
Other challenges are based upon the complexity of the functionality of the
components being developed. Looking at the functional specification should aid in
determining the functional complexity of the component, and aid in designing functional
tests for the component. However, the question remains, will a design from a functional
spec ensure the ability to exercise all the code paths and meet all the test requirements
needed to adequately test the component and find all the defects within the component?
Code coverage tools are an excellent aid to ensure code path coverage and are highly
recommended when ever possible. However, older operating systems and legacy
applications often do not lend themselves very well to code coverage tools and many do
not have any tools associated with them.
Once coverage is planned from a functional specification, will there be enough
information to define the total time needed to test the component and if so, how can one
measure success or failure from a time standpoint? One way to track this information is to
make time estimate based upon "x" amount of time per command and have the tester
executing the tests keep a record of the time spent to verify the accuracy of the estimation.
To ensure some consistency the functional test matrix could include a time section with
specific parameters defined around the recording of time, to handle exceptions such as
time taken to reproduce problems, etc. Note that the data out is only as good as the
individuals keeping the records. Another factor, is keeping the records can be very time
consuming and interfere with hands on test time. The data could also vary if different
testers are inputting the data, regardless of the process parameters. This form of time
estimation would have to be done with every component in the product, which could be a
very time consuming effort in itself.
When taking all these factors into account and attempting to formulate a
somewhat accurate resource plan, it is helpful to find a method that takes all factors into
account in an overall sense. The method to be discussed allows a project planner to come
up with a measurable mean to predict the number of resources needed during a project by
attempting to understand the amount of defects to be found. The method can also use
other metrics discussed further on in this paper to track the number of defects found
throughout the project life cycle.
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2.2 Defect Prediction Metric
The defect prediction metric is usually derived at the beginning of a project. The
defect prediction method is based upon a fairly simple premise, it estimates the number of
defects that might be present in a software product. Then it calculates how long it takes
your organization to find the defects. As discussed earlier, no method is totally accurate.
However, during my experiences I have found that this method provides a good baseline
for resource estimates, and it can be refined and updated from project to project. When
first starting out with the defect prediction method it may be a good idea to
use it in conjunction with an organization's existing resource methods for comparison
purposes.

In order to really implement the defect prediction method, it is best to have some
sort of existing product history in the company. This may be a difficult approach to use
for a company producing their first ever product. It also may be difficult to use if your
company has not practiced the recording of defects when a defect is found. One of the
more important things to remember when using the defect prediction method is an
organization needs to start somewhere.

2.3 Calculating Defects
Defects prediction is based upon known or estimated lines of code and measured
defects per KLOC. (Kl.OK= 1,000 line of code). It obviously is not possible to get the
defect per KLOC numbers on a new project. However, by looking at historical data in
previous product development efforts, a baseline for defects per KLOC can be formed for
initial use in the defect prediction effort. If an organization is practicing code reviews, it
is important to understand if the defect information is recorded and included in the KLOC
number when planning test resources. It has been my experience, that an estimate of 50
defects per KLOC is a good starting point to work from, when initial data is unavailable.
Another caveat is that predicting the lines of code to be produced is not an exact
science. The lines of code prediction will have to be an estimate and the estimate needs to
come from the engineering development team. In the past I have learned, when a
developer specs out their work, the developer is usually pretty close at estimating their
lines of code. I have also learned that using a 10% plus or minus factor in the estimate is a
safe practice.
Once the numbers of lines of code are predicted, and the average defects per
KLOC have been established, divide the total lines of code by 1,000 and then multiply
that number by the average defects per KLOC number. This provides the baseline number
for predicted number of defects in the product. This baseline can be set for the entire
product for one component. Once the baselines are set, using the defect find rate curve for
defect tracking can be measured against the baseline during the life of the product
development project. One note of caution, after a baseline has been set it is important to
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work with the test team to ensure the defect prediction metric is not viewed as a quota
system. If the rate is achieved and defects are still being found, work should still continue
in the defect finding efforts.
The defect find rate curve can also be broken down by components and used with
the defect prediction method to measure the test effort via component. There is an
advantage to tracking the defect rate by component. It allows the test team to understand
if a particular test strategy is effective by measuring defects found against the baseline. If
a test strategy has been defined, a baseline has been established and the defect yield has
peaked far before the baseline has been reached, the test team now has a flag that the test
strategy may have to be re-evaluated. Re-evaluation of the test strategy could consist of
changing the test tactics, or it could mean that the original defect prediction rate is
incorrect. In either case it alerts the test team to potential issues in the component.

2.4 Tracking Defect Prediction Results
Using the defect find rate curve along with the defect prediction method allow the
product development team to track several things. As in component level tracking, it flags
potential problems with test strategies, if the find rate curve levels out far before the
defect prediction rate has been met. It allows the team to track defect prediction accuracy
and helps the team adjust it's defect prediction methods. If the defect find rate is still
rising, the defect prediction metric has not been met and if the product is close to it' s
scheduled ship date, it flags potential quality risks with the product. If this is tracked on a
weekly basis, actions could be taken to add or shift resources to different areas of the
product.
2.5 Utilizing Defect Prediction Results
How can the defect prediction method be used in resource projections? Once the
baseline is established, the product team needs to understand what it will take to find the
amount of projected defects. From a human resource standpoint it is advantageous to
understand the rate at which the test team can find defects. This can include all methods
of finding defects from code reviews to automated test development to test execution.
Understanding this will allow the product team to understand how many defects can be
found by existing test resources in the time allotted for the product development project
and if additional resources will be needed to find the rest of the defects. If no additional
resource can be added, it allows the product development team to understand potential
quality risks come product release time.

Summarizing the perceived advantages of understanding and using the defect prediction
method:
• Combined with a Defect-Find-Rate-Per-Hour metric, the defect prediction
metric helps the product development tearri understand the scope of the test
effort and how many resources will be neeaed to test the product.
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•
•

Provides the product development team an estimate of how many defects
remain in the project at any one point in time.
Combined with the Defect-Find-Rate Curve metric, the defect prediction
metric can provide the product development team information to determine if
the product test strategy for identifying software defects is on target.

Summarizing the perceived risks of using the defect prediction method:
• Defect prediction is not 100% precise; some disparities will exist between
predictions and reality.
• May be viewed as a quota system and the defect finding effort might diminish
after all the predicted defects are found.
• This metric might not work perfectly the first time it is used. It might take a
few product releases to learn how to more accurately estimate product defects.

3.0 Defect Find Rate Curve Metric
The defect find rate curve metric displays the total amount of defects found during
the product development life cycle. This metric is a cumulative find rate of total defects
over time. This metric is charted by a graph displaying the number of software defects
over time. How does this metric provide value to the product development team? By
using this metric the team can monitor defect discovery rates, and cross check defect
prediction metrics as previously discussed.
3.1 Defect Discovery Rates
The defect find rate curve aids the product development team in observing at what
point during a project the majority of defects are found. It can be argued that this metric is
not totally accurate and the slope of the defect discovery rate will increase and decrease
depending upon how the test effort is planned. However, by understanding trends and
setting defect discovery goals. this metric can measure the test effort against the planned
goals, and raise flags when things are not going as planned.
One disadvantage of this metric is that it can not pickup detailed spikes and
display peaks and valleys to look at more detailed information; using a weekly defect find
rate metric would be more beneficial. The weekly defect find rate metric will be
discussed in the next section.
A summary of potential information this metric can highlight:
• Defects are found as predicted and the product development team believes the
test effort is on track.
• The defect find rate curve has not flattened out in the final stages of product
development. indicating more defects are still in the product.
• A quantity of defects remains based upon the original Defect Prediction
Metric.
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•

•

The defect find rate curve has flattened out too early in the product
development effort and alerts the product development team to re-adjust the
test effort to identify the remaining defects.
Indicates where the bulk of the testing effort is most effective.

3.2 Examples of Defect Find Rate Graph
Looking at the graph, in theory the find rate climbs steeply during the early to
middle stages of development. As product development enters the final stages, defects
should be harder to find and the curve should flatten out. Figure 1 displays a project
where the defect discovery has decreased over time and the defect find rate curve has
flattened out.
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Figure 2 displays a project where the defect discovery has failed to decrease over time
and the defect find rate curve continues to climb.
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This metric can also be designed to display a comparison between total defects versus
must fix defects as shown in Figure 3.
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4.0 Weekly Defect Find Rate
This metric charts defects found on a week-by-week basis. This metric plots defects
found on a weekly basis and is charted by a graph displaying the number of software
defects found over time. How does this metric provide value to the product development
team? This metric is an excellent tool for monitoring the test effort and condition of the
product.

4.1

Monitoring The Test Effort
By understanding trends and setting defect discovery goals. this metric can
measure the test effort against those goals and raise flags when things are not going as
planned. For example, when planning the test effort it should be expected that the defect
discovery levels will be higher when testing code new to the product. either in the form of
new features, or enhancements to existing features. Using the weekly defect find rate, a
product development team can monitor the test effort to see if defects are actually being
found when the testing is scheduled to take place.
4.2 Monitoring The Product Condition
This metric can also be used to help determine product quality. In theory the find
rate should stay high during the early to middle stages of development. As product
development effort enters the final stages, defects should be harder to find and the weekly
find rate should decrease.
Summary of potential infonnation this metric can highlight:

•

Defect find rates are decreasing during final stages of product development.
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•
•
•

High rate of defects are still found during final stages of product development.
The time needed to find problems during all stages of the test effort.
Identifies proper test effort is taking place during product development.

4.3 Examples Of Weekly Defect Find Rate Graphs
Figure 4 displays a graph where the majority of the defects have been found
during the early to middle stages of the test effort. Some of the spikes may indicate time
required to develop test suites, time to reset test beds, or personnel issues.
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This graph is also easily tailored to depict the software defect find rate by defect
severity levels as dis la ed in Fi ure 5.
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5.0 Weekly Closure Rate
This metric charts the software defect closure rate on a week-by-week basis. The
metric is charted by a graph displaying closed software defects over time. How does this
metric provide value to the product development team? It is an excellent tool for
monitoring the progress of defect fixes, assessing the defect regression strategy and
understanding the product's stability.

5.1 Monitoring The Progress Of Defect Fixes
By charting the fix rate on a weekly basis the product development team can
easily assess the progress of the Open Defect fix rate. By understanding trends and setting
goals for defect fixing, the weekly defect find rate can flag the product development team
when things are not going as planned. For example; if the fix rate is low and there are a
number of outstanding defects that need to be addressed, an adjustment of resources can
be made to increase the defect fix rate.

5.2 Assessing The Defect Regression Strategy
. By charting the fix rate on a weekly basis the product development team can
assess the amount of defects that have been fixed, and plan the resources needed to verify
the fixes. If resources cannot be spared to verify the fixes, the potential risk factor can be
assessed at an early stage, and contingency plans can be made. Note that, at first using the
defect fix rate in this capacity does not allow for much up-front planning, however over a
period of a few product releases the product development team can observe patterns and
plan resources for follow on product accordingly.
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5.3 Understanding Product Stability
In theory, at the beginning of product development, the software defect closure rate will
be low. As time goes on, the weekly closure rate should increase as more software defects
are being fixed. During the final stages of product development, the weekly closure rate
should decrease. By charting the fix rate on a weekly basis and understanding trends and
goals the product development team can be flagged when things are not going along as
planned. Figure 5 is a sample graph of a product becoming stable as time goes on.

5.4 Find To Fix Comparison
Comparing the weekly defect find rate with the weekly fix rate can also be a
useful aid when determining product stability. This gives the product development team a
quick snap shot of the condition of the product under development.
Summary of potential information this metric can highlight:
• A low closure rate versus a high rate of opened defects indicates that the
product might not be very stable. Doing this on a week-by-week basis should
call attention to this problem early, so it is possible to:
=> Make adjustments in resource allocation to correct the problem.
=> Determine if the product development schedule is at risk.
• If the closure rate is low and the known defect rate is low, then the product is
fairly stable.

5.5 Examples Of Weekly Defect Find Rate Graphs
Figure 6 displays a graph where the majority of the defects have been fixed at an
early enough time to allow for regression testing to take place on a fairly stable product.
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Figure 7 is a sample graph of a product failing to become stable as time goes on. Please
note the amount of activity at the end of the project. All the last minute changes never
allow the product to become stable.
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This graph is easily tailored to depict the weekly closure rate by defect severity levels as
displayed in Figure 8.
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6.0 Total Resolved-to-Unresolved Defect Rate
This metric compares the total number of open and unresolved software defects
against the total number of resolved software defects. For this case unresolved defects
refer to open. Deferred defects, resolved refers to fixed, closed and rejected defects. This
metric is charted by a graph displaying unresolved and resolved defects
over time. How does this metric provide value to the product development team? It
metric is a tool for displaying the gaps between the amount of total unresolved defects to
amount of total resolved defects.
6.1

Comparing The Gaps
In theory, as the product development effort progresses the amount of unresolved
defects should exceed the amount of resolved defects during the early stages of
development. Eventually, the amount of resolved cases should exceed the amount of
unresolved cases. At this point. the quality of the product potentially should be
improving.

This metric is best used as a high level snapshot when projecting product quality. On it's
own this metric should not be used solely to project product quality. In many cases the
amounts of unresolved to resolved defects may fluctuate for a period of time. It is best to
observe the gap between unresolved and resolved defects widen, before projecting any
quality claims. This metric has increased value when used in conjunction with the weekly
find rate and fix rate metrics.
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6.2 Examples Of Unresolved to Resolved Graphs
Figure 10 depicts a project where the unresolved defects and resolved defects
fluctuate before the gap widens.
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7.0 Taking the First Step To Get Started
Now that a basic set of metrics have been discussed, the next question is; is this
information something that would be valuable to your product development team? If the
answer is yes, what are the steps your team needs to take to move forward? Every product
development team's needs are different. A recommended first step to any product
development team is getting together and analyzing the current issues occurring during
the product development cycle, then formulating a plan to address each issue.
As far as using metrics are concerned, the first and foremost step is to formulate
quality and test goals around the product development effort. If the product development
team does not understand what it needs, a metrics program cannot provide much
information. There are many publications on the market today that discuss setting quality
and testing goals and using metrics to check the actual results against the goals. It is
highly recommended, before embarking on any program. To review at least one
publication that may be beneficial to a product development team wanting to implement
quality metrics.
Finally, whether your product development team chooses to use the methods and
metrics discussed in this paper, or it chooses a completely different set of metrics, it is
absolutely worthwhile to take the time and implement some form of software quality
metrics. Immediate results may not be achieved, and it may talce some time to understand
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how to set goals and use the information, but eventually the time invested will payoff, and
the overall payoff will be developing a better software product.
Some Interesting Reading
Capers Jones, Software Quality Analysis And Guidelines For Success. International
Thompson Computer Press, 1997
William Perry, Effective Methods For Software Testing. Wiley-QED, 1995
Tom Demarco, Controlling Software Projects: Management, Measurements and
Estimations. Prentice Hall, 1982
Stephen H. Kan, Metrics And Models In Software Quality Engineering. Addison Wesley,
1995
Robert B. Grady, Deborah L. Caswell, Software Metrics: Establishing A Company Wide
Program. Prentice Hall, 1987
Robert B. Grady, Practical Software Metrics For Project Management And Process
Improvement. Prentice Hall, 1992
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Abstract
The Common Desktop Environment (CDE) product is internationalized. This means that CDE and the
applications delivered with it must work properly in both English and non-English language
environments without any changes in the application binaries. The problem is how to verify efficiently
that the COE product as delivered really functions properly in the variety of locales it claims to support
Our organization was confronted with the task of verifying COE in 60 different locales. Traditional
record-and-playback methods would not port well across locales. We needed an automated test method
where the cost did not become prohibitive as the number of supported locales grew. This paper describes
the development of a locale-smart testing procedure to solve this problem.

Testing Internationalized Applications
Internationalized applications employ two main principles [ 1]:
• locale-dependent strings are separated from the application binary and stored in message catalogs,
and
• locale-smart access functions are used to retrieve the messages from the catalogs.
Internationalized applications are a boon to development groups, but testing these applications can
become a nighttnare for the test team. Simply put, since an application behaves slightly differently in
. each supported locale, the application should be tested in each of those locales. Doing this testing well
and efficiently takes some effort.

Message Catalog Approach
We propose that tests become internationalized by using the information contained in the locale-specific
message catalogs. The test assertions should be composed in terms of the information in the message
catalo~ as often as practical. This adds no extra burden since the message catalogs are an integral part of
any system supporting internationalized software. The test and its target application "feed off' the same

message catalogs. Such an internationalized test will operate in any locale.
Rather than expressing the test assertions in terms of hard-coded values, a test assertion for an
internationalized test program could be expressed in locale-independent terms as follows:

If routine X executes properly, it will output the string indexed by (set-Id Y and message-Id Z)
contained in ~e message catalog specific for the locale of execution.
It is important to note what we are doing here. We are asserting that the invariant in this relationship is
the location of the string in the message catalog. We suggest that this invariant be used in deriving the
test assertion as often it is practical. This practice would result in more robust and locale-independent
tests. Incorporating the message catalog locations into the test program might seem to tie the test
program too closely to the application' s implementation. On the contrary, we believe it is the least of
several evils. It is true that the correspondence between the application and the test program will break if
the application changes how it uses the message catalogs; it is far more likely, however, that the contents
of the message catalogs themselves will change. Our program is immune to message catalog content
changes because we do not concern ourselves with the contents, merely with the location in the catalog.

Testing CDE in Sixty Languages •••
Construction of a locale-independent CDE test suite
This paper describes a fully automated system to touch test eight CDE applications in all available
locales. When we started the project, extensive testing of each CDE application was already being
performed in the C locale. Our modest goal in this project was to adapt touch tests to verify that the
main CDE applications could successfully come up and close in each locale. These eight applications
were: File Manager, Style Manager, Text Editor, Calendar Manager, Mailer, Window Manager,
Application Manager, and Dtterm. We started with an existing touch test suite designed to execute.in the
C locale. We modified the test suite to operate reliably in all 60 locales supported -by CDE.
For each locale available on the test system, the test program performs the following actions:
• Set the desktop locale
• Open designated applications
• Close each application
Implementing even these modest tests posed significant challenges in the internationalized arena.

Set the desktop locale
The first hurdle in testing CDE in multiple locales is developing a method of setting locales
automatically.

The user or test program logging in to CDE chooses the desired locale from language menus under the
"Option" button of the login screen (see Figure 1). To select a locale, one must first know where the
desired locale appears on the menu. Finding the desired locale is difficult for a test program because
CDE constructs the language menus dynamically, based on how many locales are available on the
system. The same locale can appear in different menu locations on different systems.
For example, Figures 1 and 2 show the login screens for two test machines. Figure 1 has two fewer
locales installed than Figure 2. Note that es_ES.iso88591 (Spanish) locale appears in Figure 1 at the
bottom of menu 1; in Figure 2, the same locale appears near the top of menu 2.

Figure 1: Login screen (Note locale es_ES.iso88591 at the bottom of submenu 1)
Test programs equipped with only static representations of the language menus cannot execute properly
in these dynamic situations. The test must query the target environment at run-time to determine where
to find the desired locale.

Our test tool. Synlib, [2]: provides a structure known as a focusmap that allows us to navigate
hierarchical menu systems by specifying menu locations. Once Synlib is given a selection's location, it
computes the keystrokes needed to reach the targeted menu item.

Figure 2: Login screen (Note locale es_ES.iso88591 at the top of submenu 2)
However, since the structure of the menus and the position of each locale can only be determined at
run-time, a static (ocusmap may be good for one system but may not be good for another system. The
test program therefore uses a generic focusmap (Figure 3) for the language menus. The generic
f ocusmap does not associate a locale name with any particular menu or position.
The executing test program queries the target machine with "locale -a" to determine how many locales
are present on the machine. With this number, the test program calculates how many menus and
submenus will appear on the login screen. By sorting the output of "locale -a", the test program also
determines which menu and which item correspond to the target locale. For instance, if we want to run
our tests in de_DE.iso88591, the above procedure might determine that there are 57 locales available on

the target machine and that de_DE.iso88591 appears as Item 12 on Submenu 1. Our call to the focusmap
utility would then specify that we wished to select the focus item:

Options.Options_menu.Language.Lanft_submenu.menul.menul.12
Synlib then selects the appropriate item for us.
(FocusMap Options
(Menu Options_menu
(Language
(SubMenu Lang_submenu (
menu1
(SubMenu menul (010203 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 1112 13 1415 16 17 18 19 20 21 ))
menu2

(SubMenu menu2 (01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ))
menu3 .
(SubMenu menu3 (01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ))
menu4
(SubMenu menu4 (01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ))
menu5
(SubMenu menu5 (01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 )) ) )
Session Command_Line_Login Re.set_Login_Screen ) ) )

Figure 3: Generic Focusmap for the Option Menu and Submenus
This generic approach works well. The test program does not need to be told which locales or how many
locales are present on the target system to be tested. Rather it is instructed to scan the system and
determine what the system's language menu will look like. We can either choose a particular locale in
which to test or, by feeding a loop construct with the output of "locale -a", we can cycle through all the
available locales on a machine without knowing ahead of time what locales might be available. The
latter technique was used in our automated test system.
The reader may recognize that the variable menu structure presented by the login screen is not strictly an
effect of internationalization of CDE. Rather, the structure is determined by the number of locales
configured on the target system. Nevertheless, setting the locale is a significant hurdle which had to be
overcome to build a fully automated touch test suite for CDE in all locales.

•• •

One Test Is All It Takes

Open designated applications
Once the test program has logged in to the desired locale, we would like to open the designated CDE
applications. To do this, we click on an item in the Front Panel and watch for the application window to
appear. This section of the paper deals with verifying that the target application window has opened. The
general question we are answering is this: in an internationalized application, how do we verify that the
application has behaved correctly?

In CDE, all applications have distinct titles. In our touch test, we open the application and verify that the
application has the expected title. The test program should be constructed to retrieve the expected title
string from the appropriate message catalog files. If an application window does not appear or displays
an incorrect title, then the application has a bug. The example below illustrates the idea.
Here is a hard-coded version of a verification routine:
/* Wait for the window to map*/
SynWai tWindowMap { dpy, "Edi tor" , H0WL0NG ) ;
/* Fetch the title from the window* /
SynGetWindowTitle( dpy, "Editor", &title_ptr);
/* Verify the window title*/
if { strstr{title__ptr, "Text Editor")
isCorrectWindow = True;
else
isCorrectWindow = False;

!=

NULL

The first level of verification, SynW aitWindowMap(), determines whether the application window
actually appeared. The test reads the title of the target window using SynGetWindowTitle(). The string
returned by this routine is then compared with the expected string. The problem is that the title strings
are dependent on the locale of execution of the application (Table 1). The only way to make one test
verify the behavior of the application in all its supported locales is to construct the test such that it can
seek out the appropriate message catalog and then figure out the title string specified for that locale
using the set-index and message-index for the desired string.

Locale

String

Message Catalog Location

C

Text Editor

set 7, message 2

de_DE.iso88591

Texteditor

set 7, message 2

es_ffi.iso88591

Editor de texto

set 7, message 2

fr_FR..iso88591

Editeur de texte

set 7, message 2

it_IT. iso88591

Editor di testo

set 7, message 2

Table 1: Text Editor Title in Different Locales
Note that we are proposing here that the location of the window title string in the Text Editor message
catalog be used as the test invariant, rather than the string itself. Once we know that the title is located in
message set 7, message number 2 of the dtpad.cat catalog, we can re-code our test program as follows:
/* Open the message catalog*/
my_cat=catopen("/usr/dt/lib/nls/msg/%L/dtpad.cat•,NL_CAT_LOCALE);
/* Fetch the expected title string from the message catalog*/
expected_title=catgets(my_cat,7,2,"Text Editor• );
/* Close the message catalog* /

catclose(my_cat);
/* Wait for the window to map*/
SynWaitWindowMap( dpy, "Editor•, HOWLONG ) ;
/* Fetch the title from the window*/
SynGetWindowTitle( dpy, "Editor•, &title_ptr);
/* Verify the window title*/
if ( strstr(title_ptr, expected_title)
isCorrectWindow = True;
else
isCorrectWindow = False;

!=

NULL

This verification will now work in all supported locales. In fact, because the test uses the message
catalog locations, its results are immune to changes in the strings themselves.

Close each application
In this section of the paper, we demonstrate locale-dependent input by closing the application using its
menu mnemonics. Locale-dependent inputs are those in which an application's concept of what is a
valid input depends on the locale of execution. An input which is considered valid in one local can be
wrong or meaningless in another locale. The example below involving menu mnemonics of the CDE
Text Editor File menu illustrates the point. The internationalized code fragment shows how message
catalogs can be used effectively to detennine the valid inputs in a specified locale and how using this
knowledge we can easily write locale-independent tests.
Take the example of the Text Editor's File menu. Figure 4 shows the File menu in the English and
French locales. To close the application window in the English locale, the test program (or a human
user) presses "C" for "Close". Here is the hard-coded version in Synlib:
/* Select the •close• action*/
SynCliclcKey( dpy,

"C"

) ;

The same input however will fail to close the application in the French locale; in French, the appropriate
input to close the application is "F" for "Ferm.er". To verify the Close behavior, therefore, the test should
press "F" and not "C' '. How can the test provide the valid input in a given situation? Either all the
possibilities are to be coded in the test -- which becomes increasingly complex with increasing number
of locales; or the test may be constructed to consult the locale-specific message catalog to determine
which is the valid input for the situation. It is our opinion that this latter approach is the cleanest and
least expensive alternative.

Figure 4: File Menu in English (left) and French (right)
The illustration below shows how this test can be written in a locale-independent way using the
information in the message catalogs. In the C locale, the message catalog contains the following:
$set 11
29 C
30 Close

In the fr_FR.iso88591 (French) locale, the dtpad.cat message catalog contains
$set 11
29 F
30 Fenner

Locale

Label

Mnemonic

Location of Mnemonic

C

Close

C

set

11, number 29

de_DE.iso88.591

Schliessen

C

set

11, number 29

es_IB.iso88591

Cerrar

C

set

11, number 29

fr_FR..iso88591

Fenner

F

set

11, number29

it_IT. iso88.591

Cbiudere

C

set

11,number29

Table 2: Mnemonic for the Close Action in Different Locales
As shown in Table 2, the location of the mnemonic is invariant across all locales. The test program can

use this invariance to adapt itself to various locales.
/* Open the message catalog*/
my_cat=catopen(•/usr/dt/lib/nls/msg/%L/dtpad . cat•,NL_CAT_LOCALE);
/* Get the mnemonic for the Close action*/
sprintf (file_close,
"<%s>", catgets (my_cat, 11, 29,
/* Close the message catalog*/

"C") ) ;

catclose(rny_cat};
-/* Select the "Close• action*/
SynClickKey( dpy, file_close );

Results
Only one set of tests is all it took to verify aspects of CDE applications in all 60 supported locales. The
set of tests is fully automated and executes unattended. The test can be targeted to any system supporting
CDE; it is not necessary to know which locales are available on the system.
The test suite in its current state is fairly simple. It merely sets the locale and then opens and closes the
main CDE applications. In spite of its simplicity, this touch test suite uncovered a large number of
defects of various levels of severity:
• the window manager crashed in six locales even if it had locale-specific resources loaded in the
system;
• the calendar manager application crashed when locale-specific resources were not present in the
system;
• a typo in the fr_FR.iso88591 message catalog prevented the user from logging out via the window
manager menu;
• several applications failed to demonstrate expected behavior because of incorrect or missing menu
mnemonics.
These defects were uncovered by our test suite even after the CDE system was thoroughly tested and
debugged using other test suites.

Conclusions
To internationalize a test we need to follow the same principles employed by the internationalized
applications; i.e. the tests must fight fire with fire. If the applications use locale-smart functions - the
tests must do likewise. If environmental vari~bles determine an application's appearance and behavior,
then tests must also use the same environmental variables to predict the expected properties of the
· application and to verify such expectations. Toe tests should be attuned to all the environmental
variables, such as LANG, that are used by the application. Only then tests will be robust enough and
portable across locales.
A major suggestion of this work is that tests should use the structure of the message catalogs to compose
test assertions. Without this approach there is very little hope of creating locale-independent tests and
reducing the cost of testing target software. We propose that tests adopt the use of message catalogs in
forming assertions as often as it is practical. Toe touch tests presented here for individual CDE
applications were very simpl~. In mMt ~ases, the test consisted only ot verifying that when launched in

the locale of interest, the application started properly and displayed its window with the appropriate title.
This test suite did not explore extensive functional testing of the applications concerned. It has become
apparent to us, however, that the experience gained from this exercise can be easily adapted to crette
fully operational locale-independent functional tests suites for more thorough verification of the Cf E
applications.
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